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The OECD/CSNI Specialists Meeting on Fuel Coolant Interactions(FCI) was held at

Tokai-mura in Japan on May 19 through 21, 1997, and attended by 80 participants from 14

countries and one international organizations. In the meeting 36 papers were presented

followed by active discussions in six sessions on various aspects of FCI issues, such as

reactor application, premixing, propagation/trigger, experiments and code/models.

At the end of the Meeting, the participants have reached to the consensus on the summary

and recommendations, which consist of the following items;

(1) We find no new evidence that would change or violate the conclusion of SERG-2 (1996)

that alpha-mode failure is not risk significant.

(2) Significant progress has been made since the Santa Barbara meeting (1993).

(3) Several areas have been identified, which need further investigations to understand the

basic FCI phenomena, and to improve the modeling.

(4) We recommend maximizing open communication between various research groups in

order to accelerate the resolution of the remaining issues.

(5) We recommend that the next specialist meeting be held within 3 to 5 years in order to

synthesize the activities described above.

Keywords: Severe Accident, Fuel-Coolant Interaction, Steam Explosion, Alpha-Mode

Failure, Accident Management, Containment, Debris Coolability
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FOREWORD

The OECD/CSNI Specialists Meeting on Fuel Coolant Interactions (FCI) was held in

Tokai-mura, Japan on May 19 through 21, 1997 and was hosted by the Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute. About 80 experts from 14 countries and international organizations attended this

Specialists Meeting. In the meeting 36 papers were presented in six sessions on various aspects of

FCI issues, such as reactor application, premixing, propagation/trigger, experiments and

code/models.

The information exchanged and active discussions greatly extended our knowledge of the

FCI phenomenology and predictions of FCI behaviors. We identified those areas of FCI

phenomena and prediction which are important, but still poorly understood and require further

study with clear methodologies. We also discussed the importance of bringing our results from the

research level to the plant application level.

As the chairman of the Programme Committee of this Specialists Meeting, I would like to

express my sincere gratitude to all of the speakers and participants for their excellent contributions

and fruitful discussions, to the members of the Programme Committee and chairpersons, namely,

Dr. D. MagaUon, Dr. S. Basu, Dr. H. Jacobs, Dr. G. Berthoud, Prof. T.G. Theofanous, Prof.

B.R. Sehgal, Prof. K.H. Bang, Dr. J. Sugimoto, Prof. D. F. Fletcher, Dr. M. Buerger, Dr. D.

Cho, Prof. M. Corradini and Mr. S. Kondo, for their devoted efforts and cooperation in the

preparation and running of the Meeting.

Also I would like to acknowledge the host organization, JAERI, and their staff who

contributed to the success of the Meeting.

Lastly I would like to express my deepest sorrow for Mr. N. Yamano's sudden death on

October 3, 1997. The Programme Committee members have agreed to dedicate these Proceedings

to the memory of Mr. N. Yamano, also a Programme Committee member, for his devoted efforts

and contributions to the Meeting.

M. Akiyama(President, The Institute of Applied Energy,

Professor Emeritus, University of Tokyo)

Chairman, OECD/CSNI Specialists Meeting on FCI
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DEDICATION

These Proceedings are dedicated to the memory of Mr. Norihiro Yamano, who passed
away on October 3, 1997.

Briefly recollecting his career, since Mr. Yamano joined JAERI in 1984 from Prof.
Akiyama's Laboratory in University of Tokyo, he actively conducted research in the
field of severe accidents. He developed the REMOVAL code to model fission product
gas/aerosol behaviors in the containment. He established the degraded core coolability by
experiment and analysis. From 1988, he initiated and led JAERI's large scale
experiments, the ALPHA Program, aiming at FCI, molten core concrete interaction,
aerosol re-entrainment, and electrical cable penetration leakage. His final efforts were
directed towards FCI phenomenology investigations with ALPHA and basic
experiments, and JASMINE code development.

Mr. Yamano was an exceptionally competent researcher with a deep knowledge and
broad experience in both basics and applications. He enthusiastically participated in
international activities, such as in OECD as a member of FPC, SAC and CAM in CSNI,
willing to challenge a variety of roles such as lead author of the OECD technical report
on ex-vessel FCI and debris coolability published in December, 1996. He also acted an
important role in severe accident related committees for the Japanese regulatories. Mr.
Yamano stood out as a true technical expert.

The most lasting part of Mr. Yamano's legacy will be his human side, the example of
cheerful character, open mind, kindness and personal integrity that he set for all who
worked with him.

He is most sadly missed. May his soul rest in peace.

- 2 -
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O E C D

The Convention establishing the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

was signed on 14th December 1960. Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention, the OECD shall promote

policies designed:

-- to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of

living in Member countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the

development of the world economy;

-- to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member countries in the

process of economic development; and

-- to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in

accordance with international obligations.

The current Signatories of the Convention are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech

Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal Republic, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,

Japan, the Republic of Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand,

Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United

States. The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the work of the OECD (Article 13

of the OECD Convention).

N E A

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the name of

the OEEC European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 20th April 1972,

when Japan became its first non-European full Member. NEA membership today consists of all

OECD Member countries, except New Zealand and Poland. The Commission of the European

Communities takes part in the work of the Agency.

The primary objective of NEA is to promote co-operation among the governments of its participating

countries in furthering the development of nuclear power as a safe, environmentally acceptable and

economic energy source.

NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), with which it

has concluded a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other international organisations in the

nuclear field.

C S N I

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committee

made up of scientists and engineers. It was set up in 1973 to develop and coordinate the activities of

the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction and

operation of nuclear installations insofar as they affect the safety of such installations. The

Committee's purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear safety amongst the OECD

Member countries.

- 4 -
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OECD/CSNI Specialist Meeting on Fuel Coolant Interactions

May 19 - 21, 1997, JAERI-Tokai, Japan

MEETING SUMMARY

1. Introduction

Research activities and interest on fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) have been increased and broadened

since the last CSNI Specialist Meeting held in January 1993 in Santa Barbara(U.S.A.). Significant

experimental and analytical research has been performed in many OECD countries including

France, Germany, EU (JRC), Japan, U.K. and U.S.A Research has also been initiated or is being

planned in other countries, such as Korea, Russia, and Sweden. The growing international interest

is, in large part, due to the emphasis on broader aspects of FCI ranging from melt quenching and

coolability to energetic explosions (both in- and ex-vessel), and their relevance and applications to

next-generation reactor design as well as accident management strategies.

The objectives of the meeting are categorized as follows:

(1) to review our knowledge and to obtain consensus on the phenomenology of FCI and in

predicting FCI behavior in LWRs severe accidents.

(2) to identify those areas of FCI phenomena and prediction which are important for reactor safety

but still poorly understood and require further study with clear methodologies.

(3) to inform the community and the regulatory agencies of the status of FCI issues, especially in

the application to accident management and future reactor designs.

The proposal for this meeting was initiated from CSNI PWG2, but the scope includes ex-vessel

fuel-coolant interactions; thus the meeting was also supported by PWG4. The meeting was

organized in collaboration with the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). There were a

total of 36 papers, and 80 specialists from 13 countries and 1 international organization attended the

3-day meeting.

The submitted abstracts and papers were thoroughly reviewed by Programme Committee

members(M. Akiyama, D. Magallon, S. Basu, H. Jacobs, G. Berthoud, T.G. Theofanous, B.R.

Sehgal, K.H. Bang, J. Sugimoto and N. Yamano) and additional lead reviewers(D. F. Fletcher,

M. Buerger, D.H. Cho, M. Corradini and S. Kondo). They chaired the sessions in the meeting. It

should be noted that their devoted contributions were also essential to finalize this meeting

summary.

- 5 -
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2. General Technical Remarks

The followings are general technical introductory remarks, observations, comments and

recommendations, intended as a high-level summary of the meeting:

(1) In the proceedings of this meeting, addressing issues from reactor applications to fundamentals,

we find no new evidence that would change or violate the conclusion of SERG-2 (1996) that

alpha-mode failure is not risk significant.

(2) Significant progress has been made since the Santa Barbara meeting (1993) in experiments

(including instrumentation), basic understanding and analysis/code development as described in

detail in Section 3. It is also noted that continued close coupling between the experiments and the

analyses should be pursued in order to establish the physically-based mechanistic modeling.

(3) Several areas have been identified, which need further investigations to understand the basic

FCI phenomena, and to improve the modeling. Such investigations should have close

relationship to reactor applications, e.g., accident management (ex-vessel or coolability), future

reactor designs etc., as described in detail in Section 3.

(4) We recommend maximizing open communication between various research groups in order to

accelerate the resolution of the remaining issues. The OECD can contribute significantly to this

process by organizing, for example, standard problem exercises.

(5) We recommend that the next specialist meeting be held within 3 to 5 years in order to synthesize

the activities described above.

3. Detailed Conclusions and Recommendations

The followings are more detailed conclusions and recommendations summarized by session

chairpersons:

3.1 Reactor Applications

3.1.1 Summary of Papers

Five papers were presented in the session on reactor applications including an overview paper by

Basu et al. on the current understanding and the future research needs in FCI. The overview paper

discussed the SERG-2 findings on the resolution of the alpha-mode failure issue namely, that the

issue was considered resolved from the risk perspective. The paper also identified a number of

residual FCI issues pertinent to debris coolability (both in- and ex-vessel), lower head integrity

under steam explosion loads, and ex-vessel steam explosions as a potential consequence of accident

management measures. Current understanding of FCI phenomena, i.e., melt jet breakup,

premixing, triggering, and propagation were discussed and finally, recommendations for future

research in FCI were provided.

- 6 -
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The paper by Zuchuat et al. gave an account of the steam explosion-induced containment failure

studies for operating Swiss nuclear power plants (both BWRs and PWRs). Plant-specific

geometries were considered in the paper and both in-vessel and ex-vessel steam explosions were

investigated. Using the current knowledge of FCI phenomenology, upper bound and best estimate

failure probabilities were computed for the plants under consideration. Based on the computed

values, it was concluded that the conditional probability of having containment failure is very

unlikely in all cases under accident scenarios of interest.

The paper by Theofanous et al. presented a comprehensive treatment of the AP600 lower head

integrity issue under steam explosion loads and concluded that for accident scenarios of interest,

integrity of the lower head would be assured. The comprehensive treatment took advantage of the

additional insights gained into premixing and propagation research since the OECD/CSNI Specialist

Meeting at Santa Barbara in 1993, and also of extended validation data bases for the premixing

code, PM-ALPHA, and the propagation code, ESPROSE.m. These factors were brought together

in a Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) framework to evaluate the likelihood

of lower head failure with the conclusion that the failure is physically unreasonable.

he paper by Almstrom et al. presented by Frid discussed a simplified approach to incorporate the

effect of fluid-structure interactions in the calculation of the containment response to ex-vessel

steam explosions. In this approach, a coupling between explosion loads and cavity wall response is

considered through a shock-structure interaction mechanism. In contrast, in the conventional

approach to structural response calculations, the cavity wall is considered rigid and shock- structure

interaction is neglected. The paper concluded that the new approach gives a more realistic cavity

wall response.

The paper by Kolev presents a comparison between IVA4 simulations and FARO L14, L20

experiments. Both experiments were performed with the same geometry but under different initial

pressure. The strong effect of the volume expansion of the evaporating water at low pressure is

demonstrated. An in-vessel simulation for a large PWR was presented. The insight gained from

this study is: that at no time are conditions for the feared large scale melt-water intermixing at low

pressure in force, with this due to limiting effect of the expansion process which accelerates the

melt and the water into all available flow paths.

3.1.2 Chair's Summary of the Session

(1) Significant progress has been made in FCI-related experiments, models, and code development

since the OECD/CSNI Santa Barbara meeting in 1993 leading to an improved understanding of

the basic FCI phenomena, and practical implementation of such understanding to resolve the

relevant reactor safety issues.

- 7 -
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(2) The information presented at the meeting offer no new evidence that would change or violate the

conclusion of SERG-2 that alpha-mode failure is not risk significant.

(3) Current FCI issues of relevance to reactor safety are: debris coolability (both in- and ex-vessel),

and localized energetic FCI with implications to RPV lower head integrity.

(4) Based on the current understanding, energetic steam explosions in reactor geometries and with

reactor prototypic materials cannot be excluded at present. Triggering of prototypic materials may

be difficult and triggerability at high pressures may be reduced but the data base is far too sparse

to verify these conjectures. Also, reduced triggerability does not necessarily imply reduced

explosivity. Therefore, in reactor applications, explosivity cannot be eliminated and hence,

energetics and consequential extent of damage from localized FCI must be considered and

properly assessed.

(5) Finally, in reactor applications, specifics of the system and accident scenarios must be

considered in order to realistically evaluate the consequences of energetic FCI.

3.2 Premixing(I)

3.2.1 Summary of Papers

This first session on the pre-mixing phase of fuel coolant interactions (FCIs) contained four papers.

Two of the papers dealt with experiments performed, respectively in the QUEOS and the MAGICO

facilities. The other two papers dealt with development and validation of analysis methods.

The paper by Meyer describes the results of experiments on pre-mixing conducted in the QUEOS

facility at FZK, with 7 to 20 kilograms of hot spheres. More than 40 experiments were performed,

characterized primarily by relatively high particle fractions. Data of seven experiments with sphere

temperatures of 1800 K were presented and compared with results from experiments with cold

shperes. Data obtained included pressures, steam flow rates, water levels and several series of

photos taken from high speed films(due to technical problems the movies could not be shown). For

one recent experiment(2550 K) void fraction distributions measured with local void probes were

presented. The main observation from the experiments was that the steam hole created by the

leading spheres facilitated the passage of the latter spheres, which joined up with the leading

spheres and accelerated their passage through the water. The experiments found extensive water

depletion zones, however, regions of low void fractions interacting with the spheres were also

observed. The QUEOS experiments have used much larger melt volume fractions than the

MAGICO experiments (next paper) and the results obtained in QUEOS are somewhat different than

those from the MAGICO tests.

The paper by Angelini et al. describes the regimes of premixing obtained by MAGICO experiment.

The MAGICO-facility has been upgraded to perform experiments with spheres at temperatures up

to 2000 K. Several experiments have been performed with up to 6 kilograms of hot spheres. The

- 8 -
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MAGICO tests provided the ideas on water depletion, which have been used for the models

incorporated in the PM-ALPHA code. The MAGICO tests were performed with melt-particle

volume fractions substantially lower than those used in the QUEOS tests. Still, extensive water

depletion regions were observed. Excellent video movies were presented. X ray pictures provide

detailed void fraction and particle volume fraction distributions, for use in code comparisons. The

test results shown by Angelini distinguished the regimes of pre-mixing dominated by the inertial

and the thermal effects. The latter pre-mixing regime was produced by using low volume fraction

pours of hot particles.

The paper by Jacobs et al. examines the constitutive relations for drag incorporated in the IVA-KA

code. The IVA-KAcode is a modified version of the IVA code developed at FZK-INR by Kolev.

This paper also reports a new model for radiative heat transfer incorporated into the IVA-KAcode.

The adequacy of these models is judged through very strict comparisons of the code predictions

with the data obtained in the QUEOS tests. The drag model currently employed might be improved

by accounting for the effects of strongly accelerated relative motion. The radiation model is based

on the distribution of fractional energy absorbed in water with thickness of water layer, as

calculated by Fletcher. The authors are satisfied with the results obtained. The authors found that

numerical diffusion is potentially very disruptive in their calculations using a first-order donor-cell

scheme. This became evident when modeling the free fall of an initially less than 5 cm high layer of

particles over a distance of 1.3 m in the QUEOS experiment.

The very large paper by Theofanous et al., extracted from the report DOE/ID-10504, describes the

very large effort employed in verifying the PM-ALPHA code, which provides a description of the

pre-mixing phase of the steam explosion process. The code predictions are tested against analytical

solutions and data from the MAGICO, QUEOS, MIXAand FARO tests. Analysis of a number of

QUEOS tests are reported. The multifield aspects of the PM-ALPHA code are verified step by step.

The PM-ALPHA code does not model the jet break up process mechanistically. Instead, the authors

employ a parametric representation, which they currently claim as adequate for their purposes. The

PM-ALPHA code has been used, successfully, in the evaluation of the in-vessel steam explosion

loads on the lower head of the AP-600 vessel. The authors have been able to control the numerical

diffusion in this basically Eulerian- description three dimensional code. The comprehensive

verification achieved for the various code models is impressive.

3.2.2 Chair's Summary of the Session

(1) Clearly, the pre-mixing phase of the FCIs is important since it is the precursor of the

subsequent phases. Much work has been done lately and significant progress has been achieved

in both the experimental information obtained and the modeling developed. The MAGICO and

the QUEOS experiments, both have achieved great strides in increasing the particle mass and

- 9 -
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temperatures, and improving the instrumentation employed.

(2) The outstanding outcome of the recent progress is the confirmation and the prediction of the

water depleted zones in the pre-mixtures, which limit the extent of pre-mixing, thereby inhibiting

large steam explosions. Perhaps, a consensus on this could be reached, inspite of the differing

opinions on the inferences from the QUEOS experiments.

(3) The PM-ALPHA, IVA-KA, MC-3D and the other codes which model the pre-mixing phase are

all multidimensional, three or four phase codes. The PM-ALPHA is the only code, which has

been extensively verified to date, although other codes are following the same path. It must be

stated that as a general rule; the more detailed the formulation, the more detailed the information

required to bring closure to the formulation. A collective set of constitutive relations may provide

reasonably-correct predictions for a particular set of pre-mixing conditions, and not for another

set. The dynamic separate-effects experiments would be designed to test the key individual

constitutive relations.

(4) There are differences of opinion on how the source for pre-mixing phase, i.e., the jet break-up

(atomization) should be treated. The jet break-up process is part of the pre-mixing phase and

should be treated as such i.e., integrated with the development of the pre-mixture. The current

database (with hot particles in water) should be more focused on a true melt jet interacting with a

coolant pool.

(5) Another aspect, which is mentioned previously, is the model validation, for pre-mixing of melt

(particles or jet) with highly subcooled water, as may occur in ex-vessel steam explosion

scenarios. These scenarios are of higher concern for BWRs; with their small containment,

already considerably stressed by the hydrogen generated. The in-vessel steam explosion (with

saturated water), credible only for a PWR, has extremely low probability of causing early failure

of the containment.

3.3 Premixing (II)

3.3.1 Summary of Papers

In the paper by Magallon et al. the FARO experimental results were reviewed with the main

emphasis on the comparison of data for the high pressure test series conducted over the last five

years; i.e. L-6,8,11,14,19,20 and most recently L-24. The test results clearly show a dependency

of the degree of melt quenching on the water pool depth and the ambient pressure with more

second-order effects observed for the fuel mass [on a per unit mass basis]. The role of melt

composition was the most apparent effect with test L-ll, which clearly indicated the effect of

zirconium oxidation and associated hydrogen production. The role of hydrogen generation in

general was the main topic of discussion with further work being needed to identify if the hydrogen

generation observed in FARO is test specific or generic to all oxide melts even at accident

conditions.
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In the paper by Yamano et al. melt jet breakup was studied in the framework of the ALPHA test

program, by using simulant materials [Pb-Bi eutectic melt] in jet quenching tests. Results and

analysis of the first two tests were presented for jet quench in a deep pool of saturated water. Steam

generation rates as well as jet breakup length and post-test debris size distributions were also

measured. The behavior observed in these first two tests were also predicted with the JASMINE

code, which is being developed at JAERI for use in simulation of steam-explosions. Agreement

with the observed data was reasonable [as well as comparison with FARO L-14] and served as a

good starting point for further analysis.

The paper by Addabbo et al. provided a synopsis of the key results from the ISP-39 exercise

organized and conducted by the JRC Ispra. This standard problem, ISP-39, was to benchmark the

predictive capabilities of computer models used in the evaluation of FCI mixing and quenching

phenomena and compared with the FARO L-14 test results. The preliminary assessment of the

results from the ISP-39 code exercise has shown a wide spread in the predictive capabilities of FCI

mixing models. Pending more detailed analysis, it appears that the general adequacy of FCI

modelling decreases with the progression of the phenomena. This work sparked a good deal of

discussion about the need and usefulness of open comparisons of analysis and test results.

The paper by Dinh et al. at RITin Sweden presented by B.R. Sehgal focused on a review of past

jet breakup phenomena, the conduct of simulant tests to visualize the phenomena and new

phenomenological modelling of the mechanisms for jet breakup. The results of the review and the

scoping tests have led the researchers to the conclusion that film boiling along the jet surface does

not lead to an accumulation of a large amount of vapor which can significantly aid in the breakup

process; i.e., a laminar film boiling model with vapor departure is more physically relevant than

other pictures. This along with extensive stability analysis has led the group to begin to model the

jet breakup process from the concept that the jet momentum and associated momentum transfer

dominates the observed behavior. This implies a complete multi-dimensional CFD approach is

warranted to gain further insights.

MC3D code for premixing calcualtion was introduced by Dr. Berthoud. The basic structure of the

code and numerics were discussed and the code's prediction of FARO L-14 test was presented.

MC3D has a four-field model in which melt jet and droplets are treated as separate fields. The paper

reported that this four-field application of MC3D showed better prediction of FARO L-14 test data

than the typical three-field model. The current results were found to be promising although further

validations of jet breakup model and heat transfer models are necessary.

The main thrust of the paper by Fletcher et al. was to remind the researchers the basic requirements

of any analysis that uses computer modelling and multi-dimensional computer modelling in

particular. The subject of numerical diffusion was discussed in some length in the context of
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multi-dimensional Eulerian simulations of multi-phase or multi-fluid flow. Fletcher reviewed a

series of techniques that are used to minimize the numerical diffusion of such analysis and made

specific recommendations for use in FCI mixing and propagations formulations. Lagrangian

considerations were not directly discussed.

The VESUVIUS FCI computer model was presented by Vierow. The basic equations and

modelling assumptions were discussed in detail for this multi-fluid multi-dimensional Eulerian

formulation. In addition the computer model was compared with specific simulant tests and the

FARO L-14 test. The current results of such comparisons were found to be promising with

improvements identified.

In the paper by Buerger et al. various descriptions of jet and drop breakup are considered, which

are applied in FCI mixing codes. Jet breakup processes are predicted by the IKEJET model and

open questions were discussed in the paper. The major question is how to model the jet breakup

process in the presence of a thick and turbulent vapor film around the jet body. In contrast to the

previous paper of Dinh et al., the IKEJET model assumes that the vapor will accumulate along the

jet body and then considers the breakup processes under this physical picture. The application of

IKEJET to breakup of hot melt jets yielded too little breakup and quenching if multiphase effects on

the wave growth and stripping processes due to entrainment of water and melt were not considered.

It was demonstrated that inclusion of these effects may be sufficient to explain the experimental

behavior.

3.3.2 Chair's Summary of the Session

(1) The degree of radiation transport into the multiphase coolant and the associated degree of energy

absorption [and steam generation] needs to be clarified with a correct methodology. This can

have a large impact on mixing.

(2) Jet breakup in a multiphase environment needs to be modeled on a physical basis, not

parametrically.

(3) Larger scale FCI experiments (e.g., FARO, ALPHA) could be used to investigate integral

mixing and explosion phenomena with proper measurements; i.e., diagnostics must be further

developed to reveal mixing details.

(4) Can an ISP be used as a mechanism for open communication for differences in physical models

of FCIs? This has to be discussed for future CSNI activities since no clear consensus was

reached in the session discussions.

(5) One must account for (correct for) numerical diffusive effects in Eulerian formulations of

mixing processes. Lagrangian models may hold better promise for multifluids, multiphase and

multidimensions.

(6) How much information can be obtained from post-test debris data in quench tests? Can we use
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debris morphology to distinguish surrounding conditions for the time of breakup? These

questions need to be discussed to obtain data usefulness.

(7) Reactor plant applications must be considered when determining what physical effects of the

FCI require further experimental/analytical consideration:

- Trig, of reactor materials and escalation.

- Fuel debris sizes/spreading.

- Explosion energetics and dynamic pressures.

3.4 Propagation/Trigger

3.4.1 Summary of Papers

Triggering is a complex process which depends on the localized behavior of a small amount of

melt. The mechanisms by which triggering can occur are not well understood and it is not possible

to predict whether triggering will occur in a given situation or not. However, there is experimental

information from which the likelihood of triggering can be judged. There is a general consensus

that the prediction of the triggering phenomenon will always remain restricted, due to its stochastic

nature.

New computational techniques (particularly the CIP and MPS methods) have allowed fundamental

studies of the thermal fragmentation process, which follows vapor film collapse (paper by Inoue).

These are providing insight into the mechanisms which operate, with the initial studies appearing to

support melt jet formation as proposed by Ciccarelli and Frost. However, the underlying

mechanism appears to be different, in detail (water jet formation at thicker parts of vapor film, no

direct splash formation from impact, splashing due to strong evaporation in low pressure region

around original thin film region and in original water jet regions based on fine scale Taylor

instabilities). This work should provide useful input into the construction of simplified,

physically-based, thermal fragmentation submodels for use in propagation codes.

KROTOS tests using UO2/ZrO2 melt have shown very different behavior from the earlier tests

using alumina (paper given by Magallon). It has not been possible to achieve propagating energetic

explosions using the same trigger as in the alumina experiments. Only weak propagating events

have recently been obtained in tests with initial pressure increased to 2 bar as well as with a larger

mass of melt(5 kg) at 1 bar. Already for the premixing behavior, the different melt materials yielded

significant differences, with increased void fraction, melt fragmentation and presence of hydrogen

in the case of UO2/ZrO2 melt. The cause of the differences is not yet clear. Candidates are physical

properties of the melt (density, thermal properties) or chemical processes (hydrogen). Finer

fragmentation, stronger steaming and the existence of hydrogen also yield explanations for

difficulties in triggering. The increase in pressure, reducing the void, may favor triggerable

mixtures although in general making more difficult the triggering process.
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The capability and validation of ESPROSE. m 3D, the only multi-dimensional propagation model

already used in various reactor simulations, has increased enormously (paper by Theofanous). An

extensive validation exercise has been carried out using analytic solutions, characteristic and

numerical solutions and comparison with data from a range of KROTOS tests. This validation has

tested the codes ability to predict reflected waves at walls, behavior at free surfaces with variation

of the voiding in the mixture, and to simulate propagations ranging from weak to supercritical.

Given that the calculation of propagations in two or three dimensions introduces no new physics,

the need for multi- dimensional experiments has been reduced.

The database on microinteractions (relative velocity fragmentation at pressures relevant to

supercritical propagations) has increased significantly (paper given by Theofanous). In particular,

the experiments with single steel drops yield a further step to real conditions. Using predefined

voids in the water allowed then to obtain considerably higher relative velocities and Bond or Weber

numbers determining the fragmentation process in strong thermal detonation waves. Plans for

experiments involving UO2 and ZrO2 melts are well-advanced at Santa Barbara. There is general

agreement that energy transfer modeling from the melt to the coolant, following fine fragmentation,

must account for the fact that not all of the water is involved (the basis of the microinteractions

concept).

Other codes, as MC3D, also take into account heated and unheated coolant phases (paper given by

Berthoud). With a different formulation than in ESPROSE, ID and 2D calculations for the

KROTOS 21 tin experiment have been performed with MC3D, varying the fragmentation rate and

heat transfer. The fragmentation is based on an approach for thermal and hydrodynamic

fragmentation with parameters still to be adjusted and the heated part of water is determined on the

basis of transient heat transfer considerations, in contrast to linking it to the fragment cloud volume

as in the microinteractions approach of ESPROSE. The fragmentation as well as the transient heat

transfer laws need further elaboration.

3.4.2 Chair's Summary of the Session

In summary, progress in the areas of triggering and propagation has been good. We are gaining a

much better understanding at the microphysical level and the tools needed to make reactor scale

simulations are becoming very advanced and well-validated. In addition to ESPROSE.m, other

codes, e.g. MC3D, have also started a validation process and first applications to reactor

conditions. New experimental data for reactor materials, both at the single droplet and

approximately 5 kg scale, is being generated and promises to make a valuable contribution in this

area. One area which needs to be filled in, is the generation of microinteractions data for escalation

conditions. In general, the specific formulation of the microinteractions laws in thermal detonation
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aides appears to require further data and elaboration concerning the fragmentation as well as the

part of heated water.

3.5 Experiments

3.5.1 Summary of Papers

Seven papers were presented in the session concerning various open problems in understanding

premixing as well as steam explosion triggering and energetics.

In the presentation by D. Cho, ANL, hydrogen generation and chemical augmentation of steam

explosion energetics was addressed on the basis of experiments with Zr and Zr-ZrO2 melts. High

energy conversion ratios (up to 10%) were calculated from the tests if no chemical energy was

assumed to have been released during the interaction. Low energy conversion ratios (< 2%) were

calculated if all the Zr oxidation observed was supposed to have contributed. The uncertainty comes

from the fact that the quantity of hydrogen was measured some time after the interaction. Thus, it

is not possible to determine when the Zr was oxidized. Anyway, the chemical energy release (up to

90% of the potential chemical energy) was not effectively converted into mechanical work. It was

concluded that modelling effort was needed to elucidate the relevant energy conversion process.

M. Corradini, UW, reviewed and analyzed steam explosion experiments with Sn, A12O3 and

Zr/Zr-ZrO2 melts performed at JRC Ispra (KROTOS), University of Wisconsin (WFCI) and

Argonne National Laboratory (ZrEX, see above). A result of the work was that an optimum

constraint seems to exists, which maximizes the energy conversion. It was further noticed that

steam explosions had maximum energy conversion at high volume of mixture to volume of fuel

ratios (of the order of 10-20). The maximum efficiency, obtained with alumina melt, was ~ 3% of

the total energy available, while efficiencies remained below -0.5% with tin. The question was

raised why these efficiencies are so low with respect to thermodynamic values and whether or not

they bound the range of expected reactor material behavior.

R. Bonazza, UW, presented studies on the suppression of stratified steam explosions due to a high

void obtained by injecting air into the coolant pool (R134a) before flooding it with the melt (hot

water). It was deduced from the experiments that the steam explosions were suppressed for void

fractions above approximately 30%.

K. Sugiyama, HU, reported on the observation of entrainment and/or entrapment of water into

crusted melt jets in tests involving molten tin and molten zinc dropped into water. The large-scale

conical shape structures which form on the jet during its descent through the water are capable, for

hydrodynamic reasons, of entraining (tin) or entrapping (zinc) water. Thermal interactions result

which disrupt the structures and this was suggested to be a possible triggering mechanism for
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steam explosions.

A. Kaiser, FZK, presented results of melt water interaction tests (PREM1X 10 and 11) involving

20 kg of alumina melt poured into 0.5 m deep saturated water pools. The single jet test PM-10

resulted in a classical premixing and quenching of the melt as always observed so far with alumina

melt and saturated water both in the PREMIX and the KROTOS test facilities when no external

trigger is applied. On the contrary, a low-efficiency (low constraint) spontaneous steam explosion

occurred in the triple-jet test PM-11. The explosion occurred after the melt had partly settled on the

bottom. Local void measurements indicated the accumulation of a large volume of water above the

catcher pan just before the steam explosion occurred.

R. Sehgal, RIT, presented experiments with binary oxide melt droplets falling into a water pool.

The influence of melt freezing and film boiling conditions on droplet deformation and

fragmentation was studied. It was found in particular that if the melt temperature is between the

liquidus and solidus (so-called "mushy" zone) or if film boiling is stable because of low

subcooling, droplet deformation and fragmentation are reduced (or even suppressed). For

UO2-ZrO2/water systems fast transition of melt to the mushy zone and formation of stable film

boiling due to high radiative heat transfer might play a fundamental role in mitigating steam

explosions.

T. Dinh, RIT, presented investigations of film boiling on the surface of high temperature melt jets

or melt droplets. He came to some controversial and debated conclusions concerning film

thickness, film boiling regime and the role of radiation absorption by water. These ideas were

developed on the basis of the analysis of a number of past experiments on film boiling in various

conditions, and on a numerical study in which the effects of water subcooling, radiation heat

transfer and temperature-dependent steam properties were analyzed. For high temperature

conditions of the melt (reactor type materials) he expected a thin film (l-3mm) with a wavy

vapor-liquid interface and departure of bubbles. Due to the low density and high dynamic viscosity

of the steam at high temperature, the vapor film should remain laminar. The deep penetration of

radiation into water at high surface temperature should reduce significantly the effect of water

subcooling on film boiling.

3.5.2 Chair's Summary of the Session

The presentations demonstrated that some aspects of steam explosions are far from being well

understood. For example, more data with prototypical materials would be particularly helpful.

3.6 Code/Models

3.6.1 Summary of Papers
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In this session seven papers were presented, three of them being devoted to detailed models useful

for FCI calculations while the four others presented calculations of premixing and explosion with

different computer codes.

In the paper by Kolev, a semi empirical film boiling model to be used in the IVA 4 code was

presented. First, film boiling on a vertical plate is studied taking into account the instable structure

of the vapor film due to Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities, as observed in experiments using long

plates. As this model is to be used at high temperature, particular attention is given to the treatment

of radiation. This model is successfully compared with averaged heat transfer coefficients obtained

at the Swedish Royal Institute of Technology with a maximum wall superheat of 1236 K. Then the

method is extended to the sphere case and compared with the experimental database of Liu and

Theofanous, who produced data in single and two phase flow configuration. In this case, all the

cases show an error band of about 30 %, the error band being reduced to + 20 to - 15 % in the case

of single phase saturated water.

In the paper by Koshizuka et al. thermal fine fragmentation occurring during steam explosion is

studied using a new numerical method : the Moving Particle Semi-implicit method based on moving

particles and their interactions. This method has been extended from the case of incompressible

flows to the cases in which evaporation is occurring. In this case, new particles are created. Two

evaporation models have been developed : normal boiling and spontaneous nucleation. This model

has been applied to study the effect of coolant jet impingement resulting from film destabilization on

molten fuel. In the case of a water jet on coolant, it is shown that entrapment of water into the fuel,

as in Kim's model, is not likely and that fragmentation should follow the production of melt

filaments (Splash theory of Bankoff or Ciccarelli - Frost observations). However, entrapment

would be possible for a jet density higher than the melt one.

The work by Corradini et al. deals with the improvements included in the TEXAS FCI code to deal

with dynamic fuel fragmentation during the mixing and explosion phases of a steam explosion. The

main improvement was in the jet breakup model during the prcmixing phase. In addition to the past

Rayleigh Taylor Instability model at the "jet" leading edge, fragmentation by Kelvin Helmholtz

instability along the jet column and Boundary Layer Stripping at the "jet" leading edge have been

incorporated in TEXAS V. Parametric calculations for the FARO L 14 experiment show that

fragmentation by Kelvin Helmholtz type instabilities should be the dominant mode of

fragmentation.

In the paper by Annunziato et al. results of pre and post test calculations of the FARO premixing

experiment and of the KROTOS explosion experiment with COMETA and TEXAS codes available

at JRC Ispra are presented. As hydrogen has been found both in the FARO and KROTOS
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experiments, emphasis is put on the effect of hydrogen in these processes. In particular, hydrogen

production (using different production models) is shown to be responsible for an

overpressurization of about 5 bars in the COMETA calculation of the FARO L 20 test. The

COMETA code is then used to calculate the premixing sequence for the KROTOS tests using

A12O3 (w/o the h2 production model) or UO2-ZrO2 melt. In the U()2-Zr()2 case, hydrogen

production is then shown to be responsible for large voids which are not favorable for a steam

explosion to occur. It has also been shown that the reaction kinetics arc important; if it is very fast

(metallic melt), H2 will be generated in the steam zone and not in the water leading to low voids

around the melt and allowing a steam explosion to occur. A lot of parametric calculations of

KROTOS 44 (A1203) with the TEXAS code are also presented showing the influence of specific

parameters like the "minimum bubble radius" and the convective film boiling heat transfer

coefficient.

In the paper by houd et al. the MC3D three fields premixing code is used to recalculate BILLEAU

and the FARO L 14 experiments. This application is obviously well adapted to the calculations of

experiments using solid spheres like BILLEAU. BILLEAU experiments using cold and hot (2400

K) 1 cm diameter Zr()2 spheres have been used to validate the code. It has been shown that accurate

knowledge of inlet conditions is very important. For the cold test, these conditions are precisely

known and the recalculations arc good. For the hot tests, these conditions arc not as well known

but the disagreement between calculations and experiments is attributed to the description of drag

and heat transfer laws in three phase flow which have to be improved. Finally, parametric

calculations of the FARO L 14 experiment confirm the influence of melt entrance conditions. In

these calculations, influence of the "melt jet diameter" and of melt initial droplet diameter are

shown.

Calculation using the SIMMER-III code, which is a multiphase, multicomponent code written to

investigate core disruptive accidents for Liquid-Metal Fast Reactor, were presented by K. Morita.

Flow regime and interfacial area models in the code were detailed, with an emphasis on fuel

fragmentation laws. The introduction of a film boiling model has been necessary for water

calculations. Three applications were presented. Calculations of the THINA tests (FZK), using

both iron rich and alumina rich thermites injected into sodium coolant; the FARO L-06 (JRC Ispra)

premixing experiment involving water coolant; and the KROTOS 28 (JRC Ispra) explosion

experiment in an alumina melt/water mixture were described. The present study has shown the

capability of the SIMMER-III code for simulating the premixing phase both in water and sodium

systems as well as the propagation of steam explosion. It was also mentioned that extensive code

validation is underway through an international agreement between PNC, FZK and CEA.

The new South Korean code TRACER-II for computation of mixing and propagation phases of a

steam explosion was presented by K. H. Bang. The work started two years ago with TRACER-I.
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It widely uses the development made in the previous CHYMES and PM-ALPHA codes. However,

some improvements in the interfacial heat transfer modeling, mainly for film boiling configurations

have been developed. A special treatment for a metastable equation of state of water for supercritical

conditions obtained during detonation was also presented. Then calculations of FARO L 14

prcmixing experiment and KROTOS 28 detonation experiment were shown. Parametric

calculations changing initial values of droplet size and constant in the fragmentation model show the

usual behavior obtained with other codes (large influence of these values) for premixing. The

explosion calculations using initial state obtained from premixing calculations failed to reproduce

the experimental pressure traces. Then, parametric uniform prcmixing conditions were used to

better approach the experimental results.

3.6.2 Chair's Summary of the Session

(1) In this Meeting, a lot of codes (including new ones from the last Santa-Barbara Meeting) have

been presented and compared with experimental results. It may then be time to analyze the results

obtained by these codes in a way similar to the one used for ISP 39 (FARO LI 4) as presented in

the Addabbo paper in session 4.

(2) As it appears that these codes are more and more qualified, it also seems that it is time to

perform sensitivity analysis to determine "WHAT" is really important and "WHEN". (This has

been done for some aides like IVA 4 and MC3D). These sensitivity studies have to be

performed not only for global experiments like FARO and KROTOS but also for reactor

applications.

(3) owever, we must keep in mind that these studies will only tell us the relative importance of the

phenomena included in the codes. This is the reason why we must not rely only on code

calculations.

(4) At the present stage of modelling, it appears that we still have open questions, such as

- Where does radiation go ? (the absorption of radiation from the melt into the coolant is very

different in different codes)

- Do we need to describe jet fragmentation and what is the relevant physics ? (It has been

recognized in TEXAS V that fragmentation along the jet column is the most important one as

already mentioned in other papers in Session 4 [MC3D, IKEJET])

- What is the film boiling heat transfer for corium in two phase coolant ? (addressed in Kolcv paper

; included in PM ALPHA)

- What is the influence of Hydrogen production ? (is it sufficient to explain the non cxplosivity of

U02-Zr()2 in KROTOS as expressed by Annunziato ?)

- What is the mechanism of thermal fragmentation necessary for triggering an escalation ? (see

Koshizuka paper).

- What is the model for vaporization-condensation which control the escalation ?
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Abstract: This paper gives an account of the current understanding of fuel-coolant interaction
(FCI) phenomena in the context of reactor safety. With increased emphasis on accident management
and with emerging in-vessel core melt retention strategies for advanced light water reactor (ALWR)
designs, recent interest in FCI has broadened to include an evaluation of potential threats to the
integrity of reactor vessel lower head and ex-vessel structural support, as well as the role of FCI in
debris quenching and coolability. The current understanding of FCI with regard to these issues is
discussed, and future research needs to address the issues from a risk perspective are identified.

Keywords: Fuel-coolant interactions (FCI), debris quenching and coolability, steam explosions,
alpha-mode failure, reactor safety, accident management, in-vessel retention strategy, lower head
failure, ex-vessel FCI, advanced light water reactors.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the course of a severe accident, the core materials overheat, degrade, melt and relocate. The
opportunity for fuel-coolant interactions (FCI) arises as a consequence of melt relocation and also, as
a consequence of implementing accident management strategies involving water addition to a degraded
or molten core. The FCI process involves transfer of energy from the molten fuel to the surrounding
coolant in a time scale ranging from milliseconds to seconds and even to hours. Interactions occurring
in the millisecond range can lead to energetic steam explosions which, if excessive, may challenge
reactor vessel and containment integrity thereby posing a radiological risk to the environment.
Interactions occurring in the range of tens of seconds to hours are normally non-energetic, and are
characterized by partial fragmentation and quenching of melt and possible formation of a coolable
debris bed.

Considering the variations in reactor geometries, meltdown scenarios, and timing and mode of fuel-
coolant contact, a broad range of FCI phenomena is possible. For example, a slow and dripping flow
of molten core debris into a deep water pool through a largely open lower plenum geometry as in
pressurized water reactors (PWR) may lead to quenching of debris and formation of a coolable debris
bed. At the other end of the spectrum, the potential exists for accumulation of large quantities of melt
in the core region supported by a crust as evidenced from the Three Mile Island (TMI-2) end-state
data1. Subsequently, upon a catastrophic failure of the crust, a rapid and massive release of melt may
occur followed by its relocation to the lower plenum. Though such massive relocation does not imply
that the entire amount of melt participates in FCI, even a fractional amount may lead to a highly
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energetic steam explosion and consequent pressure loading on reactor vessel and surrounding
structures.

Further variations within the above two bounding scenarios are also possible and possibly, more
credible. For example, the crust formed in the core region may breach locally as happened in the
TMI-2 accident. Melt released through such a breach may contact the lower plenum water resulting
in steam explosions. However, such explosions may not be nearly as energetic as those that could be
caused by a massive release. By the same token, a coolable debris bed, formed initially by a slow
and dripping pour, may subsequently be conducive to stratified steam explosions.

For boiling water reactors (BWR), large melt accumulations in the core region can be excluded unless
a metallic or ceramic blockage occurs. In addition, operation of the automatic depressurization system
will likely result in core dryout prior to any significant melt relocation to the lower plenum. Also,
a relatively crowded lower plenum may be less conducive to highly energetic FCI. However, the
explosion energetics may be augmented due to the chemical energy release from the metallic melt
interacting with water.

The in-vessel retention (IVR) strategy, employed in advanced light water reactors (ALWR) with
passive design features, is based upon external cooling of the reactor vessel through cavity flooding.
The cooling mechanism is expected to remove sufficient heat from the vessel wall thereby assuring
its integrity from a combined thermomechanical (static) loading imparted by the hot core debris inside.
To assure the success of the IVR strategy, the potential for an early failure of the lower head from
in-vessel steam explosions must be ruled out. Also, in the event the lower head fails, the resulting
event may create an opportunity for an ex-vessel FCI.

During the ex-vessel stage of a severe accident in a BWR, water may be injected in the reactor cavity
as a deliberate measure to mitigate the adverse consequences of core-concrete-structure interactions
affecting containment integrity. For example, in BWR with a Mark-I type containment, cavity
flooding (relatively shallow) is recommended to prevent an early failure of the containment liner. This
mitigative measure creates an opportunity for ex-vessel FCI. The Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI)
adopted an accident management strategy for operating BWRs in Sweden that involved cavity flooding
with a deep water pool. In advanced boiling water reactors (ABWR), deep cavity flooding capability
is built in as a design feature to prevent and/or mitigate the consequences of core-concrete interactions.
Again, the accident management measure and the design feature provide an opportunity for ex-vessel
FCI that could be highly energetic. Generally, ex-vessel steam explosions differ from in-vessel steam
explosions in a number of ways. The system pressure is lower in the ex-vessel case, the cavity water
is likely to be subcooled and the water pool could be deep, the melt composition is likely to be metal-
rich, and the jet entrance conditions may be different.

An understanding of the FCI issues discussed above is clearly important from the standpoint of reactor
safety. This paper discusses the current understanding of the particular issue of in-vessel steam
explosion-induced containment failure (alpha-mode) and, in doing so, gives an account of the progress
made in the understanding of steam explosion phenomena in general. The paper also discusses future
research needs to address the other FCI issues mentioned above.

2. FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Historically, the reactor safety significance of the FCI phenomena was first recognized in connection
with the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) safety study. More than two decades ago, the
Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400)2 provided for the first time a rough estimate of the contribution
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of an in-vessel steam explosion event in a light water reactor to the conditional containment failure
probability, i.e., likelihood of containment failure given a core melt accident. Specifically, the study
identified in-vessel steam explosions during core melt accidents in light water reactors to be one of
the few mechanisms that could lead to an early containment failure thereby posing a radiological risk
to the environment. The postulated mechanism involved rapid heat transfer from the fuel to the
surrounding coolant in milliseconds time scale, associated fine fragmentation of fuel and generation
of a high pressure region, acceleration of a slug mass with sufficient kinetic energy to breach the
upper head of the reactor vessel, and the resulting upward missile that can penetrate the containment.
This potential early containment failure was designated in the Reactor Safety Study as the alpha-mode
(denoted henceforth as a-mode) containment failure.

Following the Reactor Safety Study, the FCI research focussed on a more systematic effort to
understand the phenomena associated with the a-mode failure issue, in particular, in relation to the
containment failure probability. Previous work from metal and process industry as well as fast reactor
technology was brought to bear in a preliminary assessment of steam explosions with regard to nuclear
reactor safety3. Early steam explosion studies by Henry and Fauske4 and by Corradini and Swenson5

were used for the Zion and Indian Point plant risk assessment6, which concluded that the a-mode
failure was of low likelihood for these plants. To put the issue in perspective, the mechanical energy
release from 20 tons core debris (amount relocated in the TMI-2 lower plenum) mixed with an equal
volume of water and undergoing an ideal thermodynamic conversion (Hicks-Menzies type, i.e., a
theoretical conversion ratio of about 0.3) could be as much as 7 GJ. If there is no dissipation of this
energy and if it is axially constrained, i.e., doing work in one direction only (accelerating a slug mass
vertically upward), the possibility of a missile formation from vessel upper head impact and
subsequently, penetration of the containment dome by the missile becomes evident. Considering that
1 to 2 GJ of impact energy is necessary to fail the upper head bolts, one can draw conclusions, in a
deterministic sense, that only a small fraction of the relocated core could be mixed and/or the
thermodynamic conversion be substantially less than ideal in order for steam explosions not to threaten
the vessel or containment integrity.

It is clear then that the likelihood of an a-mode failure, i.e., its occurrence in a probabilistic sense,
depends very much on the extent to which "ideal" premixing and "ideal" thermodynamic conversion
are achievable. In WASH-1400 and in some of the early steam explosion studies mentioned above,
probability measures were assigned to these two processes based on expert judgement, and the a-mode
failure probability (i.e., conditional probability of containment failure from an in-vessel steam
explosion, given a core melt accident) was calculated conservatively to be on the order of 102.
However, a later study of PWR steam explosions by Berman et al7 proposed that the probability of
such events must be considered to span the entire range between zero and unity. As a result of this
development, the first Steam Explosion Review Group (SERG-1) workshop8 was convened in 1985
in the United States to more systematically evaluate the a-mode failure issue. The experts, who
participated in that workshop, reviewed the then current understanding of the potential for containment
failure from in-vessel steam explosions, and reached a consensus that the a-mode failure had a low
probability despite the phenomenological uncertainties associated with it. The experts, however,
recommended additional research to reduce the uncertainties and to develop a high confidence level
in the assessment of the probability.

From the early steam explosion research and later, a more comprehensive probabilistic treatment on
the subject by Theofanous et al9, it became evident that a proper assessment of the a-mode failure
required a thorough understanding and quantification of melt/water interpenetrating configurations
(commonly referred to as premixtures), and a better estimate of the mechanical energy release
(equivalently, explosion yield expressed in terms of the stored thermal energy of the participating melt
mass multiplied by a conversion ratio). Much of the FCI research since the SERG-1 workshop was
aimed at understanding the fundamental processes involved in energetic FCI, i.e., premixing,
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triggering, and propagation, determining conditions under which energetic interactions occur, and
estimating the bounds of potential energetics. The progress made in these areas to date, which led
to a better understanding of the a-mode failure issue from a risk perspective, is discussed below.

3. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF FCI PHENOMENA

3.1 Premixing

The objective of premixing research is to understand the physics of melt jet fragmentation and
subsequent coarse mixing as the molten fuel comes in contact with water, and to provide a basis for
estimating the spatial distribution of melt, vapor (steam), and water at the instant a trigger is postulated
to initiate a propagating interaction. The molten fuel can enter the water pool as single or multiple
jets through the core region or through the bypass (in-vessel scenarios), and through breached
locations on the lower head (ex-vessel scenarios). Initially coherent melt jets, while travelling through
the gas space (above the water pool), may break up and thus enter the coolant space (water pool) as
melt droplets or incoherent jets. Otherwise, melt may enter the water pool as coherent jets but
subsequently break up due to Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholz or other forms of instabilities. Once
melt jets enter the coolant space, the fragmentation and mixing (coarse) processes occur
simultaneously.

Two contrasting concepts of premixing were developed in the early days, the first by Theofanous and
Saito10 and the second by Henry and Fauske7. The Theofanous and Saito concept considered the
premixing phenomena in terms of an interfacial instability in a two-phase medium, caused by
hydrodynamic breakup of a gravity-driven coherent melt jet in contact with a surrounding coolant.
The Henry and Fauske concept considered the phenomena also in terms of an interfacial instability,
but caused by a thermally-driven jet fragmentation mechanism. Both concepts led to the assertion that
the mixing of melt and water would be limited due to large steaming in the interfacial region causing
vapor blanketing and water expulsion from the region. In subsequent work, Amarasooriya and
Theofanous11 extended the previous two-phase (melt and coolant) hydrodynamic treatment to three-
phase (melt, coolant, and vapor) treatment in which both hydrodynamic and thermal aspects were
considered.

Theofanous and his co-workers performed the MAGICO experiments1213 using millimeter size hot
metal and ceramic spheres, and investigated in detail the spatial-temporal evolution of the three-phase
mixing zone. The results from these experiments demonstrated steam voiding around melt particles.
The mixing region was found to be depleted of water, in part, due to vaporization of significant water
mass as a result of rapid melt-to-coolant heat transfer, and, in part, due to displacement of remaining
water mass away from the interfacial region caused by steam. More recent MAGICO experiments14

using higher temperature simulant (1500°C) and moderate water subcooling (18°C) showed little
voiding. Thus, it may be inferred that the "limits-to-mixing" argument, which is based on the water
depletion concept, is valid at low pressure and saturated water temperature.

Numerous other mixing experiments have been or are being performed, all with one common objective
of providing a comprehensive data base for model development and code validation. A summary of
the experimental data base is reported in various reports and technical papers (e.g., Turland and
Dobson15, Basu and Ginsberg16, and Yamano et al17). Broadly, the experiments are classified into two
categories: experiments with hot particles (MAGICO, BILLEAU and QUEOS) to study their space-
time evolution in a multiphase system, and experiments with melt jets (MIXA, PREMIX, FARO, and
ALPHA) to study their space-time evolution as well as breakup. Other melt jet experiments (CCM,
IKE and more recently, MSWI) focussed primarily on jet fragmentation and jet instability.
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Concurrent with the experimental research, significant effort was also directed at model development
for premixing codes as well as code assessment. Again, a summary description of available premixing
models and codes, and their development and validation status can be found in references [ 15] to [ 17].
The premixing models can be classified into two broad categories: jet fragmentation models based
primarily on one-dimensional, linear instability theory, and multiphase flow models for physical
processes associated with premixing. The latter category includes models for heat, mass, and
momentum exchange between various phases, and fragmentation of melt particles or droplets. The
basic models are incorporated in all premixing codes along with some form of closure relations.
There are, however, differences of details between various models and codes reflecting differences
in model development rationale and model pedigree.

Generally, all premixing codes predict, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, the global attributes of
melt-water mixing such as liquid level swell, global void fractions, melt front advancement, system
pressure rise, etc. The code prediction is not as satisfactory when considering melt fragmentation due,
in large part, to inadequate breakup models in most codes. Also, most premixing codes have been
validated against experiments involving small masses. Only recently, some of these codes have been
assessed against the larger mass FARO18 experiments.

Clearly, substantial progress has been made to date in the understanding of the premixing-related
phenomena. More importantly, premixing research in the past few years demonstrated the water
depletion phenomenon in support of the "limits-to-mixing" argument which is essential to the current
understanding of the a-mode failure issue. The experimental data base is more mature now than in
the past, and there is general agreement among the experts that the existing codes are adequate for
performing premixing calculations in a multiphase system with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
However, a more extensive assessment of these codes against melt jet experiments would be required
to further verify their robustness.

3.2 Triggering and Propagation

Triggering could be caused by an instability at the melt-coolant interface and subsequent collapse of
a vapor film locally around a melt droplet. The local vapor collapse produces fragmentation of the
melt droplet, and an extremely rapid heat transfer to the surrounding coolant takes place resulting in
a pressure spike and subsequently, a propagating wave. Theoretical work by Corradini" and Inoue
et aP° investigated the transient behavior of a vapor film surrounding a melt droplet. Two principal
mechanisms as well as several variations of these two have been proposed for triggering (see, for
example, the summary review by Corradini et al21). The two mechanisms are: vapor film instability
caused by melt surface temperature falling below the minimum film boiling temperature, and
superheating of locally entrapped coolant producing steam bursts. The minimum film boiling
temperature hypothesis may not be applicable to reactor cases since the melt will remain at relatively
high temperatures while interacting with the coolant. Rather, in reactor situations, the interfacial
instability is more likely to be caused by a pressure perturbation or a flow perturbation. Numerous
events may contribute to such perturbations, e.g., control rod dropping, sudden valve closure, pump
cavitation, collapsing structures, and condensation, to name a few, and act as external triggers.

A recent review of available information on the triggering stage of a steam explosion was performed
by Fletcher2 who made some observations concerning the triggerability of premixture. Experimental
data appear to corroborate these observations. Specifically, there is some evidence that higher
pressures may have a suppression effect on triggering whereas higher subcooling enhances the
likelihood of triggering. It is interesting to note, however, that an explosion has not been triggered
as yet in the KROTOS experiments involving prototypic materials23, even at low system pressure and
high subcooling. In contrast, KROTOS experiments with alumina simulant produced explosions in
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almost every cases. Also, a stronger explosion was reported at an elevated pressure (0.5 MPa) than
at ambient pressure (0.1 MPa) in the ALPHA series of experiments24.

The foregoing discussion suggests that triggering is a complex phenomenon which, at best, is poorly
understood, due largely to its inherent random nature. Although analytical tools (models) exist for
fundamental mechanisms involved in triggering, predictive capability in this area is severely limited.
From the reactor safety standpoint, there is generally a consensus to support a conservative approach
to triggering, i.e., that a trigger would be available under accident conditions of interest and that an
explosion would be triggered at the worst time during a premixing transient.

In the context of a-mode failure, it is only necessary to know the explosion yield (thermal
to mechanical energy conversion ratio) for a given premixture configuration. Thus, a detail
understanding of explosion propagation is not required as long as a conservative (upper
bound) estimate of explosion yield using variants of the Hicks-Menzies approach assures
containment integrity. In those cases where localized FCI is of concern, a more accurate
estimate of structural loading may be warranted requiring a detailed treatment of propagation.
It is then important to know the combination of premixture configuration (melt mass,
composition, melt/water/steam distribution) and system parameters (pressure, subcooling,
etc.) that is likely to escalate the triggered explosion to a propagating event.

Board and Hall25 used the detonation wave analogy to propose the early model for explosion
propagation. The multiphase treatment of explosion propagation followed much later with
the development of multifield, multidimensional models for shock waves propagation,
associated fine-scale melt fragmentation, fuel-coolant energy transfer, and resulting
pressurization of the surrounding. Most propagation codes as well as integral FCI codes have
compressible fluid dynamics formulation to permit adequate and uniform treatment of shock
propagation. However, modelling of melt fragmentation differs significantly from code to
code, as shown by Bang26 in a recent review.

During the triggering stage of an FCI, thermal fragmentation is believed to be the dominant
mechanism for melt breakup. When the shock wave is fully developed (propagation stage),
hydrodynamic fragmentation is considered to be the dominant mechanism. Models were
developed by Kim and Corradini27, for example, for thermal fragmentation, and by Medhekar
et al28 for hydrodynamic fragmentation. The understanding of melt breakup during the
intermediate (escalation) stage is not very clear, but it is postulated that a strong coupling
between thermal and hydrodynamic fragmentation exists at this stage. Theofanous and his
coworkers29 developed the "microinteractions" concept to explain the space-time evolution of
melt, steam, and water during the escalation stage, giving consideration to thermal-
hydrodynamic coupling and taking into account the dynamic aspects of multiphase
interactions. The microinteractions concept has since been incorporated into the
multidimensional propagation code, ESPROSE. Recent incorporation of a "microinteractions"
field into CULDESAC and I DEMO codes has also been reported15.

The current level of understanding of the propagation phase with regard to fuel-coolant
energy transfer and pressurization of the surrounding appears to be adequate. In particular,
the one-dimensional propagation models and codes are reasonably well validated against one-
dimensional propagation experiments (e.g., KROTOS, WFCI, etc.), noting that these models
provide a conservative estimate of energy transfer. The multidimensional propagation codes
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are in various stages of development. Some of these codes have also been assessed against
data from one-dimensional propagation experiments.

4. RESOLUTION OF THE ALPHA-MODE FAILURE ISSUE

Given the progress made in the last ten years in the understanding of the fundamentals of steam
explosions, NRC convened the Second Steam Explosion Review Group (SERG-2) workshop in June
1995 in the United States to reassess the a-mode failure issue and to discuss remaining FCI issues of
potential risk significance. A group of international experts from academia, industry, and research
community was invited to participate in the workshop. Of the eleven experts, all but two concluded
that the a-mode failure issue was "essentially" resolved, meaning that this mode of failure is of very
low probability, that it is of little or no significance to the overall risk from a nuclear power plant,
and that any further reduction in residual uncertainties is not likely to change the probability in an
appreciable manner. Table 1 summarizes the experts' estimates of the probability of a-mode failure
given a core melt accident, compares the same with the estimates arrived at the SERG-1 workshop
and with the WASH-1400 best estimate, and presents the status of resolution of the issue.

The consensus opinion of the experts was that the combination of events leading to a-mode
containment failure would be highly unlikely. The arguments related to fuel-coolant premixing, steam
voiding and water depletion phenomena played a key role in the experts' reasoning. In fact, some
experts were of the opinion that a Hicks-Menzies approach (i.e., an ideal thermodynamic conversion
ratio of -30%) could be adopted for pressure (impulse) load calculations based on the "limits-to-
mixing" argument. Note that in explosion experiments with simulant materials23'30 conducted to date,
substantially smaller conversion ratios (0.3 to 3%) were derived. Even considering potential chemical
augmentation of steam explosions31, conversion ratios were found to be substantially lower than the
ideal thermodynamic limit. Another mitigative factor namely, structural dissipation, is likely to lower
the a-mode failure probability further. However, this mitigative factor was not explicitly considered
by the experts in arriving at the results shown in Table 1.

5. CURRENT FCI ISSUES AND RELATED RESEARCH NEEDS

Though the current understanding of the physical phenomena involved in FCI is adequate with regard
to the a-mode failure issue, an improvement in the understanding is required with regard to the other
FCI issues mentioned elsewhere in this paper. To recapitulate, the current FCI issues are: localized
in-vessel FCI producing shock loading of the reactor pressure vessel lower head and ex-vessel FCI
producing shock loading of the cavity support structures. An improved knowledge of the propagation
phase phenomena is required for a more accurate assessment of shock loading in both cases.
Specifically, further development of multidimensional, multifield FCI codes with improved
fragmentation modelling capability and assessment of these codes against experimental data are
needed.

Three different fragmentation processes are of interest during the FCI: initial breakup of a coherent
melt jet upon as it enters the coolant pool, subsequent coarse fragmentation of the broken up jet, and
eventual fine fragmentation of coarse particles. The initial jet breakup is produced by various forms
of jet instabilities (e.g., leading edge, trailing edge, shear stripping, etc.). Coarse breakup is a
multidimensional phenomenon in a multiphase system, and is associated with the premixing phase of
FCI. Fine fragmentation is also a multidimensional, multiphase phenomenon that is associated with
the propagation phase of FCI, and is essential in escalating a propagation and sustaining the same.
The existing models for these various fragmentation processes are mostly parametric in nature, in
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particular, those related to fine fragmentation. Moreover, these models have not been sufficiently
validated against melt jet experiments, and consequently, the applicability of these models to a
prototypic situation is questionable. The experts strongly believe that an improved knowledge of jet
fragmentation processes is required for a more mechanistic mcxlelling of the fragmentation phenomena
and for a more realistic assessment of FCI loads.

The experimental program, FARO, at the Joint Research Center (JRC), Ispra, is investigating
quenching and fragmentation of prototypic melt jets under a wide range of pressures (5 MPa to about
0.1 MPa) and other prototypic conditions. To date, all FARO tests were performed with prototypic
oxidic melt (with the exception of L-11) and saturated water at a range of system pressures (0.5 to 5
MPa). Analysis of data from the FARO tests seems to indicate that the quenching behavior was very
similar between the 5 MPa and 2 MPa experiments (e.g., L-14 an L-20). A different quenching
behavior seemed to have been observed in the 0.5 MPa test (L-24), whereby the pressure history
exhibited a similar trend to that in KROTOS tests performed at system pressures of 0.1-0.2 MPa.
However, there was no indication of a propagating event. Further data analysis must be done to
confirm the difference in quenching behavior between the high pressure and the low pressure
experiments. Also, additional experiments at low pressures (0.5 to 0.1 MPa) should be done to
confirm the difference in the quenching behavior.

In the FARO L-l 1 test, nominal amount of metal (4.1 w/o Zr) in an otherwise prototypic oxidic melt
produced complete jet breakup whereas in all other FARO tests, breakup was observed in the 30%
to 70% range. Additional FARO tests with mixed (metal-oxide) melt compositions would be required
to confirm this breakup behavior and to properly model jet fragmentation in the FCI codes. Also, low
pressure FARO tests under subcooled conditions need to be performed to investigate fragmentation
behavior under these conditions. Finally, small-scale experiments with simulant melts would be useful
in understanding the role of material properties in fragmentation processes and in obtaining additional
information for model development and assessment.

With regard to the research needs for an improved understanding of the propagation phase phenomena,
it is noted that most propagation experiments of interest to light water reactor safety were performed
using simulant melts (only exception being the KROTOS experiments). Also, all experiments were
performed in essentially a one-dimensional confined geometry, and most at a low system pressure (~
0.1 MPa). The geometric constraint of the test facility is believed to provide a conservative bound
of explosion energetics for estimating the alpha-mode failure probability. There is a need to relax this
geometric constraint for a more realistic assessment of shock loading from localized FCI. The
multidimensional propagation codes can be used for this purpose provided these codes are validated
against experimental data. When assessed against the one-dimensional experimental data, however,
the existing multidimensional codes were found to be not as robust. Therefore, continued
improvement of the multidimensional propagation codes, including development of new and improved
models for physical phenomena (e.g., jet fragmentation, dissipative effects, etc.), as well as an
extensive assessment of these codes are strongly recommended.

An outstanding observation from the KROTOS experiments to date with prototypic oxidic melts at 0.1
MPa system pressure is that an explosion was not triggered in such melts. There is some stipulation
that limited mixing and hydrogen blanketing of melt may have an effect on the triggerability.
However, there is no conclusive evidence to support this stipulation. While this may be encouraging
from the reactor safety standpoint, one must keep in mind that in reactor situations (both in-vessel and
ex-vessel), prototypic melt is likely to have metal in its composition. One FARO experiment (L-l I)
with nominal amount of metal (4.1 w/o Zr) in the melt composition produced complete breakup but
no explosion. This suggests that the prototypic melt composition with a metallic component may be
more conducive to triggering. Therefore, future KROTOS experiments should be performed with
mixed melt compositions to verify the conjecture. The material consideration also arises in connection
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with the extrapolation of simulant data to reactor cases. There is a need to find the right
combination(s) of material properties that can be used to develop a basis for such extrapolation.
Results from propagation experiments using different simulants will be useful for this purpose.

There is also a need to understand the effect of system pressure on the triggerability of a premixture.
The experts referred to earlier agree that the likelihood of triggering is high at low system pressures
(~ 0.1 MPa), but mixing is limited under these conditions, so the energetics of an explosion, if it
occurs, is also limited. At high system pressures (1 MPa and above), considerable mixing may take
place as evidenced from the FARO experiments. However, at such pressures, the likelihood of
triggering is very low. At intermediate pressures (between 0.2 and 0.5 MPa), hardly anything is
known about either the triggerability or the mixing limit. Only recently, two KROTOS tests were
performed, one at 0.2 MPa pressure and the other at approximately 0.4 MPa pressure. In both
experiments, it appears that an external trigger source was able to trigger a propagating event although
the yield was sufficiently low to be of any concern. Nevertheless, these tests seem to suggest that at
higher than 0.1 MPa pressure, relatively lower voiding may be contributing to an increased
triggerability. Therefore, future KROTOS experiments with prototypic melt compositions should be
performed at higher system pressures (0.2 MPa and upward) to investigate the pressure effect.

Chemical augmentation of steam explosions in light water reactors and potential threats to containment
integrity are investigated in an ongoing study at the Argonne National Laboratory3'. Preliminary
results appear to indicate minimal augmentation of steam explosion energetics in zirconium-water and
zirconium-zirconium dioxide-water systems despite a substantial amount of hydrogen production. It
is postulated that hydrogen may play a role in suppressing augmentation. Possible hydrogen
blanketing of melt may also explain the difficulty in triggering an explosion in KROTOS experiments
with prototypic melt. The role of hydrogen in suppressing an explosion or its augmentation should
be investigated further. Also, the dilution effect of stainless steel on the explosion potential of
zirconium-containing melt should be examined. This is particularly relevant to ex-vessel steam
explosion scenarios where the melt composition is likely to be metal-rich.

With regard to the geometric scaling issue, an important consideration is whether or not results from
small mass FCI experiments can be readily extrapolated to reactor-scale masses. To this end, it is
recommended that an extensive assessment of FCI models and codes be performed against a large set
of experiments spanning a range of melt masses.

In summary, further research in the areas identified above will improve the current understanding of
the FCI phenomena and enhance the capability to estimate the consequences of localized FCI. The
research is needed, especially, if a risk-based approach is to be adopted in favor of a more
conservative approach used in addressing the FCI issues in the past.
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Table 1. Alpha-Mode Failure Probability Estimates Given a Core Melt Accident

Participant

Bankoff
(USA)

Berthoud
(FRANCE)

Cho
(USA)

Corradini (USA)

Fauske
(USA)

Fletcher
(AUSTRALIA)

Henry
(USA)

Jacobs
(GERMANY)

Sehgal
(SWEDEN)

Theofanous
(USA)

Turland
(UK)

SERG-1 (1985)

< 104

-

< WASH-1400*

104 - 102

Vanishingly small

-

-

—

-

< 104

-

SERG-2 (1995)

< 105

Very unlikely

< 103

< 104

Vanishingly small

< 10"4

Vanishingly small

Probably low

Physically
unreasonable

Physically
unreasonable

< 103

Status of Alpha-Mode Failure
Issue

Resolved from risk perspective

No statement on resolution

Resolved from risk perspective

Resolved from risk perspective

Resolved from risk perspective

Resolved from risk perspective

Resolved from risk perspective

Not resolved from risk
perspective; needs more
quantitative evaluation

Resolved from risk perspective

Resolved from risk perspective

Resolved from risk perspective

* WASH-1400 best estimate < 102 ; SERG-1 consensus estimate < 103

Note: The SERG-1 column in this table shows the range of estimates to be I0"2 to 10"4. The
NUREG-1116 shows the range to be 10' to 10"5. The latter document contains estimates from
additional SERG-1 experts who are not listed here.
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Discussion

Sehgal

Are the various unresolved issues that you listed important? Are they basically only for the

cx-vessel FCI's, since alpha-mode failure (an in-vessel FCI consequence) is resolved?

Basu

The emphasis is on ex-vessel although in-vessel work is still going on. Example is lower

head integrity under steam explosion loads.

Sugimoto

Do we have a firm physical base to support that the triggering is unlikely at high pressure?

Basu

No and this is an area where more work is needed.
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1.2 STEAM EXPLOSIONS-INDUCED CONTAINMENT FAILURE
STUDIES FOR SWISS NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

O. Zuchuat, U. Schmocker
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Tel.: +41 56 310 38 11, Fax: +41 56 310 38 54, e-mail: zuchuat@hsk.psi.ch

H. Esmaili, and M. Khatib-Rahbar

Energy Research, Inc., P.O. Box 2034, Rockville, Maryland 20847, USA
Tel.: + 1 301 881 0866, Fax: + 1 301 881 0867, e-mail: eri@radix.net

Abstract: The assessment of the consequences of both in-vessel and ex-vessel energetic fuel-
coolant interaction for Beznau (a Westinghouse pressurized water reactor with a large, dry
containment), Gosgen (a Siemens/KWU pressurized water reactor with a large, dry
containment) and Leibstadt (a General Electric boiling water reactor-6 with a free standing
steel, MARK-HI containment) nuclear power plants is presented in this paper. The
Conditional Containment Failure Probability of the steel containment of these swiss nuclear
power plants is determined based on different probabilistic approaches.

Keywords: conditional containment failure probability, in- and ex-vessel steam explosion

1. Introduction

During postulated core meltdown accidents in Light Water Reactors (LWRs), the molten core
material could ultimately relocate to the lower plenum of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV).
There is a likelihood for an energetic Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI) when the molten core
debris contacts the remaining water in the lower plenum (in-vessel FCI). Similarly, an
energetic FCI could also occur following the failure of the RPV lower head leading to the
interaction of the molten debris with any cavity water (ex-vessel FCI). This energetic FCI is
initiated by the rapid transfer of energy from the hot liquid particles (fuel) to the cooler, more
volatile liquid (coolant) during liquid-liquid contact resulting in rapid steam generation and
high pressures. Once the explosion is initiated, the pressure pulse propagates through the fuel-
coolant mixture resulting in further particle fragmentation. During the expansion process,
mechanical work is done on the surroundings. This work can either cause dynamic pressures
that can impact the surrounding structures (e.g. cavity wall), or accelerate the fuel-coolant slug
which may impact the nearby structures (e.g. RPV upper head). The major threat for the
containment is the failure of the cavity wall as a result of impulse loading followed by the
failure of containment penetrations in the case of ex-vessel FCI, or the failure of the RPV upper
head which can impact the containment in the case of in-vessel FCI.
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The ongoing Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) regulatory evaluation of the
Swiss nuclear power plants requires an adequate resolution of the steam explosion-induced
containment failure probability using the state-of-the-art analysis.

The present work focuses on the FCI hazard potentials (in-vessel and ex-vessel) for three Swiss
nuclear power plants; namely, (1) Beznau, (2) Gosgen, and (3) Leibstadt. Beznau
(Westinghouse) and Gosgen (Siemens/KWU) are Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) with
large, dry containments, and Leibstadt is a General Electric Boiling Water Reactor-6 (BWR-
6), with a free standing steel, Mark-Ill containment.

Section 2 describes the methodology used to assess the conditional probability of in-vessel and
ex-vessel steam explosion-induced containment failure. Section 3 presents the main results of
the analyses. Section 4 discusses the sensitivity studies. A summary of the results and
conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. FCI Modeling Approach and Methodology

2.1 In-vessel Analysis

A number of probabilistic models have been employed to determine the probability of an in-
vessel steam explosion-induced containment failure. These models range from point estimate
analysis employed in the Reactor Safety Study to more detailed probabilistic assessments.1

The probabilistic approach used in the present analysis follows the methodology developed
by Theofanous, et al.1 as shown in Figure 1. The quantification of the uncertainties considers
plant-specific features. The model variables are specified as either probability distributions
or functional representations between various parameters. The uncertainties are characterized
by variations in the mass of molten core in the premixture following relocation into the lower
plenum, thermal energy of the melt, explosion efficiency, energy dissipation in the lower
plenum and by the upper internal structures, energy reduction by upper head failure, and
missile energy after impact with the containment internal structures.

The analysis by Theofanous et al.1 has been performed for a four-loop Westinghouse PWR
with a core inventory of 120 tons, and a large, dry, concrete containment. This would be
designated as the reference PWR for the purpose of comparison to Beznau and Gosgen. The
conditional containment failure probability is determined by the load vs. strength interference,2

where the load is the missile energy after shield impact and the containment structural strength
is characterized by the probability of the containment failure as a function of missile energy.

2.1.1 Leibstadt

An independent assessment of Leibstadt containment failure was not made in the present
study.2 Using the results for a BWR with Mark-I containment,3 considering the significance
of the uncertainties in the quantification of the initial and boundary conditions in comparison
to the differences in the design features of the pressure vessel, and also noting the fact that
the presence of the lower plenum structures would mitigate the effects of steam explosions,
the probability of containment failure is considered to be very low for Leibstadt. In general,
the current understanding for BWRs is that in-vessel steam explosions do not pose a threat to
the containment.4
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Therefore, considering the upper bound probability of 10"3 (this represents only probability of
upper head failure) based on the analysis in Reference [3], and taking into account the
mitigating effects of the lower plenum structures, a best estimate containment failure
probability for Leibstadt containment would be in the range of 10"5 to 10"4 based on
subjective expert judgement. Therefore, a more detailed assessment of this failure mode
does not appear justified.
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Figure 1: The probabilistic structure of the Theofanous, et al. model
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2.1.2 Beznau and Gosgen

Beznau is a two-loop Westinghouse PWR with a core inventory of 58 tons, and a large, dry,
steel containment. The specification of the model variables for Beznau are based on the
quantification developed for the reference PWR with proper scaling2 to Beznau. The rationale
is similar to the analysis for the reference PWR, and therefore is not repeated here. A
description of the model variables is given in Figure 2. The steel containment penetration
energy in Beznau is the sum of the potential energy required to raise the missile to the
containment dome (approximately 40 m rise), and the kinetic energy of the missile needed to
perforate the steel containment (thickness of 1.7 cm). The empirical perforation energy for
hard missiles is:5

E =1.44x103 (ttDm)i * (1)

where E is the perforation energy (MJ), tt is the thickness of the target (m), and Dm is the
missile diameter (m). The lower bound is assumed to be 40% less than the predicted value
given by Equation (I).5 Therefore, the containment failure probability as a function of the
missile energy after shield impact is represented by a uniform distribution as shown in Figure 2.

Gosgen is a three-loop PWR designed by Siemens Kraftwerk Union (KWU), with a core
inventory of 116 tons, and a similar power as the reference PWR. The containment is a
spherical steel shell with a thickness of 0.032 m (as compared to the cylindrical concrete
containment with a hemispherical dome in the reference PWR). The edge of the polar crane in
Gosgen is approximately 1.5 m below the containment shell. Thus, in the event of missile
impact with the polar crane, only a relatively small amount of energy is required for the crane
to contact the containment. In addition, due to design differences between Westinghouse and
Siemens/KWU plants (e.g., no lower head penetrations in Gosgen), the Beznau scaling analysis
for the quantification of uncertainties is not appropriate. Therefore, some of the model variables
need to be modified to account for the design variations. A description of the model variables
is given in Figure 3, and the rationale for the Gosgen6 uncertainty quantification follows.

A. Melt initial condition: The probability distribution for the fraction of the core that is molten
and relocates into the lower plenum is identical to that used for the reference PWR and for
Beznau.12 The fraction of the core that is molten and would be relocated into the lower plenum
is highly uncertain. The present quantification is consistent with the results of plant-specific
SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations for Gosgen7 that showed that for a small break LOCA, about
30% to 60% of the core inventory is expected to be present in the lower plenum at the time of
lower head failure (depending on the parametric models used in the code).

B. Failure area of the lower core plate: The failure area of the lower core plate determines the
amount of melt that would pour coherently into the lower plenum and efficiently mix with the
available water during the time period of interest before an explosion is initiated. To reach the
water in the lower plenum, the molten mass has to fail at least one of the fuel assembly end-
plates.8 The 177 fuel assembly end-plates in Gosgen are the equivalent of the lower core plate
in the reference PWR. The failure of one of the end-plates could result in the relocation of
about 100 to 3,000 kg of melt into the lower plenum water within the first three seconds.8 In
the reference PWR, failure of the core plate will have to occur by melt-through over the
unsupported areas of the core plate. In Gosgen, the failure of the end-plate which has a total
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area of 0.046 m2 will occur only in the center of the plate. The maximum possible failure area
for one end-plate is about 62% of the total plate area. Therefore, the failure area for Gosgen is
proportional to the failure area in the reference PWR.
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C. Mass of core in premixture: The justification for this functional representation in the
reference PWR is based on a number of premixing calculations.9 The geometry used for these
premixing calculations is simple, and can be easily applied to Gosgen. The lower curve
represents the lower bound based on the premixing calculations,9 and to account for
uncertainties, the upper bound (upper curve) is simply twice the lower bound. The lower and
upper bounds are subjectively assumed to represent the 5% and 95% limit lines, and a uniform
distribution is assumed between the two bounds. Theofanous, et al.4 performed additional
calculations which indicated the very large degree of conservatism used in the Reference [1].
The lower and upper bounds are expected to be reduced by at least a factor of 2.4 However, to
allow for uncertainties in the results of these premixing calculations, a factor of 1.5 is used for
Gosgen.

D. Thermal energy of the melt: The best estimate melt specific energy in Figure 3 is
comparable to the values in References [4,10]. Note that the introduction of Mixed Oxide
(MOX) fuel elements in Gosgen does not have an impact on the specific thermal energy of the
melt, because the thermal capacities of both UO2 and PuO2 in the molten state are very
similar.13

E. Energy conversion ratio: The work potential from a steam explosion can be quantified in
terms of thermal energy of the melt that participates in the explosion, and the efficiency by
which the mechanical energy is released (conversion ratio). The quantification in the reference
PWR11 is based on a number of thermodynamic calculations with various interaction zone
areas, initial void fractions, and melt volume fractions (conversion ratios in the range of 10% to
20%). In the analysis by Turland, et al.,10 85% of the probability was assigned to the range of
2% to 8% conversion efficiency with an upper bound of 15% and a mode lying between 2%
and 3%. In reactor like configurations, the conversion ratio is expected to be lower than
10%.10'12 Therefore, the distribution used for the reference PWR and Beznau is considered
conservative. The quantification for Gosgen shown in Figure 3 is based on an intermediate
distribution based on the distributions in References [1,10]. The lower curve (5th percentile)
represents the lower bound with a 5% conversion efficiency and the upper curve (95th
percentile) represents the upper bound with a 15% conversion efficiency (normal distribution is
assumed between the upper and lower bounds).

F. Upward slug energy: The relationship between the upward slug energy and the mechanical
energy release shown in Figure 3 is based on a modification of the calculations performed for
the reference PWR11. A normal distribution is assumed between the 5% (lower curve) and
95% (upper curve) limit lines. The energy release in the reference PWR is partitioned to
account for the lower head failure, the downcomer venting, and structural displacements. The
change of slope in the upward slug energy for a mechanical energy release of about 1 GJ is due
to the lower head failure that provides the pressure relief mechanism, and thus reduces the
energy imparted to the slug. However, as the mechanical energy release increases, the energy
imparted to the slug also increases.

The results of the reference PWR analysis" before the lower head failure can be used for
Gosgen without modification, because the calculations do not consider the internal structures in
the lower plenum, and the flow area through the downcomer of the reference PWR is similar
to the flow area in Gosgen. For the reference PWR," lower head failure occurs at a mechanical
energy release of about 1 GJ, and the energy dissipated in the lower head before it fails is about
190 MJ. This energy is comparable to that required to fail the upper head." The energy that
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can be dissipated in a typical KWU upper head of about 5 m3 before it fails following the slug
impact is about 100 MJ.13 The Gosgen lower head is smaller than the upper head, thus the
mechanical energy to fail the lower head should be less than 1 GJ. The detailed calculations of
the mechanical energy release necessary to fail the Gosgen lower head are beyond the scope of
the present study. However, it is conservatively assumed that the value of 1 GJ is also
representative for Gosgen (the lower head failure has a mitigating effect).

For the reference PWR and high energy cases ( » 1 GJ; lower head failure), approximately one-
fifth to one-tenth of the ideally available mechanical energy release ends up in the slug. The
dissipation mechanisms are the downcomer venting and the structural deformation (these two
mechanisms terminate at the time of the lower head failure), the kinetic energy release through
the break, and the work done in the downward expansion of the lower head after the break.
The kinetic energy release through the break in the reference PWR1' is limited by the clearance
between the cavity wall and the RPV flange which is similar to Gosgen. The major energy
dissipation is due to the downward expansion mechanism. The downward displacement of the
lower head before contact with the cavity bottom is 4 m in the reference PWR. In Gosgen, this
displacement can be no more than 0.4 m. Therefore, the energy dissipated in the case of
Gosgen is much smaller. To properly account for this difference, detailed energy partition
calculations are not necessary. Indeed, the energy not released in the downward expansion
should be distributed between the upward slug energy and the kinetic energy release through
the break. If all the energy is allocated to the slug, one obtains the upper curve shown in Figure
3. On the other hand, if one considers an equal repartitioning, the lower curve of Figure 3
would result. The calculations performed to determine the amount of energy to be redistributed
are straightforward. Amarasooriya and Theofanous" report the initial velocity of the lower
head at the time of the break, and the energy released in the downward expansion as a function
of time in their calculations. Therefore, the time for the lower head to reach the bottom of the
cavity, and the resulting energy release during this expansion process can be easily calculated.
The remaining energy that should have been dissipated if the downward expansion had been
greater is redistributed as discussed above.

G. Energy dissipation: For the net energy delivered to the upper head (after dissipation by the
upper internal structures) the lower and upper curves in Figure 3 represent the 5% and 95%
limits of a normal distribution. This energy quantification is different from that used in the
reference PWR.14 The energy dissipation mechanisms for the reference PWR include: (1)
collapse of the internal structures (support columns and guide tubes) between the upper core
plate and the upper support plate, (2) radial expansion of the slug, deformation of the core
barrel, and radial venting near the hot-leg locations, (3) upper core support plate failure, and (4)
bolt and direct head failures.

For the first three mechanisms, Krieg, et al.13 provide a value of 161 MJ which can be
interpreted as an upper limit (40 MJ for the core support grid, 92 MJ for the core support
columns and guide tubes, and 29 MJ for the core barrel). These estimates are based on the
actual configuration of a German PWR, but they do not take into account the energy dissipation
by local flow through the upper internal structures. Krieg, et al.13 estimate that this energy
could be greater than 600 MJ, and it depends on the initial slug velocity (maximum slug
velocity of 150 m/s). For the estimation of the energy dissipated by local flow through the
upper internal structure for Gosgen, a slug velocity corresponding to 50% of the value
estimated by Krieg, et al.13 is used. A velocity of 150 m/s corresponds to a slug mass of about
80 tons. A slug velocity of 75 m/s accounts for the smaller energies that can threaten the upper
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head. With this slug velocity, the energy dissipated by local flow is about 150 MJ. Thus, the
total energy dissipated is about 311 MJ. Turland, et al.1 have identified additional energy loss
processes. These are 50 MJ to buckle the support ring of the Upper Core Support Plate
(UCSP), between 70 MJ and 110 MJ for plastic deformation of the UCSP prior to its failure,
35 MJ to fail the mounting of the UCSP and between 55 MJ and 90 MJ to crush the support
and guide tubes between the UCSP and the upper head. Since the exact mechanisms
considered by Krieg, et al.13 for the structural dissipation capabilities of the core support grid
(the equivalent of an UCSP for a KWU RPV) are not known, and the fact that the structural
material are different for Gosgen, a dissipation in energy of about 100 MJ is attributed to these
mechanisms. Therefore, the total energy dissipated in the Gosgen RPV for the first three
mechanisms described by Lucas, et al.14 is estimated to be about 411 MJ.

Krieg, et al.13 estimate the energy dissipated in the bolts of a German RPV to be 100 MJ and
the energy dissipated in the upper head vessel, in the absence of bolt failure, to be 100 MJ.
Thus, following the approach in Reference [14], it is estimated that the energy dissipated in the
bolts and in the head should be normally distributed between 100 MJ and 200 MJ. Therefore,
the energy that can be dissipated in the internal structures of the Gosgen RPV ranges between
511 MJ and 611 MJ. The probabilistic function for the net energy delivered to the vessel head
after dissipation shown in Figure 3 is more conservative than the one used by Theofanous, et
al.1.

H. Missile energy: The quantification for the reduction in head missile versus the net energy
delivered to the head and the missile energy after impact with the missile shield are similar to
the reference PWR, and also to the one in Reference [10], because the mass of the upper head
and the missile shield are similar to those in Gosgen.

/. Containment penetration energy: The conditional containment failure probability is
calculated by the interference7 of the distribution of the energy required to fail the containment
and the distribution of the missile energy after shield impact. The steel containment
penetration energy is the sum of the potential energy required to raise the missile to the polar
crane (approximately 16 m rise), and the energy required to raise the polar crane after a plastic
collision with the missile to the containment (approximately 1.5 m rise), and the kinetic energy
of the crane needed to perforate the steel containment. The kinetic energy of the crane required
to perforate the steel containment is given by reducing by about one third the value given by
Equation (1) to account for an impact occurring on a "sharp" edge.5

2.2 Ex-vessel Analysis

The present probabilistic approach for the assessment of uncertainties in the potential ex-vessel
FCI impulsive loads is based on the work of Khatib-Rahbar, et al.15. The analysis considers
the uncertainties in the accident progression variables and the model parameters, and reflects
the degree of belief in the expected range of the uncertainty domain. The quantification of the
uncertainties are based on subjective expert judgment, experimental data, and engineering
analysis.

The prediction of the local pressures in the explosion zone (i.e., the region where the fuel and
coolant mixture reside once the explosion is initiated) and the impulse loads on the pedestal
wall is based on the results of the one-dimensional TEXAS model. Limited two-dimensional
simulations using IFCI computer code1 were also performed to compare with the results of the
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one-dimensional TEXAS calculations. The initial and boundary conditions that can impact
the energetics of the steam explosion are the mass of debris in the lower plenum, the number of
instrument tube penetration failures, the melt superheat, and the water pool subcooling. The
most important phenomenological uncertainties considered in the present analysis associated
with steam explosion modeling framework (TEXAS) include the fragmentation model
parameters and the time of explosion triggering.

2.2.1 Quantification of Uncertainties for Gosgen

Ex-vessel steam explosion is not an issue for Gosgen, because of the particular configuration of
the reactor cavity, and the very low probability of water accumulation in the cavity prior to the
lower head failure. Therefore, a detailed assessment of this failure mode is not justified.

2.2.2 Quantification of Uncertainties for Beznau

A. Melt Initial Conditions: The results of SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations18'19 indicated that
depending on the accident scenario, the amount of UO2 in the lower plenum at vessel breach
could range from 7% to 70% of the core inventory. The predicted composition of the melt was
mainly oxidic18 (~ 95% w/o), and the oxidic components of the melt contain 85% UO2 (w/o)
and 15% Z1O2 (w/o). Therefore, in the present assessment, the uncertainty in the fraction of
core UO2 inventory in the lower plenum at vessel breach is characterized by a normal
distribution with the lower bound of 0.1 (at 0.1 percentile), an upper bound of 0.7 (at 99.9
percentile), and a mean of 0.4 as shown in Figure 4. The fraction of Z1O2 in the melt is 15%
(w/o).

The melt temperature at vessel breach is also based on the different scenarios in the
SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations.18'19 The uncertainty distribution of the melt superheat is shown
in Figure 4. The melt superheat of 100 K is the best estimate with an upper bound of 200 K.
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Figure 4: Probability distributions of the input parameters for Beznau.
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B. Mode, Size and Location of Vessel Breach: The failure location is important in the
determination of the dynamic pressures and impulsive loads on the cavity boundaries especially
if the breach location is close to the cavity wall. The modes of RPV breach include the failure
of instrument tube penetrations (the diameter of the instrument tube is 4 cm), and the local
creep rupture. Rempe, et al.20 have indicated that localized creep-rupture failures could occur
over a protracted period, especially for scenarios where the vessel is at low pressure, and this
failure mechanism is unlikely to occur during the time periods of interest during a severe
accident. Therefore, for the depressurized scenario considered here, the failure of the
instrument tube penetration(s) is judged to be the dominant failure mode. The number of
simultaneous instrument tube penetration failures that could potentially occur depends on a
variety of local conditions (e.g. the amount of melt in the lower plenum, heat transfer to the
vessel boundaries, melt penetration through the instrument tubes, etc.). The uncertainty in the
number of instrument tube penetration failures is very difficult to quantify, and therefore, a
uniform distribution shown in Figure 4 is considered. Hole ablation during melt discharge
(approximately 1-2 seconds before explosion is triggered) is not significant for the
depressurized scenario considered here.

C. Cavity Condition at Vessel Breach: The depth of the water pool can vary depending on the
volume of water from the refueling water storage tank that is used to flood the cavity. A
nominal water pool depth of 2.5 m typical of the conditions for Beznau is selected2. The
containment pressure is chosen to be 0.2 MPa at vessel failure (the containment pressure does
not significantly affect the energetics of FCI)2.

The water pool in the cavity and the steam-air mixture above it are presumed to be at thermal
and mechanical equilibrium (i.e., equal temperatures and pressures). Therefore, the
temperature of the water pool could be as high as 367 K and including the effect of thermal
stratification, the bulk temperature of the water in the cavity would be lower. Thus, the water
pool subcooling could be as high as 40 K. The uncertainty distribution of the water pool
subcooling is shown in Figure 4.

D. Fragmentation Model Parameters: The most important parameters during the propagation
phase of the interaction are the proportionality constant and the fragmentation time which
control the fragmentation rate in the TEXAS model. The proportionality constant has been
shown to vary from 0.001 to 0.002 based on the benchmarking studies for KROTOS-21 and
KROTOS-26 tests.16 The corresponding values for the fragmentation time are 2 ms and 0.5
ms, respectively. At the present time, given the parametric nature of the fragmentation model,
these parameters are assigned uniform probability distributions and are assumed to be
independent as shown in Figures 4.

E. Timing of the Explosion Trigger: The timing of the explosion trigger after the initiation of
melt pour into the cavity water is stochastic in nature. For the present analysis, the explosion
triggering at bottom contact and during melt transit to the bottom of the water pool are assumed
equally probable (see Figure 4). However, the transit triggering time in the probabilistic
assessment is constrained to occur when the melt has traversed half the distance to the bottom
of the cavity. It should be noted that the triggering phenomena is a complex issue and not well
understood. The time of explosion triggering can affect the fragmentation. The transit
triggering time when the melt is halfway to the bottom of the pool is chosen to take into
account the stochastic nature of triggering in a convenient fashion.
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2.2.3 Quantification of Uncertainties for Leibstadt

A. Melt Initial Conditions: The mass of debris in the lower plenum is scaled based on the core
UO2 inventory from the uncertainty distributions presented in Reference [21]. The lower
bound corresponded to a mass of 53,000 kg and the upper bound value is 106,000 kg as shown
in Figure 5.

The melt superheat temperature is also quantified using the same probability scale as in
Reference [21]. In this case, however, only the upper bound values in each range are
considered. For example, the probability for the melt superheat range of 0-25 K in Reference
[21] is assigned to the melt superheat value of 25 K for the present application, and the
distribution of the melt superheat is shown in Figure 5 (the melting temperature of typical
UO2/ZrO2 mixtures is about 2800 K).
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Figure 5: Probability distributions of the input parameters for Leibstadt.

B. Mode, Size and Location of Vessel Breach: Based on the results of the Mark-I liner study,21

the most likely scenario for the mode of the lower head failure is the failure of the instrument
tube penetrations (diameter of 2.5 cm). The uncertainty distribution regarding the number of
failures and the associated probabilities is similar to those presented for Beznau. The location
of the failure could impact the resulting impulse loads on the adjacent structures.

C. Cavity Condition at Vessel Breach: Under most accident conditions, the depth of the water
pool in the pedestal region and the lower drywell could reach up to the top of the weir wall.2

Therefore, in the present analysis, the water pool was assumed to have a depth of 7 m (this is
the distance from the bottom of pedestal region to the top of the weir wall). The distances from
the center of the cavity to the pedestal wall and the weir wall are approximately 3 m and 10.5
m, respectively. An explosion in the center of the pedestal region results in impulsive loading
on the pedestal wall, and this load is expected to be transmitted to the weir wall.
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The water pool subcooling at vessel breach in the pedestal/lower drywell region varied between
0 K (saturated water pool) to 40 K with the most probable value of 20 K using the results of
plant-specific calculations.2 Therefore, in the quantification of the water subcooling, a
probability of 0.5 was assigned to 20 K, and the lower bound and upper bound values of 0 K
and 40 K are each assigned a probability of 0.25 as shown in Figure 5.

D. Fragmentation Model Parameters: The quantification is similar to Beznau, because it only
involves the TEXAS model.

E. Timing of the Explosion Trigger: Considering a water pool depth of 7 m, the melt particles
would breakup and solidify before they reach the bottom of the pool. An explosion could occur
at any time before the melt reaches the bottom of the pool. The solidification of the particles in
the TEXAS model implies that they will not participate in the explosion. In addition, the local
vapor void fraction would also increase as the melt particles break up and transfer heat to the
surrounding coolant water. The increase in the local vapor void fraction reduces the potential
for energetic steam explosions. Typically, for mixing durations greater than about 2 seconds,
the melt particles would either solidify or the resulting high local vapor void fraction would
limit the explosion energetics. This was confirmed by performing a number of sensitivity
calculations involving the mixing times of 2 to 3 seconds. Therefore, in the present
assessment, the maximum mixing time before an explosion is triggered is 2 seconds. Given the
stochastic nature of the explosion, a uniform distribution is used for the duration of fuel-coolant
mixing before an explosion is triggered (see Figure 5).

2.2.4 Analysis of the Pedestal and Containment Failures for Beznau

An explosion in the pedestal region of the Beznau nuclear power plant would send a pressure
wave traveling through a keyway connecting the pedestal region to the lower compartments.
This pressure pulse would impact on the containment boundaries in the lower compartments.
However, the lower compartments are buried deep within the ground and any dynamic loading
on these structures is not expected to produce a direct containment failure. Therefore, as far as
ex-vessel steam explosion is concerned, the major threat is the failure of the pedestal wall. The
failure of the containment could potentially occur as a result of the shakedown of the RPV, the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) piping, and the steam generators. This indirect mode of
containment failure is due to failure of the containment penetrations. In the present analysis,
the conditional probability of containment failure given an energetic ex-vessel steam explosion
(P) is expressed by:

P(containment failure I ex-vessel FCI)=
Pi (pedestal failure I ex-vessel FCI) x (2)
P2(steam generator support failure I pedestal failure) x
P3(containment penetration tear failure I steam generator support failure)

The conditional probability of pedestal failure (Pi) is calculated by interference of the impulse
load distributions with the pedestal wall impulse capacity.2 The calculation of the pedestal wall
impulse capacity involved performing several nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses.2 The
increased variablity due to randomness in load characteristics was accounted for using
judgement based on dynamic effects for other complex loading phenomena.2 The median
pressure impulse capacity of the pedestal is 25 kPa-s, and is comparable to values reported by
others for the explosion resistance of the reinforced-concrete reactor pedestal of nuclear plant
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containment structures (e.g., Grand Gulf NUREG-1150 analysis). The quantification of P2 is
based on engineering judgment. The RPV is a massive structure partially supported by the RCS
piping. Therefore, explosion-induced damage to the reactor pedestal is not expected to transmit
significant loads to the hot leg (the direct path to the steam generators) and the connecting
steam generators. The RCS pipes and steam generators are seismically qualified and
supported. In addition, any loads that are significant enough to produce massive shakedown of
the steam generators will most likely produce failure in the hot leg pipes (i.e., pipe breaks) or at
the welded connections. Therefore, a shakedown of the steam generator supports as a result of
damage to the reactor pedestal is considered to be extremely unlikely (10" ) or at most, very
unlikely (102). On the other hand, given the failure of the steam generator supports, the
probability of containment penetration tear, P3, is relatively high, and its quantification is highly
uncertain. Therefore, this conditional probability is characterized by a uniform distribution in
the range of 0.1 to 0.5, representing the 5-th and 95-th percentiles, respectively.

2.2.5 Analysis of Drywell and Containment Failures for Leibstadt

This analysis considers the loss of integrity of the drywell and the steel containment
penetrations as a result of an ex-vessel steam explosion which damages the RPV pedestal and
imposes mechanical stresses on the pipes connected to the RPV. Depending on the magnitude
of the impulse load on the pedestal wall, three modes of pedestal failure are envisioned: a) total
destruction, b) substantial damage over a large portion of the wall, and c) localized damage. It
is assumed that the pedestal fragility is similar to Grand Gulf in the NUREG-1150 study (i.e.,
median fragility of 25 kPa-s). An independent assessment of the Leibstadt pedestal fragility has
not been performed as part of this study. However, the pressure impulse capacity of the weir
wall was calculated,2 and the results indicated that the median capacity was 18 kPa-s (slightly
lower than the value used for the pedestal wall). The aproach for the quantification of the weir
wall impulse capacity in Leibstat was similar to that of the pedestal in Beznau2 (see section
2.2.4). It is important to note that the integrity of the weir wall for Leibstadt is not as
significant when compared to other BWR/Mark-III plants. Due to the absence of the wetwell
to drywell vaccum breakers in Leibstadt, the main vents become uncovered during most of the
severe accident scenarios resulting in pool bypass, and thereby, reduce the significance of the
suppression pool effectiveness following vessel breach.

The steam lines are the largest pipes connected to the RPV and they do not penetrate the
biological shield wall. Therefore, substantial stress on the steam lines will occur, if the RPV
were to fall or tip as a result of total destruction of the pedestal or substantial damage to the
pedestal wall. Stresses in the steam lines develop when the weight load of the RPV is
transmitted to the steam lines after the RPV pedestal has been destroyed or severely damaged
by a steam explosion. For localized damage to the pedestal wall, the impact on other pipes
such as the feedwater or the recirculation pipes is also considered. It is assumed that total
destruction of the pedestal would occur only for the upper ranges of the impulse loads.
Quantitatively, it is assumed that impulse loads higher than six times the median fragility of the
pedestal wall (i.e., 150 kPa-s) are required for complete destruction of the pedestal wall.2 For
substantial damage where a large portion of the pedestal wall is expected to be destroyed, it is
assumed that impulse loads exceeding 75 kPa-s would be needed (about three times the median
fragility).2 Therefore, impulse loads less than 75 kPa-s cause localized damage to the pedestal
wall. The pedestal failure modes are discussed further in the following.
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A. Total destruction of pedestal wall: Three failure modes are considered for the steam lines:
a) shear rupture near the drywell wall, b) traction of the lines pulled by the weight of the RPV,
and c) oscillation of the lines which would hold the RPV in place. Even though the shear
rupture and traction modes of failure are more likely, the oscillation failure mode cannot be
ruled out (the inner pipe may be pulled backward first, without substantial damage to the outer
and seismic sleeves, which are anchored to the penetrations). Based on the calculated stresses
due to the vertical displacement of the RPV (and possibly the biological shield), it is judged
extremely unlikely that the lines would be able to hold the RPV in place, and a subjective
probability of 0.001 is assigned to the oscillation mode of failure. Based on simple analyses, it
is judged that the shear failure mode (i.e., shearing of the steam lines by the concrete edge in
the drywell wall) is much more likely than the traction failure mode. A subjective probability
of 0.2 is assigned to the traction mode of failure; thus, the shear mode of failure has a
probability of 0.799.

B. Substantial damage to the pedestal: A very large portion of the entire pedestal wall is
assumed to fail. Depending on the part of the pedestal that is destroyed by the steam explosion,
stresses transmitted to the steam lines may occur in the form of a (asymmetric) bending
moment on the drywell penetrations, or in the form of traction stresses on the steam lines, or as
a combination of both (i.e., the RPV preferentially tips over in the direction of the destroyed
pedestal section). In any case, it is assumed that the remaining part of the pedestal still carries
the weight of the RPV and that the steam lines only transmit the forces necessary to prevent the
RPV from tipping over. Bending stresses mainly threaten the drywell penetrations, whereas
traction forces are transmitted along the steam lines to the steel containment penetration and to
the shield building anchoring point. Therefore, the probability of loss of drywell integrity is
uncertain (0.5); however, the probability of the containment failure remains very unlikely
(0.01).

C. Localized damage to the pedestal: A small section of the pedestal wall is assumed to be
destroyed causing collateral damage to small sections of the biological shield. The RPV would
be kept in place by the surviving bolts, while the stress and strain on the pipes would be limited
to that caused by pipes (i.e., their weight) and the failing parts of the shield wall to which they
are attached, causing the pipes to severely vibrate. The load on the pipes would be similar to
that experienced during a safe shutdown earthquake, thus it is very unlikely that the drywell
penetrations would fail (conservatively, a conditional probability of penetration failure of 0.01
is assigned), and containment penetrations would probably not be affected (a residual
conditional probability of containment failure of 0.001 is assigned).

An event tree model has been developed to calculate the conditional probabilities of failures for
the drywell and/or containment penetrations given an ex-vessel steam explosion. Fourteen
nodal question split fractions are treated as uncertain and assigned uncertainty distributions.
These nodal questions are selected on the basis of two criteria, namely: (1) question related to
phenomena which are most uncertain, and (2) split fraction estimates to which the results are
expected to be most sensitive. Split fractions, to which a distribution is assigned, include the
probability of large and intermediate impulse loads, the location (within the pedestal) of the
explosion, the failure of the steam lines. Uniform and normal distributions, and their
logarithmic counterparts, best describe the behavior of a phenomenon which is not only
uncertain, but for which insufficient relevant information is available. Best or point estimate
values derived for a parameter are normally interpreted as the median of the distribution (for
both aforementioned distribution types).
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It is assumed that uncertainties are maximized, thus all distribution are uniform or log-uniform,
depending on the value of the point estimate (for values less than or equal to 0.01,
maximization of uncertainties is achieved using logarithmic distributions). The limits of each
distribution are not entirely arbitrary, since they must satisfy two conditions: they must be
symmetric around the median in order to preserve the mean, and they cannot exceed the
probabilistic bounds of zero and one. Thus, for example, when assigning limits to the
distribution of probability of containment penetration failure due to the traction of the steam
lines (with point estimate/median equal to 0.8), the upper limit must be 1.0 due to probabilistic
bounds, hence the lower limit must be 0.6 to preserve the mean.
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Figure 6: Intermediate distributions for Beznau in-vessel FCI analysis.
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3. Results
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Figure 7: Intermediate distributions for Gosgen in-vessel FCI analysis.

3.1 In-Vessel Steam Explosion Analysis

A computer code was developed to propagate the uncertainties through the probabilistic model
using a stratified Monte Carlo approach2 and determine the conditional containment failure
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probability for Beznau and Gosgen. The Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) computer code22 is
used to generate a sample set from the model variables (see Figure 1). Three model variables
distributions (molten core fraction, core support failure area, and core thermal energy) were
directly sampled (piecewise uniform distributions in the LHS input). For the probabilistic
functions that required specification of the uncertainties between the 5% and 95% limit lines
(e.g., conversion ratio as a function of melt thermal energy), the LHS computer code is used to
generate numbers from either uniform or normal distributions. These random samples are then
used to determine the dependent variables (e.g., conversion ratio) as a function of the
independent variables (e.g., melt thermal energy).

A total of 4000 samples are generated using the LHS computer code. These samples are then
input to the computer code to arrive at the intermediate distributions (e.g., probability of
mechanical energy release in Figure 1) as well as the Condtional Containment Failure
Probability (CCFP).

The intermediate distributions for the Beznau and Gosgen analysis are given in Figures 6 and 7,
respectively. The final uncertainty in the missile energy after shield impact and the probability
of the containment failure as a function of missile energy after shield impact are used to arrive
at CCFP by interference of these distributions.2 The conditional containment failure
probabilities due to an in-vessel steam explosion for both Beznau and Gosgen are determined
to be zero, since the upper bound missile energy is smaller than the energy required to penetrate
the steel containment. It should be noted that with only 4000 samples, the resolution of these
calculations is 2.5x10 4. Therefore all the probabilities shown as zero are in fact probabilities <
104.

3.2 Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion Analysis

3.2.1 Beznau

The uncertainty distributions shown in Figure 4 are propagated through the TEXAS16 model
using a stratified Monte Carlo technique. In the TEXAS computer model, the axial mesh size
is selected to be 0.25 m with a nominal cross-sectional area of 1 m2. This cross-sectional area
is chosen to represent the interaction zone corresponding to failure of multiple instrument tube
penetrations. A total of 30 axial grid points is used with 10 grid points in the water pool and 20
grid points in the vapor space above the coolant pool. The impulse load in the explosion zone
is calculated by integration of the time history of the pressure. The pressure impulses vary as a
function of the distance from the bottom of the pool. For the present assessment, the maximum
pressure impulse is used to obtain the cumulative probability distribution of the pressure
impulse in the explosion zone.

The distribution of the maximum pressure impulse is shown in Figure 8(a). The maximum
pressure impulse is most sensitive to the fragmentation model parameters, the water
subcooling, and the number of instrument tube penetration failures. The impulse loads at the
cavity wall are expected to be reduced as the pressure wave expands radially within the
subcooled water. This is especially true for the case of failure(s) near the central region of the
lower head such that the explosion is expected to occur in the center of the cavity and the
pressure wave would decay radially within the water pool. However, if the failure(s) occur
away from the center of the lower head, then a significant decay of the pressure wave is not
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expected at the cavity wall and the pressure and the dynamic loads on the cavity wall would be
similar to the pressure impulses in the explosion zone.
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Figure 8: Distributions of the maximum pressure impulse for the ex-vessel FCI in Beznau. (a)
Local pressure impulse, (b) Impulse load on the cavity wall.

A simple analysis based on irrotational flow theory for the motion of an initial spherical cavity
produced by an underwater explosion is provided in Cole.23 The analytical pressure
distribution indicates that the pressure at any radial distance away from the explosion zone
decreases as 1/r, where r is the radial distance from the explosion zone. Strictly speaking, this
1/r behavior is true for a point source explosion in an infinite medium. The effects of
confinement (the cavity/pedestal wall is a finite distance from the center of the explosion),
proximity of the explosion zone to the free surface, and the interaction of the pressure wave
with the solid boundary and reflection could impact the 1/r scaling. Theofanous, et al.24 used
PM-ALPHA/ESPROSE calculations to provide some insights into the propagation phase of an
ex-vessel steam explosion in a reactor cavity for a melt pouring diameter of 0.6 m and a cavity
diameter of 6 m and different water pool depths and mixing times. The results of these
calculations indicate that the maximum pressure on the cavity boundary is reduced by a factor
of 6 to 10 compared to the maximum pressure in the explosion zone, thus relatively low
pressures at the wall are observed as compared to the explosion zone. Two-dimensional

calculations performed by the BFCI computer code in support of this study show an
approximately 1/r dependence for the pressure impulse decay.2

Given the uncertainties in the lower head failure (e.g. number and location of the failures), the
probability of impulse loading on the cavity wall is characterized by two distributions. The
upper bound distribution corresponds to the local pressure impulses calculated by the TEXAS
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computer code, and the lower bound distribution is simply the upper bound values reduced by a
factor of 4. The factor of 4 is based on the assumption that the pressure impulse would decay
as the ratio of the radii of the cavity wall to the explosion zone (2/0.56=3.6). Figure 8(b) shows
these two distributions. The conditional failure probability of the pedestal can be calculated by
intersecting the impulse load distributions with the cavity wall impulse capacity. This
conditional probability varies between 0.26 and 0.73 representing the 5-th percentile and the
95-th percentile, respectively. A uniform distribution is used to characterize the uncertainty in
the location of failure.2

The conditional containment failure probability given an ex-vessel steam explosion defined in
Equation (2), is computed using the stratified Monte Carlo approach and the result is shown in
Figure 9. The 5-th and 95-th percentiles of this distribution are lx lO 4 and 2xlO~3 with a mean
value of 8xlO'4, which is consistent with the estimated probability in the NUREG-1150 and the
Beznau reassessment studies.25
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Figure 9: Uncertainty distribution for the conditional failure probability of containment in
Beznau given an ex-vessel steam explosion.

3.2.2 Leibstadt

The TEXAS model for the Leibstadt analysis is similar to the Beznau calculations except that
the depth of the water pool was specified as 7 m. The distribution of the maximum pressure
impulse is shown in Figure 10(a). The maximum pressure impulse is most sensitive to the
fragmentation model parameters, the water subcooling, and the number of penetration failures.
This is consistent with the results of the Beznau calculations.

The impulse loads on the pedestal and the weir wall are estimated from the local pressure
impulses. The quantification of the lower bound and the upper bound distributions for the
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impulsive loads on the pedestal is similar to Beznau. For the pedestal radius of 3 m and the
explosion zone radius of 0.56 m, the decay factor for the TEXAS calculation is 5, and is
consistent with the failure of the lower head in the central region. If, the failure(s) occur on the
side of the lower head, no credit was taken for the radial decay, and the pressure impulse on the
pedestal wall correspond to the local value in the explosion zone. These distributions are
shown in Figure 10(b). For the weir wall, the impulse load distribution is based on the radial
decay of the pressure wave proportional to the inverse of the radial distance from the explosion
zone. Considering the weir wall is at a radial distance of 10.5 m from the center of the cavity,
the decay factor for the pressure impulse is 19. Figure 10(c) shows the distribution of the
impulse load on the weir wall.

A random sampling of 1000 values for each of the uncertainty distributions (see section 2.2.5)
was propagated through the event tree model, using a stratified Monte Carlo technique (LHS).
Figure 11 shows the resulting distribution of the conditional probabilities of pedestal, drywell,
and containment failure. For the pedestal, the interference of the lower and upper bound
impulse load distribution with the fragility curve provides the conditional failure probability of
the pedestal. The conditional probability of pedestal failure can range from 0.1 (lower bound)
to 0.5 (upper bound). The mean conditional failure probability of drywell and the containment
are 0.06 and 0.01, respectively. For the drywell, the 5-th and 95-th percentiles are 0.006 and
0.17, while the corresponding values for the containment are 0.0007 and 0.04, respectively.
These probability estimates show a considerable mitigation of the damage to the drywell and
the containment, resulting from ex-vessel steam explosions, due to the existence of intervening
structures.
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Figure 10: Distributions of the maximum pressure impulse for the ex-vessel FCI in Leibstadt.
(a) Local pressure impulse, (b) Impulse load on the pedestal, (c) Impulse load on the weir wall.
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Figure 11: Conditional failure probability for the pedestal, drywell and the containment.

4. Sensitivity Analysis

4.1 In-vessel Steam Explosion

4.1.1 Beznau

A sensitivity calculation similar to that in Reference [1] is performed to examine the effect of
the energy dissipation in the lower plenum on CCFP. The functional relationship between the
upward-directed slug energy and mechanical energy release shown in Figure 2 is replaced by a
more conservative one, i.e., the energy reduction due to lower head failure is not considered
(similar to the analysis by Turland, et al.10). For this sensitivity calculation, the CCFP is 9xlO"2.
This sensitivity calculation shows that if no credit is taken for the lower head failure regardless
of the mechanical energy release, the probability of the containment failure increases from zero
to 1 in 10. However this case is not considered to be realistic, since, if the mechanical energy
release is large enough to cause upper head failure, it should have also resulted in the failure of
the lower head.

4.1.2 Gosgen

Four uncertainty distributions are used in the sensitivity calculations, and involve
conservative as well optimistic estimates of melt mass in the premixture, the conversion
ratio, the required missile energy for containment failure, and whether the lower head can
fail. The level of conservatism in the quantification of the uncertainty distributions clearly
increases the CCFP as shown in Figure 12. The three different ranges are shown in the
conservative domain signify the number of uncertainty distributions that were treated
conservatively.

The failure of the lower head has the dominant impact on CCFP (see also the results for
Beznau). A conservative upper bound for CCFP is judged to be 10~3, and the best estimate is
« 104. These results are consistent with those reported elsewhere1'210 for Westinghouse
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type PWRs. However, a higher likelihood of failure is estimated for Gosgen for a similar
range of uncertainties, owing to the lower potential for energy dissipation following lower
head failure, and the containment-crane configuration.

O. I OE-02

I
3

Conservative Domain

o
v
v

ca

Figure 12: Impact of conservatism in the uncertainty distribution on CCFP

4.2 Ex-vessel Steam Explosion

4.2.1 Beznau

The sensitivity calculation using TEXAS with a 1.5 m (instead of 2.5 m) water pool depth (and
upper bound values from Figure 4) indicates that the local pressure impulse is 254 kPa-s.2 A
TEXAS sensitivity calculation with a local rupture size of 0.4 m (instead of a random number
of instrument tube failures) indicates that maximum pressure impulse is 445 kPa-s.2 These are
similar to the upper bound region of the distribution shown in Figure 8.

4.2.2 Leibstadt

A number of sensitivity calculations are performed to determine the impact of various
parameters and their distributions on the failure probability of the drywell and the containment.
Four cases are considered, namely: (1) failure of the lower head preferentially occurs on the
side with a mean probability of 0.8; (2) impulse loads in excess of 100 kPa-s are required for
the total destruction of the pedestal, and impulse loads in the range of 50-100 kPa-s result in
substantial damage; (3) the mode of steam line failure is assumed to be by traction only; and (4)
the shear and traction modes of steam line failure result in assured containment failure
(probability of 1). The results are shown in Table 1, and as indicated the failure probability is
relatively insensitive (about a factor of 2) to most of the relevant assumptions. The only
exception is in regard to the pedestal failure mode given various impulse loads (case 2) where a
larger sensitivity is observed. However, this case is considered to be a conservative upper
bound limit.
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Table 1: Mean conditional failure probabilities of the drywell and the containment given an ex-
vessel steam explosion for the Leibstadt sensitivity cases

Case
Base

1
2
3
4

Mean Drywell Failure Probability
6.3X10"2

9.9x10"2

1.7x10"'
6.3x102

6.3x10"2

Mean Containment Failure Probability
1.3xlO"2

2.1xlO2

4.2x10"2

1.8xlO"2

2.3x10"2

5. Conclusions

The conditional containment failure probabilities for Beznau and Gosgen given an in-vessel
steam explosion based on the probabilistic approach of Theofanous et al. are calculated to
be negligible. A Beznau sensitivity calculation without considering the lower head failure
shows that CCFP is about 9xlO"2, but this case is considered to be a very conservative upper
bound. Four uncertainty distributions are used in the Gosgen sensitivity calculations, and
involve conservative estimates of melt mass in the premixture, the conversion ratio, the
required missile energy for containment failure, and whether the lower head failure can
occur. A conservative upper bound for the Gosgen CCFP is judged to be 103. An
independent assessment of the Leibstadt containment failure due to an in-vessel steam
explosion was not made. However, a review of this issue by other investigators shows that
the likelihood of in-vessel steam explosions-induced containment failure for BWRs is very
low, and is judged to be in the range of 10"5 to 10"4 for Leibstadt.

A probabilistic approach has been formulated to treat the uncertainties in the ex-vessel steam
explosions, and accounts for the severe accident variabilities and the phenomenological model
uncertainties (TEXAS). The conditional failure probability is calculated by the interference of
the impulse load and the impulse capacity distributions. The conditional failure probability of
the pedestal is shown to vary between 0.26 and 0.73 for Beznau. The failure of the pedestal
wall does not assure containment failure. The mean conditional containment failure
probability for Beznau given an ex-vessel steam explosion was determined to be 8x10 4. For
Leibstadt, the conditional failure probability of pedestal failure ranged from 0.1 to 0.5. The
mean conditional failure probabilities for the drywell and the containment in Leibstadt are
0.06 and 0.01, respectively. For Gosgen, the ex-vessel steam explosion analysis is not an
issue because of the particular configuration of the reactor cavity.

It should be recognized that FCI phenomenology is complex, and there are modeling
deficiencies associated with the existing deterministic tools. Therefore, continuous refinement
of physical models will lead to improved treatment of the governing uncertainties. In addition,
use of engineering judgment is indispensable when probabilistic approaches are utilized.
These subjective engineering judgments would have to be refined as additional analyses and
experiments are performed, and must therefore, be considered as part of an evolutionary
engineering process.
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Discussion

Sehgal

The numbers calculated for alpha-mode failure seem to be contrary to those quoted in the

first paper, i.e. 4.1X10-2: Are you concerned about it?

Zuchuat

The values quoted in the first paper presented by S. Basu for in-vessel steam explosion are

around 10-4. Our CCFP should be viewed as a distribution with a median similar as the

ones quoted in the first paper, i.e. < 10-4, and with an upper bound for the Goesgen NPP

of 4.1X10-2. Therefore there is no contradiction between our estimation and the ones

quoted in the first paper.

Frid

Have you taken into account the effect of structure (cavity wall) for the calculation of

impulse load on cavity wall?

Zuchuat

No, TEXAS is a ID code and does not allow to consider this problem. IFCI and

PM-ALPHA/ESPROSE calculations show that a decay of 1/r for the impulse load lower

bound is reasonable and considering the upper bound as the same as the pressure impulse

(maximum) should cover all the range of impulse load that may impact the cavity wall.
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1.3 Lower Head Integrity Under Steam Explosion Loads
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Abstract: Lower head integrity under steam explosion loads in an AP600-like reactor design is considered. The
assessment is the second part of an evaluation of the in-vessel retention idea as a severe accident management
concept, the first part (DOE/ID-10460) dealing with thermal loads. The assessment is conducted in terms of
the Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM), and includes the comprehensive evaluation of all
relevant severe accident scenarios, melt conditions and timing of release from the core region, fully 3D mixing and
explosion wave dynamics, and lower head fragility under local, dynamic loading. All of these factors are brought
together in a ROAAM Probabilistic Framework to evaluate failure likelihood. The conclusion is that failure is
"physically unreasonable."

Keywords: Steam Explosions, Reactor Safety, In-Vessel Retention, Severe Accident Management

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

This paper constitutes the second and last part of a comprehensive assessment of the "in-vessel retention" idea as a
severe accident management concept. The first part (Theofanous et al., 1995) dealt with the thermal loading aspects
of the problem. This second part addresses structural integrity under steam explosion loads potentially triggered in
the lower plenum during the early melt relocation process from the core region. As was the case in the first part, this
second part has been put together with two purposes in mind: one, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the concept
for an AP600-like design; and two, to provide a readily adaptable path for its consideration in other designs.

The accident management strategy is to flood the reactor cavity, submerging the reactor vessel. The concept
is based on the idea that the lower head, cooled externally, will be able to arrest the downward relocation of a
degraded (melting) core. Although the thermal aspects of lower head integrity under such conditions have been
studied extensively, this is the first work on structural integrity under steam explosion loads.

The status of existing knowledge, incidental in considering steam-explosion-induced containment failure in
PWRs (the so-called a-mode failure), can be simply summarized as follows.

• Bohl and Butler (1985) used a simple single-degree-of-freedom spring-mass model of the reactor
vessel lower head in a SIMMER-II model of a steam explosion process. Failure occurred at 2.7
ms, and the explosion yield of 1460 MJ was found to partition about evenly in the upward and
downward directions — 850 MJ were delivered to an upward accelerated slug, while 610 MJ were
vented downward.

• Theofanous et al. (1987), as part of a comprehensive a-mode failure study, loaded a finite element
model (using the STRAW computer code) with a simple, thermodynamics-based, equation of state
of the explosion zone in the lower head. Eleven calculations were carried out for a variety of
explosion characteristics (parameterized by volume of the explosion zone and the fuel and steam
volume fractions in it), spanning the range of energy yields from 0.4 to 11.6 GJ. They found that
explosions with yields above ~1 GJ produced lower head failure. Fuel masses involved were from
a few to some tens of tons, pressures were in the kilobar range, and failures occurred at ~ 1 to 2 ms.

• Turland et al. (1993) in their a-mode failure assessment for Sizewell decided against taking credit
for explosion venting due to lower head failure. They noted that the lower head static capability in
Sizewell is ~650 bar, that there is no evidence of the kilobar pressures found from ideal thermody-
namic models, and that experiments and more realistic modelling suggest that for 1 GJ explosions,
peak pressures will more likely be in the range 400 to 800 bar.

Both Theofanous et al. (1987) and Turland et al. (1993) have indicated the need to reexamine these results, once
the capability to properly represent the dynamic explosion loads became available. This time has come.

This paper consists of four main technical chapters. There are also a number of supporting appendices which
can be found in DOE/ID-10541. Chapter 3 addresses structural failure criteria, Chapter 4 deals with the melt
relocation characteristics, and the remaining two chapters (5 and 6) present the quantification of steam explosion
loads. The integration of this material toward assessing the likelihood of lower head failure is presented in Chapter
7. The aim of these chapters, their interrelation, and some overall perspectives helpful in understanding the nature
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of the main technical issues are provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 8 is devoted to the consideration of late water
addition, on top of a fully molten pool, contained in the lower head. The paper comes to an end with conclusions
and recommendations, presented in Chapter 9.

Further to the appendices noted above, this paper is technically supported by two verification reports, one each
for the two main analytical tools utilized, the ESPROSE.m (Yuen and Theofanous 1995a) and PM-ALPHA (Yuen
and Theofanous, 1995b). These are important companion documents to the present work. It may be helpful for the
reader to consult also "The Study of Steam Explosions in Nuclear Systems," (Theofanous et al., 1995a); it has been
written as a "primer" on the steam explosion problem, and includes a description of our general approach. Finally, it
may be handy to have the first part of this "in-vessel retention" work, the one concerned with the "thermal aspects,"
as mentioned above already. The two parts are connected not only in regards to the relocation phenomenology, they
also employ a similar treatment for estimating thermal loads from a molten pool — to the lower head in one case
and the core reflector in the other. Taking these connections into account, the exposition here avoids duplication to
the extent possible. For purposes of convenience, DOE/ID-10489 and DOE/ID-10460 will be referred to as "The
Study" and the "IVR Report" respectively. In the making, the present document has been called the "IVE Report"
for "In-Vessel Explosion."

Further background on the subject of steam explosions can be found in the proceedings of a CSNI Specialists'
Meeting in Santa Barbara (CSNI, 1993), of two joint US-Japan seminars at OJI (1993) and Santa Barbara (AMIGO
Seminar, 1995), and of the Second Steam Explosion Review Group (SERG2, 1995). A review article is also in press
(Fletcher and Theofanous, 1997).

2. P R O B L E M D E F I N I T I O N A N D OVERALL A P P R O A C H

The lower head of the AP600 can take a static load of up to ~50O bar, and for impulses of millisecond duration,
it would not be expected to yield well into the kilobar range (see Chapter 3). Until rather recently, empirical evidence
indicated that such pressures are unrealistically high, even for large-scale steam explosions; and on this basis, the
Sizewell assessment, as noted above, did not take credit for venting due to lower head failure. At this time, we have
experiments, albeit constrained to one dimension (Hohmann et al., 1995), and calculations (Theofanous and Yuen,
1994), that have produced pressures in the kilobar range, and lower head failure cannot be dismissed as readily any
longer.

The experiments involved aluminum oxide melts (~28OO °C) in kilogram quantities, mixed with water along
the length of a one-meter-long tube (the KROTOS facility). The calculations were carried out with the "microinter-
actions" model (Yuen et al., 1994; Yuen and Theofanous, 1995c), that for the first time allowed for fragmentation-
and-mixing constitutive laws appropriate for propagation. This model provided consistent interpretations of these
aluminum oxide tests (as well as of previous tests with molten tin that fizzled), and more generally demonstrated
the possibility of supercritical detonations, even with lean (in melt) premixtures (Fletcher and Theofanous, 1997).
This model then led to the ESPROSE.m code. It, together with the PM-ALPHA code needed for premixing, forms
the essential basis for the present work.

On balance, the calculations also demonstrated that peak pressures decay quickly with distance (away from the
explosion zone in two-dimensional geometries) and with time, and also through venting at free interfaces, such as
the coolant pool surface (Theofanous and Yuen, 1994) or a weak structural boundary. Unfortunately for the present
problem, the explosion can occur in the immediate vicinity of the lower head, and upward venting is relatively
constrained by the presence of the core support plate (resting upon the core support structures — see IVR Report),
carrying, in addition to the core barrel and reflector, essentially the whole core on it. Thus, it is not clear how to
apply the above mitigating factors, which in this case may even be of marginal value. Clearly, calculations taking
into account all the key 3D features of the geometry are necessary, and the 2D PM-ALPHA and ESPROSE.m codes
were extended to 3D especially for this purpose (see Chapters 5 and 6).

Also, it is important to note that within the limited experience with reactor fuel materials (UO2, ZrO2) we
have no evidence of explosions, but rather extensively voided premixtures (Huhtiniemi et al., 1995), nor is it
known whether or under what conditions such premixtures can be triggered to explode. We are currently working
to obtain, experimentally, constitutive laws for microinteractions of these materials, but until definitive evidence
points otherwise, we will assume, conservatively, that spontaneously triggered explosions in reactor geometries
cannot be excluded.

Before we get into the specifics, another interesting general perspective on the potential for failure can be
obtained from the results of Theofanous et al. (1987). Based on an isochoric, and instantaneous equilibration
(between the fuel and mixed coolant), and following an ideal thermodynamic path in the expansion, the results of
this study are conservative for our present purposes. From the explosion yields recorded, over a wide range of
mixing zone sizes and mixture compositions, and by scaling back, we find that somewhere between 3 to 5 tons of
fuel must participate to produce a 1 GJ explosion, and consequently incipient lower head failure. Such quantities
of 3 to 5 tons are about one order greater than what can be reasonably found in transit within the lower plenum (see
Chapter 4), and even more so compared to what can be found possible to premix accounting for water depletion
(see Chapter 5) and its effects on propagation (see Chapter 6).

Our present approach is founded on the Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM), as was
the case for the companion IVR Report. A key feature of ROAAM (see Appendix A of DOE/ID-10541) is the
decomposition of a complex problem into a set of "causal relations" constrained by well-defined and tested physics,
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and a set of "intangible parameters" that can only be qualitatively specified. The causal relations are quantified
by best estimate physics accounting for uncertainties. The intangible parameters are specified in a conservative
fashion, to bound uncertainties, and then quantified using a probability scale (see Table A.I in Appendix A of
DOE/ID-10541). Reconstitution of the problem is carried out according to the probabilistic framework that defines
the interconnections between the various elements. Results are interpreted back in qualitative terms by employing
the probability scale in reverse. An overview of how this whole procedure works out for the problem at hand is
given below. The actual substance can be found in the following five chapters.

The geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.1. As noted in the IVR Report, and further explained in Chapter
4, a downward relocation path of the melting core materials through the core support structure is not physically
reasonable (this term is used in the sense of Table A.I of Appendix A of DOE/ID-10541). Also, because of the
highly retentive character of the reflector (and the core barrel), and the relatively flat core power distribution, we
expect that the first relocation will occur off to the side and from a fully developed melt pool. We will show in
Chapter 4 that the melt participating in the initial relocation will have to be oxidic, and that there is not much
uncertainty about its temperature (to affect the steam explosion results). The main questions are on the location and
size of the failure (meltthrough), and these are indeed tough questions, especially the one of size. This parameter
has to be approached at this time as an "intangible."

RPV
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Convection to Boundaries
and Melting Adjacent
Structures
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Melting Adjacent Structures
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Figure 2.1. The overall geometry, and early stages of core degradation.

From the location and size of the core barrel breach we can obtain the melt relocation rate into the down-
comer, and through it into the lower plenum. The water would be saturated with the primary system completely
depressurized to the containment pressure, nominally taken at 1 bar (see IVR Report, Table 7.3). In Chapter 5, we
show that premixtures developed under these conditions would be highly voided, and that the lower head curva-
ture, in confluence with the edge of the core support plate, creates conditions favorable for fuel accumulation and
further voiding. Also, we show that deeper penetrations are confined along the wall and are accompanied by more
widespread voids within the lower plenum water, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The main unknown here is about
the evolution of the melt characteristic length scale(s), both following its thermal-hydrodynamic interaction with
the vessel wall, as well as during its mixing with the coolant. As explained in The Study, this unknown is subject
to certain compensating effects that allow a reasonably robust enveloping approach; namely, that the enhanced
explosive potential of an extensively broken-up melt is moderated by the much higher water depletion, and vice
versa, that the higher explosivity of a premixture with reduced voiding is moderated by the reduced melt interfacial
area for microinteractions. In PM-ALPHA, the degree of breakup is controlled by the assumed initial size of the
melt particles, dfo, and a parameter /3 that determines the breakup rate (the source term in the interfacial area
transport equation). Both d/o and (5 are treated as intangible parameters, with the intent to conservatively bound
their effect. The end result of this step is a set of premixture map histories (3D composition distributions), each
one characterized by the likelihood assigned to the respective melt release rate.

These "characteristic" premixtures are then made to explode using the ESPROSE.m-3D code. The main
question now is on the timing of the trigger, and this is another intangible (Fletcher and Theofanous, 1997). Again,
there are compensating effects (see The Study) in that a delayed trigger implies a larger amount of fuel available
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Figure 2.2. Melt pour geometry and lower plenum voiding during premixing.

to explode, and longer acoustic unloading times, but it also implies a more extensively voided lower plenum, and
hence resistance to energetic propagation and/or dampening of the result if an explosion is not prevented altogether.
In much deeper pools, as in some ex-vessel geometries, a delayed trigger implies also a significant amount of fuel
freezing , and a corresponding decrease in the amount of melt available to participate in the explosion. In Chapter
6, we explore these trends further, and end up with an envelope of the trigger time, as an intangible, for each of
the characteristic premixtures. Moreover, we come to the conclusion that, because of the extensive voiding, we
need only be concerned about the first relocation event, and only for early triggers in it; that is, basically an "as
is" lower head structural capability. Each triggered explosion calculation yields a pressure-time history for each
local element of the lower head. Through the probability of the respective premixture, each such calculation is
characterized by a corresponding probability expressing the likelihood of the resultant load.

Finally, these results are used in two different ways to determine the margins to failure: one, by comparison
(see Chapter 7) to the lower head fragility established in Chapter 3; two, by directly loading a finite element
model and examining the strains obtained (Chapter 7) in relation to strains expected to produce failure. Both this
subject of structural failure criteria, as well as material constitutive behavior accounting for strain rate effects, are
discussed in Chapter 3. The fragility is developed by applying this discussion to the results of a finite element
model under various kinds of loading patterns. In particular, we show that for the class of loadings relevant here,
material deformation, and failure, can be characterized by the impulse (the pressure integral over time), and the wall
fractional area over which this impulse is applied, and that these results can be generalized into a convenient-for-use
fragility applicable to any impulse-area combination, within the broader ranges examined. Both approaches provide
very clear evidence that failure is physically unreasonable.

The process described above is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.3. This is the probabilistic framework for
this problem. As shown, the codes provide the three causal relations, and as discussed, the "breakup" and "trigger
time" intangibles are conservatively enveloped. Describing how this is actually done is the main task of Chapters
5 and 6. The fragility is expressed in the form of a cumulative density function (cdfl), and its convolution with
pd!'3 provides a numerical measure of the total failure probability. Finally, this is converted to the proper qualitative
measure of likelihood by applying in reverse the same probability scale used to quantify the intangibles.

3. STRUCTURAL FAILURE CRITERIA

In this chapter, our task is to develop a methodology for assessing likelihood of lower head failure under
localized, millisecond-duration pressure pulses, with peaks in the kilobar range. Keeping with our basic-principles
approach we build towards the final result gradually, from a characterization and understanding of the dynamics
(of material deformation, i.e. strains) due to uniformly-distributed highly transient loads, to strain rate effects on
material constitutive behavior, to effects of load non-uniformity. Our basic tool is a shell element model with the
computer code ABAQUS (Version 5.5), but we also make use of a simple analytical solution to better ground the
numerical effort. Moreover, recognizing that the time-duration of the loads of interest here is less than the structure
natural frequency, we expect that peak strains would be basically independent of the details of the pressure pulse
shape, and direct our effort towards generalizing the numerical results, to allow convenient characterization of the
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Figure 2.3(a). Schematic of the probabilistic framework utilized in this work.

response under any pulse temporal and spatial characteristics. The final step is to translate this generalized strain-
loading result to a "fragility," that is, to a failure probability as a function of loading. This is done by examining the
strain-failure relationship, both in terms of the physics of failure, as well as available experimental data and related
correlations.

Also in keeping with our basic-principles approach, we chose to simplify in several respects by taking a
conservative approach. These include:

• Ignoring fluid-structure interaction in the determination of the loads (i.e., in Chapter 6 we assume a rigid
structure),

• Assuming a rigid perfectly plastic material behavior, i.e. ignoring strain hardening effects, and

• Making use of a yield stress that is somewhat lower than the ASME code for SA508 Class 3 steel (330 vs. 345
MPa), and a significantly lower than the as-tested value of the material (330 vs. 450 MPa) provided to us by
Japan Steel Works Ltd, which is one of the designated AP600 vessel suppliers,

These constitute additional margins that may be good to keep in mind for future applications.

3.1. Load-Strain Behavior

Let us begin with an analytical solution due to Duffey and Mitcheli (1973). It is based on the energetics of a
sufficiently short pressure pulse, requiring that the kinetic energy of the shell wall becomes plastic strain energy of
deformation. They worked out the result for a cylindrical shell, axisymmetrically loaded, and incorporated strain
rate effects on the yield stress. For mild steel this dynamic yield stress was obtained from Bodner and Symonds
(1962) as

i/pl
(3.1)

where ay is the static yield stress, i is the strain rate, and D and p are material parameters (for mild steel equal
to 40.4 s"1 and 5 respectively). This simple approach was shown to work quite well for thin cylindrical shells
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Figure 2.3(b). Illustration of the probabilistic framework utilized in this work.

subjected to point explosives at the interior axis of symmetry, yielding an axially varying load on the interior wall.
In particular, neglecting bending moments, they applied the above ID formulation in terms of the local loads and
found reasonable comparisons with the observed local (axially varying) deformations.

Applying the same approach to a uniformly loaded spherical shell we obtain, for the plastic equivalent strain
(see nomenclature),

where / is the delivered impulse (i.e., the pressure-time integral), 6 is the wall thickness (15 cm here), and a^ is
the dynamic yield stress based on the initial strain rate, i.e.

1 + l i p6R
(3.3)

We can thus quickly estimate that for a 10% strain we need impulses of the order of 0.15 MPa s, and that for
this condition the strain rate effect amounts to 50% credit (i.e. 50% larger impulse). It is interesting to note that
by coincidence the as-tested value of the yield stress is ~50% larger than the value used in the computations here.
For triangular pulses of 2 ms duration, the above impulse translates to a peak pressure of 150 MPa. On the other
hand, under static loading the lower head can lake up to 50 MPa. For the actual material yield stress all these values
would have to be revised upwards by ~40%.

The approximations of using an instantaneously delivered impulse, and the initial strain rate effect in Eq. (3.2),
was tested with an ABAQUS shell-element model. Vice versa, the comparison helped in confirming the proper
implementation of the numerical model. The model is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and the material properties utilized
in it are summarized in Table 3.1. The comparison of results with the predictions of the simple analytical model
are shown in Figure 3.2. The agreement is good and as noted in the above example the strain rate effect is ~50%.
Also, it is interesting to note that the effect of finite (non-zero) impulse delivery time is non-negligible, and that the
ideal impulse results are approached with the numerical model asymptotically.
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of the shell-element ABAQUS model used in the comparisons of Figure 3.2. The sphere
inside diameter is 4 m, and wall thickness is 0.15 m.

Table 3.1 Material Properties Used in the Calculations

Static Yield Strength (MPa)
Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)
Density (kg/m3

Strain Rate Hardening Parameters
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model.
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It is clear, then, that Figure 3.2 contains the essential features of the problem, for uniform impulsive loading,
and hence we can define a "characteristic impulse"

1/2

and through it obtain the basic scaling law

with
T*

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

In these terms the results of Figure 3.2 can be recast as in Figure 3.3, where we can more clearly see that as the
dimensionless impulse increases, actual strains approach those due to an ideal impulse.

0.4 -

Figure 3.3. The strain rate dependent results of Figure 3.2 recast in dimensionless coordinates suggested by Eqs.
(3.5) and (3.6), shown as a solid line.

The effect of load localization was examined by means of the same shell-element model (Fig. 3.1), strain rate
effects included. The loadings were applied as triangular pulses, over various fractional areas, as summarized in
Table 3.2, with the pressure on the outer ring kept always to one-half of that on the disc, with the exception of one
run, in which the same pressure was applied to inner disc and outer ring. The results are summarized in Figure 3.4.
As expected, the greater the load localization, the greater is the reduction in the magnitude of the effective impulse,
that is, the work going into plastic deformation in the area of peak equivalent plastic strain. The difference goes,
through load redistribution (bending moments), to plastic deformations in surrounding areas of the spherical shell.

On the way to generalizing this behavior, it is interesting to examine closer the complete plastic deformation
distributions obtained under different loading patterns. The necessary dala are provided in Figures 3.5 through 3.7,
which show representative trends from all the calculations performed. Beginning with Figure 3.5, we can see that
the maximum strains are always on the outside, and always at the apex of the loaded area. On the other hand, for all
but the largest loading pattern, the inner wall is seen to experience maximum strains in the area peripheral to where
the peak load is applied, and this is clearly due to bending, needed to accommodate the deformation between the
peak loaded material and the surrounding material that is "holding." For pattern 3, the deformation at the periphery
of the loaded area can be accomodated without pronounced bending, as it follows the natural curvature of the shell.
Thus highest strains on the inner wall for this case also occur at the apex of the loaded area. Also, it is interesting to
note that the highly localized bending, in the more localized load areas, becomes more diffuse and less pronounced
as the loaded area increases. Finally, by comparing the results of patterns 1 and 1+, it can be seen clearly that the
details of loading pattern really do not make much difference. Moreover, very similar deformation distributions are
obtained even under varying impulses.

The through-the-wall strain patterns relative to Figure 3.5 are illustrated in Figure 3.6. It is very interesting
here to see the significant radial and angular gradients in strains, and that radial uniformity (i.e., the uniform loading
result) is approached as the load area increases. Finally, the strains superposed on the actual deformation, for two
sample cases, are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.4. The effect of localized loading on peak plastic equivalent strains.

Table 3.2 Loading Patterns and Respective Dimensions for the
Non-Uniform Loading Runs

1+

Loading
Patterns (m) (m) (m2)

Ao

(m2)
2(A,+Atl)

2
3
1 +

0.94
1.40
2.10
1.40

1.4
2.0
3.1

0.7
1.5
3.5
1.5

0.8
1.7
4.0

6
14
6

6
13
30

Based on areas, i.e. A% = •ndf/A, Ao — ndl/4 -

We attempt to quantify the effect of localized loading in the following manner. First, when the load is localized,
part of the impulse has to go into bending energy around the periphery, so that the peak deformation is affected by
a reduced impulse, and making use of Eq. (3.2) we have

~T~T (3.7)

Second, we suppose that the fractional impulse energy dissipated in bending is inversely proportional to the fractional
area loaded, and it is directly proportional to the magnitude of the impulse itself (to account for the non-linearity
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Figure 3.5a. Equivalent plastic strain maps for a 0.3 MPa s impulse and different loading patterns: inner fiber.
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evident in Figure 3.4); that is,
h
I

where /? is a material and geometric "constant." Thus, we can define an "effective impulse" by

and Eq. (3.7) becomes

IP_ = I —

^ 1 ={l-0I-

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

As seen in Figure 3.8, this simple approach is able to properly scale the effect of load localization over a rather
wide range of conditions.

A convenient to use rendition of Eq. (3.10) is given in Figure 3.9. This figure can be used, in conjunction
with Figure 3.4, as a screening tool to determine whether a particular load merits further consideration. It will,
therefore, be referred to as "screening fragility," and its actual use is demonstrated at the end of Chapter 6. For
loads that are deemed to be potentially significant (i.e., those that cannot be screened out readily on this basis), we
need to consider in more detail actual failure mechanisms and respective criteria. This topic is addressed in the next
section, and the result is used in combination with the detailed strain results found in the ABAQUS calculations, to
come up with a proposed fragility of the lower head, for the class of loads pertinent to energetic steam explosions.
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Figure 3.9. The mitigative effect of localized loading as a function of the impulse applied and the degree of
localization (from Eq. (3.10)).

3.2. Failure Cri ter ia and Fragility

Failure criteria for ductile materials, as is the case here, have most commonly been based on plastic equivalent
strains, with typically conservative "ball park" values in the 12 to 18% range (Theofanous et al. 1987). All
experimental evidence, however, and theoretical interpretations indicate that failures are not obtained until much
greater strains, say in the 50 to 100% range.

For example, Olive et al. (1979) explosively loaded cylindrical shells made of a variety of metals (including
mild steel), and observed strains-at-failure in the 70 to 90% range. Pao and Gilat (1992) tested A533B steel
specimens and found that failure did not occur until strains exceeded ~50%. Also with A533B steel, Shockey et
al. (1980) found strains-at-failure in the 80 to 116% range. These results are particularly interesting, because the
A533B steel has only a slightly higher carbon content (0.19 vs. 0.16%), and a yield stress essentially equal to the
as-tested value of the lower head material considered here.

The effect of stress anisotropy was evaluated by Korhonen (1987) on the basis of a metallurgical, plastic
instability mechanism. Korhonen concluded that failure strain increases steadily from the isotropic value to nearly
doubling as the principal stress ratio decreases to zero.
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The potential effect of strain rate (on failure) has been examined with conflicting results. On the one hand,
Johnson and Cook (1985) have provided an expression for the strain at failure (5 material dependent parameters
included) that indicates, in general, an increase with temperature and strain rate. On the other hand, Shockey et al.
(1980) in the A533B tests noted above, explored strain rates of up to 1000 s"1, and concluded that there are no
effects of temperature or strain rate on failure.

Table 3.3 Quantification of Wall Failure Criteria

Likelihood

Physically Unreasonable
Outside Spectrum
Edge of Spectrum
Certain Failure

Wall Fractional Thickness
with Plastic Equivalent Strain over 11%

First Fiber
20%
40%
60%

Probability

< 10"3

lO"2

10"1

10°

In the absence of experimental evidence precisely on the steel of interest here, the failure criteria will have
to be evaluated, conservatively, as an intangible. We make use for this purpose of the mechanistic ideas of ductile
failure based on void nucleation, growth, and coalescence, and with particular reference to the work of Shockey et
al (1980). They found that voids nucleate predominantly on included particles, and that the threshold strain of 11%
is needed for nucleation. This was also the strain at ultimate tensile strength corresponding to the onset of necking
(in uniaxial test specimens). In applying these ideas to the present situation with a highly nonuniform distribution
of plastic equivalent strains across the wall thickness, and recognizing that void coalescence (i.e. actual failure of
the material locally) does not occur until strains of at least ~80%, we take the approach that, conservatively, the
global (wall) failure likelihood can be related to the fraction of the wall thickness experiencing strains that support
nucleation, i.e. exceeding the 11 % threshold. In particular the four levels of likelihood (see Table A. 1 in Appendix
A of DOE/ID-10541) are applied to four wall-fractions affected by voids, as indicated in Table 3.3. The fragility
is obtained by applying these criteria on an alternative presentation of the results shown in Figure 3.4. It includes
the 20, 40, and 60% "boundaries," as shown in Figure 3.10. The actual fragility is shown in Figure 3.11. As the
deformation depends also on the size of the laoded area, we have different fragilities for different loading patterns.
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4. QUANTIFICATION OF MELT RELOCATION CHARACTERISTICS

Besides the low power density, the AP600 design differs significantly from current PWRs by having a substantial
(~13cm thick at the flats) stainless steel reflector as a core former, inside the core barrel (see Fig. 4.1). This reflector
has a total mass of ~40 tons, an 8% porosity due to cooling holes that run through its length, and it sits on the
core support plate, which in turn is hung from the upper vessel flange, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Its effect on the
neutronics is to induce a much flatter radial power shape, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, while its effect on the thermal
hydraulics of severe accidents is to impose a very significant obstacle against a sidewards relocation of the core
melt. On the other hand, as in all PWRs core uncovery remains incomplete through the rapid oxidation phase, the
lower portions of the core remain correspondingly cold, and there is a very significant heat sink associated with the
core support plate (36 cm thick). In addition, in the AP600, there is an ~30 cm length between the bottom of the
fuel pellets and the top of the core support plate, ~7 cm of which is occupied (within the rods, as illustrated in Fig.
4.4) by zirconium pellets (plugs)—an additional substansive heat sink. Thus the downward relocation path for a
melting core is formidable. We expect this path to be blocked by molten cladding and the blockage to be robust,
especially as long as the core support plate is supported by the secondary support system from below (see support
columns inside the lower plenum in Fig. 4.2).

Core barrel

Vessel

Reflector

Figure 4.1. Cross-sectional geometry of the reactor vessel and reflector.

As a consequence, (he first relocation will occur after delayed failure of the reflector and core barrel at the
upper end of the side boundary, and will be followed gradually by subsequent ones as the path opens more and
more (downwards) by continued melting of the reflector and core barrel.
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of AP600 in-vessel structures.
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Figure 4.3. The power distribution in an AP600-like core

This is fundamentally different from what occurred in TMI, where a relatively small oxidic pool could melt
through the relatively thin baffle plate (of the core former), and discharge into the lower plenum through the so-called
bypass region. Here there is no such "open" bypass region, and the holes in the reflector will quickly plug as they
become accessible to the melt. Also, the spaces between the flats and the core barrel in Figure 4.1 are dead-ended
at the bottom by the thick core support plate.
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Around this pivotal idea we outlined the basic features of the core relocation process and transition to the Final
Bounding State in the IVR report (Appendix 0.3). Here we explore more deeply the early portion, up to the first
relocation, relevant to the steam explosion problem. The key ingredients of this examination, which again is carried
out on a basic-principles approach, are:

• Non-availability of a downward relocation path through the core support plate,

• Molten pool formation and initial heatup of reflector and core barrel, and

• Meltthrough of reflector and core barrel.

Each one of these three main aspects of the first relocation problem is taken up, in turn, below. In particular, we show
that lower blockage integrity is assured until well after the reflector and core barrel have failed. We conclude this
chapter with the consideration of reflood scenarios, obtained as a consequence of the external flood level reaching
the break elevation. We find that the core barrel cooling made available in such cases can arrest the melt attack,
preventing failure, melt relocation, and potential steam explosions altogether.

4 .1 . Non-Availabili ty of Downward Relocation Pa ths

Core materials relocate downwards as they melt. Leaving aside the low melting control materials that escape
early, these downwards moving melts will consist initially of mainly metallic zircalloy at temperatures of ~2000 K,
and will transition gradually to oxidic melts, that is ZrO2 and ZrO2/UO2, at temperatures of ~3000 K. For all severe
accident sequences of interest here, at the beginning of such melt motions, the core would be essentially, bu t not
completely, uncovered, with the water level at ~25% of the active core height. This lower 25% of the fuel bundle,
with its small internal characteristic dimension, and its large heat capacity constitutes an effective "cold trap." A
further cold trap, just below (see Figure 4.4) is in the region of the lower Zr plug and lowermost spacer grid. The
effectiveness of these cold traps can be very simply demonstrated, as given below. The ancillary consideration is
that, once formed, such blockages will be sufficiently well cooled to maintain their structural integrity, i.e. avoid
remelting. This is also demonstrated below.

Blockage Format ion

Consider the cold trap material consisting of solids with characteristic length scale d, and a volume fraction 8S.
A melt with negligible superheat, as is appropriate prior to the formation of a molten core pool, is allowed to flow
through the open passages. Any crust forming is assumed to thermally equilibrate with the solids instantaneously.
We are interested in estimating plugging times as a function of the initial solid temperature.

The energy balance on the solids is

— (psdses pc6cec) = pmem (4.1)
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where the s refers to the initially solid material, c to the crust, and em is the internal energy of the melt at its liquidus.
The freezing rate, 'Mf, can be obtained from the rate of increase of crust thickness, 6C, which is given by

§ = - • (4.2)

where A is the growth constant obtained for solidification in semi-infinite media (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). For a
characteristic dimension equal to that of the fuel rod, the conduction time constant is of the order of 1 second, thus
A can be evaluated incrementally, while marching through the solution, with the current temperature obtained from
Eq. (4.1). The solution is carried out until the frozen material obtains a volume fraction equal to that of the initial
porosity, (1 - &s).

Calculations were carried out for both metallic and oxidic melts, and for a range of initial fuel temperatures.
The results are summarized in Table 4.1, and it is quite clear that even at temperatures significantly higher than those
in the cold trap, the freezing and plugging process takes place in a matter of seconds. Clearly, the effectiveness
of the second cold trap is also assured. These results are, of course, consistent with all previous experimental and
analytical results, for current design PWRs. Most importantly, coherent, metallic lower blockages were also found
in the TMI core post-accident examination.

Table 4.1 Illustration of the Cold Trap Effectiveness

Melt

Temperature

(K)

Zircalluy

2100

UP?

3120

Inilial Fuel Rod

Temperature

(K)

1600

1400

1000

400

1600

1.500

1000

500

Final

Temperature

(K)

2056

1962

1798

1628

2910

2860

2610

2360

Plugging

Time

(s)

8.9

2.1

0.8

0.6

9.5

7.3

3.4

2.4

Melt Freezing

Capacity as Multiple

of ihe Fuel Rod Volume

1.5

2.0

2.8

3.6

1.4

1.5

1.9

2.4

Blockage Coolability

A blockage formed in the lower extreme of the fuel bundle will be heated by the decay power under the axial
flux shape factor of 0.4, which translates to a mean volumetric heating of ~0.5 MW/m3 (the fuel volume fraction
is ~30%). In addition, it will receive a heat flux from the molten corium pool above, which could not exceed the
fully-developed value of ~0.02 MW/m2 (see next section). Cooling is provided from below, by radiation to water
and/or the massive core support plate. We are interested to know whether this cooling is sufficient to allow that at
least a few centimeters of this blockage remain below melting. This means temperatures below ~2800 or 2100 K
for oxidic or metallic blockages, respectively.

The evaluation is carried out for a simple, one-dimensional conduction model, by specifying the blockage
melting temperature and a heat flux of 0.02 MW/m2 on the upper surface, and a radiation boundary condition at
the lower surface. The effective conductivity is taken as the volume-weighted average of the constituents.

For radiation to water, below, the stable blockage thickness can be readily obtained from

LQ + - Tw) (4-3)

where (/,*„ is the heat (lux delivered from the molten pool, Q is the power density, and Ti, is the lower end temperature
obtained in combination with

r A i i max *• b / A A\

-LQ + qdn=k - (4.4)
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and hr is the radiation heat transfer coefficient given by

In the calculations we used fr = 0.7, eb = 0.75, and ew = 1.0, and obtained stable blockage thicknesses of ~ 10
and ~25 cm for oxidic and metallic blockages, respectively. Correspondingly, the radiative fluxes were ~0.1 and
~0.2 MW/m2, and the lower blockage surface temperatures ~1200 and ~I500 K.

This solution is applicable for as long as the lower core support plate is in contact with water. The relevant
volume (between bottom of active fuel and bottom of the support plate) is 4.1 m3, and under the maximum radiative
tlux (0.2 MW/m3) it would take ~100 minutes to vaporize this volume. In section 4.3 below we find that this time
happens to be just about equal the time it would take to melt through the reflector and core barrel, and begin the
relocation process through a sideways path. Once material is relocated into the lower plenum the water vaporization
rate will rapidly accelerate, however, the thermal inertia of the core support plate alone would be sufficient to provide
an effective heat sink for a substantial additional time period.

4.2. Mel t Pool Formation

While the actual melt attack on the reflector occurs well after the core pool forms, superheats, and begins to
circulate, the period just prior to that is important, too, in establishing the thermal initial conditions. This is the melt
pool formation period. It begins with core uncovery, and ends when a significant fraction of the fuel has reached
its liquidus. The period itself consists of two thermophysically distinct phases. The first involves core heatup
past the rapid oxidation condition (~1500 K) and up to fuel melting temperatures (~3000 K), in an approximately
as-is geometry, and is dominated by the heat of reaction, radiation heat transfer to the boundaries (reflector), and
relocation of the metallic components (as they melt) to form the lower-end blockages as discussed above. The
second phase involves melting and downwards slumping/draining of the oxidic components of the core (UO2 and
any remaining in place ZrCh), and continuing heatup towards a fully-developed molten pool. A fundamental point
in examining these processes is that in the AP600, as mentioned already, the core power distribution is rather flat
(see Figure 4.3), and this allows considerable simplification in transitioning our analyses from one phase to another,
and eventually to the treatment of the fully-developed pool which is provided in the next section.

Init ial H e a t u p

We begin with the core essentially uncovered to 20% and at a temperature varying from 440 K at the bottom
to ~1500 K in the upper regions. For example, this corresponds to a time of 4500 seconds, immediately before the
onset of rapid oxidation, calculated in a MAAP 4.0 run of the 3BE accident sequence (direct injection line break as
discussed in the IVR report). We neglect steam cooling effects (low pressure, velocity, and steam density), and are
interested in computing heatup due to the decay heat, and radiative losses to the boundaries. Heatup of the reflector
and core barrel are initiated at this time from a cold condition of 440 K. For this purpose, we employ a simple
radial conduction model, with an effective thermal conductivity that properly represents interior (rod-to-rod) and
boundary (rod-to-wall) radiation heat transfer. Axial effects are approximated by applying this model to horizontal
slices of the core with the corresponding axial flux shape factor.

The effective thermal conductivity was obtained from the work of Manteufel and Todreas (1994) as

kr = Cr(4nd)aT3 (4.G)

where the radiative coefficient, C r , is a function of rod emissivity and pitch to diameter ratio (1.33 for the AP600),
as shown in Figure 4.5. At the edge of the rod array, the temperature being Te, the heat flux to a wall, at temperature
Tw, is given as

qr = he(Te-Tw) (4.7)

where

he = -^f-(4nd)a( Il±IkY (4.8)
(1 £) V 2 /

with

(4.9)

The CrtWl,CrtW2 are the first and second wall coefficients, given as functions of the rod and wall emissivities as
shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7, for the pitch-to-diameter ratios of interest here.
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Figure 4.5. Radiative coefficient appearing in radiative thermal conductivity for a square rod array (Manteufel,
1991).

Zircalloy oxidation is represented by a specified fraction of the available reaction energy, released locally once
the temperature reaches 1500 K. Based on a maximum adiabatic temperature increase of 1600K, we use 640 and
1100K corresponding to 40 and 70% extent of oxidation, respectively. The instantaneous release is reasonable,
because in the rapid oxidation condition the heatup rates reach ~10 K/s, so that the whole process is over in a
matter of 1-2 minutes. Termination occurs locally as cladding melts and drains down. For comparison, outside this
chemical regime, heatup rates are one order lower, at <~0.5 K/s.

Calculations were carried out with a rod emittance of 0.8, and a reflector (stainless) emittance of 0.4. The
radiation coefficient then is 0.375 and the first and second wall coefficients 0.189 and 0.154, respectively. The
radial nodalization used encompasses 119 nodes in the core region, 40 (straight conduction) nodes in the combined
reflector and core barrel region, and 10 nodes in the reactor vessel wall. The last two conduction regions were
thermally coupled by a radiation heat flux boundary condition and emissivities values of 0.4.

The results are summarized in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 for the 40 and 70% assumed oxidation, respectively, and
they are quite similar, except for the expected acceleration in the latter case by ~600 seconds (the 500 K higher
oxidation energy translates to ~600 seconds under decay power conditions). An axial perspective on these results
can be obtained from Figure 4.10. The key points of these results are two.

• One, that the rapid oxidation condition is mostly complete in about 600 s (~10 min), and that fuel melting
temperatures are first reached in 30 to 40 min. For comparison, the MAAP calculation gave 45 min.

• Two, that the radial temperature gradient is limited to the outer 15 cm or so (i.e. to somewhat less than the
outer row of fuel assemblies), while there is a significant heatup of the reflector and the core barrel. Averaged
over the heatup period this represents sinks of 3.3 and 0.73 MW for the reflector and core barrel, respectively;
that is, about 20% of the total core decay power at this time.

The axial perspective is particularly important for the reflector and core barrel regions, and is provided in Fig-
ures 4.11, and 4.12, respectively. We see that melting is approached on the inner surface in the same time frame
as melting of the fuel in the main part of the core. However, the rest of the mass and the core barrel are far from
melting. Also, it is interesting to note the peaking over the central axial portion of the core height, and to realize
that upon melting completely the height of the core pool would be at ~ 1.8 m.

The above time estimates can be verified by means of an overall energy balance. At the start of the calculation
(the 4500 s reference time noted above) the average core temperature is 1159 K, the 40 and 70% oxidation levels
would bring it to 1800 and 2260 K, respectively, the decay power is 23.4 MW, and the power factor (upper 80% of
the core) is 1.075. Assuming that the cladding drains to the bottom, the fuel heatup continues under an effective
power density (using the above and correcting for the losses) of 0.26 W/g, which yields ~0.5 K/s. Thus, to reach the
solidus of the core fuel as a whole, we need 42 and 27 min for the two levels of oxidation considered, respectively.
These times are comparable to those estimated above, although somewhat faster, but perhaps more appropriate,
because the above calculations did not account for cladding draining.
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Figure 4.6(a,b). First wall radiative coefficient for square rod array with pitch-to-diameter of (a) 1.30 and (b) 1.40
(Manteufel, 1991).

Transi t ion to a Molten Pool

As found above, the core approaches fuel melting temperatures, more or less uniformly, and within 27 to 42
min after uncovery (i.e., the 4500 s reference time from the MAAP calculation). At this time the decay heat is
0.3 watts per gram of fuel, and complete melting (with a heat of fusion of 277 J/g) would require an additional
~15 min. What we need is an estimate of the additional heating at the reflector and core barrel during this 15-min
transition period, so as to interface properly with the molten pool calculation in the next section.

The actual physics during this period is in fact quite complex, as the melt zone spreads out from the central
regions (slight bias due to the flux shape peaking) towards the core periphery, characterized by freezing-melting
cycles as molten material moves under gravity. Crusts build also in the radial periphery, and the radiation model used
for the initial heatup is expected to soon break down, as heat transfer control turns over to conduction through these
peripheral crusts. Yet, the behavior can be bounded within a reasonably small range, sufficient for our purposes.
At one end assume that the radiative heatup of the reflector continues undiminished during this 15-min transition
period. At the other end, ignore any additional heatup altogether. In the latter case we initiate the molten pool
calculation with the reflector and core barrel temperatures at 42 min of the initial heatup calculation discussed
above. This calculation also indicates a more or less uniform heating rate of these structures of ~10 K/min, which
applied to the former case yields a temperature distribution raised uniformly by ~I50 K. In the following these
two bounding behaviors will be referred to as "with" and "without" transition period heatup.
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Figure 4.7(a,b). Second wall radiative coefficient for square rod array with pitch-to-diameter of (a) 1.30 and (b)
1.40(Manteufel, 1991).

4.3 Mel t th rough of Reflector and Core Barrel

At this time, we are at 42 to 57 min from core uncovery, and no more than that from blockage formation at
the lower end of the fuel bundle. This timing is significant in relation to the ~100 min estimated to vaporize the
lower plenum water down to the bottom of the core support plate. What remains to be done now is to estimate the
additional time it takes to melt through the reflector and core barrel, thus effecting the first relocation event into the
lower plenum. In doing so we will also have the melt pool conditions, as well as some perspectives on the possible
location and size of the breech.

We approach the task by means of a model similar to that employed for the thermal analysis of the lower head
in the IVR report, but extended to account for the transient development of the melt superheat from an initial value
of zero.

The pool is considered in the shape of an upright cylinder, with a nominal diameter equal to that of the reflector,
and a height corresponding to the collapsed liquid level of the core contents, i.e. 1.8 m. The pool initially is at the
liquidus of an oxidic melt taken as 80% f/02-20% ZrOi by weight. As in the IVR report treatment, the oxidic
melt is surrounded by crusts, and a metallic stainless steel layer is on the top. However, since here there is no
cooling directly on the outside of the steel structures that contain the melt, we expect failure within a time frame
for which the transient behavior must be accounted for. We need the unsteady energy balance for the melt, which
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Figure 4.8(a,b). Radial temperature distributions in upper core during heatup. Axial positions, normalized to core
height, 0.6 (a), and 0.87 (b). Extent of oxidation 40%.

can be written as

PpCp~dT
= ^~ T~WUP

 + qdn> ~ TT (4.10)

where Q is the volumetric heat generation rate, Lp and Rp are the pool height and radius, respectively, and qup,
qdn, and qhr are heat fluxes in the up, down, ana horizontal directions, across the respective cylinder surfaces.
Also, we need an unsteady energy balance for the metal layer that accounts for mass addition from reflector melting
(within the time frames of interest, melting of upper internal structures, by radiation off the top the metal layer, is
negligible). That is:

JJI 1 0 1

at
= —qup -

Lp
- Tm) (4.11)

where L; is the transient metal layer height obtained from the reflector melting rate, ?h;, by

-—
at

(4.12)
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Figure 4.8(c,d). Radial temperature distributions in upper core during heatup. Axial positions, normalized to core
height, 0.94 (c), and 0.3 (d). Extent of oxidation 40%.

qijlr and qr are the convecti ve and radiative fluxes off the side and top metal layer surfaces, and the last term in Eq.
(4.11) accounts for the melt entering the layer at its liquidus. The reflector melting rate is obtained from transient
conduction (as done in the initial heatup phase in Section 4.2) under the heat flux q^r which is a function of axial
position (and time).

As explained in the IVR report, as long as the oxidic pool is surrounded by crusts, which is the case here,
the above two problems are basically uncoupled. We can thus readily solve Eq. (4.10) and quickly obtain the
meltthrough time at the top of the oxidic pool. Then we impose the qup transient obtained to Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12)
to solve for qi^r which can be used to provide another estimate of the meltthrough time-this time at the metal
layer elevation. These procedures, some further details of the calculations, and the results obtained are summarized
below.

T h e Oxidic Pool

Equation (4.10) was solved with all specifications as in the IVR report. This includes (a) decay heat, accounting
for volatile losses, but evaluated at 2 1/4 h, (b) material and transport properties, and (c) the Steinberner-Reinecke
correlations for the heat fluxes at the boundaries.
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Figure 4.9(a,b). Radial temperature distributions in upper core during heatup. Axial positions, normalized to core
height, 0.6 (a), and 0.87 (b). Extent of oxidation 70%.

In particular, we know that the data for these correlations were obtained in rectangular geometry, as is the case
of interest here. The correlations are

Nuup = 0

Nudn - l.38QRa

Nuhr = 0.&5Ra'"

,0.233

,0.049

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

where the Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers are defined in the usual way (see Nomenclature). It is also interesting to
note that Eq. (4.13) was verified also by the mini-ACOPO data (see IVR Report), and that Eq. (4.15) is actually
in good agreement with Mayinger's correlation, as it should be, applied to the top edge of a hemisphere through a
peak-to-average factor of 1.5, i.e.

Nudn(6 = 90°) = 0.825Ra'"2 (4.16)

Finally, it should be noted that Eq. (4.14) might exhibit some small sensitivity to Prandtl number (Nourgaliev and
Dinh, 1996), but the contribution of this term is negligible not only to the pool but also to the thermal loading of
the lower blockage examined in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.9(c,d). Radial temperature distributions in upper core during heatup. Axial positions, normalized to core
height, 0.94 (c), and 0.3 (d). Extent of oxidation 70%.

The results are summarized in Figure 4.13. In particular, note that within only 5 min the pool superheat builds
to ~70 K and the heat flux to the reflector has already reached the radiative flux at the end of the initial heatup
period in Section 4.2 (~150 kW/m2). The superheat builds asymptotically to ~180 K and the sideways flux to
~400 kW/m2. Applying the actual flux history to the reflector, through the detailed conduction model and with
an initial condition as described in Section 4.2, we obtain meluhrough at 34 min and 38 min for the two bounding
cases denoted as "with" and "without" above, respectively. Using an average flux of 150 kW/m2, an initial average
temperature in the reflector of 1500 K (see Figure 4.8(a), plus the 150 K) a hand calculation yields a failure time of
34 min too. Thus the approximation made for the transition period is confirmed to reasonably and narrowly bound
the behavior.

T h e Meta l Layer

Equation 4.11 was solved with [heqUn{t) obtained above, and the gr,<#,/„. terms modeled as in the IVR Report.
The results are summarized in Figure 4.14. We can see that the focusing effect described in the IVR Report is very
important here, and that, as expected, failure is obtained much sooner than that found above for the oxidic pool.
We can thus conclude that since the flats are to fail first (see Figure 4.1), the metal will be gradually draining, as it
becomes molten, into the spaces between these flats and the core barrel, where it is resolidified, and that this will
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Figure 4.10(a,b). Axial temperature distributions during heatup along the core centerline (a), and core edge (b).
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continue until the oxidic pool melts through the reflector. The total volume of these spaces, between the top of
the core support plate and the pool surface, is 1.4 m3, which can contain ~10 tons of steel (i.e., 25% of the total
reflector, or ~50% of the portion corresponding to the pool height).

Mel t Release Condit ions

The key conclusion of the above is that when the oxide melts through the reflector, it has no metal layer on top
of it. Moreover, failure of the already preheated core barrel will occur soon after that, and again with no significant
quantity of metal on top. Thus the release will be oxidic and with a superheat of ~ 180 K.

The other key conclusion we can arrive at now, is that the release will occur within 76 to 91 min from the
rapid oxidation phase and formation of the lower blockage (42 to 57 min, plus the 34 min found above), and that
this time frame is within the demonstrated coolability of the lower blockage (100 min to just vaporize the water to
the bottom of the lower core support plate, and the massive heat sink of the plate itself thereafter).

Finally, for the failure itself, we can expect that it will be local azimuthally and very near the top of the oxidic
pool. The azimuthal localization is imposed by the structural heterogeneity as seen in Figure 4.1. For example,
the flats length (along the azimuthal) is 1.4 m, and about one-third of this dimension would appear, geometrically
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during heatup. Extent of oxidation 40%.

a good upper bound on the first breech width. We will use a dimension of 0.4 m for this upper bound (10~2 level
of probability), and half of that (0.2 m) for an edge of spectrum value (10"1 probability). Axially, the location
is biased very near the top, by the cumulative preheating of the core barrel in the initial heatup transient (Figure
4.12), and the higher heat flux region established by the focusing effect on the reflector (prior to its failure), and
by the normally expected slight peaking of the heat flux from volumetrically heated pools on vertical walls (see
Steinberner and Reinecke, 1978; Kymaleinen et. al., 1993, and the IVR Report). Also, the thickness of the core
barrel itself (~5 cm) is relevant. We choose an ~10cm axial gap, and believe that it is conservative. Under gravity
draining such a gap would produce an exit velocity of melt of 1 m/s, and a pour rate of ~ 100 kg/s per 10 cm of
azimuthal breech dimension. Thus, the 0.2 and 0.4 meter openings would release 200 and 400 kg/s of melt, and
this appears to be a reasonable range physically to bound the behavior.

4.4 Considerat ion of Reflood Scenarios

As was the case for the IVR report, in the course of this work, we interfaced with Westinghouse (J. Scobel)
on systems aspects, especially the thermal hydraulics of overall scenario evolution, and identification of the plant
damage states that belong to the severe accident management domain, or "mitigation window" (Scobel et al., 1996).
The Westinghouse work has been carried out with systems code MAAP4.0. Of particular interest to us here is to
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Figure 4.l3(a). Development of melt superheat with time in the oxidic pool. The arrow indicates meltthrough.

determine whether any conditions can develop, in a scenario sense, that could materially alter the core meltdown
sequence developed above.

Parenthetically, it is noted that the MAAP AP600 model being used by Westinghouse did not represent the
reflector. As a consequence, it did not only miss the ~30 min time needed to melt through the reflector, it took on a
completely different path, by relocating portions of the core as they became molten (roughly in 20% intervals), thus
bypassing the whole-core pool found in our assessment. This is not significant for the purposes of the discussion
that follows.

Three passive reflood scenarios were identified. They will be called, "fast," "medium," and "slow," respectively.
The slow and medium ones arise from the water level rising to the top of the reactor vessel, under the operation of
one or two lines of the cavity flooding system, respectively. The corresponding time intervals are 90 and ~I7O min.
The fast scenario, on the other hand, arises when the break that caused the accident is in one of the two so-called
valve rooms that house the two valves connecting the gravity flooding system to the reactor vessel. This is a very
special scenario that requires one of the two valves to work (the one in the room where the break is), and the other
to fail (the one in the other room) in order to have a severe accident in the first place. Vessel flooding begins when
the water level, in the flooded room, reaches the break elevation, and this clearly depends on the drain size in the
floors of these rooms. For example, for a drain size of 4 inches, reflood begins 15 min prior to the core reaching
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Figure 4.14(a). Development of heat flux to the side wall contact with the metal layer. Arrow indicates meltthrough.

rapid oxidation temperatures, while for large enough drain areas, the time for refiood would approach those quoted
above for the medium and slow scenarios. As one can deduce from the following, this "fast" refiood is adequately
enveloped for our purposes by the medium scenario, and it needs no further explicit consideration.

Recalling now the timing of core barrel meltthrough as ~90 min, we recognize that in slow scenarios reflooding
would occur more 'han one hour later (~170 min). Thus, the basic melt progression and core relocation behavior
can be considered to remain unaffected along the lines considered earlier in this chapter and in the IVR report.
The refined timeline, as illustrated in Figure 4.15, shows additional margins from an IVR point of view; that is,
to externally flooding the reactor vessel prior to the initiation of core relocation. On the other hand, the medium
scenarios, and certainly early scenarios of the type discussed above, present the possibility of flooding (at ~90 min)
prior to core barrel failure (see Fig. 4.15), and this would lead to the kind of "departure" we set out looking for, in
this section. It is an interesting departure, indeed.

The "new" situation involves aconvecting oxidic pool, contained by the core barrel (and the remains, as solid,
parts of the reflector), which is cooled on the outside by a churning steam-water mixture. As found in Section 4.3
above, the nominal thermal load created is ~400 kW/m2, and we expect this load to be readily accommodated by
radiation and film boiling heat transfer on the outside. For example, just radiation heat transfer would require an
external (core barrel) surface temperature of ~ 1600 K, while with film boiling the surface temperature may be as
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Figure 4.l4(c). Development of superheat in the metal layer.

low as ~1400 K (Okkonen et al., 1996). Moreover, we can expect a quench front to propagate from the bottom end
(which is at relatively low temperatures) upwards, eventually quenching the whole outside. This process would be
further aided by coolant flow through any yet-unmelted reflector holes, eventually leading to water release into the
upper plenum and quenching of the top surface of the melt also. As discussed extensively in the IVR report, failure
under these conditions can be obtained only through a potential focusing mechanism due to thin metal layers on
top of the oxidic pool. In the present case, such conditions are not as easy to exclude, however, as was the case for
IVR; such local failures do notjeopardize the retentive property of the containing structure as a whole. Rather, they
would allow water to ingress, flooding the top of the melt and arresting the whole melt attack process (Theofanous
et al., 1995). Also note that in the present case the molten steel escapes into the gaps behind the reflector, as noted
already, and that focusing, if any, would occur only after these gaps have been filled (this requires about 25% of the
whole reflector volume, or about 50% of that below the pool level), and from a real thin layer in the early stages of
its formation.

Thus, we conclude that the reflood scenarios need no further consideration from a steam explosion (lower head
integrity) standpoint. Moreover, and interestingly enough, such reflood scenarios would provide further margins
(than those shown in the IVR report) to thermally challenging the integrity of the lower head.
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5. QUANTIFICATION OF PREMIXTURES

In the previous chapter, we found that the first release will involve an oxidic melt with a superheat of ~ 180 K
pouring into the downcomer and through it into the lower plenum at rates in the range of 200 to 400 kg/s. At
that time the water will be saturated, and with its level somewhere between the bottom of the active core and the
bottom of the lower core support plate, as shown in Figure 5.1. We are interested, here, to determine the range
of premixtures possible; that is, the space-time evolution of melt, water, and steam volume fraction distributions
created as the melt penetrates towards the bottom of the lower head. Also, we are interested to know the distributions
of the melt length scales, and as remarked already, the relationship between these length scales and the degree of
voiding obtained in the premixture.

The most remarkable feature of this problem is its highly three-dimensional character. In one respect, depending
on its velocity the melt may come down along the inside of the vessel wall, and descend following the contour
of the lower head, except for possible disruptions of this stream by freezing and/or splattering from the wall, and
vaporization of water trapped in between. On the other hand, because the water is saturated, we expect that this
mixing process will produce copious amounts of vapor, which would also have a disrupting influence on the melt
as soon as the leading edge of it contacts water. Finally, it should be clear also that the mixing region would evolve
under the "pinching effect" at the lower core support plate proximal area with the lower head, and in one azimuthal
location (i.e., "one corner" so-to-speak of the lower plenum).

Specifically for this work, therefore, the original 2D PM-ALPHA code was extended to three dimensions.
This new tool (called PM-ALPHA-3D), which also involves improved numerics, has been verified by extensive
comparisons, on ID as well as axisymmetric problems (run in 3D), with PM-ALPHA. The PM-ALPHA code, in
turn, has been verified extensively by comparison to a comprehensive set of experiments and analytical solutions
as documented in a special verification report (Theofanous et. al., 1996a).

Briefly, our verification approach is based on a "fitness-for-purpose" attitude. Specifically, the main focus is to
exhaustively explore, and verify, the multifield aspects; that is, all aspects of the computation except melt breakup.
In particular, we use for this purpose fundamentally-oriented experiments that allow unambiguous predictions (all
conditions well specified) and detailed comparisons with experimental data (i.e., premixture internal void fractions).
Also for this purpose, we use an array of analytical solutions. On this solid base, we then approach breakup behavior,
approximately, by comparison to integral experiments, and in reactor calculations by exploring parametrically the
effect of various degrees of breakup. As we show below, these effects can be adequately bounded.
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Figure 5.1. The range of possible water levels in the lower plenum.

Calculations were carried out for the conditions described above, at the two flow rates of 200 and 400 kg/s.
The computer runs were denoted as Cl and C2, respectively. The melt was released at the 1.8 m elevation (above
the water level), with an initial velocity of 1 m/s, and was allowed to accelerate under gravity, reaching ~5 m/s upon
entering the water. Radially the melt was distributed over an effective radial width of 10 cm (~l/2 the downcomer
gap), and the initial melt fraction was specified such as to produce the proper total flow rate. Due to acceleration,
this volume fraction reduced to ~25% at water impact. Our principal interest was to bound the effect of breakup
(as described already), and on this task we proceeded as follows.

To begin with, we chose a melt drop length scale of 20 mm, as a value large enough to represent a minimally
broken-up melt stream. We then carried out a series of preliminary scoping calculations on a coarse, 10 cm (on
the side, cubic) grid, with the breakup parameter varying over 10, 12.5, 15, 20, and (i —•> oo. The value of 10
produces a very rapid breakup, down to ~2 mm within a very short travel distance in water ( M 0 cm); the very
large value (/3 —> oo) yields no breakup at all; and the intermediate breakup states are obtained from the other
values. As expected from our previous experience, we found extensive voiding (water depletion of the premixtures)
developing rather rapidly in all cases, the rate of voiding increasing rapidly with the rate of breakup. These scoping
results were then subjected to triggers, as detailed in the next section, so as to develop a qualitative "feel" of the
effect of voids on the severity of the explosion. On the basis of this background we then proceeded to specify a
final set of calculations, which could comprehensively reflect the range of behavior. They included three values of
p, 10, 20 and 0 —> oo, and two grid sizes, 10 and 2 cm. The runs were denoted by attaching the value of /3 (except
for (3 —> oo, denoted by "nb") to the Cl or C2 designation. The high resolution (2 cm grid) runs are denoted with
the prefix R. The fine resolution grid was deemed indispensable mainly because of two resons; one, to properly
represent the curving lower head boundary, especially in the important region where it is first encountered by the
melt; and two, to better represent the melt stream itself as it is being deflected by the curved boundary.

The results are presented in three different, successively more integral, formats; namely, detailed 3D evolution
of the volume fractions, area-average volume fraction distributions along the length of the melt trajectory, and
volume-integrals of the quantity of melt that is in contact with coolant in a given void fraction range. Each of these
groups of results is presented, in turn, below.

The detailed, 3D behavior can be represented adequately with Cl runs, taken at the two extremes of breakup,
and the two resolution levels. These four runs, then, are summarized in Part 1 of Appendix B (DOE/ID-10541), and
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a sample is provided in Figure 5.2. This figure in particular shows the melt-stream/wall interactions and resulting
highly dynamic material distribution patterns, the continuing nature of this interaction under the deflecting effect
of the curved wall, the presence of non-voided premixtures at the leading edge in the absence of breakup, and the
long term lower plenum voiding patterns. Also, it is interesting to note the steep water-to-void boundaries created
at the premixture edges, even in the absence of breakup. Given the near-wall, dense-melt configurations observed,
mention should be made of the PM-ALPHA model, making use of an effective packed bed concept. Ignoring
coalescence, this is an approximate treatment that is expected to be adequate for our purposes; that is, properly
representing an effectively separated melt layer, void of any coolant. Perhaps more importantly, this condition is
approached under reasonably appropriate laws for drag and heat transfer. On balance, it should be noted that some
experimental insights on this sort of stream/wall interaction would be welcome, and that such work is being pursued
in MAGICO.

! :i
•. / , ' •

• . / .

• i •

Figure 5.2. Selected melt volume fraction and void distributions on vertical planes through the middle of the
premixture zones calculated.
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The display of the area-average volume fraction distributions can be understood with the help of Figure 5.3;
that is, the averaging is done over horizontal planes through the mixing zone, and are shown as functions of the
vertical position and time. The edge of a mixing zone is taken where the fuel volume fraction is 1%.

Top View (A-A seciion)

Side View

Waler

Figure 5.3. Illustration of a horizontal planar cut through the premixture, used to compute the area-average volume
fractions at the particular elevation.

The results for the fuel volume fractions and of the void fractions are collected along with the melt length scales
in Part 2 of Appendix B (DOE/ID-10541). Representative results are shown in Figure 5.4. It is very interesting to
note in these plots how the void fractions build quickly as penetration progresses, how the rate of buildup accelerates
with faster breakup, and how the trend of decreasing with time of both the fuel volume fraction and length scales
"doubles-over" (i.e., begin to increase) at some point in time. The length scales increase, at this point in time,
because the premixture is essentially voided, and the breakup law used is operative only for as long as the coolant
has a void fraction of less than 50%. In regions where this value is exceeded, the breakup process is discontinued.
The fuel volume fractions increase, at later times, because of increasing interaction with the counter-current flow of
coolant vented out from the 1 premixture zone, but a decrease is also observed, it being related to lateral spreading.
From the superposition of the fuel volume fraction and void fraction distributions one can obtain a quantitative
feel about the location and extent of the non-depleted, potentially explosive, premixtures. These are found at the
leading edge, and then decrease with time and with extent of breakup.

The volume-integral results are depicted in Part 3 of Appendix B (DOE/ID-10541). Representative results are
shown in Figure 5.5. The fuel masses were obtained by integration over all premixture subregions with void fractions
less than a given value—five lines are given, the lower most corresponding to 20% void fraction, the topmost one to
100%, and the intermediate ones are in intervals of 20%. Note that the 100% lines should encompass all of the fuel
injected, as in fact they do. The fuel length scales were obtained by averaging over regions as the ones described
above. The arrest of breakup due to essentially complete voiding is clearly evident in all runs. The important result
in these figures is that only a very small fraction of the coolant is found to co-exist with water, the major portion
of it being in a highly voided region (a > 80%). Moreover, these figures show that the gradient is very steep,
and that the behavior is very similar, independently of breakup behavior, melt injection rates, time, and level of
resolution in the calculations. The maximum quantity of melt mixed reaches a maximum of only in the low tens
of kilograms; that is, quantities that from an overall energetic standpoint (i.e., regarding global lower head failure)
are not significant.

What remains to be determined, is whether local shock loading, with peak amplitudes in the kbar range, can
be of concern for localized damage. Also, what remains to be clarified, regarding such kbar-level loading, is the
interplay between an early trigger, with the fuel mass mixed in the early rise and/or near the maximum, and a late
trigger with a lot of fuel in the mixing zone, but most of it surrounded by steam. These are topics taken up in the
next chapter.

The perspectives gained from the above results can be enhanced by means of a more focused, mechanistic
examination of the melt-stream breakup dynamics. For this purpose, we used the THIRMAL code (Chu et al.,
1993). For this application, the basic treatment of a cylindrical jet in a free-fall was enhanced to approximately
include the presence of two sidewalls (i.e., in the downcomer), as described in Appendix D (DOE/ID-10541).
However, the interaction with the curving lower head boundary not being considered, the water depth was set at 0.4
m. These calculations were carried out with equivalent cross sections corresponding to 5 x 5 cm2, 7.5 x 7.5 cm2,
and 15 x 15 cm2 melt release openings, respective pour rates being 14, 39, and 220 kg/s. The results show that the
two slower pours break up completely to relatively large particles, 11 mm and 15 mm median sizes, while the large
pour yields only 6% breakup, to rather small particles of" 2.75 mm median size, which is indicative of a stripping
mechanism. The amounts frozen were negligible in all cases. The diameters of the mixing zones, at the top, were
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Figure 5.4(a). Axial distribution of area-average quantities for RC1-10 and RCl-nb (see Fig. 5.3), and their
evolution with time.

about twice the initial jet diameter in all three cases, and the void fractions in them ranged from 40% in the two
slow pours, to 75% in the large one. We thus see that both length scales and void fractions are well encompassed
by the PM-ALPHA calculations, and that the physics of the situation (melt into saturated water) promote extensive
voiding, and discourage extensive, fine scale breakup. Qualitatively these behaviors are more consistent with the
0 = 20 or "no breakup" cases of PM-ALPHA than the 0 = 10 case.

Finally, and for completeness, we may wish to consider also the case of melt being confined to flow very
close to the vessel wall, in a film-like fashion. Such flow regimes may arise within the downcomer as the melt
"jumps" the gap at the point of release, spreads somewhat on the wall, and falls as a film. A similar flow regime
might exist on the lower head, as the increasing curvature encountered, "forces" the melt stream against the wall.
Such regimes would be like lava flows in hydrovolcanic events, except that saturated water conditions here would
produce a highly voided buffer region, effectively preventing contact between melt and water. This would be a
benign evolution. Moreover, it is quite clear that such stratified geometries, even if forced to contact, would yield
rather benign explosions, due to severely limited interfacial area for microinteractions.
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Figure 5.5. Fuel mass premixed (see text). The integration (void fraction) intervals are 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100%.

6. QUANTIFICATION OF EXPLOSION LOADS

As noted above already, and as explained in the Study, we expect highly voided premixtures, under saturated
water conditions to be highly resistant to triggering. Also we expect that this resistance will increase with time
as premixture voiding increases too. Moreover, and again as demonstrated in The Study, even if triggered, voided
premixtures have a highly dampening effect on the resulting explosion energetics. Thus, in bounding the effect of
trigger timing on the premixtures of Chapter 5, we need to look at early rather than later times. This is consistent
also from the perspective that a trigger, as normally associated with the melt impacting a wall, should occur when
the melt stream is first confronted with a "turn" at the outer end of the lower head. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, this
occurs after only about 0.05 s of premixing.

The calculations were carried out with ESPROSE.m-3D, which is an extension to three dimensions of the
original 2D ESPROSE.m code. This new tool, which involves also improved numerics, has been verified by
comparison on ID and axisymmetric problems (run in 3D) with ESPROSE.m. The ESPROSE.m code, on the
other hand has been verified extensively by comparison to experiments and analytical solutions as documented in
a special verification report (Theofanous et. al., 1996b)

Briefly, our verification approach is based on a "fitness-for-purpose" attitude, the key features of which are
wave dynamics in multiphase media and across phase interfaces, and constitutive laws for the "microinteractions."
The constitutive laws were obtained, and are currently being further refined, via experiments in the SIGMA facility,
and under conditions that simulate large scale, supercritical steam explosions. The wave dynamics were tested
by means of analytical solutions, a special purpose code based on characteristics, and by special wave dynamics
experiments in SIGMA. The integral behavior was tested against the KROTOS experiments.

The nodalization was the same as the premixing runs being continued here into explosions. The coordinate
system used is shown in Figure 6.1. The runs are denoted by the ID of the corresponding premixture, with the trigger
time, in seconds, appended to it in parenthesis. That is, ESPROSE.m run Cl-10 (0.1) is based on the PM-ALPHA
Cl-10 premixture, triggered at 0.1 s after initiation of premixing.
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Side View

Top View

Figure 6.1. Coordinate system used in the calculations.

As a trigger, we released steam at 100 bar from one computational cell (or 5 x 5 x 5 cells in the 2 cm grid
cases). Numerical tests done previously (Theofanous et al., 1996a) show that the propagation intensity is basically
independent of the magnitude of the trigger. However, it is emphasized that our focus here is not on triggerability
and early escalation, but rather on propagation energetics. Accordingly, our triggers are chosen sufficient to initiate
explosions, and they have no relation to what might arise spontaneously during a pour. Triggerability and early
escalation, on the other hand, would require special formulations beyond such afforded in a multifield, continuum
frame, and constitutive laws obtained from special SIGMA experiments—such work is planned for some future
time.

A total of 24 premixtures were triggered, covering the Cl and C2 cases (12 each) and the three breakup
conditions (3, 5, and 4 trigger times for the 0 = 10, 20, and nb runs). As in the case of premixing, results are
presented in three, successively more integral formats; namely, detailed 3D pressure distributions, local pressure-
time histories at selected locations on the lower head (i.e., "pressure transducer" signals), and impulses at locations
of maximum loading. Each set of results is discussed, in turn, below.

To illustrate the 3D wave dynamics, we chose the two cases found to produce the most intense explosions.
Detailed results are summarized in Part 1 of Appendix C (DOE/ID-10541), and a sample is shown in Figure 6.2.
The explosion primary wave is seen to develop rapidly, and radiate out into the downcomer and lower plenum
regions. The decay is seen to be rapid also, due to spatial divergence and venting off the free water surface in the
downcomer region. Of principal interest, of course, are the loads shown on the lower head itself. From them we
can obtain a first impression of load intensity (as pressure amplitude and timing) and localization, and hence a basis
for first comparisons with the "screening fragility," in Chapter 3. These 3D results also provide a good indication
of how an explosive event ends up with the pressure completely vented, and the pool at various degrees of upward
motion into the downcomer and cold legs.

A more quantitative understanding of the loading, and of explosion dynamics, can be obtained from the
"pressure transducer" signals. The locations of the transducers is shown in Figure 6.3, and the results from all
runs are summarized in Part 2 of Appendix C (DOE/ID-10541). Sample results are provided in Figure 6.4. As the
purpose here was to identify the most "energetic" premixtures, the calculations were carried out to different degrees
of completion, depending on how "interesting" they were found to be. Each explosion run can be related to its own
starting premixture, by noting the trigger time and referring to the premixing time of the respective PM-ALPHA
run in Appendix B (DOE/ID-10541). Careful consideration of these results shows that the premixing status (i.e.,
quantity of fuel mixed with low-voids coolant, and extent of voiding of the mixture as a whole) strongly impact
the severity of the explosion. This trend, however, can be more conveniently revealed by means of examining the
impulse results, which are considered next.
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Figure 6.2(a). Pressure wave dynamics for explosion C2-10(0.05). Pressures are shown on the lower head, and on
planes cutting through the reactor vessel, horizontally, at the position marked. The time after trigger is shown next
to the vessel plot.
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Figure 6.2(b). Pressure wave dynamics for explosion C2-10(0.05). Pressures are shown on the lower head, and on
the planes cutting through the reactor vessel, horizontally, at the position marked. The time after trigger is shown
next to the vessel plot.
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Figure 6.3. Identification of "pressure tranducer" locations on the lower head. The coordinate system used is shown
in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.4(a). "Pressure transducer" signals for run C2-10(0.05). The locations are identified in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4(b). "Pressure transducer" signals for run C2-10(0.05). The locations are identified in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4(c). "Pressure transducer" signals for run C2-10(0.05). The locations are identified in Figure 6.2.
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The impulses were computed at the locations of maximum loading, and they are presented along with the
pressure transients, and rough estimates of the load localization, in Part 3 of Appendix C (DOE/ID-10541). Sample
results are shown in Figure 6.5. The area to represent the load localization on the lower head was computed by the
condition that the pressure is within 30% of the pressure at the peak location. The localization factor, do/Ds, used
in Chapter 3, can be related to this area, AQ, simply by

do
D
-f- ~ 0.5.4 1/2

An overall view of the results is depicted in Table 6.1, based on which the following observations can be made:

• Highly broken up premixtures peak in severity very early; intermediate breakup premixtures peak somewhat
later; and slightly broken up premixtures remain very benign.

• Peak explosion severity seems to coincide with the peaks observed in quantity of fuel mixed with low to
medium void fraction coolant (see Figure 5.5 and Part 3 of Appendix B OF DOE/ID-10541).

• Peak impulses do not depend strongly on the size of the mixing zone (Cl vs C2 runs).

These observations quantitatively explain the compensating effects of melt length scale and premixture void fraction,
as explained qualitatively on several occasions above.

Moreover, these results can be readily used to assess the structural challenge to the lower head by making use
of the "screening fragility" (Fig. 3.9). For example, we find peak impulses in the 0.05 to 0.1 MPa-s range, and
looking up the effective areas and respective effective diameter ratios (do/Ds), we find (see Part 3 of Appendix
C of DOE/ID-10541) them to be ~0.1 m2 and ~0.1, respectively. From Figure 3.9, then, we determine that the
peak equivalent plastic strain under this load would be essentially zero. This is because due to the high localization
essentially all energy was redistributed, within the elastic domain, even though a uniform load of such magnitude
could produce strains of up to ~10% (see Fig. 3.4). Thus, none of these explosions could actually pose a significant
challenge.

Table 6.1 Summary of the Peak Local Impulses (kPa-s)
on the Lower Head.

The Trigger Time is in Parenthesis

a

10

20

nb

Cl

90 (0.050)
9 (0.110)
8 (0.190)

40 (0.040)
90 (0.080)
120 (0.095)
8 (0.115)
5 (0.155)

13 (0.050)
20 (0.100)
14 (0.200)
14 (1.000)

C2

120 (0.050)
12 (0.110)
4 (0.190)

75 (0.040)
100 (0.080)
130 (0.095)
200 (0.120)

8 (0.155)

15 (0.050)
25 (0.100)
12 (0.200)
30 (1.000)
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Figure 6.5(a). Pressure, impulse, and effective area (see text) at the location of peak loading.
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Figure 6.5(b). Pressure, impulse, and effective area (see text) at the location of peak loading.
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7. I N T E G R A T I O N A N D ASSESSMENT

Normally, in this chapter we would be carrying out the operations indicated by the probabilistic framework, but
due to the bounding approach we took in regards to CRl (breakup in premixing) and CR2 (trigger times), this work
in a sense has already been done. Moreover, as shown at the end of Chapter 6, even the last step, of convoluting
the loads to fragility, is not needed here, because they practically do not intersect.

Specifically, what we found above is that even the 10~3 premixture (C2, bounded with regard to breakup and
trigger timing), would not touch the 10~3 level of the fragility. Clearly, therefore, the probability of failure is well
below 10~3, and such failure, therefore, is physically unreasonable.

This conclusion was further confirmed by using the actual, complete, 3D transient loading, from the two most
energetic explosions, directly in the ABAQUS finite shell model of the reactor vessel. The results, that is the final
equivalent plastic strains, are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. In these figures, we see that the lower head has hardly
entered yielding.

'•' 4.08E-04
13 C2B10

3.(5 ..;.
4.4 • i
s.3 •:

Figure 7.1 Final equivalent plastic strain distributions under loading of explosion Run C2-10(0.05).

!r|~2.58E-§4
1 7.76E-04
[ 11.29E-03 C2B2II

2 . ' - < f • •
3.-, s. ».. -

Figure 7.2 Final equivalent plastic strain distributions under loading of explosion Run C2-20(0.12).
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Also in this chapter, we would normally present a series of arbitrary parametric and sensitivity calculations, to
illustrate, for cases where the base results happen to be benign, the margins to failure. This, in effect, has already
been done, too, by the breakup and triggering calculations, in the course of bounding the behavior.

From a more global perspective, we believe that the only way to potentially produce a significant structural
challenge on the lower head, would be by having a highly subcooled pool in it. Only this would allow sufficient
penetration depth, without excessive voids, and as a consequence both high pressure amplitudes and longer unloading
times. This condition, however, cannot be found in AP600 core melt scenarios because, as discussed in Section
4.4, reflooding the vessel would prevent core barrel failure and melt relocation to the lower plenum, altogether.

There may be, of course, a singularity in time, for "medium" reflood scenarios only (see Fig. 4.15), in which
relocation would begin after initiation of reflood, and just before the added coolant reached the failure location. But
even such a scenario would be difficult to yield a highly subcooled condition. The basic reason is that by the time
a sufficient amount of water has entered, the total level would have to be well inside the downcomer region, where
it would be quickly brought to saturation, and boiling, while being heated from both sides. Moreover, the medium
retlood scenario (as is the slow one) arises due to the water level in the containment reaching the break; and since
this level rises very slowly, the resulting reflood rate also would be very slow. On the other hand, it is worth noting
that even a postulated rapid reflood scenario could not produce the condition of concern, because, for such to occur
there would have to be a virtual coincidence, on a time scale of a few tens of seconds, with core barrel failure.

8. C O N S I D E R A T I O N O F R E F L O O D FCIs

In the IVR report, we had indicated that a comprehensive consideration of FCIs should include also, besides
the premixed explosion regimes addressed in the rest of the present report, stratified configurations, as they might
arise in late reflood scenarios. By comparison to premixed explosions, stratified interactions are rather benign, and
they would not be of concern if not for the weakened state of the lower head due to melt attack (see IVR report). It
is the purpose of this chapter to address this concern.

The geometry, as illustrated in Figure 8.1, involves a water stream entering from one of the hot or cold legs,
or the direct vessel injection line, and a water layer accumulating on top of the melt. The water enters with a
subcooling of ~75 K. This high subcooling and relatively high momentum at the point of contact with the melt (~3
m fall height) would favor a series of instant small size interactions, rather than delayed "explosions" involving an
accumulated quantity of water. Such small size interactions could have no energetic consequences on the lower
head directly, nor could the steam generated have a significant impact on raising the static pressure level (there is
ample area for relief through the vent values). To complement this basis of the argument, we will also show that
even if a water layer, and a consequent stratified explosion, were to be postulated, it also would be of negligible
energetic consequence on the lower head. For this purpose, we will demonstrate that a molten upper surface of the
metallic layer (which is a necessary conditions for a propagating, or coherent event) cannot coexist with a quantity
of water (on the top) more than some 10 cm in height. Briefly, the reason for this is that the flood rate in the vessel
builds up from zero, at a rate controlled by the rate of flood level on the containment floor, while the presence of
water on top of the melt leads rapidly to the formation of a solidification front. The consequence of the limited
water layer height, on the other hand, is that any potential pressure generated at the interface will vent quickly, thus
limiting the magnitude of the impulse generated, down to levels negligible in comparison to the structural capacity
of the thinned-out portion of the vessel wall. Details on each one of these topics are provided below.

Beginning with the last item, and employing the approach to structural integrity as in Chapter 3, we find that
the impulse generated at the coolant melt interface can be related to the straining of the thinned portion of the vessel
wall (see Fig. 8.1) by

^ (8.1)

From the IVR report, 6 ~ 5 cm, H ~ 1 m, D = 4 m, and the average yield stress over the thickness is ~160 MPa
(still using the conservative value, as in Chapter 3). For a 20% strain (over the 1 m length), according to the above
equation we need an impulse of 35 kPa-s.

The potential reflood rates can be derived from the consideration of the three kinds of reflood scenarios found
in Section 4.4, and the core melt progression status, discussed in the IVR report (Appendix 0.3). Therein we found
that the Leading Intermediate State (LIS), and the Final Bounding State (FIBS), would succeed the first relocation
by ~30 min intervals. The first relocation was taken to occur about 60 min following the rapid oxidation phase,
which, conservatively for IVR was bounded by assuming 100% oxidation. For our present purposes it is more
appropriate to use the results of Chapter 4, and we thus derive the relationship between vessel reflooding and melt
progression status as illustrated in Figure 8.2. Referring this information to Section 4.4, we can readily conclude
that here we need only be concerned about the "slow" reflood scenario. This is gravity flooding, through one
6-inch line from the IRWST, that leads to a water-flood rise level, on the containment floor, (at the ~ 100 foot
elevation), of ~0.7 inch per min. Vessel reflooding will occur, as this level covers a break (in the primary system),
again as a gravity drain phenomenon, driven by the level-to-break elevation, h. The velocity, at the break, can then
be obtained from

/ (8.2)
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Figure 8.1. Illustration of the geometry for a late reflood scenario.

where a is the containment flood rate quoted above (
can then be obtained by

3 • 10~4 m/s). The water level rise inside the reactor vessel

l~v (8.3)

where Ae is the effective area of the break, Av is the cross-sectional area of the vessel (12.5 m2), and v is the
time-average velocity over the vessel flooding period. Thus, for a very small break, such as the one in the direct
vessel injection line (10 cm in diameter), over a period of 60 s, we obtain a water accumulation of ~1 cm. For
a very large break, on the other hand, the effective area will be limited by the submergence itself. For example,
for a 0.7 m in diameter break, the effective area after 60 s will be even smaller than that considered above. In the
perspective of these numbers, we need to examine next the time needed for initiating a solidification front in the
melt, and the pressure levels needed to generate impulses in the range of concern.

The time required for s table freezing to begin can be estimated simply by comparing the convection heat flux
to the surface from the melt below, to the sum of radiative and film boiling heat fluxes to the coolant above. Taking
the surface at the eutectic temperature of 1608 K (see IVR report), we find that the convective flux is 0.58 MW/m2,
and the radiative flux (an emissivity of 1 is used now) 0.39 MW/m2. The difference, 0.19 MW/m2, can be removed,
with a large margin, by film boiling. (Any excess amount of cooling going directly to the latent heat of fusion would
determine the rate of crust buildup.) For example, film boiling alone in saturated water (Berenson's correlation)
would allow a heat flux of 0.14 MW/m2, and even a small amount of subcooling could make this number double
or triple (Liu and Theofanous, 1995). Thus, freezing should occur virtually simultaneous with the first formation
of a subcooled liquid layer.

Taken together, the last two paragraphs show that only very thin water layers (say below 10 cm) are consistent
with a molten metal-coolant interface. But such thin layers cannot provide sufficient inertial constraint to support
propagation, and even if one was to be postulated, both pressures and transient times would be too low to cause
structural damage to the lower head. More specifically, using the acoustic unloading time of a 10 cm thick water
layer, which is ~0.1 ms, a pressure of 3500 bar would be required to produce the 35 kPa-s impulse found from Eq.
(8.1). Clearly, such an explosive phenomenon, in the geometry of interest here, is not physically possible.

9. C O N C L U S I O N S

The major conclusion of this study is that steam-explosion-induced lower head failure in an AP600-like reactor
is "physically unreasonable." This, together with a similar conclusion reached on thermally-induced failures for
an externally flooded AP600 reactor vessel, verifies the validity and robustness of in-vessel retention as a severe
accident management strategy.

The principal physical aspects responsible for this favorable conclusion are:

• The saturated coolant condition in the lower plenum, under all relevant scenarios of core melt relocation from
the core region. This leads to highly voided premixtures that are hard or impossible to trigger (this is not
quantified) and, if a trigger is assumed, to highly damped pressures.

• The 3D, highly transient, nature of the steam explosion loads under such conditions, and the great capacity of
the AP600 lower head to withstand such loads (as compared to static and/or uniform loading).
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VESSEL (minutes) MELT PROGRESSION
FLOODING STATUS 1*1 STATUS

"slow" Reflood

"medium" Reflood •

~ ("Final Bounding State (FIBS)

[Leading Intermediate State (LIS)

~ I First Relocation (FR)

"fast" Reflood

- —•*- Rapid Oxidation Phase

Figure 8.2. Definition of potential reflood scenarios from an FCI standpoint.

• The melt retentive capacity of the reflector and core barrel, so that even vessel reflood scenarios do not violate
the saturation condition noted above. In fact, such scenarios would prevent relocation to the lower plenum,
and any possibility for steam explosions, altogether. Moreover, such scenarios would further widen the margin
relative to the validity of the in-vessel retention strategy, by preventing the thermal insult on the lower head,
too.

• The formation and permanence of blockages at the lower end of the core, precluding any massive downward
relocation through the core support plate. Such a relocation may not be particularly serious, yet an assessment
would have to be faced with a number of intangibles, such as coherence of multiple release paths and associate
mixing and explosion uncertainties.

Because of the wide margins due to these controlling physics, it has been possible to bound uncertainties to a
sufficient degree as to render them of negligible impact on the above conclusion.

Methodologically, the assessment involved only a slight scenario dependence, principally on the permanence
of the blockages preventing direct downward, through the lower core support plate, relocation. Thus the assessment
is of Grade B, in the ROAAM scale; that is, involving a single but complex physical process, a slight scenario
dependence, being fully supported by scaled experiments, and minimal intangibles treated in a reasonably bounding
manner. Upon completion of the review process of this work, the Phase of Development of this problem will reach
the maturation status (Phase IV), which is appropriate for use in licensing activities. Phase IV would be expected to
receive further contributions from the other advanced reactor designs currently underway (the EPP, for example),
as well as from the other efforts worldwide in this currently rather active field.

Under the currently viewed ARSAP effort, future efforts will focus on addressing constitutive laws for breakup
during premixing, refining the constitutive laws for microinteractions, extending them to oxidic reactor materials,
and expanding the analytical frame and experimental data base, to encompass triggering and escalation. In the
AP600 context, these are viewed as confirmatory activities, but such progress would be welcome to other applications
as well, including larger advanced reactor designs and current reactors.
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NOMENCLATURE

A area
C wall coefficient
c heat capacity
d diameter
D diameter, or material parameter in Eq. (3.1)
e internal energy
fr radiation factor in Eq. (4.3)
h heat transfer coefficient
/ impulse
A; thermal conductivity
L length
in mass addition rate
Nu Nusselt number = ^
p material parameter in Eq. (3.1), or rod pitch
q heat flux
Q decay power density
Ra' Rayleigh number = ^Jj,
T temperature
t time
R radius

Greek
Q thermal diffusivity, or void fraction
(3 breakup parameter value, or thermal expansion coefficient
6 wall thickness
e plastic equivalent strain, or emissivity
e strain rate
6 volume fraction
A crust growth constant
p density
a stress, or Boltzmans constant

Subscripts
b bending; bulk; bottom; or blockage
c crust
dn downward direction
e effective, or edge
hr horizontal direction
i inner
I metal layer
m melt
max maximum value
o initial value, or outer value
p pool
r radiation
s sphere, or solid
up upward direction
w wall, or water
y yield
3D local value

Superscr ip ts
D dynamic
+ characteristic value
* dimensionless value
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Discussion

Vierow

Presentation discussed arriving at the "best" solution which included judgment and

bounding calculation results. Is the approach to code development towards developing a

"best estimate" code, or are conservatism and judgment included in the code?

Theofanous

We didn't put conservatism in these codes, the codes themselves with respect to items such

as premixing in multifield aspect and breakup are best-estimated.
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1.4 Significance of fluid-structure interaction phenomena for
containment response to ex-vessel steam explosions
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Abstract

When studying the structural response of a containment building to ex-vessel steam explosion
loads, a two-step procedure is often used. In the first step of this procedure the structures are
treated as rigid and the pressure-time history generated by the explosion at the rigid wall is
calculated. In the second step the calculated pressure is applied to the structures. The obvious
weakness of the two-step procedure is that it does not correspond to the real dynamic
behaviour of the fluid-structure system. The purpose of this paper is to identify and evaluate
the relevant fluid-structure interaction phenomena. This is achieved through direct treatment
of the explosion process and the structural response. The predictions of a direct and two-step
treatment are compared for a BWR Mark II containment design, consisting of two concentric
walls interacting with water masses in the central and annular pools. It is shown that the two-
step approach leads to unrealistic energy transfer in the containment system studied, and to
significant overestimation of the deflection of the containment wall. As regards the pedestal
wall, the direct method analysis shows that the flexibility of this wall affects the pressure-time
history considerably. Three load types have been identified for this wall namely shock load,
water blow as a result of water cavitation, and hydrodynamic load. Reloading impulse due to
cavitation phenomena plays an important role as it amounts to about 40% of the total impulse
load. Investigation of the generality of the cavitation phenomena in the context of ex-vessel
steam explosion loads was outside the scope of this work.

1. Introduction

During the last twenty years or so, the focus of the steam explosion research has been
quantification of the probability of containment failure caused by an in-vessel explosion, the
so called alpha-mode failure. First in recent years, more attention has been paid to ex-vessel
steam explosions, partly as a result of severe accident mitigation strategies implemented in
some countries and development of advanced reactor concepts, where a deep pool of water is
provided under the reactor vessel in order to stabilise an accident by quenching and cooling
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the core debris. The safety concern is that the ex-vessel steam explosions could cause
significant loading on the containment structures and thus pose a threat to the integrity of the
containment building.

When studying the structural response of a containment building to ex-vessel steam explosion
loads, a two-step procedure is often used. In this procedure the structures are first treated as
rigid and the pressure-time history generated by the explosion is calculated. In the second step
the calculated load is applied on the structures and the effect on the system is evaluated. In a
recent investigation (Engelbrektson et al, 1996) the two-step approach has been used to assess
the capability of the concrete structures in the lower drywell compartment, and of the
containment wall, of the Forsmark 3 BWR nuclear power plant in Sweden to resist one or
several pressure impulses of various magnitudes generated by postulated steam explosions in
the flooded lower drywell. In this connection Engelbrektson et al observed that the two-step
procedure leads to significant overestimation of the pressure loads. Although the structural
deformations obtained in this manner are on the conservative side with regard to shock wave
load, it is not satisfactory that the two-step approach renders it impossible to estimate the
significance of incompressible effects, as well as to correlate the magnitude of structural
deformation with the energy released in an explosion.

The objective of this paper is twofold. Firstly, to identify the fluid-structure interaction
phenomena which are important for structural response. This is achieved by direct
(simultaneous) treatment of the explosion process and structural response. Secondly, to
compare the results of the two-step approach with those of the direct treatment. In the present
investigation, the accident scenario and the model of containment structures are the same as in
the investigation by Engelbrektson et al (1996) using the two-step procedure. However, the
actual steam explosion process is not modelled explicitly but is represented by an expanding
high pressure gas bubble.

In Section 2 of the paper the accident scenario is briefly described and the properties (initial
pressure, size and location) of the bubble are adjusted so as to approximate the explosion
process previously calculated by Theofanous et al (1995). The model of containment
structures, with their constitutive properties, is given in Section 3. In Section 4 the results
from the direct simulation of explosion and structural response process are presented, and in
Section 5 the results from the two-step procedure are given. The governing phenomena in the
direct and the two-step treatments are discussed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, in
Section 8 the results of the two methods are compared, including the energy distribution in the
systems.

2. Accident scenario and determination of the parameters of the steam bubble

The boundary and initial conditions in the present study are based on a particular station
blackout accident scenario, chosen from previous Swedish investigations of core melt
progression and reactor vessel lower head failure in Forsmark 3 (Chu et al, 1995). Flooding of
the lower drywell compartment (one of the accident management measures aimed at
protecting the containment floor against thermal attack by the hot core material) will create a
pool of subcooled water (subcooling of about 30K) 7 meters deep and 12 meters in diameter.
Here 1360 kg of mainly oxide melt, at a temperature of 2800 K and a superheat of 50 K above
liquidus temperature, is in water, to a depth of 5 m, at the moment when the steam explosion
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is triggered. The melt is, prior to the explosion, distributed on particles with a characteristic
size of 1 cm. The thermal energy of the melt is about 1900 MJ. The melt mass given above
corresponds to a melt pour rate out of the reactor vessel of 1700 kg/s and triggering of the
explosion 0.8 s after the melt enters the water.

The explosion process has been modelled by Theofanous et al (1995) using the code PM-
ALPHA for analysis of molten fuel/water premixing and the code ESPROSE.m for the
explosion analysis. The process was modelled for a water pool with rigid boundaries.

Here we will replace the complicated explosion process by a very simple one consisting of the
expansion of a high pressure and high temperature steam bubble. The bubble parameters are
adjusted in such a way that the pressure-time histories, at selected positions on the rigid
cylindrical wall, are approximately the same as the pressure-time histories of Theofanous et al.
We assume that the density and the temperature of the bubble initially do not vary in space.
Since the explosion process is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry we have chosen a
rotationally symmetric bubble. Further we restrict the form of the bubble to be a sphere. The
centre of the sphere is positioned at a depth of 4 m (3 m above the bottom) and its radius is
taken to be 1 m.

The hydrodynamic finite element code DYNA-2D (Hallquist, 1978) has been used in this
work. This code models the interactions between gases, fluids and solids very accurately.
However, it does not model heat transfer between the steam bubble and the surrounding water,
an effect which in this case is negligible. Further, only the rapid expansion of the gas bubble is
considered here which is why the condensation of the steam is not taken into account. In our
case the steam can be treated as an ideal gas during the early expansion phase (compressibility
factor is close to one). Therefore, the energy equation for the steam bubble is

where pg - the pressure of the gas (steam),

eg = the internal energy per unit mass of the gas,

pg = the density of the gas.

c
y = — = the adiabatic exponent of the gas

c.

Here we set y- 1.25.

For the water we use an energy equation on the Gruneisen form and adjusted to experimental
data reported by Rice et al (1957). Further a constitutive equation is used which models
cavitation. A number of DYNA-2D calculations, assuming that the pressure above the pool is
0.1 MPa, have been performed to specify the initial state of the gas bubble. The following
bubble parameters have been obtained: density 100 kg / m3, pressure 50 MPa and radius 1 m.
The temperature of such a steam bubble is approximately 1100 K (compressibility factor
about 0.92). The internal energy of the bubble (about 800 MJ) is reasonable compared to the
available energy of the melt (about 1900 MJ). The comparison between the pressure-time
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histories in the rigid wall case obtained by DYNA-2D simulation and by Theofanous et al
(1995) at each level of the cylindrical rigid boundary, is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the pressure-time histories in a rigid wall case
obtained by DYNA-2D simulation (solid lines) and by Theofanous et al
(1995) (dotted lines).
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The simulated steam explosion process is illustrated in Figure 2 where the pressure in the pool
is given for six times. In this case (rigid walls) the pressure at the walls, for times larger than 12
ms, is negligible.
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Figure 2. Pressure in the pool with rigid walls.
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Figures 2 shows the strong reflected wave from the bottom of the pool starting at 1.3 ms and
the cavitation wave from the water surface starting at 2.0 ms. At 3.3 ms the shock wave
reaches the pedestal wall. A reflected compression wave created at the wall returns and is
reflected at the symmetry axis and returns at 7.0 ms towards the wall as a cavitation wave.
When this cavitation wave reaches the wall at 11 ms the pressure is set equal to zero and
remains zero for the rest of the process. A cavitation wave is a wave that moves with the
velocity of sound leaving the water at zero pressure.

3. Model of containment structures

The Forsmark 3 nuclear power plant has been selected as the subject of the study, since it has
served as a model plant in prior ex-vessel studies. Figure 3 shows the cross section through
the containment building and the modelled part of the containment (the flooded lower drywell
is indicated as "emergency pool").

Fig. 3 Cross section through the Formark 3 containment (the modelled part is
indicated).
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The axisymmetric geometry of the affected walls and the assumption of a centric location of
the explosions permit an axisymmetric modelling of the fluid-structure system. The walls are
modelled with "equivalent concrete elements" with non-linear constitutive properties, making
it possible to simulate the behaviour of cracked concrete as well as the yielding of
reinforcement bars, prestressed steel wires and liner steel plate, including effects of bond
between concrete and steel elements. Some typical stress-strain relationships for the concrete
elements are shown in Figure 4, where the "equivalent concrete stress" (i.e. resultant concrete
and steel stress through concrete cross section area) is given as a function of the mean hoop
strain in the walls (which equals the mean hoop strain in the load-bearing elements).

Equivalent concrete (tensile) stress

MPQ

15 • •

10--

1.6*10 2x10

Mean tensile strain
4 -

3*10"'

Fig. 4. Stress-strain relationship of the containment wall (curve O-A-B-C-) and the
partitioning (pedestal) wall (O-D-E-). A: Initial concrete cracking, prestressing
balanced, B: Stabilised concrete crack pattern, C: Initial yields of reinforcement
bars and liner, D: Yield of reinforcement bars in precracked partitioning wall.

Thus the "equivalent concrete stress" represents the total resistance of the concrete walls at
various stages of concrete cracking and yielding of the steel elements. In particular, it should
be observed, that the prestressing is included in the resistance function of the containment
wall and not regarded as an external load.
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Since the hoop tensional concrete strength of the partitioning (pedestal) wall would be
exceeded for considerably smaller impulses than those corresponding to the ultimate resistance
of the wall, the present study is based on the assumption of a precracked wall, i.e. absorption
of energy due to cracking of the concrete has been neglected.

The bottoms of the pools are treated as rigid. The containment wall is attached to the bottom
slab while the partitioning wall is free to move along the bottom slab. To model the
reinforcement bars connecting the partitioning wall to the bottom slab, the lower part (height
0.5 m) of the partitioning wall is modelled using an elasticity modulus of 48000 MPa and a
yield strength of 23.4 MPa. The top of the partitioning wall is attached at the height of 16.3 m
above the bottom slab and the top of the containment wall is attached at the height of 18.3 m.

4. Direct treatment of the gas bubble-fluid-structure system

Direct treatment of the explosion process requires in DYNA-2D a modelling of the whole
system consisting of the gas bubble in the inner pool (flooded lower dry well), the partitioning
wall, the outer pool (pressure suppression pool) and the containment wall. The simplified
model is shown in Figure 5. The pressure in the two pools, at selected times, is given in
Figured
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Fig. 5. Simplified model.
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Fig. 6. Pressure in the two pools, direct treatment.

For the purpose of illustration, we will in the following concentrate on what happens at the
level 3 m above the bottom slab. The pressures, velocities and displacements in the system are
shown in Figures 7 through 11. These results will be used in discussion of the governing
phenomena, see Section 6. Figure 7 confirms the complicated pressure-time history illustrated
in Figure 6. One observes that, in contrast to the rigid wall case, see Figure 1, the inner surface
of the partitioning wall is still loaded for times longer than approximately 12 ms.
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Fig. 7 Pressure at the inner surface
of the partitioning wall, 3 m-level.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

time (ms)

Fig. 8. Pressure at the outer surface of
the partitioning wall, 3 m-level.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Fig. 9. Pressure at the inner surface of the containment wall, 3 m-level.
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Fig. 10. Velocity and displacement of the partitioning wall at 3 m-level,
direct treatment.

70 70

Fig. 11. Velocity and displacement of the containment wall at 3 m-level,
direct treatment.

5. Two-step treatment of the gas bubble-fluid-structure system

Here we use the pressure-time histories at the inner surface of the rigid partitioning wall as
predicted by DYNA-2D, see Figure 1. Those pressures are now applied to the partitioning
wall, with the water in the inner pool removed. The pressure in the outer pool is given for a
selected number of times in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12. Pressure in the outer pool, two-step treatment.

Similarly as in the preceding section, we will concentrate on what happens at the level 3 m
above the bottom slab. The pressures, velocities and displacements in the system are shown in
Figures 13 through 16. These results will be used in discussion of the governing phenomena,
see Section 7.

20 30
timo(ms)

Fig. 13. Pressure at the outer surface
of the partitioning wall. 3 m-level.

20 30

lime (ms)

Fig. 14. Pressure at the inner surface of
the containment wall. 3 m-level.
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Fig. 15. Velocity and displacement of the partitioning wall at the 3 m-level,
two-step treatment.
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Fig. 16. Velocity and displacement of the containment wall at the 3 m-level,
two-step treatment.

6. Discussion of phenomena in the directly treated system

The results of DYNA-2D calculations presented in Section 4 indicate a rather complicated
nature of the explosion loading and structural response process in the direct treatment. This
applies in particular to the partitioning wall where three load phases can be distinguished. The
phenomena governing the motion of containment structures will be discussed with the help of
simple analytical approximations and then compared to the DYNA-2D predictions.
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6.1. The motion of the partitioning wall

The load on the inner surface of the partitioning wall can be decomposed into three phases:

1. Shock load (compressible water).
2. Water blow (compressible and incompressible water).
3. Hydrodynamic load (incompressible water).

6.1.1. The shock load

This phase can be treated easily if the acoustic approximation is used and the partitioning wall
is replaced by an idealized wall with an infinite sound velocity. The acoustic approximation is
valid when pressures in the water are much less than 2250 MPa (=pc2, p= density of water,
c- sound velocity of water). In this case the pressures are less than 50 MPa so the acoustic
approximation is valid. The consequence of using an idealized wall is that the stepwise
increase of the wall velocity, caused by the finite sound velocity in the wall, is approximated
by a continuous one.

The wall can be locally approximated by a plane wall. Let a compressible wave with pressure
amplitude p0 and duration T move towards the wall. The situation is illustrated in Figure 17.

Pin

Pb

Fig. 17. Modelling of the partitioning wall for shock load,
direct treatment.

The velocity of the wall is obtained from the following equations:

with the conditions

mu =
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m = mass of the wall per unit area,

p = 1000 kg / m3 = density of the water,

c = 1500 m/s= sound velocity of water.

We obtain for 0 < r < 7

Pb=Po

where

" m a x

pc

m

The duration T of the pulse is given by the time it takes the reflected pulse to reach the
symmetry axis, where a cavitation wave is created, plus the time it takes this cavitation wave
to reach the wall

where rQ =6.1 m = the inner radius of the inner pool.

The obtained pressure pulses pa and pb have the same behaviour as corresponding pulses in

Figure 7 and Figure 8. The obtained velocity u corresponds to the first phase in Figure 10.

6.1.2. Water blow

For t> T we have for a certain time pa = 0 and pb = 0 , that is, the wall is moving without

any pressure loads. The motion of the partitioning wall is now governed by the yielding
reinforcement bars. The situation is illustrated in the Figure 18.

« = r

Fig. 18. Modelling of the retardation of the partitioning wall.
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The equation of motion (obtained from differentiating the energy equation) is given
approximately by

where

We obtain

27uromu= -Inho,

m = mass of the partitioning wall per unit area,
h - thickness of the partitioning wall,
a - yield stress of the equivalent concrete,
u{T)=ur.

ah
u = uT —•

mrn

(t-T).

The approximate linear decrease of the velocity of the partitioning wall can be seen in
Figure 10. As a consequence of the decreasing velocity of the wall the velocity of the water in
the inner pool will exceed that of the partitioning wall. This process is illustrated in Figures 19
and 20. Figure 19 shows the velocity of the water near to the wall and the velocity of the wall
at 11 ms.
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Fig. 19. Velocity of water and partitioning wall at 11 ms.

We notice that the velocity of the wall is higher than the velocity of the water near to the wall,
that is, the water has cavitated (the density of the water is less that 1000 kg / m3). Figure 20
illustrates the same situation but at 14 ms.
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Fig 20. Velocity of water and partitioning wall at 14 ms.

We can see that water is moving on to the wall with a velocity excess AM0 of about 3 m/s
compared to the velocity of the wall. When this water flow hits the wall, the water is
compressed, which gives the pressure

Ap0 =pcAuQ ~4 MPa.

This pressure will remain constant for a time period of T as for the first pressure pulse
described in Section 6.1.1. When this pressure pulse is released, the whole procedure is
repeated but now the velocity excess has decreased to 1.5 m/s. These two pressure loads can
be seen in Figure 7.

6.1.3. Hydrodynamic load

After the two compressible phases there is an essentially incompressible phase ( t > tx,
r, ~ 30 ms). In this phase the velocity of the water, near to the partitioning wall, is equal to
the velocity of the wall and the water has its normal density. When the motion of the wall
now is being stopped by the yielding reinforcement bars, this also stops the motion of the
water, giving rise to a pressure force onto the wall. The equation of motion has the following
form

where

2nrQmu = 27tr0phyJro - 2nha,

Phydro ~ ~mv" (hydrodynamic pressure),

mv = added water mass per unit area of the wall.
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We obtain

Phydrn
ha

m + m,,
and

ah

(m + mv )r0

Thus the hydrodynamic pressure is constant in agreement with the pressure in Figure 7.
We also notice that the velocity of the wall, see Figure 10, decreases more slowly, because of
the additional water mass, compared to the decrease of the velocity during the water blow
period described in the preceding section.

6.2. The motion of the containment wall

The pressure pulse, generated at the outer surface of the partitioning wall, propagates
outwards. For a pressure amplitude of p0 = 10 MPa at the outer surface of the partitioning
wall, DYNA-2D gives the pressure amplitude px = 6.5 MPa at the inner surface of the
containment wall (at the 3 m-level). The duration T (~ 8 ms) of the pulse at the containment
wall is the same as the duration of the pulse generated at the partitioning wall. We assess the
motion of the wall using the same approximations as in Section 6.1.1. The situation modelled
is shown in Figure 21.

Pin

Prtf

u

Fig. 21. Modelling of the containment wall, shock load.
Direct treatment.

The motion of the wall is given by

with the conditions

U,n ~
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which gives

; ~ "l.maxl

Pin + Prrf = P\

where

= PL
l.max *

pc

The pressure pulse in the water calculated at the inner surface of the wall agrees with that
given in Figure 9 and the initial phase of the velocity of the wall agrees with that given in
Figure 11. The decrease of the velocity is governed by the yielding reinforcement bars and the
effect of the wall being attached to the bottom slab.

7. Discussion of phenomena in the two-step treated system

7.1. The motion of the partitioning wall

Again, for the purpose of illustration, we study the motion of the wall at the 3 m-level. In the
first step we treat the partitioning wall as rigid. A shock wave, amplitude p0 and duration T

(the same as in Section 6.1.1), approaches the wall. When the shock wave hits the wall we
obtain the reflection pressure 2p0 of duration T.

We now apply, in the second step, this pressure pulse to the wall (the water in the inner pool is
now removed). The effect on the partitioning wall can be estimated using the same type of
analysis as in the direct treatment (Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.1.3). The situation is illustrated
in Figure 22.

Pou,

Fig. 22. Modelling of the partitioning wall, shock load.g p
Two-step treatment.
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The equation of motion is given by

= pupp - p l l u l ,

2Po, 0<t<T

0, t > T '

Pou, = PCU •

Pupp

with the condition w(0) = 0.

We get for 0 < t < T

where

u =ESL
" m a x '

pc
m

T= — .
pc

The character of the pressure pulse, pmt, at the outer surface of the wall, is in agreement with

the pressure as shown in Figure 13. The generated pressure pulse has twice the amplitude
compared to that obtained in the direct treatment. The initial velocity profile has the same
shape as in Figure 15 and has also twice the amplitude compared to that calculated in the
direct treatment.

For t > T no pressure forces act on the partitioning wall and the yielding of the reinforcement
bars retards the motion. Following the same procedure, as used in Section 6.1.2., we obtain

2 (t-T)
mr0

which is in agreement with Figure 15.

7.2. The motion of the containment wall

In Section 7.1 we obtained the generated pressure pulse at the outer surface of the partitioning
wall. This pulse will propagate towards the containment wall. Comparing this situation with
the direct treatment we find that the amplitude of the incoming pressure pulse is 2pt, i.e.
twice the amplitude compared to the direct treatment. The treatment of the motion is similar to
that in Section 6.2 and we obtain
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= 2uL\l-e T' ,

where

u
I pc

The amplitude of the pressure at the inner surface of the containment and the amplitude of the
maximum velocity of the wall are twice the values compared to the direct treatment.

8. Comparison between the two methods

8.1. Structural deformations

With regard to the partitioning wall, the explosion load in the direct method is composed of
three different types of loads. Only the first type of the load, i.e. the shock load, is present in
the two-step method, and the amplitude of the initial pressure is overestimated by a factor
of 2. This also leads to an overestimation of the maximum velocity in the initial phase by a
factor of 2. Despite this, the displacement of the partitioning wall is underestimated by about
20% (the direct method gives about 67 cm, extrapolated from Figure 10, and the two-step
method gives about 55 cm, Figure 15). In the correct (direct) treatment, the loads on the
partitioning wall are due to compressible effects, including cavitational phenomena, as well as
incompressible effects. Reloading impulse due to cavitation phenomena plays an important
role as it amounts to about 40% of the total impulse load.

The reason for the relative agreement between the displacement of the partitioning wall for the
two methods is that two effects approximately cancel out each other in the system studied.
Thus for the two-step approach compressible load is overestimated but on the other hand
incompressible load and cavitational load are disregarded. In our opinion, this cancellation is
an artifact of the particular problem studied and cannot be generalized.

Concerning the containment wall, the load characteristic is similar for the two methods. The
wall is loaded by compressible pressure pulses in both cases, the difference being that the two-
step method overestimates the pressure amplitude and the maximum velocity of the wall by a
factor of 2. This leads to an overestimation of the displacement of the wall by a factor of
about 3.
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8.2. Energy consideration

The total energy available in the system is given by the initial energy E in the steam bubble

E -

where V =4.2 m\ p= SOMPaand y = 1.25. This gives E, = 840 MJ.
ft o n

The sum of the energies in the partitioning wall, the outer water pool and the containment
wall, as functions of time, is given in Figure 23 for both the direct and the two-step method.
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— i —
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Fig. 23. Sum of energies in the partitioning wall, outer pool and containment wall for
direct and for two-step method.

Since DYNA-2D very accurately keeps track of energies, the total energy in the inner pool
(the energy in the gas bubble plus the energy in the water in the inner pool) can be read from
Figure 23 as the difference between the total energy in the system (equal to the initial energy
in the gas) and the energies outside the inner pool.

As can be seen, the two-step method does not simulate the energy transfer to the partitioning
wall, the outer water pool and the containment wall but instead overestimates this energy
transfer by a factor of 3 to 4. This clearly points out, as expected, that the two-step approach is
not physical in the sense that the energy conservation in the first step is lost when the result of
the first step is expressed as a pressure-time history at the inner surface of the rigid wall. The
two-step approach should thus be regarded as an uncertain method.
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9. Conclusions

The results of the analyses presented in this paper indicate that, even in the case of the
relatively massive concrete structures of a BWR containment, the fluid-structure interaction
phenomena should be considered when assessing the dynamic response of the system studied.
In particular, an examination of pressure-time histories determined by the direct and the two-
step method shows that the pressure variation on the inner surface of the pedestal wall is
sensitive to the properties of this wall, as well as to the overall features of the entire fluid-
structure system. Therefore, quantitative generalisations of the results and observations
presented in this paper should be made with caution. With regard to the impulse reloading of
the pedestal wall due to cavitation of the inner-pool water, an effect which has not been
identified in previous studies, a more detailed investigation is required in order to elucidate
conditions under which it can occur, as well as its contribution to structural damage.
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Notation

p = gas pressure,

p = water pressure,
pu = pressure at the inner surface of the partitioning wall,

pb — pressure at the outer surface of the partitioning wall,

pin - incoming pressure wave,

prc} = reflected pressure wave,

ptml = outgoing pressure wave,

Pap,, = applied pressure,

pa = pressure amplitude of the incoming wave in the inner pool,

pl = pressure amplitude of the incoming wave in the outer pool,
Ap0 = pressure amplitude in the second compressible phase,

Phydm — hydrodynamic pressure,

u - water velocity,

u = —— = velocity of incoming wave,
pc

u = -—t- = velocity of reflected wave,
pc

"max = " = amplitude of pressure wave,
pc

u\ max = ~ = amplitude of pressure wave,
pc
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uT =u{T)- water velocity,
AM0 = excess of water velocity,

ps = gas density,

p = water density,
c = velocity of sound in water,
a — yield stress of the equivalent concrete,
7 = adiabatic exponent,
e = internal energy of the gas per unit mass,

e — internal energy in the water per unit mass,

r0 = radius of the inner pool,

h - thickness of the partitioning wall,
m = mass of partitioning wall per unit area,
/n, = mass of containment wall per unit area,
mv = added water mass per unit area,

r = radial co-ordinate,
z = vertical co-ordinate,
r=time,

m
T = — = time constant,

pc

T, =—- = time constant,
pc

T = duration of pressure pulse,
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Discussion

Flecher

Do you think that the reloading impulse you have identified is an artifact of the fact that you

represent the explosion via a gas bubble at a uniform internal pressure rather than a multi -

dimensional, multiphase mixture?

Frid

In order to answer this question, more work is needed. Reloading due to cavitation is a

complex phenomena. Firstly, there is a question of whether cavitation will occur in a given

fluid-structure system, and to what extent. Secondly, if it occurs, what is the reloading:

also this depends on a given system. I think, that a multiphase character of the mixture

should play a minor role here because what is important is the pressure wave and the water

velocity between the explosion domain and structures, and in our approach (in which the

gas bubble parameters have been adjusted in such a way as to match the pressure-time

history at the wall calculated by the ESPROSE.m code) it should be independent of the

multiphase character of the mixture. On the other hand, the multi-dimensional character of

the explosion domain (sphere in our case) may be important but this issue is included in the

above statement that the cavitation phenomena and reloading will depend on particular

features of the system studied.

Rohde

What is the assumption concerning water pool temperature for the fluid-structure

interactions (dependent on severe accident scenario!)?

Frid

Water temperature is obtained from accident progression analysis. The accident scenario is

station blackout and the MAAP code was used to calculate the conditions in the

containment. According to this analysis the containment pressure is 0.15 MPa, water

temperature 32IK and therefore the initial water subcooling 64K. In the paper, however,

the containment pressure was assumed to be O.lMPa and the water temperature 298K, i.e.

subcooling of 75K. This difference, as compared with containment pressure and water

temperature calculated by MAAP, is of no significance in our analysis.

Cho

Would there be a feedback effect of fluid-structure interactions on the FCI process itself?

Frid

Yes, possibly.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a comparison between IVA4 simulations and FARO LI4, L20 experiments. Both experiments

were performed with the same geometry but under different initial pressures, 51 and 20 bar respectively. A pretest
prediction for test L21 which is intended to be performed under an initial pressure of 5 bar is also presented. The strong
effect of the volume expansion of the evaporating water at low pressure is demonstrated. An in-vessel simulation for a 1500
MW el. PWR is presented. The insight gained from this study is: that at no time are conditions for the feared large scale
melt-water intermixing at low pressure in force, with this due to the limiting effect of the expansion process which
accelerates the melt and the water into all available flow paths.

KEYWORDS: Steam Explosion, Melt Water Interaction, LWR, PWR, Large Scale

1. INTRODUCTION
It is a well know fact that penetration of very

hot liquid into another liquid is limited where the first
liquid has a much higher temperature than the saturation
temperature for the second liquid. The problem in
melt/water interaction analysis for real rector geometries
is to quantify the amount of melt which can interact
effectively with continuous bulk water. This amount is
expected to be available for thermal energy release in
the event of triggered chain fragmentation of the melt.
The higher the pressure at which such an event occurs,
the lower the water/steam density ratio. This means that
if the same thermal energy is released at higher or at
lower pressure, the steam volume will be lower in the
first case than in the second case. This fact influences
the quantity of the melt that reacts with water. It results,
as it will be shown in this work, in a much smaller
interpenetration of the two liquids at low pressure than
at high pressure.

In the next section a brief description will be
given of the simulations of three FARO experiments
with initial pressures of 50, 20 and 5 bar respectively.
The results characterizing the water behavior will be
compared to each other. Melt/water interaction in reactor
geometry for an initial pressure of 1 bar will then be
simulated and the results discussed.

2. THE FARO TEST SIMULATIONS WITH IVA4

The FARO experimental program of JRC-Ispra
includes melt quenching experiments. The experiments
were performed with 3000 K oxide melt mixture
dropped into a water pool in a closed vessel. The
mixture composition models reactor corium. The
geometry, the initial conditions, other relevant
information, and a summary of the final results are
summarized in [1].
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0

Fig. I In IVA4 simulation of the FARO LI4 experiment. Gas volume concentration as a
Junction of space. Parameter - time.

Detailed discussion of the comparison between
the FVA4 prediction of the FARO experiments is given
elsewhere, e.g. in [4]. Further information on the FVA4
computer code is provided in [2], [3] and the references
given there. Here, we focus our attention on the specific
topic of water behavior during the interaction. Fig. 1
shows the results of prediction for the L14 experiment
[4]. In this experiment 150 kg corium are dropped into
water with 2 m depth. The jet partially fragments. The
fragments release thermal energy. The steam production
is the driving force for the process of water level
swelling. During the free-fall phase, unstable water
surrounds the melt jet. The steam produced at the
bottom rises upwards through the water. The predicted
pressure as a function of time is given in Fig. 2. The
uncertainty analysis performed in [1] demonstrates that
the predicted pressure increase is subject to ± 50%
error due to the uncertainty of the models for the
separate phenomena such a film boiling, fragmentation,

etc. As the pressure is proportional to steam generation
for a closed space, we can be confident that the good
agreement of predicted pressure is indicative of good
agreement of predicted fragmentation and steam
production within the error band mentioned above.

Blind IVA4 pretest calculation of L20
experiments was documented in [5], The initial pressure
for this experiment was 20 bar. The predicted pressure
as a function of time [4], together with the pressure
measured later [6] is given in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the
predicted water volume concentration as a function of
space 3 seconds after initiation of the experiment for the
two experiments performed , L14, L20, and for the
experiment to be performed next, L21. The main
differences between the separate experiments was the
initial pressure, being 51, 20 and 5 bar respectively.
This comparison clearly demonstrate the effect of the
pressure. The lower the pressure, the larger the
volumetric steam production under almost unchanged
initial and boundary conditions and unchanged
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geometry. This results in strong upward acceleration of
the water. The water is fragmented extensively. The
bubble three-phase flow regime characterized by a
continuous water bulk surroundings of the melt, lasts for
much shorter period of the interaction. Consequently the
further strong melt fragmentation stops and the
disperse/disperse melt/water film boiling regimes is
further controlling the steam production. The sensitivity
of the results to discretization at low pressure is found to
be not so strong as at high pressure because disperse-
disperse systems are not so sensitive as
continuous/disperse systems.
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time for the FARO L-20 experiment. Comparison of the
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Conclusion: The above discussion clearly demonstrates
that at low pressure the duration of the
continuous/disperse film boiling regime is much shorter
than at high pressure.

3. FULI^SCALE GEOMETRY
Fig. 5 presents the initial conditions of a very

complicated computational problem, probably one of the
most complicated problems fluid mechanics have been
confronted with to date. The reactor pressure vessel
inside diameter is 3.5 m, the high is 13.4m. 150 tonnes
of molten mixture of reactor materials at 3000 K are
dropped into 15 tonnes of saturated water in the lower
head of a nuclear reactor initially at atmospheric
pressure during a highly hypothetical severe accident.

OECD/CSNI FCI Jap. 19-21 May 1997

The core region has undergone complete melting. The
lower structures are still intact and 50% permeable, the
upper structures above the molten core are partially
intact. The reactor pressure vessel is still intact. The
atmosphere is occupied by air. The purpose of the
analysis is the estimation of material propagation during
the process and the resulting internal vessel loads.

51 20 5 bar

i

i

1-.

i \

Fig. 4 Water volume fraction as a function of space 3
seconds after the beginning of the experiment for a) LI 4;
b)L20;c)L21.

The low pressure case was compared with a
case for initial pressure of 20 bars. The loads computed
for higher initial pressure are order of magnitude lower.
That is why the low pressure case is presented in this
paper. Of course, more realistic initial pressure for
systems preventing the high pressure path during severe
accidents, is somewhat elevated, but the main effects
demonstrated by this study remain similar.

Fig. 5 shows the melt and water volume
fractions as a function of space at various times. We
see that after slight premixing the resulting explosion
accelerates the melt upward. The initial instabilities
grow and the melt fragments completely during its 10
m flight. On reaching the top, the melt starts to
agglomerate. After loosing mechanical energy it starts
to drop down. This process lasts less than two seconds.
The main body of the water is mechanically blown
away through the down comer into the primary circuit
outside the vessel. This pictures is strongly
substantiated by the time histories given in Figs. 6 and
7. Fig. 6 a) shows that only about 140 kg of
evaporating water drives the overall process. The
water mass decrease in the computational region is
mainly due to the mechanical blowing away of the
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water through the down comer into the primary circuits
outside the reactorjjressure vessel.

0.34 0.81s
Fig. 5 An IVA4 simulation of in-vessel melt water
simulation in PWR geometry. Melt and water volume
fraction as a function of space. Parameter - time.
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The maximum amount of the melt mass that
penetrates into the water is shown in Fig. 6 c). This
amounts to about 400 kg, a very interesting result that
supports an earlier estimate made by Henry and
Fauske in 1981 [7, 8]. The large-scale intermixing of
melt and water in this geometry that was feared would
appear to be impossible.

An interesting result is shown in Fig. 7 a). The
melt interface which is negligible at the start reaches
values of about 16 000 m2 after complete fragmentation.
After the cloud of melt droplets reaches the top,
coalescence starts to be very extensive, with the millions
of droplet collisions leading to a decrease in the melt
interface. After losing kinetic energy, the melt starts to
drop down. At the moment of reaching the upper head
collision of the melt cloud with the structure produces a
pressure peak of about 160 bar. The pressure time
history during the premixing phase is very noisy - Fig. 7
b). The pressure increase in the downcomer is moderate
as shown in Fig. 7 c).

As already mentioned, the initial melt
instability atop of the water grows and the total melt is
fragmented by the time it has traveled 10 meter upwards
within the reactor. The melt that reaches the upper head
is completely dispersed due to the mechanical
fragmentation. The pressure peaks at the upper head are
much more moderate than would be expected for the
case of slug impact on the upper head. The pressure
peak at the top of the vessel has a bell shape form. Slugs
of homogeneous liquids with high density as this of the
corium are characterized with abrupt pressure jump and
much higher pressure spikes. Fortunately the large flying
distance, the partially intact remaining upper head
structures, contributes well to fragmentation and earlier
mechanical energy dissipation. Slug impact on the upper
head is considered, therefore, to be impossible.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The FARO L14 and L20 tests at initial

pressures of 51 and 20 bar are simulated using the IVA4
computer code. The pressure increase is subject to 50%
uncertainty due to the uncertainty inherent in the
separate models. As the pressure is proportional to
steam generation for a closed space, we can be confident
that the process is properly modeled within the error
band mentioned above. Comparison of the analytical
results for water behavior in the three experiments with
51, 20 and 5 bar initial pressure clearly shows that the
duration of the continuous/disperse film boiling regime
is much shorter at low pressure than at high pressure.
We use this knowledge for analysis of in-vessel
melt/water interaction for a real geometry in a full-scale
PWR (1500 MW el) The results demonstrate that the
order of magnitude of the interacting melt mass is about
400 kg. The steam production is sufficient to blow all
participating components away from the interacting
zone. The melt instability grows and the total melt is
fragmented by the time it has traveled 10 meter upwards
within the reactor. The melt that reaches the upper head
is completely dispersed. The pressure peaks at the upper
head are much more moderate than would be expected
for the case of slug impact on the upper head. Single
phase melt impact on the upper head is considered to be
impossible.

Future analysis have to be performed by
including verified thermal fragmentation mechanism in
rVA4 for low velocity differences between melt and
water, which up to now is not the case. Such model,
relying on the experimental findings by Ciccarelli [11] is
intensively under test.

At high velocity difference the used
mechanical fragmentation models for wave crest
stripping and catastrophic break up as documented in [9]
are expected to be sufficient in accordance with the
works by Tang [10], Ciccarelli [11].
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Discussion

Jacobs

Did you try to estimate to what extent the dispersal of the corium slug on its way to the

vessel head is influenced by numerical diffusion? (The distance to be covered is more than

10 times the initial slug height.)

Kolev

The main effects are the growing instabilities, channeling, fragmentation and entrainment

which lead to preventing slug at the top. The numerical diffusion in this case is much less

influencing the overwhelming fragmentation dynamics.

Turland

I assume that the simulations did not assume any triggering. Therefore the whole dynamics

were driven by the pre-mixing physics. So, given the supposed relocation mechanism, do

you expect the highly dynamic interaction between melt and water that you have shown in

all cases?

Kolev

High relative velocity thermal fragmentation is proven by experiments by Ciccarelli to see a

wave stripping fragmentation mechanism with smaller time constant. I have this

fragmentation mechanism in the code. Thus in case of high relative velocity I expect proper

prediction. What I do not have is low relative velocity thermal fragmentation mechanism.

We are working on this problem.
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Session Summary Discussion

Rohde

How we can make an applications of experiential results for the plant conditions without

knowing much about the influence of different material properties on FCI - events?

( see KROTOS -tests with termite, tin and UO2!)

Fletcher

Material properties have been addressed via mixing experiments ranging from isothermal,

to low temperatures to high temperature melts with significant radiation, all have been

modeled successfully with premixing models. There are now many codes in use for the

evaluation of steam explosions. Has the time come where there should be some "Quality

Assurance" which recognizes the different state of validation of the different models?

Corradini

Be careful of down-side risk of being incorrect in reactor application conclusion.

(a) If accident scenario dependencies limit the pour rate or mixing, then different accident

scenario's can significantly change the conclusion.

(b) Mixing and limit to mixing or limited energetics for real core materials may be a more

lasting result that transcends many plant applications or accident scenario's.

Cho

By proposing to do additional work on the alpha-mode containment failure, we should not

ignore other issues, such as related to coolability.

Burger

We have to be sure about the basic processes, e.g. fragmentation, or some bounding

assumptions. For example, I am not sure about consequences of the fragmentation

descriptions on Kolev's results. That should be made transparent.

Sehgal

We see that in terms of the plant applications and plant assessment; since each plant is

different, one should look at one1 s plant and determine what steam explosion that the plant

can tolerate. From there one can assess whether such energies can be generated in the

explosions. This is the way to determine the relevance of steam explosion in a practical

sense. I believe, we, as engineers should look into the mitigation or tolerance of possible

steam explosion loads on a practical basis, i.e., for a specific plant. This could be done on

the basis of the fragility of the plant (for both in-vessel and ex-vessel) cases; and also in

terms of finding reasons for non-explosivity of UO2-ZrO2. Also, we could work on ways
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Session Summary Discussion(cont)

to prevent explosion of corium, or determine whether the magnitude of the trigger required

is too large.

Turland

Most of the interest here is in energetic fuel - coolant interactions, but for PWRs probably

the greatest issue is coolability which is strongly related to pre - mixing.

As far as FCI goes, I would like to challenge two points - both the effect of pressure in

suppressing FCIs and the supposed material effect in suppressing FCIs - There are

experimental data with UO2 rich materials showing triggered FCIs at elevated pressures

(1.0 MPa, even at 5.0 MPa with a different trigger).

Do not confuse poor triggerability with low explosivity. A late trigger can give a higher

yield. This was seen in our study for Sizewell B - where the alpha -mode failure

probability did not fall off at higher pressures, using the current database.

There is a need for consistent analysis. SERG-2 was not a new study, and there is a need

to document closure properly, particularity as some things change - such as the likelihood

of lower head failure.
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Premixing (I)
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2.1 QUEOS, an Experimental Investigation of the
Premixing Phase with Hot Spheres

Leo Meyer
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(49) 7247-82-2469 (fax 5987), meyer@inr.fzk.de

ABSTRACT: A second series of experiments with hot spheres to investigate the premixing phase of
a steam explosion has been performed in the QUEOS facility at FZK. The diameter of the sphere jet
plunging into the water has been reduced from 180 mm to 100 mm and larger masses have been em-
ployed. Both changes led to longer pours, compared to the short pours in the first series. The data of
seven experiments are presented using three types of spheres at 1800 K and total volumes of ap-
proximately two and four liters, respectively. High speed films were taken, pressures, water tempera-
tures and the steaming rate were measured.

Keywords: Steam Explosion, Premixing, Hot spheres, High temperature. Multi-phase

1. INTRODUCTION

A steam explosion might occur when large amounts of molten corium fall into water. For the quantifi-
cation of the maximum energy conversion multifield codes are being developed and experiments are
performed to get a better understanding of the phenomena involved and to obtain relevant and reliable
data for code validation. A premixing phase precedes any large-scale steam explosion. It is expected
that violent but non-explosive evaporation during this premixing limits inherently the amounts of core
melt and water that can interact. In premixing experiments the interaction of simulated corium jets
with saturated water is studied. In the QUEOS1)2> experiments the melt is simulated by large numbers
of small solid spheres in order to obtain data for code validation under well defined conditions, espe-
cially the particle diameters and surface areas for heat transfer. Three types of spheres with two dif-
ferent densities and three different diameters are used. With masses ranging from 7 to 20 kg, this
leads to sphere numbers between 2300 and 49000. In order to simulate melt jets as closely as possible,
the spheres are released as a cylindrical jet into a three-dimensional test vessel.

There are two other facilities in which heated solid spheres are being dropped into water. The
MAGICO-20001' experiment involved the pouring of up to 8.6 kilograms of 2.4 to 3.4 mm sized zir-
conia (ZrO2) spheres at temperatures between 1300 and 1450 °C into an open water-pool at various
subcoolings. In the BILLEAU-22004' experiment up to 500 10 mm-sized zirconia spheres at approxi-
mately 2000°C were poured into an open water-pool. The BILLEAU-2200 geometry is two-
dimensional, i.e. the spheres fall in a plane into a water pool which is only slightly wider than the di-
ameter of the spheres, which is useful for measuring the steam fraction. The main parameters of the
most recent experiments performed in the three facilities are listed in Table 1. The main difference
between the two 3-D experiments is the particle volume fraction. It is much higher in QUEOS than in
MAGICO. Another important difference is the fact that the MAGICO water vessel is completely
open, while in QUEOS the vessel is closed and connected to the atmosphere through a venting pipe.
Thereby a slight pressure increase occurs, depending on the steaming rate. The pressures in the vessel
and the volume flow rate through the venting pipe are valuable data for code validation.

OECD/CSNI SPECIALIST MEETING ON FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS (FCI)

JAERI-Tokai Research Establishment, Japan, 19 lh-2l" May 1997
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Table 1. Main parameter of recent experiments with hot spheres (QUEOS: this series only)

FACILITY

geometry
water depth [cm]
vessel cross section [cm]
sphere material
total mass [kg]
sphere diameter [mm]
jet diameter [mm]
impact velocity [m/s]
pour duration [s]
volume fraction at impact [%]
sphere temperature [°C]

water subcooling [°C]

QUEOS

3-D

100

70x70
zirconia / Mo
11 10/ 14/20
4.3/ 5/ 10
100

5.0

0.12/ 0.25
25

1540130

1-310.5/20

MAGICO-2000

3-D

60/80
60x60
zirconia
6.2 - 8.6
2.4 - 3.4
225

4.8/5.0
0.33
1.7-2.4
1300- 1450

0 /3 /18

BILLEAU-2200

2-D

87

1.2 x 140
zirconia
0.6- 1.5
10

lOx 121
1.8/2.6/3.5
0.3 - 0.57
< 10 , varies
20001100
80

Pneumatic Release
Mechanism

High-Temperature
Furnace (2600 K)

The objective of this paper is to present the data of one experimental series with a constant sphere
temperature of 1800 K and a jet diameter of 100 mm and compare these with results from experiments
with cold spheres or with a larger jet diameter.l)2)

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 The Experimental Apparatus.

The QUEOS facility (Fig.l) consists of the
test vessel, the furnace and the valve system separating
the two. The spheres are heated in an electric radiation
furnace in an argon atmosphere. After the pneumati-
cally activated release of the spheres, they fall onto a
heat-resistant sliding door valve and stay there for less
than one second. During this time the top valve is
closed gas tight and the lower one is opened. Then the
middle valve opens symmetrically to two sides within
40 ms and the spheres are discharged into the water
with a drop height of 130 cm. The diameter of the
sphere stream is 100 mm after the discharge from the
middle valve and the spheres fall freely without
touching any walls.

The water vessel is made of stainless steel frames
and glass and has a square cross section of 0.7 m side
length and is 1.38 m high. Three walls have glass win-
dows, with a field of view of 50 by 113.5 cm. A refer-
ence grid of 10x10 cm is mounted close to the inside
of each of the windows, consisting of steel wire with 2
mm diameter. The fourth wall is the instrumentation
wall made of steel. At its upper end there is an open-
ing of 100 mm diameter, connected to the steam vent-
ing pipe. This pipe is guard-heated and insulated to
prevent condensation. The vent pipe restricts the out-
flow of the steam from the vessel and therefore the
pressure increase in the vessel is both a function of the

Video-
Camera

0m v

Figure 1. Scheme of the QUEOS facility
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steaming rate and the flow resistance of the steam pipe. The total pressure loss coefficient, defined as
C, = Ap/(pw2/2), was measured with steady state air flow being C, - 4.54, with the density p of steam
and the average velocity w in the pipe. In the experiments much higher coefficients were determined
due to transient flow. The total resistance is made up of several parts. The main contributions come
from an orifice plate and a honeycomb straightener, which are positioned behind the 90 degree pipe
turn, and the vortex flow meter. The test vessel is filled with water (0.5m3) to a level of 1 m. The wa-
ter is heated externally. AH sides of the vessel are heated from outside by radiators, to obtain a uni-
form temperature of the water. The bottom of the vessel is covered with 49 (a matrix of 7x7) square
boxes (10x10x5 cm) for determining the final distribution of the spheres. The facility is described in
more detail in refs. 1 and 2.

2.2 Instrumentation.

The release temperature of the spheres is monitored by high temperature thermocouples and
pyrometers. The temperature just before the entry into the water is measured by a pyrometer with a
response time of 1 ms. The temperatures of the water and steam are measured by Ni-CrNi-
thermocouples. Six piezoresistive pressure transducers measure the vessel pressure. They are installed
at various positions below and above the water level within a shielding tube, which extends 20 mm
into the water. In the steam venting pipe the pressure is measured by miniature piezoresistive trans-
ducers 160 cm before the vortex flow meter. The steaming rate is measured by a vortex flowmeter
which works on the principle of vortex shedding. The range for saturated steam at 1 bar is 80-700
dm3/s. The water level is measured by two impedance level meters positioned in opposite corners of
the test vessel. In a two phase mixture they measure the collapsed height of the water.

Pictures from the experiment are taken from two sides (90°) by two high speed film cameras (500
f/s) and two video cameras (50 f/s). The main direction with a lighted background has a long focal
distance to reduce the perspective distortion. The second position of picture taking is directed against
the black background of the instrumentation panel. Because the windows are only 50 cm wide there is
a 10 cm wide space on both sides which cannot fully be seen, depending on the camera position. Also
the bottom cannot be seen, it is 12 cm below the lower edge of the windows.

2.3 Initial Conditions.

The data of the initial conditions for the seven experiments described in this paper are shown
in table 2. The water was uniformly heated except for a cool layer at the bottom of approximately 10
cm height, this temperature is given in brackets. The temperature of the spheres in the furnace was
measured by a thermocouple near the center of the cylindrical container, and the temperature of this
container was measured by a pyrometer at its outside. The difference of approximately 100cC be-

Table

No.

30

31

32

33

34B*

35

36

2. Initial conditions

male-
rial

ZrO2

ZrO2

ZrO2

ZrO2

ZrO2

Mo

Mo

0

[mm]

4.95

4.95

4.95

9.80

9.80

4.32

4.32

mass

1kg]

7

7

14

7

14

10

20

vol.

[cm']

1830

1830

3660

1900

3800

1800

3600

number
of

spheres

18140

18140

36280

2340

4680

24580

49160

water
temp.

[°C]

80.4

99.0 (96)

98.5 (94)

98.7 (95)

99.0 (95)

98.4 (94)

98.3 (94)

sphere
temp, in
furnace

±5 [°C]

1535

1558

1545

1572

1542

1517

1539

furnace
temp.

±20[°C]

1561

1683

1665

1664

1642

1586

1563

sphere
temp,

above water

±40 [°C]

1550

1570

1620

1600

1600

1540

1550

duration
of pour

±5 [ms]

125

115

220

115

250

125

220

length
of pour

±3[cm]

62

57

110

57

125

62

110

average
volume
fraction

±0.01

0.24

0.26

0.27

0.26

0.24

0.22

0.24

' Q34 was repeated as Q38, here called Q34B, because 6 kg of the spheres were broken into fragments (< 4 mm 435 g. 4-8 mm 4800 g)

OECD/CSNI SPECIALIST MEETING ON FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS (FC1)
JAERI-Tokai Research Establishment. Japan,!9'h-21sl May 1997
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tween these two temperatures in runs 31 through 34 is due to a too short balancing time before the
start of the experiment. The temperature of the outermost spheres was probably higher than that of the
center spheres. The pyrometer positioned 24 cm above the water level measured too high tempera-
tures because of an untrue emissivity factor. A check with a second two-color-pyrometer showed ap-
proximately 50 degrees difference. The value corrected by 50°C is given in the table. The duration of
the pour was read from the pyrometer signal taking into account the time constant of the pyrometer
and the fact that there are always some spheres ahead of the bulk and some behind. In one direction
the cylindrical sphere jet has a pointed front, because of the finite opening time of the sliding door
valve. This pointed tip can be seen in the pictures taken against the dark background; it is approxi-
mately 15 to 20 cm long with hot spheres and is only partly counted for determining the total length of
the pour. Since there is very little radial spreading of the spheres above the water, the volume was cal-
culated with a diameter of 100 mm. The total solid volume related to this volume is the average vol-
ume fraction at water impact. With approximately 25% it is relatively high compared to the other ex-
periments. It is 40% of the possible maximum for spheres. Of course the volume fraction is not con-
stant, especially at the front end it is lower.

A similar series of experiments was performed with cold spheres and cold water and in one
case with hot water also (Q20-Q26). The masses used were the same as in the hot series (Q30-Q36)
but the length of the pour was shorter and thereby the volume fraction higher, due to different fric-
tional behavior of cold and hot spheres. Only the first 10 - 15 cm of the sphere jet is pointed and has a
low density. The main part of the jet, which has a length of 27 cm or 54 cm, respectively, is close to
its possible maximum density (85%) and has an average volume fraction of 53% ±3. The density of
the sintered molybdenum was pMo = 9.67 g/cm\ and of the zirconia pZr02 = 6.06 g/cm .

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Cold spheres.

To better understand the experiments with hot spheres some results from those with cold spheres
are presented first. Figure 2 shows the typical behavior of a sphere jet falling through water. The first
picture in its lower part shows the view from a 90 degree angle. The effect of the sliding doors, mov-
ing sideways relative to the lower view, is obvious. The first spheres touch the water surface with a
velocity of 5 m/s and are decelerated to approximately 3 m/s. The succeeding spheres push the
spheres which are already in the water sideways and downward, thereby opening a gas channel twice
as wide as the original diameter of the sphere jet. Since those spheres fall within the gas channel they

Figure 2. High speed photographs of Q-20, 7 kg cold zirconia spheres in cold water, time relative to release of
spheres. Note, that the vessel is 10 cm wider than the windows at both sides and at the bottom.
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1.00 •

0.60 0 80 1.00
TIME [s]

0.60 0.60 100
TIME [s]

Figure 3. Pressures in the water vessel in runs with cold zirconia spheres, diameter 5 mm; Q-20 (7 kg) and
Q-22 (14 kg) in cold water, Q-21 (7 kg) in water at 99°C. Positions in cm relative to water level: PI: +24; P2,
P3:-16; P4, P5: -55; P6:-75.

still accelerate and meet the sphere front at a higher velocity and the front velocity increases again.
Subsequently the diameter of the gas channel is pinched at a depth one diameter below the water
level. Some of the gas flows upward through the channel which is narrowing down until it collapses
(700 ms) and traps a large bubble within the sphere cloud, which rises to the surface at a later time.
This phenomenon can be observed in all cases with the exception of the case where small amounts
(7 kg) of 10 mm sized zirconia spheres fall with a large jet diameter of 180 mm into the water. Here
almost all gas escapes before the gas channel collapses.2'

Figure 3 shows the absolute pressures measured at four different levels in the water and in the
gas space above the water. The pressure above the water surface does not change when the spheres
enter the water at t=0.5 s, but the pressure in the water increases, more in lower positions than near
the surface. At the time of the collapse of the gas channel (0.7 s) it reaches a minimum below the
static head and than increases sharply. The high pressure peak reverberates several times with a fre-
quency of 18 Hz and a decreasing amplitude, which probably reflects the oscillation of the gas bubble.
If the same experiment is performed in hot water the damping of these spikes is larger (Q21). Lower
pressure peaks are registered when the mass and the pour duration is doubled (Q22). The first peak
occurs at the same time in all three cases. For a different density of the spheres or a different diameter
of the sphere jet the timing of the peak changes analogous to the sink velocity of the sphere front,
which is obvious from figure 4 and 5. The collapse of the gas funnel is correlated to the position of
the sphere front.
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Figure 4. Pressures in water (P6) with cold spheres of
different densities and jet diameters.

Figure 5. Front velocity with cold spheres
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Figure 6. High speed photographs of 7 kg zirconia spheres (5 mm), Q-31. (t = 500-900 ms, 100 ms interval)

Figure 7. High speed photographs of 7 kg zirconia spheres (10 mm), Q-33. (t = 500-900 ms, 100 ms interval)

Figure 8. High speed photographs of 10 kg Mo-spheres (4.3 mm), Q-35. (t = 500-900 ms, 100 ms interval)
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Figure 9. Video frames of 14 kg zirconia spheres (5 mm), Q-32. (t = 500-900 ms, 100 ms interval)

Figure 10. High speed photographs of 14 kg zirconia spheres (10 mm), Q-34B (t=5OO-9OO ms, 100 ms interval)

hmmi
Figure 11. High speed photographs of 20 kg Mo-spheres (4.3 mm), Q-36 (t = 500-900 ms, 100 ms interval)
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Figure 12. Pressures in the water vessel in runs with 7 kg hot spheres; Q-31, 5 mm zirconia; Q-33, 10 mm zir-
conia; Q-35, 4.3 mm Mo.
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Figure 13. Pressures in the water vessel in runs with 14 kg hot spheres; Q-32, 5 mm zirconia; Q-34B, 10 mm zir-
conia; Q-36, 4.3 mm Mo (note the different pressure scales).

3.2 Hot spheres

The behavior of hot spheres is essentially similar if the total volume or length of pour is short.
The small spheres (Fig.6 and 8) generate more steam than the 10 mm-zirconia spheres (Fig.7) and
consequently are driven apart more. But in all cases with two liters of spheres the gas funnel col-
lapses as with cold spheres. If the duration of the pour is longer (Q32, Q34, Q36) spheres are still en-
tering the water at the time when the funnel would collapse (t = 0.7 s), and the generated steam inhib-
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Figure 15. Pressures in water with hot and cold

Figure 14. Q30, water subcooled by 20 K (orig. in color) spheres and different subcooling of the water
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its the collapse (Figs. 9, 10 and 11). The water closes behind the sphere cloud (t = 0.9 s) only after the
steam bubble, which has been trapped within the sphere cloud and which was enlarged by vaporiza-
tion, has escaped to the surface.

The pressures presented in figures 12 and 13 reflect this behavior. The first pressure rise and
plateau is due to the steam generated during the time of an open steam funnel, apart from a small
fraction that is due to the hydrodynamic pressure increase. The pressure rise is higher for smaller
spheres. When this channel closes a pressure peak on top of the plateau followed by a sharp decrease
is registered in the lower parts of the water vessel. The escaping steam bubble generates no over pres-
sure in the vessel (Fig. 12). In the cases with the large total sphere volumes (Fig. 13) the pressures are
generally higher and a second pressure peak occurs in the water at the time of the release of the steam
bubble from the sphere cloud. This pressure increase is not registered in the gas space above the wa-
ter, except in Q36, where it was extremely high in the water. If the water is subcooled by 20 K, as in
Q30 (Fig. 14), the pressure traces look like those measured in experiments with cold spheres (Fig. 15).
There was no net steam production. However, the first peak due to the collapse of the funnel is only
small, while the second one is as high as the first one in the cold case.

The different behavior of the spheres during their fall through the water is also reflected in
their distribution on the vessel floor. From the two-dimensional distribution on the vessel floor, the
curves shown in Fig. 16 were determined. Shown is the ratio of the content of the boxes related to the
total mass. At the radius r = 0 the content of the center box (10x10 cm) is plotted. The average of the
four boxes next to the center is shown at r = 10 cm; at r = 14 cm the average of the corner boxes is
shown, and so on. In the corner of the vessel (r = 42 cm) only very few spheres were found. For large
total masses (Q34B, Q36) one third of all spheres was found in the center box (in Q32 the center box
was not high enough to take up all spheres). With small total masses the heavy Mo-spheres spread less
than the lighter zirconia spheres. The large zirconia spheres spread most. The results from the cold
runs were similar in their relation, but the absolute concentration of the spheres in the center was less
by approximately a factor of two. This is probably due to the shorter pouring length associated with a
higher volume fraction, as described in section 2.3. An even more uniform distribution was found in
our first test series. Here the jet diameter was larger with 180 mm, and the pouring length even shorter
(app. 30 cm). The pouring length and the volume fraction are important parameters for the mixing
process. Tests with higher sphere temperatures (2500 K), done in the first test series and lately also in
the present one, have shown that radial spread-
ing increases dramatically at these high tem-
peratures.

0.30
A comparison with the BILLEAU 2-D-

experiments is not sensible, because the volu-
metric density of the sphere cloud is low, no gas
channel is formed and the spheres always reach
their terminal velocity of app. 1.1 m/s. In the
QUEOS experiments the terminal velocity is
reached only in cases employing a small number
of spheres and a large pouring diameter (wide
and short pour). In all other cases the front ve-
locity of the sphere cloud varies (compare
Fig.6). The detailed image processing of the
present test series has not yet been done.

The figures 17 through 19 show four dif-
ferent data for each experiment. The pyrometer
signal, measured 23 cm above the water level,
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Fig.16. Radial distribution of spheres on the vessel floor
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gives the information on the duration of the pour. The measured temperature is probably 50 K too
high. The water level rise sets in at t=0.5 s, which agrees with the first spheres entering the water. The
level meters positioned in opposite corners of the vessel delivered almost identical data.

The steam flow rates through the venting pipe correspond to the pressure measured in the gas
space above the water. Note that the scales are the same for two plots side by side, but are different in
the three figures. The total net volume of the generated steam up to four different times (t = 0.6s, 0.7s,
0.8s and 1.0s) is given in table 3. For the long pours it is not possible to determine a meaningful heat
flux from the steam rate, since a correlation between the number of spheres just falling through the
water and the measured steam rate does not exist. Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare the steam
rate for different sizes and numbers of spheres by relating it to the total surface of the spheres. The
data in the last line in table 3 show that the large spheres generate more steam per surface area than
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Figure 17. The steam volume flow rate through the vent pipe, the pyrometer signal, the pressure in the gas
space and the water level rise for 5 mm zirconia spheres, Q-31 (7kg) and Q-32 (14 kg); the scales are the
same for both plots.
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Figure 18. The steam volume flow rate through the vent pipe, the pyrometer signal, the pressure in the gas
space and the water level rise for 10 mm zirconia spheres, Q-33 (7kg) and Q-34B (14 kg); the scales are the
same for both plots.
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Figure 19. The steam volume flow rate through the vent pipe, the pyrometer signal, the pressure in the gas
space and the water level rise for 4.3 mm Mo-spheres, Q-35 (7kg) and Q-36 (14 kg); the scales are the same
for both plots.
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experiment

voL-0.6 [dm3]

vol.-0.7 [dm3]

voL-0.8 [dm3]

vol.-1.0[dm3]

surface [m2]

V0.7/S [dmVm2]

31

33
80

112
140

1.40

57

32
44
95

140
204

2.80

33

33

22
52
70
72

0.71

73

34B

33
70

101
150

1.41

50

35

28
71

103
117

1.44

49

36
40
92

142
210

2.88

32
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Table 3. Accumulated net steam volume at different times the small spheres, at least up to t=0.7s. Of
course doubling the number of spheres does
not double the amount of steam generated.
Transforming these numbers into a heat flux
we get a range between 215 and 500 kW/m2,
which is similar to the values we found in
the first experimental series with a jet di-
ameter of 180 mm.2'

4. CONCLUSION

A second series of experiments with a smaller jet diameter and larger masses of spheres has
been performed in the QUEOS facility. Both changes led to longer pours, which better simulate the
pouring of melt in experiments such as PREMIX and FARO. The volume fraction of the sphere jet
was relatively high with approximately 25%, or 40% of the maximum packing density of spheres. En-
tirely different results in respect of the mixing process were observed compared to the MAGICO-2000
experiments where the volume fraction was less than 2.4% or only 1/10 of the QUEOS experiments.
In QUEOS a gas channel in the water is formed by the first spheres entering the water and the rest of
the spheres basically fall through this gas space until they hit the sphere front and accelerate it. The
generated steam flows countercurrent to the sphere stream and leaves the water as a large bubble. The
spreading of the spheres is caused by several processes, most important by the velocity differences at
the sphere front which push spheres laterally. Those spheres are more decelerated by the upward di-
rected water flow around the mixing zone. Another effect is the generation of steam which spreads the
spheres apart. Of course the behavior of spheres is not the same as that of a continuous melt jet. Also
there is an effect of the proximity of the vessel walls, but it is estimated to be small. The purpose of
these experiments is to provide reliable data at well defined initial and boundary conditions for model
development and code verification and this goal is achieved in spite of these restrictions. Comparisons
of the first QUEOS test series with calculations can be found in references 5 and 6.
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Discussion

Kolcv

Do I interpret properly your void measurements; water is much more penetrating the cloud

as it is optically seen from the movies?

Meyer

Yes, the void is mainly at the center of the mixing zone. A large volume around it contains

mainly water with hot spheres having their individual steam envelope.

Kolcv

Arc you going to perform experiments in closed geometry?

Meyer

No, because the glass windows can hold only 1 bar over pressure. (Note: In the meantime,

we changed our plans, now it is yes, we will do experiments in a closed geometry)

Schgal

What insights have been obtained from the QUEOS tests about pre-mixing phase? Are

some different than what was known before, or, are confirmatory?

Meyer

Long pour with high volume fractions mixes less with water due to their fall through in a

steam channel, a higher front propagation velocity, and less spreading.

Jacobs

Comment on question for general conclusions: The data on void versus axial (horizontal)

location and time indicate that only very few of the spheres in the central region of the

sphere cloud are completely separated from water. So, a very preliminary conclusion could

be that most of the particles have been in a state of premixing.

Cho

What do these experiments using solid balls tell us about prcmixing of melt streams in

water?

Meyer

They will be used for the code validation.

Frid

In my opinion, what is interesting in your results is relatively low void fraction in the

mixture although water is close to saturation.

Meyer

I agree with this statement.
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2.2 On the Regimes of Premixing

Sergio ANGELINI, Theo G. THEOFANOUS and Walter W. YUEN
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Abstract: The conditions of the MAGICO-2000 experiment are extended to more broadly investigate the regimes
of premixing, and the corresponding internal structures of mixing zones. With the help of the data and numerical
simulations using the computer code PM-ALPHA, we can distinguish extremes of behavior dominated by inertia
and thermal effects—we name these the inertia and thermal regimes, respectively. This is an important distinction
that should guide future experiments aimed at code verification in this area. Interesting intermediate behaviors are
also delineated and discussed.

Keywords: Premixing, Steam Explosions, Void Fraction, Flash X-ray Radiography.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

It is now well understood that large-scale steam explosions are highly dynamic events of propagative character.
The media that support such propagations are called premixtures, and they are characterized by the volume fractions
and length scales of their constituents-melt, liquid coolant, and vapor. Premixing is called the process that leads to
the formation of premixtures, and it is a highly transient, generally multidimensional process governed by intense
multiphase interactions (although mild by comparison to the propagation itself)- As a key step in developing the
proper understanding and predictive capability, starting with the MAGICO experiment (Angelini et al., 1992),
premixing has been studied with the help of solid particle clouds. This focus on multifield aspects removes a
key unknown, the melt length scale, and with well-defined initial and boundary conditions, allows unambiguous
comparisons to predictive models. Perhaps more importantly this approach allows for a systematic variation of
the experimental condition, so as to exercise the predictive tools, at the fundamental level, over wide ranges of
conditions. This approach was continued with the MAGICO-2000 experiments, and more recently with the QUEOS
and BILLEAU experiments in Germany and France, respectively. The MIXA experiments, which opened the way,
together with MAGICO, employed pre-broken-up thermitic melts, and thus they were also guided to a large extent
by similar considerations (Fletcher and Denham, 1993). How to build towards including breakup on this basis has
been discussed and demonstrated in connection with specifying and using (for reactor assessment) the PM-ALPHA
code (Theofanous et al., 1997a; Theofanous et al., 1997b).

The present work is continuing the efforts on the multifield aspects. Our main purpose is to in t roduce
the not ion of "premixing regimes". Specifically, with the help of advanced MAGICO-2000 tests and
PM-ALPHA calculations, we distinguish extremes of behavior dominated by inertia and thermal effects. We name
these "inertial" and " thermal premixing regimes," respectively, and expect them to provide an important
additional anchor in planning future experiments and assessing completeness of code verification efforts.

2. P R E L I M I N A R Y C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

As described previously (Angelini et al., 1995), PM-ALPHA calculations under cold MAGICO-2000 condi-
tions revealed a plunger-like action—that is, deep cavities or "holes" in the liquid pool forming just behind the
descending cloud and closing up a short time later. The volume fraction of solids in the cloud, before entering the
water, was ~ 10% and MAGICO-2000 experiments confirmed these predictions. This "plunger" effect is even more
pronounced in the QUEOS experiments, where the mode of particle delivery produces very dense ("lumps") particle
clouds with volume fractions of ~17%. Here, the length of the clouds is rather short (~30 cm), the water pools are
saturated at the top and subcooled due to gravity head, and they are subcooled further due to self-pressurization, and
the steaming appears as a short burst coincident with the lifetime of the water "hole" (~250 ms). Even with hot runs
this is a heavily inertia dominated behavior, not really germane to the premixing process. PM-ALPHA calculations
indicate that to avoid the inertia regime, the particle volume fraction must be reduced to just a few percent. In
MAGICO-2000, the pours are longer (150 cm), and by comparison to QUEOS rather dilute (~ 2%), and this places
them outside of the range of inertia dominated regimes. However, the corresponding pour duration is only ~0.33
s, and a purely thermally-dominated regime would have even lower particle volume fractions and, particularly,
prolonged pour durations. These considerations lead to a special adaptor in the MAGICO-2000 facility and the
experiments reported here. In these experiments, we have achieved pours of ~0.5% particle volume fraction, ~6.5
m length and ~1.5 s pouring time, for a thermally-dominated behavior.

3. E X P E R I M E N T A L A P P A R A T U S A N D M E A S U R E M E N T T E C H N I Q U E S

The MAGICO-2000 experiment has been described previously (Angelini et al., 1995). Its central component
is the graphite heating element, illustrated in Figure 1. It can deliver up to ~5 kg of ZrO2 particles at temperatures
up to ~2000 °C. For the present experiment, this element was "fitted" with a special device, such as to deliver the
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spacing between
holes: 8 mm

2.5 cm diameter

200 mm

203 mm

196 mm

Figure 1. The heating element in MAGICO-2000.

cloud at a much "diluted" condition-volume fraction of 0.5%, pour length 6.5 m, pour duration 1.5 s. An overall
view of the experimental stand, including key dimensions, is shown in Figure 2. In the present experiments, for the
interaction tank we employ a two-dimensional slab geometry, as illustrated in Figure 3. The principal emphasis in
measurements is placed in visualizing the internal structure of the whole premixing zone, and in obtaining respective
composition maps. This is done by radiography, employing flash X-rays, as explained in detail by Angelini and
Theofanous (1997). With two film cassettes placed one on top of the other, we can map a 35 x 73 cm region, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Particle volume fractions are obtained by counting. In all regions of the film not occupied by
particles the steam volume fractions are obtained from the film density and appropriate calibrations. The resolution
is 200 dots per inch and the void fraction accuracy is estimated at ± 5% (relative error).

In addition, we obtain photographic records with a 35 mm still camera and two videocameras. During the
pour the particle temperature is read using a two-color pyrometer.

furnace

water
tank

Figure 2. Schematic of the MAGICO-2000 facility. All dimensions are in cm.
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Figure 3. Interaction tank and positions of X-ray cassettes. All dimensions are in cm.

4. E X P E R I M E N T A L RESULTS A N D I N T E R P R E T A T I O N S

A total of eight experimental conditions were investigated, as summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The key point on
these is that the ZrC>2 particulate volume fractions varied by about one order of magnitude. For the zero subcooling
runs, saturation throughout was assured by boiling the water pool from below. In the following, code predictions will
be shown alongside the presentation of experimental results. The code is the version documented by Theofanous et
al., 1996, and the inputs for each run are according to the specifications given in Tables 1 and 2. Only the following
additional clarifications are necessary.

1. The Cartesian geometry was modeled by matching exactly the dimensions of the tank. The pour area was
modeled by matching its size in the direction of the tank width (the large dimension of the tank), and by
spreading it over the entire depth of the 2D field (the small dimension of the tank). A 2x2cm (runs in Table
1) and 2.5 x 2.5cm (runs in Table 2) numerical grid was used.

2. To determine more precisely the position of the fronts in the Eulerian calculation, we superposed Lagrangian
tracer particles, made to move with the local (cell) velocity of the particulate field.

R u n

ZCN

Z C T

Table 1.

Par t ic le Size

[mm]

2

7

Conditions for the Cold MAGICO-2000 Runs in a 2D Slab Geometry

Total Mass

[kg]

5.5

5.0

Particle Volume
Fraction

[%]

~6.5

~0.5

Impact Velocity

[m/s]

~5.2

~4.4

X-Ray T ime

[s]

0.2, 0.25,0.3, 0.35, 0.4

0.1,0.8
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R u n

Z l l

Z12

Zbl3

ZT14

ZT15

ZT16

Table 2. Conditions for the Hot

Particle
Size
[mm]

2

2

7

7

7

7

Total
Mass
[kg]

5.5

5.7

4.8

5.1

4.4

2.6

Volume
Fraction

{%}

4.2

4.2

5.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

MAGICO-2000 Runs in a 2D Slab Geometry

Impact
Velocity

[m/s]

5.2

5.2

5.2

4.4

4.4

4.4

Part ic le
Tempera tu re

[°C]

1550

1400

1600

1650

1800

2000

Water
Subcooling

[°C]

0

10

0

0

0

0

X-Ray
Time

[s]

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.8

0.8

0.8

The five radiographic images taken for the conditions of run ZCN (this means five repeated runs under identical
conditions) are shown in Figures 5(a) through 5(e). The void fraction distributions deduced from the first three
radiographs are shown in Figures 6(a) through 6(c). We can clearly see the "hole" described above and its closing
at ~0.35 s. Notice the visualization detail as, for example, the "clean" shapes of the upper cavity boundary, the
highly structured lower portion of the cavity, and the fine detail on the hydrodynamic jet and its disintegration into
spray, following collapse. PM-ALPHA predictions are shown in superposition to these radiographic images in
Figures 7(a) through 7(e). Note the "wing" pattern of the particle distribution and the accurate depiction of the key
void characteristics in the calculation. Also interesting to note is the exact matching of closing and timing and even
shape of the emerging jet. Some numerical diffusion is present, as seen for the particles, and a small amount of
void (~10%) retained below the liquid surface after closing (Figure 7(c)).

The aim of the dilute pour runs was to avoid this inertia-dominated plunging regime, and this aim was achieved
as illustrated with the results of runs ZCT in Figures 8(a) through 8(c). Note in these figures the uniform particle
cloud distribution in the air and the deceleration (increase in concentration) obtained in the water pool. We also see
that a small amount of air, entrained with the particles, produces void fractions in the 10 to 20% range in the central
portion of the mixing zone. Such small amounts of air are expected to be negligible under the strong steaming at
hot run conditions.

The radiographs of the six hot runs conducted, under Table 2, are shown in Figure 9(a) through 9(T). It is clear
from Figures 9(a) and 9(b) that the small particle runs produce highly voided regions (90 to 100%) even under 10°C
subcooling, although in the latter case we see a more limited, in size, voided region. The void fraction maps for
the other four, large particle, runs are shown in Figures 10(a) through 10(d). In the three dilute runs, the particle
volume fractions in the mixing zone were found to be in the 0.6 to 1.1% range. It is interesting to note here the
essential difference in regimes between Figures 9(c) and 9(d). In Figures 10(a ) and 10(b), we read corresponding
void fractions in the 90 to 100% and 60 to 70% ranges. Also, it is interesting to note from Figures 10(b), 10(c), and
10(d) that a change in particle temperature from 1650 to 2000°C does not appear to have a significant effect on the
resulting premixtures. Numerical interpretations of these data are shown in Figures 1 l(a) through 11(0- We find
all the essential qualitative and quantitative features to be in excellent agreement. These include the location of the
particle lower fronts and upper boundaries, the void fraction levels and the locations of sharp gradients, and the
voided region pinch-off in the subcooled run. The effect of the temperature and particle size seems to be captured
very well also in the calculations.

The last three runs in this series are idealized representations of what we wish to call the "thermal regime"
of premixing. As shown above, the behavior is not only quantitatively but also qualitatively different, and this
difference becomes more vivid if the internal structures discussed above are viewed in the context of video records
of the whole interaction vessel. Due to space and time limitations, this additional information will be presented in
a future paper.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The conditions of the MAGICO-2000 experiment were extended to more broadly investigate the regimes of

premixing and the corresponding internal structures of the mixing zones. With the help of the data and numerical
simulations using the computer code PM-ALPHA, we could distinguish extremes of behavior dominated by inertial
or thermal effects—we name these the inertial and thermal regimes of premixing, respectively. This is an important
distinction that should guide future experiments aimed at code verification in this area.
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Figure 4. Front advancement in two hot runs at 0.5% (top) and 5.5% (bottom) inlet particle volume fractions, and
typical comparisons with PM-ALPHA predictions. Also shown are the regions covered by the two X-ray cassettes.
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Figure 5(a). Radiographs for runs ZCN. These are repeat runs and the five images (a)-(e) were obtained at times
0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4 s following initial contact of the cloud with the water.
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Figure 6(a). Void fraction distributions deduced from the radiographs of Figure 5. The (a) through (c) correspond
to the (a) through (c) of Figure 5.
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Figure 6(b).
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Figure 6(c).
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Figures 7(a) and 7(b). PM-ALPHA predictions of the void fraction and particle distributions for the five ZCN runs.
The (a) through (e) correspond to (a) through (e) of Figure 5. Superposed also are the radiographic images.
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Figures 7(c) and 7(d).
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Figure 7(e).
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Figure 8(a). Radiographs and deduced volume fraction distributions from runs ZCT: (a) image of a portion of the
particle cloud in the air, (b) radiograph of the mixing region at 0.8 s following contact with water, and (c) quantified
version of the radiograph.
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Figure 8(b).
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Figure 8(c).
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Figure 9(a). The radiographs obtained in the runs of Table 2. The (a) through (f) correspond to runs 11 through 16
in the table.
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Figure 9(d).
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Figure 9(e).
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Figure 10(a). Quantified images of the radiographs in Figure 9. The (a) through (d) correspond to the (c) through
(f) in Figure 9. Figure 10(a/) represents the upper film shown in Figure 10(a), but scanned so as to emphasize the
region of very high void fractions.
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Figure 10(a/)
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Figure 10(b).
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Figure 1 l(b). Predicted particle volume fraction contour lines are from 1% to 6% in 0.5% interval.
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Figure ll(c). Predicted particle volume fraction contour lines are from 0.0.5% to 3% in 0.5% interval.
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Figure 1 l(d). The measured (from the radiographs) particle volume fraction distributions were in the 0.6 to 1.1%
range. Predicted particle volume fraction contour lines are from 0.6% to 1.8% in 0.2% interval.
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Figure ll(e). The measured (from the radiographs) particle volume fraction distributions were in the 0.6 to 1.1%
range. Predicted particle volume fraction contour lines are from 0.6% to 2% in 0.2% interval.
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Figure ll(f). The measured (from the radiographs) particle volume fraction distributions were in the 0.6 to 1.1%
range. Predicted particle volume fraction contour lines are from 0.6% to 2% in 0.2% interval.
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Discussion

Corradini

Is the repeatability of X-ray measurement good enough?

Angelini

We have repeated the run several times, and from videos we have judged that they are very

repeatable.

Corradini

How do you account for the presence of particles?

Angelini

We "REMOVE" them from the original image.

Berthoud

What are you trying to prove with 2mm particles? Why did you use small diameter

particles in dilute conditions? What did you want to prove?

Angelini

We want to produce a very wide variety of conditions in order to learn as much as we can

about premixing and provide the PM-ALPHA code with as big a database as possible.

Indeed, the 2mm particles showed a dramatic increase in heat transfer when compared with

7mm particles.

Inoue

I suppose vapor generation from the bottom layer controls behaviors of upper part

particles. So, instability and mixing in this layer is more important than the size of particle

itself. Is it true?

Angclini

Vapour generation from the bottom layer is important (for premixing in saturated water)

but this only comes into play after a significant number of particles has reached the bottom

of the tank. The role of the particle size on the other hand can be recognized upon first

contact between particles and water, and remains important even after vapour is generated

from the bottom layer.
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2.3 Constitutive Relations for Multiphase Flow Modeling

H. Jacobs, L. Vath, K. Thurnay
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Institut fur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik (FZK-INR)
Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

& +49-7247-82-2443, fax: +49-7247-82-3824
e-mail: helmut.jacobs@inr.fzk.de

ABSTRACT
The constitutive relations that are used in the three-field fluid dynamics code IVA-KA for
determining the drag in three-phase mixtures and the heat transferred by radiation are
described together with some comparisons of calculational results with experiments. In
these experiments (QUEOS), large quantities of solid particles are injected into water.
Potential deficiencies of the present drag model are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mathematical models of multiphase multicomponent flow that are based on a multifield
description are under development in several places in the world with the aim of de-
scribing the phenomena during steam explosions. In the present situation this appears
to be the only way to obtain a quantitative assessment of the loads that could result from
steam explosions in a nuclear reactor following a core melt-down accident. Inevitably this
aim requires important extrapolations from the parameter ranges accessible to exper-
iments to the extreme conditions that are expected in the envisaged accident scenarios.
Above all, this concerns the nature of the melt, its initial temperature and the dimensions
(scale) of the problem. This need to extrapolate stresses the importance of the constitu-
tive relations that are used in these codes to describe the underlying physics. In general
a modeling as mechanistic as possible will have to be sought, because only that can be
expected to provide the capability to extrapolate reliably.

At Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe the IVA-KA code is being developed for the purpose
described above and at the same time experiments are performed to gain further insight
into the phenomena and to obtain data for validating the models of momentum, heat and
mass transfer. In the present paper we will mainly be concerned with comparing calcu-
lations with some of the QUEOS experiments (see [1] and also the respective paper by
L. Meyer in this conference). First calculations with the standard version of the code
IVA-KA as of January 1995 [2] have shown good agreement with the measurements
concerning some integral phenomena like motion of the water pool (e.g. throttling of the
gas chimney above a 'package' of spheres), pressure development and steam flow rate.
Some detailed results, however, like e.g. the distributions of the spheres and the gas
within the pool, have displayed discrepancies. But given the good overall agreement of
experiment and calculation that was obtained without adjusting any models it appeared
promising to improve this situation by carefully testing and, if necessary, adjusting the
constitutive relations.

We started with analyzing experiments performed with cold spheres in which essentially
the two- and three-phase drag correlations are tested. Actually, three-phase drag is
concerned above all because the spheres always drag a lot of gas with them into the
water pool. With increasing sphere temperature, the models for heat and mass transfer
become increasingly important until, at very high temperatures, heat transfer by radiation
is the dominating effect. For this we have developed a model that accounts for the
structure of the flow field (e.g. the effective viewing factor) and delivers the heat trans-
ferred to the steam/water interface, the bulk water, and the steam. The main limitation
of this model is that it doesn't include radiative heat transfer across mesh boundaries.
This model improves the situation especially for dispersed three-phase flow with respect
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to heat transfer, i.e. evaporation. There are, however, indications that we will have to
review and probably to improve the IVA-KA models on condensation.

In the future, the constitutive relations of melt fragmentation will as well be tested and, if
necessary, improved with the help of premixing tests performed with actual melts, e.g.
the PREMIX experiments (see the contribution to this conference by F. Huber et al.). The
aim of all these studies is to validate a single set of constitutive relations that allows to
describe all the different conditions that might occur during premixing with comparable
accuracy. After that the code shall be developed to describe the explosion phenomena
proper. It is to be expected that in this area modelling cannot be as mechanistic as in the
field of premixing. Rather (at least partly) parametric models will probably have to be
used.

In the following, important features and results of some QUEOS experiments and their
simulations with IVA-KA will be discussed and then the three-phase drag correlations and
the model of heat transfer by radiation will be described. In order to avoid the implication
of a liquid state, the third field that hitherto was called melt will be called corium.

2. THE QUEOS EXPERIMENTS

The advantage of these experiments is that the corium is simulated by a large number
(thousands of) solid spheres. Thus one knows shape and size of the 'melt' fragments, and
when the large number of spheres are injected into the water with a high temperature
(2500 K have already been reached, 2600 K are still aimed at) and with a high volume
fraction at entrance (well over 20 % appear to be possible), very intensive multiphase
interactions occur that really provide relevant test cases for the type of codes we are
concerned with.

The water pool was quadratic in cross section with 0.7 m side length and 1.0 m high. Its
temperature was close to (within 2.5 K of) saturation in the upper 0.85 m but subcooled
by about 10 K in the lowest part (in the early experiments we are discussing here). The
spheres were released from fast acting sliding doors that were situated 1.3 m above the
water surface and reached full opening (18 cm wide) within 0.04 sec. From the drop
height followed an impact velocity of slightly more than 5.0 m/sec. In the first series of
experiments [1] that we are discussing here, the diameter of the particle bed resting on
the sliding doors was 18 cm so that its mean height was less than 7 cm when 10 kg of
molybdenum spheres (with 4.32 mm diameter) were used. But the particle cloud was
considerably extended axially when it reached the water surface. (This was largely
caused by the finite opening time of the sliding doors.) Still this cloud would enter the
water within a very short time (less than 0.1 sec), and create a wide open gas chimney
above it that would close in a characteristic fashion after all the spheres were well below
the water surface.

We'll first discuss experiment Q-08 in which the spheres had room temperature. When
contacting the water surface, most of the spheres were contained in a cylinder 24.5 cm
high and 19 cm wide. We must, however, note that within this cylinder the leading and
trailing surfaces of the cloud were wedge shaped because the sliding doors open a slit
across the whole particle bed in a one dimesional (1D) fashion. The mean solid volume
fraction in this cylinder was 17 %. The impact of this compact particle cloud on the water
and its penetration into it produced a very typical pressure time history within the water
that is shown in Figure 1. The pressure changes are most pronounced at the lowermost
pressure transducer (P6), so we'll discuss mainly that curve. First the pressure rises by
about 25 mbar within a period that roughly corresponds to the time required for all
spheres to penetrate into the water. The pressure then drops to a value almost 30 mbar
below the initial level and rises sharply by almost 190 mbar to a peak that is followed by
further equally fast oscillations (with periods of about 60 msec).
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Figure 1. QUEOS-08; pressure histories in gas and water (water depth indicated)

All the simulations with IVA-KA reported here have been performed assuming cylindrical
symmetry which makes it impossible to fully account for the consequences of the way in
which the sliding doors open. The mesh sizes were typically 3 cm. We'll report about
calculations in which the shape of the particle cloud (and its velocity) just above the water
surface have been assumed, trying to reflect as well as possible the information available
from the movies. But there are uncertainties concerning the distribution of the particles
within the boundaries of the cloud that are visible in the pictures. The elongation of the
particle cloud can essentially be understood by assuming that the outer particles only
start to drop when the sliding doors have cleared the way directly below them. One can
expect this to produce higher particle densities in the center. In addition, approximating
a particle distribution which has a flattened cross section in cylindrical symmetry leads
to higher concentrations in the center. But this is quite ambiguous and in addition it is
uncertain how to distribute the spheres axially. So, in order to avoid too much specu-
lation, the particles were assumed to fill a cylinder 18 cm wide and extending from 3 to
27 cm above the water surface with a uniform volume fraction of 16.92 %. In the space
between this cylinder and the water some forerunners (0.5 % volume fraction) were as-
sumed. Fortunately, varying the particle distribution within the bounds suggested by the
pictures and the total mass present did not have much influence on the calculated pres-
sure time histories. As already discussed by Theofanous, Yuen and Agelini [3], the par-
ticles are quickly decelerated in axial direction and forced sideways after entering the
water. This should, to some extent, integrate over the particle arrival. On the other side,
there is another piece of experimental evidence that is derived from the movie pictures,
i.e. the progression of the leading edge of the particle cloud. This was expected to be a
quantity controlled by the elements of multiphase flow. But the experiments clearly
showed that the advancement of the leading edge is mainly controlled by the way in
which the particles enter the water pool, especially the duration of the particle entrance.
[4]. This was confirmed in the calculations. In the case of the Q-08 experiment, the
leading edge advances practically linearly with a velocity of 3.3 m/sec for an initial period
of 0.17 sec. But this could not be reproduced exactly with any of the initial particle dis-
tributions in which the solid volume fraction was constant with height or higher at the
bottom. It was approached to some extent in a trial with a higher density in the upper
part. This aspect was not followed further at the moment.

When simulating Q-08 with the standard version of IVA-KA and the assumptions described
above, the pressure histories observed at positions corresponding to transducers P6 and
P5 in the water pool and P1 in the gas space were very similar to the experimental ones
in general shape, see Figure 2. However, the amplitudes were too small and so were the
times involved. The pressure at the position of P6, e.g. rose slowly by only 15 mbar (in-
stead of 25 mbar), decreased to 10 mbar below the initial value (instead of 30 mbar), and
rose sharply by 146 mbar (instead of 190 mbar) to a maximum that occurred at 235 msec
instead of 265 msec. This suggests insufficient momentum transfer between the solid
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particles and the water during the impingement of the particles. Possible explanations
are discussed in section 3 on three-phase drag correlations.

1.2s

0.95

P5(-55cm)
P6 (-75 crry

0.00 0.05 O.» 0.15 0.20 0.25 O.JO 0J5
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Figure 2. QUEOS-08; calculated pressures

Experiment Q-12 was performed with the same molybdenum spheres as Q-08 but with an
initial temperature of about 2300 K. Because of the high temperature some of the spheres
stuck together within the furnace so that only 6.9 kg were released. Due to some not yet
fully understood mechanisms (possibly again some sticking above the sliding doors) the
particle cloud was much longer (about 53 cm) when contacting the water pool. In the si-
mulation it was tried to describe the initial state as seen on the movies. This time the
particle cloud was shrouded by a more important layer of forerunners in its lower part.
Besides that effect, the particle volume fraction was varied within the (50 cm high) core
of the particle cloud in radial direction only between 20 % in the center and 2.5 % on the
outer edge. In this case steam is created. So the water temperature is important as well.
In the simulations shown, the water temperature was assumed to be 360 K in the lower-
most 16 cm of the pool and to be 373 K above. Together with the assumed atmospheric
pressure of 1 bar this resulted in subcoolings up to 2 K in the upper 84 cm and about 15
K at the bottom (which is probably to much). The pressures calculated with the standard
version of the code are compared with the experimental findings in Figure 3 and the cor-
responding flow rates are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. QUEOS-12: Comparison of calculated pressures with those of the experiment.
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Figure 4. QUEOS-12: Comparison of calculated flow rate in the venting pipe with exper-
iment.

The difficult to understand local mimimum in the gas pressure that accurs in the calcu-
lation slightly after the collapse of the gas chimney (at 0.23 sec) can probably be ex-
plained by an overestimation of condensation in our correlations for three-phase flow with
continuous water. This is suggested by the fact that the insloshing of water leads to more
particles being surrounded by continuous water and fewer particles being surrounded by
continuous gas. The said condensation (or evaporation if the water were superheated) is
calculated concurrently with the heat and mass transfer connected with (film) boiling or
convection around the corium particles. Through proper weight coefficients it should
apply only to bubbles that do not contain corium particles, or, in case of bubbles that are
much larger than the particles, to those parts of the gas-liquid interface that are far re-
moved from the particle. (In subcooled water, steam is created close to the particle and
condenses further away.) Our model seems to overestimate the condensation rate or the
fraction of the surface to which it applies. This remains to be corrected.

Here are some further more general observations from the calculations performed:
- Varying the initial particle distribution within fixed spatial (and mass) bounds for ex-

periment Q-08 did not have much influence on the height of the pressure peaks observed
within the water pool. But the time scale did depend on the diameter assumed for the
particle cloud with a smaller diameter leading to shorter times. This agrees with the ob-
servations in the experiments.
- The calculations did not reproduce the splashing of water that is caused by the particles
penetrating into the water and is clearly visible in the movie pictures. This has probably
two reasons, each of which is sufficient alone: first a two coarse meshing (typically 3 cm
wide) that cannot resolve the fine structures of the splashes and second the absence of
surface tension effects in the modelling.
- We have carefully reviewed and revised the conservation equations of mass and parti-

cle number density in the code. (The latter serves to determine space and history de-
pendent diameters of melt or water drops and gas bubbles.) As a consequence, the
particle number (e.g. 24495 in the case of Q-08) stays exactly constant in these calcu-
lations although the particles are typically moving across 30 mesh boundaries. The pre-
sent concept, i.e. conserving the particle number density, is not as good when particles
of different diameters come into play because then the surface is not conserved when
(even solid) particles move across mesh boundaries so that new mean diameters must
be determined. A concept conserving the interfacial area would be better. It should,
however, take into account the shrinking of liquid or solid particles due to cooling.
- We also tried to simulate the full particle motion from their initial position on the sliding

doors into the water pool taking Q-12 as an example. But this was a failure due to the
strong numerical diffusion caused by the simple first-order differencing scheme employed
in our code. Also, in this case, the particles initially fill only one mesh (4.65 cm) in axial
direction, so that the (particle number) density gradients representing (replacing) the up-
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per and lower surfaces soon overlap. As a consequence, the particle cloud is extended
over almost a meter when the first particles reach the water surface and the maximum
particle concentration is very low at that time, below 5 % volume fraction. In addition, the
first particle-water contact occurs too early, which means with too low velocity and thus
momentum of the particles. Therefore the heat and momentum transfer from the spheres
to the water is smeared in time and there are even particles still falling through the gas
chimney when the water is sloshing back so that the chimney cannot be closed as dis-
tinctly as in the experiment. All this destroys the clear features of the experiment that are
due to the very concentrated (intense) interactions between particles and water. The
consequences of numerical diffusion should be less severe in more prototypical situ-
ations in which long jets of melt are entering a water pool so that the contribution of the
leading edge is of less importance and the trailing edge does not come into play. But in
principle we will always have to be aware of the fact that numerical diffusion augments
intermixing in an unphysical way in our calculations. Also, it would be dangerous to use
marker particles to show the location of material moving across the grid since these are
not affected by numerical diffusion and show what the code should find but fails to do.
Vice versa, marker particles might be used to check on the influence of numerical dif-
fusion or even to controll (suppress) it in special situations.

3. THREE-PHASE DRAG CORRELATIONS

The code IVA-KA has been derived from the code IVA3 [5] and so its drag correlations
are largely the same as described by Kolev et al. in [6]: The two-phase drag correlations
as modified for multi particle systems are taken from Ishii and Chawla [7] which are also
reported in Ishii and Mishima [8] and they are generalized to the three-phase case in a
way that is to be further described below. In [6] these correlations are checked against
experimental data with mostly acceptable success. However, the experiments concern
onedimensional (1D) pipe flow, steady state and relatively small volume fractions of gas
(up to 13.4 %) and solid particles (up to 7.3 %). In contrast with that the QUEOS exper-
iments are threedimensional (3D), transient pool flow with gas volume fractions up to
more than 80 % and particle volume fractions up to around 30 %. On the other hand,
these more global experiments do not deliver data as directly connected with drag as the
experiments considered in [6]. We can here only look at more indirect consequences of
the drag like pressure development and the shapes of the particle cloud and the voided
region within the water pool.

We need not describe here again the two-phase drag correlations given in [7] and [8].
We only mention that the drag on corium particles is always calculated as if they were
solid, that the reduction of drag as given by the correlation for the churn turbulent regime
is not (yet) included, and that IVA-KA correctly models the i-component of the drag force
Fidji on all particles of a discontinuous field (index d) within the continuous field (index c)
as

Fd
cdJ = - 0.75 <xd pc -±- C6

cd I Vc - Vd\ (VCJ - Vdi,)

(Here ad is the volume fraction of the dispersed field and the other symbols have their
usual meanings.) In some codes, e.g. IFCI [9], the absolute value of the vector difference
is approximated by \Vci— Vdl\. In the general (2D or 3D) case, this approximation may
have a marked influence and thus the correct formulation is preferrable. Also, we don't
calculate components of the drag coefficient as given in Eqs. A2.8 to A2.10 in [6] but use
a single Reynolds number (as given in A2.6) in principle and thus one drag coefficient for
all directions. However, the momentum equation is solved on staggered grids. So, the
location to which the calculation applies depends on the direction and so does the relative
velocity.

IVA-KA (like IVA3) has a special treatment of cases in which the volume fraction of dis-
persed corium exceeds 0.52 that is derived from Ergun [10]. However, in practice such
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cases are encountered essentially when the corium is settling on a horizontal plate.
Modelling this situation with dispersed flow requires further consideration anyhow. So
we don't describe this special correlation here.

The correlations given by Ishii et al. [7], [8] account for the difference between the forces
on a single particle and on one of a multitude of particles by defining an effective viscosity
that grows with the volume fraction of particles. When applying these two-phase corre-
lations to three-phase flows, we have modified this effective viscosity (partially following
Kolev) in those cases in which the third field present is the corium, i.e. for bubbles in
continuous water and for water drops in continuous gas, both in the presence of corium
particles. For these cases, i.e. bubbles and drops, Ishii et al. calculate the effective vis-
cosity by dividing the viscosity by (1 - ad) to some power (1. and 2.5, respectively). In
IVA-KA, the volume fraction ad is replaced by a relative volume fraction
a'd = otd I (ad + ac) where ac is the continuous volume fraction, i.e. we consider the two-
phase mixture to flow in a volume that is reduced by the corium particles.

It remains to be determined how the dispersed fields exchange momentum with each
other and how the three interactions are weighted. When water is continuous, IVA-KA
distinguishes whether corium is under film boiling or not: If there is film boiling, the drag
between corium particles and gas bubbles is calculated as if the gas were continuous,
but all three momentum exchange terms are weighted corresponding to their respective
contact surfaces. In the absence of film boiling, there is no momemtum exchange be-
tween corium particles and gas bubbles, while both fully interact with water, respectively.
When gas is the continuous phase, the drag between corium particles and water drops is
calculated as if the water were continuous, but again all three interactions are weighted
by factors that depend on whether the temperature conditions are such that film boiling
occurs when the two types of particles touch. The weight factors G,m for the force between
field I and field m are defined as follows (index 1 = gas, 2 = water, 3 = corium):

- Water continuous, with film boiling:
G12 = 1 - Min{ai / (a, + a2), D3 a, / [D, (1 - a,)]}
G13 = Min{a3 / (a2 + a3), D, a3 / [D3 (a, + a2)]}
G23 = 1 - d 3

- Water continuous, without film boiling:
G12 = 1
G13 = 0
G23 = 1

- Gas continuous, film boiling possible:
G12 = 1 - Min{a3 / (a, + a3), D2 a3 / (D3 a2), D2 a3 / [.48 D3 (a, + a2)]}
G13 = 1 - G 2 3

G23 = Min{1 , a, / [.48 (a, + a,)] , D3 at / [D2 (a2 + a,)]}
- Gas continuous, film boiling impossible:

G12 = 1 - Min{a3 / (a, + a3), D2 a3 / [D3 (a, + a2)]}
Gi3 = 1 - G23

G23 = Min{a2 / (a, + a2), D3 a2 / [D2 (a, + a3)]}

As described above, the quantitative agreement of the pressures calculated in case of
experiment Q-08 with the experiment is not perfect and this appears to be a consequence
of insufficient momentum transfer during the penetration of the particles into the water.
This could be due to incorrect input data, an adverse effect of the numerical scheme (in-
cluding programming errors), or a deficiency of the drag model. The first two of these
reasons are difficult to exclude. Here we want to discuss possible shortcomings of our
drag model. Increasing the drag coefficients slightly did not improve the situation effec-
tively. When looking for physical effects that might increase drag and are not accounted
for, we find, first, a possible strong compaction of the particles so that they interact more
or less directly with each other and, second, accelerations of the relative motions. Actu-
ally, in the calculation under discussion, a strong compaction of the particles is not pre-
dicted, so that not accounting for the consequences of such compaction cannot explain
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the observed discrepancies. A stronger drag would be required in the first place to get
into a situation in which direct particle-particle interaction could play a role.

On the other hand, impact of the molybdenum spheres on the water with a velocity of 5
m/sec implies high accelerations (positive and negative) of the relative motions of all
three fields. These are known to strongly augment drag [11], [12] while it is stressed
repeatedly by Ishii et al. [7], [8] that their correlations apply to steady flows. A very
preliminary attempt was made with IVA-KA to account for acceleration effects and they
were found to clearly influence the results in the desirable way: in the pressure history
of Q-08 the amplitudes and the times were increased and in Q-12 the cornered thunder-
bolt shape of the particle cloud (see [4]) was better approximated. But the approach was
still quite unsatisfactory so that no details are reported here. It has been suggested (see
[12]) that the effect of acceleration should be correlated with the nondimensional accel-
eration

d\vc-va\ Pa

and that the drag coefficient be multiplied by

Here only the velocities in the laboratory frame that are usually used by experimentalists
have been replaced by the absolute value of the relative velocity which should be the
characteristic variable. To some extent this procedure was verified for particle-gas flow
and Ac < 0.1 [12]. In a calculation of Q-08 (with increased drag), however, very large va-
lues of Ac in the range of 1 to 50 have been observed. This would imply augmentation
factors up to the order of 100. Of course, it might be necessary to account for the different
density ratio in the particle-water system and modifying the drag coefficients in such a
strong way will also have a strong feed back on the development of the relative motion.
But in principle, accounting for acceleration seems to be a way to improve the modelling
of momentum transfer for situations in which particles impinge on a liquid.

4. RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

IVA-KA has been equipped with a model for describing the radiative heat transfer in
mixtures of a hot radiant material with water and steam, which is somewhat more detailed
than the very simple treatment applied in most comparable codes. Radiative heat transfer
forms an important but nevertheless very small part of the constitutive equations, which
themselves are only one part of the total modelling. Therefore care has been taken to
approximate the real physical phenomena in a very simple way in order to maintain cal-
cuiational efficiency. The main features of the model [13] are:

1. The spectral distribution of the radiation emitted by the radiant material is assumed
be that of a black body.

2. The radiant material is opaque, i. e. any radiation reaching its surface is totally ab-
sorbed. This assumption holds for the molten materials treated by the code (steel,
oxides of uranium, plutonium...).

3. The geometry of the mixture (radiant material continuous or discontinuous,
droplet/bubble diameters and number densities) is taken into account.

4. The optical properties of water and steam are modelled as functions of the temper-
ature of the radiant and, in the case of steam, also of the absorbing material.

5. The model distinguishes between heat transfer to the surface of the water (leading
to evaporation) and into the bulk of the water (pure heating).

The most important part of the model is the absorption in water. It depends on the wav-
elength of the incident radiation: The absorption coefficient in water increases from
negligible values to practically total opacity at wavelengths between 1 and 3 £tm. Black
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body radiation has its maximum intensity at 1.5 ^m for a temperature of 2000 K; typical
temperatures of the radiant material range from 1000 to 3000 K. It follows, that there is
only partial absorption of the radiation in water, depending on the temperature of the ra-
diant material and the thickness of the water layer.

The exact way of arriving at an absorption coefficient for the total radiation emitted is to
take explicitely into account the dependence on the wavelength and integrate numerically
over the whole spectrum, for the temperature of the radiant material in each calculational
cell. This must be done for the different distances the radiation can travel before being
absorbed on the surface of a neighbouring droplet of radiant material, and the results are
to be averaged. This procedure is obviously far too time consuming.

First, the spectrum of distances between the surfaces of the radiant material is replaced
by an (as yet unknown) mean distance S, and it is assumed, that the average of the ab-
sorption along the different distances can be replaced by the absorption along the aver-
age distance. One is then left with approximating the absorptivity Aw as a function of S
and the temperature T3 of the radiant material, and with estimating S.

The fraction of energy absorbed by water layers with thicknesses between 1 and 30 mm
from the radiation of a black body at the three temperatures 1000, 2500 and 3500 K has
been calculated by Fletcher [14] and is reproduced in Figure 5. These values are ap-
proximated for use in IVA-KA by three functions of the type

AJ.S) - a ln(Sb+1)

with free parameters a and b, that have been suitably chosen for each of the three tem-
peratures. These functions are included in Figure 5, and are obviously a good reprod-
uction of Fletcher's values. They are used in IVA-KA to calculate, for any given S, the
absorption for each of the three temperatures; an inter- resp. extrapolation with a second
order polynomial is then performed with respect to the temperature in order to arrive at
the value of Aw for the given temperature T3 of the radiant material.

fraction absorbed

0.B0-

0.60-

0.40-

0.20-

0.00-1

T= 1000 K

10 15 20
thleknass of wsttr layer (mm)

25 30

Figure 5. Absorption in water at different temperatures according to Fletcher and as ap-
proximated in IVA-KA, as a function of the thickness of the water layer.

The mean distance S between the surfaces of the radiant material is to be modelled next.
The geometry is that of the individual calculational cells of IVA-KA: A homogeneous mix-
ture of one continuous material with droplets/bubbles of the other two. Neither the heat
transfer over the cell boundaries nor the finite dimensions of the cell are taken into ac-
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count, i. e. the geometry is extended to infinity for the purpose of modelling the radiative
heat transfer. This is normally a good approximation, since the cell dimensions tend to
be of the order of at least several centimeters, and bubble/droplet/particle sizes are typ-
ically one or a few millimeters only. It leads to an overprediction of the intra-cell radiative
heat transfer, which can somewhat compensate for neglecting the extra-cell radiative heat
transfer, especially since the transfer of liquid and gas out of the cell can be expected to
be enhanced by the additional heating. If extra-cell radiative heat transfer is needed for
future problems, a separate model will have to be devised.

In the case of continuous radiant material the bubbles contained in it are idealized as
spheres of equal diameter D2l and the mean distance between points on their surface is
S = D2/2. The case of disperse droplets/particles of radiant material is more complicated
and is treated with the following approximations:

1. All droplets/particles are spherical and of equal size.
2. Each droplet is surrounded by its share of water and steam volume to form a spher-

ical "mini-cell" (Figure 6). This concept is the same as the one leading to the Wig-
ner-Seitz-cell used in nuclear reactor physics.

3. First the mean distance a ray emitted from the surface of the droplet travels till
reaching the surface of its mini-cell is calculated. It is called S,.

4. After leaving the mini-cell in which it has originated, the ray enters another mini-cell
(of identical geometry). The probability P of traversing this mini-cell without absorp-
tion by the radiant material and the mean distance S, for traversing are determined.

5. The mean distance Sf through the cell for a ray entering a mini-cell and striking the
droplet is also calculated.

6. Finally the probabilities for a ray of traversing 0, 1, 2 etc. adjacent mini-cells before
being reabsorbed by the radiant material are determined together with the associ-
ated mean distances. Weighting all distances with their probabilities and summariz-
ing results in the overall mean distance.

I nc ident
i t len

9 t i l l

Figure 6. Geometry of the "mini-cell" used for calculating the mean distance between any
two points on the surface of discontinuous radiant material.

The geometric considerations for finding S,, S,, S, and P are explained in detail in [13] and
will not be presented here. The end result is

S = S; + Sf + — _- x S,
1 - P
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In the end, the mean distance must be divided up between the two components water and
steam. This is done according to their volume fractions ai (steam) and a2 (water) and leads
to the mean distance through water, Sw

a2

The energy Q emitted by the radiant material is given by Stefan-Boltzmann's law

Q = O a e3 I 3
4

where e3 is the emissivity of the radiant material, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and
O is the surface of the radiant material per unit mixture volume (surface of the
water/steam bubbles for continuous radiant material resp. of the spheres of radiant ma-
terial for discontinuous radiant material). The net energy absorbed by the water, dQw is
then, taking into account the radiation reemitted by water at a temperature 72:

dQw = A^SW, T3) Ooc3 f3
4

A very simple estimate is used for distinguishing between radiation absorbed on the
surface of the water (leading to evaporation) and in its bulk (raising its temperature). As
has been observed already, the absorption in water increases from negligible values to
a high value at wavelengths between 1 and 3 /*m and then remains practically constant.
Radiation with wavelengths exceeding 3 ^m is therefore assumed to contribute to surface
absorption; its energy E.ur^T3). is derived from Stefan-Boltzmann's law by integrating from
3 ^m to infinity. Likewise, the integration from 1 to 3 ^m results in the energy Em[(T3) of
radiation falling into this interval, which is assumed to contribute to bulk absorption only.
The fraction of energy deposited in the surface, F!Urf, is then postulated to be

F (T \ —

Note that the thickness of the water layer is not taken into account in these condidera-
tions. Therefore the resulting distribution function depends only on the temperature of the
radiant material. - Since recalculating F,urf(T3) every time when it is required in IVA-KA is
too time consuming, it was calculated numerically for a number of temperatures and then
approximated by a function of the form

1 + cT3 + dT3

which approaches Fsurf sufficiently well. A typical result is that for a corium temperature
of 2300 K only 23 % of the heat absorbed by water are deposited in the surface. At higher
temperatures this fraction is even lower.

Steam absorbes radiation from the same spectral region as water, i. e. at wavelengths
above 1 ^m, but the energy dependence of its absorptivity differs markedly from that of
water. In addition, its temperature may differ from that of the water in the same cell and
may reach quite high values; its emissivity becomes important in such cases and must
be taken into account, if the net absorption of radiative energy is to be calculated with
some degree of accuracy. For all of these reasons, steam has to be treated separately
from water.

The technique employed is very similar to that used for water: Ten values of the emis-
sivity of steam £v pertaining to two values of its temperature T, and five values of the
thickness of the steam layer y (y: product of the mean distance through the steam and its
partial pressure) are chosen among the results of experiments and calculations presented
in the papers of Docherty [15] and Steward and Kocaefe [16]. Experimental results are
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used whenever possible. These values serve as the basic grid for an inter- and extrapo-
lation, which is performed with functions precalculated from the ten chosen values, as in
the case of water, but employing different suitable types of mathematical functions. The
details can be found in [13].

The absorptivity Av of steam depends, in addition to 7, and y, on the wavelengths of the
radiation and thus on the temperature of the radiant material, 73. It is calculated from the
emissivity in a manner recommended by Hottel and Sarofim [17]:

Av(y, 71( 73) = (71/73)
45

£,(y73/71, 73)

The mean distance through the steam, S,, is calculated in the same way as Sw for water
and is then multiplied by the partial steam pressure to result in y. The net energy ab-
sorbed by the steam, dQv results in the same way as that absorbed in water, taking into
account the radiation emitted by the steam:

dQv = Oa e3 73
4

If water and steam are present at the same time, the heat transfer to both cannot be mo-
delled by simply adding dQw and dQy, since the materials absorb from the same range of
wavelengths, and thus the presence of one tends to diminish the effect of the other. If the
absorption in water and steam is rewritten as

dQw = awQ ; dQv = avQ

the effective absorption in water and steam is approximated by

with the reasoning for this kind of correction to be found in [13].

The model has been evaluated with simple test cases involving mainly the heat transfer
models, but no large scale material redistribution. The results of such simple cases lead
to the conclusion, that transient material behaviour can be expected to be decisively in-
fluenced by the radiative heat transfer to water at high temperatures of the radiant mate-
rial. The heat transfer to steam has a smaller effect and is of importance mainly in situ-
ations with large volume fractions of steam at high pressures. But even at 1 bar between
15 and 20 % of the total heat transferred by radiation may go directly to the steam when
the void fraction is high. In large scale calculations, compensating effects, e. g. frag-
mentation, may limit the effect of the new model. It can be expected, however, to yield
somewhat higher pressures for quenching situations than the older model contained in
IVA3. More details about the test cases and illustrations of typical results can be found
in Ref. [13].

5. CONCLUSIONS

The QUEOS experiments in which short and compact particle clouds violently plunge into
water represent very critical test cases for multifluid hydrocodes. Detailed comparison
with IVA-KA calculations possibly indicates the presence of a strong augmentation of drag
in accelerated relative motion of particles and gas or water. The model of radiative heat
transfer presented has proven to work well under a wide variety of conditions. Unfortu-
nately the feedback from other elements of the modelling is very strong so that it is diffi-
cult to critically test a single heat transfer model.
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Discussion

Kolev

Did you change coding of drag coefficients as I left them in 1990? The radiation model by

Dr. Vaeth from FZK overpredicts the power supply into vapor. This was recently found

by Dr. K. Lanzenberger (Siemens). Controlling how much vapor is involved into the film

during computation is important.

Jacobs

Yes, we changed a lot. Answer to comment #3, I cannot really comment. But in general

the portion of energy going to the steam directly (by absorption within steam) is very

small.

Vierow

In QUEOS simulations, the IVA code seems to not be calculating enough drag on particles.

Perhaps this is not due to drag but due to buoyancy from the vapor film surrounding the

particles, and due to a hydraulic diameter, which is effectively increased by the vapor film.

Jacobs

No, we do not take into account any of these effects explicitly. The buoyancy only comes

in via the momentum transfer between the corium and gas fields which, however, is quite

weak.

Berthoud

Particles surrounded by such a film actually penetrate faster, so the effect must be very

small.

Kolev

Numerical diffusion is depending on the direction of the acceleration of the surface. In this

case the numerical diffusion is considered to be negligible compared with the huge amount

of fragmentation we obtain.

Fletcher

I have shown in a paper published in NED that the effect of numerical diffusion is similar

to under predicting drag but that without an accurate numerical scheme particle penetration

rates can be reproduced using standard drag coefficients.
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2.4 The Verification Basis of the PM-ALPHA Code
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Abstract: An overall verification approach for the PM-ALPHA code is presented and implemented. The approach
consists of a stepwise testing procedure focused principally on the multifield aspects of the premixing phenomenon.
Breakup is treated empirically, but it is shown that, through reasonable choices of the breakup parameters, consistent
interpretations of existing integral premixing experiments can be obtained. The present capability is deemed
adequate for bounding energetics evaluations.

Keywords: PM-ALPHA, Premixing, Steam Explosions, CFD, Multiphase Flow

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present a verification statement supporting the use of the computer code PM-
ALPHA in assessing premixing of steam explosions in reactor geometries and conditions. Our specific interest is in
obtaining reasonably conservative results on explosion energetics and damage potential, so as to be of use in safety
analyses, and for licensing purposes as well. The overall approach has been described previously (Theofanous
et al., 1995). It involves a methodology (Theofanous, 1996) and a set of codes, as illustrated in Table 1. The
codes are supported by respective verification documents, and the approach is exemplified by the first application,
as also noted in Table 1. The present paper is one (DOE/ID-10504) of this suite of documents, and it should
be studied in this context, as part of a whole. Most necessary in this respect is the description of the modelling
approach and mathematical formulation of PM-ALPHA. They can be found in DOIE/ID-10504. In the same vein, a
familiarization with "The Study" (DOE/ID-10489) is highly recommended, prior to delving into the present details.

The structural outline of our verification approach is illustrated in Figure 1. It provides a systematic frame for
the verification task, and thus a means to conclusion in this inherently open-ended endeavor. The same figure, keyed
to chapters and sections, also serves to guide the reader through the wide variety of topics in this document. As the
various elements in this figure are self explanatory, we defer all explanations to the respective topic. The rationale
for separating into, and our view of, Multifield and Breakup aspects, and our emphasis on the former, derive from our
modelling approach (see Appendix A of DOE/ID-10504). The Integral aspects provide a reasonable justification
that this approach is consistent with available experience. However, as precious as this integral experience may be, it
is and will likely remain rather limited (both in scope and measurements), hence our emphasis on the fundamentals
under the Multifield aspects, for now, and on the Breakup aspects in the immediate future.

All calculations in this report have been done with the models described in Appendix A of DOE/ID-10504,
implemented in the original 2D version of the code named PM-ALPHA. We now have a 3D code also, using the
same models, but based on a largely different numerical scheme. This code, called PM-ALPHA-3D, has been
verified at this point by comparison to PM-ALPHA in one problem, as discussed under "Integral" aspects, code
comparisons.

Because of the large number of figures and tables involved, the numbering is independent for each section and
subsection. Each subsection begins with a new page number. The figures and tables follow the text, and in referring
to them the section number is mentioned only if they are from another section. Also, the equation numbers are
independent in each section. The nomenclature is explained as it is used and, to the extent possible, it is made
consistent among sections. All references are collected at the end of the paper.

2. MULTIFIELD ASPECTS

The purpose of this step in the verification plan is to obtain unambiguous checks on the code's capability to
capture "momentum" and "heat transfer'V'phase change" interactions in two-phase and three-phase interpenetrating
continua, under well controlled, and precisely known conditions. Of particular and greater interest are the internal
structure of the mixing zone as compared to external (motion of outer boundary) or integral (steam flow rate)
measures.

For momentum interactions in two-phase systems, we take advantage of simple analytical solutions for a
single particle, obtained at the infinitely dilute limit in PM-ALPHA, and of the drift flux formalism to describe slip,
supported extensively by experimental data (Wallis, 1969).

For more complex situations in three-phase systems, including phase change, we have to resort to experiments,
and we have a whole array of such, devised specifically for this purpose. They involve particle "clouds" poured into
water, and they include the original MAGICO tests and the upgraded series MAGICO-2000, designed with the help
of PM-ALPHA, the more recent QUEOS tests conducted at FZK in Germany, and the BILLEAU tests currently
carried out at Grenoble, France.
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Table 1 Steam Explosion Energetics and

In t roduc to ry and Overall Approach

Topical Element
Initial Conditions

Premixing

Propagation

Structural Response

Structural Damage Potential

The Study-DOE/ID-10489< »>

Codes
Special Purpose Models

PM-ALPHA

THIRMAL
ESPROSE.m

ANACAP-3D/ABAQUS

Integra t ion /Appl ica t ion

Documents
In-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-105051'2'**
Ex-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-10506(3>*
Manual: DOE/ID-10502'4>
Verification: DOE/ID-10504(5)

Manual: EPRITR-103417 <6>
Manual: DOE/ID-10501 (7>
Verification: DOE/ID-10503(8)

Manual:'9^
Verification: ANA-89-0094<10)

In-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-10505<2)**
Ex-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-10506(3)*
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Figure 1. Overview of the PM-ALPHA verification effort and guide through the paper.

2 .1 . Analyt ical Tests

2.1.1 Single Par t ic le Sett l ing

A single particle falling in a quiescent infinite fluid reaches a steady value of the velocity when the gravitational
force is balanced by the drag exerted by the fluid (terminal velocity). The gravitational force on a spherical particle
in a fluid is given by:

1
Fgrav = ^ - Pl)g (2.1)

where d is the particle diameter, and p\ and P2 are the fluid and particle densities respectively. Still, for a spherical
particle, the drag is given by Hanratty and Bandukwala (1957):

Fdrag = \ (2.2)

where Co is the drag coefficient and V is the relative velocity between the particle and the fluid. For a sphere in
the Newton regime (5 x 102 < Re < 2 x 105), as is of interest here, the drag coefficient is constant (Co = 0.44)
and the balance between Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) yields the following expression for the terminal velocity:

Vo = 1.74 P2 - Pi

Pi
gd (2.3)

The PM-ALPHA runs were executed by specifying a very dilute particle volume fraction (typically 1%) in
one cell just above the free water level in a computational grid large enough to ensure that the condition of infinite
medium was satisfied. An initial velocity somewhat greater than the expected terminal velocity was assigned to
the particles. (Parametric tests with lower values of the initial volume fraction and different values of the initial
velocity gave identical results). During the calculation, a representative particle is traced in a Lagrangian fashion.
The results are shown in Figures 1 and 2. These figures also contain experimental data which are discussed in
Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 2. Advancement of single particles in water; and steel.

2.1.2 Drift Flux Relations and Settling of Part icle Clouds

Consider the one-dimensional system illustrated in Figure 1. The equilibrium condition, with the particles
simply suspended by the flow, can be found from

J21

a(l-a)
(2.1)

where vx and (1 - a) are the liquid velocity and volume fraction in the channel, and J21 is the drift flux. For a
monodispersed system of spherical particles J21 is generally given by

— = a(l — a)"

where u = 2.39 (for Re > 500, i.e., Richardson and Zaki, 1954), and v^ is the rise (or sink here, i.e.,
velocity of a single particle in an infinite volume of fluid. We thus obtain

\l-39_

or in terms of the superficial liquid velocity, J l t (equal to the liquid velocity at the inlet, v0)

J\=vo = - ( 1 - a )2.39_

(2.2)

<0)

(2.3)

(2.4)
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This can be solved for a as
v<s

1/2.39

to obtain the equilibrium particle concentration for any given value of u0. The particle sink velocity,
byEq. (2.3) in Section 2.1.1.

(2.5)

>, is given

11
constant pressure
opening

steam gap

water-particles mixture

constant inflow

Figure 1. Schematic of collective particle effects simulations.

A large number of calculations were carried out to test whether PM-ALPHA embodies, through its drag laws,
these results. Besides reproducing the equilibrium conditions, of interest was determining how (and in fact whether)
equilibrium is approached from an initially off-equilibrium state, and what the role of inertia is, not reflected in
the above drift flux formulation, in these transient states. The j-number in Figures 6 through 16 indicates the node
number, counting from the top down.

Approach to Equil ibr ium. Calculations were run with off-equilibrium initial conditions, as indicated in
Figure 2, with 5mm glass particles (density 2.6 g/cm3) and water in a 1.2 m long channel. The numerical model
consisted of 40 (axial) nodes, the lower 34 occupied by water and particles (uniformly distributed at the specified
initial concentration), and the top 6 occupied by steam. All components were initially at rest, and the calculation
commenced by imposing the water flow condition at the inlet. All calculations led to an equilibrium state, which,
as depicted in Figure 3, was actually quantitatively accurate. Figure 4 depicts typical results of the "shift" from the
initial non-equilibrium condition to the final equilibrium. A further perspective of these results, in the form of the
drift flux function, Eq. (2.2), is provided in Figure 5. The PM-ALPHA values for the drift flux in this figure were
obtained from the computed equilibrium values of particle volume fractions and liquid velocities by

•^21 , , v Vi

— = a(l - a) — (2.6)

Further tests were carried out in the same geometry, with smaller (2 mm) and denser (7.8 g/cm3) particles. These
results are also shown in Figure 5, as particles type 2 and 3, respectively.

Transient Behavior. In the glass-water system runs, equilibrium was reached typically within ~ I 0 seconds.
Typical results of the transient evolution are shown for the runs with an initial concentration of 20% and an inlet
velocity of 15 cm/s by the time trajectories in Figures 6 and 7. These figures show the evolution in time of particle
concentration and drift flux for a fixed node in the computational grid. Increasing the velocity to 35cm/s yields
Figure 8. Switching from glass particles to steel (7.8g/cm3) and an inlet velocity of 20cm/s gives the peculiar
transient shown in Figure 9. When for the latter conditions the velocity is increased to 60cm/s, equilibrium is not
reached, rather we have oscillatory behaviour around the equilibrium condition as shown in Figure 10.

Sedimenta t ion . Another set of results is shown in Figures 11 and 12, for a longer, closed column (3 m), and a
highly non-uniform initial particle concentration. In these calculations, mimicking a sedimentation process, there
were 100 axial nodes, the top 7 of which, again, formed a steam gap. The top 10 liquid nodes were specified to
contain particles with a volume fraction of 50% and null velocity. Figure 11 shows the transient in a node initially
loaded with particles as it is slowly, by gravity, depleted. Figure 12 shows the transient in a lower position in
the grid, which sees its concentration first increase and then decrease as the particles, by gravity, flow through it.
Equivalent results for heavy particles are shown in Figures 13 and 14. An interesting demonstration of dynamics
due to inertia effects can be seen in Figure 15, obtained with the same conditions as Figure 13 but with the particles
initially in the vapor space and a downward velocity of 1 m/s. Further down in the column these inertia effects die
off, as Figure 16 shows.
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Figure 2. Initial conditions in PM-ALPHA simulations.
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Figure 3. Equilibrium conditions reached in PM-ALPHA simulations.
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Figure 4. Shift from initial to equilibrium conditions for representative PM-ALPHA simulations.
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Figure 5. PM-ALPHA simulations compared to the drift flux curve.
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Figure 6. Transient for glass beads, for a node in the upper part of the column; t'o = 15 cm/s.
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Figure 7. Transient for glass beads, for a node in the lower part of the column; VQ — 15 cm/s.
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Figure 8. Transient for glass beads, for a node in the lower part of the column; VQ = 35 cm/s.
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Figure 9. Transient for steel beads, for a node in the lower part of the column v0 = 20 cm/s.
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Figure 10. Transient for steel beads, for a node in the lower part of the column; VQ — 60 cm/s.
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Figure 11. Sedimentation in PM-ALPHA simulations for glass beads. Node at the top of the column.
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Figure 12. Sedimentation in PM-ALPHA simulations for glass beads. Node in the middle of the column.
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Figure 13. Sedimentation in PM-ALPHA simulations for steel beads. Node at the top of the column.
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Figure 14. Sedimentation in PM-ALPHA simulations for steel beads. Node in the middle of the column.
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Figure 15. Sedimentation in PM-ALPHA simulations for steel beads. Node at the top of the column. Initial particle
velocity lm/s downward.
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Figure 16. Sedimentation in PM-ALPHA simulations for steel beads. Node in the lower upper part of the column.
Initial particle velocity lm/s downward.
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2.2. Exper imenta l Tests

2.2.1. Single Par t ic le Sett l ing

The results of Section 2.1.1 were supplemented by observing the settling of single particles in the laboratory.
The experimental data are shown against the predictions in Figures 1 and 2 of Section 2.1.1. The measured velocity
of aluminum oxide particles appears to be slightly lower than predicted. This could be due to small quantities of
air (microbubbles) trapped on the relatively rough surface of this light particle.

2.2.2. T h e M A G I C O Exper iments

This work spanned two experiments: the original MAGICO, and the subsequent MAGICO-2000, with tem-
peratures up to 1500 °C. The results have been presented previously (Angelini et al., 1995). More recent results
with more extensive use of X-rays in 2D geometries, and including cold as well as hot runs, to temperatures up to
2000 °C, are compared to PM-ALPHA in a separate paper (Angelini et al., 1997)

2.2.3. T h e Q U E O S Exper iments

These experiments have become available recently (Meyer and Schumacher, 1996; Meyer, 1996); they are
very similar in concept to those of MAGICO-2000, and involve similar masses of particles. The key differences
are higher particle density and concentration (compacted cloud), and somewhat higher temperatures. Another
major difference is that MAGICO characterized the internal structure of the premixture, while QUEOS provided
the steaming flow rates. Both experiments measured the level swell, from which average premixture void fractions
can be deduced, and the outside appearance and motion of the premixing zone.

The remarkable conclusion from these tests (Meyer, 1996) was that the steaming, and related water depletion
in the premixture, was much less than "expected." (Presumably, in the absence of any predictions for QUEOS, this
"expected" referred to the author's own inference from the MAGICO-2000 tests). On the contrary, our analyses will
demonstrate that these results were perfectly reasonable and consistent with PM-ALPHA predictions. Moreover,
we will demonstrate that the experimental conditions created a highly sensitive regime, quite useful from a
fundamental perspective, but not quite relevant to the reactor conditions of interest here. To our knowledge, no
other analytical interpretations of these tests are available.

The QUEOS experimental apparatus is illustrated in Figure 1. The paniculate is transferred from the furnace
region to an intermediate chamber in the pipe that connects the furnace to the test vessel, and then it is released to
the test vessel. These operations are carried out by fast-acting valves (sliding doors). In this manner, the paniculate
is released, as a "slug," from its maximum packing density of 55 to 65% for the Mo and ZKD2 spheres respectively.
Some axial spreading occurs due, mainly, to the door opening time measured at ~40 ms. Thus, from an initial
height of ~8 cm (for the 10 kg Mo, or 7 kg ZrO2 tests), the cloud extends to ~28 cm yielding an average estimated
volume fraction of ~17%. This is about one order of magnitude greater than the volume fraction employed in the
MAGICO experiments. Since the total particle volumes and the lateral dimensions of the pours were about the same,
this implies also about an order of magnitude shorter clouds (and higher concentrations) in QUEOS as compared
to MAGICO-2000. As can be deduced by comparing the QUEOS (see below) with the MAGICO-2000 (Angelini
et al., 1995) results, these differences have major implications on paniculate-water contact, and associated vapor
production and mixing dynamics.

Another key difference relative to MAGICO-2000 was the saturation status of the water pool. In the saturated
MAGICO-2000 runs, true saturation over the whole pool depth was obtained, by boiling with immersion heaters at
the pool bottom. In QUEOS, the pool was brought to a uniform temperature of 99.5 °C by circulation through an
external heater, aided by radiation lamps. The quoted uncertainty is ±0.2 °C (L. Meyer, personal communication).
This means that the subcooling varied from 0.5 ± 0.2 °C at the pool top, to 3 ± 0.2 °C at the pool bottom.
Because of the compact cloud structure, and its rapid descent through the pool, steaming occurred as a "puff," with
significant condensation effects in the latter portion of this descent, and it is recalled that in MAGICO-2000 we
found measurable effects even with a subcooling of only 3 °C. As a consequence, this small, but non-negligible,
subcooling creates a rather sensitive regime for vapor flow rates in the experiments, particularly those at the lower
end of vapor production potential such as Q10 (large particles) and Ql I (small particles, but also half the volume).
We believe that it would be very useful to conduct some QUEOS tests under fully saturated conditions.

It may be worth noting also that due to the release mechanism and masses involved in QUEOS the resulting
particle clouds should be expected to be highly non uniform and that the internal structure has not been determined
experimentally. Fortunately, the impact of non-uniformity appears (based on PM-ALPHA sensitivity studies) to be
overshadowed by the shortness of the cloud, its compact, in any case, nature, and the important deceleration and
radial spreading suffered upon interaction with the water pool. In the calculation reported here, we used uniform
clouds at the 17% ±2% average volume fraction quoted in the report. It was obtained from cold particle pours and
was found to be independent of material and particle size. We checked this value using cloud images from two hot
runs (Q10 and Q11; see Figure 2) and the results were within the specified error bounds—for Q11, a renormalization
is needed, to account for the lower mass, but the volume is essentially the same (this confirms the assertion above
that the particle cloud elongation for all these pours depends mainly on the door opening time). Applying the same
approach for Q17 we used a volume fraction of 22.9%.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the QUEOS facility (from Meyer and Schumacher, 1996).
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Figure 2. Particle images for runs Q10 (top row) and Ql 1 (bottom row). The left and middle columns are taken
with high-speed cameras from two sides 90° from each other. The far right is taken with a video camera.

In this first approach to the interpretation of the QUEOS experiments, we selected a total of six runs, three cold
and three hot ones. The cold runs were Q5, Q6, and Q8, and they were chosen to include both materials (ZrO2 and
Mo), and all three particle sizes (4.2, 5, and 10 mm). The hot runs selected from the experiment report were Q10
and Ql 1; they included both materials (ZrO2 and Mo), and two particle sizes (4.2 and 10 mm). They were typical
of low and intermediate steaming rates over the range of experimental conditions in the report. Additional data
became available more recently (Meyer, 1996), and from these we chose Q17 as the run that gave the maximum
steaming among all the QUEOS experiments run so far. This test was run with 10 kg of 4.2 mm Mo spheres at
2200 K.

In the simulations of the hot runs some special considerations needed to be given to the radiant energy transport
and related phase changes. These special needs are due to the combination of relatively low (compared to reactor)
particle temperatures (~2000 °C), and the small but non-negligible subcooling (~0.5 °C at the top, increasing
to ~3 °C at the pool bottom). More specifically, at the dominant wavelength for 2000 °C, the radiant energy
absorption in water occurs within ~1 mm from the interface, and it is more appropriate for it to be treated within
the interfacial boundary condition (Eq. 3.28 in Appendix A of DOE/ID-10504), rather than added in the liquid bulk
(Eq. 3.11 in Appendix A of DOE/ID-10504) through the non-local radiation model appropriate in the 3000 °C
range (absorption length 3 cm). For a completely saturated liquid pool this distinction is not important, since the
proper amount of phase change will occur irrespective of whether the energy is deposited at the interface or at the
liquid bulk. On the other hand, even with a small amount of subcooling (0.5 to 3 °C), a significant amount of
energy can be absorbed in the bulk, prior to boiling, especially for particle clouds that are small in relation to the
size of the pool, and hence the bulk radiation treatment is not appropriate if the absorption length is very small, as
is the case in these experiments. Further, it should be noted that the local, interfacial, treatment is consistent with
the water-rich premixtures obtained in the QUEOS experiments, and it accounts for heat transfer from the interface
to the liquid bulk via convective effects.

The computational domain employed is shown in Figure 3. The QUEOS test chamber is modelled as a
cylindrical volume with the same cross sectional area (80 cm in diameter). We use grid sizes, Az = Ar, of 2.5
or 3 cm (except for the simulation of Q10, in which we use a 5cm cell) and a time step of At = 5 x 10~5 s
in all calculations. In order to interpret the pressure transient data and the induced subcooling thereof, special
consideration must be given to simulate the venting mechanism in QUEOS. This is achieved by placing obstacle
cells with adiabatic and stationary particles at the exit as shown in Figure 3. The volume fraction of the particles
in the exiting cell is adjusted to match the venting area of the experiment (92 cm2). The particle volume fraction
in the adjacent cells is set to be 50% of that in the exiting cell to assure a smooth variation of particle volume
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fraction in that region. To simulate the effect of friction loss associated with venting, the drag coefficient between
steam and particles in the obstacle ceils is calibrated based on the observed data on steam flow rate vs pressure.
The initial particle cloud is shown schematically in Figure 3. The starting time of the calculation is taken to be the
initial contact between the particle cloud and the water surface. The results of the computations are presented, in
conjunction with the experimental data, in the following. These comparisons focus on the time frame up to 0.4 s, at
which time the particles hit the pool bottom, and are "captured" by the collection cells employed in the experiment.
(Many more results of the computations can be found in DOE/ID-10504).

particle cloud
v = 500 cm/s

6f = 0.927

t

o

exit boundary
at 1 bar

80 cm

Figure 3. The computational domain used in the PM-ALPHA simulation of the QUEOS experiments. The porous
obstacles near the exit cell are to create the proper flow restriction and exit pressure drop.

First, we examine the flow regime development by superposing calculated volume fraction contours to the
experimentally obtained images of the premixing zones. Such results for runs Q8, Q10, and Ql 1 are shown in
Figures 4, 6 and 7, respectively. An illustration of the velocity field in Q8 is provided in Figure 5, to show the
closing-in of the cavity created as the dense particle cloud plunges into cold water. The only observable deviation
is, perhaps, a somewhat stronger "pinching" effect in this closing-in observed in the experiment. This may be due
to somewhat stronger, than calculated, circulation induced in the surrounding liquid, and its potential significance is
to produce a somewhat more abrupt cutoff effect in steam flow (due to condensation) in experiments with marginal
steaming rates (see pressure comparisons for hot runs, below). This cavity formation behavior and closing-in had
been, in fact, first predicted with PM-ALPHA, and confirmed by observation in specially conducted cold runs in
M AGICO-2000. Also, for the condition of the hot MAGICO-2000 runs (inlet particle volume fractions of only a
few percent) such cavity formation is not predicted, nor is it observed (see also Angelini et al., 1997).

More easily discernible comparisons of flow regimes can be made with respect to specific features such as front
advancement using Lagrangian particles (Figure 8), and level swell using collapsed liquid level from PM-ALPHA
(Figure 9). In Figure 9, the experimental traces were shifted by amounts noted in the captions (50 to 100 ms),
since uncertainty for the zero-time in these traces was not specified in the experiment records. The only significant
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Figure 4. Comparison of predicted against observed flow regime development in test Q8. The experimental image
has been made partially transparent by computer processing, so as to allow superposition of the computed contours.
Times are 0.01s, 0.09,0.17,0.25,0.33 and 0.41 s after first impact of the particles on the water.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the velocity field predicted by PM-ALPHA for test Q8. Times are 0.9, 0.025 and 0.41 s
after first impact of the particles on the water. Void fraction contour lines span from 10 to 90% in 10% intervals.
The magnitude of the liquid fluxes (velocity times local liquid fraction) is indicated by the color scale (in cm/s).

discrepancy is observed for the hot runs Q10 and Ql 1. This discrepancy can be explained by the "pinching" effect
noted above, and associated condensation phenomena. In particular, note in Figures 6 and 7 that between 0.2 and
0.3 s the steam cavity has closed (in the experiment) and that this corresponds well with the termination of the
rapid level rise, as seen in Figures 9d and 9e. In the calculation, on the other hand, as seen in Figures 6 and 7, the
condensation and closing-off of this region is delayed, and as a consequence, the level continues to rise for another
~100 ms, creating the discrepancy. It should be emphasized, however, that such phenomena are exaggerated here
due to the small, compact character of the particle clouds and the small subcooling (for large subcoolings the timing
of this behavior is not very sensitive).

Integral aspects of the thermal interaction were obtained experimentally by measuring steam flow rates exiting
the vent pipe, and pressure transients in the enclosed gas space above the pool. Related comparisons with PM-
ALPHA results, for the three hot runs, are presented in Figures 10, 11, and 12. These figures include also the
integrated volumes of steam, so as to obtain a more direct perspective on the magnitude of the interaction. We thus
determine total volumes of about 60, 80, and 200 (, for runs Q10, Ql 1, and Q17 respectively. We can then clearly
see that Q10 and Ql l produced minimal interactions, and this also can be seen by the slight increase in pressure
observed in the gas volume. Indeed, a quantity of 60 or 801 is only a very small fraction of this gas space—it has
a volume of ~200 t. The pressure comparisons should be examined in this context, and for the trailing portion
of the traces the sensitivity of condensation under such conditions, as noted above, should be included in the
consideration.

In Q17 the total steam production of ~2001 is about the volume of the gas space, but here a very special (and
pathological) mechanism comes into play. The mechanism involves the radiant heating of the free pool surface
during the 0.5 s time period it takes the particle cloud to traverse the gas space above the pool. Roughly estimated
on the basis of the lower cross sectional area of the cloud, this radiant energy flow in 0.5 s is 1.8 x 104 J. Absorbed
in a 2 mm upper surface layer of water (1 mm absorption length at 2200 K) it would produce a superheating of ~6
K. Note the absence of nucleation sites, so that rapid flashing would occur only upon contact with the particle cloud,
yielding 14 I of steam volume (at 1 bar), which is almost exactly what is missing in the PM-ALPHA prediction
shown in Figure 12. Note that this "missing" volume of steam is only a small fraction of the total produced in the
interaction; however, its rapid release, as envisioned by the proposed mechanism, would be all that is needed to
explain the "extra" pressurization observed in the experiment. Similar estimates for Q10 and Ql 1 yield an extra
steam volume of only 61. This further enhances the already good quality of prediction, shown in Figures 10 and 11.
We are currently working to include this mechanism in PM-ALPHA, so as to obtain more complete interpretations
of the QUEOS experiments.

Finally, we consider the degree of voiding in the premixing zone. This can be done on an overall, average,
basis, based on the level swell observed, and the mixing region volume, obtained from an outline of the visual
image. To more specifically address void fractions in the lower part of the zone that contains the particles, one
needs to consider (subtract) the apparent cavity ("funnel") seen in the visual images, and this is complicated by
not knowing the amount of liquid within it. Moreover, it is not possible to discern from the visual records what
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Figure 6. Comparison of predicted against observed flow regime development in test QIO. The experimental image
has been made partially transparent by computer processing, so as to allow superposition of the computed contours.
Times are 0.1 and 0.2 s (top) and 0.3 and 0.4 s (bottom) after first impact of the particles on the water. The color
scale for the particle volume fraction is on the left; that for the void, on the right.
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Figure 7 Comparison of predicted against observed flow regime development in test Ql 1. The experimental image
has been made partially transparent by computer processing, so as to allow superposition of the computed contours.
Times are 0.1 and 0.2 s (top) and 0.3 and 0.4 s (bottom) after first impact of the particles on the water. The color
scale for the particle volume fraction is on the left; that for the void, on the right.
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fraction of the total mixture volume contains particles, where the highly depleted (in water) funnel ends, and what
the extent is of the in-between, two-phase (steam-water) region. By assuming that the "funnel" did not contain any
water, Meyer deduced that the water content in the particle-mixing-region was ~80%. Our PM-ALPHA result for
the central region of the mixture, containing the main portion of the particle cloud, is shown in Figure 13. The
agreement, clearly, is not quantitative; however, it is noted that the general trend is similar in that the premixture
is not highly depleted of water. Clearly, local measurements are needed to reliably assess the quantitative aspects.
Such measurements have been attempted in QUEOS, but it is clear from the discussion that the data obtained are
preliminary at this time.

It is hoped that from the above the reader will deduce the highly sensitive nature of the hot QUEOS runs
available at this time and will share our perspectives, expressed at the beginning of this section, that these data,
while interesting from a fundamental point of view, are not quite relevant to the fitness-of-purpose needed here.
It is expected that these sensitivities will be to some extent alleviated by the larger masses currently employed in
QUEOS. It is also recommended that fully saturated pools be included in the test matrix (together with less pressure
drop at the venting line by providing more vents), as well as subcoolings larger than merely few degrees.
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Figure 8a. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions (Lagrangian particles) and the measured front advance-
ment of Q5.
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Figure 8b. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured front advancement for Q6.
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Figure 8c. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured front advancement for Q8.
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Figure 8d. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured front advancement for Q10.
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Figure 8e. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured front ad\ancement for Ql I. The
deviation at latter times appears to be due to front shape instability as was observed also in MAGICO-2000 runs.
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Figure 9a. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured level swell for Q5. (t — 0 represents
the time at which the particle clouds contact with water). The experimental trace was shifted by 100 ms, as the
uncertainty in establishing the zero-time was not specified.
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Figure 9b. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured level swell for Q6. (t = 0 represents
the time at which the particle clouds contact with water). The experimental trace was shifted by 50 ms, as the
uncertainty in establishing the zero-time was not specified.
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Figure 9c. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured level swell for Q8. (t = 0 represents
the time at which the particle clouds contact with water). The experimental trace was shifted by 60 ms, as the
uncertainty in establishing the zero-time was not specified. No explanation for the instrument "undershoot" (shown
here for 0 < t < 0.06 s) to below the steady value was provided in the experimental report.
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Figure 9d. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured level swell for Q10. (t = 0 represents
the time at which the particle clouds contact with water). See text for explanation of the discrepancy.
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Figure 9e. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured level swell for QU. (t = 0 represents
the time at which the particle clouds contact with water). See text for explanation of the discrepancy
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Figure 10a. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured steam flow rate for Q10.

Figure 10b. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured cumulative steam volume released in
Q10.

Figure 10c. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured pressure transient in the gas space for
QI0.
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Figure 1 la. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured steam flow rate for Ql 1.
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Figure 1 lb. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured cumulative steam volume released in
Ql l .
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Figure 1 lc. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured pressure transient in the gas space for
Ql l .
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Figure 12a. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and measured steam flow rates for Q17. The missing
peak is due to a special mechanism, as explained in the text.
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Figure 12b. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured cumulative steam volume released in
Q17.
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Figure 12c. Comparison between PM-ALPHA predictions and the measured pressure transient in the gas space for
Q17. The missing peak is due to a special mechanism, as explained in the text.
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Figure 13. The average liquid fraction, as found in the simulation of Ql 1, averaged over the computational cells
with more than 1 % volume of particles. The result is compared to a quoted value of 80% (Meyer, 1996).

3. I N T E G R A L A S P E C T S

3.1 Code Comparisons

3.1.1 Compar ison with C H Y M E S

About three years ago PM-ALPHA and CHYMES were compared directly in two sequential papers in the open
literature (Fletcher, 1992; Theofanous and Yuen, 1994—see Appendix 5 of DOE/ID-10489). The conclusion was
that, once the two codes were made to address the same problem, the comparisons, even at the details of mixture
zone composition, were excellent.

3.1.2 Compar ison with P M - A L P H A - 3 D

As noted above, the PM-ALPHA-3D code was recently developed and it involves a different numerical scheme
from that in PM-ALPHA. The basic solver is the same as that used in ESPROSE.m-3D, and it has been verified
by comparison to ESPROSE.m, as discussed in DOE/ID-10503. Here, we present a further numerical test by
comparing the 2D versus the 3D versions of the premixing code. As a test problem we chose typical reactor
conditions, with a 17% volume fraction cloud of 4.2 mm particles at 2000 °C, and a saturated water pool in a 2D
Cartesian geometry. The grid size was 5 cm (a total of 8 x 28 grids) and the time step 2 x 10~5s. We have a closed
air gap, so that the enclosure can pressurize with time. The results obtained with the two codes are compared in
Figure 1 for the pressure transients, and in Figure 2 for the detailed evolution of the mixture zones. The overall
behavior is very similar. The 2-D result generates slightly more steam and there is a slight difference in the 1% void
fraction contour at t — 0.3 and £ — 0.4 s. We expect this to be caused by small differences in numerical diffusion,
which certainly exist due to the different numerical schemes.

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35

Figure 1. Comparison between the PM-ALPHA-3D and PM-ALPHA-2D prediction of the pressure transient.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the PM-ALPHA-3D and the PM-ALPHA-2D prediction of the premixing behavior.
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Figure 2. (cont).
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3.2 Exper imenta l Tests

In this section we consider premixing experiments with the hot material being in the molten state, and hence
subject to breakup in the course of the interaction. Available integral tests of this type include the MIXA tests
which were run with urania (20% Mo) at ~3600 K, and the FARO tests run with UO2 melts at ~33OO K. Besides
the unknown, variable length scales of the melt during the interaction, these tests are also interesting in requiring
a non-local radiation transport formulation—the absorption lengths in water are 3 and 50 cm at 3000 and 3600
K, respectively, and this is further complicated by the presence of variably voided regions (see Appendix A of
DOE/ID-10504).

3.2.1 T h e M I X A exper iments

The MIXA experiments were run in the UK in conjunction with the CHYMES code development and val-
idation effort (Denham et al., 1992; Fletcher and Denham, 1994). They involved the pouring of kg-quantities
of thermitically generated UO2 melts (containing ~20% of Molybdenum) at 3600 K, into near-saturated water
pools. The experimental apparatus is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The "droplet former" shown in the
figure consisted of a graphite grid, and was found to break up the melt stream into droplets of approximately 6 mm
diameter. Besides visual images of the interaction, pressurization and steam flow rate data (in the vent pipe) were
obtained. Of the several published tests, the MIXA06 seems to have been the most completely documented. It also
included the longest skirt (see Figure I) that helped streamline the droplet flow vertically downwards. This test
was, therefore, selected for simulation here using PM-ALPHA. It involved a 3 kg melt pour, and the water pool
was within 1 K from saturation. The melt release time for all the tests was nominally quoted to be in the range of
1 to 1.5 s, but the 1 s value appears to be appropriate for MIXA06.

Qwrge Container.

Manifold

Class Face

Pumping and Heating System

1 /

Tank

Figure 1. Schematic of the MIXA facility (from Denham et al., 1992).
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The computational domain is shown in Figure 2. The square-section vessel is replaced by a circular-section
vessel with the same cross sectional area. We use a grid of 4 x 30 cells, each cell being 5.25 cm by 5.25 cm in
size (confirmatory calculations with a still more refined grid are underway) with an initial steam gap of 99.75 cm
(vs the experimental value of 100 cm), a water level of 57.75 cm (vs the experimental value of 60 cm) and a melt
pour diameter of 10.5 cm (vs the experimental value for the pour side of 12 cm). The melt inlet rate is set at 3
kg/s with an initial melt droplet size of 6 mm. As in QUEOS, we need to model the restriction of the vent line in
the experimental facility. This is accomplished by placing cells with a specified porosity and drag coefficient to
match the vent area and pressure drop characteristic in the experiment. We found the effect of the subcooling to be
negligible. Time zero in the results shown below corresponds to the time the cloud front hit the water surface.

10.5 cm

inlet conditions
v = 80 cm/s
6f = 0.0515
T = 3600 K

exit boundary
at 1 bar

Figure 2. The computational domain used in the MIXA06 simulations.

In the simulations, breakup was characterized by a 0-value of 20 (see Appendix A of DOE/ID-10504), a
breakup cutoff void fraction of 85% (for voids above this value breakup is not allowed), and a minimum particle
size of 1.2 mm. Sensitivities to the latter two parameters were determined by including combinations for cutoff
values of 80 and 83%, and for a minimum particle size of 1 mm.

The flow regime comparisons with the experimental data are shown in Figure 3. The more quantitative features
of the interaction such as advancement of the melt front, and of the two-phase level swell, are shown in Figures 4
and 5, respectively. The data were obtained from Fletcher and Denham, 1994.

Pressure transients, steam flow rates, and cumulative steam volumes vented are shown in Figure 6, and for
variations of the breakup parameters in Figures 7, 8 and 9. The sensitivity is remarkable, and provides useful
perspectives on the inherent limitations of taking a predictive approach on the details of such problems.
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Figure 3. Comparison of predicted against observed flow regime development in MIXA06. The experimental
contour (black line) corresponds to the location of the luminous melt. The straight black line represents the initial
water level. Void fraction (blue tones) span from 10 to 90%, in 10% intervals. Melt contours (red tones) span from
0.5 to 4.5%, in 0.5% intervals.

E

Figure 4. Comparison between experiment and
simulation of the front advancement.
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Figure 5. Comparison between experiment and
simulation of the water level swell.
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Figure 6. Pressure, flow rate and steam volume in the simulation of MIXA06, base case: void fraction limit for
breakup 85%, minimum particle size = 1.2 mm. The experimental flow rate and steam volume data have unknown
uncertainty in the time base (personal communication, Turland, 1996). Also, according to the same reference, the
flow rates beyond 1 s (dotted line) are not reliable (potential entrained water interference with instruments).
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Figure 7. Variation of the base case, with void fraction limit of 85% and minimum particle size of 1 mm.
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Figure 9. Variation of the base case, with void fraction limit of 80% and minimum particle size of 1 mm.
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3.2.2. The FARO Experiments
In the FARO experiment prototypic corium melts in quantities of over 100 kg are released into near-saturated

water pools at high ambient pressure (~ 50 bar). A schematic of the experimental facility is shown in Figure
1 (Magallon and Leva, 1996). The interaction vessel is closed and the principal data obtained are the pressure
transient in it, the level swell, water and steam temperatures, and the resulting debris collected at the bottom of the
vessel at the end of the experiment.

Two FARO tests (L-06 and L-08) were conducted with relatively small quantities of melt (20 kg) and a shallow
pool (about 1 m deep). The PM-ALPHA's interpretation of one of these experiments (L-06) has been presented
elsewhere (Angelini et al., 1994). L-08 is a similar test. In one of two large scale tests (L-I I), the melt contained
zirconium and its exothermic reaction with water vapor was identified as an important mechanism affecting the
pressurization (Magallon and Hohmann, 1995). Since the current version of PM-ALPHA does not have a chemical
reaction model, the interpretation of L-11 is out of the scope of this report. The present effort is thus focused on
the other large scale test L-14.

Since L-14 has a larger mass discharge rate compared to L-06 (125 kg/s vs 64 kg/s) and a shorter free fall
distance (1.08 m vs 1.66 m), the breakup of the melt and the radiative heating of steam prior to the melt reaching
the water surface are not expected to be important, as they were in L-06. This is confirmed by the relatively small
pressurization for the time (0 < t < 0.3 s) prior to the melt reaching the water pool surface.

The geometry of the computational domain used in the simulation is shown in Figure 2 and the gas space is
taken to include all volumes available for expansion. Note that by incorporating this volume the free space above
the inlet nozzle is distorted and, therefore, level swells beyond ~2 s may be distorted too. The melt release position
relative to the water level is represented by modelling an inlet from an interior obstacle Calculations are carried out
with a grid size of Ar = 5 cm, Az = 10 cm and a time step of At = 1 x 10~4 s. The selected time step has been
verified to be sufficient for numerical convergence.

An initial melt length scale of 4 cm (the nozzle diameter is 10 cm, but the stream reduced to ~5 cm during fall
through the vapor space) is specified at the melt inlet, and it is subjected to breakup using a (5-value of 50. Breakup
is discontinued by a cutoff void fraction of 85%, a fuel solid fraction of more than 90%, or a minimum particle
diameter of 1 mm. A Weber number criterion was less limiting and did not play a role in the computation.

The principal results and comparisons with the data are summarized in Figures 3, 4 and 5. We note that there
is a significant interaction with a net pressurization of over 25 bar, and a pressurization rate of up to 25 bar/s. The
level swell is over 1 meter, at which point it has reached the top of the gas space above the nozzle in the FARO
vessel (see comment above).

The steam temperatures are shown in Figure 6. Note that the computation indicates significant superheating,
while the thermocouple found at the same location measures near-saturation values. This is a consequence of the
presence of liquid (see void fraction trace in the figure) which can maintain the thermocouple tip wet, and hence
near-saturation, irrespective of the surrounding steam temperature in the experiment. Also, it is worth noting that
the steam energy difference corresponding to the temperature difference shown is only 10%.

Other interesting results that indicate the self-limiting character of the interaction are shown in Figures 7 and
8. In Figure 7, we see that the induced subcooling, due to pressurization, reaches ~ 30 K; while in Figure 8, we
see that significant quantities of melt solidified already about the time that the pressurization turns over in the 1 to
1.5 s time frame.

The details of the computed interaction can be understood with the help of Figures 9 through 12. Specifically,
in Figure 9, we find the evolution of melt and steam distributions, in Figure 10, the melt temperatures, in Figure 11,
the melt length scales, and in Figure 12, a sample of radiation absorption rate by the liquid coolant throughout the
vessel. This latter figure exemplifies the extent of non-local radiation transport and the effect of voided regions on
it.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the FARO test facility (from Maggon and Leva, 1996).
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Figure 2. Geometry of the computational domain used in the PM-ALPHA simulation of FARO L-14.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the calculated pressure history with the experimental data.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the calculated pressurization rate with experimental data.
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Figure 6. Comparison of calculated water temperature (Tt), steam temperature (T9) and data at thermocouple
located at r = 20 cm, z = 300 cm and q = 180°. The calculated void fraction at the location is also shown in the
same figure (see text).
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Figure 7. Water subcooling in the vessel predicted by PM-ALPHA.
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Figure 8. Melt freezing profiles predicted by PM-ALPHA. Each line represents melt with liquid fraction below the
specified value.
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Figure 9. Fuel volume fraction and void fraction distributions in FARO-L14 predicted by PM-ALPHA.
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Figure 9. (cont).
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Figure 10, Fuel temperature distributions in FARO-LM predicted by PM-ALPHA.
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Figure 10. (cent).
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Figure 11. Fuel particle diameter distributions in FAR0-L14 predicted by PM-ALPHA.
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Figure 11, (cont),
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Figure 12. The calculated distribution of volumetric radiation absorption rate (in unit of erg/(cm3 s)) at two sample
times. The plot on the left is a superposition of volumetric radiation absorption and void fraction. The middle
plot is a superposition of the volumetric radiation absorption and fuel volume fraction. The plot on the right is a
superposition of fuel volume fraction (in red) and void fraction (in blue).
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Figure 12. (cont).
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4. BREAKUP ASPECTS

Consideration of breakup directly in a verification effort is hampered by the lack of experimental data on
the dynamics of the process. In single jet experiments, one can approximately determine the position of complete
disintegration, but no information is available for the breakup processes above, or the extent of further breakup
below this point. The closer the melt approaches the molten corium conditions, the more intense is the interaction,
and even less information of breakup dynamics becomes possible. Of course, one has the end state, by means of
the solidified debris (although some ambiguities even here are possible by merging of semisolidified particles) and
this may be used as one anchor, which together with measured interactions parameters, such as steaming rates,
pressurization, and level swell, can be used to back out the dynamics of breakup (as we have done for the MIXA
and FARO tests). Clearly, however, this is susceptible to the code's performance in the multifield aspects (hence
our attention to them) and, moreover, it is open to question whether the same model of breakup can capture the
behavior from one test to another, and eventually in reactor conditions. The size and melt masses of FARO are
helpful in accepting an empirical approach based on it, and the planned lower pressure tests will be of further help.
Meanwhile, we can use the MIXA tests which indicate that lower pressures promote breakup (higher steam velocities
snowballing in combination with breakup). Thus, in combination, the two tests and their above interpretations with
PM-ALPHA, provide reasonable choices of parameters to bound the breakup behavior for reactor calculations.

Another avenue, complementary to the above, would involve deep investigations (both experimental and
theoretical) on the fundamentals along the lines currently pursued by detailed jet and drop breakup models (Kondo
et al., 1993, Burger et al., 1995 and Chu et al., 1996).

5. NUMERICAL ASPECTS

5.1. S p a c e / T i m e Discretization

With available computing power, and the usual limited lateral dimensions of melt pours, we can go down to
cm-scale nodes, even for 3D representation. Thus, for premixing, we see no representation (accuracy) issues due to
discretization. With respect to time discretization, we have found the proper domains to obtain robust and accurate
computations, and this has not been a problem.

5.2. Numerica l Diffusion

Numerical diffusion is always present, but we have found that in premixing calculations it can be effectively
controlled by the use of an adequately fine computational grid. Nevertheless, in the name of improving efficiency,
we plan an upgrade of the numerical scheme in PM-ALPHA along the lines suggested by the recent investigation
of Fletcher (1996).

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this verification effort, we have tried to provide an in-depth testing of the multifield aspects of the PM-
ALPHA code. On the numerical side we see no major outstanding issues, except perhaps for improving the control
of numerical diffusion. For the time being, the use of fine enough discretization and of Lagrangian particles provide
sufficient control and perspectives on the issue, respectively. On the physical side, further attention is needed on
constitutive laws for breakup. However, the results presented here indicate that actual behavior can be represented
quite well with reasonable choices of the breakup parameter /?, and cutoffs due to high void, solidification, and
Weber number criteria. Moreover, this experience provides useful guides for bounding the behavior, as it is our
approach for reactor calculations. As discussed in Appendix A of DOE/ID-10504, and as demonstrated by the
first integral application (DOE/ID-10541), this bounding task is of reasonable proportions mainly because of the
compensating effects between voiding, particle size, and solidification, on energetics.
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Discussion

Kolev

We found since one year that the "intracellular" radiation is important.

Burger

I agree to emphasis on premixing aspects as related to breakup. However, we should have

more premixing calculations varying breakup parametrically in order to determine more

exactly the need for breakup modeling.

Theofanous

We are working on that to produce more and more results.

Jacobs

How do you imagine water superheating when being heated at a free surface?

Theofanous

Is there other free surface? See, the penetration is like lmm. Time is very short so that

radiation is not absorbed right in the A level but is boiling.
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Session Summary Discussion

Jacobs

You are always presenting saturated conditions. But when you are mixing hot material

with the coolant, you will always create subcooling.

Theofanous

You have to look at the system you are interested in to calculate. You have to see what

your system looks like and put right boundary conditions. For the reactor case, saturated

water you have in lower planum is very large in volume. If the system is subcooled, it

becomes subcooled. Let the system decided. You do not assume anything and compute

subcooling depending on where your boundary conditions are there. If subcooling's there,

let it be.

Jacobs
Starting with prefragmented drops (of different size) it does not envelope the situation of
dynamic fragmentation of a jet that initially penetrates deeply into the water. Of course if
you start with small particles from the beginning, you will get high void fraction.

Theofanous

No, you don't start with particles fragmented. What you do is that you start with a big

particle at the beginning and break down different ways and you are trying to envelop the

behaviors so sometimes you let them know no break at all. Sometimes you get to penetrate

with no break.

Jacobs

What is the size of species you start? 5 mm?

Theofanous

Much larger than 5 mm, 5-10 cm.

Seghal

What has been talked about is mixing in a saturated or 10 - 20 K subcooled water. How

about mixing at highly subcooled (70, 80 or SO) conditions? What is pre-mixing situation

there?

Corradini

I am still focusing on MAGICO and QUEOS tests; already fragmented particles to very

small size. First, jet coming in with time scale 1 or 2 s essentially very low surface area and

breakup dynamically. Second, these experiments are all one atmosphere saturated. If I go to

two or three atmospheres, more realistic in-vessel or ex-vessel, saturated or subcoolcd, I
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Session Summary Discussion(cont)

would eventually say the dynamics is going to go down to a factor of two or three. I think

we have to be very careful about what we do. These experiments depending on initial

conditions are focused on multifield aspects but I think the trasient breakup particulary

under certain conditions which totally give you something different than what we were

seeing here projecting to the accident.

Theofanous

We are not going to project anything. Those experiments are not designed to give any

projection for anybody. These are to creat or allow us to creat foundation to understand

these very complex areas which involves three fluid movement. Even if we have an exact

model which we are never going to get, even you propose somebody has that, we found

having real good understanding or model you do not know what to do with particles. The

point is one only one. In order to get an explosion which is energetic we need to rather

mixed system you need to have some significant mass involved and that mass needed to be

coarsely mixed and broken up to some. Otherwise, you are not going to get it. You just

have configuration like stratified configuration. Question is then what states such a mass

exist what kind of states of cloud, particles, void and water can exist. That is what we are

trying to get at. We are not going to project anything.

Seghal

Perhaps, we could characterize those experiments as separate effect experiments.

Theofanous

That1 s what we mean. All you have to do is then you calculated what you find out we have

done. What you find is as you delay trigger and you keep breaking enough eventually

freezed. But if you trigger earlier you have a situation when the subcooling is so important

and you have no void. This is all endup with some significant results.

Frid

In analyses we have done with PM-ALPHA few years ago. We had number of cases; same

subcooling of water in ex-vessel, no subcooling but different particle sizes. What I show

here was lcm particle which gave very small void fraction but we also did analysis for 2 or

5 mm. You could see large differences in void fraction with smaller particles and smaller

void also explosion was not effective. So it was very clear.

HEX! PAGEIS)
left BLANK
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3.1 Results of Recent KROTOS FCI Tests:
Alumina vs. Corium Melts

I. HUHTINIEMI, D. MAGALLON, H. HOHMANN
European Commission-Joint Research Centre
Institute of Systems, Informatics and Safety

I-21020Ispra(Va)
Tel: +39-332-78 59 32, Fax: +39-332-78 54 12

e-mail: ilpo.huhtiniemi@jrc.it

Abstract: Recent results from KROTOS fuel-coolant interaction experiments are discussed. Five
tests with alumina were performed under highly subcooled conditions, all of these tests resulted
in spontaneous steam explosions. Additionally, four tests were performed at low subcooling to
confirm, on one hand, the suppression of spontaneous steam explosions under such conditions and,
on the other hand, that such a system is still triggerable using an external initiator. The other test
parameters in these alumina tests included the melt superheat and the initial pressure. All the tests
in the investigated superheat range (150 K - 750 K) produced a steam explosion and no evidence of
the explosion suppression by the elevated initial pressure (in the limited range of 0.1 - 0.375 MPa)
was observed in the alumina tests. The corium test series include a test with 3 kg of melt under both
subcooled and near saturated conditions at ambient pressure. Two additional tests were performed
with subcooled water; one test was performed at an elevated pressure of 0.2 MPa with 2.4 kg of melt
and another test with 5.1 kg of melt at ambient pressure. None of these tests with corium produced
a propagating energetic steam explosion. However, propagating low energy (about twice the energy
of the trigger pulse) events were observed. All corium tests produced significantly higher water level
swells during the mixing phase than the corresponding alumina tests. Present experimental evidence
suggests that the water depletion in the mixing zone suppresses energetic steam explosions with
corium melts at ambient pressure and in the present pour geometry. Processes that could produce
such a difference in void generation are discussed.

Keywords: Steam explosion, FCI, Alumina melt, Corium melt.

1 INTRODUCTION

The modelling of steam explosions and related phenomena is being actively pursued at a number of research
centres to investigate steam explosions and, in particular, different stages of it: pre-mixing, triggering, propagation
and expansion which determine the energetics and structural loading [1, 2, 3, 4]. To support these modelling
efforts, fundamental experimental investigations are being performed in the KROTOS facility in the frame of the
FARO programme at JRC-Ispra. Over the past 8 years, KROTOS tests have been performed with various simulant
materials, such as tin and alumina, AI2O3, or with a prototypical corium mixture (80 w % UO2 + 20 w% ZrO2).
These tests have provided unique experimental data on explosion propagation that form a useful basis for model
development.

Since the last Specialist Meeting on fuel-coolant interactions in Santa Barbara 1993, the KROTOS test programme
has revolved around tests with alumina and corium melts. The test geometry has remained essentially the same
with the exception of a larger diameter test section (200 mm vs. 95 mm). The change in diameter was necessary
to ensure proper penetration of a corium melt pour into the water column.

The first test series with corium melt indicated extensive sweepout of the melt by steam that, in turn, limited the
melt mass available for interactions with the water in the test section [5]. Therefore a larger test section with 200
mm inner diameter was employed. A good corium melt penetration was confirmed with the new test geometry.
A set of alumina tests was then performed to confirm that the interactions with alumina/water mixtures were not
influenced by the larger diameter. The new data also supplemented the earlier data (incomplete due to out-of-range
readings) on dynamic pressurisation of the test section [6]. The results were qualitatively similar to the previous
results in the narrow test section indicating that the behaviour of the system in the quasi 2-D configuration was
similar to that of the previous 1-D configuration.
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A comparison between preliminary data of alumina and corium melt pours indicated significant differences in
the mixing behaviour and "explosivity" of the alumina melts compared to the prototypical corium melt. A closer
examination of these differences has been the major focus of recent KROTOS tests. In this paper, a synthesis of
the recent KROTOS results is made and used to form plausible hypotheses for the observed behaviour.

2 KROTOS EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The KROTOS test arrangement consists of a radiation furnace, release tube and the test section underneath (for
detailed description, see [5]). The furnace is comprised of a cylindrical tungsten heater element which enclose the
crucible containing the melt material. The crucible is held in place by means of a pneumatically operated release
hook. Eight concentric tungsten, molybdenum and steel radiation shields are radially placed around the heater
element. The top and bottom parts of the heated zone are insulated with thermal screens to reduce heat losses to the
surroundings. The furnace is covered with a bell-shaped, water-cooled lid designed either to operate under vacuum
conditions or to withstand 0.3 MPa over-pressure (He) allowing tests to be performed also with slight overpressure.
The 3-phase electric power supply has a maximum power of 130 kW. Depending on the crucible design and melt
composition, melt masses in the range of about 1 to 10 kg can be used. Maximum achievable temperatures in
the furnace are of the order of 3300 K. The melt temperature is controlled by an optical bichromatic pyrometer
measuring the wall temperature of the crucible.

The lower part of the KROTOS facility consists of a pressure vessel and test section (see Fig. 1), both made of
stainless steel. The pressure vessel is designed for 2.5 MPa at 493 K. It is a cylindrical vessel of 400 mm inner
diameter and 2.21 m in height (volume: 0.290 m3) with a flat bottom plate and flanged flat upper head plate. The
test section consists of a strong stainless steel tube of inner diameter 200 mm and outer diameter 240 mm. The
water level is variable up to about 1.3 m. The bottom of the test section can be closed by either a flat plate or with
a gas trigger device. The gas trigger device consists of a gas chamber (volume of 15 cm3) which can be charged to
a pressure of up to 20 MPa (argon) and is closed by a 0.1-0.2 mm thick steel membrane.

PRESSURE VESSEL ID~»00

TC6

WATER LEVEL

K5 (TC5)

K4 <TC4>

K3 (TC3)

K2 (TC2)

• K1 (TC1)

GAS TRIGGER (KO)

elevation [mm)

950

750

550

350

150

0

-40

Fig. 1: KROTOS test section and pressure vessel

3 TEST PROCEDURE

After having reached the desired melt temperature, the crucible containing the melt is released from the furnace
and falls by gravity through a 4.0 m long release tube. Half-way down the tube, a rapid-acting slide valve separates
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the furnace from the test section below. During its fall, the crucible cuts a copper wire generating the zero time
signal for the data acquisition. Finally, the crucible impacts onto a retainer ring at the end of the tube where a
conical-shaped puncher breaks the bottom of the crucible and penetrates into the melt allowing the melt to pour
out through the openings in the puncher. The diameter of the melt jet is defined by guiding it through a funnel
of high temperature refractory material with an exit diameter of 30 mm. The melt arrival is detected with a
thermocouple just at the exit of the funnel which, in turn, is located about 0.44 m above the water free surface. If
the gas trigger device is used, it will be activated either by a thermocouple signal indicating the arrival of the melt
at the desired mixing depth or by a backup time delay circuit.

Dynamic pressures during a melt/water interaction are measured using piezoelectric transducers (Kl - K5) mounted
on the test section walls as indicated in Fig. 1. These pressure measurements also allow the estimation of the start-
ing location of the explosion and the propagation speed, which are important for modelling efforts. The integral
void fraction during mixing is measured by monitoring the water level in the test section. Measurements of vessel
pressurisation (with sensors designated as Cl - C13 in Fig. 1) help determine the steaming rates and possible pres-
surisation due to hydrogen production during mixing, and also permit calculation of the steam explosion expansion
work.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recently, the main focus of the KROTOS experiments has been to examine the differences in mixing behaviour
and "explosivity" between corium and alumina melts. Before these differences are discussed, a brief summary is
given below of all the recent alumina and corium tests.

4.1 Alumina Tests

A number of parameters influencing the melt/water mixing and occurrence of steam explosions have been investi-
gated with alumina melts. The test conditions and major results are listed in Table 1. The test parameters were the

Table 1: Initial conditions and main test results of alumina tests series

Test
Melt

Water

Test
Vessel
Results
Mixing

Results
Explosion

Results
Debris

no.

loaded mass

temperature

superheat

specific en lha lpy .Mw
thermal energy, E*

mass

bulk temperature

subcooUng

Initial pressure

temperature

level swell

fuel volume traction

vapor volume fraction'

coolant volume fraction

void fraction

max. pressurisation In expansion vessel

steam explosion

time of explosion

Initiation of explosion

max. pressurisation In test section

max. Impulse. I/A
max. imputse location

max. Impulse at depth

water mass at depth.m.

kinetic energy, E&ri'/2n\0
etllclency. E ^ E ,

collected mass

mass smaller than 106 um

mass mean olameter, 50 w/o

cake

Ig]
|K1

IK]

(kJ/kol
(kJ|

[kg|
|K1
IK]

|MPa]
[Kl

|mm|

1*1
1*1
1*1
1*1
|MPa|

|ms|

[MPa|

(kPas)

[mm|

[«g|

M
[%)

191
|g|
[mm|

lg|

38

1533

2665

351

4100

6285
341
294

79

0.10

291

27

1.7

2 6

958

2 6

0.065

yes

1276

K3

112

76.2

K1

955

30 1

953
1 52

1525

545

0.16

—

40

1470

3073

758

4673
6870

34.6

290

S3

0.10

292

170

14

11.9

86.7

12.1

0.131

yes
3214

K1

86

60S

K1

955

301

601

087

1509"

349
0.70

—

41

1430

3073

759

4673

6473

360

368

5

0.10

328

200

13

140

847

14.2

0098

no

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

1385

0

17 34

485

42

1539

2465

151

3819

5124

348

293

SO

010

294

28

15

1.0

975

1.0

0.045

yes

1713

K2

57

725
K2

755

238

1091

213

1342

431

0.20

—

43

1500

2625

311

4043

6065

34.8

295

100

021

296

40

1.6

19

965

1.9

0051

yes

2792

Kl

117

68.4
Kl

955

30.1

76.8

1.27

1688"

458

0.40
_

44

1500

2673

359

4t11

6166
356

363

10

010

328

124

15

102

883

10 4

0.26

yes

1702

K0/K1

68

749

K3

555

181

153 2

246

1449

682

0.11

—

49

1470

2688

374

4132

6074

34.8

294

120

037

298

25

16

0 6

978

0 6

0 1

yes

1148

K2/K3

127

71.93

K3

555

17.5

146.1

241

1735'

648

0 17
_

50

1700

2473

159

3830

6036
35.7

360

13

0.10

305

150

1.5

104

880

106

0 023

no
—

—

—

—

—
—

_

—

—

1576

0

15 03
—

51

1794

2748

434

4216

7423
36 0

366

5

010

324

500

14

298

688

30.2

0 098

no
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

1760

73

809

984

a ) A mild steam explosion at the Initial melAvaler contact Influenced the level swell measurement In the KROTOS 40 test,

b.) Larger than loaded mass due to extra debris from level meters and Injection nozzle destroyed by the steam explosion.

The fraction Included In the coJected mess la loo fine for separation from the rest of alumina debris.
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water subcooling (5 K - 120 K), the melt superheat (150 K - 750 K) and the initial pressure (0.1 MPa - 0.37 MPa)
and the use of an external trigger device.

The main results include melt penetration data and integral void fraction (defined as the ratio of vapor volume to
the vapor+water volumes) during the pre-mixing stage, dynamic pressures generated in the test section by steam
explosions and the overall pressurisation of the pressure vessel. The data on dynamic pressures in the test section
allow also the estimation of the explosion efficiency, see Table 1. However, this estimate should only be used as
a relative measure between different KROTOS tests and not as a scaling factor because it is dependent on the test
geometry. Debris analysis is also performed to provide qualitative data on the melt-pour break-up and the degree
of fine fragmentation during the steam explosion.

Results show that alumina melt poured in subcooled water (~ 80 K) at ambient pressure generates spontaneous
supercritical explosions with propagation speeds in excess of 1000 m/s (KROTOS 38, 40, 42). The occurrence of
such events is independent of melt superheat in the range examined (150 K - 750 K). The location of the initiating
event varied from near the bottom of test section to the middle of the test section and the "pre-mixing time" varied
from from 1 second to almost 3 seconds. During this pre-mixing phase the average integral void varied from 1.0
% to 2.6 %. The void fraction decreases with the specific energy content of the alumina melt. The level swell data
during mixing in the KROTOS 40 test was distorted by a mild interaction that took place upon melt/water contact.
In general, the void fractions are smaller than the void fraction of 4 % measured in the narrow test section [6].
This can be understood by considering that the smaller average void fraction is an artifact of averaging a similar
local vapour volume over a larger volume of the large diameter test section. The explosion propagation data of
the subcooled water tests in KROTOS have already been published [7]. The estimated explosion efficiency value
correlates with the amount of fine fragmented debris. The measured peak pressures in all the KROTOS tests are
summarised in Table 1. The peak values are mostly measured at the bottom where the pressure wave reflection
doubles the pressure.

The results with near-saturated water pools show that the spontaneous explosions are suppressed with alumina
(KROTOS 41, 50, 51), but given an initiating "trigger" pulse, such a mixture still produces an energetic steam
explosion (KROTOS 44). The void fractions in these tests vary from 10 % to 30 %. The KROTOS 44 test was
essentially a repeat of the KROTOS 28 test which was performed in a narrow test section of 95 mm inner diameter
and reported in the previous CSNI meeting [6]. A subcooling level of 10 K (13 K in KROTOS 28) was used. The
external triggering initiated an explosion that started at nearly the same location in both the tests. The pre-mixing
time was longer in the KROTOS 28 test because of the use of a "brake" disk that slowed the initial melt penetration
speed in this test. The void fraction at the time of the trigger was about 10 %, which is higher than the 4 %
observed in KROTOS 28, suggesting that the higher melt injection speed led to more extensive melt fragmentation
and steaming during pre-mixing. Fig. 2 shows the dynamic pressurisation in the test section in the KROTOS 44 test
together with a typical response from the gas trigger device in a non-voided water pool. The explosion is initiated
by the gas trigger pulse in the proximity of the Kl transducer and the subsequent explosion pressure swamps the
original trigger pulse. The explosion propagation velocity of about 1000 m/s can be determined from the graph.

The alumina tests, performed with elevated initial pressures of 0.2 MPa (KROTOS 43) and 0.375 MPa (KROTOS
49) and highly subcooled water (100 - 120 K), produced spontaneous explosions. Furthermore, the former test also
produced extensive structural damage in the test facility. The integral void fractions of 1.9 % and 0.6 % during the
pre-mixing phase were determined from water level measurements. As expected, these values are smaller than at
ambient pressure due to the increased density of the steam and higher subcooling. The explosion efficiency of 2.4
% in the KROTOS 49 test was higher than the 1.5 % measured in the KROTOS 38 test at ambient initial pressure,
suggesting the increased constraint imposed by the elevated initial pressure enhances the energy conversion by
increasing the participating mass in the interaction. The result from the intermediate pressure test (KROTOS 43) is
not directly comparable because the melt had already settled on the bottom of the test section and so the melt/water
distribution differed from the other tests.

4.2 Corium Tests

So far, four tests have been performed with corium melt in the large test section. The initial conditions and the
main test results are summarised in Table 2. Since no propagating energetic explosions have been observed in any
of these tests, the experimental efforts have concentrated in finding suitable conditions for triggering by varying a
set of parameters. Two tests, one with subcooled water, KROTOS 37, and one with near saturated water, KROTOS
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Fig. 2: Dynamic pressures in KROTOS 44 vs. external gas trigger pulse (in light gray)

Table 2: Initial conditions and main test results of corium tests series

Test
Melt

Water

Test
Vessel
Results
Mixing

Results
Debris

no.

loaded mass

temperature

superheat

specific enthalpy. Xt\lax

thermal energy. En,

mass

column height

pool diameter

bulk temperature

subcoollng

Initial pressure

temperature

level swan

fuel volume fraction

vapor volume frac1»ond

coolant volume fraction

void traction

max. pressurlsatkm In expansion voss

collected mass

mass smaller than 106 urn

mass mean diameter, 50 w/o

[Q]

[K]

fK]
[kJ*g]
jkJ|

IKgl
|m|
|mm)

|K1
|K1
(MPa)

IK)
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45, have been performed with 3 kg of melt at ambient initial pressure. The influence of mass was examined in the
KROTOS 47 test in which about 5.1 kg of melt was poured into a 80 K subcooled water pool. Finally, a test with 3
kg of melt was performed at an elevated initial pressure of 0.2 MPa to assess the influence of pressure on the void
fraction. In all these tests triggering of steam explosions were attempted by employing the external trigger device.

The results, in general, have provided further confirmation of previously observed differences in mixing behaviour
between corium and alumina melts [5]. To illustrate these differences, the freeboard volume pressurisation and
level swells can be compared. Obviously, for the subcooled water tests, the data can only be compared until the
steam explosions with alumina melt took place. A comparison of the pressurisation of the test vessel between
corium (KROTOS 37) and alumina test (KROTOS 42) with subcooled water, comparable melt superheat and
energy content is shown in Fig. 3. The low pressurisation prior to the explosion in the alumina test indicates low
steaming rates. Water level swell data indicated a void fraction of 1.0 % with alumina that is a magnitude smaller
than the 22 % found with corium, see Fig. 4.

The same trends can also be observed in the tests with near saturated water (Figs. 5 and 6). In these tests no explo-
sion occurred with alumina, allowing better observations of the later stages of mixing and melt accumulation at the
bottom. In the KROTOS 41 (alumina) and KROTOS 45 (corium) tests, the melt temperature was approximately the
same, i.e. the thermal energy of alumina melt was significantly higher. Therefore, the fact that the pressurisation
with corium melt remains higher in the long term (Fig. 5) might be attributed to generation of non-condensable
gas, i.e. hydrogen, during the corium/water interaction as FARO tests revealed [7, 8]. Differences are also evident
in the integral void fractions which vary from 10 % with alumina to more than 30 % with corium (at about 50 cm
level swell water can pour out of the test section and so the measurement is limited), see Fig. 6.

The large differences in the integral void fractions during the pre-mixing stage, which are evident in all the tests,

• K-37, 3 kg coriutn, Tsi{)><168 K
' K-42. 1.5kgilumin«. Ts<lf»IStK

4000 5000

Fig. 3: Test vessel pressurisation, alumina vs.
corium with subcooled water (comparable melt su-
perheat temperature, Tsup)

Fig. 4: Water level swell, alumina vs. corium with
subcooled water (comparable melt superheat temper-
ature, Tsup)
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— — K-45, 3 kg corium, Tm«3106 K
K-41, 1.5kg»Ujmir.8.Tma3073K
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Tlm.(nw|

Fig. 5: Test vessel pressurisation, alumina vs.
corium with near-saturated water (comparable melt
temperatures, Tin)

Fig. 6: Water level swell, alumina vs. corium with
near-saturated water (comparable melt temperatures,
Tm)
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seems to imply that the high local void fractions can suppress propagating steam explosions by depleting the water
from the mixing zone with corium melts, or suppress the triggering of spontaneous explosions with alumina melts
in near saturated water. This observation is further supported by data from a recent corium test (KROTOS 52)
where the void fraction was relatively low (about 13 %) due to the elevated initial pressure of 0.2 MPa. Fig. 7
shows that the external trigger device was able to trigger an event and the resulting pressure wave propagated
upwards through the mixture. To illustrate the low energy yield of this event, a response of a similar external
trigger pulse (13 MPa vs. 16 MPa initial trigger chamber pressure in KROTOS 52) in pure water is overlayed. It
is likely that a high local void suppressed the development of the initial triggering to a full-scale steam explosion.
As a result, the mechanical yield of the event was only about twice the mechanical energy of the trigger itself. The
debris analysis demonstrated that this event led to fine fragmentation of part of the melt. Such an event has also
been observed in a test with 5.1 kg of corium melt (KROTOS 47) and with a very large void fraction of over 30
%. The amount of mass participating in the event was about the same in both the tests (assuming that mass with
a diameter smaller than 106 /itn participated, see Table 2). A possible explanation is that some of the melt in the
KROTOS 47 test was present in a region with smaller void fraction.

4.3 Discussion on the Differences between Alumina and Corium Melts

Several hypotheses of the origin of differences in void generation between alumina and corium melts have been
discussed since it was reported. The effects of melt physical property differences, melt superheat in conjuction
with the higher melting point of corium, and the possibility of significant hydrogen production are all plausible
factors [9, 7, 8].

3.0 4.0
Time [ms]

Fig. 7: Dynamic pressures in KROTOS 52 vs. external trigger pulse (light gray)
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Up to now, no direct visualisations of the melt pours have been performed. The progression of the melt penetration
and mixing is only measured by thermocouples distributed axially in the test section. Therefore, the experimental
setup used at present yields only some qualitative evidence on the effects of melt physical property differences.

The data from the thermocouples show that a coherent corium melt pour tends to penetrate deeper into the water
pool than an alumina pour. Alumina melt pours decelerate faster than corium pours at the water surface due to
the lower density. It is likely that the deceleration also enhances early break-up of the melt pour and its lateral
spreading. A typical example of such melt penetration behaviour is given in Fig. 8 for a subcooled water case and
in Fig. 9 for saturated water pool case. Significant differences in melt penetration speeds are evident, especially in
the subcooled water case. After a certain "break-up length" both the alumina and corium debris seems to settle with
equal terminal velocity of about 0.4-0.6 m/s, which would indicate that the density differences are compensated
by the difference in the mean diameter of settling particles. In the near saturated water pool case with corium it
should be noted that the water level increases almost immediately up to the injection nozzle, at 0.44 m above the
nominal water level. Therefore, this additional depth should be considered. This could also explain the difference
in the corium melt penetration in the subcooled and saturated water pools evident in Figs. 8 and 9.

Differences in the melt pour break-up and fragmentation are also evident in the resulting quenched debris. Due
to the explosions, the alumina debris is finely fragmented in subcooled water cases and so the mixing phase melt
fragmentation processes cannot be deduced. However, comparisons of debris morphology can be made in the
saturated water tests where no explosions were observed. In these tests, the debris resulting from the alumina
pours is significantly different from the finely fragmented corium debris with a mass mean diameter of about 1.7
mm (KROTOS 45, see Table 2). The alumina debris seems to arrive at the bottom partially unquenched as large
globules that agglomerate and form a cake (e.g. about 1/3 of total mass in KROTOS 41). The loose debris consists
of large diameter quenched melt particles with a canopy (formed by drag forces) or pancake shapes (up to 40 mm
in diameter) that lay on top of the cake. In the KROTOS 50 test the melt superheat was low and so the particles
did not agglomerate at the bottom to form a cake and remained as loose debris with highly irregular shape with a
mass mean diameter of 15 mm.

The observations of slower melt penetration and smaller energy transfer to the water (even with the same melt
temperature) would suggest that alumina melt most likely existed as larger diameter melt globules which were
more laterally spread during the pre-mixing stage. The larger diameter implies smaller surface to volume ratio thus
reducing the steam generation and further breakup by enhanced mixing due to escaping steam. Aforementioned
conditions might form a suitable coarse mixture for an energetic steam explosion to take place if a trigger is
provided. On the contrary, the corium melt is observed to penetrate deeper as a coherent pour. This fact together
with the fact that the water level increases very rapidly would suggest that fine fragmentation takes place at the
leading edge of the melt pour and the resulting steaming paves the way for the coherent core to penetrate.

Recent results from FARO tests have demonstrated that substantial amounts of hydrogen are produced during the
corium/water interaction [7, 10]. Since the melt composition is the same as in KROTOS tests, it is likely that this
hydrogen production is present also in the KROTOS tests. So far, the tests have not been instrumented to detect
hydrogen generation during melt/water mixing. The possible presence of hydrogen has been deduced from the
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Fig. 8: Melt penetration, alumina vs. corium with
subcooled water

Fig. 9: Melt penetration, alumina vs. corium with
near-saturated water
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comparison between KROTOS 41 and KROTOS 45 tests, see Fig. 5. The influence of hydrogen production has
been analysed by Annunziato et. al using the COMETA code [8]. These preliminary analyses have shown that
the consideration of non-condensable gas production improves both the level swell and pressurisation predictions
in the case of corium, thus suggesting that such a chemical process could have a significant effect on the mixing.
These conclusions are partially supported by the higher than expected pressurisation of the freeboard volume in
the KROTOS 45 test as discussed above. Furthermore, the preliminary COMETA calculations have shown that the
resulting void generation with corium melt would be sufficient to suppress an energetic steam explosion with the
test conditions used so far [11].

Further tests are planned in KROTOS to discriminate between aforementioned processes that might lead to a sup-
pression of steam explosions with corium melts. Corium tests with quantitative hydrogen measurement and/or
tests with alumina with non-condensable gas injection will be performed. The new test facility to be commis-
sioned during 1997 will permit direct observation of the melt-pour geometry and break-up with cameras, allowing
examination of the hypothesised differences in the mixing process due to the density and other material property
differences. These data should provide the necessary understanding of the processes determining the differences
in the outcome of corium and alumina tests. This understanding is of utmost importance in considerations of many
current experiments that use alumina as a reactor simulant material.

5 CONCLUSIONS

• Independently of water subcooling, alumina melt pour can produce a coarse mixture with water that readily
produces a steam explosion either spontaneously or by means of external trigger.

• No steam explosions have been obtained with corium melts poured into highly subcooled or near-saturated
water pools.

• Water depletion in the mixing zone seems to suppress explosions in corium tests at ambient pressure.

• Current data suggests that elevated pressure reduces the integral void fraction, allowing better corium melt/water
contact at triggering. However, the coarse mixture so far has not been suitable for the initiating event to es-
calate into a full scale steam explosion.

• Melt penetration and debris data from selected tests suggest differences in melt break-up behaviour due
to the density differences between alumina and corium melts. Present data are not adequate to conclude
whether melt physical properties alone are sufficient to explain the observed differences.

• Visualisation of the melt break-up and mixing is needed to see whether the differences in material proper-
ties such as density difference can result in different mixing configurations that promote or suppress steam
explosions.

• Measurements of hydrogen generation during mixing are needed to test the hypothesis of hydrogen produc-
tion with corium melts or tests with non-condensable gas injection in alumina tests to simulate hydrogen
production.

• The current KROTOS programme will include such observations and measurements to improve upon the
existing data.
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Discussion

Cho

How would you increase the trigger energy? - Increase both the pressure level and the

amount of gas.

Magallon

We should change both the volume and the pressure of our gas trigger device to Pan from

200J to 500J.

Basu

You mentioned that under KROTOS conditions, alumina consistently explodes and

Prototypic material shows propagation (weak) at least in the higher pressure tests. What

can you say about the applicability of the results to reactor Prototypic situations.

Magallon
It is difficult to extrapolate from KROTOS to reactor scale.

Theofanous

What is the potential role offreezing between A12O3 and UO2 cases?

Magallon
It should be earer to get sarface freezing with UO2 than with A12O3, for a Simulur low
superhed, becouse energy of junior of A12O3 is much larger than UO2 (~ 3 times larger).

Sehgal

I believe the freezing effect (mushy region and the change of properties) on UO2 - ZrO2 is

important. Also, will the project determine the trigger energy at which the UO2 - ZrO2 will

explode and determine that it is not feasible in actual reactor accident situations?

Magallon

If we need a very strong trigger to get an energetic steam explosion with UO2, we will give

this result to reactor specialists who will have to make a judgment or whether or not such a

trigger is credible in the reactor case.

Turland

This is a very interesting presentation. I have been defending the use of UO2 - Mo melts

earlier. The KROTOS results seem to me very similar to the earlier results obtained with

UO2 - Mo. This material did not lead easily to explosions, and in most cases these were of

lowefficiency; much of the mass did not participate, however, in our experiment, 75% of

the melt did participate. This was at an initial pressure of IMPa. While the KROTOS melt

and the UO2 - Mo material behave similarly, there is a clear evidence that alumina does

behave differently. This seems to be an effect of premixing and we should treat with

caution to our claims for the premixing models, at least in the fragmentation area.
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Discussion(cont)

Corradini

The initial temperature of most alumina test in KROTOS was 2600 to 2700 k (one with

3000 k). One thing to just look at those data; the ratio of these temperature to full power is

not (?) One point is about material combination which is giving us different dynamics in

breakup. Because if you take some of particle data and non-exploding corium tests from

KROTOS and then compare to fero test, you will see lots of commonality between. Other

point is that freezing is the part of the reasons we do not see it. Then is this scenario

dependent? We should have low superheat? It looks pretty much scenario independent. We

always have realtively low superheat 100-150 dregrees. If this is scenario independent,

combine that with properties of maternal then that is very important conclusion that helps

us.
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3.2 The Verification Basis of the ESPROSE.m Code

Theo G. T H E O F A N O U S , Walter W. YUEN, Kirk F R E E M A N and Xaoming C H E N

Center for Risk Studies and Safety
University of California, Santa Barbara

Santa Barbara, CA 93106 USA
Phone: (805) 893-4900; Fax: (805) 893-4927; e-mail: theo@theo.ucsb.edu

Abstract: An overall verification approach for the ESPROSE.m code is presented and implemented. The approach
consists of a stepwise testing procedure from wave dynamics aspects to explosion coupling at the local level,
and culminates with the consideration of propagating explosive events. Each step in turn consists of an array of
analytical and experimental tests. The results indicate that, given the premixture composition, the prediction of
energetics of large scale explosions in multidimensional geometries is within reach. The main need identified is for
constitutive laws for microinteractions with reactor materials; however, reasonably conservative assessments are
presently possible.

Keywords: ESPROSE.m, Steam Explosions, Multiphase Thermal Detonations, Microinteractions, CFD,
Multiphase Flow

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The purpose of this paper is to present a verification statement supporting the use of the computer code
ESPROSE.m in assessing the propagation of steam explosions in reactor geometries and conditions. Our specific
interest is in obtaining reasonably conservative results on explosion energetics and damage potential, so as to be
of use in safety analyses, and for licensing purposes as well. The overall approach has been described previously
(Theofanous et al., 1995). It involves a methodology (Theofanous, 1996) and a set of codes, as illustrated in Table
1. The codes are supported by respective verification documents, and the approach is exemplified by the first
application, as also noted in Table 1. The present paper is one (DOE/ID-10503) of this suite of documents, and
it should be studied in this context, as part of a whole. Most necessary in this respect is the description of the
modelling approach and mathematical formulation of ESPROSE.m. They can be found in DOEAD-10503. In the
same vein, a familiarization with "The Study" (DOE/ID-10489) is highly recommended, prior to delving in the
present details.

The structural outline of our verification approach is illustrated in Figure 1. It provides a systematic frame
for the verification task, and thus a means to conclusion in this inherently open-ended endeavor. The same figure,
keyed to chapters and sections, also serves to guide the reader through the wide variety of topics in this document.
As the various elements in this figure are self explanatory, we defer all explanations to the respective topic. From a
top-level perspective the "wave dynamics" and "explosion coupling" will be recognized as the key ingredients (or
fundamental components) of the explosion physics, as explained in Appendix A of DOE/ID-10503. The integral
aspects are very important here, because, if properly satisfied in terms of a soundly-based (consistent) treatment of
the two fundamental components, in 1D problems, the applicability to 2D (or 3D) situations follows as a consequence
of having verified the wave dynamics aspects in such multidimensional geometries.

All calculations in this paper have been done with the models described in Appendix A of DOE/ID-10503,
implemented in the original 2D version of the code named ESPROSE.m. We now have a 3D code also, using the
same models, but based on a largely different numerical scheme. This code, called ESPROSE.m-3D, has been
verified at this point by comparison to ESPROSE.m in ID and 2D problems, as discussed under "Integral Aspects"
(2D/3D code comparisons).

Because of the large number of figures and tables involved, the numbering is independent for each section
and subsection. The figures and tables follow the text of each section, and in referring to them the section number
is mentioned only if they are from another section. Also, the equation numbers are independent in each section.
The nomenclature is explained as it is used and, to the extent possible, it is made consistent among sections. All
references are collected at the end of the paper.

2. WAVE D Y N A M I C S

The purpose of this chapter is to test the ESPROSE.m code on its ability to handle pressure waves in single
and multiphase media, in ID and 2D geometries. Of particular interest are the reflection/transmission behaviors at
sharp interphases of media with different acoustic impedances, and the coupling of this behavior with the energy
release in an explosion. On more mundane grounds, it is important to ensure that the numerical scheme properly
captures shocks, without excessive dispersion, and that wave speeds are accurately computed over the whole range
of void fractions. An array of analytical and experimental tests have been devised for these purposes, as explained
below.
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Table 1. Steam Explosion Energetics and Structural Damage Potential

In t roduc to ry and Overall Approach
Topical Element
Initial Conditions

Premixing

Propagation

Structural Response

The Study-DOE/ID-10489(1)

Codes
Special Purpose Models

PM-ALPHA

THIRMAL
ESPROSE.m

ANACAP-3D/ABAQUS

Integra t ion /Appl ica t ion

Documents
In-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-1050512>"
Ex-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-10506(3)*
Manual: DOE/ID-IO5O2<4>
Verification: DOE/ID-10504(5)

Manual: EPRITR-103417(6)

Manual: DOE/ID-10501 (7>
Verification: DOE/ID-10503(8)

Manual:(9)

Verification: ANA-89-0094(10)

In-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-10505(2)"
Ex-Vessel SE: DOE/ID-10506(3>'

(1) T.G. Theofanous, W.W. Yuen, S. Angelini and X. Chen, "The Study of Steam Explosions in Nuclear Systems,"
DOE/ID-10489, January 1995.

(2) **T.G. Theofanous, W.W. Yuen, J.J. Sienicki and C.C. Chu, "The probability of a reactor pressure vessel failure
by steam explosions in an AP600-like design," DOE/ID-10505.

(3) *T.G. Theofanous, W.W. Yuen, J.J. Sienicki and C.C. Chu, "The probability of containment failure by steam
explosions in an SBWR-like lower drywell," DOE/ID-10506.

(4) W.W. Yuen and T.G. Theofanous, "PM-ALPHA: A computer code for assessing the premixing of steam
explosions," DOE/ID-10502, April 1995.

(5) T.G. Theofanous, S. Angelini and W.W. Yuen, "Premixing of steam explosions: PM-ALPHA verification
studies," DOE/ID-10504, September 1995.

(6) THIRMAL-1 Computer code for analysis of interactions between a stream of molten corium and a water pool.
Vol. 1: Code Manual, EPRITR-103417-V1, Project 3130-01, Final Report (December 1993). Vol. 2: User's
Manual, EPRITR-103417-V2, Project 3130-01, Final Report (December 1993).

(7) W.W. Yuen and T.G. Theofanous, "ESPROSE.m: A computer code to simulate the transient behavior of a
steam explosion based on the microinteraclions concept," DOE/ID-I0501, April 1995.

(8) T.G. Theofanous, W.W. Yuen, K. Freeman and X. Chen "Escalation and propagation of steam explosions:
ESPROSE.m verification studies," DOE/ID-10503, August 1995.

(9) H.D. Hibbit, et al., "ABAQUS Version 5.3," 1994.

(10) R.J. James, "ANACAP-3D — Three-dimensional analysis of concrete structures: theory, user's and verification
manuals," ANATECH No. ANA-89-0094, 1989.

(*) The SBWR was discontinued.

(**) Actually issued as DOE/ID-10541 under the title: "Lower Head Integrity Under In-Vessel Steam Explosion
Loads," by T.G. Theofanous, W.W. Yuen, S. Angelini, J.J. Sienicki, M. Freeman, X. Chen, and T. Salmassi.
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Experimental 3.2

• SIGMA
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2D Geometries 2.1.

Experimental 2.2
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• Numerical Diffusion 5.2
• Artificial Viscosity 5.3

Integral Aspects
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• Exact Solutions for
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Figure 1. Overview of the ESPROSE.m verification effort and guide through the paper.

2 .1 . Analyt ical Tests

2.1.1 Exact and Character is t ics Solutions in I D Geometr ies

Here we consider shock-tube-type problems, as illustrated in Figure 1, and reference solutions obtained in
closed form or with the code CHAT, described in Appendix B of DOE/ID-10503.

A number of cases were considered as summarized in Table 1. The closed-form solutions indicated in this
table are given below. The liquid sound speed is assumed to be constant in the derivation of these equations. For
nomenclature, see Figure 1.

• Single Phase

- [^ - P2 ~ P l CD (2)
V Pi 2 Pi c

(3)

P3-P1 = (P2 —Pi) I 1 + J —

1 Two-Phase, Homogeneous Equilibrium Model

c2 =
Pi

1
a(pr,] SLii

P2-P1

u2 =
P2 ~ Pi

P\C

(4)

(5),(6)

P2

V P3

-P2 =

(7)

(8)

The table also shows where, in the figures, the various comparisons can be found. Where appropriate, node sizes
and time steps are shown in the captions.
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Table 1. Summary of Test Cases for ID Wave Dynamics

Shock Speed (c)
and

Fluid Velocity (112)

Reflection at a
Rigid Wall, (crip3)

Reflection at a
Free Interface
and Venting (cr, p^)

Single Phase

ESPROSE.m
vs

Eqs. (1),(2)
Fig. 2

ESPROSE.m
vs

Eqs. (3),(4)
Fig. 3

ESPROSE.m
vs

CHAT*
Fig. 6

Liquid-Air
(Homogeneous)

ESPROSE.m
vs

CHAT*
Fig. 7

ESPROSE.m
vs

CHAT*
Fig. 8

ESPROSE.m
vs

CHAT*
Fig. 9

Liquid-Vapor
(Homogeneous-Equilibrium)

ESPROSE.m
vs

Eqs. (5),(6)
Fig. 4

ESPROSE.m
vs

Eqs. (7),(8)
Fig. 5

*CHAT solves the linearized mass, momentum, and energy equation, for a homogeneous
gas-liquid mixture using the method of characteristics.

Before Reflection

After Reflection

c u = 0

C,

solid
wall/

solid
wall

Figure 1. Geometry and notations used for the analytical solution of a one-dimensional shock reflecting off a solid
wall (Eqs. (l)-(8))
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— 3000 •

1 " ESPfiOSEm
[ Eq (1)

c

a-2000 m/s ^^__^-

o

o

— a*1S00m/s

100 1000

Pa (bar)

I ,o

o ESPROSEm
Eq (2)

100 1000
p, (bar)

Figure 2. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and analytical prediction of chock speed and liquid velocity based on
Eqs. (1) and (2). (Analytical solutions are evaluated based on constant sound speed of 1500 and 2000 m/s. Real
properties of water are used in the ESPROSE.m calculation. The initial pressure, pi, is 1 bar.)

a - isoonv's

100 1000
P, (bar)

100 1000

P, (baO

Figure 3. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and analytical prediction of the reflected shock speed and reflected
shock amplitude based on Eqs. (3) and (4). (Analytical solutions are evaluated based on a constand sound speed
of 1500 rn/s. Results for reflected shock speed with sound speed of 2000 m/s are also presented. Real properties of
water are used in the ESPROSE.m calculation. The initial pressure, pi, is 1 bar.)

10 200 220

p (bat) P, (bar)

Figure 4. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and analytical prediction of shock speed and liquid velocity based on
Eqs. (5) and (6), fora 10% void steam/water mixture. (Analytical solutions are evaluated based on a constant liquid
sound speed of 1500 m/s. Real properties of water are used in the ESPROSE.m calculation. The initial pressure,
Pi, is 1 bar.)
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o ESPROSE.m
Eq. (7)

'ltiu' ' 'ido' ' into' ' '2io

P, (»<") p (bat)

Figure 5. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and analytical prediction of the reflected shock speed and reflected
shock amplitude based on Eqs. (7) and (8), for a 10% void steam/water mixture. (Analytical solutions are evaluated
based on a constant liquid sound speed of 1500 m/s. Real properties of water are used in the ESPROSE.m calculation.
The initial pressure, pi, is 1 bar.)

150 0

140 0

120 0 -

110 0 -

100 0 -

90 02 04 06 OS 10 12

x (cm)

"8

Figure 6a. Initial pressure and void distribution used in the ESPROSE.m/CH AT comparison on single phase venting
at a free surface.

ESPHOSE m
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Figure 6b. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and CHAT prediction of the pressure and velocity distributions for
the one-dimensional single phase venting problem of Figure 6a. (Distributions are plotted at a time interval of
10"6 s).
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Void Fraction

1000 0

000 C

800 C
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500 C

400 C

300 C

\

0
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0 2

0

0 4 0 6

Void Fraction

CHAT 1
ESPROSEm]

-

-

;

* / '

i——•

0 8 1

Figure 7. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and CHAT prediction of the shock speed and fluid velocity for a
non-condensible steam/water mixture. (The CHAT solutions are evaluated based on constant-liquid and vapor
sound speeds of 600 and 300 m/s respectively. Real properties of water are used in the ESPROSE.m calculation.
The incident shock amplitude is 140 bar).

0 4 0 6

Void Fraction

0 4 0 6

Void Fraction

Figure 8. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and CHAP prediction of the reflected shock speed and shock amplitude
for a non-condensible steam/water mixture. (The CHAT solutions are evaluated based on constant liquid and vapor
sound speeds of 600 and 300 m/s respectively. Real properties of water are used in the ESPROSE.m calculation.
The incident shock amplitude is at 120 bar).
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Figure 9a. Initial pressure distribution and void distribution used in the ESPROSE.m/CHAT comparison on pressure
venting at a free surface.
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Figure 9b. Comparison between the ESPROSE.m and CHAT prediction of the pressure and velocity distributions
for the one-dimensional two-phase venting problems of Figure 9a. (Distributions are plotted at a time interval of
10~6 s).

2.1.2. Exact Solutions in 2D Geometries

The interest in these types of geometries arises from steam explosions in large open pools, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The explosion zone radiates pressure waves and one would like to know the resulting loading at the
bottom and side boundaries. Depending on the aspect ratio (H/Rp) reflection off the free surface (venting) can
significantly influence the results (Theofanous and Yuen, 1994), and the accurate numerical treatment of these
reflections is the principal objective of this portion of the verification effort. In addition, it is important to verify
the 2D wave propagation characteristics of the code, especially in relation to capturing the shock front.

For liquids, the acoustic approximation (constant speed of sound) is accurate into the kilobar range, the
conservation equations can be linearized, and different kinds of wave forms can be analytically generated by
introducing an appropriate mass inflow history, at the origin (see for example Moody, 1990). These wave forms
are further "tailored" due to reflections, at the interfaces, which can be accounted for by superposing elementary
solutions from appropriately placed sources and/or sinks. The end results are exact, closed-form, solutions against
which ESPROSE.m results can be compared. These ESPROSE.m simulations were obtained by programming an
appropriate mass source over an approximately spherical domain at the origin.

Two source strength histories and three geometries were considered, as indicated in Table 1. Source type A
maintains a high pressure at the origin, while under source type B the pressure at the origin decays after time to,
thus creating an outwards moving wave-packet. The elementary solutions, valid for infinite media, are shown in
Table 2.

The solutions for cylindrical pools can be obtained from these elementary solutions by superposition, as
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. That is, a rigid boundary receiving a compression wave from a given source can
be represented by superposing a source of equal strength at a mirror image location with respect to the boundary.
For a free interface, or for a rarefaction wave reaching a rigid boundary, the image must be a sink. On the other
hand, a source is needed when a rarefaction wave hits a free surface. Depending on the aspect ratio (H/Rp) there
may be multiple reflections before the wave front reaches the outer, radial boundary (at which time this method of
solution cannot be continued), and a corresponding number of sources and/or sinks must then be superposed. The
computation can be conveniently programmed on the computer. The results, compared to ESPROSE.m simulations,
are shown in the figures as indicated in Table 1. Each figure also contains node size and time step information on
the ESPROSE.m calculation.
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Remarkable in these results are the soliton-like solutions obtained with source type B. This type of behavior in
shallow open pools (Figs. 13-15) was initially observed in actual ESPROSE.m calculations for steam explosions,
and its counter-intuitive nature led to this portion of the verification program.

H

Water Level

Source of radius R

Figure 1. The geometry for an axisymmetric, open pool, explosion.

Source Type

(A)*
n = 1

n = 1

Table 1. Summary of Test Cases for 2D Wave Dynamics

Geometry

Infinite Pool
0 < r < oo

Eq. (1)*
Figs. 4, 5, 6

Eqs. (l)*and(2)*
Figs. 7,8,9

Cylindrical Open Pool
0 < z < H, 0 < r < Rp

Superposition
Figs. 10, 11, 12

Superposition
Figs. 13, 14, 15

Cylindrical Closed Pool
0 < z < H,0 <r < Rp

Superposition
Figs. 16, 17, 18

Superposition
Figs. 19,20,21

*See Table 2
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Table 2. Elementary Solutions Used in Superposition Computations

Source Type A: ur(R, t) — Ant
n

Source Type B: For t < t0 ur(R, t) = yln!!
n, For t > £0 ur(R, t) = Ant%

{t pcA

> to and ^ < 1 + ^

{
-to)

(1)

(1)
so

no

An source constant. An < 0 sink, An > 0 source
Poo pressure at infinity, initial pressure

p liquid density
c velocity of sound in liquid

R source radius
Rp pool radius

t time
po pressure at time to
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Rigid Boundary

SSSSSSSJ A^y S S J S

///S/S/s/S/S/S////// SS//S///

Figure 2. Illustration of the superposition process for a closed cylindrical pool. The solid circles indicate sources
of equal strength. The number shows the order of incorporation, but the time origin in the elementary solutions
superposed is always the same.

Free Boundary

Figure 3. Illustration of the superposition process for an opened cylindrical pool. The solid circles indicate
sources of equal strength while the open circles indicate sinks of equal strength. The number shows the order of
incorporation, but the time origin in the elementary solutions superposed is always the same.
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ESPROSE.m

t = 0.02 ms

Analytical Sol.

t = 0.02 ms

t = 0.04 ms t = 0.04 ms

Figure 4. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical prediction of the two-dimensional pressure distri-
bution in an infinite pool with source type A. (The mass source parameters are A\ = I.e9, n = 1 and R = 1.414
cm. ESPROSE.m data are generated with Ar = Az = 1 cm and At = l.e - 6 s.)
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CO

300-

•200

CO

2
100

CL 0

ESPROSE.m

= 0.18 ms

Analytical Sol.

= 0.18 ms

= 0.2 ms : = 0.2 ms

Figure 4. (continued).
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• ' ( ' • ' , . . . . , . .

.

' • • • • ' • • • "

ESPROSE.ml ;
-analytical |

1 - 0.02 ms ;

5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40
z(cm)

Figure 5. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the centerline pressure distribution
(r = 0) for the run, as specified in Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the base pressure distribution (z = 0)
for the run, as specified in Figure 4.
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ESPROSE.m

= 0.02 ms 200

100

0

Analytical Sol.

t = 0.02 ms

= 0.04 ms 200 A t = 0.04 ms

Figure 7. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical prediction of the two-dimensional pressure distri-
bution in an infinite pool with source type B. (The mass source parameters are Ai = I.e9, n = 1 and R = 1.414
cm and tQ = 5.e - 5 s. ESPROSE.m data are generated with Ar = Az = 1 cm and At = l.e - 6 s.)
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Analytical Sol.

200 t = 0.1 ms

100

200 t = 0.12 ms 200 t = 0.12 ms

Figure 7. (continued).
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ESPROSE.m
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Analytical Sol.

t = 0.18 ms

200,
to

I
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100
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Figure 7. (continued).
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ESPROSE.m 1
-analytical |

t» 0.02 ms

0 5 tO 15 20 25 30 35 40

z(cro)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 15 40 0 S 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Figure 8. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the centerline pressure distribution
(r = 0) for the run, as specified in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the centerline pressure distribution
(z — 0) for the run, as specified in Figure 7.
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200,

ESPROSE.m

0.02 ms

Analytical Sol.

200, # 0.02 ms

100

0

200, 0.04 ms 0.04 ms

Figure 10. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical prediction of the two-dimensional pressure distri-
bution in a cylindrical pool (H/Rp = 0.5) with a free top surface and source type A. (The mass source parameters
are/li = I.e9,n = land/? = 1.414cm. ESPROSE.m data are generated with Ar = Az = lcmandAf = l . e - 6
s.)
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Figure 10. (continued).
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Figure 10. (continued).
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Figure 11. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the centerline pressure distribution
(r = 0) for the run, as specified in Figure 10.
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ESPROSE.m I
Analytical I
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r(cm)

2 200 -

8 150 -

Figure 12. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the base pressure distribution (z = 0)
for the run, as specified in Figure 10.
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300,

ESPROSE.m

0.02 ms

Analytical Sol.

300 0.04 ms tit 0.04 ms

Figure 13. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical prediction of the two-dimensional pressure distri-
bution in a cylindrical pool (H/Rp = 0.5) with a free top surface and source type B. (The mass source parameters
are A\ ~ I.e9, n = 1, t0 = 5.e - 5 s and R = 1.414 cm. ESPROSE.m data are generated with Ar = Az = 1 cm
and At = l.e - 6 s . )
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Figure 13. (continued).
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Figure 13. (continued).
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Figure 14. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the base pressure distribution (r = 0)
for the run, as specified in Figure 13.
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Figure 15. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the base pressure distribution (z = 0)
for the run, as specified in Figure 13.
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2

300,

200

100

0

Analytical Sol.

t=|0.02ms

t =10.04 ms t J0.04 ms

Figure 16. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the two-dimensional pressure distribu-
tion in a cylindrical pool (H/Rp = 0.5) with a solid top surface and source type A. (The mass source parameters are
J4J = I.e9, n = 1, and R = 1.414 cm. ESPROSE.m data are generated with Ar = Az = 1 cm and At = l.e - 6
s.)
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Figure 16. (continued).
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Figure 16. (continued).
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Figure 17. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the base pressure distribution (r = 0)
for the run, as specified in Figure 16.
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Figure 18. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the base pressure distribution (z = 0)
for the run, as specified in Figure 16.
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ESPROSE.m

200, 200,

Analytical Sol.

0.02 ms

200, t Jlp.04 ms

Figure 19. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the two-dimensional pressure distribu-
tion in a cylindrical pool (H/Rp = 0.5) with a solid top surface and source type B. (The mass source parameters are
A\ = I.e9, n = 1, and R = 1.414 cm. ESPROSE.m data are generated with Ar = Az = 1 cm and At = l.e - 6
s.)
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Figure 19. (continued).
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Figure 19. (continued).
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Figure 20. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the centerline pressure distribution
(?• = 0 for the run, as specified in Figure 19.
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Figure 21. Comparison between ESPROSE.m and the analytical solution for the centerline pressure distribution
(z = 0 for the run, as specified in Figure 19.
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2.2. Experimental Tests

Here, we present comparisons with experimentally obtained pressure waves in the SIGMA facility. To our
knowledge, these are the only available data for high amplitude waves, (kpsi, or hundreds of bar range) in multiphase
media.

The SIGMA facility is a hydrodynamic shock tube. It was initially built to study the hydrodynamic fragmen-
tation of drops, and more recently it has been utilized for the study of microinteractions in exploding melt drops
under simulated, large-scale explosion conditions (see Section 3.2.1). A detailed description of the facility can be
found in "The Study".

A schematic of the SIGMA facility relevant to our purposes here is provided in Figure 1. A shock wave is
created by rupturing the diaphragm that separates the driver from the expansion section. The pressure waves gen-
erated are measured at two locations, allowing the precise determination of the wave speed through the intervening
medium. Perhaps more importantly, these measurements reveal overall complex wave dynamics with subsequent
reflections at the top and bottom rigid boundaries, the interface between the two media in the driver and expansion
sections, and any other interfaces purposely created in the expansion section by the placement of voids. These void
fraction regions could be precisely "tailored" to any desired axial shape and bubble size, by using air trapped inside
thin plastic sheets, as used for packing material. We also have used ping pong balls.

The window allows direct visualization of the fluid, its velocity can be measured by the motion of neutral
tracers captured by the flow, and the collapse and/or fragmentation of a second phase also can be directly observed.

Besides their value for verification purposes, these data are needed to clearly establish the fragmentation
environment in the microinteractions studies, and, moreover, they are important in revealing the internal structure
of steam explosions (coupling wave front to fragmentation kinetics).

The results are plotted in absolute rather than pressure ratios, as the former is of more direct interest here.

2.2.1. Single and Two-Phase SIGMA Results

For a single liquid (water) in the expansion section, a sharp, step-like rise in pressure was obtained by
minimizing the opening time of diaphragms (appropriate design, diaphragm parameters tailored to each pressure
level). This, of course, was more than adequate under two-phase conditions.

Typical pressure traces for water are shown, together with ESPROSE.m simulations, in Figure 2. These figures
also show the reflected waves from the shock tube bottom (rigid), and internal reflections at the gas-liquid interface.

Typical pressure traces under two-phase conditions are shown together with ESPROSE.m results in Figure
3. The experimental conditions from twelve runs, and respective results, including ESPROSE.m simulations and
analytical predictions (homogeneous isothermal), are summarized in Table 1. The comparison of results in pictorial
form is shown in Figure 4. The case of an extremely inhomogeneous two-phase mixture (the PPB run) is seen to
deviate significantly. The pressure traces for this case (Fig. 5) shows discrete collapsing events, but it is interesting
that on the average, and especially the reflection, are captured reasonably well. A collapse event in the run Bubble
IX (with thin plastic sheet "bubble") is shown in Figure 6.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions, Results, and Comparisons
With Predictions for All Two-Phase (air-liquid) SIGMA Runs

Run ID
PPB
Bubble I
Bubble II
Bubble III
Bubble IV
Bubble V
Bubble VI
Bubble VII
Bubble VIII
Bubble IX
Bubble X
Bubble XI

Pressure
(bar)
204

68
68

136
68
68
68
68

136
136
68
68

Void
Fraction

10%
10%
30%
30%
10%
5%
5%
7.8%
5%
5%
3.5%
2.5%

Bubble
Diam(mm)

30
7

24
24
25
18
25
7
7

18
7
7

S
Experimental

285
296
147
190
258
357
320
307
533
444
412
500

lock Speed (ms)
ESPROSE.m

500
285
160
222
285
363
363
280
507
507
426
496

Analytical
475
275
180
250
275
378
378
307
535
535
448
528
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Figure 1. Schematic of the SIGMA shock tube.
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Figure 2. ESPROSE.m simulation of pressure transducers PTl and PT3 for two SIGMA runs with all liquid in the
expansion section. Whole time scale is 5 ms.
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Figure 3. ESPROSE.m simulation of pressure transducers PTl and PT3 for two SIGMA runs with a liquid/air
mixture in the expansion section. Whole time scale is 5 ms.
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Figure 4. Comparison between predicted (both analytically and by ESPROSE.m) and experimental (SIGMA) shock
speeds (m/s) for all two-phase runs.
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Figure 5. Individual collapse events in the PPB run, reflected wave measured, and the ESPROSE.m prediction.
Pi = 204 bar.
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Figure 6. The collapse of an air "bubble" in run Bubble IX.

2.2.2. Multiregion SIGMA Results

A series of runs were carried out in SIGMA with an axial void fraction distribution of the shape shown in
Figure 7, and void fractions in the two-phase region, corresponding to some of the runs in Table 1 of Section 2.2.1.
Interesting wave dynamics were obtained, under multiple reflections at the interfaces, for durations up to 6 ms. The
results are shown together with ESPROSE.m simulations in Figure 8. We note that while the overall dynamics are
captured quantitatively (amplitude and timing of main waves), there is also a secondary structure that is significant,
especially in the primary wave. This structure becomes more pronounced as the characteristic void dimension
(bubble size) increases, and although it most likely is peculiar to the non-condensible gas used here, it may be worth
further investigation.
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Initial Void Fraction in the Shock Tube
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Figure 7. The axial void fraction distribution used in the multiregion SIGMA runs.
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Figure 8. ESPROSE.m simulation of the multiregion SIGMA runs. Whole pressure and time scales are 600 bar
and 6 ms, respectively.
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Figure 8. (continued).

3. EXPLOSION COUPLING
As a prelude to integral explosions, here we wish to assure that the constitutive laws for microinteractions

exhibit, through ESPROSE.m, behaviors consistent with experimental evidence at the elementary level; that is,
with detailed observations of single melt drops exploding under simulated large scale explosion condition. Such
data were obtained in the SIGMA facility especially for this purpose. The other purpose of this segment of the
verification effort was to test the wave dynamics performance of the code near free interfaces in the presence of
strong energy sources. This was motivated from early tests with the code showing that under strong enough energy
sources the pressure venting phenomena (i.e., Section 2.1.2) can be significantly altered. An idealized, but nearly
exact numerical model was developed for this purpose, as explained in Appendix B of DOE/ID-10503.

3.1. Analyt ical Tests

3.1.1. Character is t ics Solutions wi th Explosion Coupling
Again, we solve shock tube type problems as in Section 2.1.1. The source terms are selected as

Qe = 0 Qg=Cu15 (1)

that is, only the gas phase heated and heating rate increasing with increased fluid motion. This model is chosen
to be consistent with the fragmentation physics in ESPROSE.m, which assumes that the energy of the fragmented
fuel mass is retained entirely by the "m-fluid" (gas) phase.

In the first set of calculations (case A), the initial conditions are shown in Figure I. The objective was to test
the venting of a high pressure wave at a free surface in the presence of an internal heat source. Calculations were
carried out for various values of C in Eq. (l),using ESPROSE.m and CHAT. For high values of C, CHAT-QL is used,
because the variation of gas density (due to the increase in temperature) becomes important. QL is for quasi-linear,
as the equations are still linearized, but gas properties are evaluated at the correct pressure and temperature. To test
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Figure 1. Initial void fraction and pressure distribution for test case A.
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Figure 2. Initial void fraction and pressure distribution for test case B.

the effect of a propagating pressure wave venting off a free surface, a second set of calculations (case B) was
performed with the initial step pressure starting at a finite distance away from the free surface. The initial conditions
are shown in Figure 2. Comparisons between ESPROSE.m and the characteristics solutions for cases A and B are
shown in Figures 3a and 3b and 4a and 4b, respectively.

In both cases, the comparison shows a remarkable phenomenon that, indeed, a strong enough energy source
can "hang up" the pressure at distances arbitrarily close to a free surface. We have observed the same qualitative
behavior in our simulation of steam explosions with a "calculated" premixture in actual reactor geometry.

Since results in Figures 2a, 2b, 4a and 4b were generated with a relatively small grid size (0.002 cm), an
additional set of calculations was carried out for case A using grid sizes closer to those used in reactor calculations.
The comparison is shown in Figure 5. The agreement between ESPROSE.m and CHAT/CHAT-QL is good.

3.2. Exper imenta l Tests

3.2.1. Cons t i tu t ive Laws for Microinteractions

This segment of the work is not so much verification, as it is making sure that the fundamental component of
an explosion, the microinteractions, is properly represented in, and captured by, the code. The basis is provided by
experiments in the SIGMA facility. The code simulations of these experiments are used to extract the descriptions
of fragmentation rate and quantities of coolant involved in the microinteractions, in terms of local, instant processes,
as described in Chen et al., 1995. This work included mostly tin melts. More recent results for iron melts and
temperatures up to 2000 K can be found in Chen et al., 1997. Work is currently continuing for ZrC>2 melts and
temperatures up to ~3000 K.
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Figure 3a. Pressure distributions predicted by ESPROSE.m and those generated by CHAT/CHAT-QL for test case
A. Profiles are plotted in intervals of 10~6 s. The ESPROSE.m calculations use a grid size of dx = 5 • 10"3 cm
and a time step of 2 • 10~8 s. The CHAT/CHAT-QL solutions are generated with a time step of 2 • 10~8 s.
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Figure 3b. Velocity distributions predicted by ESPROSE.m and those generated by CHAT/CHAT-QL for test case
A. (Numerical parameters are identical to those of Figure 2a.)
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Figure 4a. Pressure distributions predicted by ESPROSE.m and those generated by CHAT/CHAT-QL for test case
B. Profiles are plotted in intervals of 10~8 s. The ESPROSE.m calculations use a grid size of dx = 5 • 10~3 cm
and a time step of 2 • 1CT8 s. The CHAT/CHAT-QL solutions are generated with a time step of 2 • 10"8 s.
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Figure 4b. Velocity distributions predicted by ESPROSE.m and those generated by CHAT/CHAT-QL for test case
B. (Numerical parameters are identical to those of Figure 4a.)
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Figure 5. Comparison between ESPROSE.m results for different grid sizes and those generated by CHAT-QL. (The
initial conditions are those of case A with C — 106. Profiles are plotted at intervals of 5 • 10~4 s.)
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4. INTEGRAL ASPECTS

In this section, we put together wave dynamics and microinteractions to determine whether steam explosions
can be predicted on a consistent basis; that is, with realistic fuel and void concentrations, and fragmentation rates. At
the foundation of this task are the KROTOS experiments. The data include triggered and spontaneous propagations
in a ID geometry, with tin, aluminum oxide, and uranium oxide melts, with widely different behaviors. At the other
end of this effort are some analytical tests, including comparisons of ESPROSE.m against the newly developed
ESPROSE.m-3D. Finally, as another benchmark, we compare ESPROSE.m against exact solutions obtained for
steady-state detonations with microinteractions (Appendix D of DOE/ID-10503), and Yuen and Theofanous, 1997).
The presentation below is in the reverse order.

4 .1 . Analyt ical Tests

4.1 .1 . Exact Solutions for Steady Detonat ions

The extension of the now classic steady-state detonation theory of Board and Hall is presented in Appendix D
of DOE/ID-10503. Here, we push ESPROSE.m to extremely high fragmentation rates and examine the results in
relation to the Hugoniot and Rayleigh lines of detonation theory.

As an example, consider a uniform premixture with 5% tin at 1500 °C and 5% void, in a ID geometry. For
purposes of illustration, we assume a coolant entrainment factor of fe = 1 (for definition of / e , see Chen et.al,
(1997)). The calculation is carried out with a "fast" constant fragmentation rate of 105 g/(s-cm3). The development
of the transient pressure and velocity distribution of the detonation are shown in Figures 1 and 2. To gain a
perspecive of the numerical soltuion relative to the steady state analytical solution, the "steady state" pressure
distribution (taken at 70 fis) is plotted in p-v coordinates along with the shock adiabat and the Hugoniot in Figure
3. In Figure 3, we can locate the tangent Rayleigh line which determines the von Neumann spike and the C-J point
at ~3000 and 1300 bar, respectively.

Figure 1. Illustration of escalation and approach to steady state in an ESPROSE.m simulation of a tin-water
explosion, with a premixture void fraction of 5% and fuel fraction of 5%. Print interval is 5/zs.

>
i
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Figure 2. Mixture velocity corresponded to the pressure distribution shown in Figure 1.
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The determination of the C-J point and the physical behavior of the detonation wave is further illustrated by
Figure 4. In this figure, ui is the velocity of the shock relative to the premixture which is at rest. The tangency
condition is equivalent to a minimum in wi and as shown in Figure 4, this leads to a C-J pressure of 1300 bar. The
tangency condition can also be interpreted (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959) as a state at which the detonated mixture
velocity relative to the shock front (u2) equals its sound speed (i.e. the detonated mixture is sonic). This choking
condition leads to a C-J pressure of 1200 bar. This discrepancy between the two predictions can be attributed to
the broad minimum of u\ and the propagation of numerical eror in determining its value. Finally, the wave speed
of the detonation wave (the speed of constant pressure points on the pressure profiles in Figure 1) are also plotted
in Figure 4. We can see that the wave becomes sonic exactly at the C-J point, and remain sonic in the expansion
region behind it. This expansion section is self-similar as the pressure wave "fans out" with the reduction of speeds
along the Hugoniot. Ahead of the C-J point, the speed of the shock front is slightly higher and settles to a steady
value which is locally subsonic.
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Figure 3. The ESPROSE.m result at 70/^s in the p-v plane, in relation to the shock adiabat, the Hugoniot, the C-J
point and the von Neumann spike.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of choking at the C-J point as predicted by the steady state theory and the wave speed of
the ESPROSE.m solution.

4.1.2. Effect of R a t e Processes on Exact Solutions

Now, the numerical results of the previous section are examined in relation to additional calculations carried
out with the fragmentation/microinteraction laws in ESPROSE.m. First, relaxing just the fragmentation rate, we
obtain the results shown in Figure 5. Second, relaxing also the entrainment factor to the value normally used
in ESPROSE.m, we obtain the results shown in Figure 6. Note that with each successive approach to realistic
conditions we depart from the strong detonation of Figures 1 and 2, to a relatively slowly evolving propagation
without the main shock, to a very mild event that could hardly be characterized as energetic. This is in agreement
with the KROTOS test results.
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Figure 5. The case of Figure 2, run with the ESPROSE.m fragmentation model.
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Figure 6. The case of Figure 2, run with the full ESPROSE.m Microinteractions Model.

4.1.3. ESPROSE.m to ESPROSE.m-3D Comparisons
One purpose of these comparisons was to verify the equivalence between the newly developed ESPROSE.m-3D

and the extensively tested ESPROSE.m. The other purpose to a mutual benefit was to demonstrate the robustness
of the two, quite different, numerical schemes for this class of problems.

Explosion calculations were carried out with both codes in ID and 2D geometries. First, for the ID, ES-
PROSE.m results were compared to ID results obtained with the 3D code run in each of the three coordinate
directions (x, y, and z). The comparisons were excellent. Second, ESPROSE.m-3D was applied to an axisymmetric
(cylindrical) geometry, and compared with ESPROSE.m. The case was an ex-vessel explosion in a large (9 m
diameter, 3 m deep) pool. The 3D code produced a very nearly axisymmetric result. The peak pressures, anywhere
in the explosion zone, and typical pressure transients at the wall, are compared in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. For
the 3D code check of axisymmetry is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the peak pressures (anywhere, each time), obtained in the two codes with comparable
input. The domain for the 3D code is an approximation of the axisymmetric case.
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Figure 9. Check of axisymmetry for the 3D code, under the explosion of Figure 7. The x and y (0°, 90°) axis
results in effect coincide.

4.2. Exper imenta l Tests

4.2 .1 . Comparisons with K R O T O S Exper iments

There have been, so far, three kinds of qualitatively different results from these experiments: weak propagation
with tin at ~1000 °K, strong supercritical explosions with aluminum oxide at ~2700 °K, and no propagation with
uranium dioxide at ~3000 °K. The uranium oxide results were attributed to extensive voiding at the test section
(Huhtiniemi, 1995). The explosion results can be further divided into two groups depending on the initial water
subcooling. For tests with low subcooling (about 10 K or less), an external trigger is needed to start the explosion.
For tests with high subcooling (about 80 K), the mixture explodes spontaneously prior to fuel reaching the bottom
of the test section. The ESPROSE.m's interpretation of the explosion behavior of two tests with external trigger
(KROTOS-21 with tin and KROTOS-28) can be found in 'The Study" (DOE/ID-10489). The current effort will
focus on tests with spontaneous explosions.

From a code verification perspective, the KROTOS experiments are difficult challenges because of their
inadequate characterization of the initial premixture prior to triggering. For example, in the recent test series with
aluminum oxide (KROTOS 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44), the available information concerning the initial mixture is
limited to the following:

1. The total discharge mass was about 1.5 kg.

2. The mass delivery rate, based on simulation experiments but never confirmed in an actual experiment, was on
the order of 1 kg/s (Hohmann, et. al., 1994).

3. Thermocouples at various locations were used to track the front of the melt. In some tests, melt velocities
deduced from these thermocouple readings were inconsistent with that of a free falling melt jet (Huhtiniemi,
1995). This led to the speculation that in some tests, the main melt jet might be preceded by a fast moving
stream of melt which was not slowed down by the exit nozzle. The thermocouple readings were thus useful
only in detecting the presence of melt. They provide no reliable quantitative information concerning the initial
melt distribution prior to explosions.

For tests with high initial subcooling, the initial melt distribution is further complicated by melt breakup,
radiant heat loss and melt freezing. Melt breakup is confirmed by the slow propagation of the melt, particularly in
those tests with spontaneous trigger, since the location of the spontaneous trigger corresponds approximately to the
leading edge of the melt front (e.g., KROTOS-38 and KROTOS-42). At 2700 K, a melt "particle" of 1 cm diameter
and unit emissivity will freeze in approximately 3.5 s. A 1 mm diameter particle will freeze in 0.35 s. With breakup,
the likelihood of melt freezing is thus quite high. Indeed, melt breakup and freezing is a "reasonable" explanation of
the uranium oxide non-explosion results. But the amount of freezing is affected strongly by melt particle emissivity,
melt breakup rate vs melt velocity, and reflectivity of the wall of the test section. For the KROTOS facility, the
uncertainty of these parameters is significant.
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To gain a perspective on the premixing behavior, PM-ALPHA is run with the initial conditions of KROTOS-
38. The mass delivery rate is set at 1 kg/s. The initial melt particle size is chosen to be 1 cm. The computational
domain and grid sizes are shown in Figure 1. The breakup parameter /3b is varied parametrically to simulate
the effect of breakup. The premixing behavior for three breakup parameters is shown in Figure 2. For the no
breakup case, the melt penetrates beyond pressure transducer K2 in less than 1 s. This confirms quantitatively that
breakup plays an essential role in slowing down the penetration of the melt jet. Even with the uncertainty in the
initial conditions, the intermediate breakup case (fa = 50) shows some remarkable agreements with experimental
observation. Specifically:

1. The melt penetrates to the region between pressure transducer K2 and K3 in about 1.2 s.

2. At 1.3 s, PM-ALPHA predicts the formation of void behind the leading front of the melt. The voiding grows
quickly and the calculation predicts significant swelling in less than 0.1 s. This "swell" corresponds to the
approximate time of the spontaneous trigger observed in the experiment, and it is taken as such.

3. At the time of trigger the average void fraction in the test section was estimated to be only 0.8%, which is in
agreement with the PM-ALPHA result.

The case with $, = 30 shows the effect of higher breakup rate. The formation of the void occurs earlier at about
1 s.

The fuel and void distributions for the fit, = 50 case at 1.2 s is used as the initial condition for the explosion
calculation. For a more quantitative perspective of the initial condition, the melt (both total and liquid only)
concentration and particle size distributions are shown as one-dimensional plots in Figure 3.

Even with the approximate agreement on the "timing" of the trigger and the location of the melt front, there
is still uncertainty in how much melt will participate in the explosion due to melt freezing. This is because of the
chaotic process of breakup and the resultant effect on particle solidification. Even partially solidified particles could
interfere with the microinteractions process, and hence with propagation.

To account for the uncertainty in melt freezing, we perform explosion calculations for different melt partic-
ipation factors, x/ (defined as the fraction of computed liquid melts participating in the explosion). Predictions
of transducer pressures for four different x/s are compared with experimental data in Figures 4 through 6. These
results lead to the following conclusions:

1. The PM-ALPHA model of melt freezing is conservative. When all the "predicted" liquid fuel is allowed to
participate in the explosion (i.e., xj = 1), the ESPROSE.m predictions are much higher than experimental
data.

2. A range of melt participation factor from 0.5 to 1.0 is sufficient to bound the experimental data. A factor of
0.65 gives the best "fit."

While the numerical experiments can be continued to generate a better "fit" to the data, we believe that such
exercises are unnecessary from a verification perspective. Within the uncertainty of the experimental conditions
and the conservative nature of the numerical model of melt freezing, we have demonstrated that PM-ALPHA and
ESPROSE.m simulate correctly the KROTOS experiment.
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Ar = 2 . 3 2 5 cm

Az = 2 . 5 cm

Figure 1. Geomelry and computational domain used in the PM-ALPHA simulation of the premixing in KROTOS-
38. The same domain is also used for the ESPROSE.m calculation, except for a reduction in the grid size in the z
direction (Az = 1.25 cm).
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Figure 2. The predicted void fraction (broken line) and fuel volume fraction (solid line) distribution for KROTOS-
38. The number at the top corresponds to the value of the breakup factor 0b- The fast breakup case (/3<, = 30) did
not continue beyond 1 s, because of excess voiding, (vpmin stands for the minimum volume fraction presented in
the plot and dvp represents the difference in volume fraction between successive contour lines).
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Figure 2. (cont).
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Figure 2. (cont).
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Figure 3. Initial conditions for the ESPROSE.m simulation of KROTOS-38. These distributions are the PM-
ALPHA prediction at 1.2 s for the case with /3j, = 50 in Figure 2. The top figures are the melt volume fraction;
the middle figures are the void fraction; and the bottom figures are the particle diameter. Locations of pressure
transducers K2 and K3 are identified, to illustrate the degree of fuel penetration. A trigger of 100 bar is applied at
the indicated location of the inside cell, to start the explosion calculation.
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5. NUMERICAL ASPECTS

5.1. Space/Time Discretization

With available computing power for in-vessel explosions, we can go down to centimeter-scale nodes, even for
3D representations. Thus, at this time, representation (accuracy) issues due to discretization, at present, arise only
for very large ex-vessel geometries. This limitation will be overcome in the near future by implementing adaptive
griding to allow for fine nodes in the explosion zone, and large nodes in the surrounding water, where one needs
only to capture the relatively simple wave dynamics. With respect to time discretization, we have found the proper
domains to obtain robust and accurate computations, and this has not been a problem.

5.2. Numerical Diffusion

Numerical diffusion is always present; however, with the guidance provided from the various kinds of problems
considered in this paper, it is clear that it can be controlled to an acceptable level. On this bases we made no special
efforts toward further control, on the numerical front.

5.3. Artificial Viscosity

It is well known that shock-capturing numerical schemes often require an artificial viscosity contribution to
dampen numerically induced oscillations at the front. Our experience with ESPROSE.m is similar, and although
not always needed, we have an artificial viscosity mechanism to control such oscillations when present. Some
numerical experimentation is needed, if this is the case, because it is important not to overdamp the front. The
numerous examples shown in this paper indicate that this can be done quite well.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this verification effort, we have tried to test to the extent possible all key features of the numerical and
physical aspects of the code. On the numerical side, we see no outstanding issue, but some improvements to
enhance the code capability for very large geometries can be realized by implementing adaptive gridding. On the
physical aspects also, we find no major outstanding issues. By a wide array of analytical and experimental tests
we find that the wave dynamics are captured in an impressive manner, that the treatment of microinteractions is
promising, and that this treatment is quite consistent with available data from integral explosions.

We can identify only one major need, and two areas for further improvements. The need is for expanding
the microinteractions data base to reactor materials; that is, corium (ZK^/UOa) melts. This will be done in the
SIGMA-3000 facility currently nearing completion. We expect that these results will prove confirmatory of the
energetics computed with the current constitutive laws for microinteractions in ESPROSE.m. We also expect that
these results will clearly reveal the limitations, if any, of oxidic reactor materials to explode. This is needed if
such limitations (presently suspected) are to be properly used in safety analyses. In the "desirable improvements"
(as opposed to "needs") category, we would include a better knowledge of initial conditions of the premixtures in
KROTOS-like experiments, and a better understanding of the local structure of the shock front, both experimentally
and theoretically. This latter aspect involves the secondary structures of the pressure waves and its effect on the
microinteractions, and a more basic starting point for the formulation of the constitutive laws for microinteractions.

To close, we would like to return to the essence of our basic approach: having the microinteractions under
simulated large scale explosions, having consistent interpretations for well-characterized ID propagations in the
laboratory, and having established that the wave dynamics under multiphase multidimensional conditions can be
adequately captured, provides for an efficient and robust basis for meeting the practical goal of steam explosion
research, i.e., predicting the magnitude of energetics for large scale explosions under conditions of practical interest.
Most importantly, this approach obviates the need for very large scale multidimensional explosion experiments.
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The reflected pressure will depend on flexibility of the walls. Do you think that it should be

taken into account when calculation loads on structure, as well as calculation wave

behavior in the pool. Should the explosion process and structural behavior be analyzed

simultaneously?

Theofanous

The purpose of doing this is not to look at the wall. The purpose is to show the wave

reflection in multifield region to look at the wave dynamics in the fluids.
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3.3 Experimental Simulation of Microinteractions
in Large Scale Explosions
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Abstract: This paper presents data and analysis of recent experiments conducted in the SIGMA-2000 facility to
simulate microinteractions in large scale explosions. Specifically, the fragmentation behavior of a high temperature
molten steel drop under high pressure (beyond critical) conditions are investigated. The current data demonstrate,
for the first time, the effect of high pressure in suppressing the thermal effect of fragmentation under supercritical
conditions. The results support the microinteractions idea, and the ESPROSE.m prediction of fragmentation rate.

Keywords: Fragmentation, Molten Drops, Microinteractions

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, a systematic research program has been conducted at the Center of Risk Studies and

Safety (CRSS) at the University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) to understand the fragmentation kinetics of
molten drops under a sustained high pressure environment expected in a large scale explosion (Patei and Theofanous,
1981; Yuen et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1995) . Utilizing the SIGMA facilities (both the original SIGMA and the
current SIGMA-2000), fragmentation behavior of gallium and mercury drop (under isothermal condition) and high
temperature molten tin drops (between 670 and 1800 °C) at various shock pressures (between 68 and 200 bar)
were observed. These experiments led to the microinteractions concept and the development of a computer code
ESPROSE.m (Yuen and Theofanous, 1995). The computer code was successful in interpreting the steam explosion
data generated at the KROTOS facility (Theofanous, et.al. 1995).

While the existing tin data were useful in illustrating the relative importance between thermal and hydrodynamic
effects on fragmentation in a sustained high pressure environment, they are still short of the range of pressures and
temperatures of interest (supercritical pressure and fuel temperature in excess of 2000 °C). An important objective
of the current research program is thus to expand the data base to higher pressures and temperatures so that the
physics of molten drop fragmentation and microinteractions can be further understood. The data can also be used
to further develop the constitutive laws for microinteractions. Steel is selected for the present experiment because
while it has about the same density as tin, it has a much higher thermal energy content (twice the heat capacity and
four times the latent heat). Steel is thus a good material to examine the importance of thermal effects. To gain a
perspective of the present experiment in relation to previous one, a summary of the thermal properties of steel, tin
and gallium is presented in Table 1.

Material
Steel

Tin

Gallium

Table 1. Physical Properties of Steel, Tin

Melting point
(°C)

1450

232

29.8

Density
(g/cm3)

6.87
(1700°C)

6.10
(1700°C)

6.07

Surface tension
(mN/m)

1550

500

660

and Gallium

Specific heat
(J/g- k)
0.449

0.220

0.371

Latent heat
(J/g)
247

60.7

29.7

2. EXPERIMENT
A schematic of the SIGMA-2000 facility is shown in Figure 1. A detailed description of the facility and the

experimental procedure were given in previous publications and will not be repeated here. In the present set of
experiments, a one-gram molten steel drop is released in subcooled water (20 °C). Six experiments, conducted at
two shock pressures (68 bar and 265 bar), are presented. Two of the six experiments are conducted with a 6 % void
fraction section both ahead of and behind the drop (by distributing plastic air bubbles in the water, the detail of this
procedure is described in Chen (1996)) as shown in Figure 2. The collapsing of the void by the shock wave creates
a high coolant velocity at the point of fuel-coolant interaction thus allowing to obtain considerably higher velocity
for the same pressure behind the shock. Three drop temperatures (1550, 1620 and 1650 °C) are used to determine
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Figure 1. Schematic of SIGMA-2000 (not to scale).
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the effect of melt superheat. Since the melting temperature of steel is high (1450°C), the current data illustrate
both the effect of high temperature and low superheat (100,170 and 200°C, respectively). This is in contrast to the
previous high temperature tin data which were obtained with a superheat of over 1000 °C (Chen, et.al. 1995). The
initial conditions for the tests are summarized in Table 2. Each run is labelled with an identification code. S-4-16.5
and S-4-16.5(0.06), for example, stand for runs with a shock pressure of 265 bar (4000 psi), steel temperature of
1650 C, fully liquid and two-phase coolant ahead of the drop respectively. The two similar tests S-4-16.5a and
S-4-16.5b were conducted to demonstrate the repeatability of the experiment.

Table 2. Test Conditions of the Six Runs

Run ID

S-l-16.2
S-4-15.5
S-4-16.5a
S-4-16.5b
S-4-15.5(0.06)
S-4-16.5(0.06)

P(bar) /T(°C)

68/1620
265/1550
265/1650
265/1650
265/1550
265/1650

Void Fraction

0
0
0
0
0.06
0.06

Bo

34
300
300
300

1500
1500

X-ray Time (ms)

0.32

0.12
0.22

The amplitude of the shock wave is measured by the pressure transducer of location PT2. Data from test
S-4-16.5a are shown in Figure 3a and the expanded early transient is shown in Figure 3b. The transient data show
that the pressure rose quickly to about 250 bar and remains relatively constant until the wave was reflected back
from the bottom of the shock tube. There is a period of about 2 ms in which the pressure around the molten drop
remained constant. The corresponding pressure data for a two-phase run (S-4-16.5(0.06)) are shown in Figures 4a
and 4b. The shock pressure is oscillatory (due to collapsing of the void) and has a lower average pressure of ~ 200
bar. The time period of constant pressure is reduced to about 1.5 ms due to reflection from the two-phase liquid
interface below the observation widow.

The molten steel drop was released at 5 cm above the observation window prior to the arrival of the shock.
As described previously, the timing of the drop release and the initiation of the shock was synchronized such
that the interaction between the shock and the drop occurred at the observation window. The fragmentation and
subsequent entrainment were then recorded by a high speed movie camera at 50,000 frames per second. To gain a
better perspective of the initial condition of the molten drop, a drop test with the same drop temperature and water
temperature was conducted inside the shock tube without the shock. The image of the drop and the surrounding
vapor film was recorded by a video camera and is shown in Figure 5. The color image clearly shows that the
ellipsoidal red-hot drop was surrounded by a large vapor bubble as it fell through the subcooled water. Since flash
X-ray is used to capture the fragmentation behavior during the fuel coolant interaction, an X-ray image of this
unbroken molten drop, together with a contour map of the 2-D projected mass distribution, are also shown in Figure
5. The drop falling speed, measured from the video tape, was estimated to be about 0.7 m/s at the observation
window. For the shock amplitude of 68 and 265 bar, the induced water velocities were 4.5 and 15 m/s respectively.
For the two-phase run at 265 bar, the water velocity is about 38 m/s. The corresponding Bond numbers for all
experiments are also shown in Table 2.

The high speed movie images for all six experiments are presented in Figures 6a through 6f. In run S-4-16.5a
(Figure 6c), for example, the first image shows a free falling molten steel drop surrounded by a bubble before the
arrival of shock wave. The white spot at the center of the image was caused by the flashlight as it was projected in
the normal direction to the vapor bubble surface and passed straight through. The shrinking of the bubble which
is apparent in the second frame indicates the arrival of the shock wave. The bubble was completely collapsed 40
Us after the passage of the shock wave, and left a tiny non-condensible gas bubble on top. At 80 fis (frame 5),
the initial ellipsoid drop expanded both in and transverse to the flow direction and formed a much bigger mass
cloud. As time passed, this cloud continued to asymmetrically expand. Crests appeared at the upper right corner
of the cloud at 0.22 ms. After 0.3 ms, the cloud elongated faster than it expanded in the horizontal direction and
eventually formed a mushroom shape cloud. The cap of the cloud had a wavy surface and continued to expand in
all directions, while the diameter of the stem became smaller as it moved with water. At 1.32 ms, the lower part
of the cloud moved out of the window. Except for the difference in timing and the detail of the "cloud" generated
by the interaction, all experiments follow the same qualitative behavior. A direct comparison between runs with
different steel temperatures (for example, S-4-15.5 and S-4-16.5) shows that even with a temperature difference of
only 100 °C, the volume of the "cloud" is larger for the high temperature case. The remarkable similarity between
Figures 6c and 6d confirms the repeatability of the experiment.

To gain a perspective directly on the fragmentation kinetics, flash X-ray images at selected time of the interaction
are generated for three runs. The timing of these X-rays is shown in Table 2. Since water and steam are essentially
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Figure 2. Schematic of the void fraction distribution for the single-phase and two-phase runs (the figure is in scale
in the vertical direction only).
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transparent to the X-ray (relative to the high absorptivity of steel), these images give quantitative information about
the fragmented steel. These images and the deduced mass fraction contours, together with the corresponding movie
image are shown in Figures 7a through 7c. In contrast to the original symmetrical and smooth drop images as
shown in Figure 5, the region of high mass concentration is highly distorted and "flattened" due to its interaction
with the shock. An interesting feature of the fragmentation, relative to the volume of the "cloud" deduced from the
movie image, can be observed from the high temperature two-phase run, S-4-16.5(0.06), as shown in Figure 7c.
The region of high mass concentration (the drop) is much smaller than the observed "cloud". The debris seem to
be concentrated along narrow strips appearing to shed off the edge of the parent drop in a manner reminiscent of
the previous mercury runs.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Debris are collected from each experiment and analyzed. Data for the four high pressure tests are shown in
Figure 8. The corresponding size distributions and the size distribution of debris collected for the low pressure
run are shown in Figures 9. For the two single phase runs, 70% (in mass) had sizes greater than 1 mm (in fact,
for S-4-16.5a, this mass was a big porous particle with diameter of about 1.5 cm), 20% belonged to a group of
millimeter-size debris, fine debris with diameter less than 300 /*m was 3.5%, and the remaining 6.5% of the mass
was lost during retrieving and handling which was believed to be the fine debris. The two phase runs, on the other
hand, had relatively uniform debris size distributions. Significant fractions of the debris (~ 30% and 50%) had
particle sizes of less than 0.1 mm. These results give clear evidence of a stronger fuel coolant interaction for the
two phase runs. Some typical SEM pictures of the debris are presented in Figures 10a to lOd. In each figure, SEM
pictures of a typical "large" particle and "small" particle are shown to illustrate the debries morphology and its
dependence on the test parameters. While all debris show a highly convoluted and porous structure with drawn,
sharp edges, a comparison between Figures 10a and 10b shows that debris from the high temperature run (S-4-16.5a)
has a "finer" structure. This can be attributed to the faster freezing in the low temperature run (S-4-15.5) which
preserves more the "larger" debris strtucture. A comparison between Figures 10b and 10c shows the effect of the
high liquid velocity associated with the two-phase run. The stronger fuel coolant interaction leads to a much more
convoluted and porous structure than the single phase case.

The debris collected from the low pressure test (S-l-16) shows a striking dissimilarity from that of the high
pressure tests. Approximately 70% of the mass was retrieved and as shown in Figure 9, all debris have size less
than 1.0 mm with 12% less than 300 fim. The SEM images in Figure lOd show millimeter-size debris consisted of
highly porous particles and flakes.

To separate debris mass from the drop mass in the X-ray images, we first use a procedure developed in a previous
work (Chen et.al., 1995) which identifies a "boundary" between the still-coherent drop mass and the surrounding
debris by a sudden drop-off in the mass thickness. For the two-phase runs, this leads to a "cutoff" thickness of 0.2
mm for the drop. The accuracy of this "cutoff thickness is consistent with the mass distribution curves generated
from the contour plots shown in Figure 11. The mass thickness of 0.2 mm corresponds approximately to a point
of inflection which implies a change in the mass concentration. Based on this "cutoff thickness, the debris mass
fraction for the two phase runs are determined to be 22 % (for S-4-15.5(0.06)) and 48 % (for S-4-16.5(0.06)). The
same procedure, however, yields inconsistent cutoff mass thickness for the single phase run. The determination of
debris mass for S-4-15.5 is therefore not presented in view of this uncertainty.

To understand the implication of the two-phase fragmentation data on the microinteration model, we ran the
ESPROSE.m code to simulate the two phase run using the same fragmentation constant (/?/ = 9) and entrainment
factor (fe = 7) determined from the fragmentation data of mercury, gallium and tin (Chen et.al., 1995). A thermal
exhancement factor ( 7() of 3 is required to match the fragmentation data. The transient debris mass fraction
predicted by ESPROSE.m, together with the two data points, is shown in Figures 12.

4. C O N C L U S I O N

This paper presents data and analysis which confirm results from our previous investigation that at supercritical
condition, the thermal effect on fragmentation is highly suppressed. A hydrodynamic-based fragmentation model
is sufficient to characterize the fragmentation behavior. The microinteractions idea is qualitatively confirmed, but
more data and analysis are needed to make the next quantitative step.
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Figure 6a. High speed movie images of Run S-1-16.2.
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Figure 6b. High speed movie images of Run S-4-15.5.
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Figure 6c. High speed movie images of Run S-4-16.5a.
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Figure 6d. High speed movie images of Run S-4-16.5b.
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Figure 6e. High speed movie images of Run S-4-15.5(0.06).
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Figure 6f. High speed movie images of Run S-4-16.5(0.06).
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Figure 7a. Visible image, X-ray image and the mass fraction contours for a fragmenting drop at 0.32 ms after shock
arrival for Run S-4-15.5.
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Figure 7b. Visible image, X-ray image and the mass fraction contours for a fragmenting drop at 0.12 ms after shock
arrival for Run S-4-15.5(0.06).
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Figure 7c. Visible image, X-ray image and the mass fraction contours for a fragmenting drop at 0.22 ms after shock
arrival for Run S-4-16.5(0.06).
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Figure 8. Photographs of debris collected for four runs conducted at 265 bar.
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Figure 9. Size distribution of debris for the different runs.
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Figure 10a. SEM photographs for run S-4-15.5. The top photograph is for a "large" particle and the bottom
photograph is for a "small" particle.
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Figure 10b. SEM photographs for run S-4-16.5a. The top photograph is for a "large" particle and the bottom
photograph is for a "small" particle.
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Figure lOd. SEM photographs for run S-l-16.2. The top photograph is for a "large" particle and the bottom
photograph is for a "small" particle.
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Figure 11. Mass distribution curves and the identification of the "cutoff mass thickness for the two-phase X-ray
data.
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Figure 12. The ESPROSE.m interpretation for the two-phase runs using an enhancement factor ft = 3.
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Discussion

Cho

A single drop experiment in SIGMA may stimulates the high pressure environment

characteristic of thermal detonations. But it does not simulate the multi-drop explosions.

Single-drop experiments would not address the scaling questions for Steam explosions.

Corradini

When you say single or two-phase, you don't mean steel droplet but you mean bubble that

you put around it?

Theofanous

Yes.

Corradini

The steel droplet was at high temperature but single phase water on film boiling. In

two-phase, what is the void fraction?

Theofanous

Six percent. Void fraction is to obtain different combination of velocities and pressure

levels.

Dinh

The breakup time in m - fluid concept is very much close to the primary breakup time,

which is, of course, much smaller than the total breakup time, which is defined as for

breakup process to and completely. Do you plan to improve the accuracy of m-fluid

parameters (pf, Fe) by doing move hydrodynamic fragmentation experiments?

Theofanous

Of course we do.
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ABSTRACT : This paper presents the first calculations performed with the "explosion" module of the
multiphase computer code MC3D, which is devoted to the fine fragmentation and explosion phase of a fuel
coolant interaction. A complete description of the physical laws included in this module is given. The
fragmentation models, taking into account two fragmentation mechanisms, a thermal one and an hydrodynamic
one, are also developed here. Results to some calculations to test the numerical behavior of MC3D and to test
the explosion models in ID or 2D are also presented.

KEYWORDS: Steam explosion, modeling, krotos

1. INTRODUCTION
In case of an hypothetical core melt down accident, molten fuel can come into contact with water, and heat
transfer between melt and water can be so high that a steam explosion is initiated. This explosion is generally
preceded by a coarse mixing phase where the melt is fragmented into large drops which mix with the water,
followed by the explosion itself during which the large fuel drops are finely fragmented and mixed with the
liquid.
This phenomenon, also called fuel coolant interaction (FCI), is largely studied. Among the multidimensional
codes devoted to model FCIs, we can quote IFCI at Sandia National Laboratory or IVA at Forschung Zentrum
Karlsruhe which are both under development and ESPROSE-m in which Yuen and Theofanous" have
introduced a new concept called the microinteraction concept. This concept takes into account the fact that the
fragments don't heat the bulk of liquid but only the mass which is close to them.
One of the purpose of the three-dimensional, multi-component, semi-implicit, Eulerian code MC3D is to model
this kind of accident from its beginning to the end. MC3D possesses a common kernel (including solvers,
input, output ...) and several modules written to model each particular problem. For example, the "premixing"
module of MC3D is written to model the coarse mixing phase initiating the explosion phase. Each module has
its own number of equations of mass, momentum or energy to be solved, and its own constitutive laws,
depending on the problem.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPLOSION MODULE OF MC3D

2.1 General Description

This module of MC3D is written to model the fine fragmentation phase and the explosion. The fuel fragments
are much smaller than the large fuel drops and behave differently. To take this into account, we have to
distinguish the fragments from the large fuel drops and to model two fields of fuel, one of large drops and one
of fragmented drops (called the fragments).
We will also model all the explosion phase, and in particular the pressure escalation after triggering. This
pressure escalation can reach pressures of up to 100 MPa. During the calculation, pressures can be either
subcritical or supercritical. When pressure is supercritical, water and steam are a single fluid, and behave
differently than when the pressure is subcritical. This necessitates to adapt the configurations for supercritical
pressures. We also have to extend the equations of state of water to pressures of the order of 100 MPa.
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2.2 Equations

Four fluids are modeled in this module : liquid coolant, vapor, fuel drops and fuel fragments. The main
variables are volume fractions, velocities, enthalpies and pressure. For each fluid, we have to solve one mass
equation, one momentum equation for each of the three directions, and one energy equation.

2.2.1 Continuity

— (avpv) + V»avpvVv =rlv (2)
of

DD) D = - r D F (3)

In these equations, FLV is the evaporation rate and FDF the fragmentation rate.

2.2.2 Momentum

t$P = ><LV{VV -VL)+KLD(VD-VL)+ KLF(VF-VL)

(6)

D*\7o)+aDVP= KLD(vL-VD)+KVD(vv -VD)-rDFVDF+aDpDg + V^ (7)

(aFpFVF*VF)+aFVP = KLF(VL-VF)+ KVF(VV -VF)+rDFVDF +aFpFg + V- AF (8)

In these equations, KMN are the interfacial friction coefficients. The velocities VLV and VDF are the velocities

of the disappearing phases.
When the shock front's width is smaller than the cell size, numerical pressure oscillations occur. To avoid these

oscillations Von Neumann and Richtmyer21 suggest to add an artificial viscosity term, V»AHI , in the

momentum equations, in which

Am=[amij] • amij=ampmvami~^-bij (9)

With vu m, the artificial viscosity defined for the fluid m and the direction i as

(10)

where Ax, is the mesh size in the i direction and b0 is a non-dimensional coefficient which tunes the shock
width according to the mesh size, bomust be greater than 1 but not too high to avoid a too important influence
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of the artificial viscosity (5 seems to be a good value). This viscosity has only some effect on the shock front,
where dVmi/dxi is strongly negative.

2.2.3 Energy

— (aLpLet)+V^KX^p^e^V^j^—p ——+ V *o.LVL + QDL + QFL+QIL~^LV^L 00

d .
{avpvevVv)= -pi-^- + V »avVv ) + QDV + QFV +QIV +VLVHV (12)

( ) \ ^ Q D L - Q D V + Q m - r D F H D (13)

+TDFHD (14)

with <2MN representing the heat flux transferred from the medium M to the medium N.
I corresponds to an interface assumed at saturation, located between the liquid coolant and vapor. The energy
balance of this interface gives the evaporation rate by the following equation :

-QlL~QlV-QlD~QlF^Lv{»V-HL) (15)

The heat transferred from the fuel drops or fragments to this interface directly participates to the evaporation of
liquid coolant, without having to heat the bulk of liquid. This enables us to take into account the fact that the
part of heat transferred by the fragments or the fuel drops first heat the mass which is close to them and then
the bulk of liquid which is further.

2.2.4 Volume Conservation

a, +av +a D +a f =1 (16)

These equations are solved by a semi-implicit ICE-type method, on either 3D Cartesian or axisymetric domain.
Mass and energy equations are integrated in a conservative form on cell-centered control volumes. Momentum
equations are solved in a non-conservative form on a staggered mesh. Convective terms are calculated with a
standard donor-cell method.
Every exchange term, KMN (eqs. 5 to 8) or QMN (eqs. 11 to 15), is written in the form of a product of an
interfacial area, a transfer coefficient and a driving difference ( AV or AT or AT4).
In the explosion module, the interfacial areas and the driving differences are implicit and the transfer
coefficients are explicit.

2.3 Flow Configurations

2.3.1 Determination of the continuous phase

Presently, the agglomeration of fuel drops is not taken into account in the explosion module. So the fuel drops
or fragments will always be dispersed and the continuous phase will be either the liquid coolant or the vapor.
For subcritical pressures, the nature of the continuous phase (liquid coolant or vapor), depends on the void
fraction defined by:

When OLmj(l > 0.7 vapor is modeled as continuous and when aVI)jW < 0.3 liquid coolant is assumed continuous.

When o.mid is between these two limits, the continuous fluid is both liquid and vapor. These three possibilities
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of flow configurations will be taken into account in the constitutive laws by introducing a coefficient Cn for
each fluid n (liquid coolant or vapor). This coefficient represents the continuous proportion of the
corresponding fluid. When the fluid n is continuous, C = 1. When it is dispersed, Cn = 0 . Between these two
configurations, Cn is continuously linked by the use of a cubic interpolation function.

Above the critical pressure, liquid coolant and vapor are a single fluid. When the pressure passes above the
critical pressure, the coolant does not become instantaneously homogeneous, but takes some time to mix.
During this time, the coolant consists in one fluid, but with colder zones (where there was liquid) and hotter
zones (where there was vapor). According to the small characteristic time of the vapor explosion, we assume
that the coolant is not well mixed when the pressure becomes supercritical. We will model the supercritical
coolant as two fluids, a cold one (the pseudo-liquid) and a hot one (the pseudo-vapor). The configurations will
therefore be about the same as for a subcritical pressure, and we will use the coefficient Cn as defined for the
subcritical pressure.

2.3.2 Transition Between Subcritical And Supercritical Pressures

Some mechanisms, such as the fragmentation mechanism, may be different when the pressure is subcritical and
when it is supercritical. The transition between these two different mechanisms is done between 0.9 Piri, and
Pcri, by the use of a cubic spline, insuring continuity and continuity of the derivatives with respect to the
pressure.

2.4 Fragmentation Laws

Two mechanisms of fragmentation are possible :
• thermal fragmentation caused by the destabilization of the vapor film around the fuel drops which is

induced by the pressure wave. This fragmentation can only occur when the liquid is continuous and when
the pressure is subcritical (above the critical point or when vapor is continuous there is no vapor film to be
destabilized) . It has a great influence at the beginning of the explosion when the velocities are still weak
and when the pressure increases rapidly.

• hydrodynamic fragmentation induced by the velocity difference between the fuel drops and the coolant.
This mechanism occurs later, when the fluids are accelerated by the pressure wave. This is the only
fragmentation mechanism for supercritical pressures.

Our model takes into account both fragmentation mechanisms. It seems that when hydrodynamic fragmentation
takes place, thermal fragmentation disappears. We don't know how to describe the transition between these two
mechanisms. As a first approach, we will define the global fragmentation rate as the sum of the rates calculated
for thermal and hydrodynamic fragmentation mechanisms.

'DF ~ ^~DF-T + ^DF-H (18)

with VDF_r, the fragmentation rate for thermal fragmentation and FDF_H, the fragmentation rate for
hydrodynamic fragmentation. When the hydrodynamic fragmentation mechanism occurs, the expression of eq.
18 can lead to a overestimation of rDF by fragmenting the fuel drop twice. In fact the error will be small

because TDF_T is much smaller than rDF_fl, as it will be observed in the results.

2.4.1 Thermal Fragmentation

In the case of low external trigger, we assume that a thermal fragmentation process initiates the escalation. The
conceptual picture is similar to the one of Pion3>, Berthoud and Pion4) and Kim and Corradini5>

When the pressure wave progresses into the surrounding fluid, the vapor film around the fuel drops is
destabilized. During this destabilization, liquid spikes form, cross the vapor film and penetrate into the fuel
drop. The vaporization of this trapped liquid fragments part of the drop.
The first point in the model consists in distinguishing the energetic pressure peak from the spurious ones and
estimating the onset of the thermal fragmentation. We have to determine if the external pressure is energetic
enough to collapse the vapor film. As the liquid spikes start to develop when the film thickness is very small,
we assume that the onset of thermal fragmentation occurs when the film thickness goes to zero. To evaluate this
time, we take the original film thickness as the thickness given by Bromley's6> and Epstein and Hauser's7'
correlations and we estimate the acceleration of the interface from the Rayleigh equation :
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(i v)
Y = '' (19)

PLDD

In our calculation, we take PL equal to the pressure in the cell and Pv equal to a time moving average of the past
pressures of the cell which takes into account the slow pressurization of the cell.
At the present time, the drop fragmentation is smoothed and spread out on the global fragmentation time by a
cosine fragmentation law :

r 1 - COS 271 •DF-T „ ,
1 frut;-T

(20)

with rfmK_T=—'-*- (2i)

In the preceding equations, t!mt..T represents the fragmentation time, and m)rui, the fragmented mass of fuel.
These values as well as the fragment diameter, DF, are presently parametric (tJrufl_T ~ 1 ms, mjrai. = 10 % of

the drop's mass and DF ~ 0.1 mm) but can be determined by an external analytical thermal fragmentation
model which is presently developed in our team by Darbord8', or by any other analytical model.
When the pressure becomes supercritical, the thermal fragmentation disappears and TDF-T is reduced
continuously to zero between 0.9 Piri, and Piri, (see § 2.3.2). Thermal fragmentation also only occurs when the
liquid coolant is continuous. The fragmentation rate TDF_r will so be multiplied by the coefficient CL defined
in § 2.3.1. In the same way the onset of thermal fragmentation can only occur when there is some continuous
liquid coolant and the calculation of the vapor film acceleration is only done when the void fraction defined in
eq. 17 is lower than 0.7.

2.4.2 Hydrodynamic Fragmentation

Such mechanisms have been widely used in thermal detonation modeling 9)ll))ll)l2)1> They appear when the
velocity difference between melt and coolant is high enough to allow instabilities development. At the present
time, the actual mechanism is not fixed. Some authors10'1" favor the development of a shear layer and
subsequent stripping of the drop surface, following the work of Waldman et al. l3). Other" are more in favor of
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities on the front side of the drop.
Whatever is the mechanism, the fragmentation can be described by a formulation like

(22)

in which the subscript c defines the continuous fluid, liquid coolant or vapor, depending on the void fraction

defined in eq. 17. In this equation, we use instantaneous values (for AVcD, p c , pD, aD, DD) and a non-

dimensional fragmentation time, t*, depending on the mechanism. For example, in IDEMO, a value of t*

around 1 is recommended"'', while in ESPROSE, t* is given as a function of the instantaneous Bond number".

The present calculations use the stripping mechanism with /* = 1.
As this mechanism is active when the initial Weber number is larger than 350 14), the fragmentation rate given
by eq. 22 is corrected by a cubic function which takes the value 1 when the instantaneous Weber number is
larger than 300 and 0 when it is smaller than 12. This is what is done in IDEMO l(l).
This instantaneous Weber number is given by :

p^Yk (23)We

a/DD

with the subscript c representing the continuous phase.
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2.5 Diameters

The diameters used by MC3D are explicit. They are Sauter diameters, i.e. the diameters that give the same
interfacial area for the same volume of dispersed phase.

Liquid coolant : The variations of the diameters of the liquid coolant drops and of the vapor bubbles can be
caused by the condensation-evaporation, by the compression-dilatation and by the fragmentation. All these
mechanisms are taken into account in our model. We estimate first the diameter variation caused by
condensation-evaporation and compression-dilatation, assuming the number of drops and bubbles constant, and
the resulting diameters are then modified by the eventual fragmentation.
If the number of liquid coolant drops is constant, the diameter variation caused by the volume variation is :

dD, D, da,
— L = __t L (24)

dt 3a L dt

The discretization of this equation for the time step n gives the intermediate diameter:
DV { a l 13 [ ^ r J (25)

This equation is applicable only if the liquid coolant is dispersed and the vapor is continuous, i.e. if the void
fraction defined eq. 17 if greater than 0.7. On the contrary, the volume fraction of liquid used in eq. 25 will be
taken such that aV(lid = 0.7 .
The intermediate diameter given by eq. 25 is then modified depending on the Weber number defined by :

( 2 6 )
o

If We is lower than 12, there is no fragmentation and we take Dn
L = Dn

L_ncxt. On the contrary, the liquid drops

are fragmented to the final diameter, DLl2 =(\2a)/[pvAVlv). Generally, the time step is smaller than the

fragmentation time defined by Pilch and Erdmanl4>. If we assume a linear variation of the diameter, we will
then have :

At [PTY D,n \

in which / ' i s the non dimensional time defined by Pilch and Erdman'4'. They recommend a value around 4 but
they use initial densities, velocity difference and diameter. We will use a value equal to 1, which is
recommended by Carachalios et al.U)) for the calculation of a drop fragmentation with instantaneous densities,
velocity and diameter.

When the pressure is supercritical, DL corresponds to the diameter of the cold coolant zones included in the hot
coolant. We don't know exactly how this diameter evolves and as a first approximation, we will take this
diameter constant when the pressure passes above the critical point.

Vapor : The diameter of the vapor bubbles, Dv , is estimated by the same way as for the diameter of the liquid
coolant drops, with the vapor instead of the liquid coolant and the liquid coolant instead of the vapor. This
diameter is also taken constant when the pressure becomes supercritical.

Fuel drops : The diameter of the fuel drops depends on the fragmentation rate. We assume that the fuel
fragments come from the surface of the fuel drops and that the number of fuel drops remain constant. So the
drop diameter variation will be :

dDD _ rDF DD

—- —dt ocDpD 3
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During a time step, the diameter of the fuel drops will then change from Dn
D ' to :

(29)

Fuel fragments : The diameter of the fragments is presently parametric (see § 2.4) and equal to 100 (am.

2.6 InterfacialAreas

We have interfacial areas only between the dispersed fluids and the continuum.
We denote as Amn the interfacial area between the fluids m and n, m being dispersed and n continuous. Amn will
consequently be different of Anm. Presently, we consider that the fuel is always in drops or in fragments. We
don't model yet the agglomeration of the fuel drops. We also assume that there are no interactions between two
dispersed phases. So, areas ALF ALD AFD ADF AVF and AVD are always zero. The other interfacial areas are
defined by:

^ = C n . - ^ - (30)

with Cn the coefficient equal to 1 when the fluid n is continuous and defined in § 2.3.1

2.7 Heat Transfer Laws

Heat transfer is assumed to be effective directly from one fluid to another, except between the liquid coolant and
the vapor, where we put the interface assumed at saturation (see eq. 15)
Heat transfers between the liquid coolant, the vapor and the fuel drops are about the same as those defined in
the three fields and four fields premixing modules of MC3D l5)l6)l7). The main difference with the premixing
modules consist in the heat transfers with the fragments and also in the heat exchanges when the pressure is
supercritical.
When the liquid coolant is continuous, when the pressure is subcritical, we assume that there is film boiling
around the fuel drops and that around the fuel fragments there are transient heat transfers to the surrounding
liquid coolant. When the pressure is supercritical, we take convective heat transfers around the fuel drops and
transient ones around the fragments.
We assume that the transient heat transfers coming from the fragments don't heat all the bulk of liquid, but
only the liquid close to the fuel fragments. This heat therefore directly participates to the coolant evaporation
and will be directed to the interface, even if there is direct contact with the liquid or if the pressure is
supercritical.

2.7. / Heat Transfer Coefficients

The heat transfer coefficients are to be multiplied by the interfacial area and a temperature difference, except
for radiation coefficients which are to be multiplied by the area and AT4 .

The following heat transfer coefficients are used :
when the pressure is subcritical,
hil convection between interface and liquid coolant (in case of vapor bubbles in liquid coolant)
hiv convection between interface and vapor coolant (in case of liquid drops in vapor)
hdi conduction between fuel drops and interface (in case of hot fuel drops in liquid coolant)
hdl convection between interface around the fuel drops and liquid coolant, when the fuel drops are hot enough

to have film boiling, or convection between fuel drops and liquid coolant when the fuel drops are cold.
hdv convection between fuel drops and vapor.
hri radiation between fuel, drops or fragments, and interface
hrl radiation between fuel, drops or fragments, and liquid coolant
hi conduction inside the coolant drops or bubbles.
hfi heat transfer between fuel fragments and interface
hfl convection between interface around the fragments and liquid coolant, when the fragments are hot enough

to have boiling, or convection between fuel drops and liquid coolant when the fragments are cold.
hfv convection between fragments and vapor
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and when the pressure is supercritical,
hdc convection between fuel drops and coolant
hfc convection between fuel fragments and coolant
hrc radiative heat transfer between fuel drops or fragments and coolant
hli heat exchanges between cold coolant (pseudo-liquid) and interface
hvi heat exchanges between hot coolant (pseudo-vapor) and interface

Coefficients hil, hiv, hdi, hdl, hdv, hri, hrl and hi are common to the premixing modules15"6"71. The other heat
transfer coefficients are specific to the explosion module. Only the latter coefficients will be presented precisely
here.
Coefficients hfi, hfv, hdc and hfc, as well as hil, hdl and hdv, are convective coefficients of the form

K
h = Nu (31)

with Nu = 2 + 0.6J~RePrc
om (32)

and Re = — —— (33)

in which the subscripts c and d represent the continuous and the dispersed phases.
For hdc and hfc, the coolant properties are calculated using the pressure and the coolant enthalpy given by :

„ <xLpLHL+avpvHv

As in the premixing modules, coefficient hiv comes from Lee and Ryley's181 correlation, written for convection
around a liquid drop evaporating in superheated vapor.

Like in the premixing modules, we assume that we have film boiling around the fuel drops. Coefficient hdi
corresponds to the conduction across the vapor film during film boiling. This heat transfer can be described by
two different correlations, depending on the velocity difference between drops and surrounding liquid coolant :
• Natural convection film boiling described by Bromley's61 correlation
• Forced convection film boiling described by Epstein and Hauser's7) correlation
hdi is taken as the value given by Epstein and Hauser, minimized by the value given by Bromley, because the
heat transfer coefficient calculated from Epstein and Hauser's correlation leads to zero instead of the value
given by Bromley's when the velocity difference tends to zero. This heat transfer coefficient is only used when
we have film boiling, i.e. when the drops' temperature is greater than the minimum film boiling temperature,
TmJi,. As a first approximation, ATmjh = Tmjh - Tml is taken constant.

Transfers between fragments and liquid coolant, or coolant for supercritical pressures, are highly transient. As
a first approximation and before using more precise transient heat transfer laws, hfi is taken constant and of the
order of values given by rapid quenching experiments (see Honda et a/19', or Derewnicki201). We take hfi equal
to5.l05W/m2/K.

Vapor is assumed transparent when the pressure is subcritical, as in the premixing modules. So, only the
radiative heat flux to the liquid coolant is taken into account. As in the premixing modules, a fraction of this
flux is directly absorbed by the liquid close to the fuel drop or fragment and directly participates to its
evaporation. This part of the flux will therefore be directed to the interface. The other part will heat the bulk of
liquid. These two fluxes correspond to coefficients hri and hrl.
We assume that when the pressure is supercritical, the supercritical hot coolant, described by the pseudo-vapor
field, is not transparent anymore. In this case, the radiative heat flux from the fuel heats all the coolant in the
cell. This flux will be directed to the pseudo-liquid and pseudo-vapor fields, depending on the interfacial areas.
In principle, the transparency of the vapor should disappears progressively as the pressure increases. This
approximation done by our radiation model is not really important because the radiative heat transfers are more
than one decade lower than the main fuel-coolant heat transfers.
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The coefficient hi corresponds to conduction inside the globule, between the bulk and the interface and is
defined in the same manner as in the premixing modules.

Coefficients hli and hvi permit mass transfer between hot coolant (pseudo vapor) and cold coolant (pseudo
vapor) when pressure is supercritical. We don't know exactly how to model these heat transfers and we take, as
a first approximation, a constant value of the order of the convective coefficients used for the subcritical case
between liquid coolant or vapor and interface, 104 W/m2/K.

2.7.2 Heat Fluxes

These heat transfer coefficients are used to calculate the heat fluxes used in the energy equations (eqs. 11 to
15). Some are about the same as in the premixing modules but they will all be presented here to have a global
view of all the heat transfers.

We have for subcritical pressures :

QDL = ADL[hrl(T*-T*)+hdl{TD-TL)]

QFL = AFL[M(T} ~ Tt)+ hfl(TF - TLj\

QFL = AFLhri(T* - T£ )

[AVLhil+ALvhi

+ADLhdl

+ AFLhfl]

Q,v=AFVhJv(TF-Tv)

QIV = (ALVhiv + AVLhi\Tsal - Tv)

QIF - *FL [hrift - ?>4 )+ hfi{Tsu, - TF

QIF = A i{Tt - 7>4)

rift - 7-D
4)+ hdi(Tml - TD)}Q,D = AD

QID = AD

and for supercritical pressures :

QDL = ADL[hrc{T^ - 7 4 ) + hdc(TD - TL)]

QFL = AFL[hrc(T*-it)+hfc{TF - TL)]

QIL = (ALV + *VL)Mi(Txal - TL)

if TD<TXIII

if TD>TmJh

if 7X7;,,

if TF>Tmfl>

\fTD>TmJh

\iTF>TmJh

if TF>Tm/h

if T,<TUII

if TD>TmJh

if 7-o<7-v,,,

( 3 7 )

(38)

(39)

(40)

[

(43)

(44)

(45)
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QDv = ADV[hdc(TD -Tv)+ hrc{T* - T*)] (46)

QFV = *FV[hHTF -Tv) + hrc(T* - T*)] (47)

Qiv = K v + AVL)hvi(Twl - Tv) (48)

QIF = AFLhfi(Tsul-TF) (49)

QID = ADLhdc(Tml-TD) (50)

Heat fluxes to the interface are modified in order to prevent evaporation when the volume fraction of the liquid
coolant reaches a residual value, or to prevent condensation when the vapor volume fraction becomes small.
They are also modified in order to prevent too high a liquid coolant overheating or vapor subcooling, as in the
premixing modules of MC3D15)I6)I7)

2.8 Friction Laws

The friction terms, KmnWn -Vm j , in the momentum equations (eqs. 5 to 8), are defined in about the same way

as in the premixing modules of MC3D. They correspond to the friction forces between fields m and n. We
have :

Kmn(Vn -Vm)= AmnFmn + AnmFnm (51)

in which Fdc represents the friction forces between phases d and c, c being the continuum.

Transient terms such as added mass terms are neglected but will be soon included, especially in the vapor

momentum equation. Fdc can be written as :

P* = -\cD*9< IK -Vd\\(vc -Vd) (52)

So: Kmn=~^iVn-Vml(AmilCDmnpn+AnmCDnmPm) (53)

In the preceding equations, the coefficient CDdc comes from the work of Ishii and Zuber2" or Ishii and

Mishima221, as in the premixing modules.

2.9 Equations Of State

2.9.1 Fuel

The equations of state of the fuels used in the explosion module are the same as in the premixing modules.
Latent heat of solidification is taken into account. The solidification of the fuel drops or fragments takes place
in a temperature range of about 20 K around the solidification temperature. The liquid and the solid heat
capacities are taken constant. The solid density is taken equal to the liquid one.

2.9.2 Coolant

The only coolant presently usable is the water. In the explosion module, two water equations of state are
available. It is possible to use, as in the premixing modules of MC3D, the water equations of state of
CATHARE 21 ) , which are limited to the critical pressure, or to use some new equations of state which are less
precise than those of CATHARE but still valid in the supercritical region. These latter equations of state have
been constructed by fitting on the steam tables given by Haar et al. 24 ) . The pseudo-saturation curve is fitted to
the curve of the maximal heat capacities which continues the saturation curve in the supercritical region (see
fig. 1). The saturation enthalpies are smoothed around the critical point and extended in the supercritical
region, keeping a constant pseudo latent heat of evaporation (see fig. 2).
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Figure 2 : extended equations of state of water ;
saturation enthalpies versus pressure
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Figure 1 : extended saturation temperature of water

100.0
P (MPa)

Figure 3 : extended temperature of water

50 150100
P (MPa)

Figure 4 : extended density of water

200

The liquid water and steam temperatures are fitted as a polynomial of the pressure and of the enthalpy in the
regions represented, on fig. 2, below the dark dashed line for the liquid and above the light one for the steam.
This polynomial is such that the derivative of the temperature with respect to the enthalpy is always positive,
and on the steam side it is such that the steam behaves as an ideal gas when the enthalpy leads to infinity. The
fitted temperatures are then linked to the saturation temperature, between the corresponding dashed and
saturation curves, insuring continuity of the derivatives on the dashed curves. The densities are fitted by the
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same method, insuring that —— is always positive and that — is always negative. The saturated steam
dP\h dh\p

density is estimated from the saturated water density, using the Clapeyron equation.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Propagation Tests

We have first tested the ability of MC3D to perform calculations of the propagation of a shock wave. The test
consists of a shock tube closed at both ends and divided in the middle by a diaphragm. One section is filled
with a high-pressure mixture of argon and water and the other with a low pressure mixture. When the
diaphragm is ruptured, a shock wave propagates in the low pressure section and a rarefaction wave travels in
the high pressure section.

Table 1

P (MPa)

^* liquid

initial conditions ot the propagation test
reported fig. 5

high pressure zone
20.

0.960114

0.039886

low pressure zone
0.1
0.5

0.5

Figure 6:18° inclined mesh used to study the
influence of the shock orientation

2.0

1.5

5

s 1.0

distance (m)

Figure 5 : propagation test. Computation performed
with 1000 cells. Pressure, velocity and liquid volume

fraction at time = 39.95 ms.

0 degres

18 degres

45 degres

0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25 0 30.0 35 0 40 0

Figure 7. influence of the shock orientation

The calculations have been performed with the two-phase hydraulic module, which is a simplified module of
MC3D. The performed computations are isothermal and homogeneous. The equations of state used by this
module are also simplified. The liquid is assumed non compressible and the gas behaves as a perfect gas.
This test presents the great advantage of providing an analytic solution which can be found in most standard
textbooks on fluid dynamics (see, for instance, Landau and Lifshitz25>). Several tests have been performed, by
varying the initial void fractions and the pressure jumps (from 0.2 to 20 MPa). We have represented on fig. 5
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the main results obtained for a calculation performed with the parameters reported in table 1. We can see that
the computation is in concordance with the analytical results.
We have also performed the same calculations in a 2D geometry with the domain inclined by an angle of 45
and 18 degrees in order to study the influence of the shock orientation according to the mesh (see fig. 6). We
can see on the fig. 7, obtained with a 2 MPa pressure difference, that the inclination of the propagation
direction with the grid does not greatly influence the result.

3.2 ID Explosion Tests
The initial conditions and the geometry of these tests are those used by Fletcher261 in his ID simulations
performed with CULDESAC.
These tests consist of a closed 1 meter-long tube, initially containing a mixture of water, steam and fuel drops.
The explosion is triggered at one end by a fragmented fraction of the fuel, as in Fletcher's simulations. The tube
is divided into 200 cells, the four first ones consisting of the triggered zone. All the calculation parameters are
those given in the previous sections, except hfi which is reduced to the value used by Fletcher, 105 W/m2/K.
Calculations have been performed with an artificial-viscosity coefficient b0 equal to 5 (involved in eq. 10). The
initial conditions are reported in table 2.

200

Table 2 : initial conditions used in the ID
explosion tests

av

aD

aF

TL(K)
7V(K)
TD(K)
DD (m)
P (MPa)

triggered zone tube
0.4

0.5

0.01

0.09

0.1

~0.

350
374

3400
5.103

0.1

04 06
length (m)

Figure 8 : ID explosion. Comparison of the
development of the pressure profiles. Pressure profiles

are shown every 0.5 ms.

The first results show that the beginning of the pressurization is more rapid with our calculation and that
afterwards, the pressure wave increase is slightly slower than Fletcher's simulation (see fig. 8). This may be
cause by the fact that the hydrodynamic fragmentation mechanism, which is the only fragmentation mechanism
used in CULDESAC, has an influence only when the pressure wave is developed. In MC3D, the fragmentation
of the fuel drops can be hydrodynamic and thermal. This latter fragmentation mechanism disappears when the
pressure is supercritical. This may be the reason why the pressure wave increase is slightly slower afterwards.

We can also see on fig. 9 that the fragmentation rate has two maximums. This can be explained by analyzing
the velocities reported in fig. 10. The difference of inertia between the fuel drops and the surrounding fluid
makes that the drops go slower than the surrounding fluid during the acceleration phase and go faster during
the deceleration phase. The velocity difference used in equation 22 therefore reaches a maximum, goes down to
zero and increases again to reach a second maximum.
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3000

2000

1000

0 A A A\JbA\
length (m)

Figure 9 : ID explosion ; fragmentation rate. Profiles
are shown every 0.5 ms Figure 10 : ID explosion. Coolant and fuel drop

velocities at 2.512 ms

If we perform the same computation with the thermal fragmentation mechanism as the only fragmentation
mechanism, we find, fig. 12, that the fragmentation rate is much lower than the one of hydrodynamic
fragmentation reported on fig. 9. So the error done by adding the hydrodynamic and thermal fragmentation
rates (equation 18) is not really important. This lower fragmentation rate causes also the pressure increase,
reported fig. 11, to be slower than with both fragmentation mechanisms (fig. 8). As the propagation celerity
depends on the shock strength, we have a slower propagation of the shock.

lenglh (m)

Figure 11 : ID computation with only thermal Figure 12 : ID computation with only thermal
fragmentation mechanism. Pressure profile. Profiles fragmentation mechanism, fragmentation rate. Profiles

are shown every 1 ms are shown every 1 ms

3.3 Krotos Tests

Interactions between water and a melt have been performed in the KROTOS facility at JRC Ispra. The melt is
poured in a cylindrical water column, and coarsely fragments and mixes with the water. The interaction
between melt and water is triggered by a gas trigger device which generates a pressure wave traveling upward
from the bottom through the premixed column. This trigger device consists of a 15 cm3 gas chamber
pressurized up to 15 MPa and separated from the test section by a thin steel membrane which can be
mechanically ruptured.
We will present here results of computations performed with the initial conditions of the Krotos 21 tin/water
experiment. In this test, 6.5 kg of tin of 1348 K is released in water of 363 K. The test section has a diameter of
89 mm and the height of the water column is 1.09 m. Pressure pulses are detected by transducers K0 to K5,
positioned with a distance of 0.2 m between each, K0 being in the trigger gas chamber. A detailed description
of this experiment and of the main results can be found in 27>.
The experimental setup is such that it is not possible to have directly the initial conditions such as the volume
fractions of water, vapor, and melt along the tube when triggering. The initial vapor volume fraction can be
determined from steady shock front calculation, using the velocities of propagation of the explosion along the
tube. These velocities are 270 m/s between the transducers Kl and K3 and 150 m/s between K3 and K5. Burger
et al.21) found a steam volume fraction of -0.08 between Kl and K3, and of 0.35 between K3 and K5.
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These computations have also been performed to test the influence of the parameters used in the thermal
fragmentation model. The presented results will therefore be results obtained with the thermal fragmentation
model as the only fragmentation mechanism.

3.3.1 ID computations

Because of the constraints given by the tube, the experiment can be considered as approximately ID. So we first
performed ID computations to study the propagation of the explosion. We did two calculations with uniform
initial steam volume fractions, one of 0.08 and one of 0.35. The initial volume fraction of fuel drops is about
0.112, such that the total fuel mass in the tube is 6.5 kg. The initial drops diameter is 1 cm, which is about the
diameter obtained from the MC3D premixing calculations. The number of cells is 48, the first one being the 15
cm3 gas chamber, and the two last ones the gas blanket above the free surface.

The pressure evolution reported in fig. 13 shows that the pressure wave obtained with the initial vapor volume
fraction of 0.08 is much higher than the one obtained with more steam. This result matches the main result
according to which a large amount of steam tends to inhibit the explosion. We can see that the experimental
explosion propagation velocity matches between Kl and K2 the celerity of the pressure wave obtained with
ccv = 0.08, and between K3 and K4 it matches the celerity of the pressure wave obtained with <xv = 0.35.
Between K0 and Kl the experimental pressure wave goes much faster than the computed ones. This means that
between these two transducers, the initial steam volume fraction is much lower than 0.08.
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Figure 13 : Krotos 21 experiment. ID computation.
Influence of the initial vapor volume fraction on the

pressure evolution.
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time (ms)

Figure 14 : Krotos 21 experiment. 2D computation.
Influence of the initial vapor volume fraction on the

pressure evolution.

3.3.2 2D computation

In the ID computations, the calculated pressure at the transducer K0 decreases faster than the pressure
measured in the experiment. This difference may be explained by the geometry of the bottom of the tube which
is conic and not flat as assumed in the ID calculations. We have then performed 2D axysimetric computations
with a geometry closer to the experimental geometry, (see fig. 15). We can see, in fig. 14, that the computed
pressure decrease matches the K0 experimental pressure better than in the ID computations reported in fig. 13.
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3.3.3 Influence of the parameters

We have repeated the Krotos 21 2D computations by varying the main parameters involved in the thermal
fragmentation model and in the heat transfers. We can see, fig. 16, that the thermal fragmentation time, tfraii.T,
has some influence mainly on the explosion propagation velocity, and also on the sustaining of the pressure
wave. The longer is the thermal fragmentation, the slower propagates the explosion and the less sustained is the
pressure wave. This influence is not really surprising because when the thermal fragmentation lasts longer, the
generation of fragments is spread on a longer time and the main generation of fragments occurs later.
The same influence appears also with the proportion of the fuel drop mass which is fragmented, fig. 17, but with
a greater influence on the pressure sustaining and a smaller influence on the velocity of propagation. The
greater is this proportion of fragmented fuel mass, the faster propagates the pressure wave and the better it is
sustained.
The influence of the transient heat transfer coefficient is not really clear (see fig. 18). It seems that a smaller
heat transfer coefficient gives a smaller pressure wave, especially when the initial volume fraction of vapor is
0.08. The fact that with a smaller void fraction we have a larger interfacial area between the fragments and the
liquid coolant may explain the weaker influence of hfi with a larger void fraction.

4. CONCLUSION
Despite (he fact that the explosion module of MC3D is not yet validated, the first performed calculations show
that it is possible to calculate an explosion escalation and propagation with this computer code. Some models
included in this code, such as the thermal fragmentation model or the transient heat transfer coefficients from
fragments to liquid, are now parametric, but we are presently working on these models in order to replace these
parameters by the deterministic physical laws.
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6. NOMENCLATURE

Co
Cp

c,,

e
Fjc

g
h
H
Kmn

mfr,,K

Nil

P

Pr

Qmn

Re
t

T
V
We

interfacial area between the fluid d
(dispersed) and the fluid c (continuous)
drag coefficient
heat capacity at constant pressure
coefficient equal to 1 when the fluid n is
continuous and to 0 when it is dispersed
(see §2.3.1)
internal energy
friction force between the fluid d (dispersed)
and the fluid c (continuous)
gravity
heat transfer coefficient
enthalpy
interfacial friction coefficient between fluids
m and n
mass of fuel fragmented by thermal
fragmentation
Nusselt number
pressure
critical pressure
Prandtl number
heat flux from fluid or interface m to fluid
or interface n
Reynolds number
time
temperature
velocity
Weber number
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a

rMf,
8,
A

Ax

e
A,

va

P
o
Or,,J

6.1

c
C
d
D
f
frag
F
H
i,j,k
I
L

length
volume fraction

j rate of mass change from fluid M to fluid N

Kronecker symbol (=1 when i=j, else =0)
difference
\Al 1 1VI ^1 IV/ls

, latent heat of evaporation

grid size
emissivity
thermal conductivity
dynamic viscosity
artificial viscosity
density
surface tension
Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Subscripts

continuous fluid
coolant (supercritical pressure)
dispersed fluid
fuel drops
vapor film around the fuel drops
fragmentation
fuel fragments
hydrodynamic (fragmentation mechanism)
directions
interface between liquid coolant and vapor
liquid coolant
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mfb minimum film boiling T thermal (fragmentation mechanism)
sat saturation V vapor
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Discussion

Kolev

Is there any heat transfer between water and gas at supercritical pressure?

Berthoud

Yes, we have heat transfer between the "pseudo" liquid and the "pseudo" steam in the

supercritical state.

Fletcher

Do you include something similar to microinteractions?

Berthoud

Yes, our heat transfer fragments to interface or "pseudo" interface for supercritical state

and to bulk liquid can be considered as some kind of micro interaction. We use this

"pseudo" interface in the supercritical state because in some experiments when going back

in subcritical state, the steam appears at the place it is located before going to supercritical

state. Doing so, heat is transfered to a varying amount of coolant. We could then speak of

thermal microinteraction as compared to the more mechanical microinteraction concept of

Yuen and Theofanous.
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3.5 Studies on Micro-Structures at Vapor-Liquid Interfaces of Film Boiling on

Hot Liquid Surface at Arriving of a Shock Pressure
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ABSTRACT: In vapor explosions, a pressure wave (shock wave) plays a fundamental role in the
generation, propagation and escalation of the explosion. Transient volume change by rapid heat flow
from a high temperature liquid to a low temperature volatile one and phase change generate micro-scale
flow and the pressure wave. One of key issues for the vapor explosion is to make clear the mechanism to
support the explosive energy release from hot drop to cold liquid. According to our observations by an
Image Converter Camera, growth rate of vapor film around a hot tin drop became several times higher
than that around a hot Platinum tube at the same conditions when a pressure pulse collapsed the film.
The thermally induced fragmentation was followed by the explosive growth rate of the hot drop. Similar
observations were obtained in Nelson's early study of a single drop test. But it is not yet clarified why
such high growth rates occurred. Nelson supposed later that entrapment of fine drops of cold liquid in
the hot drop occurred at the collapse of the vapor film and quickly vaporized. Model of entraped micro-
jets by Buchanan and Kim-Corradini indicate important mechanisms of thermal fragmentation. On the
other hand, Ciccarelh & Frost considered, according to their observations by co-driven high speed
camera and the X-ray one, that the interface instability and fragmentation were induced by a squeeze
effect of local high pressure spots generating when the vapor film collapsed. Ochiai-Bankoff splash
model does not assume the entrapment but considers partial liquid-liquid direct contact and liquid
splashes due to spontaneous nucleation. In the previous report, we have proposed that the interface
instabihty and fragmentation model in which the fine Taylor instability of vapor-liquid interface at the
collapsing and re-growth phase of vapor film and the instabihty induced by the high pressure spots at
the drop surface were assumed. In this study, the behavior of the vapor-liquid interface region at arrival
of a pressure pulse was investigated by the CIPRIS code which is able to simulate dynamics of transient
multi-phase interface regions. It is compared with the observation results. Through detailed
investigations of these results, the mechanisms of the thermal fragmentation of single drop are
discussed.

Keywords: interface instabihty, thermal fragmentation, shock pressure, micro jet, Taylor instabihty

1. INTRODUCTION

In a vapor explosion, it is generally considered to be an important pre-requisite that two liquids
which have a big temperature difference exist in a coarsely mixed condition, only being separated by a
vapor film; namely, the liquid-liquid configuration under large non-equilibrium condition exists in a
semi-equilibrium condition by virtue of the insulating effect of the vapor film. Under the above
condition, a pressure wave(or a shock wave) plays a fundamental role in the generation, propagation
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and escalation of the vapor explosion. A transient volume change by sudden heat flow from the high
temperature liquid to the low temperature one and a phase change generate transient flow and pressure
waves A propagation of the pressure wave expands the interaction region.

One of key issues of the vapor explosion is to make clear the mechanism which generates a rapid
heat flow sufficient to support the explosive energy. So far, a rapid increase of the interfacial area due
to fragmentation of hot liquid under pressure wave has been understood to be a main mechanism to
induce such heat flow. Two kinds of fragmentation have been taken into consideration; hydrodynamic
fragmentation and thermally induced fragmentation. Hydrodynamic fragmentation is a dominant
mechanism for a well developed detonation process in large scale mixture. On the other hand,
thermally induced fragmentation is considered as a dominant mechanism of explosion for a small scale
mixture or single drop which hardly generate the high velocity flow, or for the developing process of the
detonation.

The hydrodynamic fragmentation has been studied by various experiments [1][2] using shock
tubes and their results such as fragmentation rate or average size( size distribution) of particles have
been applied to analytical models. However, about the thermally induced fragmentation, while
explosion models of single drop have been presented, the mechanism has not yet been made clear. The
fundamental mechanism of the foregoing models are based on the formation of a liquid micro-jet at
vapor film collapse. In the study of cavitation, Plesset et. al.[3] have made a famous analysis for a
micro-jet formation on the collapsing bubble near a wall by a shock wave and this was confirmed by
experiment[4]. Then, formation of a micro-jet during a bubble collapse had been proved theoretically and
experimentally.

Regarding collapsing of the vapor film around the hot liquid drop, the formation of liquid micro-jet
was an essential point of vapor explosion models by Buchanan(5), Kim-Corradini et al.(6), and the same
had been involved in other entrapment models. However, the problem is still doubtful if a micro-jet is
really formed when a thin vapor film on a hot surface collapses under a pressure wave, because of the
following questions.
® Different from a round bubble, a micro-jet could really be formed out when gently sloped vapor film

collapses?
(2) According to our analysis and experiment, the average collapsing time of vapor film under lMPa

pressure wave is about 100 M S; and is this short time sufficient to form a micro-jet?
Further, granting that a micro-jet had been formed, when this had collided against a hot interface,

could it penetrate like the Buchanan and the Kim-Corradini models, in such a condition that a low
temperature liquid of low density could penetrate into a high temperature liquid of generally high
density?

For the fragmentation models which do not assume the penetration of micro-jet, there is a splash
model[7] by Ochiai and Bankoff in which the partial liquid-liquid direct contact and splash of liquid by
spontaneous nucleation was considered. Based on their observation by joint use of both high speed
camera and X-ray flash camera, Ciccarelli&Frost have discussed the interface instability and
fragmentation induced by the squeeze effect[8] due to locally dispersed high pressures around hot drop,
during vapor film is collapsing.

Through one dimensional dynamic analysis of vapor film around a hot drop under a pressure
pulse[9][10], we have clarified that pressure in the vapor film rapidly increases more than 10 MPa when
thickness of the film becomes less than 10 /x m and that high acceleration from vapor toward both liquids
by the high pressure allows growth of the Taylor instability sufficiently in short time, during several
micro-seconds of the collapsing and re-growth phase. Based on these results, we have also proposed a
two-step interface instability and fragmentation model in the previous paper [11] which is shown in
Fig.l.
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Fig.l Two-step interface instability and fragmentation model[ll]

The processes are:
® In the collapsing and growth of vapor film, when the vapor film thickness becomes less than 10 n m,

outward acceleration from vapor to both liquids by generated high pressure yields fine scale Taylor
instability waves of several 10 n m.

(2) Collapsing film in the surrounding region with originally thicker films by wavy interface prevents
sideways splashing or squeezing of drop material in this phase due to pressure buildup also in the
region, due to inertia of coolant towards drop surface.

® Pressure increase occurs at new collapse spots surrounding the earlier ones. The same fine scale
Taylor instabilities at the initial spots occur at these new spots which promote evaporation and keep
high pressure there. With the lowest pressure at the earlier spots where the film has already
expanded stronger in this phase, a hot material can be squeezed there by surrounding high pressure.

© Smaller fragments detach from the tops of these jets , fly through vapor film, dip into cold liquid
interface. Evaporation is much promoted by the fragments near the interface region. [9],

The key mechanisms of our model are :
1) Due to initial roughness of vapor film, high pressure pulse generates locally in different phases.
2) Generally in the collapsing phase, sideways splashing and squeezing are prevented by the increase of

pressure in the interface region. High pressure during this period is important to keep superheat
energy in the boundary layer near the interface when the pressure drops down.

3) Fine scale Taylor instability generates due to steep pressure rise in the vapor film when the film
becomes thinner than 10 micron. The fine scale Taylor instability waves promote much stronger
evaporation immediately after film collapse at liquid drops than at solid material. [10]

4) In the expansion phase where locally low and/or reduced pressure spots exist, the splashing or
squeezing by high pressure spots acts effectively.
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Above mentioned thermally induced fragmentation models have not been verified enough yet. In
our previous paper[10], we have observed by a high speed camera, a big difference of vapor film growth
rate between those on the solid platinum wall and on the liquid tin drop affected by growing instability
wave under a pressure pulse. The reason of this difference has not yet been explained.

In this study, the problems have been investigated which have not been solved by the foregoing
transient experiments. A transient multiphase analysis code hes been used for this which is capable of
analyzing the solid-liquid-vapor phases together.

Main questions for the transient behavior of the vapor-liquid interface are as follows:
1) Is it possible to form the micro-jet in the collapsing phase of wavy vapor film on high temperature

surface. If it is possible, under what condition is the micro-jet formed?
2) When the micro-jet is formed during collapsing phase of vapor film, could it penetrate into the

high temperature and high density liquid?
3) What is the main mechanism to generate the interface instability leading to fragmentation? That

is, what is the mechanism of thermally induced fragmentation?
4) Is there possibility of the fine scale Taylor instability which has not been experimentally observed

but is considered to be the unique mechanism to explain the difference between initial vapor film
growth rate on the solid surface and on the liquid surface.

Then, the present study is to check main mechanisms including the thermal fragmentation
models and improve the previous model by systematic checks by the CIPRIS code.

2. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

2.1 Numerical analysis code "CIPRIS"
The transient multi-phase analysis code "CIPRIS" is applied. It uses the CIP(Cubic-Interpolated

Pseudo particle) scheme, which is capable of a unified solution of the multi-phase field of vapor, liquid
and solid. This calculation is of two-dimensional analysis. The characteristic of this code is to make it
possible to handle the fundamental equations of non-conservation forms for mass-momentum (Navier-
Stokes Eq.) and energy without distinguishing between compressive and non-compressive fluids. Then,
the same equations set and numerical scheme are applied to two phase flow of vapor and liquid by
change of thermo-physical property . And the code is able to analyze sharp interfaces with the step-wise
change of variables, such as shock wave or vapor-liquid interface, with much reduced numerical
diffusion has been demonstrated. [12] [13]

Then for multi-fluids mixture of different properties, numerical treatment as one fluid with
thermophysical properties depending on temperature, pressure and structure becomes possible. And the
interface boundary conditions between fluids are not necessary. The latent heat term by phase change is
considered in the energy equation not at interface boundary condition [14]. The effect of surface tension
at the phase interface is considered in the momentum equation as well as the viscous term.

2.2 Numerical conditions
While this study is aimed at the investigation of the behavior of a high temperature liquid drop

under a pressure pulse, the main object is to make clear mechanisms of the vapor-liquid interface
instability and fragmentation. A simple configuration as shown on Fig.2 is assumed. Then, instead of
vapor film around a hot droplet, a planar geometry is selected. The configuration consists of a tin layer, a
wavy vapor layer and subcooled water layer assuming one dimensional film boiling on the hot liquid tin.
However, as indicated in Fig.2, thickness of the water layer is assumed to yield equal inertia to the
vapor film with lmm average thickness around a liquid drop of 3mm in radius collapsing and growing.
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Above the water,(at right side in Fig.l) were high pressure air layer of 0.7mm thickness and 0.5mm

thick high density layer, which represent a similar pressure pulse to the experiment of previous paper

[11].

Spherical drop

pL

1 dimensional

PL

:. L = R = 3mm

0.70 .5

a i r

weight
p = 6.8g/c/M3

TA

0.1 MPa

sat

^

Pg = lOMPa

Pressure pulse generation

Fig.2 Initial configurations of numerical calculation

Initial conditions of the numerical calculation are shown below.

Initial Conditions:

Hot liquid : Tin(Sn) densities p :6.8g/cm3 ( p :2.0 and O.Sg/cm3)
Hot liquid temperature : Tm=1023K ,823K, 573K
Cold liquid : Water(H2O)
Cold liquid temperature : 363.15(ATsub:10Kk 343.15(ATsub:30K)
Vapor fihn:

Base layer thickness : 0.5mm and 1.0mm, Wave length : 3.3mm and 10mm
Wave height : 0.5mm, 0.75mm

Pressure pulse : Initial pressure:0. lMpa, Peak pressure: I .OMpa and lOMpa
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The high density layer works as a weight which controls the decay process of a pressure pulse.
The weight is selected to fit the pressure pulse of the previous experiment for single tin drops. That is,
a pressure pulse: AP=0.9MPa with about 150 micro-second half-width is generated initially. At the
upper boundary( at right end in Fig. 2), are set free flow condition and symmetry ones at other three
boundaries except for special case. Initial parameters of vapor film may be a little bit larger than real
values due to increase numerical spatial resolution

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

0.5 jas 80MS

•••• ' .F

" ; : * " «

5

90MS

!

120MS

" "'""V" , , ^ ' ,

200MS 300MS 500MS

Fig. 3 Behaviors in interface regions of fluids(upper row) and pressures(down row) at the arrival of
a pressure pulse of A P=0.9Mpa (Initial conditions:Tm=823.15K, Tl=363.15K, R=0. IMPa)
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3.1 Behaviors of vapor-fiquid interface under a pressure pulse
Figure 3 shows the behaviors of density (upper row) and pressure(down row) distributions near

the vapor /liquid interface region(bottom: tin, top: water, between: vapor) at arrival of a pressure pulse to
vapor film having initially a wave of 3.3mm length and of 1mm amplitude and base thickness. The
colors from red to violet in the figure are linearly in proportion to square root of the density: J p and
logarithmic pressure : log(P) from high to low. The initial wavy interface conditions are set rather
greater than actual film boiling in their film thickness and wave amplitude.

On arrival of the pressure pulse, the crest of the vapor film is caved in the vapor film and micro
jets are formed which hit the tin surface(90M s). At this time, big pressure pulse spots are formed at
the location of micro-jets on the interface.

The interesting and important feature in the following period is that a tiny micro-jet of tin starts
to grow in the center region between water micro-jets(100 u s). The micro-jet penetrates into vapor
bubble growing at tin-water interface from the bottom(l 10 /i s) as discussed in the Fig. 4.

During period from 90 to 120 M S, local peak pressure propagates through both liquids, the high
pressure region is spread and uniformed in the liquids . During this period, vapor layer does not grow
anywhere at the interface, because high pressure covers the whole liquid region. Almost all the vapor
film at the interface collapses at 120 M s. However, vapor at the tin micro-jet point is not perfectly
collapsed in the high pressure. Tiny concave configuration of water surface pushed up by the tin micro-
jet protects against concentration of pressure and the perfect collapse of the film. The high pressure in
the liquid is released to upper free surface of water layer. When the high pressure is released after
150 u s, rapid growth of bubbles takes place at both the tin and water-jet places two points where both
micro-jets of water and tin hit the interface of opposite liquids respectively.

The bubble growth rate observed in the period from 150 M s to 400/i s at the tin micro-jet spot is
bigger than that at water micro-jet spot. What is the reason of the difference of bubble growth rate ?

90MS 95MS 100MS 110MS

140MS 150MS 180MS 200MS

Fig. 4 Microstructure of fluid density( upper row) and temperature(down row) near
interface region during 90 M s to 200 M S in the same calculation with Fig. 3.
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The difference of bubble growth rate comes from the difference of formation processes of the two
micro-jets. The water jet hits strongly the hot tin siuface and makes surface roughness increase. On
the other hand, the tin micro-jet is formed by impact of surface waves generated by neighbouring
water jets hitting the tin surface. A tiny tin jet rises up in the vapor bubble(95 u s). The top region of
the micro-jet may be detached in the vapor bubble and dispersed. At the same time, highly superheated
vapor flowing near hot tin surface flows into this center region, propagating with the tin surface waves
and blows up in the micro scale tornado with the tin micro-jet. These phenomena enhance the bubble
growth rate at the tin micro jet region. The second bubble grows at the spot where the water micro jet
hits, because liquid-liquid direct contact initially takes place there. These microstructures of fluid
density and temperature from 90 M S to 200/z s are described in the Fig. 4. Bubble growth in the other
regions does not appear. Indents of tin surface are caused on the bottom of the bubble growth sites in the
latest period(150M s - 250 u s) in the Fig. 4. Thereafter, non-linear interface waves grow rapidly on the
hot metal surface as shown in the Fig. 3.

It looks that the fine scale Taylor instability by raising vapor pressure does not appear during
collapsing and re-growing in the calculation However, as the numerical spatial mesh of this calculation
(dx=dy) is set 0.1mm, this calculation has no right to discuss finer Taylor instability wave in our
previous model. This point is discussed again in a later section.

3.2 Formation of micro-jet
Figs.5(a)-(d) show the interface configurations (down row) when vapor films with different initial

wave lengths (a), (b) and amplitude (c)(upper row) are collapsed, (c) is a case with initial air film
instead of vapor film.

I * 10mm > |

(a) Tin-Vapor-Vater (b) Tin-Vapor-Water (c) Tin-Vapor-Water (d) Tin-Air-Water

Fig. 5 Formations of micro-jets at various initial wave forms and gases
(upper row: initial configuration, down row: time at liquid-liquid contact)
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As shown in Fig.5, when the interface forms a crest curvature against the plane of applied
pressure wave, a micro-jet is formed in general. However, it takes several 1 0 M S to form a micro-jet.
Therefore, by matching of the collapse time of vapor films with the growth time of micro-jet, collapse of
vapor film may take place before a formation of the micro-jet is completed. In such a case, the micro-jet
formation is not observed as indicated in Fig.5(b). However, in the case of the same initial wave
configurations with Fig.3, the micro-jet is clearly formed as shown in Fig.5(a). Therefore, wave
configuration is an important factor for micro-jet formation. Vapor film collapse takes more time when
the wave amplitude is greater(Fig.5(c)) and when average vapor film is thicker. The film is harder to
collapse if it contains non-condensing gas (Fig.5(d)). These effects contribute to make easier formation
of sharp micro-jet. Observation by super-high speed camera shown in the previous report also indicated
a comparatively flat liquid surface at collapse of vapor film and it appears that no indents are produced
on the tin surface by the micro-jet.

Generally, the micro-jet of water is starting to form at wavy interfaces. However, whether micro-
jet were formed or not with sharp or round top depends on the initial wave configuration(wave
amplitude and wave length), thickness of base vapor layer and initial vapor pressure.

3.3 Possibility of penetration of micro-jet into hot temperature liquid
-10mm

JT-V".., ,'V\"

120 MS 200 (is (a) 300MS 500 M

•J 5

V1' ''..V-'^vi.,!

150 MS 180 MS (b) 200 MS 250 MS

' . . ' • . >

' . ' / • '>'.'• •'<

" ' / • ' ' ' , "

140 MS 200 MS ( C ) 250 MS 300 MS

Fig. 6 Penetration of micro jets of water into hot liquid with different densities,
(a) Tin: 6. 8g/cm3 ,(b) p :2g/cm3, (c) p :O. 8g/cm3
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Figures 6(a)-(c) show the aspects of micro-jet penetration into high temperature liquid of various
densities, when formation of micro-jet was made easier, by setting a condition of double amplitude of the
standard wave. Liquid densities are 6.8, 2.0 and 0.8 g/cm3 respectively. Even though the density of
hot liquid is set lower than water, when the water micro-jet penetrates into the hot liquid, the interface
of high temperature liquid produces extended cavity due to vapor generation and prevent further
penetration of micro-jet. However, after several 100 ti s, the tip of non-linear wave of high temperature
liquid interface deforms like a roll-like wave and causes an entrapment of water. From a time order
this belongs to a second step and its contribution to explosion energy is small.

In the case of water and high temperature liquid with high density (Al, Sn, UO2, Magma, etc.),
the penetration of such micro-jet as postulated by the Corradini and Buchanan models which have
relation with interface instability and fragmentation, is concluded to be very difficult.

Then, the entrapment model of micro-jets is not plausible at the arrival of a pressure pulse .

3.4 Generation mechanism of interface instability which induces fragmentation
Detailed study of interface behavior at collapse of a vapor film revealed the following.

During the collapsing phase of the vapor film, no instability wave is produced on vapor-liquid interface.
Namely, there is no sufficient time for the wave to grow.

Depending on the initial interface wave, vapor film collapsing time differs by location, which
results in a phase difference of the liquid-liquid direct contact location. High pressure pulse is locally
produced at liquid-liquid direct contacts and the deformation of interface caused by this pulse
propagates over the vapor-liquid interface.

Three kinds of mechanisms for the generation of the interface instabilities exist as follows.
(D When gas phase layer exists around liquid-liquid contact location, the interface wave produced by

the high pressure pulse propagates over the interface and when the wave collides with other wave
produced at other location, a big and sharp micro jet is produced rapidly shown in the Fig.7(a), where
the waves generated at both sides of liquid-liquid contact, propagate and collide at the center and
generate a micro-jet of hot liquid which penetrates upwards into the water layer.

The same feature has already been described in the Fig.4. The clear feature in the Fig.7(a)
was obtained in water-air(non-condensable gas)-tin case not water-vapor-tin, where enough volume
of gas layer between liquid-liquid contacts exists. For the water-vapor-tin case, the formation of tin
micro-jet is not so clear but give important effect on the bubble growth rate as mentioned above.

(2) After liquid-liquid contact, at bottom parts of bubbles where high pressure pulses were produced by
reaction force of bubble growth, craters begin to grow on the tin surface as shown in Fig.7(b). Rocket
force by intense vapor generation in the craters make the craters deep.

(3) In this figure, it is observed that Taylor instability waves grow at the upper interface of vapor layer,
when the vapor layer begins to grow in 120-150 n s in the Fig.7(b). At the upper interface of the water
layer, the deceleraton of upwards motion by the upper gas layer and its re-expansion also yields
growing Tayler instability waves between 200-300 n s.

This instability suggests that if the bottom end of the liquid metal layer were a free boundary,
Taylor instability might develop at the liquid metal-vapor interface, when the vapor layer grows rapidly
and the interface were strongly accelerated downward.
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(a) 100/zs 125 MS 150 MS 200 MS 300 MS

(b) 120MS 150MS 200MS 250MS 300MS

Fig. 7 Formations of interface instabilities on liquid tin surface, (a)Inverse micro-jet of tin
by impact of two waves propagated from both ends and ©instabilities on tin surface
digged by reaction forces of bubble growth

To make sure generation of the fine Taylor instability waves on the tin surface during expansion
of vapor layer, two kinds of numerical experiments were tiled with two different boundary conditions of
fixed and free respectively at the down end. In the former condition, the tin layer can not move as a
whole but can be accelerated in the latter one by vapor layer pressure. And to investigate the fine scale
Taylor instability which was discussed in the Fig. 1, spacial mesh is set one-tenth smaller one. The
numerical results are shown in Fig. 8.

I < l m m

5MS 6MS 8MS IOMS 15MS

Fig. 8 Fine structures of tin surface during vapor layer collapse and re-growth
upper row: fixed condition and down row: free condition at bottom end.
Full size of each figure is lmm x lmm. (Initial conditions:Tm: 1000K,
T1=363K, ATsub:10K, Pi=0. IMpa, AP=9.9Mpa)
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From the figure, it becomes clear that no instability is generated on both interfaces of water and
tin during the collapsing phase. However, in the evaporation period, fine Taylor instability wave of
60-70 ii m in length generate on the tin surface in the movable condition. But in the non-movable
condition, such waves do not appear* at the interface. And then the growth rate of the vapor film on the
tin with the instability wave becomes almost two times larger than that on the non-movable tin layer.
Then, in the evaporation or re-growth phase, the Taylor instability is one of the important mechanisms
to make tin interface rough and enhance evaporation.

Among three mechanisms above mentioned, © appears initially, during collapsing phase with
micro jet formation and © grows in the rapid evaporation phase . Howevex*, © occurs always
throughout evaporation phase.

3.5 Mechanisms of rapid growth of vapor film on the hot liquid surface
Several mechanisms have been related to the rapid growth of a vapor film on the hot liquid

surface.
(1) Effect of instability wave on hot liquid surface

In the Fig. 9, the upper x*ow shows the growth rate of vapor bubbles on the liquid tin, while the
down row shows that on the solid tin under the same temperature, pressure and boundary conditions.
By increase of interface area due to instability wave, the growth rate of vapor layer on the liquid tin is
aboxit 3 times bigger than that on the solid tin. Also as seen at 120 MS and 150us, where initial
interface waves were not distinguished, the vapor growth rate is faster on the liquid surface. The
reason thereof is still uncertain, but it may be suggesting an existence of waves of smaller scale.

(2) Effect of px'essure fluctuation on hot liquid interface
The pressure behaviors on the hot liquid surface affects the growth rate of vapor bubbles. Due to

increasing pressure, energy is stored in the thermal boundary layers in the collapsing phase. This is
released to vaporization and results in the rapid vapor film growth in the pressure reduction phase after
passing or reflecting of the pressure wave. As an inverse action, the bubble growth is suppressed by
pressure reflection from upper end as seen in more than 200 u s in the Fig. 7(b). Also on solid surface, if
a reflection after concentration of high pressure force react intensively, even in case of larger subcooling,
a big growth of bubble takes place in that part. I < 10mm—

•>, >\y

120A/s 150MS 200MS 300/JS 400MS 500MS

Fig. 9 Growth rate of vapor bubbles on the liquid tin(upper row) and solid tin(lower
row) at the same condition (Tm=823.15K, A Tsub=10K, A P=0.9Mpa)
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(3) Heat transfer from fragmented liquid drops
Figure 10 shows the comparison between experimental bubble growth rates from vapor

explosions of hot liquid tin drop under a pressure pulse and numerical results. The calculation was made
adding double of the vapor film on the Uquid surface. The numerical calculation was done under the
same temperature condition as the experiment. The numerical results of growth rate of the vapor film
up to 600/i s coincide well with the experiment, but they are smaller in growth rate thereafter. This is
because of the problems of two dimensional calculation and because the heat transfer from fragmented
particles has not been taken into account.
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Fig. 10 Comparison between experimental and numerical results for
growth rate of vapor film on the hot liquid tin.

. Tn>:550 °C
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Fig. 11 Growth rate of interfacial instability wave on hot liquid tin
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Finally, about the growth rate of instability wave on the hot liquid surface, the numerical results
of amplitude (wave top to bottom) are shown in Fig. 11. In the figure, (D indicates the standard case
where initial wave length: 10mm and the wave height: lmm and ® indicates the case where the wave
height of ® was multiplied by 1.66, and ® indicates the case where initial interface wave length was
multiplied by 1/3. As is seen in the Figures, ®—d) do not show big difference, suggesting that the
growth of amplitude was not affected by the initial wave shape.

The growth rate of the interfacial wave increases rapidly from 100 u s. After 400 n s, it changes to
mild increase and the interfacial wave grows to about 3mm at about lms. Then, the average growth
rate up to lms was about 3m/s.

4. DISCUSSION FOR THERMALLY INDUCED FRAGMENTATION MODEL

Through physical considerations about numerical results from the systematic change of several
parameters, it is understood that the numerical results by the CIPRIS code give reasonable images of
the interface behavior under a pressure pulse. From this point of view, thermal fragmentation models
are discussed as follows.

When a vapor film with wavy interface collapses under a pressure pulse, a micro-jet is usually
formed and hits on the hot liquid surface. However, the micro-jet penetration models by Kim-Corradini
and Buchanan would not be plausible, because the micro jet can not penetrate into the hot tin. In the
splash model by Ochiai-Bankoff , local liquid-liquid direct contact initially occurs at the micro jet or
thinnest film point and then a "splash" of cold liquid is generated by coherent evaporation due to
spontaneous nucleation. However, the mechanism that the "splash" jet draws the peripheral low
temperature liquid to promote direct contact and propagate, would be hardly to realize due to existence
of vapor. Rather, a vapor bubble seems to grow if there is a low pressure part in the periphery. Like the
observation result by Ciccarelli-Frost, the local high pressure pulse by liquid-liquid contact promotes a
swelling of nearby low pressure part named "squeeze effect". This mechanism is considered to force to
grow wave crest of hot metal and fragmentation. This is true for non-evaporating condition as indicated
by their experiment using two exploding wires. However, in the heat transfer and evaporating condition,
the crest of the swelling part does not grow due to the reaction force by the intensive vapor generation at
the point. And because the local high pressures generated by liquid-liquid direct contact are short pulses
of several microsecond different from that of exploding wire, they can not give enough mechanical
energy to the hot liquid. Then, it is not considered that this "squeeze" effect is plausible.

For our proposal model described in the Fig. 1, the following points have to be revised.
(D Fine Taylor instability does not grow during the collapsing phase of vapor film but in the

evaporation phase, fine Taylor instability wave grows at the vapor-liquid interface of hot liquid.
The first liquid-liquid contact occurs not only at the thinnest region of vapor film or at the top of
micro jet formed at wave crest depending on the configuration of the initial wave.

(2) At the initial liquid-liquid contact region, the wave crest of hot liquid surface doesn't grow in the
latest period due to reaction force of rapid vapor generation.

Two important mechanisms discovered by this numerical experiment have to be indicated.
1) Central regions between micro-jets or first liquid-liquid contact parts form the first vapor generation

sites after collapsing and the most violent evaporation takes place there by the following
mechanisms.
® Low pressure spot is formed there.
(2) Two surface waves starting from liquid-liquid contact parts make impact at the central point
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and form tiny micro jet of hot liquid This prevents perfect collapse of vapor layer.
At the same time, as the collapsing region expands to the central region, superheated vapor
adjoining hot liquid surface flows into the central region and then forms micro jet blowing up at
the center and circulates in the vapor layer. This mechanism enhances heat transfer from vapor
to liquid and evaporation in this region.

(T)

Pressure Wave

Crest of Hot Liquid

4p > P < p

Fine Taylor instability

Taylor Instability

Fig. 12 Revised model of thermally induced interface instability and fragmentatioa
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2) At the evaporation site on the hot liquid, the hot liquid surface is digged by the reaction force of
violent bubbly growth. And the crater on the hot liquid surface urges evaporation. By this positive
feedback of evaporation, the crater becomes deeper and deeper. The reaction force is not large
compared with the impact force by a micro jet. However, it is considered that this mechanism
gives a larger effect on instability of hot liquid surface because the force is kept much longer time
compared with other impact pressures. Then, in the final stage after more than 500 p. s, hot liquid
surface between vaporization sites is squeezed by the reaction force of the bubble growth and fine
fragments are generated from the top of wave crest.

As a conclusion of the numerical experiment, new model of fragmentation shown in Fig. 12 is
proposed as a revised version, that is,
(D Initial wavy vapor film covers hot metal.
(2) Micro jet of cold liquid is formed.
(3) The top of micro jet hits hot liquid surface and crater starts to grow there. Surface waves born by

the hitting travel toward center region.
© The waves from both sides impact in the center region and generate small crest (melt micro-jet)

there. The vapor film does not perfectly collapse due to existences of the crest ,high temperature
vapor inflow and lower pressure spot.

(5) Violent bubble grows at the center region between water micro-jets. Fine Taylor instability
generates when vaporization starts. This enhances heat transfer at the interface and vapor
generation. Hot metal surface under the bubble is digged by the reaction force of vapor generation.

© New crests of hot liquid begins to grow between the water micro-jet and the center region. Bubble
start to grow at the micro jet regions. Crests of hot liquid grow between bubbles.

(7) When the bubbles coalesce and form vapor film, the crest of hot liquid grow quickly and generate
fine drops from the top of it.

A flat hot surface and no intensive flow have been assumed in the numerical experiment. For
the hot droplet with initial surface curvature and in an intensive flow, additional behaviors may appear,
especially in the wake flow region.
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Discussion

Kolev

Is your surface tension function of local surface temperature?

Inoue

Surface tension is treated as constant, and not a function of local temperature.

However, since the phenomenon is very rapid, the effect of surface tension is small. I

think the inertia force is predominant.

Corradini

How large is the mesh size?

Inoue

In most calculation the mesh size is 100 by 100 for 1 cm (0.1 mm for one mesh). However

in some calculations with fine Taylor instability, the mesh size is lowered down to 0.01

mm.
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Session Summary Discussion

Basu

Clarification was mode regarding the need for two-dimensional experiments to investigate

the effect of relaxing radial constraints on FCI energetics. Theofonous still feels the effects

can be studied using one-dimensurnal experiments and multidimensional codes.

Theohanous

You do not need experiment for that. You do not need two-dimensional experiment for the

verification of explosion dynamics in multi-dimensional geometry.

Burger

We still need some further interpretation because comparison which we have been to jet

model which is linearized model so that if you extent to higher pressure or more void, we

can get some problems. We need probably experiments because we have no reference

codes for this. As for micro-interaction, question concerning factors which have to be

chosen; entrainment factor, thermal agumentation etc., I think it is a real question which we

still need to focus...

Theohanous

We can never do enough of this. We shoud do further studies to learn more. However,

question is whether you will be able to make a decision.

Corradini

I am not convinced hydrodynamic fragmentation mechanism because of recently what we

saw in KROTOS. The thermal fragmentation is probably the basis of what we have seen.

I am worried that there might be a magic about the supercritical and subcritical situations. I

don't think necessarily there is a magical thing about that. You can see propagating

explosion below 220 bar that is just as much as vapor explosions is above 220 bar. The

mechanism can be exactly the same. What we have seen so far is that hydrodynamic

fragmentation only can not explain what we see.

Theofanous

Thermal fragmentation is really what starts things up. Thermal fragmentation is important

for the very early stage of escalation where the pressure is so low. I believe that

hydrodynamic fragmentation mechanism plays increasing role coupled with thermal

fragmentation even if the pressure is very low. You are interestd in assessing explosion

energetics and you can not exclude explosion with real reactor material. How big real

energetics we can get and then how does it escalate. If we can not exclude explosion of real

reactor material, then we have to be considered.
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Session Summary Discussion(cont)

Sehgal

Nobody has mentioned the trigger, which is in the session title. Perhaps the tirgger energy

is so high that it is not feasible. A similar situation exists for case of hydrogen combustion.

If the hydrogen concentration is <4% no combustion occurs, even with an igniter.

Inoue

Even if very small peak pressure (e.g., 0.3 MPa) it just collapse vapor film with its

thickness less than 10 micro meter. Then the inside pressure is well up to 100 MPa which

is easily pass through the supercritical stage. From my results, I suppose the change of

vapor layer thickness is less than 1 micro meter, inside the vapor changed to supercritical

state. Therefore real liquid-liquid contact is not possible when contact temperature is well

upto supercritical temperature. Therefore, maybe supercritical state contact will be

possible.
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Abstract: The influence of melt quantity, melt composition, water depth and initial pressure on
quenching is assessed on the basis of seven tests performed in various conditions in the TERMOS
vessel of the FARO facility at JRC-Ispra. Tests involved UO2-based melt quantities in the range
18-176 kg at a temperature of approximately 3000 K poured into saturated water. The results sug-
gest that erosion of the melt jet column is an efficient contributor to the amount of break-up, and
thus quenching, for large pours of corium melt. The presence of Zr metal in the melt induced a
much more efficient quenching than in a similar test with no Zr metal, attributed to the oxidation of
the Zr. Significant amounts of H2 were produced also in tests with pure oxidic melts (e.g. about 300
g for 157 kg melt). In the tests at 5.0 and 2.0 MPa good mixing with significant melt break-up and
quenching was obtained during the penetration in the water. At 0.5 MPa, good penetration of the
melt into the water could still be achieved, but a jump in the vessel pressurisation occurred when
the melt contacted the bottom and part (5 kg) of the debris was re-ejected from the water.

Keywords: FCI, Quenching, Pre-mixing, Corium melt, Large-scale testing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The FARO tests were designed to provide data on the integral corium melt jet/water mixing and quenching be-
haviour by using 150-kg-scale of UO2-based melt in prototypical conditions. Basically, the penetration of molten
corium into the water of the lower plenum during a hypothetical core melt-down accident and its subsequent set-
tling on the bottom head of the RPV are simulated. The melt quantity used in FARO is of about one order of
magnitude higher than what had been used previously in melt quenching experiments. Thus, the data represent a
major contribution to the determination of the potential of water to quench the core material before it reaches the
bottom of the reactor pressure vessel and to the evaluation of the subsequent early thermal load on the bottom
structure. Additionally, the data help in validating the computer models for predicting melt/water mixing and
quenching.

In the former CSNI/FCI Specialist Meeting in Santa Barbara, 1993, the results of the first two FARO quenching
tests known as L-06 and L-08, performed respectively with 18 and 44 kg of corium melt (80 w% UO2+20 w%
ZrOj), were presented [1]. The melt was poured into 1-m-deep saturated water at 5.0 MPa (537 K) from a nozzle
of 100 mm in diameter. These tests showed that, although significant break-up and quenching of the melt oc-
curred, no steam explosion took place and part of the corium (-1/3) agglomerated as a cake at the bottom. The
thermal load on the bottom plate remained modest with a temperature increase of the plate contact face around
275 K and a maximum downward heat flux of 0.8 MW/m2.

Afterwards, five further experiments were realised in the TERMOS vessel, involving up to 176 kg of corium melt
quenched in saturated water. No steam explosion was observed in any of these tests and no threatening thermal
load on the bottom structure was measured despite the presence of a cake. Besides the melt mass, the parameters
varied in these experiments were the system pressure (0.5-5.0 MPa) and the water depth (1 and 2 m). In one test,
the melt included Zr metal (77 w% UO2+19 w% ZrO2+4 w% Zr). These tests, together with the two preliminary
tests, allow the determination of the effect of melt mass, H2 generation and water depth on the quenching process.

Except for the most recent test, L-24 performed with 176 kg of melt at 0.5 MPa, the test results have been re-
ported and discussed in a number of publications [1-4]. This paper revisits these results and conclusions on a ba-
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sis which integrates all the results obtained in the TERMOS vessel so far. The role of the main parameters on the
melt quenching during melt fall in water is analysed with the scope of identifying a qualitative picture of the
quenching process as a function of these parameters. The needs for further research based on this analysis are
identified.

2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

A typical arrangement of the FARO tests is shown in Fig. 1. The test vessel TERMOS (designed for 10 MPa, 573
K) is connected to the UO2-ZrO2 melting furnace via the release channel and isolated from it during interaction
by the valve SO2. The test vessel is thermally-insulated and connected downstream to a condensing unit via
safety exhaust valves. If, during the corium quenching process, the pressure in TERMOS reaches the threshold
value of the safety exhaust valves, steam/gas (hydrogen, argon) venting to the condenser occurs. This threshold
value was 9.3 MPa in all the tests.

FARO furnace

Lower electrode

Release tube
closing disc (W)

g detectors

Release tube
(0 = 50 mm, h = 2.5 m)

Mirror system drive

Depressurizer

Pressure equalisation(Ar)'
for melt release

Steam venting

Flap for
pressure equalisation
during quenching ~~

3645

Elevation (mm)

-Videocam
Protection valve S01

Main isolation valve S02
(0=120 mm)

Dome

Release vessel

Melt

Instrumentation ring

Hinged-tlap for melt release
(<Z>nozzle = 100 mm)

TERMOS vessel
„ . =800 mm)

710 mm)

Heating sections

Debris catcher
(0 = 660 mm)
Bottom plate
(thickness = 40 mm)

Fig. 1. FARO test arrangement

After the corium has been melted in the FARO furnace, it is first delivered to the release vessel, and then deliv-
ered into the water. Initially, the release vessel is at the same low pressure as the furnace (0.2 MPa). After the
protection valve SOI and the isolation valve SO2 have been closed, the release vessel is pressurised with argon
to the TERMOS pressure in about 2 s. When the pressures equalise, the two melt catcher flaps (side flap and melt
release flap, 100 mm in diameter each) automatically open. The side opening prevents against any extra-
pressurisation of the release vessel with respect to the TERMOS vessel during the melt release and steam gen-
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eration. Thus, the melt is delivered by gravity to the water throughout the interaction. In the L-l 1 test, the release
vessel contained initially about 1000 m of 1.2 mm diameter Zr wire (7 kg) uniformly distributed in the whole
volume. The superheated oxide melt coming from the furnace induces the melting of the zirconium and the for-
mation of a homogeneous mixture UO2-ZrO2-Zr.

The duration of the melt release from the furnace to the water is about 8 s. The melt free fall in the gas space be-
fore contacting the water varies from 1 m to 2 m depending on the depth of water. A debris catcher, which is
completely submerged in water, collects the corium after the interaction. The catcher consists of a steel bottom
plate 40 mm thick with a lateral wall 250 mm high.

3. INSTRUMENTATION

The principal quantities measured in the test vessel during the corium quenching are pressures and temperatures
both in the freeboard volume and in the water, and temperatures in the debris catcher bottom plate. Tungsten ul-
trasonic temperature sensors [5] are mounted in the release vessel for measuring the temperature of the melt. A
total of about 250 signals are captured by 6 different recorders. KELLER® pressure transducers (piezoresistive,
5-kHz frequency response) measure the vessel pressurisation. VIBRO-METER® pressure transducers (piezoelec-
tric, 15-kHz frequency response) are located in the water for rapid transient records in case of an energetic FCI.
They are protected by stainless steel grids. The K-type thermocouples in the gas-phase are protected from direct
radiation of the melt jet by large shells, except the sacrificial ones put on the centreline of the TERMOS vessel
for measuring the melt leading edge progression. The thermocouples in water are used to determine the down-
ward progression and radial expansion of the melt jet. Those not destroyed during melt penetration record the
long time water temperature histories. The level swell is measured by means of continuous level-meters based on
the time domain reflectrometry method [5]. Pressure transducers and thermocouples are also installed in the vari-
ous components of the condensing unit: piping, steam/water separator, condenser. A mass spectrometer is con-
nected to the condenser for a qualitative indication of the gas composition. Water level measurements in the
separator and in the condenser are made by differential pressure probes.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The parameters varied in the experiments were: melt mass, melt composition, water depth and system pressure.
The melt initial temperature also varied from test to test but its measurement was not always successful. It is re-
ported in the tables only when measurements are available. These variations are not taken into account in the
qualitative analysis reported in this chapter. The diameter of the delivery nozzle was fixed (100 mm). In tests L-
06 and L-08, the melt delivery rate was slightly different than in larger mass tests due to a different release pro-
cedure [1],

Estimates of melt velocity are reported only when they could be deduced from the thermocouple response to the
passage of the melt leading edge. As these thermocouples are destroyed as soon as they are touched by the melt,
it is not possible to determine the passage of the trailing edge. The presence of a cake at the bottom in all oxidic
melt tests was always associated with a uniform melt leading edge descent velocity in water. This was interpreted
as a non-complete break-up of the melt jet before reaching the bottom, i.e., that the melt break-up length was
larger than the water pool depth.

As the free-board volumes were different in the tests, the vessel pressures have been normalised to 1 m3 in order
to make the comparisons easier. This has been achieved by assuming that the vessel pressure increase is inversely
proportional to the volume of the free-board. This approximation is reasonable if one assumes that the quenching
process, and thus the energy release, did not dependent of the free-board volume differences within the range of
the tests.

4.1. Role of the melt mass

The role of the melt mass on quenching may be investigated on the basis of the results of tests L-06 (18 kg), L-08
(44 kg) and L-19 (157 kg), which were performed at 5.0 MPa initial pressure (5.8 MPa in L-08) in approximately
1-m-deep saturated water. The main experimental features are summarised in Table 1.
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Fig. 2 shows the vessel pressure increase during melt penetration into the water (time>0). Time zero indicates the
melt leading edge/water contact for each test, deduced from level meters and/or thermocouples. Direct heating of
the cover gas by the melt is likely to be the main contributor to the increases of pressure before time zero ob-
served in Fig. 2, Probably, also H2 was generated (see discussion in Section 4.5). The increase is significantly
higher in L-19 than in the other two tests. This is consistent with the larger fall length in gas space in L-19 and
with the larger quantity of melt which caused the melt column to still occupied all that length when the melt front
impacted the water. Actually, without considering any restriction of the jet diameter during the fall and assuming
that the release nozzle remains 100 mm (no crust formation), the equivalent jet length for 63 kg of melt is around
1 m. This value, compared to the melt fall distances and melt quantities of Table 1, indicates that the length of the
jet column was smaller than the fall distances both in gas and in water for L-06 and L-08.

Table 1. Main data of tests L-06, L-08, L-19

Test n°
Melt mass (kg)
Melt temperature (K)
Melt free fall in gas (m)
Water depth (m)
Free-board volume (m3)
Melt leading edge travel time in gas (s)
Melt leading edge velocity in water (m/s)
Cake on bottom (kg)
Particulate debris (kg)
Mean particle size (mm)

L-06
18
-

1.66
0.87
0.464
0.46
2.3
6
12

4.5

L-08
44
-

1.53
1.00

0.875
0.40
3.7
14
30
3.8

L-19
157

3073
1.99
1.10
1.635
0.57*
4.2
80
77
3.7

*Melt leading edge velocity at impact with water surface, 7 m/s
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Fig.2. Vessel pressurisation in L-06, L-08 and L-19 (time 0 = melt leading edge/water contact;
pressure values normalised to a free-board volume of lm3)

Heating of the cover gas directly by the melt continued during the melt/water mixing phase, up to the time when
the melt trailing edge penetrated into the water. The pressurisation induced by this heating is superposed to the
pressurisation by steam production resulting from melt/water mixing (time>0 in Fig. 2). The period of gas heating
by the melt was longer in L-19 than in the other tests, which could explain why the pressurisation before melt
leading edge/bottom plate contact is so high. However, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that the water level swell and wa-
ter heating in L-08 and L-19 exhibit initially similar behaviours, indicating that in fact early quenching was quite
similar in both tests. Therefore, one may conclude that the quenching was not affected by the melt mass until a
quantity of 44 kg, corresponding to the L-08 melt mass, had penetrated into the water.
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Fig.3. Water level swell in L-08 and L-19 (time 0 = melt leading edge/water contact).
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The pressurisation rate reached a maximum soon after the melt contacted the bottom (see Fig. 5). This suggests
that a contributor to the steam production during this phase, i.e. melt break-up at the leading edge, ceased. Then,
further melt break-up was only due to the erosion of the remaining jet column induced by the counter flow of
steam. The processes which are responsible for this erosion (Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, boundary layer strip-
ping,...) are expected to produce smaller particles than leading edge break-up processes (Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bilities, deformation,...) [6, 7]. These particles may remain levitated in the steam chimney along the jet. They
subsequently settle on the bottom. The biggest particles, not sufficiently cooled by the steam during their fall
down, could re-agglomerate into the cake. Contrarily to jet break-up at the leading edge, erosion of the jet col-
umn should continue, and thus contributes to melt quenching and paniculate debris formation, as long as melt is
available.

Finding 12 kg for break-up at the leading edge seems to be consistent with the debris data of L-06, where also 12
kg were found fragmented over 18 kg of melt in total. In L-06, practically no jet column was present due to the
small amount of melt. Most particles were produced at the front, resulting in a larger size debris than in L-08 and
L-19 (mean mass particle size of 4.7 mm against 3.8 and 3.7 mm for L-08 and L-19, respectively).
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In the above estimate, the quantity of melt fragmented at the front seems to be low. It does not take into account
possible further break-up at the front due the impingement of the melt on the bottom, which depends on the im-
pingement velocity. Nevertheless, it indicates a major contribution to quenching by erosion of the jet column.
This is a very important result for large pours because, contrarily to the break-up at the front, break-up by erosion
of the jet column should continue as long as a column is present.
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Fig.5. Vessel pressurisation rate in L-06, L-08 and L-19 (time 0 = melt leading edge/water contact;
pressure values normalised to a free-board volume of lm3)

4.2. Role of the water depth

Tests L-14 (125 kg of melt, water depth 2.05 m) and L-19 (157 kg of melt, water depth 1.10 m), performed at 5.0
MPa and nearly saturated water (see data in Table 2) are used for determining the role of water depth. The initial
melt conditions in the release vessel were similar in both tests and, thus, the mass flow rates were comparable.
However, the melt penetration velocities into the water differed due to different free fall lengths in the gas space.

Table 2. Main data of tests L-14, L-19

Test n°
Melt mass (kg)
Melt temperature (K)
Melt free fall in gas (m)
Water depth (m)
Free-board volume (m3)
Melt leading edge travel time in gas (s)
Melt leading edge velocity in water (m/s)
Cake on bottom (kg)
Paniculate debris (kg)
Mean particle size (mm)

L-14
125

3073
1.04
2.05
1.260
0.47
4.8
20
105
4.8

L-19
157

3073
1.99
1.10
1.635
0.57*
4.2
80
77
3.7

*Melt leading edge velocity at impact with water surface, 7 m/s

Figs. 6 and 7 show the vessel pressurisation and the level swell, respectively. The data are normalised the same
way as in the previous section. As could be expected, the pressure increase prior to melt leading edge/water con-
tact (t=0) is larger in L-19 than in L-14 due to the difference in the melt free fall length in the gas space (see Ta-
ble 2). This in turn induced a higher melt penetration velocity into the water in L-19 and an increased break-up of
the leading edge as the melt progressed downwards into the water. The curves of Figs. 6 and 7 convey these ob-
servations. A comparison of the melt/water mixing characteristics alone is difficult because we cannot quantify
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the effect of gas heating and of higher melt penetration velocity. A test in which the initial free fall distance in the
gas space is kept constant would be necessary to draw definite conclusions.
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Fig.6. Vessel pressurisation in L-14 and L-19 (time 0 = melt leading edge/water contact;
pressure values normalised to a free-board volume of lm3)
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Fig.7. Water level swell in L-14 and L-19 (time 0 = melt leading edge/water contact).

Nevertheless, bearing in mind the conceptual picture proposed in the previous section it is possible to describe
the downward progression of the melt in L-14 and compare it to L-19. It is reasonable to think that if the melt
free fall distances were the same in both cases, no difference would be observed down to 1 m depth into the wa-
ter. Further on, in L-14, the break-up at the leading edge remained the main contributor to particle formation until
reaching the bottom. On the other hand, in L-19, the erosion of the jet column became the main contributor (see
previous section). Thus, the fraction of debris coming from break-up in the leading edge zone is expected to be
larger for L-14 than for L-19. This type of break-up is supposed to lead to formation of larger particles than the
column erosion by the steam. Indeed, the measured mass mean particle size in L-14 is larger than in L-19 (4.8
mm against 3.7 mm). This is consistent with the mean particle size (4.5 mm) in L-06 where break-up mainly oc-
curred at the leading edge due to the small amount of melt.
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According to the picture proposed in the previous section, the break-up at the leading edge should be independ-
ent of the water level swell and dependent mainly on the initial water depth. As a first approximation it can be as-
sumed that in L-14 this type of break-up had produced twice the amount of particles as in L-19, i.e., 24 kg. The
remaining 81 kg were therefore produced by erosion of the column. The ratio between the mass fragmented at the
column and the total mass is 0.65 in L-14 case against 0.4 in L-19. In contrast to the front break-up, the erosion
of the column should depend on the level swell. Therefore, the higher value of this ratio in L-14 than in L-19 may
be explained by the differences both in water depth and water level swell (the maximum level in L-14 was 3 m
starting from 2 m against 2 m in L-19 starting from 1 m).

4.3. Role of the system pressure

The role of the system pressure on quenching may be investigated on the basis of the results of tests L-14, L-20
and L-24, which all were performed in approximately 2-m-deep saturated water at 5.0, 2.0 and 0.5 MPa, res-
pectively (see Table 3).

Table 3. Main data of tests L-14, L-20, L-24

Test n°
Initial pressure (MPa)
Melt mass (kg)
Melt temperature (K)
Melt free fall in gas (m)
Water depth (m)
Free-board volume (m3)
Melt leading edge travel time in gas (s)
Melt leading edge velocity in water (m/s)
Cake on bottom (kg)
Particulate debris (kg)
Mean particle size (mm)

L-14
5.0
125

3073
1.04
2.05
1.260
0.47
4.8
20
105
4.8

L-20
2.0
96

3173
1.12
1.97

1.291
0.47
3.3
21
75
4.4

L-24
0.5
176

3023
1.07
2.02
1.266
0.47
3.8
nya*
nya
nya

not yel available

In all these tests the melt leading edge contacted the water at the same time, indicating that the steam density dif-
ferences had little influence on the dynamics of the jet. The pressure increase before the melt leading edge con-
tacted the water was similar in all the tests (see Fig. 8), which means that no significant differences in cover gas
heating by the melt took place.

During the melt/water penetration phase, the pressurisation rate was smaller in L-20 than in L-14 up to approxi-
mately melt bottom contact (Fig. 9). However, heating of the water is roughly equivalent taking into account the
difference in melt quantities between the two tests (Fig. 10). Actually, it is easy to show by equilibrium thermo-
dynamic calculations that the pressurisation and water heating in L-20 correspond to a similar release of energy
lhan in L-14. One may conclude that the difference in system pressure between L-14 and L-20 did not induce big
differences in quenching behaviour. According to the method used in Section 4.1 for calculating the debris parti-
tioning between front break-up and column erosion, the ratio between the mass fragmented from the column and
the total mass is 0.56 in L-20 case against 0.65 in L-14.

On the contrary, a totally different quenching behaviour seemed to take place in the test at 0.5 MPa (L-24). The
pressurisation rate (Fig. 9), water temperature (Fig. 10) and level swell (Fig. 11) show jumps just after melt water
contact and melt bottom contact. In fact, the L-24 pressure history exhibit similar trends as what observed in
KROTOS tests performed with 3-5 kg of corium melt at system pressures of 0.1-0.2 MPa [8, 9]. However, no
traces of a propagating event were recorded in water by the fast pressure transducers in relation to the vessel
pressure jump after melt bottom contact. During the test, 5 kg of debris with mean mass particle size of 0.5 mm
were entrained by the steam-water flow from the TERMOS vessel to the steam/water separator of the venting
unit.

A further test at 0.5 MPa seems necessary to confirm the conclusions above. It will be made in the new FAT ves-
sel which allows visual observations.
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2.00

Fig. 11. Water level swell in L-14, L-20 and L-24 (time 0 = melt leading edge/water contact)

4.4. Role of the melt composition

Tests L-ll and L-14 were performed in the same conditions for the system pressure (5.0 MPa), the water
(saturation, depth 2 m, mass 608-623 kg), the free fall into the gas space (1 m), the free-board volume (1.26-1.28
m3), the melt delivery to water (gravity, same initial melt hydrostatic head in the release vessel, delivery diameter
of 100 mm). They differ for the interacting mass (151 kg for L-ll and 125 kg for L-14) and, most importantly,
for the melt composition (76.7 w% UO2+19.2 w% ZrO2+4.1 w% Zr in L-l 1 and 80 w% UO2+20 w% ZrO2 in L-
14). The main data are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Main data of tests L-l 1, L-14

Test n°
Melt mass (kg)
Melt temperature (K)
Melt free fall in gas (m)
Water depth (m)
Free-board volume (m3)
Melt leading edge travel time in gas (s)
Melt leading edge velocity in water (m/s)
Cake on bottom (kg)
Paniculate debris (kg)
Mean particle size (mm)

L-ll
151
-

1.09
2.00
1.280
0.46

2.5/1.2*
0

151
3.5

L-14
125

3073
1.04
2.05
1.260
0.47
4.8
20
105
4.8

* 2.5 m/s down to 1.4 m, 1.2 m/s afterwards

The UO2-ZrO2-Zr melt was obtained by mixing UO2-ZrO2 melt and solid Zr wires as indicated in chapter 2. The
UO2-ZrO2-Zr phase diagram gives a melting temperature of 2723 K for the composition of test L-ll . Thus, as-
suming that the UO2-ZrO2 oxide was just at the melting point (2850 K) and a value of 350 J/kg for the Zr heat
capacity, ones arrives at 2786 K for the UO2-ZrO2-Zr melt.

Fig. 12 shows the pressurisation in both the tests. In L-l 1, 48 kg of steam were discharged to the condenser of the
venting unit, starting at time 1.44 s. It is estimated that the pressure in the test vessel during the melt fall would
have reached approximately 13.0 MPa if the safety exhaust valves to the condenser had remained closed, i.e. a
pressurisation of about 8.0 MPa. This value dramatically contrasts with the maximum pressurisation of 2.7 MPa
obtained in L-14. It is attributed to the presence of Zr metal in the mixture. In particular, it has been suggested [2]
that melt break-up and oxidation enhanced each other during the melt fall in a sort of runaway reaction, which in-
duced the complete break-up and oxidation of the melt before it reached the bottom. Note that the oxidation of all
the Zr would induce about 20 % more energy added to the system (40 MJ vs 225 MJ). Due to the lack of analyti-
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cal tools, the mechanisms involved in this process are still not clear, and no measurements of the quantity of hy-
drogen produced during L-l 1 are available to confirm the hypothesis of a full Zr oxidation during the melt fall
phase of quenching. Chemical and X-ray analyses of the debris indicated complete oxidation of Zr metal.
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Fig. 12. Vessel pressurisation in L-l 1 and L-14 (time 0= melt leading edge/water contact)

An important result which contrasts with the tests performed with oxidic UO2-ZrO2 melt is that the melt experi-
enced complete break-up before reaching the bottom. No cake formed on the plate which collected the debris in
L-l 1 whereas a cake of 1/6 of the melt mass was found in L-14. In L-l 1, a break-up length around 1.4 m referred
to the initial level of the water was established from thermocouple records (revealed by the presence of a kink in
the melt leading edge downwards progression velocity, [2]). The mean mass particle size was 3.5 mm against 4.8
mm in L-14.

4.5. Hydrogen production

Besides L-l 1, hydrogen was found also in the tests performed with UO2-ZrO2. No direct measurement was possi-
ble in the interaction vessel because of the extreme conditions of the tests. Prototypes of H2 sensors developed at
JRC-Ispra are installed in most of the tests but they have not given reliable measurements so far. Qualitatively,
the presence of hydrogen was detected during the TERMOS venting operations by a mass-spectrometer con-
nected to the condenser of the venting unit. Quantitatively, the hydrogen produced was calculated by using the
pressure increase in the condenser.

This was possible starting from L-l9 only, because argon was washed out from the TERMOS vessel free-board
volume before the test. Thus, only steam occupied the TERMOS free-board volume at the start of the interaction
and any long term pressure increase in the condenser during the TERMOS post-test venting would have be due to
non-condensable gas other than argon. As the mass spectrometer connected to the condenser never indicated the
presence of other gases than hydrogen and argon (that initially present in the condenser as inert gas), the above
referred long term pressure increase in the condenser would have been due to hydrogen only.

In L-19, gas venting from the TERMOS vessel to the condenser occurred automatically at time 36 s for 3.6 s be-
cause the pressure in the vessel exceeded the threshold value of 9.3 MPa. By using the corresponding pressure
increase in the condenser and the method described in Appendix B, a quantity of hydrogen in the range 0.185-
0.292 kg was estimated to have been produced during the first 36 s of the test.

In L-20 and L-24, no gas venting occurred during the tests. The quantity of hydrogen was estimated using the
pressure increase in the condenser resulting from the complete post-test venting of the TERMOS vessel. Fig. 13
shows pressurisation of the 2.5 m3 free-board volume of the condenser due to the accumulation of argon initially
present in TERMOS (0.80 kg in L-20 and 0.153 kg in L-24) plus the hydrogen produced during the tests. By us-
ing the maximum pressurisation values in Fig. 13 (0.11 MPa in L-20 and 0.16 MPa in L-24) one finds 0.186 kg
of hydrogen produced in L-20 and 0.320 kg in L-24.
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These quantities of hydrogen are significant. The origin of this hydrogen is still under investigation. It could be a
combination of several processes during the melt interaction with water, such as and U4O9, re-oxidation of UO2-X
produced in the furnace, and/or water dissociation. Theoretically, the quantity of UO2 present in the melt would
make it possible that only one of the above mentioned processes occurred. For example, in test L-19 a quantity of
126 kg of UO2 was contained in the melt and the upper bound gives -0.300 kg of H2 produced. UO2 oxidation
into U3O8 would require 61 kg of UO2 and UO2 oxidation into U4O9 would require 80 kg of UO2 to produce
0.300 kg of H2. Re-oxidation of UO2.X produced in the furnace into 126 kg of UO2 would give x=0.32. Alterna-
tively, 2.7 kg of water would have to be dissociated, which is not credible. A collaboration agreement has been
established with the JRC-Transuranium Institute at Karlsruhe to improve understanding of the processes involved
by means of analysis of the debris.

1.0
0.0*10° 5.0*103 1.0*10*

Time (s)
1.5*10*

Fig. 13. Condenser pressure during TERMOS vessel post-test venting in L-20 and L-24

5. CONCLUSIONS

FARO tests are integral experiments. Mainly the FCI aspect has been analysed in this paper. So far, seven tests
have been performed with saturated water and different conditions of melt mass, system pressure, melt composi-
tion, water depth. They allowed a conceptual picture of the melt/water mixing to be elaborated. This picture is
based on the assumption that the break-up at the leading edge alone cannot account for the significant amount of
break-up observed in the tests. Thus, it is proposed that erosion of the jet column is an efficient break-up process
and the main source of break-up for large (reactor scale) pours. This is in agreement with visualisation of the
break-up process performed in earlier tests with simulant melts [10].

However, the number of tests performed so far in FARO with respect to the number of parameters to be varied is
limited. Uncertainties exist in the conditions of the melt when it penetrates into the water. Further efforts to con-
firm the proposed ideas are needed in two main directions. First of all, it is necessary to reduce as much as possi-
ble the differences in the melt/water entry conditions between the tests (e.g., same fall length in the gas space)
and to characterise these conditions by visualisation. Second, further tests have to be performed in conditions that
allow verification of whether or not this picture can be generalised and, in particular, what occurs if the break-up
length is less than the water depth. This can be achieved by reducing the discharge diameter, which will produce
longer pours with smaller break-up length.
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Reducing the pressure from 5.0 MPa to 2.0 MPa did not seem to affect the quenching behaviour significantly. On
the contrary, the test performed at 0.5 MPa exhibited different mixing and pressurisation behaviours, comparable
with what observed in KROTOS at a smaller scale [8, 9]. This has to be investigated further by lowering the
pressure down to 0.1-0.2 MPa. So far, all tests in FARO have been performed in saturated water and no steam
explosions occurred. The influence of water subcooling on overall quenching characteristics, which are mainly of
practical interest for ex-vessel situations, must be addressed for large pours.

It was found that significant amounts of hydrogen were produced in tests with pure oxidic melt. This result, de-
duced from partial pressure calculations still needs to be confirmed in future tests by direct H2 partial pressure
measurements. If confirmed, it might be necessary to reconsider the interpretations of the previous FARO data.
The consequences of the production of additional H2 quantities in a reactor core melt-down accident would re-
quire a new analysis.

These aspects will be addressed in tests performed with the new FAT vessel, which is larger than the TERMOS
vessel (1.5 m diameter vs. 0.71 m) and is provided with windows for visual observations.
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Appendix A: Calculation of melt fragmented at the jet front and column in L-08 and L-19

The hypotheses used for this evaluation are:

1. The same quantity of melt was fragmented at the front in both tests;
2. The quantity of melt eroded from the column was proportional to the total melt mass (44 kg for L-08 and 157

kg for L-19);
3. No re-agglomeration of particles into the cake took place.

These hypotheses may be expressed by the following simultaneous equations:

Mfb,L-08 =

Mfb.L-19 + Mc,.,L.i9 = 77 kg

where M is the mass, and subscripts fb and ce refer to front break-up and column erosion, respectively. The val-
ues 30 kg and 77 kg are the paniculate debris masses in L-08 and L-19, respectively. By solving these equations,
the following values are obtained:

Mfb,L.Og = M(b,L-i9 = 12 kg

Mce,L-i9= 65 kg

and Mce,L.08/44 = MCC,L.19/157 = 0.41

Appendix B: Evaluation of the quantity of hydrogen produced in L-19

The basic hypotheses used for this evaluation are:

1. The mixture steam-argon-hydrogen in TERMOS at the time of venting to the condenser was homogenous;
2. The gas discharged during the venting phase (3.6 s) is a representative sample of the gas in TERMOS.

With these hypotheses the following relationship applies:

V "Lam "L "L r
c c — c — c —

n H 2
 n

s.eam nAr "tot

where nto, = nsteam + n ^ + nH2 , n is the number of moles, subscripts indicate the various gases (tot means

H2+steam+Ar), superscript T is for TERMOS, superscript C is for Condenser. nAr is the number of moles of ar-
gon added to the condenser as the result of venting only.

T f

The total number of moles in both TERMOS, n to l, and condenser, n lo t, are calculated to determine the constant
C. n tol is calculated at the mean pressure of the discharge (8.4 MPa) and the corresponding saturation tempera-
ture (571 K), by using the following equation:
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PV
n . o . = Z..RT

where V is the TERMOS gas volume (1.635 m3), R is the universal gas constant (8314 J/kmole.K), Z,o, is the

compressibility factor (0.72). One obtains the total number of moles in TERMOS nlot = 4.018 kmole.

The total number of moles in the condenser is then:

APV]C

nr0« = nrteam + nXr + °H 2 = n«eam + '

where nsleam corresponds to the quantity of water added to the condenser during venting. This quantity (23 kg) is
determined by using the water level measurement in the condenser and gives ns(eam= 1.28 kmole. AP is the pres-
sure increase in the condenser due to argon and hydrogen addition (0.05 MPa), T is the gas temperature (306 K),
V is the free-board volume of the condenser (2.5 m3). Thus, the total number of moles in the condenser and the
constant C are:

nf0I = 1.329 kmole, C = - ~ = 3.023.
nio.

As the quantity of argon in TERMOS is known (11^=0.0385 kmole), the unknown values n^ and nj, can be

obtained using the aforementioned relationships:

n£2 = 0.0363 kmole, n ^ = 0.1097 kmole.

Now, the total amount of hydrogen produced can be determined:

nH2
 = nH2

 + nH2 = 0 1 4 6 kmole, i.e., 0.292 kg.

A lower bound to the above estimate can be obtained by considering that the steam which was generated in
TERMOS at the average pressure of 8.4 MPa to compensate the steam lost during venting (i.e., n^team= 1.28
kmole) did not mix with the homogenous mixture steam-argon-hydrogen present just before the venting started.
In this case one obtains:

n'°[ = 0.0927 kmole, i.e., 0.185 kg.
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Discussion

Kolcv

Where and when do you measure the H2? Is it possible to measure H2 during the transient?

Magallon

We estimate the H2 amount post-test by venting all the gas inventory of the interaction

vessel to the condenser of the venting unit. The pressure increase in the condenser is only

due to H2 (verification by a mass-spectrometer) which gives the quantity of H, (the

procedure is explained in the paper).

Frid

You stated that two chemical reactions of UO2 could theoretically lead to observed H2

production. Have you made chemical investigation of post-test debris to see if there are

components supporting these chemical reactions?

Magallon

We are doing analysis of the composition of the debris to try to understand how the

hydrogen is produced. This is a hard task. We have a collaboration with the

EC-Transuranium Institute of Karlsruhe because we have not the means to do that at Ispra.

Basu

Do you have any plan to see the effect of melt composition, specifically, the metal content

in melt in the future program?

Magallon

I forgot to mention that it is planned also to include metal in the melt in the future

programme (up to 3.0% possible).

Sugimoto

Have you compared the debris diameter distribution of low pressure test (0.5MPa) with

higher pressure tests? The pressure jump may sometimes indicate the small-scale steam

explosion.

Magallon

We have not found any trace of fast pressureization or propagating event (we have fast

pressure transducers in the water). The debris has not been analysed yet because we want

to make also a morphology analysis.
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4.2 Study on Premixing Phase of Steam Explosion at JAERI
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ABSTRACT: Melt jet breakup and fragmentation has been studied in the frame of ALPHA program. In the first
two experiments of MJB series, jet of molten lead-bismuth eutectic alloy was released into a deep pool of
saturated water. Steam generation rate was measured and correlated with the jet behavior observed by a high-
speed camera. The jet breakup length and debris size distribution were also evaluated. In parallel with the
experimental study, JASMINE code has been developed for the simulation of steam explosion. The melt jet
breakup model and the particle breakup model in the code were tested by analyzing FARO-L14 and ALPHA
MJB experiments.

Keywords: Steam Explosion, Premixing, Molten Jet, Breakup, Fragmentation, Debris,
Numerical Simulation, JASMINE

1. INTRODUCTION

The premixing phase of the steam explosion gives initial conditions for the subsequent process
of the explosion; triggering, shock wave propagation and escalation, and expansion of the exploding
region. It is considered that the amount of the melt involved in the steam explosion and the peak pressure
of the explosion strongly depend on the initial mixing conditions. Therefore estimation of the premixing
condition is crucially important to predict the possibility of the occurrence and the consequence of the
steam explosion.

It is estimated that the molten core will drop into water as a jet in many cases in the accident
and the jet will be broken or fragmented into droplets. If the droplets have sufficient superheat, the
droplets may subject to the continuous breakup. These melt jet breakup and fragmentation process will
define the initial premixing condition. It should be noted that the melt jet breakup and fragmentation are
also essential from the viewpoint of the molten core coolability, since they will characterize the molten
core debris configuration accumulated on the bottom of the water pool °.

Liquid jet breakup and fragmentation has been studied by both experiments and analysis.
Many of earlier studies used small diameter jet in gaseous surrounding. The different breakup regime
were found as a function of ambient Weber number. They range from axisymmetric varicose type,
sinuous type and atomization type breakup and fragmentation. 2) However high temperature molten core
jet behavior in the water during an severe accident may largely different from these isothermal mixing in
the gas. Spencer et al.3) investigated the breakup of the jet in the water with and without boiling by using
Wood's metal and Cerrotru. They observed penetration of the leading edge into water and found that the
penetration was largely different from the boiling jet to the non-boiling jet. Marshall et al.4) investigated
the jet fragmentation in isothermal system using Freon (R-113) - water and the boiling system using
molten thermite (molten iron /alumina) - water. They also found that the fragmentation of the boiling
system was largely different from the isothermal system. Saito et al. 5) performed experiments using
water jet into Freon-11 and water jet into liquid nitrogen. They derived an empirical correlation of the jet
breakup length as a function of initial jet diameter and Froude number using jet velocity entering liquid
pool. Schneider et al.6) observed the behavior of a lead-bismuth alloy jets penetrating in freon-11 using
X-radiograph. They observed the jet was enshrouded by large diameter steam chimney, and they
presumed that jet fragmentation was a result of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on the vertical surface of
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the jet. Prototypical molten core material is used in FARO program 7) 8) at the Joint Research Centre
(JRC) - Ispra to study molten core coolability in the reactor pressure vessel. Although the experiments
have been performed at relatively high pressure, the results provided valuable data for the assessment of
premixing analysis computer codes. Because the data is rather integral including settling velocity of the
jet, debris size distribution and the pressure history in the vessel caused by steam generation. PREMIX
experiments 9) are being performed at Forschugszentrum Karlsruhe. In this series of experiments, jet of
the high temperature molten alumina generated by a thermite reaction was released into water and steam
generation rate was directly measured.

Fragmentation of the jet has also been studied theoretically. Epstein and Fauske l0) derived
correlations of the fragmentation from the jet based on Kelvin - Helmholtz instability. They analyzed two
extreme cases in which thickness of the steam film is negligibly small (the thin-film case) or very thick
(the thick film case). They calculated the fastest growth wave length at the surface of the melt and
showed that the wave length is determined by the velocity and properties of water for the thin-film case
and by those of steam for the thick film case. Wang et al. ' " modeled the breakup of the jet at the leading
edge (vortex ball). Burger et al.12) has improved the Kelvin-Helmholtz type analysis by taking account of
the velocity profile in the steam using Jeffreys / Miles approach.

Many computer models have been developed to analyze the premixing. Some codes have been
developed by taking account of the jet breakup and fragmentation from the beginning, but most of other
code included the models recently. Many codes analyze FARO experiments to assess the models. New
experiments such as PREMIX are also expected to provide data for the assessment. Although these
experiments will provide useful data, analyses of these experiments will involve the complicated other
factors such as radiation heat transfer from high temperature melt. The step by step approach will be
required to assess or develop models of the melt jet breakup and fragmentation. Wider experimental
database will be required for this purpose.

Series of experiments to study the melt jet breakup and fragmentation has been performed at
JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) in the frame of ALPHA (Assessment of Loads and
Performance of a Containment in a Hypothetical Accident) program. The purpose of the experiments are
to provide data suitable to assess / improve the existing models and develop new models if necessary. It
is planned to perform systematic experiments to investigate the effect of various parameters such as
velocity and diameter of the melt jet, density, temperature, surface tension of the jet material,
temperature of water and ambient pressure.

In parallel with the experiments, JASMINE (JAERI Simulator for Multiphase Interaction and
Explosion) code has been developed to analyze the whole process of the steam explosion. The code
consists of two modules; premixing module and propagation module. The original version of the code
included the melt fragmentation model based on the continuous breakup of the droplets. Recently the
melt fragmentation model was improved to include melt jet breakup process based on Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability at the surface of jet column. The code has been and will be assessed and improved by the
analysis of the experiments.

This paper describes the first two experiments at JAERI and their analysis by JASMINE code.
Application of the code to FARO experiment is also described.

2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Test Apparatus
The experiments are performed using the test apparatus whose conceptual scheme is shown in

Figure 1. A three meter deep water pool with inner cross section of 83 cm x 83cm is used to enhance the
fragmentation of the jet. The water pool is made of steel frame and transparent polycarbonate panels.
Steam injection ring is located at the bottom of the pool to heat up and maintain the temperature of the
water. Two thermocouples are located at 100 cm and 200 cm from the bottom of the pool to monitor the
water temperature. The steam generated in the water was exhausted through 210.7mm diameter pipe. At
the end of the exhaust pipe 82.55 mm diameter orifice is located. By measuring the pressure difference
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between upstream and downstream of the orifice, steam flow rate is calculated. The upper rid of the pool
and the exhausted pipe can be maintained at above the boiling point of the water by the heater and
covered with thermal insulators.

A cylindrical crucible made of steel was located above the water pool. The crucible is heated
by a surrounding heater and covered with thermal insulator. There is a 130 mm diameter hole at the
bottom of the crucible and it is plugged with the air operating piston. A pipe, referred to as " the upper
pipe," was connected at the bottom of the crucible. A small pipe connector is welded at approximately 10
cm from the above end of the upper pipe. Inside of the upper pipe can be evacuated by the vacuum pump
connected through the pipe connector. Inner diameter of the bottom hole of the crucible is smoothly
reduced to the diameter of the upper pipe. Several upper pipes with different inner diameter are used to
change jet diameter.

A pipe with the same diameter as the upper tube, named as "the lower pipe" is used to lead the
jet into water. A slide gate is located between the upper pipe and the lower pipe. The slide gate is closed
after the jet is released into water to prevent the escape of the steam through the upper pipe.

A lead - bismuth alloy (Bi 55.5w/o, Pb 44.5 w/o) was used as the jet material. This is an
eutectic alloy and has a constant temperature for the solidification (eutectic point) like a pure metal.
Therefore the transition between the liquidus and the solidus does not have to be worried when the
behavior of the fragmented melt debris is analyzed.

The behavior of the jet was recorded at the front side using the high-speed camera and the high-
speed video camera at 2000 and 500 frames per second, respectively. Since the water pool was
illuminated by three lights from the back, the shadow of the jet was recorded. In the second experiment,
the video tape recorder (VTR) was used to observe the jet column from the left hand side. The VTR
recorded 32 cm x 43 cm area at 100 cm below the outlet of the lower pipe in a zoomed manner.

2.2 Test Procedures
Two experiments were performed as shown in Table 1. In the first experiment MJB01, 30 mm

diameter the upper and the lower pipes were used and 21 mm diameter pipes were employed in the
second experiment MJB02. The main purposes of the two experiments are to measure the steam
generation rate in relation to the visual data of the jet behavior in addition to check the function of the test
facility and the test procedure. The test procedure of the both experiments were almost identical.

Nearly saturated water was provided to the water pool at the beginning of the experiment.
Steam was continuously provided at the bottom of the water pool to heat up and keep saturation
condition of the water pool. The lead-bismuth alloy was melted in the crucible and heated to the initial
temperature of the experiment. Temperatures of the alloy, water and steam at two locations each were
measured and recorded by a data logging system. After establishing the initial temperature condition of
the water and the alloy, the alloy was released into water by pulling up the piston in the crucible. The
differential pressure before and after the orifice, and an electrical signal to actuate the piston were also
recorded with the temperatures. The electrical signal to actuate the piston was also recorded in the high
speed picture film and high speed video tape to be able to compare the visual record with the
instrumentation data. The timing of the piston actuating signal was selected as the origin of time in this
paper.

In MJB01 experiment, the outlet of the lower pipe was located at approximately 10 cm below
the water surface. The slide gate was closed at two seconds after the actuation of the piston.

At the beginning of the MJB02 experiment, the outlet of the lower pipe was located below the
water surface. The air in the upper and the lower pipes was replaced with water by evacuating using the
vacuum pump. After that, water was drained so that the lower pipe outlet was located at approximately 1
cm above the water surface. The slide gate was not closed in the MJB-02 experiment.

For each experiments, solidified jet material (hereafter referred to as debris) was corrected and
classified according to the size by using sieves.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Observation of the jet behavior

Since the behavior of jet was recorded using the illumination from the back, shadow of the
mixing region was observed by the high speed camera and high speed video tape recorder. The depth of
the shadow corresponded to the concentration of the alloy; for example the jet core region was recorded
as deep black, while the region where the melt fragments were lightly dispersed was recorded as slightly
dark.

In MJB01 experiment, the jet was released approximately at 0.4 s. Although the leading edge
became blunt soon after the jet release, clear vortex ball was not observed. On the contrary the width of
the leading edge became thin as it settled in the water. Figure 2 shows penetration of the leading edge
into water in MJB01 At approximately 800 ms, settling of the deep black region became very slow and
seemed to almost stay. Lightly black region surrounding the deep black region continuously settled with
spreading and soon became vague to recognize the boundary with water. It is understood that this
observation indicated the complete breakup of the jet. Figure 2 showed that the settling velocity of the jet
was decreased at 770 ms when the jet reached 1450 mm below the lower pipe outlet. This distance can be
treated as the jet breakup length following several previous paper.3)

In MJB02 experiment, the slide gate was kept open through the experiment and the outlet of the
lower pipe was located approximately 1 cm above the water surface to release the residual air. The jet
behavior was observed in the same way as MJB01. Accidentally a light illuminating the upper part of the
pool malfunctioned in this experiment. Hence the jet behavior in the distance approximately 600 mm
from the pipe outlet was not clearly identified and the leading edge movement during initial 1 s was not
known. However, it is estimated from the observation at lower position of the pool that the jet was
continuously supplied into water through the experiment. After the leading edge reached 900 mm from
the pipe outlet at 560 ms, it was observed that fragmented particles were dispersed around the jet core
edge. The region of dispersed particles continuously settled but the jet core edge seemed to stay or even
sometimes rise back for approximately 200 ms. Figure 3 showed penetration of the jet into water
obtained by tracking the leading edge including the dispersed particles region. Since the particles region
was not well recognized at 700 ms, it seemed that the melt jet rose back at that time. Change in the
settling velocity is found at 540 ms when the jet reaches 870 mm from the pipe outlet. This distance is
selected as the jet breakup length in this experiment.

Jet breakup length was calculated by the following correlation by Saito et al. 5)

= 2 II ^ - I /*/••••'

(2.1)

V2 /
Fr=J/gD <">

where, L: jet breakup length, D: initial jet diameter, p :density, Vj: initial jet velocity, g: gravitational
acceleration and Fr: Froude number. Subscript j and w denote jet and water, respectively.

Since the jet velocity entering water was not directly measured in the both experiments, it was
calculated by simple momentum equation of the melt in the crucible and pipes. Froude number in the
equation (2.2) was calculated using initial jet velocity in Table 1. The calculated jet breakup length are
1170 mm and 920 mm for MJB01 and MJB02, respectively. They are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

2.3.2 Steam generation measurement
Figure 4 shows the steam flow rate measured at the orifice flow meter in MIB01. Although the

density of steam was slightly different between at the orifice and at the location of steam generation in
the pool, the measured flow rate is estimated to be close to the steam generation rate. The minimum value
between two peaks is found at approximately 1.7sec in Fig. 4. The film shows that supply of the melt jet
was interrupted and the deep black (core of the jet) region once vanished at approximately 1.6 s. Soon
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the second jet entered into the water and the leading edge of the second jet caught up with the cloud of the
fragments of the first jet. Therefore the measured steam flow rate can be well interpreted by the
observation in the film. After the second jet caught up and mixed with the cloud of the fragmented
particles of the first jet, it was found that the second jet was completely broken up at the nearly same
depth. Since the following jet continuously supply the fragmented particles to the cloud, the boundary
between the core and fragmented particles became vague. However, dispersed fragments were clearly
identified at lower location of the pool.

Post test examination of the test facility in MJB01 showed approximately 970 g out of 19,838
g of the Bi - Pb alloy stayed in the crucible. This implies that the slide gate was closed a little too early. It
is easily supposed that hampering air ingress in the pipe by closing the slide gate impeded the smooth jet
supply into water. Residual air in the pipes between water surface and the melt might have an influence
to cut the jet.

Steam flow rate measured at the orifice in MJB02 is shown in Fig. 5. Steam generation started
at 0.4 s and almost terminated at 6.3 s. Although the vicinity of the pipe outlet could not be observed in
the film, it is estimated that the jet entered into the water at approximately 0.4 s by extrapolating the
leading edge movement of the film. The fragmented particles seemed to reach the bottom of the pool at
approximately 1.7 s. This time almost corresponds to the first peak of the steam flow rate. At 5.6 s most
of the dense cloud of fragmented particles settled at the bottom of the pool. Therefore it is considered that
measured steam flow rate is well correlated to the observation by the film except the minimum value at
2.1s. The film does not show any apparent change from 1.5 s to 3 s.

The film showed that several bulges were formed at the surface of the jet column and moved
upward after 0.7 s in MJB02. The VTR film showed several large bubbles rose up along the surface of
the steam envelope of the jet. Therefore it is estimated that the bulges were large steam bubbles generated
at the surface of the jet column. Although it is difficult to identify the unfragmented jet in the mixing
region from the high speed film, winding deep black stripe was observed in some frames. It can be
understood that the movement of the black stripe implies sinuous movement of the jet. If the jet moved in
a sinuous way, possible contact of the jet with water at the turning points might generate large bubbles.

2.3.3 Debris particles
After the experiments all of debris particles were collected and classified according to their size

by using sieves. Figure 6 shows the mass distribution of debris particles for the two experiments. The
mass median diameter of the debris particle was 3.4 mm and 2.6 mm for MJB-01 and MJB-02,
respectively. It can be explained that the finer debris particles were obtained in MJB-02 by that longer
time and distance was available for continuous fragmentation of droplets in MJB-02 after the jet broke
up in a shorter distance. It should be noted that since the particles are not spherical, a particle which
passes through a certain sieve in the first trial may be captured by the same sieve in the second trial
according to its incline to the sieve surface. However if the number of particles is large enough, it is
expected that the distribution of particles will be almost identical. Smaller particles, whose diameter is
less than 1 mm in particular, had smooth surface, even if they were not complete sphere. Many of the
particles ranged from lmm to 2 mm in diameter had cylindrical shape which had two bulges at the both
ends like a peanut. Particles larger than 4 mm in diameter had irregular shape like a piece of coral. Some
of the large particles involved holes but they were not porous.

2.4 Future experiments
Clear vortex ball was not observed in the both experiments Formation of the vortex ball

requires continuous supply of the jet material to the leading edge in order to compensate the melt carried
away from the leading edge by the movement of the coolant. Therefore the vortex ball will be formed
more easily for larger diameter jet and jet with larger initial velocity. Experiments using the upper and
the lower pipes with larger diameter are planned. Experiments will be also performed using larger
velocity jet.

The temperature of the melt was relatively low in these experiments and nucleate boiling
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dominated heat transfer from the melt to the water. This seems to be largely deviated from the real
accident situation. However, the melt jet breakup and fragmentation is very complicated phenomena and
previous experiments implied that boiling had significant effects on the phenomena. The authors suspect
that simple flow instability approach without thermal effect consideration will not completely clarify the
phenomena. The authors plan to perform similar experiments using higher temperature materials to study
the effect of film boiling and radiation heat transfer. Comparison of the experiments covering wide range
of parameters including isothermal mixing, nucleate boiling mixing and mixing with strong and week
radiation heat transfer will give insight for the clarification of the mechanism of the jet breakup and
fragmentation.

3. ANALYSIS BY JASMINE CODE

JASMINE (JAERI Simulator for Multiphase Interaction and Explosion) was developed to
simulate whole process of steam explosion. JASMINE involves two code modules for premixing
(JASMINE-pre) and propagation (JASMINE-pro) phases and each module is being developed
independently at this stage. The JASMINE-pre module has been assessed by analyzing ALPHA-MJB
experiments and FARO experiments. In this paper JASMINE-pre is simply referred to as JASMINE.

3.1 Brief description of the code
JASMINE is a multi-field thermalhydraulics simulation code based on finite difference method.

JASMINE solves the mass, momentum and energy conservation law for water, steam and melt fields13).
Each field has its own volume fraction, velocity and temperature averaged in a cell, and the interaction
between fields are evaluated by constitutive correlations for friction factor, heat transfer and phase
change rate. The volumetric surface area (i.e. total surface area involved in a unit volume) of high
temperature melt, which is important especially from the view point of heat transfer rate to coolant, is
tracked by solving a surface area convection equation with considering the source term by breakup
models. The melt jet breakup model based on the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability consideration by Epstein
& Fauske in) was recently installed in addition to the original melt droplet breakup model based on
Rayleigh-Taylor type instability.

3.2 Melt breakup model
3.2.1 Melt particle breakup model

A melt particle breakup model which is similar to the one described by Davis and Young l4) is
installed in JASMINE. Considering one step breakup process of a particle into N (=3-5) particles and
non-dimensional breakup time Tb (=1-1.5) 15), the source term of the surface area convection equation
was given by followings.

A1 nr
rA = CPB -—k> - ucU— (3.i)

6 a,,, \ An

T
(3-2)

3.2.2 Accommodation of melt jet breakup model
The source term of the melt surface due to the droplet entrainment from the jet column is given

by

rM = 7 . 5 7 - ^ = (3.3)
rm vm

where Ej : entrainment mass flux, Aj : volumetric surface area of the jet column, and dvm : volume median
diameter of the entrained droplets. The constant 7.57 came from the consideration on droplet diameter
distribution and conversion between different mean diameters based on volume and surface area l6). The
entrainment mass flux is evaluated by
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EJ " CEFPnPmaAp 0 A)
where CEF is an empirical constant to be tuned against experiments, nmax and Xp are the growth rate and
wave length of the fastest growing surface wave by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Epstein & Fauske In)

derived the following expressions for two extreme cases of thick vapor film and thin vapor film,

1

2 PmPi^mll nnl ,- „
Wmax = - -~4 rs ~ - (3.6)

\Pm+Pi) P+

where kp is the wave number corresponds to the fastest growing wave. The suffix / denotes vapor or
water for the thick film or thin film case, respectively. The thick film correlation was applied when
k 8 s 2, otherwise the thin film correlation was used, where Sis the vapor film thickness.

Diameter of the entrained droplets can be evaluated considering the balance between surface
tension and drag force when droplets are stripped off from the jet surface, which leads the Weber number
criterion as

P<W-W'f*--W. (3.8)

In order to accommodate the jet modeling in a multi-field code, a portion of the melt in the
central node was assumed to form the continuous jet column, and a one dimensional mass conservation
equation of the jet column was introduced.

Q volume fraction of jet column P)
Pj = ~ * • *— = J—* (3")

volume fraction of melt 4Ar am

Melt jet penetration into water and thinning of the jet due to droplet entrainment from the surface was
calculated by solving this convection equation explicitly in the central cells. Additionally, friction factor
correlation between the jet column and vapor/water was installed considering thick/thin annular vapor
flow with perturbed interface around the jet column. Schlichting's 17) correlation for the friction factor in
rough pipes was modified and utilized for this purpose.

0.25
Cf= _ _ _ . ( 3 H )

1.74-21og £
10

The characteristic length Lh was substituted with the vapor film thickness or the turbulent boundary layer
thickness in surrounding water for the thick film case and the thin film case, respectively.

3.3 Analysis of FARO experiment
FARO-L14 test7>8) is a molten corium-water mixing / quenching test performed at JRC Ispra in

June, 1994. In the experiment, 125kg of molten corium (UO2 80w/o, ZrO2 20 w/o) was dropped into
water at the saturation temperature (536K) at 5.0MPa. Water was contained in a closed vessel whose
inner diameter was 71cm and initial depth of water and initial free volume in the vessel were 2m and
1 26m\ respectively. The molten corium jet was gravitationally ejected from the release vessel which had
a nozzle whose diameter was initially 100mm and reduced to 92mm because of crust formation on the
nozzle inner wall. The vessel was pressurized up to 7.8MPa at 2.5 s after the initiation of jet injection
due to steam generation. Mean particle size of the collected debris was 4.8mm. Melt settling velocity in
the water estimated from the thermocouple response was 4.8m/s.
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Tlie FARO vessel was modeled with an axisymmetric cylindrical field as shown in Fig. 7 in the
analysis with JASMINE. The test section was discretized radially by 4 nodes and axially by 31 nodes
with typically 10cm grid. Additional nodes were attached on the top to match the whole volume of the
analytical field with the closed volume of the experimental facility. The chronological profile of melt jet
injection velocity was calculated with a simple one-dimensional hydrodynamic code by taking the axial
change in cross sectional area of the release vessel into account (Fig. 8). After tuning the empirical
parameters in the breakup model to try to reproduce the pressure history of the experiment, mean particle
diameter and jet settling velocity in the water were compared with the experiment. Sensitivity analyses
were also performed to examine the characteristics of the particle and jet breakup models described in the
previous section.

Figure 9 shows the calculation result of the pressure history. The analysis using the particle
breakup model with the constant f ra-0.577 could reproduce the first peak of the pressure history in the
experiment, however, the pressure increase rate after the first peak was overestimated and the initiation
of the pressure increase was considerably delayed. Sensitivity analysis using CpB - 0.6 shows that the
calculation result was highly sensitive to the empirical parameter CPB. On the contrary application of the
Epstein-Fauske type jet breakup model in the central cells could reasonably reproduce whole pressure
history. The sensitivity of the result to the parameter CEF was rather weak. Good agreement with the
experiment was obtained when the constant CEF was set in the range 5x10^ - lxlO"\

Figure 10 shows the analytical result of the mean particle diameter evaluated with the
following expression.

6V
j m, total ,-, .-,,.

dAV—A ( 3 1 2 )
m.total

It is observed in the figure that the mean diameter decreases quickly in the early stage of the jet
penetration through water. The increase of the diameter after about one second is due to the simplified
assumption that the melt spreads on the vessel bottom becoming to have the same surface area as the
floor when it reaches the bottom node with its temperature higher than the solidus point. The mean
diameter of the fragmented debris in the experiment was 4.8mm, while the analysis which could
reproduce the pressure history of the experiment resulted in the final average debris diameter raging 6-
8mm. It should be noted that approximately 20 kg of the melt was agglomerated into a lump on the vessel
bottom, and the mean diameter was evaluated only for the fragmented debris in the experiment. If the
mean diameter is evaluated for the hole debris in the similar way to these analysis it would be larger than
4.8mm. Considering this point, the upper deviation of the analytical results of the final debris size was
reasonable. Comparing the particle and jet breakup models, the jet model resulted in earlier breakup than
the particle model. This characteristics produced a better agreement with the experiment in the early
stage of the pressure increase.

Figure 11 shows penetration of the jet leading edge in the water. The solid line indicates the
experimental observation from response of thermocouples. The average penetration velocity was
4.8m/s. In the analysis, the leading edge was defined using the criteria that the volume fraction of melt
exceeds 0.01. The analysis with particle breakup model resulted in the reasonable agreement with the
velocity at the early stage, but deviated in the later stage by deceleration of the melt. The jet model
showed the similar qualitative tendency, i.e. almost constant penetration velocity, but quantitatively the
velocity was too slow. The jet column and fragmented particles were assumed to have the same velocity
and the friction factors for jet column and particles were averaged to accommodate the jet model in
three-field formulation in the present JASMINE code. This is a possible reason of the underestimation of
the jet penetration velocity.

3.4 Analysis of ALPHA-MJB Experiments

Figure 12 shows the nodalization employed in the simulation of ALPHA-MJB series
experiments. The rectangular water vessel in the experimental facility was modeled by a cylindrical field
with the same cross sectional area. The analytical field was discritized with 37 axial nodes and 6 radial
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nodes.
Theoretically there was a saturation temperature variation of approximately 7K between the

surface and the bottom of the water pool. Therefore the water which is originally located at the bottom of
the pool and moves to the pool surface by the melt drop will generate steam in the analysis. Potential
total water super heat energy was estimated to be 2.8 x 107 J when the saturation temperature at the
surface (373K) was taken as the reference temperature, which was much larger than the total energy of
the melt 2.9 x 105 J (without considering latent heat). Therefore, the assumption on the initial
temperature distribution in the water vessel may be very influential to the steam generation in the
analysis. Two cases of calculation were performed with different assumptions on the initial water
temperature distribution as below.

• Case 1: Water temperature was set at the local saturation temperature near water surface and fixed
at 375 K when the local saturation temperature exceeds 375K. ( water below approximately 1 m
deep was subcooled.)

• Case 2. Water temperature was kept at 2K below the local saturation temperature, except shallow
part of the pool where the local saturation temperature is less than 375 K. 373K was assumed for
the shallow part. (Constant subcooling was assumed for water below approximately 1 m deep)

The jet breakup model described in section 3.2 with the empirical constant CBfr=lE-3 was used
in the both cases In addition to the film boiling heat transfer correlations initially installed in JASMINE
code, a simple boiling curve model was installed based on the nucleate boiling correlation by Kutateladze
18) and the CHF and minimum film boiling temperature correlation by Zuber 192O) to handle the relatively
low temperature melt in MJB experiments.

Figure 13 shows the calculation result of the jet leading edge penetration behavior. In the
figure the settling velocity of the leading edge in MJB01, in which a clearer visual observation was
obtained than MJB02, is presented. The melt injection velocity history was calculated by the one-
dimensional hydrodynamics in the release vessel both for MJB01 and MJB02 experiments. Origin of the
time was chosen at the initiation of the melt movement inside the release vessel in order to compare the
result with experiments. From the calculation results, it is observed that the jet settles faster for the case
1 in the both experiments, especially in the upper part of water. In the case 1 the water in the upper part
of the pool is assumed to be at the local saturation temperature. The settling velocity in this region agreed
well with the experimental observation in MJB01. While, the case2 calculation predicted slower and
constant penetration velocity. There was no significant difference in the calculated penetration velocities
for MJB01 and MJB02 in spite of the different jet diameter.

Calculated time histories of the mean diameter and the mean temperature of the melt are shown
in Fig. 14. Melt was cooled the coolant temperature within 2 seconds. Breakup of the melt jet occurred in
the same range of time scale and settled in the final mean diameter ranging 6 - 8 mm. These values are
significantly larger than the experimentally observed debris size: i.e. mass median diameter 3.7mm and
3.1mm and mean diameter based on corresponding to the total surface area 2.5mm and 2.0mm for
MJB01 and MJB02, respectively. There are several possible reasons for this result. One possible
explanation is that the latent heat of fusion was not considered in the analyses because the reliable data
were not available for authors. Early solidification of the melt droplets might prohibit continuous
breakup. However the sensitivity analysis with increasing specific heat on the whole temperature range
in the experiment to totally compensate the latent heat predicted that unsollidified droplets reached the
pool bottom. These droplets may agglomerate and increase the mean diameter of the debris on the
contrary. The other possible reason is that the nucleate boiling on the jet surface influenced the breakup
process and resulted in finer debris than predicted by the model assuming film boiling condition.

Figure 15 shows the predicted the mass flow rate and accumulated total mass of the steam
getting out of the system in MJBO1, which corresponds to the measurement by the orifice flow meter.
However, predicted results were influenced too much by the assumption of the initial temperature
distribution in the pool, as shown by the easel and the case 2. The prediction of the easel shows too
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much steam generation while the assumption in the case resulted in too less steam generation. Similar
tendency was observed in the results of the MJB02. Therefore the comparison of the steam generation
rate with experimental data was not satisfactory in this time from the viewpoint of the model assessment.
However, it should be noted that such a big difference in the steam generation did not strongly affect the
jet breakup results as seen in Fig. 14. This is because most of the steam was generated due to the turn
around of the lower water to near the surface after most of the melt reached the bottom.

4. SUMMARY
A series of experiments has been performed using deep water pool to study melt jet breakup

and fragmentation in MJB series of the ALPHA program. In the first two experiments, jet of molten
lead-bismuth eutectic alloy was released into saturated water. The behavior of the jet was observed using
a high-speed camera and a high-speed video and steam generation rate was measured using an orifice
flow meter. The steam flow rate was correlated with the observation of the jet behavior. The breakup
length evaluated from the film for the both experiments were in reasonable agreement with the prediction
by Saito et al. Size distribution and morphology of the debris particles were examined.

In parallel with the experimental study, JASMINE code has been developed to study the steam
explosion. Recently melt jet breakup and fragmentation model based on Kelvin - Helmholtz instability by
Epstein - Fauske was implemented in the code in addition to the original particle breakup model based on
Rayleigh - Taylor instability. FARO experiment and ALPHA MJB experiments were analyzed to assess
the both models in the code.

In the simulation of FARO-L14 experiment, the jet breakup model could reproduce the
pressure history in the test vessel better than the particle breakup model. It was found that the sensitivity
of the calculated pressure history to the empirical parameter was not strong in the jet breakup model,
while the parameter in the particle breakup model had a strong influence. The final debris particle size
was predicted slightly larger than the experimental data in the analyses. This may be explained by the
fact that the size distribution information was derived solely from the fragmented particles in the
experiment while size distribution was calculated from the whole melt including the agglomerated melt
on the bottom of the vessel. The jet penetration velocity in the water was underestimated by both of the
particle breakup model and the jet breakup model. However, the jet breakup model could predict it in
qualitative agreement with the experimental observation before the jet penetration was decelerated. Jet
column should be treated by a separate field to improve the prediction of the jet behavior.

The ALPHA-MJB01 and 02 experiments were analyzed by the code. The predicted jet
penetration velocity in the water was in good agreement with experiment for the early stage of MJB01,
when the local saturation condition was assumed near the water surface and vital steam generation was
expected near the jet. The predicted final debris diameter was much larger than the experiment. Nucleate
boiling on the jet surface might have influenced on the jet breakup. Prediction of the steam generation
rate was not compared with the measurement, because it was found that the steam generation calculation
strongly depends on the initial water temperature distribution in the pool which was not measured in
detail in the experiment.

The analyses with JASMINE code clarified some problems to be improved in the future
experiments of MJB series. Systematic experiments covering wide range of parameters such as jet
diameter, jet velocity and jet temperature are expected to give insight for the clarification of the
mechanism of the jet breakup and fragmentation.
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NOMENCLATURES

"nijola

Cf
CEF

L

"max

N

n
ltk,Vk,Wk

'm.total
WeEF

Greek symbols

TAJ

S

xp
A
A»

Surface area of jet column in a unit volume
Total surface area of melt
Empirical constant of melt particle breakup model
Friction drag coefficient
Empirical constant of melt jet breakup model
Average particle diameter evaluated based on the total volume and
surface area
Volume median diameter
Diameter of jet column
Entrainment mass flux
Wave number of the fastest growing Kelvin-Helmholtz wave
Jet breakup length
Hydrodynamic characteristic length
Growth rate of the fastest growing Kelvin-Helmholtz wave
Number of particles produced in a one-step breakup process
Nondimensional time of one-step particle breakup
velocity of field/:
Total volume of melt
Weber number criterion to evaluate the particle diameter produced by
jet breakup

Volume fraction of field k
Fraction of jet column in melt field in central cells
Surface area source term due to jet breakup
Thickness of vapor film
Wave length of the fastest growing Kelvin-Helmholtz wave
Density of continuous field surrounding the melt jet
Density of melt
Surface tension of the interface between melt and field;
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Table 1. Summary of Experimental Conditions of MJB Experiments

Experiment

Ambient Pressure (MPa)

Melt Temperature (K)

Melt Initial Mass fe)

Melt Mass Recovered from Pool

after Experiment fe)

Melt Jet Diameter (mm)

Melt Jet Initial Velocity (mis)

Water Initial Temperature (K)

MJB 01

0.1

475

19,840

18,850

30

3.05

373

MJB02

0.1

483

20,000

17,210

21

2.80

373
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Figure 1 Conceptual Diagram of Test Apparatus for ALPHA MJB Experiments
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Discussion

Berthoud

You mention that you are going to use high temperature melt in your experiment. What

would be this value of temperature?

Yamano

We plan to use molten steel which will be slightly lower than 2()0()°C. We also hope to use

molten aluminum oxide, if possible.

Burger

As I understood Saito's correlation, it is based on film boiling condition. In your

experiment melt temperature was low. I think the application of Saito's correlation is

problematic then.

Yamano

Probably you are right.

Dinh

Do you think that your agreement of data with Saito correlation means that film boiling

does not matter for jet break-up length? Does it mean the Saito's correlation is also

applicable for nucleate boiling.

Yamano
It depends on your judgement whether Saito's correlation predicted well the behavior of

the jet observed in the experiment. But there was deviation.

Corradini

It seems that jet arrival time with K-H model is overpredid. What is the reason?

Yamano

Because JASMINE has only three fields. These all correlations were installed inside the

melt field in the center nodes and averaged with particle correlation.
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4.3 Experimental and Analytical Studies of
Melt Jet-Coolant Interactions: A Synthesis

T.N. Dinh, V.A. Bui, R.R. Nourgaliev, J.A. Green and B.R. Sehgal
Royal Institute of Technology (RIT)

Division of Nuclear Power Safety
Brinellvagen 60, 10044 Stockholm, Sweden

Fax + (46)(8) 790-9197, E-post: nam@ne.kth.se

Abstract: Instability and fragmentation of a core melt jet in water have been actively studied during
the past ten years. Several models, and a few computer codes, have been developed. However, there
are, still, large uncertainties, both, in interpreting experimental results and in predicting reactor-scale
processes. Steam explosion and debris coolability, as reactor safety issues, are related to the jet frag-
mentation process. A better understanding of the physics of jet instability and fragmentation is crucial
for assessments of fuel-coolant interactions (FCIs).

This paper presents research, conducted at the Division of Nuclear Power Safety, Royal Institute
of Technology (RIT/NPS), Stockholm, concerning molten jet-coolant interactions, as a precursor for
premixing. First, observations were obtained from scoping experiments with simulant fluids. Second,
the linear perturbation method was extended and applied to analyze the interfacial-instability charac-
teristics. Third, two innovative approachs to CFD modeling of jet fragmentation were developed and
employed for analysis.

The focus of the studies was placed on (a) identifying potential factors, which may affect the jet
instability, (b) determining the scaling laws, and (c) predicting the jet behavior for severe accidents
conditions. In particular, the effects of melt physical properties, and the thermal hydraulics of the
mixing zone, on jet fragmentation were investigated.

Finally, with the insights gained from a synthesis of the experimental results and analysis results, a
new phenomenological concept, named " macrointeractions concept of jet fragmentation" is proposed.

Keywords: Melt jet-coolant interactions, experiments, modeling.

I. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

1.1. Practical importance and relevance

During the last 10-15 years, much research has been performed, including both experimental
and numerical investigations, to study the interaction of molten fuel with water. Fuel-coolant
interactions (FCIs) may occur during the course of a severe accident in a light water reactor
(see e.g. Theofanous, 1995 [1]). The nature of FCIs can range from benign film boiling to
explosive interactions. Four distinct phases are thought to occur during an explosive FCI: pre-
mixing, triggering, propagation (or fine fragmentation), and expansion phases (see a review
by Corradini et al., 1988 [2]). Although remarkable progress in the description of the pre-
mixing and expansion phases of the steam explosion has been achieved in recent years, the
initial phase of the FCI process has not been well understood yet. This includes jet break up,
droplet formation and subsequent fragmentation. Several large-scale experimental programs
and analyses efforts are underway to determine physical mechanisms associated with FCIs and
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to provide models and methods, which could be used to predict the consequences of FCIs in
reactor accident situations; see e.g. recent reviews in Turland and Dobson, 1996 [3], Berthoud,
1996 [4], Magallon et al., 1995 [5].

This paper focuses on the ex-vessel fuel-coolant interactions. Such a hypothetical situation
may occur in the newer ABB boiling water reactor (BWR) plants which are located in Sweden
and Finland. These plants employ a severe accident management procedure, in which a deep,
highly-sub cooled, water pool is established under the vessel, as soon as it becomes clear that
the water level in the core may fall below the top of the fuel. The motivation for this strategy
is the engineering judgement that the core melt jet will fragment during its passage through
the water and that the particles, which are formed, will be cooled permanently within the
water pool. The success of this procedure is predicated upon the judgement that a large steam
explosion, which could threaten the containment integrity during the melt-water interaction,
will not occur.

It is important to note that the study, performed at RIT/NPS on the reactor vessel-hole
ablation, indicates that most of the melt volume will be discharged from the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) as a coherent jet. The melt volume available in the lower plenum for release before
the gas blowthrough onset is generally more than 90% (for overpressurization of 0.7MPa). The
vessel hole enlargement dynamics for the prototypic vessel, with about 70 tonnes of molten
core materials in the vessel lower plenum, is predicted to be in the range 6-10mm/s, i.e. the
time period to have the initial hole of 3-10cm diameter to grow to 25-30cm would take 20-25s
(Dinh et al., 1997 [6]).

Therefore, the interaction between a quasi-steady large-diameter (10-15 cm) core-melt jet
and a highly-subcooled deep water pool at the containment pressure must be considered.

This paper is concerned with the FCI phase before the traditional FCI phases i.e. the jet
fragmentation, which serves as the source for premixing. Such a process is also important for
debris formation and subsequent debris coolability.

1.2. Past work. Classification

Previously, such a severe accident scenario in the Swedish BWRs was analyzed by Chu et al. (1995)
[7], using the EPRI/ANL THIRMAL-1 computer code. In that work one can also find a comprehensive
review on jet instability mechanisms and related processes. In addition, a review of jet break-up
mechanisms under isothermal and film-boiling conditions was performed by Burger et al. (1995) [8],
where the jet break-up experimental data base was also presented. Several other important experimental
and analytical studies, related to molten jet-coolant interactions performed before the year 1993, were
presented at the previous OECD/CSNI Meeting on "Fuel-Coolant Interactions" at Santa Barbara, 1993
(and published in Vol.155 of Nuclear Engineering and Design, 1995). Therefore, a full review is not
attempted in this paper.

It is instructive, however, to note that in the last 2-3 years, studies of jet instability were further
pursued, analytically, at IKE (Stuttgart, Germany) by Burger and co-workers, and at CENG (Grenoble,
France) by Berthoud and co-workers (Berthoud, 1996 [4]). During this period, several experimental
programs were performed. Specifically, the MIXA, BILLEAU, and QUEOS-tests were conducted, using
jet-like configurations of hot spheres, in order to obtain data for validation of the pre-mixing models
and codes (Jacobs et al., 1996 [9], Berthoud, 1996 [4]) . The interactions of melt with coolant were
experimentally investigated in FARO (Ispra, Italy) and PREMIX (FzK, Karlshure, Germany) tests at
high temperatures, using both prototypic and thermite melts (Magallon et al., 1995 [5], Berthoud, 1996
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[4]), and in JEFRI tests (IKE, Stuttgart, Germany) at low temperatures, using Wood's metal as jet
simulant fluid and freon R113 as coolant. In high-temperature tests the melt mass was limited, so that
a quasi-steady process was not achieved.

Three approachs to jet fragmentation analysis and modeling can be mentioned.

1. Correlation approach, based on experimental data and appropriate scaling, which may fail when
extrapolating the data to prototypic reactor conditions;

2. One-dimensional models. These models rely on linear stability analysis, with a hope to de-
velop constitutive physics to describe the transition of melt from a continuous jet phase into a droplet
phase. Further, these models can be categorized by the jet-linear-stability models they employ (Kelvin-
Helmholz in THIRMAL-1 code [7]; Jeffrey-Miles in IKEJET code [8] and CENG model [4]; Rayleigh-
Taylor in TEXAS code [10]), and the methods used to account for thermal hydraulics of the ambient
fluid (boiling-coolant pool dynamics, film boiling). The one-dimensional formulation employed in these
models poses significant difficulties when implementing a jet fragmentation model into the Eulerian
multi-dimensional (2D and 3D) multifield (e.g. steam, water, melt, debris) premixing codes.

3. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. There have been no attempts to model the frag-
mentation of a continuous-phase jet into particles, using CFD methods (Turland and Dobson 1996
[3)).

1.3. Objectives and methods of the present study

The present study aims to investigate molten jet-coolant interactions, limited to the physical
mechanisms which may govern instability and fragmentation of a jet penetrating a coolant
pool. Since the experimental data base is rather meager and uncertain, and the validity and
applicability of different models is not so clear, perhaps, a rational synthesis of the experimental
information and calculation results may help to delineate various aspects of the underlying
physics.

Clearly, there are three primary inter-related thermal-hydraulic phenomena:

(i) jet instability and fragmentation;
(ii) film boiling around the high-temperature jet; and
(iii) boiling dynamics in the coolant pool *.

First, it is noteworthy that this study is accompanied by a study of film boiling of highly-
subcooled water on a high-temperature long vertical surface under FCI conditions [11]. Second,
jet fragmentation experiments and linear perturbation analyses were performed, in order to
have a better understanding of the role of melt physical properties and of thermal hydraulics
of the coolant pool [12]. Third, several CFD methods for modeling of interfacial phenomena
and multiphase mixing processes were developed at RIT [13][14][15]. These methods were
employed in this study to perform sensitivity and comparative analyses.

The major idea being pursued in this work, however, is that three phenomena should not be
considered in isolation. On one hand, jet fragmentation is a pre-condition for the premixing.
On the other hand, the steam produced, due to mixing of melt and coolant, affects jet frag-
mentation for quasi-steady (long-duration) melt jets. Therefore, a separate effect description
is not suitable for such an integrated and synergistic transient process.

'Component phenomena of the mixing zone thermal hydraulics include particle-fluid heat transfer, particle
solidication, steam production from a debris collected on the pool bottom, etc.
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The main thrust of this paper is, therefore, not to repeat work reported elsewhere (e.g.
[ 12] [ 13] [ 14][ 15]), but to synthesize the findings from relevant experiments and numerical simu-
lations for the penetration of a large-diameter melt jet into a subcooled deep water pool.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY. OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

11.1. Experimental arrangement

Both isothermal and non-isothermal jet breakup experiments were performed at RIT/NPS
laboratory, employing different pairs of simulant materials for jet fluid and coolant, such
as [Cerrobend-water], [molten salt-paraffin oil], [water-paraffin oil], [Cerrobend-paraffin oil],
[Cerrobend-molten salt] 2.

Melt is released from a crucible through a tube section to a coolant tank. The melt crucible is a
cylinder of 16cm in diameter and 0.5 m in height, which is electrically heated from the external surface
in order to provide the required melt temperature (up to 700K). The melt temperature was limited to
< 575K to preclude any potential for steam explosions.

The jet (tube) diameter varied from 2.5 mm to 25 mm. The tube was thermally insulated and heated
by electrical wire-heaters from outside to maintain a constant melt temperature. The jet velocity was
up to 4 m/s. In most cases, the tube exit-nozzle was submerged in the coolant pool in order to prevent
gas entrainment, which would reduce visualization capability. Several tests, however, were conducted
with a jet dropping and accelerating in air before penetrating the coolant pool surface.

The melt volume was varied to a maximum of 8 liters, so that a steady-jet situation was ensured.
The coolant tank, containing either water or paraffin oil, was 0.25x0.25x1.5m, with the volume of ~ 80
liters. Electrical heaters were installed to provide the required coolant temperature. In non-isothermal
tests, both melt and coolant were well mixed to ensure the uniform temperature of the melt and coolant.

Visualization was performed by means of a video system with 25fps. In order to provide exposure
times of 1/4000 sec. and 1/10000 sec, good lighting conditions were maintained. Sharp still-pictures,
without noticeable smearing out of the interfaces were obtained. In the water-paraffin oil experiments,
the water was colored, in order to distinguish the jet interface and fragments.

11.2. Properties and range of parameter variations

Since in liquid-liquid contact mode, the ratio of jet fluid and ambient fluid densities (Q = ^-)
is important, this parameter varied from 1.14 to 10.8 (see Table 1). The maximum Weber
numbers in the tests performed are also shown in the table (Wea = pa • U? • Dj/o).

Viscosities. In [water-paraffin oil] tests the temperature of the water was varied from 2°C to
99°C, so that the jet-fluid viscosity, /J,J, changes as much as 6 times, as does the jet Reynolds
number Rej. The effect of the ambient-fluid viscosity was investigated in [Cerrobend-water]
and [Cerrobend-paraffin oil] experiments, in which the ambient-fluid viscosity changed by ~ 3
orders of magnitude (pwater = 3-10"4 ~ 10~3 and /x0,-/ = 0.29). In these cases, the jet Reynolds
number Rej remained invariant, while the ambient-fluid Reynolds number changed by three
orders of magnitude.

2Cerrobend-70 is a low-melting point alloy (Tmp ~ 72°C), with high density (p ~ 9670kg/m3), low viscosity
(li ~ 0.0036 Pa.s), and surface tension a ~ 0.35-0.42 N/m.

Molten salt mixture NaNO3 - KNO3 - NaNO2 (Hitec) has Tmp ~ 150°C, p ~ 2000kg/m\ n ~ 0.002 Pa.s
and a ~ 0.1 N/m.
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Table 1: Density ratio and Weber number, based on the ambient-fluid density.

N°
-
1
2

3
A
5

Fluid
Jet

Water
Molten salt
Cerrobend
Cerrobend
Cerrobend

pairs
Coolant

Paraffin oil
Paraffin oil
Molten salt

Water
Paraffin oil

Q
p±
Pa

1.14
2.4
4.7
9.5
10.8

We*
(max)

500
225
25

1000
885

Non-isothermal liquid-liquid contact mode. [Cerrobend-water] jet-fragmentation experiments
were also conducted, using water at different temperatures as the coolant (Ta = 100°C, 40°C,
20°C and 4°C).

Table 2: Reynolds numbers for jet and ambient fluids.

N°

-
1
2
3
4
5

Fluic

Jet
Water
Salt
Cerr.
Cerr.
Cerr.

[ pairs
Coolant

Oil
Oil
Salt

Water
Oil

n UiDt
^ i = - ^

(max.)
42000
12600
18000
6-105

6-105

(max.)
38.5
38.5
3000

3.3-105

305

Non-isothermal boiling mode. This fragmentation mode was investigated in experiments, which
employed Cerrobend at temperatures up to 550K as the jet and nearly-saturated water as the
coolant.

Most of isothermal jet-fragmentation experiments, performed in the past, employed Wood's
metal (similar to Cerrobend-70) and water as simulant materials for jet and ambient fluids (see
a review by Burger et al., 1995 [8]). The experiments, performed in the present study, provide
a significantly broader variation of parameters influencing jet fragmentation.

In prototypical core melt jet-coolant interactions (see section I.I.), the Weber number Wen ,
based on the water density, may be up to 25000, while the jet Reynolds number and ambient-
fluid Reynolds number are up to 2.4-106 and 1.5-106, respectively. The Weber numbers Wea are
significantly reduced if the homogenized density of the boiling coolant pool is used. Neverthe-
less, the reactor-scale Weber numbers are far larger than the transition criterion VFeacr = 102,
where the atomization regime is predicted [8]. In this context, the high-Weber number exper-
iments, listed in Table 1 can provide relevant observations.

11.3. Observations and findings

Behavior of the jet leading edge. The mushroom-like jet head was observed in low-velocity
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small-diameter [water-paraffin oil] experiments during the water jet penetration into the oil
pool. It disappears after the steady jet configuration was achieved. The mushroom-like jet
head is hardly noticeable at high Weber numbers even in [water-paraffin oil] experiments; see
Fig.l. No leading edge breakup was observed in experiments which have density ratio Q >
2.4. The steady jet-fragmentation configuration was established almost immediately as the
jet penetrates a certain pool depth, namely the jet breakup length. It should be noted that
the focus of our observations is on jet instability and dynamic behavior, rather than on the
measurement of the jet breakup length 3 .

.: | ) f ; ] . ; j | i j \, •,. :..
' < i : ' s >

'. M ' ' ' J v : *

j
u *

Figure 1: The breakup of water jet in paraffin oil. RIT experiment. Dj = 6.3 mm, Uj = 2.5
m/s (Wea ~ 575).

Effect of the jet-fluid viscosity. The [water-paraffin oil] experiments, with different water temper-
atures, and hence different viscosities, revealed no evidence of the effect of the jet-fluid viscosity
on the jet instability behavior. That is to say, the low density ratio and high ambient-fluid
viscosity in these experiments significantly enhance the jet integration (to be discussed later),
so that the effect of the jet-fluid viscosity, if any, may well be suppressed.

Effect of the ambient-fluid viscosity. In a number of studies of jet fragmentation, jet instability is
related to the ambient-fluid shear stress. The role of the ambient-fluid viscosity was investigated
by comparing the jet fragmentation behavior in two similar experiments; by using Cerrobend
as jet fluid and water or paraffin oil as coolant. The density ratios in these two cases are
roughly the same. No differences in jet fragmentation behavior were noticed in cases of low
Weber numbers (Wea — 50-70). Even in case of high Weber numbers (Wea = 800-1000), the
physical picture was essentially similar in the paraffin oil and water pools. The jets atomize,
after passing a short distance (2-4 jet-diameters) from the nozzle, into a cloud of fine particles;
see Fig.2. To some extent, it seems that the expansion of the Cerrobend particle cloud is wider
in water than in paraffin oil. The higher viscosity of paraffin oil may have resisted the lateral
dispersion (Ar) of the small-size (Dp ~ 1-2 mm) particles Ar - • 4 p}

Effect of heat transfer and phase change. The effect of phase change on the jet dynamics was
investigated by non-isothermal liquid-liquid contact-mode experiments. The results of the
isothermal jet breakup tests (Tj — Ta — 100°C) are compared to those of the tests, conducted
with water temperatures lower (Ta — 20, 40°C) and much lower (Ta = 4°C) than the freezing
point of Cerrobend-70. The initial melt temperature was kept at Tj a 100°C. For jet diameters

3For high Weber numbers and for boiling mode, the definition of the jet breakup length has been largely
subjective.
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Figure 2: The breakup of Cerrobend jets in water and paraffin oil. RIT experiment.
25mm, U3 = 4 m/s (Wea ~ 1000-1200).

(Dj = 15mm), the physical picture of the jet fragmentation is similar for cases with different
water temperatures; see Fig.3. Nevertheless, clear differences of droplet size were evident from
these experiments. The droplet size ranged from 0.3-0.5 mm in case Ta ~ 100°C to 3-5 mm
in case of Ta = 4°C. Such differences in particle size may be associated with the cooling of
the jet surface layer and with the crust formation on the droplet's surface, which prevents
the droplet from further sequential fragmentation. Thus, the droplet size obtained from the
post-test examination, or from the video-picture (of an outer layer of the particle cloud), may
not necessarily reflect the length scale of ligaments stripped from the jet body.

Effect of the density ratio. Classically, the density ratio Q was found to significantly affect the
jet instability, and hence, the jet breakup length L\,T or Lbr/Dj\ see, for example, Taylor's
correlation L\,TjDj ~ 5 • Q1^2. It is worth noting however that similar correlations, derived
from Kelvin-Helmholz instability analysis, are associated with breakup regimes at low Weber •
numbers {Wea < 100). In addition, the previous isothermal high-Weber-number jet fragmen-
tation experiments were conducted with Q ~ 9-9.5. Therefore, experiments with different
density ratios could provide useful observations of the jet dynamics under high Weber number
conditions (Wea > 100). While in [Cerrobend-water], [Cerrobend-paraffin oil] experiments the
jet atomization with lateral dispersion of the particle cloud was observed, the [water-paraffin
oil], [molten salt-paraffin oil] tests featured more coherent jets, even at Wea numbers in the
range 100 to 500. Although, the breakup length is not long in small-density-ratio cases, re-
sistance of the ambient fluid to the lateral transport of the fragments is high, so that they
move primarily downwards. Thus, the jet breakup regimes can not be determined, based on
the Weber number alone for low values of Q.
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Tw=4 C Tw=40 C Tw=95C

Figure 3: The breakup of Cerrobend jets in water of different temperatures. HIT experiment.
Dj = 15mm, Uj = 1.5 m/s (Wea ~ 100).

Free falling jets. A limited number of tests were conducted with the jet nozzle at a distance
from the coolant surface. Significant gas entrainment and bubbling in the coolant tank made
it difficult to visualize. However, the observations at high Weber numbers, so far, indicate
no significant differences of the jet behavior in cases of submerged and unsubmerged jet-
nozzles. Future tests with unsubmerged jet-nozzle are planned to determine the effect of
in-tube turbulence and vortices on the jet atomization.

PV i oj

\ % i
t i l . S

Figure 4: The breakup of a hot Cerrobend jet in saturated water. RIT boiling-mode jet-
fragmentation experiment. Dj = 25mm, Uj = 4 m/s, Tj = 550K.

Boiling-mode jet breakup. High-temperature tests were conducted with 6.3 mm, 15 mm and 25
mm-diameter jets. The melt temperatures were varied in the tests, with maximum temperature
about 550K. This temperature was evaluated to be higher than the minimum film-boiling
temperature in a saturated water pool 4. Unfortunately, the video-visualization capability
was limited by the boiling dynamics. It was observed that during the initial period of jet
penetration, the two-phase region around the jet was thin. Later on, when the jet probably

4Factors such as surface movement, surface roughness, etc. are not taken into account.
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reached its fragmentation state, intense steam generation was observed, with large vapor bulges
moving upwards; see Fig.4. Large quantities of melt and water were blown off the test section
due to the vapor flows. Also, the section [250x250 mm] was perhaps too small for the violent
boiling occurring.

We should note that the experiments, and the observations made, are of a scoping nature.

III. JET INSTABILITY ANALYSIS: NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND RESULTS. SCALING ASPECTS

111.1. Linearized theory solutions

It is natural to employ the linear stability theory to predict characteristics of the jet instabil-
ity and breakup in gas or liquid media. Such an approach were employed long ago by Itayleigh
(1878), Weber (1931) and Tomotika (1935); Levich (1962) [16] and Chandrasekhar (1961) [17].
The physical situation of interest here is more complicated owing to the presence of a vapor
film, separating the liquid jet and the ambient liquid. Tables 3-5 provide a summary of the
more important and relevant models 5, including those currently under development (CENG)
and validation (THIRMAL-1, IKEJET).

Table 3: Jet instability models - two-layer symmetrical (zero-mode m—0) analysis.

Authors/Refs.
Levich-1 [16]
THIRMAL [7]
IKE [8]
CENG-1 [4]
RIT-1 [12]

Pa

+
+
+
+

+

+

Ma

+
+
+

Va(r)

+
+

+

+

Table 4: Jet instability models - two-layer asymmetrical (higher-mode m >0) analysis.

Authors/Refs.
Levich-2 [16]
Yang [18]
CENG-2 [4]
RIT-2 [12]

Pa

+

+

+

Ha

+
+
+
+

The RIT-1 model is a general formulation of the Levich-1 solution and it is transformed to
the Levich-1 solution when pa —* 0 and [ia —*• 0. However, the RIT-1 model allows investigation
of the effects of jet-fluid viscosity and ambient-fluid density, and to determine the validity of the
assumptions (pa = 0 and \ia — 0), used by Levich (1962) [16]. The RIT-2 model is a generalized
formulation of the Levich-2 solution (for pa ^ 0), and the RIT-3 model is an extension of the
EREC solution for higher modes of instability m > 0.

Equations for the perturbation growth rate j3, obtained in the RIT models are presented
5Plus (+) means the model takes into account the indicated factor, namely pa - ambient-fluid density; fi: -

jet-fluid viscosity; na - ambient-fluid viscosity; (r, z) - cylindrical coordinates; Va(r) - velocity profile in ambient
fluid.
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Table 5: Jet fragmentation analyses - three-layer analysis.

Authors/Refs.
FAI [19]
CENG-3 [4]
EREC [20]
RIT-3 [12]

Pa
+
+
+
+

(na)
+
+

m = 0
+
+
+
+

m > 0

+

+

in [12]. We employed these equations to investigate the jet instability characteristics (/3) in
different conditions: water jet in air, Cerrobend jet in air, Cerrobend jet in water, Cerrobend
jet in paraffin oil, core melt jet in water, core melt jet in steam (vapor). In addition, the
sensitivity of j3 to changes in melt physical properties and flow conditions was examined. The
major findings are summarized below.

III.2. Analysis of simulant experiments

Short waves vs. long waves. It was found that, in case of large density ratio Q and high relative
velocity Ureu the jet instability is mainly governed by short instability waves. The higher the
relative velocity, the shorter the most unstable wavelength (amax ~ 2 mm for 20m/s water
jet in air and amax ~ 0.3 mm for 40m/s). In the short-wave region, the surface tension a
has the most effect, both, on the amplification factor and on the most unstable wavelength.
The higher the surface tension, the larger the most unstable wavelength amax and the lower
the perturbation growth rate /3. The jet-fluid viscosity was found to reduce the perturbation
growth rate and displace the most unstable waves to greater length. For example, results of
calculations for a water jet (Dj = 15 mm, Uj = 40 m/s) in air show that the increase of the
jet-fluid viscosity by 10 and 100 times may reduce the perturbation growth rate by 1.3 and 4
times, respectively.

Cerrobend melt jet in vapor. It was found that the heavy-material jets (pj > 8000 kg/m3) are
generally stable in air/vapor media until the relative velocity Urei = Uj — Uv becomes more
than 20 m/s. For small diameter jets, the instability is governed by the symmetric mode,
while for bigger jets (Dj > 20 mm) one of asymmetric modes may determine the maximum
growth rate and the most unstable wavelength (e.g. mode 4 for water jet in air and mode 2
for Cerrobend jet in vapor); see Fig.5. However, with increased velocity Ureh

 t n e differences
between the symmetric and asymmetric modes decrease.

Cerrobend melt jets in water and in paraffin oil. First, it was found that the perturbation growth
rates /3 are maximum in the short-wave region.

Second, when comparing the calculated /? for the two cases (in water and in paraffin oil), no
effect of the ambient-fluid viscosity was predicted. This agrees well with the RIT experimental
observation (section II.3).

Third, the increase of the jet diameter tends to bring the asymmetric modes to behave more
like the symmetric mode. In fact, already for Dj > 25 mm, the symmetric mode and several
asymmetric modes (modes 1 to 6) behave similarly (Fig.6).
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Figure 5: The perturbation growth rate (am-
plification factor /?) vs. wavelengths. Cer-
robend jet in vapor. Dj — 25 mm, Urei =
30 m/s.

Figure 7: The perturbation growth rate (am-
plification factor /?) vs. wavelengths. Core
melt jet in water. Dj = 100 mm, Ure\ = 10
and 20 m/s.
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Figure 6: The perturbation growth rate (am-
plification factor /3) vs. wavelengths. Cer-
robend jet in water. Dj — 25 mm, Urei =
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Figure 8: The perturbation growth rate (am-
plification factor /3) vs. wavelengths. Core
melt jet in vapor. Dj — 100 mm, UTei = 40
and 100 m/s.
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Figure 9: Geometrical interpretation of a jet
with the dominance of mode 4.

Figure 11: The perturbation growth rate (am-
plification factor (3) vs. wavelengths. Cer-
robend jet in two-phase media. D3 = 25mm,
Urei = 4 m/s.
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Figure 10: The perturbation growth rate (am-
plification factor /?) vs. wavelengths. Core
melt jet in two-phase media. Dj =100 mm,
Urei = 15 m/s.
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Fourth, it was found that the maximum perturbation growth rate flmax is sensitive to the
jet velocity Uj. For example, Cerrobend jets (Dj = 25 mm) of Uj = 3 m/s and Uj = 4 m/s
provide (3max — 6750 sec."1 and /?max ĉ  16500 sec."1, respectively. The shorter waves were
found to be more dangerous in case of high-velocity jets (amax ~ 0.6 mm and amax ~ 0.25
mm for Uj = 3 m/s and Uj = 4 m/s, respectively).

Fifth, the potential effect of the jet solidification was investigated by increasing the jet-fluid
(Cerrobend) viscosity 50 times. The analysis result shows that this increase in jet viscosity
reduced the perturbation growth rate in the short-wave range by about 30%; see Fig.6.

It appears that the dominant instability of short waves (both the symmetric and asymmetric
modes) and their fast growth rate causes the jets to atomize into a particle cloud as observed
in the RIT experiments at high Weber numbers.

III.3. Prototypic conditions and scaling consideration

Core melt jets in water and vapor. The linear perturbation analysis method was also applied
to predict instability characteristics of core melt jets in water and vapor. It was found that
the large-diameter core melt jets feature similar instability behavior as the Cerrobend jets
analyzed above, with the fastest perturbation growth in the short-wave region. Figs.7-8 show
the perturbation growth rates for two different relative velocities of the core melt jets in water
and vapor media. The calculated amplification factor in jet-vapor interactions is significantly
(two orders of magnitude) lower than those of the core melt jets in water. For a relative
velocity between the jet and the upward vapor flow of UTei = 40 m/s, asymmetric mode (mode
4; Fig.9) was found to grow with the maximum rate. However, at UTe\ = 100 m/s, all instability
(symmetric and asymmetric) modes become equally important. It can be seen from Fig.8 for
melt jet in water, all the modes are coincident and flmax increases 9 times as the jet velocity
increases twice. Also, the region of unstable wavelengths has moved to shorter range (1-10 mm
for jet-vapor interactions and 0.01-0.1 mm for jet-water interactions).

Scaling consideration. In scaled simulant-material experiments the jet velocity and diameter
are smaller than that of a core melt jet in a prototypic FCI situation. It is therefore important
to compare the instability characteristics in these two cases. The differences between core
melt and Cerrobend melt are minor for density (20%), and significant for surface tension
{0corel&Cerr. — 3) and viscosity (Vcore/vcerr. — 3). As noted above, the effect of jet-fluid
viscosity is relatively small, but the effect of surface tension is quite large. The smaller surface
tension of Cerrobend tends to displace the most unstable waves amax to the region of shorter
waves and to increase the amplification factor (3. The calculated results also indicate that the
instability characteristics (/3max, amax) are very sensitive to the relative velocities Urei, as is
the Weber number Wea ~ t/j?e;. Despite the differences in quatities, the general behavior of
instability characteristics is found similar in the selected cases of Cerrobend jet and core-melt
jet penetrating the water and vapor media (compare Figs.5-6 and Fig.7-8).

Melt jet behavior in two-phase media. Jet instability in the two-phase media is analyzed em-
ploying the effective (homogenized) density pmtx. Figs.10-11 respectively depict the instability
characteristics for core melt and Cerrobend melt jets in the two-phase media with void fraction
1/5 = 0.5 and 0.9. As it can be seen, the void fraction affects differently the prototypic core melt
jet and scaled experimental jet. The symmetric mode dominance and coincidence of different
modes are predicted in all cases calculated for core melt jets, whereas for Cerrobend jet (with
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lower jet velocity and diameter), the dominance of mode 4 is predicted for case with void
fraction of 0.9. Thus, in a coolant pool with a high void fraction, the scaled jet and prototypic
jet may behave differently. That is to say, when the prototypic jet is likely to atomize, the
scaled jet may be governed by an asymmetric mode (mode 4; see Fig.9).

To conclude this section we note that the method of linear perturbation analysis is found to
be a useful approach for comparative assessments and to identify the potential effects of physical
properties and flow conditions on the jet instability. It also delineate the scaling difficulties.
However, more mechanistic approach must be used to describe the jet fragmentation, which,
in a prototypic FCI, is greatly affected by the thermal hydraulics of the 'ambient' fluid.

IV. JET FRAGMENTATION MODELING. PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONCEPT

IV.1. Jet fragmentation modeling. An Eulerian method.

In another study by the authors (Bui et al., 1997 [14]) the numerical method, combining the advanced
3D Level-Set Algorithm (LSA) for interface tracking [28] [29] and the high-order Cubic-Interpolated
Pseudoparticle (CIP) method [30] for solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, was developed to model
the phenomena, occurring at the fuel-coolant interface. Both CIP and LSA were formulated and
programmed in 3D Cartesian system of coordinates. The resulting computer code is named as SIPIIRA-
3D, which stands for Simulation of Interfacial PJienomena in Hypothetical Reactor Accidents. Based
on this numerical method, simulations were performed for a melt jet entering into a lighter liquid pool,
for Kelvin-Helmholz instability, and for melt droplet deformation and fragmentation. It was found that
the method is capable of describing the major interfacial characteristics. Effects of physical properties
(surface tension and viscosities of melt and ambient fluids), as well as of flow conditions on instability
characteristics were analyzed in ref.[14].

Paper (Bui et al., 1997) [14] describes the analysis of Kelvin-Helmholz instability by means of the
RIT/NPS SIPHRA code. Several phenomenological observations were derived from the results obtained.
It was found that fluid viscosities have a minor influence on the jet interface instability behavior, which
agrees well with previous analyses, and with observations from the RIT experiments. Surface tension
increase was found to significantly depress the short-wave instability on the jet surface, and on the
Kelvin-Helmholz wave development. This agrees with the results of the linear stability analysis. In the
FCI, viscosity and surface tension of the melt phase, likely, increase as the melt temperature decreases
towards the solidus temperature. These variations of melt phase properties should have a significant
effect on short-wave-related phenomena, such as characteristic size and velocity of stripping drops and
their sequential fragmentation. More importantly, the results also indicate that the vortex field created
at the interface may induce phase inter-penetration, which in turn may initiate energetic thermal
fragmentation (e.g., that associated with rapid vaporization).

It is evident that cooling and solidification of the surface of the melt layer may occur in prototypical
FCI situations, inducing significant changes in the melt fluid properties. In order to examine poten-
tial effects of surface tension and liquid viscosity on the interface behavior, a parametric study was
performed, with the SIPHRA code. The computational results showed that such factors have small
influence on the development of long and medium wave instability. For the case of short waves, increase
of surface tension and viscosity depress small-scale surface disturbances. Thus, property variation and
freezing appear not to significantly influence the whole-jet instability behavior, but may determine the
size of ligaments and drops detached from the jet surface and their subsequent fragmentation.

In this study, the SIPHRA code is employed to model the dynamics of a Cerrobend jet
in a water pool. Fig.12 depicts the transient behavior of the jet. Time step 50/zs is used
in the calculations (time interval between the pictures is 25 ms). Calculated results show
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that the jet instability is, likely, governed initially by the symmetric mode, which changes to
the dominance of asymmetric modes when the jet is decelerating. A detail analysis of the
calculation results revealed that the jet-coolant interfacial structure is strongly coupled with
the ambient-flow field. Furthermore, the Ray leigh-Taylor instability (leading edge behavior) is
found effective only during the initial jet-penetration period. After detachment of the jet head
the quasi-steady jet fragmentation pattern is established.
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Figure 12: Jet fragmentation Dj = 25 mm, Uj — 3 m/s.

It can also be seen that the jet fragments at a distance of about 300-350 mm from the
jet nozzle. On one hand, Taylor's correlation (Lf,r/Dj — 5 - Q1^2) predicts the jet breakup
length for this case of about Lbr ~ 300-400 mm. On the other hand, it must be noted that
neither the classical breakup theory nor the SIPHRA code (with present computational grid)
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deal with the atomization regime (when Wea >> 1), when the surface tension forces are
significantly smaller than the dynamic forces. Apparently, with decreased length scales (e.g.
in case of small-diameter jets or melt particles) the effect of surface tension becomes more
pronounced. Simulation and description of small-scale interfacial structures for high-Weber-
number conditions are extremely computationally intensive.

Conceptually, this numerical simulation approach provides a promising method for investi-
gating the micro-physics of intense multiphase interactions during FCIs. Integrated analyses
of FCI processes is not the focus of the SIPHRA method and code. Instead, the focus is on
performing numerical "experiments" to foster understanding, examine separate effects, and
determine the influence of physical parameters. Studies on the melt jet and droplet instability
and fragmentation processes were performed and reported in [14]; [31].

IV.2. Jet fragmentation modeling. A Lagrangian method.

In a previous study by Nourgaliev et al. (1997) [15], a method for multidimensional simulation
of multiphase mixing in FCIs was developed. Melt or debris movements are simulated by a particle
transport model in a 3D Lagrangian formulation, while thermohydraulic conditions of the surrounding
medium are obtained from solution of the Navier-Stokes and energy-conservation equations written in
a 3D Eulerian formulation. The Lagrangian and the Eulerian solutions are coupled and advanced in
time, with source terms included to model the interactions between the particle and the continuum
phases. A general scheme of the modeling method is shown in Fig. 13. The resulting computer code is
named as MELT-3D (Multiphase Eulerian-Lagrangian Transport-3D). Currently, the boiling dynamics
of the coolant pool is modeled by a local homogeneous slip model (LIISM) [11].

Purely hydrodynamic aspects of multiphase mixing were examined in ref.[15]. Validation of the com-
ponent physical models and numerical methods was performed by comparing the predictions with the
experimental observations of solid-sphere phase distribution in the BILLEAU and QUEOS programs.
Satisfactory agreement was obtained. It was found that the method is computationally robust, inex-
pensive and does not encounter problems of excessive numerical diffusion and oscillations, which usually
result from the Eulerian representation of the melt phase.

Hydrodynamics:

Ambient Fluid:

Eulerian approach

3D Navier-Stokes Solver

t
Energy equation

Boiling/condensation

momentum
exchange

Melt/Debris
Lagrangian approach

3D Particle Transport Model
Model for Particle Interactions

(melt drop fragmentation)

Heat Transfer: t
energy

exchange
Particle-Fluid Heat Transfer

(correlations)

Particle Cooling/Solidification

Figure 13: Outline of the particle-transport modeling concept.

In this study, a model of particle interactions was introduced, which allows simulation of jet
as continuous phase by the particle transport model. In this section, the effects of different
physical properties and of hydraulic conditions of coolant pool are examined. The configuration
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and conditions of RIT/NPS experiments are employed in order to compare with the data as
visualized. The melt jet is simulated by 30000 particles (2500 'representative' particles and
27500 'accompaniment' particles).

Melt-phase distribution. Fig.14 depicts the calculated melt-phase distribution and video obser-
vations for a Cerrobend jet (25 mm in diameter) in water tank. As it can be seen, the general
characteristics of jet fragmentation can be described. It is worth noting here that both in
this simulation and in the related RIT experiments the leading edge formation and breakup
behavior were not observed.

Effect of ambient-fluid viscosity. Simulations were performed for Cerrobend jets dropped in
water and paraffin oil; see Fig.15. The jet is much more coherent in paraffin oil than in water.
This is in a good agreement with the RIT experimental observations. Thus, the ambient-fluid
viscosity may have a minor effect on the jet instability characteristics, but it can affect the
melt-phase spatial distribution and, hence, the melt-coolant interfacial area (see discussion
in sections II.3 and III.2). This clearly demonstrates that the physics, which governs the
evolution of the interfacial area, depends on macroscopic parameters rather than determined
the boundary layers which are next to the interface.

EfFect of jet velocity. The calculated effect of jet velocities on jet behavior can be seen in
Fig.16. For a high velocity the jet penetrates a certain depth of the pool before it atomizes to
form a particle cloud. The physical picture in reality may differ from this prediction, which
is associated with the use of a fixed particle size in the above simulations for different jet
velocities. In fact, the higher the jet-coolant relative velocity, the shorter are the unstable
wavelengths and the smaller are the sizes of particles stripped from the jet body. It would be
desirable to employ smaller particle sizes for simulation of higher-velocity jets.

Effect of coolant pool voiding. Sensitivity of the jet dynamics to the coolant pool voiding was
also examined by lowering the effective density of the coolant (Fig.17).

Apparently, the lower the coolant density, the longer the jet remains coherent. It can also

be explained in terms of the Weber number Wea = ?" r
a

el - , which decreases as much as ten
times for the two limiting cases given in the picture.

Effect of upward coolant flows. When two-phase media surrounds the molten jet, the upward
movement of the buoyant steam and water should affect the jet dynamics. Calculations were
performed for cases with vapor volume fraction </? ~ 0.5. The upward velocity of the homoge-
nized two-phase mixture

m
Pmix

was varied in the range from 0 to 0.5 m/s. The calculated results (Fig.18) indicate that the
upward flows may cause melt particles to levitate and, hence, affect the mass transport and
distribution of the melt phase, especially at a distance from the jet entry nozzle. Nevertheless,
the melt structure in the central region of the jet remains unchanged due to the large density
of the melt and the high velocity of the jet.

The description of the thermal hydraulics of a boiling coolant pool, which may greatly
affect the jet dynamics and the jet fragmentation behavior is quite uncertain. An example of
simulation of jet-coolant interaction with boiling is shown in Appendix A.
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In order to gain insight into the mixing zone thermal hydraulics and to provide a data
base for code and model validation, measurements of two-phase flow characteristics during the
jet-coolant interactions are recommended.

The modeling methods and the computer codes (SIPHRA-3D and MELT-3D), developed
at RIT/NPS, are new. They therefore need extensive validation and examination. More im-
portantly, these CFD-based modeling methods describe the transient processes of macroscopic
nature rather than dealing with instabilities which may have very large amplification factor (/3
of the order 103-104 sec.""1). We believe, these innovative modeling approachs are very useful
and can be employed to analyze the multiphase interactions during the initial phase of FCIs
when molten jets penetrate a coolant pool.

IV.3. Analysis of the jet-breakup-length data base.

In most cases, observations from experiments, performed in the past, resulted in the jet
breakup length. At high Weber numbers, the consensus is that jet atomization is likely to
occur. Thus, the determination of the jet breakup length is at least problematic, as is the
validation of different models against such data. However, in a comparative sense one can
employ the past observations and data to identify the underlying physical mechanisms.

First of all, it is worth noting that while in a non-boiling contact mode the dimensionless
jet-breakup length (LbT = "D^I/^T) ls independent of jet velocity, Lbr was found to correlate

with Froude number (Fr - ~^-) as Lbr ~ Fr1/3...Fr1/2 in a boiling contact mode 6. These
dependences are supported by data from quasi-steady jet experiments of Saito et al. (1988)
[21] (water/freon), Schneider et al. (1992) [22] (Cerrobend/freon) and Spencer et al. (1987)
[23] (Cerrotru/water). The existence of a 'mixing zone' was observed in Cerrobend/freon tests
[22] and analyzed by Wang et al. (1994) [32].

It is our view that the dependencies (Lbr ~ Frx'^...Frli2) are largely related to the density
of the voided coolant region. The higher the jet velocity, and hence, the melt flow rate, the
greater is the vapor generated, when the melt fragments and interacts with the coolant. For
long-duration jets, the ambient pre-condition (i.e the voiding) is affected by the fragmentation
rate, the particle size, the physical properties of the coolant. Thus, the discussion indicates
that the relationship between the dimensionless breakup length and Froude number may be
mainly associated with the determination of the reference coolant density in LbT-

There exist two sets of jet fragmentation experiments, namely the JEFRI (Wood's
metal/R113) experiments performed at IKE [4] and the ANL corium/water experiments (Wang
et al., 1988 [24]), whose dimensionless breakup length Lbr was found to be much lower than
that predicted by the correlations. More importantly, experimental values of Lbr in these tests
were similar to those observed in liquid-liquid contact mode jet-fragmentation experiments
and do not change with the Froude number variation. The melt volume in the JEFRI and
ANL experiments was limited, so that the quasi-steady jet conditions could not be established,
especially, in the high-velocity tests. The ambient pre-condition is therefore an unvoided wa-
ter pool. Although, the boiling was observed in the JEFRI experiments and the film boiling

6In some studies, it was however defined as 'jet breakup under film boiling condition'. Since neither the
minimum film-boiling temperature nor the effect of jet atomization on it were explicitly determined, the film
boiling regime is therefore only conditional. Furthermore, the experimental studies of film boiling of freon and
water on smooth surfaces indicate that the pure vapor film, if present, is very thin (0.1 to 0.3 mm); see e.g. [11].
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regime was warranted in the high-temperarure ANL corium/water experiments, the above
analysis supports the hypothesis that the process is, likely, governed by the melt-coolant pool
interaction, rather than affected by the thin vapor film around the melt jet.

IV.4. Macro-interactions concept of jet fragmentation.

Until now, we have been approaching the jet fragmentation problem from different points
of view and using different methods. Experimental observations were analyzed and compared
to instability characteristics obtained from the linear stability solutions. Two innovative ap-
proachs to jet fragmentation modeling by CFD-based methods were developed and employed
to assess the effect of different flow conditions and jet material physical properties.

While the previous studies of jet fragmentation emphasized the instability mechanisms on the
jet surface and the influence of the coolant-flow boundary layer, the results of the present study
appears to indicate that jet fragmentation, as a precursor to premixing, is largely governed by
macroscopic-scale momentum exchange between the melt jet and the ambient coolant. The
observations and the results of the linear stability analysis indicate that for high-Weber-number
conditions the jet is likely to atomize in water, vapor or two-phase media. More importantly,
density and velocity distribution of the coolant pool may be the major factors, rather than
those of the layers in-between the jet-coolant interface.

With this understanding of phenomenology in mind, we propose a "macroscopic interactions
concept of jet fragmentation". It should be emphasized that this concept is only valid for the
jet-fragmentation phase of the FCI process. We believe that the "micro-interactions concept"
of Yuen, Chen and Theofanous (1995) [34] applies to the steam explosion phase in which the
jet has already fragmented into particles.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study the quasi-steady state of ex-vessel jet-coolant interactions is considered. The fo-
cus was placed on instability and fragmentation of high-density, high-velocity, high-temperature
and large-diameter jets in a deep highly-subcooled water pool. For such a situation, we propose
that jet fragmentation is a function of the macroscopic interactions (momentum exchange) be-
tween the jet body and the ambient coolant pool and not that of interfacial interactions. This
'macrointeraction concept' of jet fragmentation is based on the synthesis of the experimental
observations, the results of the linear stability analysis and the results from CFD modeling of
jet fragmentation as summarized below.

First, it was found from the investigation of film-boiling thermal hydraulics that the pure
vapor film is very thin, even under prototypic high-temperature FCI conditions [11]. If it
exists, such a vapor film, separating a melt jet and a two-phase (boiling) coolant pool, acts like
an incompressible layer, which does not significantly affect the macrocsopic-scale momentum
exchange between the jet and the surrounding medium.

Second, the analysis of the relevant jet-fragmentation data base, and observations, appears
to show that the voiding of the coolant pool, as a pre-condition of jet-coolant interactions, is
the major factor which determines characteristics of jet breakup. It was found that greater
phenomenological uncertainties are associated with the pool conditions, rather than with the
vapor-film characteristics, or with microscopic characteristics of surface instability mechanisms.
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Third, the results of jet fragmentation modeling by CFD-based methods show that the
macroscopic hydraulic parameters, such as the initial relative (jet-pool) velocity and the tran-
sient flow pattern, the density of melt and the effective density of coolant, greatly affect the
jet dynamics and the melt distribution.

Fourth, the leading edge breakup (Rayleigh-Taylor) was noticed only in experiments with
low density ratio (jet fluid/coolant fluid) and for cases of low jet velocity and small jet diameter.
In addition, it was found from the CFD simulation results that the jet leading edge behavior
is largely governed by the coolant flows, induced by the jet penetration into a small-dimension
tank.

Fifth, it was found from visual observations for the jet-coolant (liquid-liquid) contact mode,
and from the results of the linear perturbation analysis, that at high Weber numbers, both,
symmetric mode and asymmetric modes may become equally important for the jet instability.
Furthermore, the fast perturbation growth rate and the dominance of short instability waves,
likely, will induce jet atomization.

Finally, using an idealized formulation of liquid-liquid contact, it was found from the linear
stability analysis that the jet-fluid viscosity and the ambient-fluid viscosity have only minor
effects on the jet stability characteristics. However, the experimental observations and the
results of CFD modeling demonstrate that the viscosities of melt and coolant may greatly
affect (i) the sequential fragmentation of the ligaments stripped off the jet body and, hence,
the length scale of the particle; and (ii) the characteristics of the particle cloud (its lateral
dispersion), which may even feedback to the jet stability.

The present study indicates the need for further experimental and analytical investigation of
molten-jet dynamics in two-phase media as well as of mixing-zone thermal hydraulics during
jet fragmentation. The methods developed in this study will be further refined and employed
for scaling and design of jet fragmentation experiments at RIT/NPS.

NOMENCLATURE
Arabic
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liquid
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a ambient
br breakup
/ vapor film
j jet, melt phase

mix mixture
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p particle
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION OF BOILING JET BY MELT-3D CODE

The scoping calculation using the MELT-3D code was also performed to analyze a high-temperature
jet fragmenting in a nearly-saturated water pool. Violent boiling in the whole test section, and water
depletion, were observed in the RIT/NPS experiment; Fig.4. Qualitatively, a similar physical picture
was predicted by the MELT-3D as shown in Fig.19. It can be seen that the melt jet is surrounded by
a two-phase region, with vapor volume fractions up to 0.5-0.7.
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Figure 19: MELT-3D simulation results (Dj = 25mm, Uj = 4m/s, Tj = 558K; Ta =373K).
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Discussion

Fletcher

Could you explain how transient particle tracking is performed using CFX4?

Sehgal

The MELT-3D is a new code which utilizes the CFX code only for the ambient fluid

Eulerian representation.

Burger

I question thin film boiling experiment (see e.g. Han/Bankoff), also expect early transition

to turbulent film boiling. See also your Cerrobend experiments.

Sehgal

We believe that the subcooled water film boiling is according to the Nishio-Ohtake film

unit model. In our own long rod experiment, we observed a thin film for subcooled

ambient fluid and various film units along the long rod.

Berthoud

The CENG model does not use Jeffrey-Miles model as mentioned in your paper. But Miles

Benjamin Brookes where viscosity effect is taken into account (which becomes important

in very high temperature tests).

Cho

Dose your jet breakup model predict any difference in behavior between metallic jets and

oxidic jets?

Sehgal

We have not yet investigated this fully. However, we plan to do that.
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4.4 Synopsis of the Results of ISP-39 on Faro Test L-14

C. Addabbo, A. Annunziato, D. Magallon
European Commission - Joint Research Centre

Institute for Systems, Informatics and Safety
21020 Ispra (Italy)

ABSTRACT
This paper provides a synopsis of the salient results from the ISP-39 exercise promoted by OECD-CSNI in the
frame of the NEA activities aimed at fostering international cooperation in reactor safety research and
development. ISP-39 has been conceived to benchmark the predictive capabilities of computer codes used in
the evaluation of FCI and quenching phenomenologies of relevance in water cooled reactors severe accidents
safety analysis. The ISP-39 reference case is FARO test L-14, a non-energetic FCI test performed in the FARO
experimental installation under realistic melt composition and prototypical test conditions.

Keywords: OECD-ISP, FCI, Premix, Codes, Thermal-Hydraulic

1. Introduction
In the framework of the overall international effort related to reactor safety research and development, a
considerable amount of resources is being devoted to water cooled reactor severe accident progression analysis.
Particular emphasis is placed on molten fuel coolant interaction (FCI) and quenching under both in-vessel and
ex-vessel postulated accident conditions for the identification and/or verification of accident management
procedures in current reactors as well as for the development of advanced safety features in new reactor
concepts.

Although significant progress has been made in this field, there are fundamental aspects which are not yet
exhaustively understood such as pre-mixing and quenching, energetic escalation or suppression, debris
formation/relocation and cooling as well as thermal and eventually dynamic loading on the reactor lower head
structures and pressure vessel internals. Also, there is a general consensus of opinions on the need to improve
attendant computational methodologies as experimental results acquired in scaled test facilities cannot be
directly extrapolated to the safety analysis of full size plants.

Within this overall context, the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) has recommended the
execution of an International Standard Problem Exercise (ISP) to benchmark FCI and melt quenching codes
against the results of a well defined experiment and in conjunction with some integral aspects of the problem
[1]. As reference test case for this exercise designated ISP-39 [2], OECD-CSNI endorsed the proposal of the
Principal Working Group 2 (PWG 2) Degraded Core Cooling (DCC) Task Force selecting FARO Test L-14, a
melt quenching test performed in the FARO test facility which is operated by Institute for Systems, Informatics
and Safety (ISIS) of the European Commission (EC) Joint Research Centre (JRC).

The FARO test facility is an experimental installation which in its present configuration is dedicated to the
investigation of the interaction process of a large mass of corium with water under realistic melt composition
and prototypical accident conditions. FARO test L-14 represents the interaction and quenching process of 125
kg of melt composed of a UOi/ZrO2 mixture released by gravity in a 2.05 m deep pool of saturated water at a
system pressure of 5.1 MPa.
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In addition to EC-JRC as hosting organization, twelve research organizations from eight OECD member
countries and Russia have participated in the exercise. A number of 15 calculations have been provided using
12 codes or code versions. In order to ensure that experimental uncertainties would not impair the relative
assessment of code predictive capabilities, the experimental results from test L-14 have been made available to
the participants and, as such, ISP-39 represents an 'open' benchmark exercise.

2. The FARO Test Facility
The FARO test facility became operational in 1987; initially, it was dedicated to the investigation of liquid
metal fast breeder reactor severe accident phenomenologies such as melt relocation and molten fuel sodium
interaction [3]. On the basis of contingent reactor safety research requirements, the test facility was then
reconfigured in the early '90s for the investigation of fuel coolant interaction and quenching phenomenologies
pertinent to the progression of severe accidents in water cooled reactors [4]. In its present configuration, Fig. 1,
the FARO test facility consists of 5 main major components which include the furnace, the intersection valve
unit, the release vessel, the interaction test section TERMOS and the venting system which are properly
instrumented to characterize the evolution of the interaction processes.

2.1. Mechanical Components

The FARO furnace consists of a pressure container, a fuel container, two electrodes and the release tube. Melt
is generated by direct heating of a UOi/ZrO2 granulate compacted between the electrodes. The lower electrode
is provided with an orifice in the center to transfer the melt through the release tube into the release vessel;
during the heat up and melting phase, the orifice is closed by a tungsten disk mounted on the graphite cap of
the lower electrode. Relatively large masses of oxide fuel type melts (up to 200 kg and 3000 °C) can be
generated in the FARO furnace; as appropriate, the melt can be eventually mixed with metallic components in
the release vessel.

The intersection valve unit provides the means to isolate the furnace from the test section during the interaction
phase. It consists of two slide valves which are closed sequentially after the melt is transferred into the release
vessel. An optical device is mounted in the upper part of the intersection valve unit to survey the tungsten disk
and to qualitatively monitor the melting process.

The release vessel is located inside the dome shaped upper head of the TERMOS test vessel. It is designed to
hold the melt for the time necessary to isolate the furnace and balance the release vessel and the TERMOS
vessel pressures in order to ensure a gravity release of the melt. The release vessel is equipped with two flaps;
the lower flap allows the discharge of the melt whereas the side flap ensures against built up of pressure
differences between the release vessel and the test vessel during the release phase.

The TERMOS test section consists of a pressure vessel designed for a pressure of 100 bar at a temperature of
300 °C and a debris catcher mounted on the lower part of the vessel. The test vessel is heated from the outside
by trace heaters to allow the establishment of the initial test conditions and is thermally insulated to minimize
heat losses to the environment. The test vessel is connected to a steam/water separator during all the phases of
the lest.

A venting system connects the ste;un water/separator to a condenser through a set of 4 pressure relief valves to
accommodate over-pressures in excess of the TERMOS design pressure.

2.2. Instrumentation System

A total of about 250 signals are generally recorded during a typical FARO test. They include pressures and
temperatures in both the steam and water regions, vessel w;ill and debris catcher bottom plate temperatures as
well as dedicated sensors for level swell measurement and hydrogen detectors.

Type K thermocouples are used for temperature measurement in both the steam and water regions. The
thermocouples in the steam space are properly shielded to prevent damage from the eventual impingement of
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melt particles. The thermocouples in the water region are essentially sacrificial thermocouples which are used
to determine the downward progression and the radial extension of the melt jet; when not damaged, they may
provide reliable information on water temperature responses. The initial temperature of the melt is measured by
ultrasonic temperature sensors (UTS) mounted in the release vessel.

Piezoresistive pressure transducers are installed in the vessel region; in addition, high frequency piezoelectric
pressure transducers are installed in the water region to detect rapid pressure transients in case of energetic
interactions. As appropriate, pressure transducers are installed in the venting line and in the condenser to
provide related reference information in these components.

Level swell in the TERMOS test vessel is measured by means of two continuous level meters based on the time
domain reflectometry method. Qualitative information on hydrogen generation during the interaction phase is
provided by mass spectrometer analysis in the condenser unit and prototype ultrasonic sensors working on the
principle of hydrogen absorption by palladium probes.

2.3. Test Procedures

Initially, all the components of the facility are inerted with argon. The TERMOS vessel is heated up and
pressurized to the required initial pressure. At a temperature of about 150 °C, the argon in the test section up
(o the exhaust valves is purged out via the condenser. When the desired quantity of melt has been generated in
the furnace, the melt is transferred into the release vessel which is then isolated from the furnace by closure of
Ihe valves in the intersection valve unit.

Thereafter; the release vessel is pressurized to the TERMOS pressure with argon to attain pressure
equalization, the release vessel flaps are then automatically opened and the melt is discharged by gravity into
the test vessel where, after a free fall in the steam space, interacts with the water pool and relocates on the
debris catcher bottom plate.

3. ISP-39 Reference Test Case
The ISP-39 reference test case is FARO test L-14 [5,6]; it consists of a non-energetic fuel coolant interaction
and quenching test in which 125 kg of a dioxide mixture (80%wUO2 + 20%w ZrO2) was released by gravity in
a 2.05 m deep pool of saturated water at a system pressure of 51 bar. Experimental conditions and results are
summarized in Tables I and II, respectively.

The major research objectives assigned to test L-14 included the characterization of the fuel coolant
interaction and quenching process under the relevant experimental conditions with emphasis on pre-mixing
aspects, debris formation and cooling as well as thermal response of the debris catcher bottom plate. More
specific objectives included the evaluation of melt quenching rate and steam production rate, debris particle size
distribution, fraction and relocation of unfragmented melt as well as qualitative information on and, as
appropriate, quantitative evaluation of hydrogen generation rate.
The experimental profile of FARO test L-14 was characterized by the TERMOS pressure response shown in
Fig. 2 and by the melt jet leading edge downward progression depicted, together with the level swell, in Fig.
3; three main sequential phases can be identified [5]: (1) melt free fall through the gas space in the free-board
region, (2) melt/water interaction into the water pool and (3) medium term cooling.
Melt Free Fall through the Gas Space (0 to 0.46 s)
This initial phase covers the time span from melt release (0 s) up to melt/water contact (0.46 s). The
characterizing features of this phase are a small pressure increase (1 bar) resulting essentially from heating of
the steam/argon mixture ( 77w% steam and 23w% argon) in the free-board region and a melt leading edge
downward progression at an average rate of 2.04 m/s. There are no direct information on melt jet behavior and
break up during this phase; thermocouple measurements indicate, however, that a melt jet leading edge
diameter less than 0.3 m is to be postulated at the time of melt/water contact.
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3.1. Melt/Water Interaction (0.46 to 3 s)

Following penetration of the melt into the water pool at 0.46 s, the melt jet progressed downward at an average
speed of 5 in/s as inferred from the water pool temperature responses. The melt jet contacted the debris catcher
bottom plate at 0.9 s and according to an estimate of the melt trailing edge velocity (2.7 in/s), most of the melt
had eventually relocated on the debris catcher bottom plate at 1.62 s.

Steam generation sustained by finer fragmentation and augmentation of heat transfer led to a considerable level
swell (1.1 m at time 2.1 s) and to a sharp increase of the pressure (78 bar at 2.4 s) in the TERMOS test vessel.
The fluid temperature responses in the steam dome and in the water pool which are depicted in Fig. 4 indicate
superheated conditions in the upper part of the steam dome and practically saturated conditions in the level
swell region and in the water pool. The calculated energy released by the melt and the corresponding melt
quenching rate are reported in Fig. 5.

3.2. Medium-Term Cooling (3 to 6 s)

During this phase, the TERMOS vessel pressure increased at a moderate rate as the relocated melt continued to
exchange heat with the surrounding medium. After test execution, 124.5 kg of melt were recovered from the
debris catcher bottom plate (20 kg as a conglomerate and 104.5 kg as fragments) and 0.5 kg were found on the
inner structure of the test vessel; in addition, 31.5 kg of melt which did not take part in the interaction process
were recovered in form of crust (11 kg on the bottom plate and 20.5 kg in the release vessel).

The particle size distribution of the fragmented debris as deduced from a post test examination is shown in Fig.
6; the mean particle size diverting 50% of the fragmented mass was 4.8 mm. The thermal loading of the bottom
plate was not significant and there was no evidence of plate ablation or melt adherence to the plate.

Although a pure oxidic mixture is used for melt generation, FARO test results have generally evidenced a
considerable amount of hydrogen generation which needs to be taken into account in the analysis of overall
interaction process. In test L-14 the quantity of hydrogen generated has been estimated in the range between
0.155 kg and 0.248 kg. Incidentally, whether hydrogen generation from the pure oxidic melts as used in FARO
is due to water dissociation at high temperature, reduction of UO2/ZrO2 during melt generation and subsequent
oxidation in contact with steam/water, oxidation of UO2 to U3O8, oxidation of the vessel material, a
combination of the above or any other still unappraised reason is a matter under investigation.

4. ISP-39 Calculation Procedures and Results
1SP-39 was conducted as an 'open' exercise; i.e., in addition to initial and boundary conditions, also the
experimental results of the reference test case were provided to the participants at the outset of the exercise. The
removal of the classical 'blind' constraints usually attached to an ISP exercise was motivated by the need to
decouple to the practical extent code modeling aspects from experimental and measurement uncertainties
inherent to the extreme severe accident test conditions.

4.1. Procedures

The selection of the parameters to be calculated, Table III, took into account the need to provide the basis for a
complete description of the pre-tnixing process whereby compensating errors would not impair the validity of
the otherwise accrued thermodynamic balance. Also, quantities not experimentally available at least on a time
dependent basis such as fragmentation rate or heat transfer surface area, were introduced to support and
complement the code prediction comparative analysis [2J.

At the first workshop [7] the participants agreed on the need to adopt, in addition to the specified initial and
boundary conditions, a common set of code input parameters in order to have a comparable framework for the
conduction of the exercise. In particular, it was agreed to select a best estimated inlet velocity jet profile on the
basis of a discharge orifice diameter of 9.2 mm to account for crust formation around the original 10 mm
orifice and a common set of corium physical properties. With respect to computational schemes, it was agreed
to use a threshold void fraction of 95% for the level swell and a cell melt content of 1 % for the melt jet leading
edge.
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The participants were thus asked to provide a mandatory calculation on the basis of the agreed set of initial and
boundary conditions which is referred to as the reference calculation for the exercise; it was also agreed that
additional sensitivity calculations introducing only one parametric variation with respect to the reference
calculation should have been considered for an extended comparative analysis.

4.2. Comparative Analysis of the Results

The list of the ISP-39 participating organizations and codes is given in Table IV; hereafter, the reference
calculation code predicted results are compared to provided the basis for an overall appraisal of (he codes
predictive capabilities.

System pressure response generally provides a first order representation of the overall interaction process. It is
comprehensive of the steam generation rate as well as of the eventual production of uncondensibles; as such it
provides an indication on the overall prediction consistency with respect to heat transfer and melt
fragmentation simulation aspects as well as an information on potential chemical effects.

Although most participants reproduced the early transient pressure response reasonably well, a large spread in
the mid-term pressure evolution can be inferred from the overlay plot of the predicted pressures reported in
Fig.7. It is noted that in general, the partial pressure resulting from hydrogen generation estimated at c. 4 bar in
(he experiment, is not accounted for in most of the calculations.

Predicted and measured fluid temperatures in the test vessel steam space at 2800 mm above the reference debris
catcher bottom plate elevation are compared in Fig. 8. During the experiment, temperature measurement at the
selected location indicate prevailing saturated conditions whereas some predicted results indicate high degree of
superheating. It should be noted, however, that the thermocouple signal is not fully representative of steam
temperature since during melt/water interaction, the probe was soon submerged in a two phase mixture as the
level swell increased peaking to 3100 mm.

A comparison of predicted and experimental temperatures measured in the test vessel water pool at 800 mm is
given in Fig. 9. Generally, under the reported test conditions, water temperature measurements during the early
interaction phase are somewhat unreliable especially during the early interaction phase since the thermocouples
are influenced by radiation effects from and eventual contact with the discharged melt; after relocation of the
melt, however, thermocouple signals can be regarded as representative of actual fluid conditions which at 6 s
into the transient are at bulk saturated conditions which are also indicated by most of the calculated results.

The calculated water mixture levels are compared with the experimental value in Fig. 10. Clearly, level swell is
mainly influenced by the steaming rate and to a certain extent also by generation of uncondensibles.

The energy released by the melt to the fluid (water and steam) in the experiment is derived through an overall
energy balance using for the liquid enthalpy the value corresponding to the time dependent average bulk
temperature of the water and for the vapor enthalpy and specific volume the values corresponding to saturation
conditions at the total system pressure; being a reasonable assumption for the initial interaction phase, the
energy absorbed by the structural material has been neglected.

A comparison of predicted and experimental melt energy release and the related peak quenching rates are
reported, respectively, in Fig. 11 and Table V which also provides the calculated peak heat transfer surface
area of the interacting mass. Fragmentation rate, fragments diameter distribution and hence the related heat
transfer surface area are together with the adopted heat transfer package additional discriminating parameters
since they aggregate determining the overall melt heat release.

In the frame of the overall exercise, a number of calculations can be grouped taking into account code or code
versions in order to assess through a comparative analysis the relative predictive capabilities and, insofar
possible or practical, modelling and eventual user's options effect; Fig.s 12, 13 and 14 provide a comparison
of the predicted pressures from submitted IFCI, TEXAS and COMETA code or code versions calculations.
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5. Concluding Remarks
A preliminary assessment of the results from the ISP-39 code benchmark exercise has evidenced a considerable
spread in the predictive capabilities of molten fuel coolant interaction and quenching phenomenologies as
simulated in FARO test L-14. Pending a dedicated analysis of the predicted results, it appears that the general
adequacy of related modelling aspects decreases with the progression of the interaction process.

In line with the OECD chartered mission, ISP-39 has represented an effective approach to international
collaboration in the field of water reactor severe accident safety research and development. With respect to FCl
and quenching, it is retained that there are persisting uncertainties in the understanding of governing
phenomenologies and in the adequacy of related modelling aspects which in view of decreasing resources need
to be resolved through further international collaboration.
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Table I: FARO Test L-14 Experimental Conditions

Melt
mass (kg)
composition - w%
temperature - °C
melt-coolant ratio

Release Vessel
orifice diameter - m

after discharge - m
delivery mode
melt height - m

Test Vessel Water
mass - kg
depth - m
temperature - "C

Test Vessel Gas
composition - w%
volume - m
temperature
pressure - bar
melt free fall - in

Debris Catcher Boltoin Plate
temperature - °C

125
80 UO2 - 20 ZrO2
2850 (maximum measured)
0.21

0.1
0.092 (due to crust formation)
gravity
0.57

623
2.05
264 (average)

77 steam - 23 Argon
1.26
263
51
1.04

256

Table II: FARO Test L-14 Experimental Results

Data
delivery time - s
mean flow rate - kg/s
mean velocity in gas - m/s
mean velocity in water - m/s
melt fragmented mass - kg
melt mass on bottom plate - kg
mean size of fragments - mm

Event
start of melt release
melt water contact
melt bottom plate contact
melt under water
level swell maximum (1.1 m)
short term peak pressure (78 bar)
lon^ term peak pressure (83.5 bar)

0.85
178
2.04
5.00
105
20
4.8

Time [s]
0
0.46
0.90
1.62
2.1
2.40
28
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Table III: List of Predicted and Reference Parameters

Parameter L-14 Reference

pressure
temperature in steam dome

temperature in the water
mixture level

energy release
energy release to steam
energy release to water
quenching rate
fragmentation rate and
final fragmented mass
fragments diameter distribution and/or average diameter
heat transfer surface area
melt jet leading edge progression rate
melt-water contact time
melt bottom plate contact time
vertical fragments average size distribution at 0.9 s
vertical average void distribution at 0.9 s

PT.150.3115
TS.000.2800.200
TS.180.2800.200
nodalization dependent
LTC2.350
LTC3.010
ENERTOT (calculated)
code comparison
code comparison
d(ENERTOT)/dt (calculated)
code comparison
105 kg (final estimate)
post-test examination data and/or 4.8 mm
33.2 m , final estimate
calculated
0.45 s
0.87 s
code comparison
code comparison

Table IV: ISP-39 Participants

Organization

CEA-IPSN
FZK
Siemens
IKE
ENEA
ENEL
JAERI
KAERI
KEMA
EREC
SFO/ANL
UW
JRC
JRC
JRC

Country

France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Italy
JAPAN
Korea
Netherlands
Russia
Sweden/USA
USA
EU
EU
EU

Code

MC3D
IVA-KA
IVA-4
COMETA-IKEJET
IFCI
IFCI
JASMINE
IFCI
TEXAS
VAPEX
TWRMAL
TEXAS
C0META.1D
COMETA.2D
TEXAS

Identifier

MC3DCEA
IVAFZK
IVA4SIE
COMKE
IFCENEA
IFCENEL
JASMJAE
IFCKAER
TEXKEMA
VAPEREC
TMRANL
TEXUWIS
COMJRC1D
COMJRC2D
TEXJRC
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Table V: Comparison of Peak Quenching Rate and Maximum
Heat Transfer Surface Area

Code Identifier Quenching
Rate (MW)

Heat Transfer
Surface Area (m2)

TEST L-14
MC3D
IVA-KA
IVA-4
COMETA-IKEJET
IFCI
IFCI
JASMINE
IFCI
TEXAS
VAPEX
THIRMAL
TEXAS
COMETA.1D
COMETA.2D
TEXAS

L14B
MC3DCEA
IVAFZK
IVA4SIE
COMIKE
IFCENBA
IFCENEL
JASMJAE
IFCKAER
TEXKEMA
VAPEREC
THIRANL
TEXUWIS
COMJRC1D
COMJRC2D
TEXJRC

61.7
32.9
58.5
25
87

32.2
34

75.2
21.9
28.6
76
135
43
67
66
45

33.20
19.38
12.21
25.54
51.52
17.10
14.20
19.50
9.45
5.68
43.6
25.3
15.30
17.20
16.20
15.78

FAROIumac*

~Lmver etectode

Release vessel _
(volume up to S02 - 0.056 m3 )

Bottom plate
(thickness . 4 0 mm)

Fig. 1: The FARO Test Facility
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Fig. 2: Test Vessel Pressure and Pressurization Rate in FARO Test L-14.
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Fig. 3: Test Vessel Mixture Level and Melt Leading Edge Progression Rate in FARO Test L-14
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Fig. 4: Selected Test Vessel Steam and Water Temperatures in FARO Test L-14.
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Fig. 5: Melt Energy Release and Quenching Rate in FARO Test L-14.
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Fig. 6: Particle Size Distribution in FARO Test L-14.
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Fig. 7: Predicted and Measured Test Vessel Pressures.
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Fig. 8: Predicted and Measured Test Vessel Fluid Temperatures at 2800 mm.
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Fig. 9: Predicted and Measured Test Vessel Fluid Temperatures at 800 mm.
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Fig. 10. Predicted and Measured Test Vessel Mixture Level.
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Fig. 11: Predicted and Experimental Melt Energy Release.
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Fig. 12: IFCI Predicted and Measured Test Vessel Pressures.
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Fig. 13: TEXAS Predicted and Measured Test Vessel Pressures.
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Discussion

Theofanous

Which conclusions can be drawn without this exercise?

Anuunziato

Only a structured comparison like the one performed under the OECD/CSNI procedures

can give the real status of the different calculation by a coherent set of compared

parameters. Often only a few (the best) parameters are presented for comparison.
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4.5 Description Of Premixing With The MC3D Code Including Molten Jet Behavior
Modeling. Comparison With FARO Experimental Results
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ABSTRACT :. The premixing phase of a molten fuel-coolant interaction is studied by the way of mechanistic
multidimensional calculation. Beside water and steam, corium droplet flow and continuous corium jet flow are
calculated independently. The 4-field MC3D code and a detailed hot jet fragmentation model are presented.
MC3D calculations are compared to the FARO LI4 experiment results and are found to give satisfactory
results ; heat transfer and jet fragmentation models are still to be improved to predict better final debris size
values.

KEYWORDS : melted core, jet fragmentation, fuel-coolant interaction, FARO experiments

1. INTRODUCTION

During an highly hypothetical severe accident in a PWR, the core may melt and flow down towards the vessel
lower plenum or the reactor pit. If the "corium " enters a region containing liquid water, an energetic steam
explosion may occur. The mechanical effects of this steam explosion strongly depends on the initial conditions,
i.e. the premixing of corium and water
This premixing is the result of water, steam and corium flows, water boiling and corium fragmentation.
Experiments with large amounts of melt dropped into water have shown that large parts of corium may not
fragment and may reach the vessel bottom as a coherent jet, beside corium droplets.
Several multidimensional codes like PM-ALPHA, IFCI, IVA have been developed to assess the premixing
phenomena. Most of them use a 3-field model, with liquid water, steam and melt droplet fields. Melt droplets
are fragmented during their dispersion in the coolant. But the results of such codes depend on the initial or
boundary conditions of droplet diameter simulating the actual entering melt jet. In MC3D, in addition to such a
classical model, we chose to build a 4-field application in which the melt is described by 2 fields : one
corresponding to a jet and a second one corresponding to the droplets issued from the jet fragmentation.
This allows us to have a better control on the jet fragmentation and the heat transfer area governing the boiling
process.
An hot jet fragmentation model has been developed , based on steam film temperature and velocity profile
calculations and instability development study. This physical model is summarized hereafter. We do not intend
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to implement it directly in MC3D but in this paper, it allows to determine parameter values and a correlation
describing the jet fragmentation rate.
Most physical models, heat and momentum transfer laws have been presented in ' ' and2) .These models are, as
far as possible, common to the 3-field and 4-field applications of MC3D.

2. MC3D NUMERICS

MC3D is a multidimensional multicomponent code designed to solve various thermohydraulics problems. It is
based on an Eulerian description of the flows, a staggered grid configuration for variable location, a finite
volume integration method and a semi-implicit method (similar to ICE) for time discretization. A first-order
spatial differencing scheme is used..
P mass balance equations are solved for P components. In the premixing application, the components are liquid
water, steam, non condensable gas, corium droplets and corium jet.
Some components (steam and gas) may be mixed and so have the same velocity and the same temperature.
Q momentum equations are solved for Q velocity fields(water, gas, corium droplets and corium jet)
Temperature (or enthalpy) of every velocity field may be calculated by solving an energy balance equation or
assigned to a specific value, such as a constant value.
R energy balance equations are solved for R variable temperatures or enthalpies. For premixing , the water, gas
and corium droplet temperatures are calculated by solving energy balance equations. The corium jet
temperature is kept constant.
The main variables are P volume fractions, Q velocities, R temperatures or enthalpies and 1 pressure. An
additional volume balance relation is required to close the problem.
An additional transport equation is solved to calculate the corium droplet interfacial area.
Boiling and condensation rates are calculated by solving the heat balance at the steam-water interface.
Due to implicit calculation of source terms for mass and energy equations, derivatives of the closure laws for
mass and heat transfer must be calculated.

Momentum equations are written for numerical reasons in a secondary form as a linear function of new
velocities as follows :

(1)

Kif and Ks usually contain explicit value of velocity and the convective term is totally explicit.
At the moment, we do not include added mass terms.

3. JET FRAGMENTATION MODEL
At the present time, there are only two models in the literature concerning the physics of melt jet fragmentation
into boiling water: THIRMAL3> developed at ANL and IKEJET 4) developed at the Stuttgart University. In
TFflRMAL, the jet fragmentation is governed by the classical Kelvin-Helmholtz stability theory while in
IKEJET, the shear flow profile in the flowing steam film is taken into account following the Miles shear flow
theory51 leading to a displaced pressure distribution over the wavy melt surface. Both models use constant
physical properties (the instability models are isothermal). In our studies, we concentrate on the treatment of
very high temperature melt jets (reactor situation) and we wanted to study the influence of the very high
temperature on the velocity and temperature profiles in the steam film, profiles which govern the instability
calculation. In fact, we thought that the steam close to the melt jet will have a very high viscosity due to its high
temperature so that viscous forces may play a role in the fragmentation process. To check this hypothesis, we
first studied the modification of the classical profiles for non isothermal boundary layers and to do this, we
studied experiments performed with turbulent air flow over heated flat plate at 1100°K at maximum. Then, we
used this new determined profiles to perform an instability calculation. It must be accounted that we did not
build a complete model of jet fragmentation into a water pool like in THIRMAL, but performed two separate
studies.
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As for the instability calculations, by looking at the corium jet fragmentation experimental results from the
CCM tests in ANL and FARO tests in Ispra, we came to the conclusions that two types of instabilities may be
observed:

- a small scale one leading to the growth of lateral ligaments i.e. a stripping process

- a large scale one leading to the fragmentation of the body of the jet i.e. a coarse break-up mechanism
which may appear at the leading part of the jet when it has already been eroded by the stripping process.

Details about these studies can be found in6). We will only present here the conclusions that were derived.

Velocity profile modeling

To obtain the velocity profile close to the jet, we tried to reproduce results obtained in experiments using
turbulent air flow over heated plates. We found that it was necessary to take into account the variations of
the physical properties with temperature, but, finally that the Spalding dimensionless formula7*, constructed
for isothermal boundary layers, fitted well with the experiments if the dimensionless velocity u+ was

1 j-uf p ~| 1/2 u

calculated with u+ = — I du instead of its classical definition u+= — (uT is the classical friction
" T J ° | _ P W J " ,

velocity and the subscript w is used to describe wall values). This formula is :

y = | Ku+

n! (1)

with E = 10.09 and K corresponds to the Karman constant which has to be slightly modified about its 0.41
value.

From this we built a vapor film model with the following assumptions :

- The melt jet is taken as smooth (this is justified by the high value of the viscosity) and has a variable diameter
(due to the fragmentation process). It is also considered as stationary.

- the film is divided into two layers :

. a hot one on the jet side where the dimensionless velocity profile is described by (1)

. a cold one on the coolant side where the velocity profile is calculated with the same method used for the hot
side with the inclusion of the effect of a transverse velocity due to the high evaporation rate,

which are connected (equality of velocity and temperature, zero stress condition).

Integral mass, momentum and energy balances are solved in the two sublayers.

Typical results of this model for a FARO test at 50 bars give a film thickness between 4 to 10 mm from the
bottom of the jet to the top while the hot side thickness is about 2 mm. We also find that most of the
temperature gradient is located on the hot side while the cold side temperature is almost uniform (around
100°K above the saturation temperature) and that all these results are almost pressure independent.

Instability calculations

As we have already said, we made the hypothesis that the small scale fragmentation is due to the shear layer
close to the jet surface. The instability on the jet surface is thought to be an amplification of small capillary

f \U2

I Tk )
waves of velocity Co = — where T is the surface tension, k the wave number and p • the jet density.

I P i J
From the fragment size obtained in experiments with corium ( ~ mm), we obtained a very small value for the
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instability Reynolds number R; =——. This means that we need to take into account the viscosity in the

perturbation equations. This lead us to use the model of Miles7), Brooke Benjamin8' and to extend it to include
the effect of viscosity and density variations with temperature.

For the fragmentation process itself, we concluded9' that the Rayleigh breakup of secondary jets was more likely
than a process due to the aerodynamic induced stresses.

Typical results of these models (film and instability) are presented on Fig. 1 where the instability growth rate is
shown of three different levels along the jet for the FARO L14 test10'. If we assume that the rugosity of the jet
surface may be estimated by the wave length, we are then able to verify that the hypothesis of a smooth
interface is correct. We also find that the characteristic instability velocity c, is almost pressure independent.

FARO70atm(L-14)
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Fig. 1 : Typical results of instability growth calculation of FARO L14.
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Jet fragmentation correlation

We then want to build a correlation to be used in MC3D to describe the jet fragmentation process. At the
present time we have not a detailed fragmentation model but we have been able to conclude that the jet
fragmentation was due to the Rayleigh breakup of secondary jets.

We can also roughly estimate the breakup length of the jet by writing a simplified mass balance on the jet with
the use of the velocity u: of the melt leaving the jet. We then obtain :

L V:
if Vj = jet velocity

D u,

We then assimilate Uj to the velocity r\ of the growing instability. If we describe the instability T| as usual :

r) = rj0 exp[ik(x - ct)] = r)o expfikx + at]

with o"r = rate of instability = kCj (r for real part)

Cj = characteristic instability velocity (i for imaginary part)

we can write

Uj ~ T| ~kCi n

If we make the classical hypothesis that we will fragment when the instability will reach a magnitude of the
order of the wave length i.e.

t) ~ a A. with a ~1 (this value is typical of the Rayleigh breakup of

secondary jets)

we have:

U; -a k X Cj - 2 ft a cs

and then

L V, V,
- --- ;

D 2naci nci
withn~6

L
From FARO tests results LI 1 an L14 for — and from our instability calculations we found indeed a value for n

around 6. We found that the FARO tests results can be correlated by :

— ~ 5 Vj ; that means thatj that means that 5. From our calculations (see fig. 1), we got
Jexperimental n C i

kci -125 and k -3000, so c, -0.036 and then n 5.6. Such an estimation supports the hypothesis that the
5Cj

secondary jet will fragment when T] will reach a value of the order of the wavelength.

These results have been confirmed by tests LI9 and L20 in FARO. In L20, the pressure was 20 bars which
confirms that the results are not too sensible to the pressure.
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L V,
The simple formula may allow a first estimation of the fragmentation rate, if we are able to obtain a

D 6CJ

value for C;. This was done by running a lot of calculations and by building a correlation for Cj. We finally got:

with (highpressure) 9<—— <11 (low pressure) for FARO calculations

pvj = density of the vapor at the jet interface = pv(Tj,P)

\x vj = viscosity of the vapor at the jet interface

pv o = reference density for the vapor chosen here as pv (3000°K, 1 bar) = 0.073 kg/m3

UM = maximum vapor velocity in the film which can be obtained for MC3D calculation or estimated by

assuming that the vapor velocity in the film is governed by body forces i.e. p v u j , - CpLg z . (with c -0.5).

To check the performance of MC3D it was decided to use first a simple approach by assuming that the
volumetric flux of melt stripped from the jet is uniform along the jet length. From our simple evaluations :

D uj J

we have an estimation of the velocity Uj of the melt leaving the jet i.e. : Uj = 0.2 m/s. As the melt leaves the jet
on a part corresponding to half of a wavelength, the mean velocity um of the melt leaving the jet will be um

~ 0.1 m / s . This give us for the volumetric flux F of melt leaving the jet per unit jet interfacial area :

F = O.lm3 /m2 .s

We then have to provide information about the diameter and velocity of the created droplets. We simply assume
that the droplet diameter will be of the order of the developed wavelength and that the droplet leaves the jet
with an axial velocity equal to Vj (jet velocity) and an axial velocity equal to u>.

For FARO L14, we then get: dg ~ X 2 mm .As we certainly overestimate the value of the maximum
k

velocity Um in the vapor film (we neglect the effect of melt droplet and even water droplet), we can assume that
Dg > Dgcreated ~ X ~ 2mm From the experimental results, we also know that the final Sauter mean diameter
for FARO L14 is dsm = 2.4 mm, so we will take values of dg around 3 mm

4. JET INTERFACE TRACKING METHOD
To use a jet fragmentation model, the jet boundary location must be known as accurately as possible. This is
allowed by using an interface tracking method ; this method limits also numerical diffusion and avoids artificial
fragmentation. The interface tracking is based on the VOF method with oblique interface. In a cell, the
interface separates the corium jet from the other components.
The interface is a straight segment whose position is determined by 2 conditions :
- the interface shares the cell following the explicit volume fractions
- the interface is perpendicular to the volume fraction gradient for the tracked component
These conditions lead to discontinuous interface through cell boundaries, as shown in the examples (see fig. 8).
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MC3D discretization is based on staggered mesh where scalar fields (volume fraction, density) are cell centered
and velocity components are located on cell sides

Figure 2 :Front tracking

Assuming the tracked component is located on the right side of the interface, the amount of this component that
will be transported by the velocity U through the right side during a time step will be proportional to the dotted
surface. This flux is quadratic with respect to velocity.
Mass balance equations integrated on a cell volume are solved as follows :

Vol
dt

(2)
sides

Usually , cell side values OC and p are evaluated by donor cell method. OC do not depend on the velocity, and

so, the equation is linear with the velocity. With the interface tracking method, (X depends on the velocity

value and the equation is no longer linear. This problem is solved by an iterative method to adjust new
velocities and (X .

Energy balanced equations are solved by the same method.

5. JET FRAGMENTATION IN MC3D
The jet flows down through the calculation domain and may be fragmented into droplets. The mass, momentum
and energy of the fragmented part of the jet are transferred to the droplet field.
In addition, one must specify the diameter of the created droplets. At the moment, we use values around 3 mm
whatever the location or time, according to our previous estimation.
When the jet has penetrated into a cell, a straight interface (for 2D calculations) separates the jet field from the
3 other fields inside the cell. This boundary is taken into account in convection term calculations ; as shown
above, this leads to a non-diffusive second-order convective scheme. In addition, we assume that jet
fragmentation occur on this boundary and is proportional to its area.
The jet fragmentation is stronger in water (below the free level) than in steam. So, the rate of jet fragmentation
depends on the water volume fraction around the jet. When the average relative water fraction around at the
cell level is larger than 0.15, we assume that the free level is above this cell and the volumetric fragmentation
rate by unit area is equal to 0.1 m3/s/m2 (jet fragmentation model). This value is decreased to 0.001 when the
water fraction decreases to 0.05, i.e. when the steam is quite alone without water, above the free level.
The jet fragmentation rate is also lowered at slow jet velocities, in order to avoid fragmentation when the jet is
spread motionless on the vessel bottom ; the threshold velocity is equal to 1 m/s.
So, the jet fragmentation model depends on several parameters :
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created droplet diameter 3 mm
water fraction threshold for using
the "film" jet fragmentation rate 15%
film fragmentation rate 0.1 m3/s/m2
water fraction threshold for using
the "steam" jet fragmentation rate 5%
steam fragmentation rate 0.001 m3/s/m2
jet velocity threshold 1 m/s

A sensitivity analysis of the influence of these parameters on the calculated pressure rise, melt droplet
interfacial area and jet penetration has been performed using the SUNSET method M)

6. DROP FRAGMENTATION IN MC3D
Melt droplets are fragmented by hydrodynamic forces related to their relative motion in water and steam.
Experimental results of droplet fragmentation in liquids or gas have been studied and correlated by Pilch l2).
This correlation for high Weber numbers has been adapted for a 3 field model and used also in the 4-field
application for drop-in-coolant fragmentation.
It is a source term in the interfacial area transport equation of the melt droplets. This equation is activated only
if the volume fraction of droplets relative to the coolant + drop volume is lower than .7, otherwise, the droplet
diameter is kept constant.
When droplets are advected from compacted corium cells (fraction > 0.7) towards isolated droplet cells
(fraction < 0.7), the advected diameter is taken as the same diameter than the diameter of droplets created from
the jet.
So, when the droplet interfacial area transport equation is used, it may have 2 source terms :
the first one corresponds to the droplets stripped from the jet and the second one corresponds to the droplet
fragmentation.

f+v.Av^r^ + r^, (3)

7. MOMENTUM AND ENERGY CLOSURE LAWS ASSOCIATED TO JET FIELD
When the corium jet is present in a cell, the flow regime is assumed to be a steam film along the jet, surrounded
by water if any. The corium jet heats up liquid water by radiation. As well as in the 3-field application, a part
(typically 10%) of the radiant heat flux directly heats the water-steam interface and produces steam. The
remainder part penetrates the bulk water. At the moment, there is no conductive-convective film boiling heat
transfer between jet and coolant.

The steam film friction against corium jet and surrounding water are calculated assuming a turbulent velocity
profile in the steam film as in a turbulent boundary layer along a heated flat plate. The stress induced by the

corium jet on the steam flow is : T w = P V « T with «T = (Vv - V jet) I 1 0 (4)

The steam density is calculated at the bulk temperature.
If corium droplets are present in the cell, they are dragged either by steam or water, depending on the majority
component, exactly as in the 3-field application.

8. L14 CALCULATIONS
The FARO L14 experiment is a large scale experiment performed at JRC/ISPRA where 125 kg of UO2-ZrO2
corium at 3073 K have been dropped into a pressurized vessel containing 623 kg of saturated water at 5.1 MPa.
The vessel diameter is .71 m , the water depth was 1.98 m and the corium was released 1.11 m above the free
surface through a 10cm diameter nozzle in the steam dome.
Pressure, temperatures and water level were measured, as well as post-test corium fragments diameter
distribution.
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The corium flow rate through the nozzle has been estimated by the experimenters and is used as a boundary
condition. The height of the calculation domain is limited at the top by the nozzle level : 3.09m. The total
vessel volume is kept correct by joining an additionnal lateral volume initially filled with steam, connected with
the real vessel at the upper cell. Corium enters the cylindrical domain in one cell at the top on the left, near the
axis.

nozzle

] Steam

i Water

1 cell

16 cells

6 cells 1 cell

Figure 3 : calculation domain

Four calculations have been performed with this grid, including 3 with the 4-field model and one with the 3-
field model.
The first 4-field calculation is referred as the reference calculation. The results are compared to the
experimental results in the figures 4 to 9. In the 2 following calculations, we changed respectively the inlet
corium temperature from 3073K to 3123K and the inlet corium flow rate by decreasing it by 10%, and
increasing the duration by 10%, keeping the total corium mass unchanged.
Comparisons between these 3 calculations and the 3-field calculation are presented hereafter, in table 1 ;
pressure transients are compared to the experimental value on figure 2.

Sauter
Diameter (mm)
melt area (m2)
Fragmented
mass (kg)
Steam pressure
(Bars)

reference
2.828

19.37(+.1O)
86.14

82.45

T corium + 50K
2.900

18.85 (+.09)
85.94

83.28

cor. flow rate. -10%
2.967

18.39(+.10)
85.77

82.44

3-field
2.764

28.76
124.92

98.81

experiment
2.4

33.2
105

82.58
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Table 1 : final integrated values

Another 4-field calculation, using a finer radial mesh in the jet region (three cells instead of one), gave results
very similar to the reference results.
The jet shape in the reference calculation is presented in figure 9 at different times. The scale is expanded in
the radial direction.
Melt-water contact occurs at 0.38s and melt-bottom contact at 0.82s ; these values must be compared to the
measured values 0.36 s and 0.79s .
The jet position presented on the figure shows constant positions during some periods. These positions
correspond to the level of the cell where the jet front is located.
The same remark may be done about the figure presenting the water level.

Comments

The reference calculation took about 29 minutes CPU time for a 50 physical seconds transient on a HP
9000/800 work station. The total number of time steps was 3443, i.e. an average time step of 0.0145s.

The reference calculation results show some discrepancies compared to the experimental results :
The initial slope of the pressure transient looks good up tol.7 s. After 1.7s, the calculated pressure rises slower
than in the experiment. A first maximum value of 80 Bars is seen at about 4 seconds, then the pressure
decreases down to 75 Bars at about 8 seconds and rises again up to 83 Bars at 18 seconds. After that time, the
pressure remains more or less constant and experimental and calculated values are very close. The calculation
significantly underestimates the steam pressure between 1.7s and 18 s except for a narrow peak at 4 seconds
(figure 4). the slope change at 1.7 s is explained by unexpected strong condensation caused by the interaction of
superheated steam with subcooled water near the free surface.

The steam temperature in the dome region is slightly overestimated. The discrepancy is between 2 and 5 Kelvin
(figure 3).
Water temperatures far from the jet are underestimated (up to 15 K) between 1 and 20 seconds ; then both
experimental and calculated values reach the saturation temperature ; an example is given on figure 4.
In MC3D, we estimate the water level as the highest cell level where water volume fraction is greater than 5%.
Numerical diffusion and the cell size give too much high values but the slope of the calculated water level is
good (figure 5).
MC3D underestimates the fragmented mass : 86 versus 105 kg , as well as the heat transfer surface and the
Sauter diameter (table 1).
However, the jet position is well predicted (figure 6).
The dynamics of both jet and water level look good. The second one corresponds to a correct steam production
linked to a correct upwards steam flow through water towards the dome, which give a correct global void
fraction under the water level.

Differences between MC3D results and experimental results may be explained by the lack of extra-cell radiative
heat transfer between corium and water. This leads to lower water temperatures, lower energy transferred to
water and quenching rates when corium falls through the water. However, the pressure history seems correct,
and so, the steam production rate would also be correct, even with a smaller heat transfer surface and
fragmented mass. So the internal models would have to be improved by increasing the jet fragmentation rate,
decreasing the boiling rate per surface unit and perhaps by implementing remote radiation transfer to liquid
water : the energy extracted from the corium will transfer more heat to the bulk water then produce less steam.
Another way to explain the differences may be the poor model of film boiling heat transfer, which keeps steam
film from being superheated and neglect heat transfer between interface and liquid water; this may keep
heating of remote subcooled water by condensation of superheated steam.
The different pressure transient presented on figure 3 show that the 4-field calculation predict the experimental
behavior better than the 3-field calculation using the same diameter for the created droplet. The latter does not
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distinguish the corium in non-fragmented part and fragmented part as well as the former. In the 3-field model,
results are not sensitive to the diameter of the entering corium droplets because they are transformed into small
(3 mm) droplets as soon as they leave compacted drop regions. So the heat transfer area and consequently the
quenching rate, the steam production and the pressure rise are overestimated because all the corium is
fragmented.
The 4-field pressure transient is not very sensitive to the corium temperature or flow rate as shown on figure 3.

9. CONCLUSIONS
MC3D succeeds in calculating the L14 pressure transient and jet motion through the water. Jet (and corium
droplet ?) fragmentation needs to be slightly increased.
The presented results look very promising though further validation are needed at lower pressure and different
jet entry configurations.
We present here a first calculation with the four-field application of MC3D using a simple jet fragmentation
model. Globally, the results are acceptable, even if some discrepancies are observed on the fragmentation
results (amount of corium fragmented and final size of the debris). Obviously, we need to improve these
fragmentation results by improving our jet fragmentation model. If we do so, we may probably overestimate the
pressure law so we will have to modify the heat transfer models. It may then be possible that an inter cell
radiation model will have to be implemented to correct heat transfer to liquid water
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Discussion

Frid

You have shown well predicted debris size, but not for heat transfer. You have not

mentioned about fragmentation model.

Berthoud

The main weak point identified is the heat transfer to water:

interface to bulk liquid heat transfer in subcooled (induced) film boiling conditions,

intercell radiation heat transfer

The debris size is not badly predicted.

Sehgal

The fragmentation model is derived from two experiments; CCM and FARO, which are

not very large diameter jets. The ex-vessel interaction may have jets up to 30 cm diameter.

Large dia jets would not fragment as much as the small dia jets.

Berthoud

As for me, FARO at least is not a thin melt jet. (Do = 10 cm) For ex-vessel situation, jet

diameter will be larger, but I am not sure that it will have a big importance on the jet

fragmentation model. What could be important is the turbulence level within the melt.
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Abstract: In the steam explosion research field there is currently considerable effort being
devoted to the modelling of premixing. Practically all models are based on the multiphase flow
equations which treat the mixture as an interpenetrating continuum. Solution of these equations
is non-trivial and a wide range of solution procedures are in use. This paper addresses some
numerical aspects of this problem. In particular, we examine the effect of the differencing scheme
for the convective terms and show that use of hybrid differencing can cause qualitatively wrong
solutions in some situations. Calculations are performed for the Oxford tests, the BNL tests,
a MAGICO test and to investigate various sensitivities of the solution. In addition, we show
that use of a staggered grid can result in a significant error which leads to poor predictions of
'melt' front motion. A correction is given which leads to excellent convergence to the analytic
solution. Finally, we discuss the issues facing premixing model developers and highlight the fact
that model validation is hampered more by the complexity of the process than by numerical
issues.

Keywords: Premixing, Modelling, Numerical diffusion, Boundary Conditions

1. INTRODUCTION

At the last CSNI Specialist meeting held at Santa Barbara in 1993 [1] it was evident that the area
of greatest development was that of premixing. The reasons for this are evident. Confirmation
of the Henry and Fauske limits to mixing idea [2] via experimental studies [3, 4] and code
simulations [5, 6] have allowed the a-mode failure issue to be addressed in a systematic and
scrutible manner. The recent very comprehensive study of Theofanous and co-workers [7] which
builds on their earlier work [8, 9] and the UK study [10] allows the o-rnode failure issue to be
closed [7, 11]. However, validation of mixing models remains important because of their role in
providing initial conditions for propagation simulations and their relevance in melt quenching
studies.

In contrast to the overwhelming successes of premixing modelling, it was a concern at the
last CSNI Specialist meeting that the CHYMES code made such a poor job of simulating some
small-scale isothermal mixing experiments [12]. Since that meeting extensive numerical testing
has been performed and the reasons elucidated. A poor numerical scheme and missing physics
provided the explanation [13].

In this paper we present a summary of the results from the small-scale tests and examine a
number of related issues. We explain the anomaly described above and use a modified numerical
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model to explain the results obtained in the Oxford and BNL tests. We also show how the initial
conditions can have a significant effect on the predicted solution. We then address the question
of the wider applicability of this modification by making calculations for one of the MAGICO
tests. Finally, we review an earlier correction implemented in the CHYMI.0S code to compensate
lor the use of a staggered grid. This work has been motivated by a recent, peer review of the IFCI
code [14] and a desire to see premixing simulations put on a sound footing from the numerical
analysis standpoint.

2. THE OXFORD EXPERIMENTS

In experiments performed at Oxford University [15, 16, 17] an 80 mm wide stream of steel ball-
bearings with a diameter of 6 mm and a volume fraction of ~0.25 was injected with a speed of
~1.0 m/s into a tank of water. The geometry used is shown in Figure 1.

0.95 m/s

HIM
p = const ,40 mm

I r-H
h

160 mm

600 mm

240 mm

Figure 1: Geometry used in the calculations.

The tank width was not much larger than the width of an individual ball-bearing, so the
flow was essentially two dimensional. Similar experiments were performed at Berkeley Nuclear
Laboratories [12] using a range of fluids and particle sizes. The essential feature of the observed
behaviour in these tests was that progressive radial mixing of the ball bearings and water was
not observed. Instead the ball bearings fell as a column with a flattened head, with 'wings'
formed at the leading edge which were gradually swept backwards.

Initially, the above experiments were analysed using the CHYMES model, and these results
are reported elsewhere [15, 16, 17]. Subsequently, the commercial package CFX [18] has been
used because of its wide range of models and its advanced numerical schemes. All of these codes
can be made to solve the usual set of multiphase flow equations. The equations and constitutive
laws employed in this study are given in Appendix A.

After performing a variety of numerical experiments using the CFX code, Fletcher and Witt
[13] showed that the problem was due to the use of hybrid differencing being too diffusive for a
'head' to form. When they implemented Van Leer differencing, which is a bounded high order
scheme, they were able to reproduce the experimentally observed behaviour both qualitatively
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and quantitatively. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the calculated results from the hybrid and
Van Leer schemes. The completely different behaviour is evident. Th'iB work is fully reported
elsewhere [13] but the conclusions are sufficiently important to warrant repetition here.

Figure 2: Comparison of the melt fraction distributions using hybrid (left) and Van Leer differ-
encing for a typical Oxford mixing test. The contour interval is 0.02.

Essentially, use of a hybrid differencing scheme causes excessive diffusion of the jet head and
results in a completely unphysical solution. They found that the high order scheme should be
employed on all equations, not just the volume fractions, as it also reduces artificial diffusion in
the momentum equations. In addition, they showed that for this application adding lift forces
had a significant impact on the solution, as did allowing for the fact that the effective drag
coefficient in the thin tank geometry was 0.76, rather than the usual value of 0.44. Figure 3
shows a comparison of the predicted penetration rate with the experimental data for a typical
Oxford test. The agreement is seen to be excellent.

3. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL SCHEMES

In order to represent the convective terms in the equations a wide variety of schemes are available.
These terms are particularly difficult because of their influence on the stability of the scheme.
Usually the practice of upwinding is used, which leads to a stable scheme but one having a
first order error term, which gives rise to numerical, or false, diffusion. Most models use this
approach or a very closely related one, called hybrid differencing, where upwinding is used
everywhere, except in regions of low cell Reynolds numbers, where the more accurate central
differencing scheme is used. In order to avoid numerical diffusion, a vast number of 'higher order'
schemes have been tried but most of these suffer from the limitation that they are dispersive, and
therefore introduce artificial minima and maxima. Given that the volume fraction is bounded
between zero and unity, such schemes cannot be used for multiphase flows. However, there are
variants of these schemes which give bounded results by constructing a scheme which reduces
the convective flux in regions where an artificial minima or maxima would be produced. Such
schemes are generically called Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes, There are a wide
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Figure 3: Comparison of the calculated and experimental melt front penetration rate.

choice of schemes which have this property and in our previous work [13] we showed that the
Van Leer scheme provides a balanve between being too diffusive and too coinpressive.

4. THE INFLUENCE OF THE POUR CONFIGURATION

During the course of the study described above the influence of injecting the 'melt' through a
nozzle was examined. In the simulations a nozzle was represented by a thin surface introduced
into the solution domain. We examined nozzle lengths of 0, 10,30 and 60 nun, all of which are less
that one jet width in length. The simulations do not include turbulence, so we decided to apply
a zero stress boundary condition at all walls (including the nozzle). An additional calculation
showed that allowing for the water viscosity and applying a no slip boundary condition to this
phase had an insignificant effect. Figure 4 shows the results of the simulations at a time of 0.4 s
after 'melt' release. It is evident that the introduction of a nozzle has had a significant effect
and that increasing the nozzle length retards the development of the head. The results show
that for a 10 mm nozzle the effect is minimal. Examination of the results suggests that the
effect is brought about by a reduction in the initial 'melt'-water mixing upon initial 'melt'-water
contact. The 'melt' has to fall through a constant area and the jet cannot narrow until it has
penetrated a significant depth.

These calculations show very clearly that quite modest changes in the initial conditions in
small-scale experiments can have quite a significant effect. This is especially so when the flow
is dominated by a single feature, as it is in this case by the head.

5. THE BNL BALLOTINI EXPERIMENTS

To confirm that we had really got to the root of the problems with this type of calculation we
also examined the mixing of 0.1 mm glass balottini with water. This was another case examined
by Hall and Fletcher [12] for which CHYMES gave physically unrealistic results. Unfortunately,
the initial conditions for this case were not know, so we decided to use an initial melt fraction
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No nozzle 10 mm nozzle

30 mm nozzle 60 mm nozzle

Figure 4: Comparison of the melt fraction distributions for various nozzle lengths. The contour
interval is 0.02.
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of 0.1 and an initial speed of 1.0 m/s. The jet width was reduced to 32 mm as this value is
closer to that used in the experiments. The density of the glass was set to 2400 kg/m3 and a
drag coefficient of 0.44 was used.

Results from simulations using hybrid differencing and Van Leer differencing are shown in
Figure 5. The hybrid differencing case reproduced the 'spear-shaped' front observed in the
CHYMES simulations (as illustrated in Figure 6 of [12]), whereas the Van Leer scheme resulted
in a much more rounded front with a well-developed head. This is much closer to the behaviour
observed in the experiment (see Figure 1 of [12]). In this situation we found that the lift force
played no role, as the slip velocity between the two phases was very small. Note that in both
cases the initial symmetry of the solution has been preserved perfectly.

We also decided to see what happened if the flow were made asymmetric. In order to do
this the outlet at the left hand side (see Figure 1) was closed off. In this case a sinuous-shaped
jet developed and the head became asymmetric, as can be seen in Figure 6. In fact the head
feature is much larger and the interface between the two phase mixture and the water in the
pool is much longer than in the symmetric case. The features of this simulation are very similar
to those seen in the experiment (see Figure 1 of [12]). This calculation demonstrates that if an
asymmetry is introduced in the system it can grow and have a significant affect on the solution.

6. THE MAGICO EXPERIMENTS

Following the above analysis, we wondered how important the effect of numerical diffusion was
in other situations. In order to increase the mass scale and move away from a narrow tank we
decided to simulate a MAGICO test (MA.AX) [3]. In this isothermal test, 5.5 kg of aluminum
oxide spheres with a diameter of 2 mm were poured with an initial volume fraction of 0.094 and
speed of 5 m/s into a tank of water 0.6 m x 0.6 m x 0.6 m.

We followed a similar approach to the original analysis performed by Angelini et al. [3], in
that we modelled the square tank as a cylindrical one with the same cross-sectional area. This
gave us a solution domain 0.33 m by 0.6 m. We used the same spatial mesh of 30 mm as they
used. Based on the given data the 'melt' was introduced at the top surface of the pool over a
period of 73 ms. At the surface of the water pool the pressure was set to atmospheric.

The results of the simulations at a time of 0.4 s after release are shown in Figure 7. It is
clear from the figure that the numerical diffusion is quite significant in the hybrid solution. The
'melt' front is much narrower and the high volume fraction region has a much greater lateral
extent in the case using Van Leer differencing.

In the study performed by Angelini et al. [3] they added Lagrangian particles in their sim-
ulation in order to keep track of the front motion. This explains why their results are in good
agreement with the experimental data for front penetration despite the fact they were using
hybrid differencing. In this case the simulations for the two schemes are quantitatively different
but are clearly qualitatively very similar.

7. PROBLEMS USING STAGGERED GRIDS

During the recent review of the IFCI code (under development for the USNRC by SNL) [14]
the issue of false diffusion and proper front tracking became very important. The code was
producing results which were very diffusive and it was not clear how accurate these were. In
order to validate the model, calculations were performed using IFCI for a very simple test
problem: a stream of spheres falling in a vacuum. This test problem was proposed by Fletcher
and Thyagaraja [19] and used by them to examine the numerical scheme in the CHYMES code.
As there is no drag present, the location of the front can be calculated analytically.

Calculations performed using an early version of CHYMES showed that the front was con-
sistently retarded compared with the analytical solution and that material piled up behind the
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(a) Hybrid differencing scheme

(b) Van Leer differencing scheme

Figure 5: Comparison of the Hybrid and Van Leer results for the mixing of 0.1 mm diameter
ballotini.
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(a) Time = 0.8 s

(b) Time = 1.5 s

Figure 6: The effect of introducing an asymmetry in the boundary conditions for the mixing of
0.1 mm diameter ballotini.
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(a) Hybrid differencing

(b) Van Leer differencing

Figure 7: Comparison of the melt fraction distributions using hybrid and Van Leer differencing
for MAGICO test MA.AX. The contour interval is 0.02.
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front. The problem was tracked down to the fact that when a staggered grid is used the velocities
are stored at a different location to the body force. Unless special care is taken it is very easy for
this to introduce an error which is proportional to Az, the mesh size. By expanding the finite
difference equations and using the fact that conservation of momentum (neglecting pressure,
viscous and drag forces) can be written as u^j = —g it is straightforward to derive a correction.
Details are given in [19]. (Note that in the original paper [19] there is a typographical error in
equation (8) : the At should be changed to Az.) When this correction was implemented the
results showed excellent convergence to the analytical solution and the front shape was correct.
Figure 8 shows the results from the test problem at times of 01, 0.2 and 0.3 s. At these times
the front location should be 0.15, 0.4 and 0.74 m, respectively.

It is important to note that this correction is not needed in codes, such as CFX, where
all quantities are stored at the cell centre. For other codes, its effect depends on exactly how
the scheme is coded. The comparison between CHYMES (with the corrected scheme) and PM-
ALPHA published by Fletcher [20] shows that this numerical error is not present in PM-ALPIIA,
as both codes predict the same melt dynamics.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Jt is clear from the results presented in this paper that numerical factors can play an important
role in determining the qualitative, as well as quantitative, features of solution from multiphase
codes used to simulate premixing. The main conclusions from this work are:

• The numerical solution is very sensitive to the choice of convection scheme, with the hybrid
scheme producing very diffusive solutions. A detailed study of various schemes [13] has led
us to the conclusion that the best compromise between excessive diffusion and artificial
sharpening is the Van Leer scheme. This behaviour is in contrast to that observed in single
phase flow where the effect of the numerical scheme was found to be relatively weak for a
laminar jet flow [21].

• In small-scale experiments, additional physics can play an important role in determining
the character of the solution. In particular, the inclusion of lift forces and allowing for
the increase in interfacial drag in narrow tanks was important in the interpretation of the
Oxford ball-bearing experiments.

• With the Van Leer scheme, calculations for the 0.1 mm glass Ballotini mixing experiments
performed at J3NL reproduced the qualitative features observed experimentally, whereas
use of the hybrid scheme did not. Quantitative comparison is not possible because of the
lack of data on the initial conditions.

• The new scheme performs well for a wide range of 'melt' densities (varying from glass to
steel) and pour configurations (narrow or cylindrical tanks).

• A parametric study showed that the manner in which the melt is introduced can have a
significant effect on the solution. In particular, introducing the melt through a nozzle was
found to change the solution significantly. This is because the presence of a nozzle restricts
the ability of the jet to narrow and changes the dynamics of the 'melt' head.

• Similarly, introducing an asymmetry in the boundary conditions can result in the devel-
opment of a much larger 'head' on the jet and very different mixing,

• Simulations for an isothermal MAGICO test showed that the hybrid and Van Leer schemes
give qualitatively similar results but that there is again reduced numerical diffusion in the
latter case.
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Figure 8: Results from the un-corrected and corrected schemes. Note how much better conver-
gence with mesh size is in the corrected scheme.
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• Use of staggered grid, in which the velocities and volume fractions are stored at different
locations, can lead to numerical inaccuracies in the calculation of melt front motion. This
error is relatively easy to correct and we have presented results which show that when it
is fixed codes using staggered grids can give accurate, grid independent solutions.

• The most significant challenges facing premixing model developers in that of model vali-
dation. Once the numerical scheme has been shown to work correctly, it is a much more
difficult task to compare code predictions with experimental data. Often the experimental
data are incomplete, with unknown initial or boundary conditions, and much of the data
is global in nature and does not provide a strong test of the model. However, significant
progress is being made, as evidenced by the excellent validation programme carried out
on PM-ALPHA as part of a DOE study of lower head failure [22]. This work shows that
premixing modelling is now at a very mature stage and that real melt-water systems can
now be simulated with confidence.
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APPENDIX A. MULTIPHASE MODELS AND EQUATIONS

The work presented in this paper was performed using the CFX 4.1 model [18], which solves the
same equations as those used in CHYMES and PM-ALPHA. All of these models are based on the
usual multiphase continuum approach in which each phase has its own velocity and the presence
of each phase is represented via volume fractions. The usual shared pressure formulation is
used and both phases are assumed to be incompressible. The melt is assumed to always form
a disperse phase (denoted d) and the water to form a continuous phase (denoted c). This is
justified for the experimental configuration considered. Note that in the experiments the 'melt'
was initially fell through air into the water. This complication was found not to affect the
subsequent mixing behaviour and for simplicity and clarity we consider only a two-component
system here. With the above assumptions, conservation of mass for the particulate and water
phases are given by

^ = 0 (1)

and
fif\f

~ + V.M = 0. (2)
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Conservation of momentum for each phase gives

- adpdg + Kdc{vc - vd) + F{
d
vm) + Fd

L) (3)

and

iatcPcVc) + V.(ac/jc(t»c © vc)) =

acVp - acpcg + Kdc{vd - vc)

M . (4)

In the above equations the forces on the right hand side are due to the pressure gradient, gravity,
interphase drag, viscous stresses in the liquid phase, virtual mass and lift. Viscous stresses in
the particle phase are set to zero and the Reynolds stress terms have be<m omitted from both
equations. For spherical particles and a dilute mixture it is readily shown that the coefficient in
the drag term is given by

,.. SPcC'd
hdc = ctd-—.— |t'c - vj\. (5)

4 (Id

Unless otherwise stated we set C\i — 0.44.
The added mass and lift forces are modelled via

and
Fd

L) = adC'vmpc(vc - vd) x (V x vc) (7)

which represent the added mass and lift forces acting on the disperse phase, respectively. The
coefficient Cvm was set to 0.5, the value appropriate for an isolated sphere.
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Discussion

Kolev

Shall we take information of the neighboring cells to compute drag forces in case of high

order spatial dicretisation schemes?

Fletcher

If it does not involve gradients, it is calculated using the cell variables. If it involves

gradients, the adjacent cell variables are used.

Annunziato

Which is the influence of lift forces for larger particles and high temperature film boiling

conditions?

Fletcher

Lift forces are only important if the relative velocity is large. I do not know how it is

affected by film boiling.

Sehgal

Have you looked at the Level Set Algorithm and the CIP numerical method vs. Van Leer?

Fletcher

The CIP algorithm is good for interface trucking. The current paper deals with a dispersed

system.
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ABSTRACT

With the in-vessel vapor explosion issue ( a -mode failure) now considered to pose an acceptably small risk
to the safety of a light water reactor, ex-vessel vapor explosions are being given considerable attention.
Attempts are being made to analytically model breakup of continuous-phase jets, however uncertainty exists
regarding the basic phenomena. In addition, the conditions upon reactor vessel failure, which determine the
starting point of the ex-vessel vapor explosion process, are difficult to quantify. Herein, molten jet ejection
from the reactor pressure vessel is characterized. Next, the expected mode of jet breakup is determined and
the current state of analytical modeling is reviewed. A jet breakup model for ex-vessel scenarios, with the
primary breakup mechanism being the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, is described. The model has been
incorporated into the VESUVIUS module and comparisons of VESUVIUS calculations against FARO L-
06 experimental data show differences, particularly in the pressure curve and amount of jet breakup. The
need for additional development to resolve these differences is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Need for Ex-vessel Analysis
Following a core melt event in a light water reactor (LWR), molten corium may flow down to the reactor

pressure vessel lower plenum as a high-temperature continuous jet. Some amount of coolant water is
assumed to be in the vessel lower plenum and the main concern in vapor explosion scenarios is the fuel
coolant interaction (FCI). The jet may be broken into fragments by impact on the water pool surface and
reactor structures, or by the mixing and rapid steam production process. While jet breakup enhances molten
material coolability, the dispersed corium-coolant mixture may also be favorable to vapor explosions. On
the other hand, should the jet reach the vessel bottom intact, the melt-structure interaction may result in
explosion triggering and/or vessel failure due to melt through.

In-vessel jet behaviorhas received considerable attention in the past. Following intensive experimental
and analysis programs, an energetic, in-vessel vaporexplosion ( a -mode failure) has been determined to have
a low enough occurrence probability that it is no longer considered to beathreatto the pressure vessel Basu".
The second issue of molten corium reaching the vessel head is being treated as a coolability problem and an
in-vessel retention problem. Thus recent attention has been focused on vapor explosion scenarios when the
jet has been released to the containment vessel (ex-vessel scenario).

The locations of ex-vessel explosion occurrence are shown in Figure 1 (Nagasaka21). Wateris presentin
the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) cavity and the pedestal of Mark-I Containment Boiling Water Reactors
(BWR) for Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA). Water is present in the pedestal of BWR's with Mark-II
and reinforced concrete designs for small break LOCAs only. A substantial supply of coolant may also be
available due to certain accident management (AM) strategies, such as Japan's Phase II accident mitigation
AM, which calls for containment external flooding.
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BWR with Mark II
Containment

PWR

Figure 1 Ex-Vessel Explosion Locations

With a sufficient watersupply, the pool depth may enable mixing to continue long enough to arrive at a
melt-vapor-water premixture favorable to vapor explosions. In contrast to in-vessel scenarios, the system
pressure is not high enough to strongly inhibit evaporation rates when corium is ejected into the containment.
Further, any coolant water present may be subcooled, which has been shown in experimental data (ex. Kondo",
Fletcher4') to tendto favor triggering. These differences with in-vessel conditions call forevaluation of the
vapor explosion potential particular to the ex-vessel scenarioand the threat it may pose to containment vessel
integrity. The VESUVIUS module is being developed specifically to analyze these ex-vessel events.

1.2 Current Status of Jet Breakup Research
Much analytical and experimental work has been done on jet stability and breakup of isothermal jets, as

reviewed by Grant*1, Ginsberg6' and others. Most data consist of photographs and measurements of integral
parameters such as jet breakup length, which is also termed penetration length and is defined as the distance
through the medium for which a coherent jet core is sustained. The jet breakup modes, were classified as a
function of jet initial velocity, and later of ambient Weber number, and mappings of the jet breakup length
over these parameters have been developed. For application to LWR severe accident analysis, Ginsberg
suggested correlations appropriate for the breakup length and for the resulting melt particle diameter.
However the need for local data, specifically for high-temperature, corium jets, was discussed.

In the past decade, experimental studies on jet breakup with film boiling and attempts at modeling on a
local basis have been made. A review of the experimental data is included in a separate paper by Vierow7'to
be submitted for publication review. Regarding modeling, the THIRM AL code (Chu8') and the IKEJET code
(Burger9'' "") contain models specifically for jet phenomena such as breakup due to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities. These codes represent a large step forward and calculation results are showing agreement with
experimental data. Named VESUVIUS, "Vapor Explosion Simulations Under Ex-Vessel Conditions for
the IMPACT NUPEC Software", the current module includes a jet breakup model in an integral vapor
explosion code, for improved estimation of behavior during the premixing phase. Details of the analysis
codes and modeling are discussed in a later section.

1.3 Uniqueness of the VESUVIUS Code
VESUVIUS is being developed as a stand-alone module which will ultimately be incorporated into

NUPEC's IMPACT simulation software (Vierow1"). The multiphase-flow formulation is based on that of
the a-FLOW code (Takahashi1w). In addition to incorporation of vapor explosion physics models, the
software is being adapted for parallel computing to enable detailed calculations over relatively fine mesh in the
containment vessel.
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The capabilities of the a -FLOW code were extended to make possible simulations of vapor explosion
phenomena by a general-purpose, thermal-hydraulic code. The basic conservation equations of the a -
FLOW code have been expanded to four fields so that vapor, water and two fuel components may be
individually handed. The fuel components are distinguished by their geometries, where they may be a
continuous-phase molten jet and a dispersed-phase particle component for the premixing stage, or a
dispersed-phase, coarse particle and a fine particle component for the post-triggering stages. Details of the
numerics are described in Vierown>.

VESUVIUS aims to predict all phases of the vaporexplosion process in an uninterrupted calculation with
minimal sacrifice in detail, as opposed to many codes which concentrate on a certain part of the explosion
progression. As the analysis scope widens, limitations on the number of calculation mesh andcomputing
resources makedetailed, mechanistic-based treatment of the entire explosion processdifficult. VESUVIUS
development efforts are aimed at incorporating mechanistic models for phenomena in each vapor explosion
stage which are considered to have first-order effects. Emphasis has been placed on modifying existing
models for compatibility with the main code, however original theoretical development is planned once the
initial models are in place. With the adoption of parallel computing techniques, detailed calculations will be
able to be executed in a reasonable length of time.

Results of premixing analyses with fuel particle breakup compared reasonably against UCSB PM-ALPHA
calculations and the AEA MIXA experiments. The jet breakup model to complete the premixing phase
portion is described herein. Triggering and propagation-expansion phase models were added in Spring of
1997 and preliminary calculations are being performed The triggering model is an exception in that a
deterministic model has been formulated with coding being done so that a mechanistic model may be
incorporated when available.

1.4 Emphasis of the Current Work
Jet breakup modeling in the VESUVIUS module is discussed First, the molten jet ejection is

characterized. Next, analysis efforts to date are reviewed. The features and uniqueness of the VESUVIUS
jet breakup model are revealed in detail. Initial verification calculations have been performed for the FARO
experiments (Magallon12'"' l4l)and results are compared against the data. Finally, the need for future work
is discussed.

The jet material will be referred to as "corium" when discussing the molten fuel-structure mixture of actual
plant events, and "fuel" as a more general term for code and experiment discussions.

2 CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLTEN JET EJECTION

In contrast to well-defined experimental conditions, much uncertainty exists about the characteristics of
molten jet ejection from the reactor pressure vessel. A continuous jet stream may be issued from the
breached vessel when the size of the vessel failure is not excessive and the reactor vessel-to-containment vessel
pressure difference is small. The details of the jet ejection must be quantified since they determine the initial
conditions for the ex-vessel event. Two evaluations of the initial conditions are summarized below,
followed by a description of the approach for VESUVIUS analysis.

Nagasaka2' has shown that low pressure failure sequences are dominant for BWR's when preventative AM
procedures are adopted. The most likely scenario was taken to be failure of instrumentation piping with a
diameter of 5 centimeters. Other parameters were specified as appropriate for a recirculation line, large break
LOCA.

ChuIS) formulated a method to obtain the exiting jet characteristics, based on MAAP calculations of a
station blackout and a large break LOCA scenario. A corium mass of 106 metric tons which fell to the lower
plenum represented half of the inventory of the nuclear fuel and structures and failure of a single penetration
tube was assumed. The size of the failure increased due to heat transfer from superheated corium and erosion
of the steel vessel wall. From the time-dependentfailuresizeandexit velocity, the jet ejection flow rate was
calculated. The jet velocity and diameter upon arrival at the water pool surface were then evaluated assuming
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acceleration and elongation due to free fall through the gas space. This method was applied specifically for
THIRMAL code analysis of the Swedish Forsmark 3 BWR containment.

Currently, VESUVIUS considers low-pressure, ex-vessel conditions for a BWR or PWR, with a water
pool existing in the pedestal or cavity prior to vessel failure. Failure scenarios are being investigated so that
the VESUVIUS module will be able to handle the range of event initiating conditions in light waterreactor
designs. Characterization of the jet is being pursued as described below.

Rempel6) determined the following four mechanisms as being the most likely causes of reactor vessel
failure.

1. penetration tube heatup and rupture
2. penetration tube ejection
3. lower head global rupture
4. localized effects/jet impingement
Also noted, but not evaluated, was failure due to thermal shock from external flooding. These failure

modes are illustrated in Figure 2. Other than a lower head global rupture, which may result in ejection of
large masses of corium, the other mechanisms are likely to issue a continuous jet into the containment under
low pressure conditions. For penetration tube rupture or ejection, the breach will be on the order of 5
centimeters. Failure by the first and second mechanisms are taken to be a single opening at the lower head
center.

Tube Rupture Tube Ejection

Vessel Global
Rupture

Vessel Localized
Failure

Figure 2 Vessel Failure Mechanisms

The size and ejection location of a jet from failure by the fourth mechanism is being estimated within
NUPEC by analysis of late-stage, in-vessel cooling phenomena. Natural circulation with the lower head is
expected to result in a failure away from the lower head center and the initial failure size may differ from the
nominal 5 centimeters. Specifically, Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) results and MELCOR analyses
conducted within NUPEC'7'-l8> provide conditions in the reactor vessel lower plenum following molten
nuclear fuel relocation. Fora BWR Mark II containment, PSA results showed that theTQUV sequence, in
which both high pressure and low pressure coolant injection systems fail, is the most probable reactor failure
sequence. From MELCOR analysis, the corium composition, relocating mass (70 metric tons), initial
temperature, andcoolant conditions within the lower plenum are obtained. These conditions are being used
as input to calculations by aRELAP/SCDAP subprogram which calculates thermal conditions of the vessel
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wall. The RELAP/SCDAP calculations will supply the details of the location(s)and timing for when the
steel wall melting temperature is exceeded.

From detailed temperature distributions throughout the wall, the initial size of the failure will be estimated.
Subsequent calculations by VESUVIUS of changes in the failure size, diameter and jet characteristics upon
arrival at the coolant pool surface are similar to those in Chu's THIRMAL model. VESUVIUS calculations
with a jet corresponding to failure mechanisms 1, 2 and 4 will be performed as the RELAP/SCDAP results
become available.

Evaluations, and where necessary reasonable assumptions, will be made regarding the other jet initial
conditions. For simplification, a single, cylindrical jet which falls unobstructed through the containment
gas space and a homogeneous, molten corium mixture are assumed Other items of importance are:
simultaneous ejection of coolant; material composition and properties; and the reactor vessel-to-containment
vessel pressure difference. Effects of corium crystallization and reactions within the corium, crusting and
freezing during freefall, etc. will not be considered.

3 JET BREAKUP MODES

3.1 Jet Breakup Phenomena
Jet breakup phenomena are briefly reviewed herein, with a detailed evaluation included in a separate

submission for publication by Vierow7'. Ginsberg's6'review was the first performed to evaluate jet breakup
specifically for severe accident applications in nuclear power plants and is used as the starting point.

Ginsberg developed the mapping shown in Figure 3 of the various isothermal, jet breakup modes.
Although the map is basedon breakup datain the absence of film boiling, it has becomea standard reference
for many severe accident, jet breakup models. The majority of the data is for small diameter, liquid jets
discharged from a nozzle or orifice into an ambient medium, with negligible heat transfer between the fluids.
The breakup mechanism and trends of the jet breakup length are classified according ambient Webernumber
(We,,) in the map. The breakup length is the distance a jet travels through a medium for which a coherent
jet core remains intact.

Jet core breakup Jet core breakup
Particle breakup from jet surface

Regime Name

Breakup mode

Primary acting
force

Je
t 

br
ea

ku
p

le
ng

th
 (

L
/d

)

Rayleigh

Symmetric

Surface
tension

/

Transition

Symmetric,
sinuous

Surface tension,
flow of
ambient fluid

\

Turbulent

Capillary, stripping,
helical distortions

Shear, flow of ambient
fluid, velocity redistribution
within jet, turbulence, etc.

Atomization

Stripping, core breakup
into large particles

Shear, turbulence

< 1
(0.4?)

1.0 > 100

Ambient Weber Number
Figure 3 Mapping of Jet Breakup Modes (based on Ginsberg*1')
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The ambient We is defined for the map as:

We. < 1.0: Wea = PaWie'd"*

We.>1.0: W e ^ - ± J

(1)

All parameters are taken at the nozzleexit. For low We, surface tension forces dominate over inertia forces
and the current formulation neglects the velocity of the ambient fluid.

In the "Rayleigh regime", shear forces may be neglected due to the low relative velocity and surface tension
is the primary force governing breakup. Symmetric bulging and thinning of the jet core is followed by the
jet core breaking up into droplets with a diameter close to the jet diameter. This behavioris observed for an
ambient We up to about 0.4, and the breakup length is proportional to the jet velocity.

As the ambient We increases, the effect of the surrounding fluid becomes important. In addition to
Rayleigh regime varicose breakup, the jet exhibits in a less stable, sinuous flow in this "transition regime".
Interfacial shear effects cause the breakup length to decrease with jet velocity up to an ambient We of around
1.0. Behavior in this regime is governed by the balance between surface tension and viscous shear forces and
particles again have a diameter on the order of the jet diameter.

At higher ambient We, uncertainty about the breakup mechanism exists. According to Ginsberg, up to
an ambient We of perhaps 100, the breakup length increases in a nearly linear manner in this "turbulent
regime". General characteristics are that instead of only coarse, core breakup, surface breakup is also evident.
In the turbulent regime, the greater inertia of the jet promotes the coherent core to penetrate further into the
surrounding fluid. Grant" reports a "bursting" breakup, which he argues is primarily seen in laminar jets and
is a consequence of redistribution of the radial velocity profile.

In the "atomization regime", data vary widely between experiments, with most of the data for small jet
diameter, high velocity situations. There is no general agreement on the location of the peak in the breakup
length curve or the shape afterwards. The current theory is that a jet core exists for some length but is not
visible in photographs due to the surrounding cloud of particles. Whether the jet breaks into a relatively few,
large particles as in other regimes, or whether many small particles are produced, has not been clearly
demonstrated.

The applicability of this map must be considered when applying it to scenarios with jet breakup under film
boiling conditions. Major differences exist between conditions expected in a severe accident and
experimental conditions under which the data used for the mapping was obtained. Corium will be
superheated and at very high temperatures, therefore, the jet will be surrounded by a vapor film and a liquid
pool. Heat transfer effects on the flow of the jet, vapor film and liquid coolant must be considered, in
addition to thermal breakup mechanisms. Jet-to-coolant density ratios in the accident situation may also be
larger and corium properties will differ significantly from fluids commonly used in experiments. For lack
of a more appropriate data base, the Ginsberg mapping is frequently referenced, and the validity of this
approach is discussed below.

3.2 Determination of Breakup Mode for Ex-Vessel Scenarios
During the quasi-steady state accident scenarios modeled by VESUVIUS, the dominant breakup

mechanisms appear to be stripping of small fragments from the jet vertical surface due to shear effects and
surface instabilities. Coarse breakup at the jet leading edge and disintegration of the core itself also occur
after sufficient thinning. Regarding the Ginsberg mapping, jets with film boiling appearto breakup by the
same modes isothermal jets do, however the transition points according to ambient Weber number, or perhaps
a parameter more appropriate to film boiling situations, are different. These conclusions are similar to those
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arrived at by Burger9', and evidence supporting these conclusions is given below.
Assuming herein that the ambient Weber number is an appropriate parameter for breakup mode

classification, the expected range which VESUVIUS must accommodate has been estimated. Ambient
Weber numbers for the FARO experiments, which are used for initial verification of the VESUVIUS jet
breakup model, and for reactor situations are listed in Table 1. According to Ginsberg's mapping, the jets
in the FARO tests were well into the atomization regime. Although the breakup mechanism was not
directly observed during the tests, inferences can be made from post-test data.

Scenario

Containment
Vessel

FARO Exp't.
L-06">

FARO Exp't.
L-14<21

Table 1 Ambient Weber Number
System
Pressure
(MPa)

0.1

0.1

0.3l1)

0.3

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

Ambient
Fluid

Density
(kg/m3)

0.6

0.6

1.62

1.62

25.2

25.2

25.2

25.2

Freefall
Distance (m)

5l4)

O,(5>

5

9

1.66

1.66

1.04

1.04

"or Calculated
Relative Velocity

(nVs)

10

34

10

34

6

26

5.6

25.6

w|01 = -10(l"
w c = 0
w,c, = -l4<">
wc = 20ll0)

w,,, = -10
w e = 0

W J C ( = - 1 4

Wf! = 20

wjel = -6l6>
wc = 0

wJi;, = -6
w, = 20
w)Cl=-5.6<6'
w c = 0

w|ol = -S.6'*'
w c = 2 0

Scenarios
Jet

Diameter
(m)

O.O5(7)

0.2(ltl

O.O5'71

0.2t(t>

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Jet
Surface

Tension
(N/m)

0.5(1)|

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Ambient
Weber

Number

6

278

16

748

181

3407

158

3303

(1) Magallon12'.
(2) Magallon1".
(3) Assumed upper pressure limit for triggering of an explosion.
(4) Elevation difference between PWR lower plenum and cavity floor (Nagasaka2").
(5) Elevation difference between BWR lower plenum and coolant surface (Nagasaka2').
(6) Reported velocity.
(7) Corresponds to 2-inch pipe rupture or ejection.
(8) Upper estimation of diameter for vessel wall structural failure.
(9) Surface tension value assumed by Ginsberg6'.
(10) Steam velocity assumed by Ginsberg6'.
(11) Corresponds to velocity for freefall through gas space.

First, the post-test particle data was considered Collection and measurement of the final fuel particles
show that for FARO test L06, 67% of the jet broke up, with a particle size distribution of from 2 to 10 mm
and an average diameter of 4.5 mm. For test L14, 84% of the jet broke up, with a particle size distribution
of from2to 10mm and an average diameter of 3.5 mm. A correlation for the droplet size in the atomization
regime suggested by Ginsberg, however, predicts a primary droplet diameter of less than I mm. The
post-test diameters were larger than the primary diameters obtained by the correlation despite the possibility
that the FARO particles may have undergone multiple breakup events. Molten particles may have
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reagglomerated, however evidence exists of particle freezing before reaching vessel bottom and agglomeration
during descent is supposed to be minimal.

The particle diameter gives some indication of the breakup regime. The measured post-test particle
diameter is from ten to fifty times smaller than the initial jet diameter. This result does not suggest coarse
breakup, which is accompanied by particles with diameter on the order of the jet diameter. Thus the
Rayleigh and transition regimes are not considered in the VESUVIUS modeling.

However the measured particles were larger than expected from Ginsberg's recommended correlation.
This suggests that the very strong particle production of atomization, which begins immediately at the jet
ejection location, may also not have occurred. Photographic data of film boiling jet breakup by Saitoh19'
nozzle diameter up to 4 cm, ambient We range roughly 10 to 2000) and Schneider201 (nozzle diameter up to
2 cm, ambient We range roughly 5 to 150) show breakupdueto surface instabilities which support this theory.
Film boiling was clearly visible without a large amount of spray. These photographs and X-ray radiography
of Schneider also reveal the mode of instability. At quasi-steady state, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities were
observed, whereas there was no indication of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the leading edge.

The relatively small size of the particles indicates breakup due to surface stripping, with perhaps some
degree of atomization. The estimation herein is that the breakup mode in the FARO experiments was at the
high end of the turbulent regime to the low end of the atomization regime. Differences between the film
boiling conditions in FARO tests and the isothermal conditions of the Ginsberg map are assumed to account
for this apparent mismatch between ambient Weber number and breakup regime. For the VESUVIUS
quasi-steady state model, breakup due to surface stripping, specifically Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, is
initially modeled.

Conditions corresponding to the highest and lowest expected Weber numbers in the containment are listed
in Table 1. For a negligible vapor velocity, which corresponds to the jet falling through the gas region,
surface stripping and perhaps symmetrical coarse breakup are expected to dominate. With a high vapor
velocity, the high Weber number suggests breakup by atomization according to Ginsberg. However the
Weber number is lower than those forthe FARO tests and by similar reasoning, breakup at the high end of
the turbulent regime to the low end of the atomization regime is assumed. Further, jet breakup lengths are
expected to be greater than the pool depth and coarse breakup at the thinned leading edge may not be seen.
Thus, in the VESUVIUS model, jet breakup due to surface stripping is taken as the primary breakup mode.

In the current version of VESUVIUS, melt is assumed ejected for a time period long enough to arrive at
a quasi-steady state. Under such a scenario, the fuel jet either penetrates the water pool to a certain breakup
length, as shown in Saitoh's and Schneider's experimental visualizations, or the jet reaches the pool bottom.
In both cases, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities appear to be the leading cause of surface stripping. Future
development of VESUVIUS is planned to accommodate coarse breakup of the thinned jet, for which
estimation of breakup length will be important, and the transient period of jet penetration, for which surface
stripping due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities will be modeled.

4 REVIEW OF JET BREAKUP MODELING

Having defined the targeted scenario based on the current understanding of the physics, the various
modeling approaches are reviewed. Codes used to model jet breakup under film boiling are listed in Table
2. General code features are listed in Table 2a, followed by a description of the jet model in Table 2b.

Wide variation exists between the models, with the IKEJET (Burger"K "") andTHIRMAL-1 (Chu10) codes
containing the most sophisticated treatment of jet behavior. IKEJET includes detailed, numerically and
physically-based models specific to jet phenomena such as leading edge deformation, jet surface instabilities
and breakoff of the instability waves. Various interactions between the jet, the two-layer, laminar and
turbulent vapor film, and the surrounding coolant are considered. A quasi-steady state code, IKEJET includes
models for both isothermal and film boiling situations. Jet breakup due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
is modeled and capabilities for handling additional modes of breakup are being added (Burger10*). While
development is continuing, the code has already undergone rigorous verification against a number of
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Table 2a Codes Modeling Jet Phenomena - Code Overview

Code Name

PM-ALPHA

VAPEX

MC-3D

(formerly

TRIO-MC)

COMETA

IFCI

IVA-KA

TEXAS-V

JASMINE

VESUVIUS

IKEJET

THIRMAL-1

Organization

Univ. of CA,

Santa Barbara

Res. & Engr.

Ctr. of Nuclear

Plant Safety

Comm. a

l'Energie

Atomique

JRC ISPRA

Sandia

National

Laboratory

FzK

Univ. of

Wisconsin

Japan Atomic

Energy

Research Inst.

Nuclear Power

Engineering

Corporation

Univ. of

Stuttgart

Argonne

National Lab.

No. of

Dim.

2

3

3

1

2

3

1

3

3

1

1

Velocity

Fields

3

3

3

5

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

Components Modeled

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

fuel particles (solid) (E)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

fuel particles (solid) (L)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

fuel particles (molten, solid) (E)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

molten jet (L)

fuel particles (molten) (L)

debris bed (molten, solid) (L)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

molten fuel (cont. or particles) (E)

fuel particles (molten, solid) (E)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

molten fuel or solid particles (E)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

fuel particles (molten, solid) (L)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

fuel particles (molten, solid) (E)

vapor coolant (E)

liquid coolant (E)

fuel particles (molten, solid) (E)

molten jet or 2nd fuel particles (E)

molten jet (E)

vapor coolant (E) (one-dim, eqtns.)

liquid coolant (E) (one-dim. eqtns.)

molten jet (L) (two-dim, tracking)

Vapor Explosion

Phases Modeled

Premixing

Premixing

Propogation

Premixing

Premixing

Premixing

Triggering

Propogation

Expansion

Premixing

Premixing

Triggering

Propogation

Expansion

Premixing

Propogation

Expansion

Premixing

Triggering

Propogation

Expansion

Premixing

Premixing

L = Lagrangian E = Eulerian cont. = continuous (jet or large mass geometry)
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Table 2b Codes Modeling Jet Phenomena

Jet Breakup Model Description

Code Name

PM-ALPHA

VAPEX

MC-3D

(formerly

TRIO-MC)

COMETA

IFCI

IVA-KA

TEXAS-V

JASMINE

VESUVIUS

IKEJET

THIRMAL-1

Contin-

uous

Phase

Jet

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

No. of

Dim. in

Jet

Model

2

3

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

Jet Breakup Mechanism

Dynamics of particle

agglommerate

Dynamics of particle

agglommerate

Dynamics of particle

agglommerate

Linear rate to match breakup

length from L/d correlation

Surface area tracking of the

continuous jet phase (no

specific models for jets)

Flow regime criteria:

for vol. fract. < 0.3,

particles only

-Rayleigh-Taylor instability at

leading edge for premixing

-Thermal fragmentation during

explosion phase

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

applied to agglomerate of

particles

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

-Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

-Coarse breakup of jet core at

leading edge

-Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

-Stripping from leading edge

-Coarse breakup of jet core

Supporting

Jet

Experimental

Program

None

None

None

FARO

None

PREMIX

None

ALPHA

None

IKE

CCM

Published Jet Calculations

(Ref. No.)

FARO L-06 (Angelini,

1995)

Gilbertson, isothermal

(Melikhov, 1995)

FARO L-06 (Berthoud,

1993)

FARO L-06, L-08

(Annunziato, 1994) FARO

L-19(Magallon, 1996)

FITS-D pouring mode

expt. (Young, 1989)

FARO L-08, L-14,

PREMIX (Jacobs, 1995)

FARO L-14

(Nilsuwankosit, 1996)

FARO L-19 (Magallon,

1996)

Gilbertson, isothermal

(Moriyama, 1996a) FARO

L-l4(Moriyama, 1996b)

FARO L-06 (Vierow,

1996b)

IKE, "ANL", "Ispra",

CCM-3, FARO L-06

(Burger, 1995a), IKE,

ANL, Ispra, PREMIX,

KROTOS-28.KROTOS-32

(Burger, 1995b)

FARO L-06, L-08,

CCM-5, CCM-6 (Chu,

1995b)
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experiments.
In contrast to IKEJET's one-dimensional Eulerian treatment, THIRMAL-1 considers a two-dimensional

jet of Lagrangian particles. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the leading "vortex ball" are a primary source of
breakup, along with Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. A distinguishing code feature is the inclusion of a
"mixing zone" in which the jet is surrounded by a thin vapor film near the leading edge that expands into a
wider, low-velocity vapor region near the coolant water surface. The mixing zone and surrounding fluids are
one-dimensional. Estimations of entrainment rates, deposition rates and various particle interactions within
this vapor region are also performed.

Codes which have models for additional phases of vapor explosions tend to have less detail in their jet
breakup modeling. While IKEJET is dedicated solely to jet phenomena andTHIRMAL-1 is limited to the
premixing phase, the TEXAS (Nilsuwankosit22)), JASMINE (Moriyama2") and VESUVIUS codes will
ultimately calculate the entire vaporexplosion process. TEXAS considers Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at
the leadingedge as the primary breakup mechanism and provides calculations in minimal CPU time, although
multi-dimensionality is sacrificed. JASMINE is shown to capture the shape of a particle cloud in isothermal
experiments well, but presently does not have models for a true jet. A model specifically for jet breakupis
currently being incorporated into the code"'. As with IKEJET, the primary breakup mode in the
VESUVIUS model is the Kelvin-Helmholtz surface instability along the vertical surface of the jet. The
model is less detailed than IKEJET's model and is described in a later section. JASMINE and VESUVIUS
are finite-difference codes with eel I-averaging techniques, which requires some care in treatment of the jet
surface. However, multi-dimensional calculations over relatively fine mesh may be performed
Preliminary results from these codes show general agreement with experimental data for various parameters
(Moriyama24', Vierow"').

The remaining codes also show results which compare well or reasonably well with experimental results.
However, the amount of modeling done specifically of jet breakup phenomena decreases. Several of the
codes treat the jet as an agglomeration of particles, instead of as a continuous fluid, and do not include models
for jet breakup, film boiling or other essential features. Some of these codes were developed to analyze other
phenomenon but have been shown to be useful tools for evaluating overall parameters such as vessel pressure
increases.

In summary, modeling of jet breakup processes may be considered to be in the early stages, with
physically-based codes beginning to become available for use. Models for jet-specific phenomena are being
developed but as of yet contain a number of tuning parameters. Limited by the current level of understanding
of the physics, the fundamental modeling is being advanced by accumulation of experimental data under film
boiling conditions.

Each code has its unique features. IKEJET is perhaps the most appropriate code for investigating details
of the jet behavior, and significant progress continues to be seen here. THIRMAL-1 is useful forevaluating
conditions of and around the jet during the premixing phase. TEXAS-V uniquely evaluates the initial
penetration into coolant, breakup at the jet leadingedge, and the remaining vapor explosion phases, although
the code's one-dimensionality must be considered. VESUVIUS will be able to assess the jet breakup impact
throughout the containment on a finer calculational mesh and integrate this calculation into an analysis of the
remainder of the vapor explosion processes. The VESUVIUS model, described in a later section, includes
some of the principles of the IKEJET model, with modification for compatibility with the integral vapor
explosion code.

5 THE VESUVIUS JET BREAKUP MODEL

As shown in Figure 4, a one-dimensional, annular jet surrounded by a vapor film and a semi-infinite water
pool are modeled. Since the vapor film behavior can not be evaluated within the basic conservation
equations, film behavior is calculated separately. The film velocity and thickness largely influence the
growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities on the jet surface. In addition, the film velocity determines the
friction force on the jet-film and the water-film interfaces while the film thickness affects the void fractions
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in the cells containing the jet interface. The calculational procedure is composed of the following steps.

coolanl
water

tem pera tu reU.«~=* -,

w =0j
velocity

Figure 4 Vapor Film Model

5.1 Jet Shape
A one-dimensional, axially-symmetric jet is modeled as the third component during the premixing phase.

Currently, thejet is limited to being in the center radial cell andtheTVD schemeis used for the jet convection
terms.

Thejet surface in agivencell is calculated from the jet volume fraction, the cell volume and thejet surface
in an adjacent cell. For the cell containing the maximum jet volume fraction, a vertical jet surface is
evaluated. In the other cells, rather than assuming a cylindrical shape with a step-wise changing diameter,
a slanted surface facing radially-outward is calculated in each cell. In general, for cells above the elevation
of maximum jet volume fraction, this surface faces upward, and the jet diameter at the lower cell edgematches
that of the upper edge in the cell below. Similarly, for cells below the elevation of maximum jet diameter,
the surface faces downward in most cases and thejet diameter at the upper cell edgematches that of the lower
edge of the cell above.

5.2 Vapor Film Model
Mass and momentum conservation equations for the vapor film are solved separately to obtain the film

velocity and thickness. Composed of two layers, the laminar sublayer becomes much thinner than the
turbulent layer a short distance downstream from the leading edge and some laminar film terms may be
neglected.

Mass continuity equation:
n djet,k Pg8fturb,kWflurb.k ~ n

Momentum equation:

-1 Pg^fturb.k- 1Wtturb,k-1 =
jet.k

(3)
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* diet.k Pg ̂ Hurt,,k Wnurb.k ~ n djet.k - 1 Pg Sfturb.k - 1 WLrb.k - 1
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While pressure forces on the film are neglected, acceleration of the vapor film upward by the hydrostatic
head is considered. For programming convenience and improved numerical stability, this force is written in
terms of the system pressure from the main conservation equations and is included as the first term on the right
hand side of Equation (4).

For the jet-to-film and water-to-film friction terms respectively,

T. . -~H ..A, .. "W-'/2-"W-yg
<• jet -> llam.k - >/2 ~ "• "iet.k - i / j ^ k , . a

"llam.k - y2

1 >-« /T 4. — JL jr H it A7 f?« , . , n y U/ -, w . . I I u/ H. \ju11 -ttturb.k - 72 p "let.k - '/2 '-**• ^D.fg.k - </2 Hg *• I "fturb.k - </2 "l,k - '/2 I '"hurb.k - </2 " / , ,
(6)

where the average velocity in the laminar film is taken to be one-half the turbulent velocity. The drag
coefficient in Equation (6) is specified as:

Co.ig.k = max

In general, the film flow will be turbulent and the drag coefficient will be a constant 0.07 from the Moody
friction chart. This value corresponds to a high surface roughness, which will be expected due to surface
instabilities. A more rigorous treatment, in which the drag coefficient includes feedback from the
disturbance wave velocity and amplitude is necessary but not included in the present model. A laminar
coefficient which depends on the Reynolds number has also been included for potentially laminar film flow
near the jet leading edge, where the vapor film may be thin and of low velocity. Considerable uncertainty
exists as to the onset of turbulent flow. Schlichting26' reports Reynolds numbers of 5 to 70 in an
intermediate regime, with fully turbulent flow at Reynolds numbers greater than 70. Burger1" uses a value
of 100 for the vapor film, transition Reynolds number. Herein, the transition Reynolds number has
tentatively been taken as 35, in the Schlichting intermediate regime, and parametric studies will be performed.
From the Reynolds number, the laminar film thickness is computed.

"llam.k =

Pg Wflam,k (8)

The vapor generation rate in Equation (3) is obtained from an energy balance at the vapor film-coolant
water interface,

r r _ Q rad.k - 1/2
 + Q cond.flam.k - '/g _ Q evap.k - 1/2

 + Q cond.l.k - '/2
1 tlam.k - y2 + * fturb.k - >/2 ~ T. - E

"fg I* tg (9)

where the heat fluxes are estimated as below.

F aw, eg <JSB ( r j , - 7^) + kg ^ J " ' = (rham + rhurb) hlg - k, ® J
lint (10)
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To obtain the heat flux in the coolant at the interface, the standard, transient conduction solution for a
one-dimensional, time-dependent temperature distribution is assumed. The water temperature is initially
uniform and subcooled and the saturation temperature is maintained at the interface. Thus for the last term
in Equation (10),

(11)

Time t is the length of time for which the water and vapor film have been in contact in the cell.
With the above constitutive relations, Equations (3) and (4) can be solved for the turbulent film velocity

and thickness. The film velocity is directly included in the jet and water momentum conservation equations
via friction factors for the shear terms.

5.3 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities on Jet Surface
Jet breakup is estimated assuming jet disintegration due to Kelvin-Helmholtz surface instabilities. The

quasi-steady state model is based on the Epstein and Fauske instability analysis (Epstein271). The
disturbances, rj, imposed on the jet-vapor film and vapor film-coolant water interfaces are much smaller than
the jet diameter and are spatially and time-dependent.

r)(z,\) = noe'^ni
 (12)

where J is the wave number and n is the wave growth constant.
By the Epstein method, linearized, two-dimensional mass and momentum equations for the interfaces are

derived. Limiting the evaluation to the extreme cases of a steam layer with thickness much smaller than the
disturbance wavelength and thickness much greater than the disturbance wavelength, the disturbance growth
rates are solved for. The maximum growth rate yields the wavelength of the fastest growing wave, which
is assumed to dominate over waves of other lengths. This wavelength, recast as the "most probable wave
number" of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, kp, is as follows.

_2pje,pl(wlk-wjelky
1 p.thin.k

.1 i r>,-. + n. i i n . + rr.i

(13)

" p , thick, k
(pie,+pg)aiet

(14)

The criteria for thick vapor films is that:

8 > 2

"flurb.k > ~Z

If this criteria is met, VESUVIUS treats the instability under the thick film scenario. Otherwise, the thin
film scenario is assumed. Although a calculation procedure for the intermediary case should be incorporated,
development of a thick vapor film by film boiling overall but the leading edge is expected to minimize the
error of this simplification in reactor calculations. From the most probable wave number, the most
probable wavelength, A pk, and growth time, T ,,k, are determined. The growth time is the time required
for the most unstable wave to increase in amplitude by a factor of e.
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Ap,k ~ X
Kp,k (16)

_
To,lhin.k ~ 2{Pie,Pi) (17)

o je,

(18)

5.4 Melt Breakoff From Jet Surface
With these parameters from the Epstein-Fauske analysis, melt breakoff rate from the jet surface may be

calculated. "Breakoff' refers to the separation of melt from the jet core and is dependent on the jet "breakup"
mode. When an instability wave grow to beyond a certain amplitude, a,, the wave crest breaks off from the
jet as a circular ring as illustrated in Figure 5. The wave amplitude at breakoff is taken to be one-half the
most probable wavelength. Shear forces due to the relative velocity between the vapor film and jet act to
break material off from the disturbance waves, while surface tension forces tend to restore interface stability.
The portion of the wave breaking off, a, - a2, is determined from a balance of these forces on the wave interface.

[aik~ a2tk) COgwava pg (wgk - wwavek} =2 rt djatk ajg,
(19)

where

(20)

Jet Diameter

Vapor Coolant
Film

t

Wave
length

Figure 5 Particle Breakoff from Jet
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Thus a, may be calculated from Equations (19) and (20) as:

Aot 4au

= ̂ T +

Pg

' jet.k

Wg.k ~ W»av9.k) (21)

and the time between breakoff events from the jet becomes:

8a jet

"'pM Pg ^D.gwave y^g.k ^ wave.

(22)

5.5 Mass Rate of Jet Breakoff
Finally, the molten particles resulting from this surface breakoff are characterized. The ring cross section

is not circular since it is assumed to be a "chopped off* sinusoidal wave crest. The volume of the ring
breaking off from the jet in a single breakoff event is derived algebraically from the length (a, - a2) and the
assumed sinusoidal wave shape. The mass rate of breakoff in the cells where the jet resides is obtained from
this volume, the instability wavelength, and the time between breakoff events.

'jat.k —
breakolf.k 1
Jiet.k (23)

This amount of melt is transformed into particles and the particle velocity immediately after breakoff is
assumed to be the same as the jet velocity in the corresponding cell.

6 MODEL VERIFICATION

6.1 FARO L-06 Simulation
The first verification calculations of the VESUVIUS jet breakup model have been performed against the

JRC/ISPR A experimental data from test FARO L-06. In the FARO test series, the test vessel is pressurized
to approximately 5 MPa by heating the steam-argon atmosphere and the lower vessel portion is filled with
water. Molten fuel falls from a release vessel with an opening 0.1 m in diameter. Further details of the
experiment are provided in Magallon, 1995a.

The test pressure vessel is modeled as a vertical cylinder with 51 mesh in the axial direction and 6 mesh
in the radial direction. The molten fuel jet and particles are treated by the module as the third and fourth
components respectively. The fuel is released in the central radial cell as aO.l m diameter jet with an inlet
velocity of 1.07 m/s so that the melt release time is the same as the 0.28 seconds reported for the experiment.
Properties of the fuel were obtained from Wang281 and are listed in Table 3.

Table 3 Fuel Characterization
Quantity
Fuel Composition

Mass
Density
Thermal Conductivity

Specific Heat
Viscosity
Surface Tension

Value
80% UO2, 20% Zr02
18 kg
7960 kg/m'
2.88 W/(m K)

565 J/(kg K)
5.3IE-3Ns/m2

0.5 N/m
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6.2 Results of FARO L-06 Simulations
Calculations of the vessel pressure change are compared against measured experimental data in Figure 6.

In the calculation, the pressure initially rose due to the slightly superheated water coming to saturation
temperature and then remained constant until melt-water contact (MWC). MWC occurred at 0.49 seconds in
the experiment and 0.577 seconds in the calculation.

FARO L06 Pressure Transient

6.50

&
2
I 6.00
S3

a
0-

> 5.50

5.00

Experiment

VESUVIUS

- - PM-ALPHA

MC3D

THIRMAL

0.00 1.500.50 1.00

Time (sec)

Figure 6 FARO L-06 Pressure Transient - Experimental and Calculated

The steady pressure rise seen in the experiment prior to MWC was not predicted and the discrepancy is due
to a combination of experimental features not included in the VESUVIUS model. These include jet breakup
in the gas space and vessel structure thermal transients. Once jet breakup in the water pool began, the
pressure rose due to rings of fuel breaking offofthe disturbance wave crests, breakup of the rings into particles,
heat transfer from the resulting particles to the coolant water and vapor formation. Up to 1.3 seconds, the
calculated pressure rise rate compared favorably with that observed experimentally. However the pressure did
not level off within the first 1.5 seconds of the VESUVIUS calculation. This may be explained in part by
the code's prediction of nearly complete jet breakup. Over 19 kg of fuel, much greater than the
experimentally reported 12 kg, was calculated to breakup into particles. This caused an excessive coolant
vaporization rate, as discussed in Section 6.3 in relation to the vapor film modeling.

The comparison in Figure 6 shows that the rate of pressure rise calculated by VESUVIUS is in accordance
with that of the other codes. However, none of the codes were able to simulate the experimental pressure rise
during the period of jet falling through the gas region and this is under in vestigation as part of the VESUVIUS
verification. The PM-ALPHA calculation was initiated at 0.28 secondsand5.1 MPa, which corresponds to
the time at which all of the fuel had exited the release vessel. The calculated pressure rose slightly faster than
thedatauntil about0.6 seconds, and then slower until the end of the calculation. Good agreement indicates
that, despite the jet being simulated by a cluster of solid particles, the steam generation rate was well predicted.
MC-3D calculations began at MWC, 0.49 seconds, and also matched the pressure rise rate well. The
THIRMAL simulation began at 0.0 seconds. THIRMAL was able to predict a minor increase in pressure
prior to MWC due to breakup and heat transfer in the gas space. Calculations of the pressure rise rate
following MWC were in excellent agreement with the experimental data.

VESUVIUS predicted that 95% of the jet fragmented into particles in a 0.4 second period. Experimental
data indicate that 67% of the jet broke up, and the remainder arrived at the vessel floor as an intact jet. The
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jet axial profile may be followed in Figure 7. Released from a height of approximately 3 m, the jet elongated
during the freefall. Upon reaching the pool surface, jet surface breakup occurred and the local void fraction
rapidly decreased. Radial spreading of the leading edge at 0.8 seconds is hypothesized to be due to the jet
easily penetrating a highly voided region and then encountering a cold water volume which inhibited further
penetration downward. Ninety-five percent of the jet broke up between 0.6 seconds and 1.0 seconds in the
calculation.
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Figure 7 Calculated Axial Profile of Falling Jet for FARO L-06, Base Case

3.56

6.3 Discussion and Investigation into Module Deficiencies
The overall results show calculation of a reasonable pressure curve and jet profile. However more detailed

results reveal modeling deficiencies which must be corrected to obtain a more reliable model. Three items
being given top priority are: characterization of the jet surface disturbance; the size of the rings or particles
breaking off of the jet; and vapor film velocities. The sensitivity studies shown below were performed to
investigate these deficiencies.

First, the estimation of the jet surface disturbance was re-evaluated. Disturbance wave numbers
calculated by VESUVIUS in the base case ranged from 1000 to 20,000, and the corresponding wavelengths
were from 6.3 mm to 0.31 mm. Although not available from experiment data, the wavelengths were on the
same order as those calculated by IKEJET for experiments performed at IKEJET (Burger1"). Burger discussed
in detail that these wavelengths appear smaller than expected.

A parametric study with controlled wave numbers was performed. The wave number, kp, is inversely
proportional to the wavelength. Assuming that wave lengths in the base case were on the small side, wave
numbers were on the large side, and so calculations were conducted to investigate the effect of a decreased wave
number. As for results expected, in the VESUVIUS model, a small wave number results in a large breakoff
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time constant and a small breakoff rate (equation 23). Therefore, the expected results were that as kp was
reduced, the breakoff intensity would decrease, evaporation due to heat transfer from particles to coolant would
decrease, and the pressure rise rate would also decrease.

Figures 8 and 9 show that the pressure rise rate changed significantly, with a kp of about 500 being a
breakpoint for a change in trends. The rate of pressure rise increased with a reduction in kp to about 500, and
decreased with a further reduction in kp. Thus, a trend opposite to that expected was seen for kp decreasing
to 500. Further, the amount of jet breaking up for the cases of Figure 8 was unchanged from the base case
at 95%.

The compensating effect of a smaller particle diameter caused the pressurization rate to increase in Figure
8. Specifically, because breakup was less intense as kp decreased to 500, the jet penetrated to a further depth
in the coolant pool. This was evidenced in jet profile figures such as Figure 10 for the lowest kp. Witha
deeper submergence, the vapor film could develop to a greaterextent than in the shallow penetration base case.
This allowed for higher local vapor velocities, because while the velocity is low at the leading edge, it
increases with distance from the leading edge. Since the particle diameter is assumed equal to a, - a2, , the
diameter is inversely proportional to the squareof the film-to-jet relative velocity (equations 21, 22). The
higher velocities near the water surface produced smaller diameter particles, alarger heat transfer surface area,
and consequently more steam generation.

Figure 9 shows the expected trend that with a smaller kp, the jet breakup was less intense and the
pressurization rate decreased. The amount of particle breakup also decreased, as seen in Figure 11,
suggesting that the amount of breakup, rather than the particle diameter, determined the transient.

From these results, the wave numbers obtained from the Epstein and Fauske model (equations 13, 14)
appear to be too large and have a large effect on calculation results. The most appropriate formulation for
the VESUVIUS model is currently under reconsideration.

3

Xp=1000"
>p=500"

Time (sec.)

Figure 8 FARO L-06 Pressure Transient - Fixed Wave Number
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The second aspect of the model investigated was the size of rings breaking off of the jet. The force balance
of equation 19 is used to determine breakoff characteristics, however the appropriate drag coefficient and wave
velocity are difficult to determine. A second sensitive study was performed in which the drag coefficient in
the base case of 0.5 was varied between 0.1 and 2.0. For an increased drag coefficient, the particle diameter
(a, - a2) decreases and a greater pressurization rate is expected. Figure 12 shows that the pressurization rate
did increase with the drag coefficient. The percentage of jet breaking up remained at the base case rate of 95%,
indicating that the particle diameter decrease was responsible for the pressurization rate change. From this
parametric study, a drag coefficient of 0.5 appears to be an appropriate value, however a physical basis for this
value is desirable.

The third modeling aspect being given priority is the vapor film model. Vapor film velocities in the base
case were less than 10 m/s, which is much lower than expected based on IKEJET (Burger91) andTHIRMAL
(WangW)) calculations. The low velocities require a very large disturbance wave magnitude (a, - a2) for
breakoff to occur (Equation 19). Consequently, the calculated diameters of rings breaking off from the jet
were large and most of the jet breakup occurred within a short penetration distance into the pool. As
discussed in connection with the wave number study, breakup mass and particle diameter both determine the
pressurization rate. For low film velocities, the breakup mass is large and is compensated by the large
diameter of the particles. However, energy is deposited largely in the upper part of the pool, and evaporation
from this heated layer sustains the pressure rise even after breakup ceases.

7 FUTURE EXTENSIONS

To further widen the module's applicability, future extensions are planned:
1. Jet entry simulation - starting with input from the RELAP/SCDAP thermal analysis of the reactor

vessel wall.
2. Jet breakup in the gas space- to improve calculations of initial pressure rise and allow for molten fuel

to enter the water as both a jet and particles.
3. Additional models for breakup in the coolant pool

a. coarse jet breakup - for jets which completely breakup within the water pool.
b. leading edge breakup by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities - to enable calculations of the initial jet

penetration.

8 CONCLUSIONS

A jet breakup model in the VESUVIUS module is being developed for simulation of ex-vessel, vapor
explosions. Based on a review of available experimental data, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities have been
determined to be a leading source of quasi-steady state jet breakup in experimental and hypothesized reactor
containment scenarios. A model adopting the theory of the Epstein-Fauske instability model has been
incorporated into the VESUVIUS module, along with a vapor film model and other necessary models.

Initial calculations of the FARO L-O6test show that the model can predict system-wide parameters in fair
agreement with experimental data. However details of the results show several modeling aspects which
must be improved. Immediate priority is being given to estimations of the instability wavelengths, breakoff
ring sizes and improvement of the vapor film model. These are expected to provide more accurate jet breakup
and vessel pressurization rates. Following code modification, verification calculations against other
experiments will be performed Additionally, for implementation into the IMPACT simulation system,
actual plant calculations with the model for reactor pressure vessel jet ejection will be conducted.
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9 NOMENCLATURE

at
a2

AM

BWR

cD,s

Q

CP

d

F
FCI

K
k

k p

LOCA
LWR
n
P
PSA
PWR

q"
Re

t

T
V

We
w
X

z
A z

« rail

r
8

wave amplitude at breakoff [m]
wave amplitude after breakoff [m]
Accident Management
Boiling Water Reactor
drag coefficient between liquid pool
and vapor film
drag coefficient between disturbance
wave and vapor film
specific heat [J/(kg K)]
diameter [m]
radiation heat transfer form factor
Fuel Coolant Interaction
latent heat [J/kg]
thermal conductivity [W/(m K)]
most probable wave number [m1]
Loss of Coolant Accident
Light Water Reactor
instability growth constant [s1]
pressure [N/m]
Probabilistic Safety Analysis
Pressurized Water Reactor
heat flux [W/(m2 K)]
Reynolds number
time [s]
temperature [K]
fuel volume breaking off from jet [m1]
Weber number
axial velocity [m/s]
radial direction
axial direction

calculation cell height [m]

radiative absorptivity

source term [kg/(m2 s)]

vaoor film thickness [ml

e

K
7
X P

P

9
a

a SB

T

T „

T h

subscripts
a
breakoff
cond
evap
f

film
flam
fturb

g
int

jet

k

0

rad

sat
thick
thin
wave

radiative emissivity
wave number is Equation (12) [m ']

amplitude of disturbance [m]

most probable wavelength [m]

viscosity [kg/(m s)]

density [kg/m1]

surface tension [N/m]

Stephan Boltzmann constant! W/(m2

shear force [kg m/s2]

exponential growth time of wave [s

time between breakoff events [s]

ambient
breakoff
conduction heat transfer
evaporation
liquid
thin film + thick film
laminar film
turbulent film
gas

interface
jet
calculation cell in axial direction
initial
radiation heat transfer
saturation
thick vapor film
thin vapor film
disturbance wave

infinite

overbar averaged value
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Discussion

Fletcher

Many years ago Sandia started to develop an integral model, called IFCI, and to date it has

produced few "real" calculations. Are you able to make computations in a reasonable

computational time to allow plant calculations to be made with realistic meshes?

Vicrow

Yes, we have a 72-proccssor parallel computing system and have already parallelized the

matrices for simultaneous equations.

Berthoud

At what temperature is calculated the steam temperature in your instability calculation?

This has a large importance.

Vierow
We use vapor density at saturation temperature.

Jacobs

I doubt that it is a good idea to compare your model results to the FARO test L-06. That

one has shown a very peculiar behavior. (It is questionable whether a coherent jet was

obtained at all.)

Vicrow
Comment accepted.
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ABSTRACT

Various descriptions of jet and drop breakup are applied in premixing codes, presently. The main task
is to check these descriptions over a wide range of conditions in order to assure extrapolation capabili-
ties for the codes. Jet breakup under non-boiling conditions is relatively well described by IKEJET,
based on Conte/Miles (CM) instability description and a relatively detailed stripping model, in contrast
to using Kelvin/Helmholtz (KH) theory. Remaining open questions are elaborated. Especially, thick jet
behavior with dominance of stripping even at small relative velocities must be distinguished from thin
jets with coarse breakup. The application of IKEJET to cases with jet breakup under strong film boiling
yielded significantly too little fragmentation. As a possible explanation line, multiphase effects on the
wave growth and stripping are considered, due to entrainment of melt and water. Parametric checking
calculations are performed with a strongly simplified approach for PREMIX and FARO experiments in
order to reveal main effects and the possible physical explanation features as a basis for extended
modelling. The results indicate that jet breakup may be essentially sufficient to explain the experimental
behavior. Rather coalescence than further drop breakup may be expected. This is also indicated by
calculations with IKE drop breakup models.

KEYWORDS: Premixing, Jet Fragmentation, Drop Fragmentation, Film Boiling, Multiphase Flow

1. INTRODUCTION

Either during in-vessel or ex-vessel stages of a core melt accident in a nuclear reactor, melt jets may
penetrate into a water pool. The resulting jet breakup essentially determines subsequent processes of
mixing, steam production and pressure buildup, the possibility and strength of thermal explosions,
oxidation processes with hydrogen production, fission product release and finally the coolability of the
debris. Various codes exist dealing especially with the mixing and settling behavior of the melt in the
water, e.g. PM-ALPHA IV, MC3D 121, IVA /3/, TEXAS IAI, THIRMAL /5/, IFCI IQI, CHAMP/VE 111, MI-
STRAL/8/, COMETA/9/. The FARO experiments /10/ have become the central experiments to check
their capabilities. The codes showed to be able in principle to calculate essential experimental results,
e.g. pressure curves and partly also results on steam production, heatup of water and steam as well as
even fragment sizes.

However, among other differences, the strong differences in the breakup description must be re-
marked. In most codes, melt drops are still assumed initially and different descriptions for drop breakup
during falling are applied, such as Weber number criteria (PM-ALPHA, COMETA) or correlations based
either on a constant dimensionless breakup time (Pilch correlation in MC3D, IVA and IFCI) or a t,r* -
We"1M law (Chu correlation in TEXAS and a similar correlation of Simpkins and Bales in IVA). Jet
breakup has been described in TEXAS-HI, by approximating the continuous jet as a row of discrete
"blobs" of jet diameter. These blobs treated as spherical drops are considered to break up due to
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Thus, in this approximation the jet breaks up from the leading edge.

On the contrary, THIRMAL-1 considers jet breakup to be due to shearing flow of steam along the jet.
The description is based on models of multiphase flow of steam with entrained melt and water droplets
around the jet and in the jet leading region of a vapor film surrounded by melt droplets and bubbly flow
in water. Stripping of melt from the jet is modeled based on Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) description of shear
flow instabilities. Jet erosion at the leading edge is described in addition, due to the boundary layer
stripping at the assumed leading vortex ball. Further, coarse capillary break-off at the thinned leading
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edge is taken into account.
IKEJET /11/ as a separate model on jet breakup contains no description on the mixing process of

falling drops of melt with water, on heat transfer from the drops, evaporation and pressure buildup. It
models jet dynamics including shape formation, film boiling including entrained melt and water droplets
and the stripping of melt and water. The stripping process is described based on Miles (inviscid) theory
(Ml, see /12/, esp. part 1) which considers ambient velocity profiles of shear flow instead of the KH
velocity jump at the interface in the instability theory.Stripping itself is described following repeated
growth and separation of dominant waves which yields a local stripping pattern and local stripping rates
and fragment sizes.

Local mass stripping rates are applied in COMETA as derived from L/D correlations. The jet is
simulated as parcels in a similar way as in TEXAS. Further, a description derived from IKEJET has
been implemented in a COMETA version (ID-version) at IKE. A simplified film boiling and multiphase
model has been introduced for this, coupled to the surrounding mixture region which is modeled in
COMETA.

MC3D contains meanwhile an additional phase as separate jet region. Jet breakup is treated based
on a separate model of film boiling and shear flow instabilities. An extended description also based on
Miles (/121, part 4) is applied for the latter taking into account viscosity of the steam, thermal effects on
the basic ambient velocity profile in the steam and viscosity as well as density gradients due to the
basic thermal profiles.

Final conclusions on the validity of the various approaches and even the relative importance of differ-
ent processes do not exist. Thus, in spite of an agreement with FARO experiments obtained, this only
shows the capability in principle of the codes, after adequate adjustment of parameters. Extrapolation
capabilities of the codes must remain limited, if strongly differing descriptions mean djfferent physical
interpretation or understanding of the central processes. As an example of such different interpretations,
Fig. 1 shows calculations for FARO L14 performed at IKE with different approaches in COMETA.

Both the pressure curves from the original L/D correlation description for jet breakup and Wec=16 for
additional droplet breakup and the implemented IKEJET description with additional droplet breakup
according to Wec= 42 are rather close to each other and to the experimental result. Even the frag-
mentation results are close, in spite of smaller fragment sizes than from the experiment and some
differences in fragmented mass (see Table 1). This must be considered in view of the existing uncer-
tainties, experimentally and in the understanding of processes as well as in the completeness of
description (e.g. contributions of oxidation, coalescence). But, the underlying descriptions are strongly
different. This can be seen from Table 1. A strong secondary breakup of drops resulting from primary
jet breakup dominates in the original COMETA version using the L/D correlation and a critical Weber
number of Wec = 16 for secondary breakup. On the other hand, choosing the IKEJET description and
Wec= 42 gives already smaller drop sizes from jet breakup and a reduced effect of secondary breakup.
The curve with excluded secondary breakup indicates the additional effect. On the other hand, a very
simple lumped parameter model assuming unchanged drop sizes of initially 1 cm diameter also gives
a result not too far from the experimental curve. More significant differences with the experimental
results are obtained in Fig. 2, Table 2 for FARO test L20 at the lower system pressure of 2 MPa as
compared to 5 MPa in L14. These have been tentatively explained by an additional contribution of hy-
drogen production /13/. The lumped parameter model fails here with a too high pressure.

Thus, the variations of the breakup description alone indicate possible physical interpretations of the
dominant processes which strongly differ, here the relation of primary and secondary fragmentation. Ex-
tended comparisons of different approaches with one another and with experiments are therefore
necessary for checking. As also indicated by the differences obtained for FARO L20 in contrast to L14,
this checking has to be performed with an unique formulation over a wide range of conditions. Further,
physical understanding must be promoted. E.g., if stripping under steam flow can be taken as the
dominant effect: can effects of system pressure be explained with this? Can the different mixing
behavior with alumina and corium in KROTOS experiments be explained?

Based on these considerations, the purpose of the present contribution is essentially twofold. Firstly,
the lines and problems of the descriptions on jet breakup shall be discussed in the next chapter for
evaluating the present status of physical understanding and description. Emphasis is posed on elaborat-
ing the central features, thus rather simplifying approaches are considered to point essential steps and
also limitations of certain approaches. As central model parts, the following are especially considered:
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• instability and wave growth at the jet interface,
• stripping of mass based on wave growth,
• film boiling and multiphase effects of entrained material to determine the decisive ambient flow,
• secondary breakup of drops from jet breakup.

Secondly, an attempt to check the present status of the IKEJET approach over a wide range of con-
ditions and experimental cases is performed to further reveal the benefits and limitations. Emphasis
here lies on the relevance of multiphase effects to explain breakup under strong film boiling.

2. DISCUSSION OF MODELING LINES AND STATUS

2.1 Jet breakup under non-boiling conditions

2.1.1 Modeling of shear flow instabilities at IKE and results on breakup modes

Within stepwise development of IKEJET, emphasis was at first laid on the instability and stripping
description. It was questioned whether the KH description assuming a velocity jump is a sufficient
description. Taking into account a velocity profile in the ambient fluid meant to introduce a different
mechanism of instability. According to Miles /121, energy transfer through inviscid Reynolds stresses in
the critical layer of a curved velocity profile is a central mechanism, connected with a pressure dis-
tribution on the surface, 90° out of phase with the perturbation wave, in contrast to the KH mechanism
with a pressure distribution according to potential flow over the wavy surface yielding a pressure
distribution in anti-phase.

Two different solution procedures for the coupled Orr-Sommerfeld (OS) perturbation equations in the
jet and the ambient flow regions (inviscid equation for ambient flow) have been developed at IKE. One
is based on the numerical solution of Conte and Miles (CM) /14/ for the OS equation in the ambient flow
and the analytical solution for vanishing velocity profile in the jet. The latter yields the eigenvalue
equation c(k) with boundary values of normal and tangential stresses to be determined from the solution
of the former part. This solution is restricted to the assumed logarithmic velocity profile of turbulent am-
bient flow. Fully rough turbulent boundary layer flow has been assumed due to the produced waviness
of the jet surface. Thus, feedback had to be established by means of an iteration procedure /11/. The
values of dominant wavelength, wave growth rate and wave velocity depending on relative velocity and
other properties varying along the jet as, e.g., fetch and ambient density are finally tabulated for specific
cases by means of pre-calculations with the wave growth model to allow rapid calculations in IKEJET.

While the solution of Conte and Miles uses stepwise spatial calculation through the boundary layer
of ambient flow and adjusting of boundary conditions by the shooting technique, the second solution at
IKE, still separate from IKEJET, applies direct solution of the equation system (coupled system for jet
and ambient fluid) by matrix inversion. This solution includes also an extended description applying
cylindrical coordinates to describe 2D waves (azimuthal effects, i.e. also helical modes etc.) and finite
jet thickness. Further, an arbitrary choice of velocity profiles is possible.

Calculations by means of the latter solution method have been done for Wood's metal jets in water
under non-boiling conditions. They yield results on the profile effect as shown in Fig. 3, giving a
dimensionless dominant wave number depending on the ambient Weber number for parabolic profiles,
with variations of a prescribed boundary layer thickness 8. A similar result has also been obtained with
a linear profile varying the slope. Increasing the slope or decreasing the boundary layer thickness in the
parabolic profile yields an approach to the KH result. On the other hand, the specific mechanism of
vortex formation around the critical layer with w = c should also yield an additional instability effect ac-
cording to Miles. By this, onset of wave growth at lower relative velocities or Weber numbers than
obtained from KH theory was explained /12/. Such an increase of instability was not obtained for the
Wood's metal/water system, neither with the parabolic nor with the logarithmic profile. Results with the
latter are also included in Fig. 3. Rather, a limiting strength of instability is indicated for the result, due
to the velocity jump, if larger kd are taken to indicate a stronger instability. Some overlapping of curves
in Fig. 3a may be due to numerical effects.

The lower Wea range, where the different curves meet, corresponds to the "varicose" range of
coarse breakup, predominantly due to surface tension. Approximately constant kdR in this range means
\d ~ R. Nonaxisymmetric "sinuous" and helical type modes indicated in Fig. 4 are not obtained as do-
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minant modes according to Fig. 5, although these modes are coming up and n = 1 (see Fig. 4)
dominates at least over some range of smaller wavenumbers. But, several modes appear to get similar
importance at least in the range of maximum growth. Superposing left and right running modes n=-8
and n=8 yields a picture as given in Fig. 4c. It may be taken as an illustration for the behavior under
stripping conditions (atomization.mode). Thus, the present derivation of a stripping pattern in IKEJET
based on axisymmetric ring waves around the jet can only be a rough approach to this complex pattern
/11/. Possible dominance of single modes in some Wea-range, such as in the sinuous mode of breakup,
may also result from nonlinear wave selection. From Fig. 5 it must also be remarked that the maximum
is rather broad. Thus, a range of dominating wavelengths with practically equal growth rates should
dominate rather than a single one as determined in IKEJET. But, this may be taken as a mean one.

Fig. 3a indicates that with We, increasing beyond approximately 1 the KH jump and Ml logarithmic
profile approaches start to differ significantly, with smaller wave numbers for Ml and even a trend to
saturation, instead of unrestricted increase as from KH. The latter must result in a strong reduction of
fragment sizes which are connected to the wavelength. The saturation trend can be seen clearly in the
results for the parabolic profile with constant 8 (see Fig. 3b) also depicted in Fig. 3a. This behavior is
obviously due to the existence of a boundary layer, in contrast to the KH theory. Correlating in a
different way with k^-8 = f(Wea-8/R) gives coincidence of the curves in an upper range of Wea8/R >5,
with a practically constant value of kd5 (see /15/), now indicating coupling of Xd with 8 instead of R.

In the logarithmic profile the boundary layer thickness is no parameter but inherent in the profile.
Thus, also the coupling Xd(S) must be realized implicitly, i.e. especially as dependence on w,. A
constant kd is therefore not expected with this profile. The calculated curve shows an increase similar
to the experimental results, drawn here based on Bradley's relation between D,, and Xd (see chapter
2.1.2).

The indicated dependence on 5 replacing that on R also indicates that correlating with Wea becomes
questionable for larger R under stripping conditions. If X « R, the waves no longer cause deviations
of the jet form itself. Then, a dependence of the wave growth on R remains physically no longer
plausible. In the KH approach it drops because of We^XJR = const. However, with respect to global
results as, e.g., length of coherent jet core L/D or mass mean particle diameter D43 a dependence on
jet radius could be introduced again via effects of fetch (decreasing instability with boundary layer
development along the jet) causing reduced overall stripping for thicker jets reaching larger depths.
Thus with respect to the appropriate dimensionless representation no final conclusions have been
gained.

2.1.2 Application of IKEJET and simplified approaches to Wood's metal/water experiments

Fig. 6 shows L/D results for Wood's metal jets in water under non-boiling conditions. A logarithmic
profile with roughness Ke(( = X (see /11/) has been applied here for the IKEJET calculations based on
CM description. The stripping process is described as a locally varying process along the jet according
to the local conditions, determining the stripped mass as separation of wave crests beyond a base
amplitude by means of an energy criterion /11,15/. Due to the above questioning of We, representation,
the results on coherent jet length L are drawn versus the initial jet velocity in the water. However, this
can also be understood as a representation proportional to Wea/Re( introducing effects of melt viscosity
contained in the CM model, since all experiments in Fig. 6 are performed with the same materials
combination (Wood's metal /water).

Mainly, the results of IKE experiments /16/ are shown. But the included results from experiments
with significantly larger jet diameters of ANL /17/ and JRC Ispra /18/ are of special importance with
respect to the real conditions. Calculations with IKEJET are included for the diameters in the latter
experiments under variation of the jet velocity. In spite of the scattering of experimental data in Fig. 6,
an increase of L/D with decreasing w, may be concluded, in principle in accordance with the calculation.
A tendency to constant LVD may result for higher velocities, being indicated in the model results by a
decrease in slope. The calculations show an increase of UD with increasing radius whereas the ANL
result lies at the upper edge, the Ispra result at the lower edge of the data.

The following considerations with simplified models shall help to understand especially the obtained
effect of L/D increase with increasing velocity as well as the dependence on the jet radius. They shall
also help to clarify quantitative aspects of different model parts (wave growth and stripping) in different
modelling approaches.
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By use of a general formulation for the locally stripped volume of jet per jet surface and time

dV... " 2

dt
0)

with the geometrical quantities indicated in Fig. 7 (see also /11/), with D(lT = yX and Dlr = 2yX, from
column breakup, y = 1/4 according to Bradley (see /19/), ts the growth time from the base amplitude
T)B

 = ^ 2 t o t h e stripping amplitude r|s given by r\s= r\B- exp^t^, r)s = t|B + D^, finally the relation

L =
 WJ „ 2ln(1 +2y) Wj_ { 2 )

D 2 dV^/dt Tty2 aX

is obtained approximately (r|B«R).
With KH, a constant LVD would result from Eq. (2) for the stripping range:

l\ = 2ln(1 n2y) . v^. . ^ i . . I PJ (3)
D/KH 71 y 2 27t Wf

with velocity w, relevant for stripping taken as Wj. Simplified Ml-type theory yields

D wr \Wea pj

as given already in /19/. 6 also depends on the conditions.
The constant LVD from KH approach is due to a.X~v/r In contrast to this, CM yields a weaker de-

pendence of aX on Wj. From Eq. (4) this seems to be inverse, but the calculations show that the
tendency included in the p-factor changes this again. Thus the earlier choice of constant p (see /11/)
is not justified.

Concerning the dependence on R, again no effect is contained in the KH approach. In the CM
approach as well as in the above simplified stripping approach yielding Eq. (2) this is also not visible.
However, the above effect obtained with IKEJET can be understood from the dependence of the
velocity profile on the fetch, i.e. the increase of boundary layer thickness. This yields a reduction in
stripping for longer jets, i.e. for jets with larger diameter, thus higher LVD values. However, the relatively
low value from the Ispra case seems to contradict.

In the low velocity range also coarse breakup may occur, but this should be a basic mechanism for
already initially thin jets, not for the thick jets. Indeed, no relevant influence results for this case from the
calculations. In Fig. 6, the range of coarse breakup from IKEJET calculations is also indicated for the
IKE experiments with 4mm diameter jets. Even with these thin jets the influence of coarse breakup is
restricted to a low velocity range. On the other hand, it may be speculated that stripping at low relative
velocities as the only possibility of breakup for thick jets should occur with the larger wavelengths in a
different way than assumed in the model, i.e. with long filaments and draw-off of relatively larger
masses than with shearing off of wave crests. The experimental basis especially for the large jets is
very sparse and further experiments also under non-boiling conditions are required for checking and
understanding.

For the IKEJET calculations a different choice of still free parameters has been done than in /15/.
For the base amplitude of stripping r|B=X,V4 has been chosen, for the drag on the wave crest in the
stripping description a value of 0.05 has been taken instead of 0.01, again with the full contribution of
kinetic energy in the wave (see also /11/). As a further variant, a value of 0.1 for the drag and half of
the kinetic energy contributing to crest detachment are chosen in the additional curve for 4mm jets
("incr. drag, red. Ekin"). Further, the curve with "other init. cond." shows the difference due to a choice
of a very small initial perturbation, i.e. r|AO=2-10"5m instead of 2-10'3m. r|A0=2-10'4m yielded no significant
change as compared to 2-103m. With smaller perturbations the ranges required for onset of stripping
at the lower as well as upper ends of the jet are increased. From this larger LVD values result indicating
a trend to approximately constant LVD as derived from the KH-approach. However, the magnitude of the
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initial perturbation necessary for this seems to be unrealistically low.
Results from experiments with liquid jets into gases are not included in Fig. 6 since these have

mostly been performed with thin jets under conditions below We,c = 100, given by Ginsberg 1201 for
transition to atomization. In the Wood's metal/water experiments this corresponds for Di • 4 mm to a
small velocity of 3 m/s, for Dj = 2 mm to 4.2 m/s. However, as already indicated in 2.1.1, the Weber
number criterion may be questioned. For large D, very small transition velocities would result. According
to the above considerations, it may then be assumed that a different kind of stripping process may
occur, if any.

Based on KH (see Eq. (3)), Taylor /21/ proposed the correlation

(5)

for jets penetrating into another fluid at rest. Values of B = 3-16 are reported by Ginsberg for liquid jets
in gas (mostly water in air at small jet diameters < 1 mm), 5 is often cited from Taylor (but, the underly-
ing experiments concern fluid jets in the same fluid) and Fauske 1221 proposed 6.25 as a general value.
It must also be remarked that different methods and criteria to determine the coherent length L have
especially been applied in liquid/gas tests, e.g., electric contact probes, change in fall behavior. The
latter was mainly used for the Wood's metal/water cases.

Correlation Eq. (5) with B = 6.25 as well as the KH result from Eq. (3) with y = 1/4, i.e. B = 1.14
(dVg/dt = 0.76 c) are also included in Fig. 6. The KH result lies significantly below the experimental
result and that with B = 6.25 still lies below for the higher velocities. Concerning the KH result, it must
be remarked that already a relatively reduced mass stripping, i.e. stripping only of a small crest of a
wave has been assumed with the above choice. This can be evaluated by comparison with other
stripping descriptions. The description in THIRMAL-1 corresponds to B = 1.73 (dV^dt = 0.5 c), i.e. also
assumes implicitly a reduced stripping, while Meignen and Berthoud /23/ practically take V r t = ncit which
corresponds to a relatively large volume stripped from a wave in one event, more than contained in a
sinuous wave form (continuous outflow over half a wavelength at x\B - X is assumed in 123f). Combined
with C; from KH this would yield B = 0.28.

Especially the fragment sizes should be considered as additional result for comparison with experi-
ments and checking of the model. Due to contradicting effects only restricted adaptation to both aspects
was possible via still available free parameters or uncertain quantities /11.15/. In view of the uncer-
tainties and additional effects (e.g. coalescence of droplets), an overall satisfying result could neverthe-
less be obtained for the Wood's metal/water experiments over a wide range of jet diameters and veloci-
ties. On the contrary, with the KH description strong underprediction resulted for L/D as well as frag-
ment sizes. In the above, less detailed stripping approach Dfr = X^/2 results, e.g. 33 urn for wf = 10 m/s
in Fig. 8. With D,r = XK^(2n) assumed in THIRMAL even smaller fragments result, far smaller than the
experimental ones.

2.2 Jet breakup under thick film boiling

2.2.1 Present problems from model applications

In contrast to the still too strong stripping and too small fragments obtained in the above cases even
with the CM wave growth and IKE stripping description, much too little stripping with again too small
fragments was obtained, applying this description to cases with film boiling as the PREMIX /24/ and
FARO /10/ experiments. This was one reason for questioning the film boiling model and developing an
alternative model in /15/. The main point was to introduce an energy equation for determination of the
mean temperature of a vapor core flow (before assumed at saturation according to the Han and Bankoff
model (see /15/), in an earlier THIRMAL version set to (JM+J^I2). However, this introduces coun-
teracting influences with respect to stripping. While the velocity increase due to the resulting decrease
in vapor density favors stripping, the latter reduces it. Comparison calculations with different model
versions have been performed in /15/. But, the present possibilities for separate checking are rather
poor due to a lack of experiments with long vertical surfaces. Finally, there was no gain from the alter-
native film boiling models for the PREMIX and FARO calculations.
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Thus, simplified considerations will be done now for pointing the problems before discussing further
development lines and steps. In a strongly simplified approach, assuming a constant film thickness and
neglecting friction forces, the momentum equation can be integrated directly to yield

Wv • C f l g x , <•>

with C = 1 (index l=w for water, liquid phase). Assuming a constant evaporation rate rm the continuity
and momentum equations can be integrated to yield again Eq. (6) with C«0.82. A mean value over the
coherent jet length L can further be derived, yielding an additional factor (2/3)05 in Eq. (6), with L in-
stead of x.

Since wv depends on L, the value of L/D is determined with feedback. Using Eq. (3) as

D w
(7)

and assuming w, « wv, this yields

" " 1 • Fr* (8)

with

Due to the dependence of the decisive relative velocity w r« wv on the jet length, a representation of the
jet breakup results with film boiling in Fig. 6 makes no sense. From Eq. (8), results for FARO-L14
(assuming a jet velocity of 4.5 m/s and a jet diameter of 6.6 cm at water level, based on values of 2.3
m/s and 9.2 cm at the outlet of the catcher) are L/D = 22.1 or L = 1.46 m with B = 6.25 (Fauske), C =
1, and LVD = 7.1 or L = 47 cm with B = 1.14 (KH result from Eq. (3)), C = 1. For PREMIX, with a jet
velocity at impact on the water of 5 m/s and a diameter of 4 cm, the results are L/D = 18.4 or L = 74
cm from the first approach and L/D = 5.9 or L = 24 cm from the second one. Of course, the second
(KH) approach again underpredicts the data considerably whereas with B = 6.25 a good result is
reached for PREMIX and a somewhat too strong breakup for FARO-L14 (breakup not complete up to
2 m according to the experiment). On the whole, the results with B = 6.25 are quite well for a first
approach. However, it must be remarked that this depends on the rough derivation of vapor velocity and
the choice of C. Thus, this does not prevent the necessity to gain more understanding and reach a
more adequate physical description.

Choosing a smaller value of C, i.e. a smaller vapor velocity, even the KH approach may be taken
within the above approximations to explain PREMIX and FARO results. But, the much too strong
fragmentation in the above non-boiling cases must be reminded, which then still do not allow an overall
consistent picture. On the other hand, the much too small stripping obtained with the CM description
may be cured by an even higher temperature of vapor than that obtained with the new model, thus yiel-
ding higher velocities via smaller vapor densities. But, this will not help because of the counter-effects
of density decrease on stripping.

Thus, either the CM description must be questioned or other physical mechanisms must be effective,
not yet considered. Multiphase effects have already been considered as a possible mechanism in /15/.
Fragments and entrained water droplets in the vapor film region as well as fragments and vapor bub-
bles in the water may influence the processes. On one hand, entrained mass in the film will reduce the
vapor velocity. On the other hand, at least a fine fragmented part may be assumed to act together with
the vapor as a fluid flow with increased density. This increased density should then also be effective for
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the instability. Such an approach has e.g. been done for drop breakup in 121, while only the vapor
density is taken as effective for the instability within the multiphase approach of THIRMAL /5/. An addi-
tional heatup of vapor due to the fragments may also be assumed to enhance stripping, due to in-
creased buoyancy. However, as indicated by the investigations on the film boiling description, the coun-
ter-effect of density decrease even dominates within the frame of the CM-instability model, for relevant
conditions. Increased evaporation may mainly yield thicker films, if pressure effects may be neglected.
Other multi-phase effects are also considered to act against, e.g. a decrease of mean density in the
surrounding water due to steam bubbles. An increase due to fragments is at least considered as less
effective than in the steam due to the already high water density.

2.2.2 Multiphase approach for vapor region

Before elaborating more in detail the multiphase description, the present investigations at IKE are
concentrated on understanding the essential effects and whether these could yield explanations in
principle of the experimental data over a wide range of conditions. A first check has been performed
already in /15/ for a PREMIX experiment. It has been shown that an increase of mean density in the
film due to fragments yields an increased fragmentation and by feedback a further increase in mean
density and stripping. This is in contrast to the KH description. In this, a-X only depends on paw,2 (see
also Eq. (3) of the simplified approach) and with the simplified film boiling description of Eq. (6) the
influence of pa drops (see Eq. (8)).

The multiphase approach for the film or vapor region (differing from the interaction zone defined by
lateral droplet motion in /5/) has even been simplified again as compared to the approach indicated in
/15/. Still homogeneous flow is assumed, but more realistically only for an assumed finely fragmented
part. This is assumed to be retained in the film flow. Thus, the determination of the melt volume fraction
by lateral droplet flow across the film together with axial flow has been dropped for the present
investigations. Clarification of possible effects should be facilitated by this and taking only a finely
fragmented part appears to be more consistent with the mean density assumption. Since this part is not
yet modeled, only a parametric approach is possible, at present. But this may be sufficent to check the
effects with respect to possible explanations. A formulation has been chosen setting the locally pro-
duced finely fragmented part, assumed to be carried instantaneously by the flow, proportional to the
local stripping rate. This is also done for the entrained water.

The local mean density is then calculated from the continuity equations

avPv8Fw = jrevdx, 0 0 )
o

FW =JrM - fMdx,

assuming homogeneous flow. Friction at larger droplets is neglected here.
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The result for p = O^+OJVKXMPM is

MfM)dx , (13)

X X X

5Fw = 1 j r ^dx + 1 ]rwfwdx + 1 JrMfMdx . (14)
Pv o Pw o PM o

The calculations for different relevant cases with strong film boiling to check central effects have been
performed with this simplified multiphase approach for the vapor film or zone, p" is used in the equation
system for the film flow instead of pv. In the momentum and energy equations of the mean fluid, the
relative velocity between the water and the jet is taken into account for the contributions due to the
entrainment.

2.2.3 Discussion of a different development line

Before discussing the results in the following chapter, a different line of development performed at
CEA /23/ must be mentioned. The central point here is that not only the KH approach but also the
above Ml approach for wave growth is questioned, at least for the case of hot jets under film boiling.
This concerns mainly three points:
• The restriction to inviscid perturbation equations in the vapor flow although assuming a shear flow

profile of basic flow. This may be an important point since the above instability mechanism fails if the
critical layer should in reality be in the viscous sublayer. Then viscous stresses must be effective in
energy transfer (see also /12/, part 4). This argument is essentially based on a thermal vapor layer
at the jet with high temperature and thus high viscosity.

• Gradients of viscosity and density in the vapor due to thermal profiles should also be taken into ac-
count. This is done in /23/, related to the basic profiles. The resulting effects appear not to be of pri-
mary importance.

• Density variations with temperature have to be taken into account for the basic velocity profiles.
Thus, also temperature profiles have to be considered. Different velocity profiles are finally taken for
the instability approach.

A new film boiling model has also been constructed based on these profile assumptions in /23/. It
contains still some problems (e.g. matching of profiles) which cannot be discussed here and seems not
to be of central impact for the above problems. The main question in this context is whether the differ-
ent instability model yields an explanation and solution for the above difficulties with the CM description,
alternative to the present attempt by means of the multiphase density effects. Multiphase effects are not
considered in /23/. A detailed discussion of the modeling in /23/ and of the importance of the additional
aspects is not possible in the frame of this contribution. It will be performed in close cooperation
between CEA and IKE in the frame of the European MFCI project.

The present calculations performed at CEA /23/ for a Corium jet in water yield practically no
dependence of a.X = 27tC| with pressure. c> only depends on pvjUM

2, where pvj is the vapor density at the
jet surface and UM a maximum vapor velocity in the film. pvjUM is according to /23/ given approximately
by the same simplified film boiling model as considered above. Thus, this explains that c,, as in the KH
approach, does finally not depend on pvj. This is also expressed by the correlation for c, given in /23/
and based on calculations. It contains also the relation to the vapor viscosity uvj. For vanishing uvj no
instability would occur. Thus, this approach emphasizes another effect and at least the deduced correla-
tion does not include the inviscid instability. Values of c, given in /23/ are in the range of 2.5 - 4.5 cm/s
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(average value of 3.3 cm/s taken in /23/ for further considerations). This is smaller than values of 3-17
cm/s obtained from the CM approach within calculations for FARO-L14, taking saturation conditions of
vapor, or 2-8 cm/s taking properties at 3000 K (for comparison: 30-60 cm/s with KH, if a temperature
difference between mean part of the film and the region near to the jet is assumed this has to be
multiplied by the square root of the respective density ratio). But, with the high vapor viscosity at 3000
K, values for thickness of the critical layer yc decisive for activation of the Miles mechanism lie indeed
in a range to be considered as transition range from the viscous layer to the logarithmic profile or below,
in contrast to taking the saturation temperature.

From the c,-values in 122,1 a stronger fragmentation cannot be concluded, i.e. the description appears
not to solve the difficulties. Further, checking for the isothermal cases has not yet been done. Never-
theless, good agreement with FARO-L14 is given by choosing dV,Jdt = kcjiQ/2 = nc, (with TIB = X).
However this stripping appears to geometrically overestimate the mass ejected. In spite of these results,
the development line of CEA must be further considered since the questioning of the Ml-approach appe-
ars to be justified, in principle. The additional viscous, thermal and profile effects may finally be
important to solve the problem, i.e. to describe the relevant dependencies.

3. CALCULATIONS FOR DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS WITH JET BREAKUP UNDER FILM BOILING

As follows, it shall be checked whether an increase of density in the vapor flow due to entrained
mass and its effect on the interface instabilities can explain in principle the results from experiments on
jet breakup under vapor film boiling. PREMIX and FARO experiments will be considered here. Special
aspects in these experiments are the thick jets of melt at high temperatures, the use of AI2O3 and
UOj/ZrOj as materials with very different densities and the range of initial system pressures from 0.1
MPa to 5 MPa.'The final question is whether an unique model can explain the phenomena. Further, it
must be reminded that the accordance with the non-boiling experiments must be kept.

The explanation based on the density effect assumes that entrained mass increases the stripping.
This could in principle yield the required enforcement to explain the results for the cases with film boi-
ling on the basis of the CM instability and the stripping modelling in IKE JET. As shown above, no
influence of pa = pv or pT is contained in the approaches based on the simplified film boiling model of Eq.
(16) and KH or CEA theory. Only the x-coordinate, the density of the surrounding liquid, i.e. liquid water
in the above cases, and the melt properties would determine the breakup by stripping in the KH case.
On the other hand, with the models in IKEJET an increase of stripping with increased density of
ambient flow has already been obtained in previous calculations /15/.

Then, with higher system pressures in FARO experiments, the higher vapor densities should yield
increased stripping of melt and water and probably also increased feedback with the increasing density.
However, the resulting increased mixing of entrained melt and water should also yield increased evapo-
ration and heatup of steam. This should act against the mean density increase. The evaporation also
reduces the dispersed water part which contributes to mean density increase. This evaporation may
be stronger in the higher pressure FARO experiments as in low pressure PREMIX, just due to stronger
stripping and mixing and also due to the higher UOj/ZrOj temperatures. Further, a larger part of fine
fragments carried with the flow is expected with AI2O3, due to the lower density.

3.1 PREMIX

The calculations for experiment PREMIX02 in /15/ yielded not sufficient stripping to essentially ex-
plain the coherent jet length concluded from the experiment. The range of experimental coherent jet
length was only obtained from coarse breakup of the leading edge after thinning behind due to stripping.
Meignen and Berthoud /23/ also partly explain CCM experiments /25/ at low system pressure by coarse
breakup.

Fig. 9 shows results from new calculations with IKEJET on PREMIX with the above multiphase ap-
proach. Entrainment of water is considered additionally, within the simplified approach. On the other
hand, an initial fragmentation as in /15/ attributed to the leading edge is not considered here. Parame-
trically, a part of 10 % of the fragmented melt is assumed to be fine enough to justify its contribution to
mean density in the frame of homogeneous flow assumption. An additional part of 40 % of the stripped
water is then required to obtain a sufficient amount of stripping for explaining the experimental results,
without a strong contribution of coarse breakup at the leading edge (Fig. 9a-d). This may be a too large
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part, thus again supporting the necessity of some coarse breakup. Several coarse breakup events at
varying lengths between 0.8 m to 1.1 m are also obtained here (Fig. 9b). This is somewhat longer than
a coherent jet length of 0.7 m concluded from the experiment (see also /15/).

Although the increased mean density causes a strong decrease in steam velocity, the stripping rate
increases significantly as compared to the reference case without considering the multiphase effects.
Characteristic results from the density increase and the development of stripping rates are given in Figs.
9e, f. The corresponding reductions in vapor velocities after onset of stripping are visible in Fig. 9g (no
stripping is obtained over an initial length from the leading edge due to too large wavelengths, which
result at low densities and velocities and are not able to grow in sufficient times). Correspondingly, the
vapor film or zone increases strongly, as shown in Fig. 9h.

Most interesting in Fig. 9e is that the increase of vapor density is restricted after a strong spatial
escalation along the jet. Among other effects, the velocity decrease and the strong increase in the vapor
zone thickness act against. Further, the increase of the turbulent boundary layer thickness along the jet
flattens the velocity profile of ambient flow and thus decreases the instability and the stripping. Finally,
this yields the restrictions in stripping rate observed in Fig. 9f.

Fig. 9d gives the final fragment distribution. The experimental fragment sizes are significantly larger
than the theoretical ones. This may partly be explained by coalescence in the spray after formation. So-
me indications for this can be seen from the experimental debris. The vapor zone (Fig. 9h) is smaller
than the experimentally determined interaction zone. E.g., after 0.1 s the experimental zone is about
twice as thick. However, the model only determines the vapor zone, while the experimental appearance
of the interaction zone is also given by the mixing zone of droplets in water with vapor production.

3.2 FARO: High system pressure

Choosing the same factors fM and fw as above, a significantly too strong fragmentation of the jet
resulted from IKEJET calculations, as compared to the experimental result of FARO-L14. A better
agreement (approximately 95 kg fragmented as compared to 105 kg in the experiment) was obtained
with fM = 0.05 and fw = 0.13, as indicated in Figs. 10a-c. Here, the zero time point is chosen at water
entrance of the jet. Since no pressure development is calculated here with the separate IKEJET
application, the experimental fragment mass of 105 kg out of 125 kg and the experimental mean value
of fragment diameter Ds0 = 4.8 mm may be taken as indications. Further, the coherent jet length may
be assumed as somewhat larger than the 2 m of water depth, concluding from the unfragmented part
(which may however also be due to still molten larger drops arriving at the bottom).

The smaller factors fM and fw which had to be chosen can partly be justified by the introductional
considerations of this chapter. Due to the higher density of corium, only a smaller part of fragments can
be assumed to be carried by the flow in spite of the higher density of vapor at elevated pressure. Due
to enforced evaporation, the part of entrained water may be reduced. Further, an increase of eva-
poration due to increased stripping should limit the density increase and thus the stripping due to an in-
crease of vapor zone thickness. The higher UOj/ZrOj temperature favors temperature increase of the
vapor and thus further counteracts the density increase.

These latter effects have been investigated in a further calculation by a parametrical increase of
temperature and evaporation and choosing the double factor fw. The results of demonstrate that, in spite
of the latter, the jet breakup remains nearly the same, due to the counteracting effects. In general the
results presented on the FARO experiments may be taken as indications for fundamental trends
contained in the basic physical phenomena involved. Restrictions with respect to quantitative agreement
still exist, e.g., due to simplified treatment of the release conditions (jet diameter and velocity after water
entry).

3.3 FARO: Low system pressure

In order to check the pressure effect for the same melt/coolant combination, FARO-L20 at 2 MPa
system pressure has been calculated, again with fM = 0.05 and fw = 0.26 and increased heatup and
evaporation. 125 kg of melt mass have been chosen again, in contrast to 100 kg in the experiment, for
allowing more direct comparison with the above results. Fig. 11 shows a reduction of the stripped mass
(by about 25 %), although not as strong as might be expected from the difference in vapor density
(factor 0.4). Approximately 70 kg or 56 % of fragmented mass are reached, again less than in the ex-
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periment (70 kg of 100 kg), now 14 % less than compared to the 8 % in L14. The separate calculations
with IKEJET neglecting the interplay with the surrounding mixture (also level increase!) must be consi-
dered with this result.

However, choosing equal values of fM and fw can be questioned because of the lower vapor density
at the lower pressure which reduced fragmentation effect according to the CM approach, in spite of
higher steam velocities. Even with this choice, significantly lower values of mean density result from the
escalation due to feedback with stripping (< 100 kg/m2 as compared to a maximum of more than 200
kg/m2 in the above case at 5 MPa).

As a further check, a calculation under the same conditions has been performed for FARO-L24 at
0.5 MPa. Here, the reduction in breakup is more significant (Fig. 12 by 60 %, related to L14), although
again not as strong as might be expected from the densities (factor 0.08, related to L14). On the other
hand, it must be reminded that no reduction is expected based on the KH model, combined with the
simplified film boiling model. From first results of the experiment L24, the reduction of pressure increase
was not as significant as obtained with COMETA, based on CM description. Further investigations are
required, also on the interplay of processes.

4 EXPLANATION BY DROP OR JET BREAKUP

As indicated in the introduction, similar results may be obtained by applying jet breakup or drop
breakup descriptions, thus yielding different interpretations for the experimental results - and problems
for extrapolating application. Different correlations are also applied for drop breakup, based on different
assumptions on mechanisms. Breakup due to a critical Weber number effect is considered e.g. in
COMETA. This is described by adapting the drop size to the actual flow conditions by halving the drop
diameter when the local drop Weber number exceeds a critical Weber number Wec. The physical basis
for this appears to be questionable. Deformation breakup should e.g. rather produce several smaller
droplets which need some further acceleration or change in conditions before coming again into a criti-
cal state. The description may be taken as an approximation to the true processes, but justification
remains an open question. The same is true for descriptions in TEXAS, MC3D and IVA using either the
Chu or the Pilch formulations, based on different mechanisms, on Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities or on
stripping. Thus, the former contains a Weber number dependence, the latter not.

The above calculations follow an explanation line emphasizing stripping at melt jets as breakup
mechanism. As could be seen this may essentially be sufficient under the above assumptions. The
resulting drop sizes are small enough to probably exclude further breakup and require rather coalescen-
ce to yield agreement with the experimental debris. On the other hand, the multiphase approach
necessary for explanation was essentially based on parametric choices. It is shown that especially des-
criptions for determining a finely fragmented part of stripped mass carried by the flow as well as
evaporation and heatup under these conditions must be found. The multiphase approach has to be
developed with emphasis on this, in order to enable more decisive checks. The checks performed here
have been done with emphasis on the question whether the explanation line may hold in principle.
Some results indicate that the multiphase approach alone may not be sufficient.

Calculations on drop breakup with IKE models have been performed in /15/. They served essentially
for checking a possible explanation of the different breakup behavior obtained in KROTOS experiments
with AI2O3 and UOj/ZrOj (see also /26/). This different breakup is considered as cause for the non-
existence of explosions with UO2/ZrO2 in contrast to AI2O3. It was shown by the calculations that a
stronger drop breakup could occur with UO^ZrOj drops under the same conditions, thus explaining
stronger evaporation. A different explanation of increased voiding with UO^ZrO., based on hydrogen
production has been put forward in /13/.

Here, the result of the drop breakup calculation for a 3 cm diameter drop with initial velocity of 3 m/s
is given (Fig. 13) for discussion with respect to drop breakup laws under premixing and as an alternati-
ve to jet breakup by stripping assuming instead parcels of the size of the jet diameter. In contrast to the
continuous laws of drop size reduction usually applied, significant coarse breakup of the remaining drop
results after a phase of stripping. From Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) breakup, 28 droplets of approximately 8
mm in diameter result in less than 50 ms. Further breakup to a size of about 6 mm in diameter then
occurs again rapidly by deformation and RT breakup. The resulting droplets do not further break up,
due to the reduction of the initial drop velocity of 3 m/s to less than 1 m/s by establishment of gravity
and drag force balance. For comparison also the correlations of Chu and Pilch for temporal develop-
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ment of drop radius have been depicted. They yield a continuous decrease of radius, which, however,
may be continued over a longer time. Stopping of breakup in the present calculation - in spite of
considering pure water as surrounding medium - indicates a more significant restriction in drop breakup
as usually assumed and as compared to jet breakup with relatively small droplets stripped. This also
indicates that secondary breakup of these droplets may be no major point. Continuous stripping from
melt jets as the main process seems to be supported by this.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Substantial steps have meanwhile been done to reach a status of premixing codes which allows
applications over a wide range of conditions, thus extrapolating application also to various conditions
during severe reactor accidents. However, there is still a lack of assured knowledge about decisive
physical mechanisms, especially the fragmentation of melt jets and eventually subsequent breakup of
falling droplets. Different formulations mean different interpretations of the physical phenomena. Within
the FARO experiments, the pressure influence is of special importance. Within the KROTOS experi-
ments, the difference of melt breakup with AI2O3 and UOj/Zrtl^ appears to determine the explosion
possibility. Thus, further basic understanding on the specific physical mechanisms is required.

In order to provide this understanding as a basis for adequate formulations of the breakup process,
the essential explanation capabilities of the different approaches have to be studied and pointed. This
has been undertaken here especially for the wave growth and stripping description in IKEJET, with
respect to the cases of high temperature jets under film boiling. The main conclusions are:

• While the CM approach together with the stripping description in IKEJET explains relatively well jet
breakup experiments under non-boiling conditions, it yields too little stripping for cases with strong
film boiling.

• Assuming that entrained, finely fragmented mass establishes a mean density effect of the flow in the
vapor film or zone on the jet surface instabilities, this yields in principle the required increase of wa-
ve growth to explain also these results, in spite of the counteracting velocity decrease.

• Different parametric assumptions on contributing parts of entrained melt and water were necessary
to explain the breakup obtained in PREMIX with AI2O3 jets as well as in FARO with UOj/ZrOj jets
at different system pressures.

• Together with plausible assumptions on increased evaporation and heatup of vapor, these parame-
tric assumptions may be justified in principle.

• Further elaboration of these effects in a more mechanistic way is required for final checking.
• The mean density increase due to entrained mass is a feedback effect with stripping: the increased

density increases stripping and vice versa.
• Rather rapid density escalations are thus obtained, however finally running into a saturation effect

due to the interplay of velocity and vapor zone extension. A strong velocity reduction due to higher
densities appears also to limit the effect.

• A limited influence of pressure is thus finally obtained for the FARO cases within the parametric cal-
culations, in spite of the higher vapor densities at higher pressures as initial condition for the density
escalation. The reduction of fragmentation with the above new approach in IKEJET appears to be
less severe than with the COMETA version. Further investigations on the coupled behavior are
required.

• These approaches on jet breakup may finally be sufficient to explain the FARO results, without furt-
her breakup of droplets.

• An explanation of the different breakup behavior of AI2O3 and UO;,/ZrO2 in KROTOS may also result
from the multiphase effects considered. The higher density of UO/ZrOj fragments may support
density increase as compared to AI2O3. However, the carried part of the latter should be higher due
to the smaller density. Thus, further elaboration is required to check this possibility.

With the KH approach and the simplified film boiling model no pressure effect is expected. The same
result is also obtained from the model of Meignen and Berthoud. Different approaches of drop breakup
may also explain the results. In /15/ and /26/ it has been shown by calculations with IKE models that
drop breakup with UOj/ZrOj may be more rapid under KROTOS conditions, due to the higher density,
thus possibly explaining the difference to AI2O3. This has also been argued and calculated by Corradini
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in /26/.
The different approaches and formulations of melt breakup must be pointed to their limits for being

able to decide on a final, assured formulation. In addition to direct comparisons, separate experimental
checking is required, especially for the following processes:

• melt jet breakup with thick jets under relative velocities and densities over a wide range,
• film boiling on long vertical surfaces at high temperatures,
• density effects on wave growth due to dispersed flow,
• breakup of falling melt drops under film boiling.

An attempt to concentrate the questions has been done with the present work. Consistent lines of
further development and step-by-step buildup of adequate models are visible, if supported by direct
comparison work. Furthermore, some of the problems may be relaxed by evaluating the extent of
required detail from an overall and practical view on premixing description requirements. This task must
be performed by means of the integral premixing codes.
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NOMENCLATURE

a major half-axis of ellipsoidal drop model
a dimensionless drop deformation, a = a/R
c wave velocity
q imaginary part of complex wave velocity
D diameter of jet or drop
Dx fragment diameter with 50% of stripped mass below
Fr Froude number, Eq. (9)
fM<w) f^iM r M w = finely fragmented part of stripping rate of melt (water) contributing to mean density
f(...) function of . . .
g gravity
k wave number
Keff effective roughness
L length of coherent jet
R radius of jet or drop
T temperature
t t ime
t* dimensionless t ime, t* = w(Ot-(p,/pM)1Q/D

UM maximum vapor velocity in vapor film model of /23/
dV^/dt locally stripped volume of jet per surface and time
w velocity
Wea ambient Weber number, We a = pawr

2 R /a
Rej jet Reynolds number, Rej = pjWjRj / Uj
x coordinate along jet, from leading edge
y coordinate vertical to jet, from jet surface
yc critical height with w = c
a wave growth rate
y factor in stripping description for Eq. (2), determining Dfr = 2yX and D(rT (see Fig. 7)
I mass source term, evaporation or fragmentation rate per surface area
T)B base amplitude for stripping
rjs stripping amplitude
X wavelength
u dynamic viscosity
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a
P

indices:

0
a
c
d
ev
F
fr
j

surface tension
density

mean value
initial value
ambient
critical
dominant, maximum growth
evaporation
film
fragment, fragmentation
jet

KH
1
M
r
sat
s
T
V

w

Kelvin-Helmholtz
liquid
melt
relative
saturation
stripping
torus
vapor
water
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TABLES

Tab. 1: Results of calculations for FARO L14 with lumped parameter model and different fragmenta-
tion models within COMETA.

case

Experiment
Lumped-par, mod.
COMETA:

LVD-correlation
CM model
CM model

Wec

-
-
oo

16
42
oo

pri. dia.
[mm]
-
10

10-20
2 - 3
2 - 3

sec. dia.
[mm]
4.8 (mean)
10

0.5-2
0.8-2
-

frag, mass
0<g] (L%])
105(84)
125(100)

88 (70)
110(88)
110

total mass
[kgl_
125
125

125
125
125

Tab. 2: Results of calculations for FARO L20 with lumped parameter model and
different fragmentation models within COMETA.

case

Experiment
Lumped-par, mod.
COMETA:

UD-correlation
CM model
CM model

Wec

-
-
oo

16
42
oo

pri. dia.
[mm]
-
10

7-15
1.5-4
1.5-4

sec. dia.
[mm]
-
10

0.5- 1.5
0.8-1.5
-

frag, mass
[kg] ([%])
78 (78)
100(100)

66 (66)
75 (75)
75 (75)

total mass
[kg]
100
100

100
100
100
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Fig. 1: Calculation of pressure buildup in FARO L14 with lumped parameter model and different
fragmentation models within COMETA.
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Fig. 2: Calculations of pressure buildup in FARO L20 with lumped parameter model and different
fragmentation models within COMETA.
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Fig. 7: Sketch of idealized model for jet disintegration by repeated stripping processes.
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Figure 9: Results of IKEJET calculation on PREMIX-02 experiment.
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g: Time development of leading edge advance h: Final fragment size distribution
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Figure 9: Results of IKEJET calculation on PREMIX-02 experiment (continued).
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Figure 10: Results of IKEJET calculation on FARO-L14.
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a: Jet contour b: Time development of total fragmented mass
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Figure 11: Results of IKEJET calculation on FARO L20.
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Discussion

Annunziato

If you take into account H2 production, the prediction would be improved and it would

have an effect also on the stripping model due to the increased local gas/steam velocity.

Hydrogen may explain the difference in L-20.
Burger

Agree.

Kolev

Your jet fragmentation model predicts less fragmented mass for decreasing system

pressure in FARO tests. But the experimental observation shows the opposite. How did

you comment on it?
Burger

Experimentaly not yet clear. Also need of further model checks: counteracting effects.

Dinh

Did you assume that all the vapor generated is accumulated in the film?
Burger

Yes, I agree that some detachment of vapor should be considered, but in my opinion not to

the extent that it occurs throughout (over the whole length) and creates thin films as in the

Bui/Dinh model. Fragmentation will increase steam production, thus also the vapor zone

thickness.

Cho

Would a non-explosive type thermal interaction account for the various results with A12O3

and UO2/ZrO2 including pressure effects?

Burger

Thermal fragmentation effects may be important: Not yet considered. Oxidation may also

induce fragmentation via local temperature rises (effect of Zr in FARO: FARO - Ll l ) .

Sehgal

Does your model include effects of the density of the jet material? For example, the particle

sizes for high density melts are much smaller.

Burger

Yes. On one hand smaller melt density facilitates wave growth and breakup, on the other

hand, melt entrainment into the multiphase vapor zone and the resulting mean density effect

yields support to instabilities and breakup with higher melt densities. Further investigations

are required to check the resulting effect, depending on conditions.
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Session Summary Discussion

Kolev

Radiation penetration depth may in many cases be larger than the cell size. The intracellular

radiation is of extremely importance for proper MCI-description. Fine grids arc required

for adequate description of the fluid mechanics. This aggravates the problem with

intercellular radiation transport because for optically transparent water. The radiation

emission inside the cell is only partially absorbed within the cell and putting all the energy

into the cell leads to considerable errors.

Turland

ISPs should consider the implications for plant applications (This is guidance from

PWG-4). I have seen some significant advance since Santa Barbara, particularly in

modelling tests such as QUEOS, but I have not seen how this impacts plant applications.

We need to identify what is necessary for such applications. As far as jet break-up is

concerned, in many reactor cases we have a multi-jet environment - experiments show

these breakup much more rapidly than single jets. Hole ablation may produce rough

nozzles and enhance jet breakup. The study of idealized jets may however be important

from the point of view of coolability.

Burger

Radiation is important but also interfacial area, i.e. breakup. Of course, we cannot finally

go in the codes to a too detailed description. But, detailed analysis is partly necessary to

determine the dominant effects and processes. Simplified modelling can then be included.

Parametrical checks can also help to identify areas which need more detailed analysis.

Sehgal

I believe the jet break-up modeling is an important subject, since it not only acts as a source

to the premixing phase, but also is important for coolability. FARO, for example, is more a

coolability experiment than a premix experiment. Having very small particles will pose a

problem for coolability of debris beds, even under water.

Rohde

The approximately one day presentations and discussions about the specifics of modelling

jet fragmentation and premixing were very impressive. But we should remind ourselves,

what problems we have to solve and which questions have to be answered for the plant

conditions. Models, which tend to be very sensitive to the boundary conditions, especially

concerning the release of melt e.g. nozzle diameter and angle of jet release are not useful,

having in mind the real plant application, e.g. the release via side-wall break-through of the
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Session Summary Discussion(cont)

core barrel, the local failure of the core support structure on the lower head of RPV.

Sehgal

We have developed a radiation model and find that radiation absorption is quite deep into

the medium.
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ABSTRACT

The results of the first data series of experiments on interactions between zirconium-containing melt and
water are described. These experiments involved dropping 1-kg batches of pure zirconium or zirconium-
zirconium dioxide mixture melt into a column of water. A total of nine tests were conducted, including
four with pure zirconium melt and five with Zr-ZrO2 mixture melt. Explosions took place only in those
tests which were externally triggered. While the extent of zirconium oxidation in the triggered
experiments was quite extensive, the estimated explosion energetics were found to be very small
compared to the combined thermal and chemical energy available.

1. INTRODUCTION

The potential for an explosive interaction between core melt and water has long been recognized as a
concern in assessment of nuclear reactor severe accidents. Mechanical energy release from such an
interaction is of interest in evaluating the structural integrity of the reactor vessel as well as of the
containment (e.g., reactor vessel lower head and cavity structure). Usually, the source for the energy
release is considered to be the rapid transfer of heat from the melt to the water, producing steam fast
enough to cause an explosive event ("steam explosion"). When the melt contains a chemically reactive
metal component, however, there could be an additional source for the energy release, which is the heat
release and gas (i.e., hydrogen) production due to the metal-water chemical reaction.fi] This chemical
contribution to the explosion energetics could be important depending on the time scale of the chemical
energy release.

In 1990-1991, Sandia National Laboratories conducted a series of tests investigating explosive
interactions between aluminum melt and water as part of New Production Reactor safety studies.[2]
These tests, typically involving 10-kg masses of aluminum melt, produced very energetic explosions. In
fact, the estimated mechanical energy release was several times the maximum thermodynamic work
potential for a pure steam explosion. The investigators suggested that 30-40% of the aluminum melt was
oxidized on an explosion time scale during the tests. These findings generated considerable interest in
the possibility of the steam explosion energetics being chemically augmented for melts containing a
reactive metal such as zirconium. [3] Zirconium is of particular interest, since it is a component of the
core materials of the current nuclear power reactors. Accordingly, an experimental program called
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ZREX1 was initiated at ANL in order to investigate the energetics of interactions between zirconium-
containing melt and water. This paper describes the results of the first data series of ZREX experiments.

2. APPARATUS

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Briefly, the apparatus consists of a melt furnace/release
assembly and a test section. All components of the apparatus are placed in an inerted containment
chamber that allows collection and measurement of the hydrogen generated in the melt-water interactions.
The containment chamber also provides blast protection from the explosive interaction.

2.1 Containment Chamber

The body of the containment chamber is a 1.8 m-long section of a 91.4-cm O.D., 2.54-cm thick carbon
steel pipe. A small electric fan is placed in the chamber to circulate the atmosphere and help provide
well mixed gas samples. Most of the electrical and mechanical penetrations are through the top lid of the
chamber.

2.2 Test Section

As shown in Fig. 2, the test section is a one-dimensional tube geometry and is located beneath the melt
furnace/release assembly. It is a 98-cm long section of a 10-cm I.D., 3.8-cm thick carbon steel tube. The
base of the test section is a welded carbon steel plug with a 3.2-cm diameter threaded hole for mounting
of a force transducer.

2.3 Melt Furnace/Release Assembly

The melt furnace/release assembly is an inductively heated graphite crucible, equipped with an integral
plug valve. To release the melt, the plug is pulled from its seat in the crucible base by a pneumatic
cylinder mounted on the top lid of the containment chamber. The diameter of the hole in the crucible base
is 2.54 cm.

2.4 Trigger Device

The trigger device is a length of explosive detonating cord passed through a hole in the side wall of the
test section into the water volume near the base. The initiating detonator is located outside the test section
but inside the containment chamber. This location minimizes the effect of the detonator on the pressure
transducers in the test section. The energy of the trigger can be easily adjusted by changing the length
and type of detonating cord. In the experiments described in this paper, the trigger was the detonation
of a length of Primacord containing 1 g of PETN (Penta Erythritol Tetra Nitrate).

2.5 Water Fill System

Water is added to the test section as the crucible temperature approaches melting so as to limit the time
that hot graphite is exposed to water vapor. This is accomplished by using an external water tank
connected to the test section through a pump and solenoid valve. The fill system is controlled manually
from a remote location by an operator watching the water level with a TV camera.

1 ZREX for ZiRconium EXplosion
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2.6 Gas Sampling System

The gas sampling system consists of one or two sample cylinders, with manual valves at the inlet and
outlet, in the exhaust line from the containment chamber. The cylinders are placed between remotely
operated solenoid valves that control the capture of a gas sample. When a sample is desired, the solenoid
valves are closed, stopping exhaust flow and capturing gas in the cylinders. The manual valves are then
closed and the cylinders removed and replaced with new ones.

2.7 Instrumentation System

An optical pyrometer is used to measure the melt temperature in the furnace. The pyrometer views the
melt surface through a window in the top chamber lid, through a tube flushed with flowing argon, and
through a hole in the top lid of the crucible. A TV camera is placed to view through the pyrometer
alignment sight. This gives the operator a view of the melt during the experiment. A second TV camera,
looking through a window in the side wall of the containment chamber, views the drop space between the
bottom of the crucible and the top of the test section. A third TV camera views the top of the containment
chamber, containing both the water fill tank and pneumatic cylinder for melt dump in its field.

A number of type-K. thermocouples measure temperatures in the test section water, in the containment
chamber gas space, and in the exit water from the induction coil. An additional thermocouple controls
test section heaters in those runs using preheated water.

Five piezoelectric pressure transducers mounted on the wall of the test section measure dynamic pressures
during the melt/water interactions. (The locations of these pressure transducers are indicated in Fig. 2).
These transducers have full scale ranges of 700 MPa and rise times of 3 \\s. A force transducer mounted
on the bottom of the test section measures the reaction forces during the interactions. The force
transducer has a full scale range of 0.5 MN and a resonant frequency of 20 kHz (unloaded). Pressure in
the containment chamber is measured by both a static pressure transducer in the top lid and a dynamic
pressure transducer mounted on the wall of the containment chamber. This dynamic pressure transducer
has a full scale range of 1.0 MPa and a rise time of 3 \xs. Strain gauges also are mounted on the wall and
top cover of the containment chamber.

A melt drop sensor consisting of an array of wire grids suspended in the test section water measures the
velocity of the falling melt by indicating the time at which each grid is broken by contact with the melt.
Each frame is made of a micarta ring wrapped with a length of 30-ga enameled copper wire so that each
wrap passed over the center hole in the ring. The center opening of the ring is about 9 cm in diameter
and the wire wrap leaves no openings greater than 1 cm. For those experiments where an external trigger
is used, one of the grids is selected to serve as the trigger signal for the detonator firing circuit. The
breaking of a wire wrapped around the detonator is used as a signal to start the fast data recording. (In
the absence of a detonator, a switch on the dump pneumatic cylinder is used to start the recording.)

The test section pressure and force measurements are recorded by high speed data acquisition boards in
two PC computers. The drop sensor data is recorded by a separate PC while all other data is recorded
through a multiplexer and DVM onto a fourth PC. A digital tape recorder is used for backup on critical
data channels.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A 1-kg batch of 1.3-cm diameter zirconium rod or zirconium/zirconium dioxide mixture is loaded into
the dropping crucible. The top and bottom of the crucible are insulated with zirconia board, and zirconia
felt is wrapped around the side of the crucible. The crucible and insulation are placed in the induction
heating coil and supported on a platform suspended from the containment chamber lid. A steel wire cable
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is attached to the crucible plug and connected to a pneumatic cylinder. The pyrometer and its associated
TV camera are aligned with the crucible and window at this time.

If the experiment is to be triggered, the detonating cord and detonator are added to the test section. The
containment chamber is assembled, and final connections and alignment checks are made. The chamber
is pumped down overnight. Argon is backfilled into the chamber to a pressure of a few kPa above
atmospheric when the exhaust line is opened. An argon purge of six liter/minute is continued throughout
the experiment. The induction generator is turned on and crucible heating is begun.

When the luminosity of the melt is great enough to check the pyrometer alignment, a neutral density filter
is placed over the pyrometer camera and all personnel leave the experiment bay. The water fill system
is turned on, filling the test section with water. The temperature of the melt is monitored, and when the
desired temperature is reached, the argon purge is stopped and the exhaust is closed, trapping a gas
sample representative of the atmosphere at the time of melt dumping. Then the dump mechanism is
actuated.

After the melt dump, the gas sample cylinders are removed and replaced with others. Fifteen minutes
later (the internal fan is mixing the containment chamber atmosphere during this delay), the sample and
exhaust valves are opened and the exhaust passes through the gas sample cylinders into an exhaust line
that exits the building and enters the atmosphere. When the pressure in the containment chamber has
dropped at least 3 kPa, the sample valves are closed and the gas sample cylinders are removed. Dummy
sample cylinders are placed in the line and exhausting the containment chamber continues. When the
pressure reaches about 110 kPa, the argon purge valve is opened and a cylinder of argon is purged through
the containment chamber to remove any hydrogen generated during the experiment. The following day,
the apparatus is disassembled, gas samples are sent to an analytical lab, data is read out from the
recording devices, and debris is collected and photographed.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of nine tests were conducted, comprising two triggered and two non-triggered tests with pure
zirconium melt, two triggered and two non-triggered tests with 90 w/o Zr-10 w/o ZrO2 mixture melt, and
one non-triggered test with 60 w/o Zr-40 w/o ZrO2 mixture melt. Explosions took place only in those
tests which were externally triggered. These explosions caused considerable damage to the internals of
the containment chamber. In the non-triggered tests, the interaction was benign (i.e., no explosions), and
the melt quenched rapidly. The experimental conditions and qualitative results of these tests are
summarized in Table 1. Further details are given below.

4.1 Debris Characteristics in Non-triggered Tests

In the tests with pure zirconium melt (ZREX-19 and -23), the debris was mostly in the form of a long,
ropy mass with the appearance of a folded ribbon. Most of the debris was found to be resting on one of
the burnwires. It appeared that the debris had quenched and frozen within a water depth of 39 cm in
ZREX-19 and of 78 cm in ZREX-23. A photograph of the ZREX-23 debris is shown in Fig. 3.

In two of the tests with a Zr-ZrO2 mixture melt (ZREX-25a and -27), the debris consisted of a loose
collection of irregularly shaped particles. A photograph of ZREX-27 debris is shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Explosive Interactions in Triggered Tests

In these tests, an external trigger was used and it was the detonation of a length of Primacord containing
1 g of PETN placed near the bottom of the test section. The start signal for the trigger was generated by
the melt burning through a burnwire grid submerged in the water. The choice of the burnwire location
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TABLE 1. Summary of Data Experiments

CO

cc

Test No.

ZREX-19

ZREX-20

ZREX-21

ZREX-22

ZREX-23

ZREX-24

ZREX-25a

ZREX-27

ZREX-28

Melt Temp. K

2278

2373

2573

2583

2273

2373

2583

2473

2473

Water Temp. K

295

296

293

295

343

367

298

-363

363

Purpose

Non-triggered drop of Zr melt into highly
subcooled water.

Triggered drop of Zr melt into highly
subcooled water.

Non-triggered drop of 10 w/o ZrCy90 w/o
Zr into highly subcooled water.

Triggered drop of 10 w/o ZrO^O w/o Zr
into highly subcooled water.

Non-triggered drop of Zr melt into water
near saturation.

Triggered drop of Zr melt into water near
saturation.

Non-triggered drop of 40 w/o ZrOj/60 w/o
Zr into highly subcooled water

Non-triggered drop of 10 w/o ZrCV90 w/o
Zr into water near saturation

Triggered drop of 10 w/o ZrO^O w/o Zr
into water near saturation

Result

No explosion. Residue was ribbon-like or
ropy. Minor fragmentation. Minor to
moderate hydrogen production.

Explosion. Fine debris. Extensive
hydrogen production.

No explosion. Residue was a long, thin,
ropy mass. Minor fragmentation.
Moderate hydrogen production.

Premature trigger caused by leak of melt.
Explosion. Fine debris. Extensive
hydrogen production.

No explosion. Residue was a long, thin,
ropy mass. Minor fragmentation.
Moderate hydrogen production.

Explosion. Fine debris. Very extensive
hydrogen production

No explosion. Moderate fragmentation.
-25% of debris expelled from the test
section. Moderate hydrogen production.

No explosion. Moderate fragmentation.
Over 50% of debris expelled from the test
section. Moderate to extensive hydrogen
production.

Crucible valve partially opened, producing
a thin melt stream. Explosion. Fine debris.
Extensive hydrogen production.
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o
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for the trigger signal was made based on consideration of the melt quenching in the test section as
observed in the non-triggered tests. For the tests with highly subcooled water (ZREX-20 and -22), the
trigger burnwire was located at 20 cm below the top of the test section. For the tests with water near
saturation (ZREX-24 and -28), the corresponding location was 60 cm. It is believed that at the time the
explosion was initiated, the melt was a stream extending from the burnwire to the water surface at the
top of the test section. There was no measurement of the amount of melt in the test section, however.

The damage to the apparatus from the explosive interactions in the triggered tests was qualitatively
similar. Typically, all of the mechanism hanging from the vessel lid was destroyed. The crucible was
shattered. The induction coil, crucible support, valve opening gear, and sight tube were bent or torn. The
lid and wall of the vessel were coated with a thick (~1 mm) layer of grey dust. The bottom of the vessel
contained large pieces of debris (probably crucible pieces) and was coated with a mud made up of water
and more of the grey dust along with small pieces of debris. When inspected under magnification (30x),
the dust had the appearance of a collection of transparent fibers, small white spheres and small black
spheres. The three types of insulation used in the experiment, namely, alumina board, zirconia board, and
zirconia felt, consisted entirely of fibrous particles with no spherical parts. Thus, it may be assumed that
all of the spheres are zirconium and zirconia from the explosion. The diameters of these spheres varied
over a wide range from under 10 jam to over 100 ^m.

A test section pressure trace for ZREX-20 is shown in Fig. 5. This trace was from a transducer located
at 30 cm from the top of the test section. It shows a noisy pressure pulse of about 3 ms duration with a
peak value of about 40 MPa. Figure 6 shows the trace of the reaction force at the base of the test section
for ZREX-20. It shows a force pulse, starting about 1.5 ms after the trigger (the trigger fired at zero time),
with a width of about 3 ms and a peak force of about 360 kN. The sinusoidal signal preceding the
explosion data in Figs. 5 and 6 is believed to be a noise from the induction generator.

Figure 7 shows the pressure traces of three test section transducers located at 30, 46, and 61 cm from the
top of the test section for ZREX-24. These traces are somewhat incomplete, since the decay portions of
the dynamic pressures are missing, probably due to signal cable failures caused by the explosion.
Nevertheless, they reveal important details of the explosion characteristics. The pressure trace at 30 cm
from the top of the test section (shown in Fig. 7) is remarkably similar to that for ZREX-20 (shown in
Fig. 5) except that the peak pressure is somewhat higher (about 50 MPa vs. 40 MPa) and that the duration
of the pressure is presumably somewhat longer. A close examination of the three pressure traces shown
in Fig. 7 seems to indicate that the propagation velocity of the pressure pulse was about 450 m/s. The
trace of the reaction force for ZREX-24 is shown in Fig. 8. The force peaked at 450 kN, but the
transducer failed before it gave the full pulse, again probably due to cable failure. (It had a duration of
about 2 ms before failure. The duration of the full pulse would have been longer.)

Another indication of the explosion event in ZREX-24 was the gas shock pressure recorded by the
dynamic pressure transducer mounted on the wall of the containment chamber at the same elevation as
the top of the test section. The gas shock had a peak pressure of about 1 MPa, as shown in Fig. 9.

4.3 Hydrogen Production

The gas samples of the containment chamber were analyzed by the Institute of Gas Technology Analytical
Laboratory using a gas chromatographic method. Using the analysis results along with the measured
temperatures and pressures of the containment chamber atmosphere, the amounts of hydrogen produced
in the experiments were estimated. The results of the gas sample analyses as well as estimtes of hydrogen
production for the nine experiments are summarized in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, hydrogen production in the triggered tests involving explosive interactions
was very significant. For the triggered tests with pure zirconium, the extent of zirconium oxidation was
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TABLE 2. Gas Sample Analysis Results and Hydrogen Production Estimates

I

o

Test No.

ZREX-19

ZREX-20

ZREX-21

ZREX-22

ZREX-23

ZREX-24

ZREX-25a

ZREX-27

ZREX-28

Gas Sample Analysis Results (volume %)

Constituent

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

Before drop
After drop

H,

0.08
3.22

0.11
23.0

0.22
5.02

18.8

0.15
8.32

0.38
34.0

0.36
6.61

1.67
13.1

1.20
22.8

CO

0.22
0.72

0.32
2.28

0.61
1.11

2.15

0.25
2.60

0.22
3.03

0.92
1.78

2.50
3.48

2.19
3.56

N,

0.65
0.61

1.04
0.71

0.75
0.84

1.26

2.35
2.17

1.41
0.89

2.17
1.70

3.60
3.15

7.75
5.97

o7

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

<1.0
<1.0

Ar

99.0
95.3

98.5
73.5

98.4
92.9

77.7

92.2
86.8

98.0
61.9

96.5
89.8

92.1
80.1

88.4
67.0

COj

<0.03
0.17

<0.03
0.39

<0.03
0.09

<0.03

<0.03
0.08

<0.03
0.18

0.06
0.09

0.11
0.11

0.48
0.70

Hydrogen Production Estimates

No. of H2 Moles

1.06

12.3

1.94

9.54

3.75

20.3

1.68

5.07

13.2

% Reaction

4.8

55.8

9.8

48.3

17.0

92.3

13.7

25.6

66.9

>
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55.8% for highly subcooled water and 92.3% for water near saturation. For the triggered tests with
90 w/o Zr-10 w/o ZrO2 mixture, it was 48.3% for highly subcooled water and 66.9% for water near
saturation. The amounts of hydrogen production in the non-triggered tests were relatively small compared
to those in the triggered tests. Also, for the non-triggered tests, the extent of zirconium oxidation
appeared to increase with increasing breakup of the melt.

4.4 Containment Pressure Spike

In the triggered as well as the non-triggered tests, following the melt drop into the test section, the
containment chamber gas pressure (static) exhibited a sharp spike. The rise time of the spike was on the
order of one second. This pressure spike was probably caused by a combination of the generation of a
hydrogen/steam mixture and the rapid heating of the containment gaseous atmosphere. It is believed,
however, that the primary cause was the containment gas heating brought about by the metal/water
reaction (much like the well-known direct containment heating in LWR severe accidents).

To illustrate the point, the containment pressure spike data were plotted as a function of the amounts of
hydrogen produced in the tests. This plot is shown in Fig. 10, which clearly indicates a strong correlation
(almost linear) between the containment pressure spike and the extent of metal-water reaction.

4.5 Explosion Energetics

The force measurements at the bottom of the test section were used to estimate the mechanical energy
release from the explosion. Considering one-dimensional acceleration of an inertial mass (slug) caused
by the explosion forces in the test section, the kinetic energy of the mass was given by I2/2M, where M
is the slug mass being ejected upward by the explosion and I is the impulse load on the bottom of the test
section (which was obtained by integrating the force pulse over time). For example, the impulse for
ZREX-20 was estimated to be 650 N-s. Assuming an inertial mass of 2.5 kg (all of the zirconium melt
plus the water above the trigger burnwire), the slug kinetic energy then was found to be 85 KJ. Similar
estimates of the slug kinetic energy were made for ZREX-22, -24, and -28. These estimates are
summarized in Table 3.

The estimates of the mechanical energy release discussed above may be compared to the stored thermal
energy of the melt and to the potential chemical reaction energy of the melt. Such comparisons have been
made for the triggered experiments where explosions took place. These are summarized in Table 4. Also,
for illustrative purposes, energy conversion ratios were calculated based on three different assumptions
regarding the available energy. The results are summarized in Table 5. It is seen that the energetics
estimated for explosive interactions in the triggered tests (i.e., mechanical energy outputs) were very
small compared to the available energy source (i.e., melt stored thermal energy plus estimated chemical
energy release from the oxidation reaction of zirconium and water). The estimated energetics for the
triggered tests with pure zirconium corresponded to 1.9% of the combined thermal and chemical energy
for highly subcooled water and 1.5% for water near saturation. The estimated energetics for the triggered
tests with 90 w/o Zr-10 w/o ZrO2 mixture corresponded to 0.7% of the combined thermal and chemical
energy for highly subcooled water and 0.45% for water near saturation.

An examination of Tables 4 and 5 seems to indicate that the explosion energetics of a Zr-ZrO2 mixture
(ZREX-22 and -28) are significantly small compared to those of pure zirconium (ZREX-20 and -24). This
comparison may be misleading, however, since the melt release patterns involved in ZREX-22 and -28
deviated somewhat from the intended, normal one and were different from those of ZREX-20 and -24.
(See the descriptions given in Table 1). It is quite possible that for ZREX-22 and -28, the melt masses
submerged in the water at the time of the explosion were smaller than those for ZREX-20 and -24.
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TABLE 3. Energetics Estimates

Test No.

ZREX-20

ZREX-22

ZREX-24

ZREX-28

Melt
Composition

Zr

90 w/o Zr
10w/oZrO2

Zr

90 w/o Zr
10 w/o ZrO,

Peak
Pressure

MPa

40

25

45

20

Peak Force
kN

350

300

450

300

Impulse
N-s

650

370

1100

500

Estimated
Expulsion
Mass kg

2.5

2.5

5.7

5.7

Slug
Energy kJ

85

27

106

22

TABLE 4. Relevant Energy Comparison

Test No.

ZREX-20

ZREX-22

ZREX-24

ZREX-28

Stored
Thermal

Energy of
Melt, KJ

980

1120

980

1060

Maximum
Potential
Chemical

Energy (100%
reaction), KJ

6400

5760

6400

5760

% Reaction
Based on
Hydrogen
Production

Measurement

55.8

48.3

92.3

66.9

Estimated
Chemical
Energy

Release, KJ

3571

2782

5907

3853

Estimated
Explosion

(mechanical)
Energy, KJ

85

27

106

22

TABLE 5. Energy Conversion Ratio (explosion energy/available energy)

Assumption

Available
Energy

ZREX-20

ZREX-22

ZREX-24

ZREX-28

Steam explosion
only

Stored thermal
energy

0.087

0.024

0.108

0.021

Combined steam and
chemical explosion

Stored thermal energy plus
chemical energy release,

0.019

0.0070

0.015

0.0045

Chemical explosion
only

Chemical energy release

0.024

0.010

0.018

0.0057
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A calibration test was conducted to characterize the external trigger used in the triggered experiments.
The trigger explosive (i.e., 1 g of PETN) was placed in the test section filled with water and detonated.
The resulting pressure and force pulses were measured. The pressure pulses were sharp and narrow,
having a peak of 30-40 MPa and a duration of about 100 us (see Fig. 11). From these measurements the
trigger energy was estimated by using the shock wave energy formula given by Cole [4], viz

E = A
pc

where Ap is the overpressure, A is the test section cross-sectional area, p and c are the density and the
speed of sound of water, respectively, and t is time. Based on the above formula, the trigger strength was
estimated to be about 400 J, which corresponds to 0.4-0.5% of the explosion energetics estimated for
ZREX-20 and ZREX-24.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A major finding of this work is that while the explosive interactions involved extensive production of
hydrogen, the explosion energetics in terms of the mechanical energy output, were very small compared
to the available thermal and chemical energy. Apparently, the chemical energy release was not effectively
converted into mechanical work. Modeling efforts that will elucidate the relevant energy conversion
process would be very useful.
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Discussion

Basu

NRC is interested in the significance of chemical augmentation to steam explosion

energetris. Is this something we need to worry about for LWRs?

Cho

Yes.

Theofanous

What is the reason of sign (~) in some tests?

Cho

It means that the force transducer overranged slightly.

Frid

Do you know if chemical interaction (H2-production) in tests with explosion was produced

on the explosion time-scale?

Cho

We do not know.

Magallon

As a comment, FARO's conversion ratio is 2.4% with thick bottom plate. Do you use fast

pressure transducer in the water?

Cho

Yes we do.

Jacobs

Is there any indication of how much of the chemical reaction energy was available for

contributing to the thermal interaction (explosion)?

Cho

No.
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ABSTRACT

Past safety analyses considered the hazard from vapor explosions in a conservative manner where
engineering judgement and conservative analyses were used to estimate the likelihood of nuclear reactor
containment failure from explosion-induced missile generation [alpha-mode failure]. However, recent safety
analyses may require less conservative methods to determine the hazard from vapor explosions; thus, one may need
to consider more detailed scaling of vapor explosion energetics, considering fuel-coolant mixing and explosion
propagation. The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission is supporting a coordinated set of experiments to
address this issue, given a lack of appropriate benchmark data and associated analyses. These experiments,
KROTOS, WFCI and ZrEX are mutually complimentary and provide the first consistent set of data for FCI
phenomena under controlled conditions for a wide range of simulant materials that approximate the fuel melt. The
scaling logic for these tests is that essentially one-dimensional geometry with rigid constraints would maximize the
explosion energetics for a given set of mixing conditions. Thus, only variations in the axial boundary conditions
and fuel-coolant initial conditions (mass, composition and temperatures) can affect the mixing and energetics. Our
hypothesis is that clear limits to energetics below thermodynamic values can be identified for these high
temperature fuel melts along with fundamental understanding, which can aid in issue resolution.

Keywords: vapor explosions, FCI experiments, scaling, FCI analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

In past analyses to assess the likelihood of alpha-mode failure for containment loading, some investigators
[e.g., Corradini and Swenson, 1980, 1981 or Theofanous et al, 1987] considered that given an estimate for fuel-
coolant mixing, based on plausibility arguments and/or engineering judgment, the energetic yield from the
subsequent explosion was assumed to be a maximum which one would calculate by thermodynamics; i.e., Hicks-
Menzies model. This approach was considered conservative. The degree of conservatism and the justification for
the amount of mixing associated with it was subsequently left for more detailed analyses and experimentation.

Following the efforts of WASH-1400, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) sponsored work
at Sandia National Laboratories on vapor explosions to better estimate the probability of alpha-mode failure. This
culminated in the results of Corradini and Swenson [1980, 1981] in which it was found [1] that residual water
would be present in the RPV lower plenum following a core melt accident. It was also deduced that [2] if a fuel
pour occurred into this water pool all the fuel which poured into and was submerged in the lower plenum water,
following a core-melt, would be considered to be 'mixed' and available for an energetic FCI. This fuel mass was
then assumed to undergo a 'Hicks-Menzies type' explosion at an optimum coolant/fuel volume ratio and this work
was used to assess the likelihood of alpha-mode failure. With such an approach only a small fraction of the core
could be mixed [l-2mtons « 1 0 % of the core] before a vapor explosion would threaten containment by generation
of a solid mass missile. The likelihood of this threat was judged to be as small as that first estimated in WASH-
1400 using two different approaches to quantify this judgment. Following this work, Theofanous and coworkers
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[1987] estimated the maximum fuel mass mixed to be that amount of fuel pouring into the reactor vessel lower
plenum and submerged in water with a void fraction lower than some critical amount [50 to 75% was considered].
This estimate was based on judgments supported by more sophisticated estimates using a two-dimensional mixing
model, indicating large voids in the center of the fuel-coolant mixture. This void fraction limit was consistent with
the theoretical work of Henry and Fauske [1981] and others which suggested a limit to mixing due to vapor
induced fluidization at these void fractions causing the loss of a continuous liquid and any associated energetics.
Theofanous once again used a 'Hicks-Menzies type' explosion and assumed efficiencies about 50% of this
optimum thermodynamic value for alpha-mode failure estimates. The results of such work again verified that only
a small fraction of the core could be mixed [3-5 nitons <10% of the core] with a high likelihood of survival. Notice
that these estimates bounded the actual energetics, and did not directly addressed the original complex question of
the fuel-ccolant mixing process with realistic limits to vapor explosion energetics.

Although this same issue of alpha-mode failure might be raised for advanced light water reactors
[ALWRs], our judgment is that its likelihood remains small. In addition, because of the need to assure ultimate
core debris coolability, the reason for considering FCI energetics lias broadened. For these passive ALWRs, the
focus is also on the potential for structural failure of the vessel from in-vessel explosions or of the cavity walls for
ex-vessel explosions due to localized dynamic pressure loading. This is because in either location such an event
could circumvent core debris coolability by structural wall failure and/or fine debris formation from the explosion.
Recent independent analysis by Theofanous and coworkers [1994] and Corradini and Murphy [1994] suggest two
methodologies to address this issue. Both methods though do not use the approach outlined above, because may be
too conservative; rather both try to estimate mixing and the explosion propagation in a more mechanistic way to
determine the explosion dynamic loading and potential structural wall survival or failure. Thus, experimental
verification of these or other proposed methodologies remains issue to resolve, as does the appropriate way to scale
explosion data for such issues.

The intent of this paper is to examine the basis for the recent FCI experiments [KROTOS, Hohmann et
al,1993, 1994, 1995 at JRC Ispra and WFCI at University of Wisconsin, Park et al, 1993, 1994, 1995, Clio et al,
1995, 1996] sponsored by the USNRC and the CEC to address these issues. We consider the conceptual picture of
the vapor explosion, the important initial and boundary conditions and how these experiments are mutually
complimentary in attempting to better understand and resolve these issues related to energetics.

2. CONCEPTUAL PICTURE of FCI

Consider a conceptual picture of the process in which a molten fuel jet [or jets] begins to pour into a pool
of coolant [Figure 1]. Under such a pouring contact mode the jet would begin to disperse radially as it breaks up at
its leading edge and along its surface. The fuel which separates from the main jet does so as discrete masses which
will increase the local void fraction due to vapor production at its surfaces. If the mixing process is 'too efficient'
[as in Henry and Fauske's fluidization concept] the vapor generated could locally dominate the volume fraction of
the mixture and sweepout the liquids; not only would there be a depletion of one or both liquids, but the continuous
phase of vapor could suppress an energetic event [Bonazza, et al, 1997] as the fuel is quenched. If the mixing
process is 'too inefficient' the jet will penetrate unmolested to the chamber base and begin to accumulate. Thus, to
achieve a 'good* mixture qualitatively, one needs to have fuel and coolant liquids present in the mixture to the
extent that the vapor does not become the continuous phase. Once the mixture is formed an explosion results from
a trigger source which collapses the stable film between the fuel and coolant liquids. From past data [Bennan,
1984] this has been observed to occur as the fuel pours through the pool or shortly thereafter as the fuel jet begins
to settle on the chamber base. Thus, the fuel jet geometry and the coolant chamber size need to be considered in
scaling the mixing and subsequent explosion energetics.

Quantitatively, this mixing process is complex to predict, but qualitatively, there is a minimum coolant to
fuel initial volume needed for this mixing process to proceed without the chamber inhibiting the process. If the
surface area of the coolant chamber is too small then counter-current flooding processes will retard jet breakup and
mixing. If the coolant chamber is loo large the remainder of the coolant will never participate before the jet reaches
the chamber bottom and begins to accumulate. One might even conclude that there is an optimum coolant to fuel
volume ratio realistically needed for mixing and energetic explosions, and this could be quite different than the
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optimum coolant to fuel volume needed for maximum energetics based on thermodynamics; i.e., thermodynamics
predicts this optimum ratio is about 1-2, while it may need to be at least an order of magnitude larger due to fluid
mechanics considerations. This would occur simply because the coolant displaced from the mixture region must
have a flow path to escape as vapor is generated, without significantly impeding further mixing. Similarly, the
coolant depth and the other initial and boundary conditions will influence the mixing process. In fact, because the
mixing process is the prelude to the explosion, these conditions would also directly and indirectly affect the
explosion energetics, because the local void fraction and fuel mixture diameters are the prime determinants in the
propagation/expansion of the explosion.

3. FCI EXPERIMENTS with KNOWN INITIAL and BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Previously, vapor explosion phenomena had been investigated in scoping experiments where threshold
effects on the explosion occurrence were observed. The usefulness of such data for the purpose of quantifying
mixing and energetics could be questioned, since one does not know how to scale such tests to reactor relevant
conditions without more precise measurements of the explosion pressures, propagation velocities and the measured
explosion yield under known and controllable initial and boundary conditions. Because of these deficiencies the
KROTOS experiments were first begun [Burger et al, 1989; Hohmann et al, 1993] to provide benchmark explosion
data under controlled conditions. The KROTOS experiments are being performed at JRC Ispra with molten fuel
melts [0.5 to 1.0 liters of fuel]. These tests first used a low temperature fuel [tin @ 1300K] and now use high
temperature melts [molten alumina and urania/zirconia @2400-3100K] poured into a coolant chamber, with the
intent to provide energetics data under a selected set of reactor relevant conditions. Since this set of conditions may
not completely cover the wide range of initial and boundary conditions, the WFCI experiments were developed
[Bang et al, 1992] under a similar pouring mode of contact with simulant fuels [0.5 liters of fuel, tin @1300K and
now iron-oxide @2000K]. These experiments focus on controlled initial and boundary conditions and
measurement of the dynamic explosion pressures and velocities as well as the explosion mechanical work under a
controlled inertial constraint. Recently, questions have been raised as to the degree of chemical augmentation that
may be expected by an FCI when molten fuel has a significant metallic component. The ZrEX experiments, being
performed at Argonne National Laboratory, by Cho and his coworkers [1995] directly address this question by
examining the energetics of vapor explosions involving molten zirconium and zirconia [0.3 liters @ 23OO-24OOK],
also under a pouring mode of contact. The rationale for all of these facilities is that the fuel-coolant contact mixing
would occur in a pouring mode of contact under well-controlled conditions where the radial constraint is quite
rigid and the explosion propagation and expansion is essentially one-dimensional; i.e., the cross-sectional diameter
is much less than the water coolant depth and propagation distance [Figure 2].

The design of all of these experiments have common elements that provide conditions where mixing and
explosion parameters can be more easily measured with minimal uncertainty. This approach has two major
benefits. First, the experimental results are unambiguous to interpret and more amenable to analysis in this one-
dimensional geometry. Second, all the test data can also be empirically compared for observed mixing and
energetic results. Both attributes are important since the details of vapor explosion dynamics, involving mixing,
triggering, fuel fragmentation and explosion propagation, although depicted in some models, are still a matter of
uncertainty and debate involving detailed hypotheses and appropriate mechanistic modelling. Thus, direct use of
derived model equations to scale the phenomenon between tests and reactor relevant scale is not completely
possible currently. Rather, one must consider which initial and boundary conditions are of greatest importance and
how one might choose them in these simulant experiments. In this current discussion we limit ourselves to a
pouring mode of contact, where the fuel pours into a coolant pool. Other scenarios may occur in accident analysis
and our approach may be useful, although the details would be different. Considering the geometric and
thermodynamic aspects of the phenomenon, we consider the selection of these specific initial and boundary
conditions as most important for energetics:

1] The type of radial constraint;
2] The degree of axial constraint;
3] The effect of fuel composition;
4] The effect of initial coolant to fuel volumes;
5] The amount of fuel superheat and coolant subcooling.
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The first boundary condition noted above can be variable in a real situation, depending on the coolant pool
geometry structural surroundings. However, one could identity two bounds; i.e., weak wall constraint or rigid wall
constraint. These two bounding constraints would be important to a vapor explosion specifically for determining
energetics. Frost and his coworkers [1993] demonstrated in simulant experiments with tin and water, that under a
rigid transverse constraint explosions more readily escalated and began a spatial propagation. In contrast, identical
mixtures of fuel and coolant under weak wall constraint did not propagate, but only displayed incoherent local
interactions. Although, it has not been directly observed, one would also expect a coolant pool with a large surface
area would behave in a qualitative manner between these two extremes; i.e., the explosion may propagate, but the
energetic yield would be diminished compared to one where a rigid boundary was directly next to the mixture [but
not near enough to impede mixing]. This is an important boundary condition to control and we would recommend
a rigid constraint in experiments for a given fuel-coolant mixture with the other parameters fixed. Our reasoning is
that a rigid constraint maximizes energetics for any given scale and allows an experiment with a smaller surface
area portray the behavior of a similar, but larger fuel-coolant mixture. Such a boundary conditions exists for the
KROTOS, WFCI and ZrEX experiments. In fact, the diameter of the radial constraint was changed in the
KROTOS tests from 90 to 200mm, and the radial constraint for WFCI can now be systematically varied over the
same range to quantitatively examine the effect of this boundary condition. ZrEX maintains a diameter of 100mm
for its tests.

The other boundary condition to consider is the proper degree of axial constraint. This condition was first
considered by Cho and Wright [1972, 1974] in the formulation of their FCI parametric model for LMFBR
analyses. Their insight was that two qualitatively different types of axial constraint exist during an FCI. First, a
compressible acoustic constraint exists during the initial pressure propagation until the nearest free surface
transmits its existence to the mixture, allowing for the mixture expansion [typically 1-10 milliseconds]. Second,
the inertial constraint exists consisting of the mixture itself and the overlying liquid slug which controls the
timescale for the remaining explosion expansion process [typically 10-100 milliseconds]. Both have a marked
effect on the explosion energetics. Recently in the WFCI experiments, Park et al [1995] has systematically
investigated the effect of axial constraint in simulant tests with tin and water. His results indicate that an increase
in the degree of constraint has a large effect on initially increasing the explosion energetics for all other parameters
fixed [Figure 3]. A further increase of the inertial constraint causes the explosion energetics to reach a maximum,
and then decrease due to a competition between vapor production and fuel quenching in the bulk coolant during
the propagation-expansion time period; i.e., further increases in the axial constraint beyond some value results in
fuel quenching without further rapid vapor production to drive the explosion process. Now the actual quantitative
value of this maximum point would differ for different fuel compositions, but analyses [e.g.,TEXAS,] have
successfully predicted this maximum for tin. Our recommendation is for the axial constraint in any experiment be
the same length scale as expected in the prototypic scale. For example, the KROTOS and ZrEX facility have an
axial length scale of about one meter and the WFCI facility has a variable length scale of one to four meters.

Since the vapor explosion has been investigated, the fuel composition and the initial temperatures of the
two liquids have been recognized as important initial conditions. It should be recognized that it is almost
impossible to completely simulate the thermal behavior of one fuel material composition with another. Thus, any
simulant used for the actual fuel material introduces distortions in the materials scaling of the phenomenon, that
must be understood to the extent that the mixing or energetics is affected. Most fuel melts are chosen for their ease
of use or safety in testing; e.g., lower temperature metals or inert oxides. However, one needs to consider the actual
application to select the proper simulants for experimentation. One must also recognize that the fuel composition
should at least be compared to the prototypic fuel on a thermodynamic basis. Table 1 illustrates this point for a few
notable fuel compositions used in past FCI experiments. In the table the potential fuel materials are compared in
terms of their specific energy per unit mass ['total heat'], energy density from the initial coolant saturation
temperature as well as from their point of solidification to their initial temperature['superheat']. In this table we
assume that for most of the fuels the temperature has a modest superheat above its melting point, as predicted from
severe accident simulations. The major exception are the low-melting-point liquid metals, which has been
historically used at higher temperatures to compensate for their low energy content near their melting point.
Inspection of the table indicates quite clearly that iron-oxide and the corium melts are quite analogous in their
specific energy, energy density and latent heat. Also, alumina, a chemically inert fuel simulant, contains more
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specific energy per unit mass than any other fuel melts, while tin contains much less specific energy per unit mass
than any other simulant. Also the 'superheat' energy density of the alumina melt is larger than other fuels. This
suggests that these fuels from thermodynamic point of view bound the expected behavior of more realistic fuel
compositions. Molten zircaloy is similar to aluminum in that its sensible heat is modest, but any metal oxidation
can release energy which can significantly augment the vapor explosion energetics; i.e., chemical energy release
from zirconium oxidation is at least an order of magnitude larger than the equivalent sensible heat per unit mass of
fuel.

It is expected that the energetic yield of the vapor explosion would monotonically increase with the energy
density, although this has not been directly shown for all these fuels. Recent data from the KROTOS and WFCI
experiments are shown in Figure 4 confirms the expected trend for two fuels of tin and alumina. However, it is not
directly apparent from the data why the conversion ratio [ratio of work to total fuel thermal energy] is still so low
compared to expected thermodynainic values. Nor is it apparent that alumina or tin are appropriate fuel simulants
for prototypic reactor materials; i.e., they tend to span the range of expected fuel behavior. Rather, the approach
chosen for the current tests series for KROTOS, WFCI and ZrEX is to use materials which are closer simulants to
the actual fuel melt composition; i.e., KROTOS is using a urania/zirconia melt mixture [80w/o-20w/o], WFCI is
developing an iron-oxide simulant with some amounts of metallic iron, and ZrEX is using a molten zirconium
simulant with some amounts of zirconia. In each case the experiments also attempt to deliver the molten fuel
simulant with about 100 - 250K superheat, as expected from severe accident simulation estimates.

The final initial condition to consider is the coolant to fuel volume ratio in the experiment. This condition
is established by the pour rate of fuel into the coolant chamber and the subsequent mixing of the constituents. From
an experimental viewpoint since one only controls the integral quantity of fuel and coolant in the test and not the
local mixture concentrations, this volume ratio may be indicative of the integral mixture conditions achieved prior
to triggering. In a real accident situation the pouring of fuel into the coolant pool is a multi-dimensional
phenomenon with this volume ratio depending upon the axial and radial extent of mixing which occurs before the
trigger and/or melt accumulation on the base. As the mixture develops, this volume ratio determines the local
vapor production rate and thus has a significant effect on the void fraction in the mixture and the subsequent
explosion escalation and propagation. Thermodynamics considerations by the Hicks-Menzies model [1965] have
established that the theoretically the volume ratio, which optimizes the work output from an explosion, is about 1-
2. Bang et al [1992] have verified this with a more detailed equation of state in this model and has shown the same
quantitative results with a modified Board-Hall thermal detonation model.

However, one would not expect this same coolant-to-fuel volume ratio to be appropriate for the actual
situation. The kinetics of the mixing process would probably require a shift of the volume ratio to larger values to
accommodate fuel jet penetration into the coolant pool along with attendant vapor production and coolant liquid
flow. Therefore, for experiments at a given scale one needs to establish the mixture conditions where explosion
energetics is maximized, the conditions where mixing of fuel within the coolant pool maximizes work output.
Current results from over forty WFCI experiments [Figure 5: tin @ 1200-BOOK and water @ 360K ] and ten
KROTOS experiments [Figure 6: alumina @ 2500-3100K and water @ 295-365K ] indicates that a broad
maximum for explosion energetics occurs at volume ratio of 10 -20. More data is now being accumulated for these
fuel materials, as well as the more prototypic fuels mentioned above, to verify this conceptual picture. However, it
is our judgment that such a broad maxima would exist for all fuel compostions at coolant/fuel volume ratios much
larger than the thermodynainic maximum and the actual energetics would probably be far below that expected from
thermodynamic values for the fuel mass within each experiment.

The former observation suggests what may be the empirical optimum mixture volume ratio attainable in
any vapor explosion experiment under a pouring mode of contact; i.e., the nature of the transient mixing process
drives fuel breakup and vapor generation to a dilute fuel 'charge', and this may be the 'most explosive' mixture
condition for the vapor explosion. This further suggests that an upper limit to mixing is practically determined by
the size of such a mixture in any postulated accident geometrical situation. The latter observation suggests that the
kinetics of the fuel fragmentation process under proper axial constraints does not favor complete fragmentation of
all the fuel in the fuel-coolant mixture during explosion propagation; rather only a limited amount of the fuel
fragments during the explosion propagation through the mixture and drives the explosion expansion process, while
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the large majority of the fuel is effectively quenched in the surrounding coolant in the subsequent explosion
expansion process. This is exactly the results from the analysis of the KROTOS and WFCI experiments using both
a non-equilibrium thermodynainic model and the TEXAS transient FCI model suggesting <5% of fuel quenched
and participating, with good agreement with data [Table 2, Figures 7-8]. In the subsequent experiments in
KROTOS, WFCI and ZrEX, the more prototypic fuels will be used to further verify these hypotheses.

4. CURRENT ISSUES and FUTURE EFFORTS

There are issues related to our experimental approach that should be discussed. First, one cannot perform
an experiment which is at too small a scale. The practical limit for this point is not very clear, but it seems
reasonable to rely on the concept that the 'slice' of the fuel-coolant mixture developed must be large enough that
the local length scale of the fuel mixing diameter be much smaller than the geometric dimensions of the test
chamber. Past mixing analyses as well as non-energetic experiments seem to indicate the mixing length scale for
the fuel is usually less than about 10 mm, suggesting that the experimental chamber diameter should be on the
order of 100mm. This concept also coincides with the notion that any lateral walls around the premixture must far
enough away so as not to affect the energetics; i.e., the empirical data suggests a coolant/fuel volume ratio much
less than 10 hampers the mixing and thus the explosion energetics. If this coolant/fuel volume ratio gets much
bigger than 10, the data also suggests the energetics decrease due to the weaker constraint and the ability of the
surrounding water to 'dilute' the premixture and 'quench' the explosion. A second issue that has been raised is the
effect of the absolute magnitude of the fuel mass. There have been past hypotheses which suggest that the
energetics of the explosion would decrease markedly as the fuel mass increases [e.g., Becker et al, 1980], as well as
hypotheses that energetics would increase [Berinan et al, 1984]. Once data is gathered using these proposed scaling
guidelines, the only way to verify or invalidate such hypotheses, is to perform a larger scale experiment under
similar conditions as those at smaller scale. We would expect no significant change in energetics if these scaling
guidelines are maintained, but realize an eventual empirical check would be needed. The ALPHA or the FARO
facility may provide such an opportunity since by design each has the capability in handling fuel masses of 10-100
kilograms.

The composition of molten core materials is expected to be some molten mixture of urania, zirconia and
zirconium metal [with structural steel possibly present]. The exact proportions of these species depend on the
severe accident scenario; e.g., the metallic zirconium content of the melt may be from a few percent to over 10
weight percent. Due to this uncertainty, these vapor explosion experiments have now sought to isolate different
portions of complete melt composition and examine the energetics; i.e., molten oxides, molten metals and specific
mixtures. Consider the effect of chemical augmentation of the explosion energetics by the combined release of
sensible and chemical heat during the FCI. The chemical energy available from the oxidation of molten zirconium
increases the available energy by almost an order of magnitude per unit mass of zirconium. The ZrEX experiments
are designed to examine this physical effect. The initial experiments have been completed with pure zirconium and
with a mixture of metal and oxide [10% by weight zirconia], with a mass of 1 kg. Explosions took place in only
those tests which were externally triggered. While the extent of zirconium oxidation in the triggered experiments
was quite extensive, the estimated explosion energetics were found to be very small compared to the combined
thermal and chemical energy available. Analysis of these tests is now underway with the aim being to identify the
degree of chemical reaction that occurs during the actual explosion propagation and fuel fragmentation process; as
well as the effect of the presence of the oxide.

Recent tests at KROTOS [KROTOS 31-37, 45-48] indicate that corium fuel melts [80w/o-urania, 20w/o-
zirconia @ 100-200K superheat] have yet to produce as energetic an FCI as alumina. Historically, the KROTOS
tests are the first group of experiments which have delivered a pure urania/zirconia melt to water. Past experiments
[e.g., Berman et al, 1984] have developed corium melts using a thermitic reaction in which a substantial fraction of
some metallic phase [usually 25-40 w/o molybdenum or stainless steel] was present. During test series using this
corium thermite melt, vapor explosions were observed [spontaneous and triggered]. Thus, there may be a
significant difference in the 'triggerability' between this pure oxidic corium melt and these past oxide/metal melts;
i.e., the melt composition and initial conditions may reduce the explosivity. Preliminary data and analysis suggest
the premixing behavior with corium produces copious amounts of steam and has a larger integral void fraction in
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the mixing region than molten tin or alumina. Consistent with this observation is the fact that the quenched debris
from the fuel-coolant mixing process is much finer in size than that observed from these other simulants without
any FCI energetics [1-4 mm average diameters]. Combine these observations with the fact that the melt superheat
is not as large as the molten tin or alumina, and this suggests that the fuel more effeciently transfers its energy to
the coolant as it dynamically fragments to smaller sizes and freezes before the explosion is triggered spontaneously
or by external triggers. More recent KROTOS tests with this fuel have considered these possibilities and are now
taking the approach to increase the molten fuel mass [volume] from about 3kg [0.4 liter] to 6kg [0.8 liter], increase
the ambient pressure to reduce the void fraction as well as allow for external triggering earlier in the pouring
process. These mixing dynamics are also being analyzed by FCI models to gain better insight into the dynamics of
the process. Another complicating effect is that hydrogen appears to generated during the experiments and the
presence of noncondensible gases is known to hamper explosion triggering.
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Material

Corium
Alumina
Slain.Sll.
Zircaloy
Alumin.
Tin
Iron-oiid
Iron
NaCI

T-melt
IK1

2873
2325
1700
2141
933
505
1835
1700
1074

T-boil
|K1

3760
3253
3080
4650

3000
2700
3080
1738

T-fuel
|K|

2973
2673
1800
2250
1233
1273
2000
1800
1273

Spec.Heat
ikJ/kgKl

0.533
1.400
0.75
0365
1.16
0.24
0.92
0.80
0.93

Density
|kg/m3|

7990
2600
6000
5800
2690
6900
5250
6700
2200

Ther.Cnd
|w/mK|

3.45
8.
21.
20.
230.
30.
4.4
35
105

CondLth*
Irnm)

16
2 6
38
545
15.2
7.5
2.0
4 5
13

Fusion Hi
(MJ/litr)

3.17
2.78
1 56
15
1.06
0.42
3.07
162
105

Superheat
[MJ/litrl*

3.6
4.05
20
1.72
2.0
169
3.79
2.15
169

Total Ht
|MJ/lilr|+

1425
11 16
8.43
5.83
3.74
19
137
9.36
2.9

Total Ht
(MJ/kgl-t-

1.78
4.30
14
0.97
1 39
0.28
261
1 38
1.32

"Corium" designates a fuel composilion of urania and zirconia with a weight fraction of 80/20 w/o
* Superheat = Heat of Fusion plus fuel superheat energy
+ Total Heal= Heat of Fusion plus fuel energy above reference temperature
tt Conduction Length = Characteristic Length for transient conduction within fuel |Sqn(na,t) for I = lsec]

N.B. - Zircaloy and aluminum can release chemical energy from metal oxidation and this is not included.

TABLE I: COMPARISON OF VARIOUS MOLTEN FUEL PROPERTIES

TABLE 2: SUMMARY of THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

ExptNo. Pk.Press. Prop.Vel. Pred.Void Pred. Fuel Mass Frag.

K-26

K-28

K-29

K-30

K-38

K-40

K-42

[MPa]

>26

>50

>104

>106

45

60

40

[m/s]

650

830

1150

1200

850

950

900

[%]

8.5

12.5

6.0

5.5

12.1

11J

8-3

[grams]

25

45

85

110

290

350

210
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FIGURE 1: FUEL- COOLANT IMHNG CONCEPTUAL PICTURE ot WELL-HXEO and UNMIXED STATES

FIGURE 2: CONCEPTUAL PICtURES OF VAPOR EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
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Discussion

Kolev

How do you apply the trigger initiating absolute pressure in real situations where the local

pressure increase but not the absolute pressure serves as trigger for thermal distortion of

the droplets?

Corradini

You must trigger based on pressure rise due to a local spontaneous trigger or a pressure

pulse from another region into the mixture.

Burger

I think the strong driving effect of little fragmented fuel is only obtained by putting all

energy directly into evaporation or into very little water. Is this possible?

Corradini

The fragmentation model is based on the idea that the film collapse is the key driver for full

fragmentation; its thermal effect really puts the amount of fuel fragmented to be small. The

amount of vapor produced by this fuel quenched is computed by

mfrfuel(efuel)

mv = — -

enthalpy vapor(Tv) - enthalpy water (Twater)

This predicts that about equal mass of coolant is vaporized by fuel quenched. Any more

fuel quench goes into useless water heating and is not considered.
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5.3 Suppression of Stratified Explosive Interactions

Michael K. MEEKS, Bassam I. SHAMOUN, Riccardo BONAZZA, Michael L. CORRADINI

University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

1500 Engineering Drive
Madison, WI 53706

(608) 263-4447, Fax (608) 262-6707

Stratified Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI) experiments with Refrigerant-134a and water were
performed in a large-scale system. Air was uniformly injected into the coolant pool to establish
a pre-existing void which could suppress the explosion. Two competing effects due to the
variation of the air flow rate seem to influence the intensity of the explosion in this geometrical
configuration. At low flow rates, although the injected air increases the void fraction, the
concurrent agitation and mixing increases the intensity of the interaction. At higher flow rates,
the increase in void fraction tends to attenuate the propagated pressure wave generated by the
explosion. Experimental results show a complete suppression of the vapor explosion at high
rates of air injection, corresponding to an average void fraction of larger than 30%.

Keywords: Steam Explosions, Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI), Severe Accident

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the crucial issues in the management of industrial accidents, both in nuclear and
chemical systems, is the possibility of explosive vapor production where water (or other coolant) comes
in direct contact with extremely high-temperature molten material. For example, in a nuclear reactor
severe accident, explosive fuel-coolant interactions (FCI) between water and molten corium may prove
detrimental to ex-vessel core coolability. The energetic FCI could compromise the cooling design
currently being tested by scientists at Forschung Zentrum Karlsruhe^. In this scheme, molten core
material is predicted to penetrate through the reactor pressure vessel, fall onto a layer of sacrificial
material (possibly concrete) located at the bottom of the containment cavity, ablatively erode this layer
(thus undergoing a temperature decrease) and finally reach a matrix of water injectors buried in this
layer and initially sealed by plastic plugs. Upon contact with the molten core material, the plastic plugs
melt and water is injected into the molten corium, driven only by the hydrostatic pressure due to the
location of the water reservoir (above the containment cavity). To validate this concept, the potential for
an explosive FCI between the water and the molten corium must be quantitatively assessed and
techniques to suppress the tendency for spontaneous explosions must be tested and verified. One
particular concern is the accumulation of an entrapped layer of coolant below the melt, thus creating a
stratified geometry. Because the volatile fluid is trapped under the fuel, providing an inertial constraint
to the vapor produced at the interface, this geometry represents the contact configuration most likely to
generate a vapor explosion.

The objective of the present work is the validation of the fundamental concept of explosion
suppression in a stratified configuration which can be regarded as an extreme case of the injection
geometry proposed in a core coolability scheme. One possible technique for explosion suppression is the
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existence of a void fraction in the melt-coolant mixture by injection of noncondensable gases. Such a
pre-existing void may be caused by the decomposition of the sacrificial layer below the melt pool.

Results obtained from previous FCI investigations^ with R12 (at ~ -30 °C) and water ( > 53.5
°C) in a small-scale reaction chamber (20.5 x 2.5 cm) showed that the tendency toward spontaneous
vapor explosions always exists in the absence of gas injection. In the presence of gas injection through
injection ports, the intensity and the occurrence of such explosions became a function of gas flow rate.
As the void fraction increased, the explosion intensity was mitigated, as both the peak and time integral
of the pressure became smaller than the case with no air injection. A void fraction of approximately
50% (due to gas injection only) completely suppressed the explosion in the small-scale system. It should
be emphasized here that the change in the value of void fraction is the result of development of injected
air and the augmented coolant evaporation (in turn due to the heating provided by the air).

In this paper, results obtained from a new set of FCI tests conducted with refrigerant R134a
(coolant) and water (fuel) in a substantially larger test chamber to verify the geometrical scaling of the
explosion suppression are presented. It is useful to note that the geometrical scaling applies not only to
the amount of fuel and coolant involved in the interaction, but also to the inertial constraint of the
system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Schematic diagrams of the front and side views of the test section in the large-scale system are
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The cross-section of the chamber measures 50 x 6 cm, which is
2.5 times larger than that used in the small-scale system2). The lower portion of the test section is made
of phenolic, except the front panel which is clear Lexan (polycarbonate). The top assembly is aluminum
plating. The water reservoir in the large-scale apparatus (shown in Figure 2) is attached to the back of
the interaction vessel instead of the side wall of the small-scale apparatus. The advantage of this
modification is to provide a larger volume flow rate of the overlying liquid into the interaction vessel in
a shorter time with less disturbance of the interface. Three (0.95 x 5 cm2) horizontal slits are located
between the interaction vessel and the water reservoir, providing the flow path of water into the vessel.
Four equally-spaced concentric-tube injectors (tuyeres) are mounted in the bottom of the interaction
chamber. The inner tubing is used to pre-cool the test chamber through the introduction of liquid
nitrogen; the outer nozzles could be used to inject air into the liquid coolant.

However, preliminary tests with the outer nozzles indicated that this method of air injection was
inefficient at creating a uniform void within the volume of coolant present in the system. Videotapes of
these early investigations provided a record of the injection process via the nozzles. The injected air
tended to form narrow channels through the liquid coolant which provided easy paths for the gas to
escape without being uniformly mixed with the coolant. Two preliminary tests were conducted with
refrigerant R12, one without air injection and at high flow rate through the nozzles; one test was
performed with R134a with the nozzle air injection flow rate set at a high superficial velocity. In all
cases an explosion occurred.

Since a uniform distribution of the void fraction in the mixture may play a crucial role in the
effectiveness of the suppression of an energetic FCI, an alternative method of gas delivery was
developed using a bubbler, as shown in Figure 3. This device is a stainless-steel tube with a total of 17
holes (1.93 mm in diameter) drilled into its surface designed to provide a more-uniform distribution of
the gas bubbles into the coolant.

K-type thermocouple wires were used to monitor the temperature in the reservoir and the water
container. A T-type thermocouple (TCI in Fig. 1) was used to monitor the liquid R134a temperature.
Five quartz PCB pressure transducers (sensitivity of 1.11-1.21 pClpsi) were used to record the
interaction pressure. These are flush-mounted on the rear wall of the vessel, -3.8 cm below the surface
of liquid R134a as shown (P1-P5) in Fig. 1.

The experimental procedures are similar to those in the small-scale2) test series. The water is
heated (~ 99 °C) in a well-insulated aluminum container (Figure 2). The test chamber is then pre-
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cooled with liquid nitrogen to minimize the evaporation of the liquid refrigerant; liquid freon is collected
in the chamber. The required amount of water is then collected in the water reservoir, where a heating
element is used to compensate for the heat losses. The liquid refrigerant is then injected with air, the
slide-gate separating the water reservoir from the test chamber is opened, and the water is poured over
the R134a through the slits. Approximately 3.25 L (~3.8 kg) of liquid R134a, corresponding to a height
of 10 cm, and 2.0 L (~2 kg) of water are used for each test. No triggering mechanism is used to initiate
the explosive interaction

The choice of R134a for this series of experiments, vice R12 as used for the small-scale tests,
should be explained. New safety regulations have banned the use of Freon-12 due to its deleterious
environmental effects. It was therefore necessary to find a replacement refrigerant whose physical
properties and explosive behavior are similar to R12. R134a (1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane) was chosen as
the substitute simulant and used in all the large-scale results presented in this paper. The choice of
R134a was determined from a few scoping tests and associated analysis. A listing of some analytical
data of R134a compared to R12 is shown in Table 1.

3. RESULTS

Ten experiments were successfully conducted in the large-scale apparatus using R134a and
water simulants. Table 2 shows the summary of the initial conditions and test results for the maximum
peak pressure obtained from the explosion at different air injection rates. As shown in Table 2, the fuel-
coolant interaction energetics varied significantly with the air flow rate injected into the liquid coolant

Another parameter of interest measured in the experiment is the temperature histories of the
fluids involved in the reaction. Figure 4 shows an example of a typical temperature distribution of
R134a and water during the experiment. The top curve, Tc3, represents the water temperature in the
water heating tank; the second curve, Tc2, represents the temperature in the water reservoir. The sharp
increase in temperatures around the 280 s mark indicates when water from the heater was initially
introduced into the reservoir, with the subsequent oscillations representing the cyclic operation of the
valve while verifying the proper volume of water in the reservoir. The third curve, Tel, is the
temperature reading of the thermocouple inside the explosion chamber. The sharp decrease in
temperature around the 150 s mark indicates that the liquid refrigerant is being introduced, and the
noise-peaks around the 325 s mark indicate the explosion. Note that the time scales of the temperature
plot (Fig. 4) and the pressure traces (Figs. 7-8) are not synchronized.

Estimates of the void fraction due to the air injection were also made based on the drift-flux
model using correlations as developed by Casas3). Note that the void fraction estimates provided by this
method only account for the pre-existing void fraction due to the air injection, and do not take into
account the void produced by boiling processes after the water is introduced into the chamber.

Plots of the maximum pressure peak and the corresponding impulse as a function of superficial
velocity of the injected air are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. To find the impulse, each
pressure signal was integrated over the explosion time interval. The starting point for the integration
was taken to be just before the characteristically sharp rise in pressure due to the explosion. The end-
point of integration was generally taken to be the time at which the pressure readings crossed the time-
axis. This methodology ensured that the impulse values are indicative of only the vapor explosion
energetics, as all other spurious pressure variations are neglected. A normal value of the time interval is
40 ms.

Typical pressure histories obtained from selected explosive tests at low and high air flow rates
are shown in Figures 7 and 8. For example, Figure 7 shows that at zero air flow (Test No. 1) the
maximum explosion pressure, recorded by pressure sensor 5 (P5 in Fig. 1), was 5.8 bar. The pressure
histories indicate that this explosion took place in the region near the right-hand corner of the reaction
chamber, then propagated along the fuel-coolant interface to the left

At low flow rates (tests No. 2-5), one notices that the value of the maximum pressure peak
obtained from the explosion increases proportionally with the air flow rate, and it is higher than that
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obtained with no air injection. At higher air flow rates (tests No. 6-8) the maximum peak tends to
decline until the explosion is completely suppressed (Tests No. 9 and 10). Estimates of the wave
propagation velocity along the fuel-coolant interface, using the pressure histories obtained from these
tests, showed a range of 67-127 mis. The behavior of the pressure peak at low air flow rates (tests No.
2-5) seems somewhat different than one might expect; that is, the strength of the explosion at the low
air flow rates may have been lower than that at zero flow rate. However, the explosion dynamics are
also determined by the history of the mixing process prior to the explosion9'10|1I). Although the injected
air increases the void fraction, it also agitates the coolant, thereby enhancing the local mixing of the fuel
and coolant and increasing the rate of interaction. At high air flow rates, however, the effect of gas void
fraction increase adds much more compliance to the mixture and thereby slows the shock wave as it
propagates through the medium. Finally, suppression may be caused by a number of factors associated
with propagation, e.g. the lack of an inertial constraint as vapor produced by the FCI is easily vented
and no shock wave is produced to drive further film collapse.

Our results seem to indicate that these two processes compete with each other to determine the
overall dynamics of the vapor explosion in the presence of air injection. One process tends to make the
explosion more energetic by increasing the depth of penetration and mixing of the fuel and the coolant,
and allowing for a higher rate of thermal energy transfer from the fuel to the coolant; the other effect
tends to lower the intensity of the explosion by attenuating the propagated pressure wave from the
explosion due to the increase in the value of the gas void fraction in the system. The experimental data
shows that at very high air flow rates the second effect becomes more dominant.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The results initially reported in the small-scale experiments are verified in the large-scale
geometry. Specifically, the formation of a large void fraction is sufficient to completely suppress the
vapor explosion event. Once the suppression threshold flow rate has been established, increasing that
flow rate will not effect the explosive suppression. Furthermore, the substitution of R134a in the large-
scale system for the R12 of the previous experiments had no observable effect on the fundamental
mitigation and suppressive characteristics of the gas injection concept.

Moreover, the tests performed with the nozzle injectors and at lower flow rates using the
bubbler apparatus emphasize the necessity of the formation of a uniform void in the stratified system.
The results indicate that is the air injection technique is not sufficient to create the uniform-void
environment the vapor explosion energetics are actually enhanced. With an injector configuration that
does not create uniformity in void, simple increases in the injected air flow rate can also contribute to a
more energetic vapor explosion than an explosion with zero air flow rate. Thus, injector placement and
flow conditions can be crucial to proper operation.

5. FUTURE WORK

Scaling effects will be further quantified in experiments with R134a and gas injection using the
bubbler in the small-scale system. A light-extinction technique4* may also be utilized to more accurately
quantify the local void fraction present in the system during the vapor explosion event at particular
locations and times before the explosion. Experiments using various other noncondensable gases may
be performed to determine if exothermic chemical reactions can be used to create the void fraction with
similar observable effects. Modeling is also underway to further understand the hypothesis that two
competing mechanisms (mixing and wave interference) dominate system response.
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Table 1: R12 and R-134a analytical data.

properties R12 R134a

chenical name <

structure

nornal boiling point ( t)

critical temperature ( t)

critical pressure (KPa)

density at 25 °C (kg/mA3)

lorodi fluoronethane

F
I
1

Cl - C - Cl

1
F

-29.79

111.8

4.14

1205.8

1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane

F H
1 |1 1

F - C - C - F
1 1
F H

-26.5

101.06

4.06

1193.3
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup, front view.
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Table 2: Summary results of R-134a/water FCI.

test
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Tw

80

86

87

87

87

85

85

83

88

85

Q.ir

(cnT3/sec)
10*3

0.000

1.573

3.146

6.292

9.438

11.011

12.584

13.370

14.157

14.943

Jg

(cm/sec)

0.000

4.877

9.755

19.510

29.265

34.142

39.020

41.457

43.897

46.334

CX.ir

0.00

8.28

14.14

21.86

26.73

28.54

30.08

30.76

31.39

31.97

Ppeak

(bar)

5.79

7.40

10.30

10.01

6.26

5.18

2.89

2.42

0.00

0.00

tdelay

(sec)

1.39

*

1.38

1.08

1.22

1.05

1.01

1.07

-

-

* DO data obtained frora the experiment.

Tw : water temerature
Q >ir : air flow rate
j g : superficial velocity
ct,ir s air void fraction
Ppeak : max. pressure peak
Uprop : propagation velocity
tdelay '• explosion delay time
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Figure 5: Maximum pressure peak versus injected air superficial velocity
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Figure 6: Maximum pressure impulse versus injected air superficial velocity
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Discussion

Bang

In the experimental data shown, the explosion cut-off threshold in terms of void fraction

looks very clear. Is this because of limited data points in higher void fraction (2-3 points

beyond this clear cut)?

Bonazza

We could pinpoint it better by running more experiments at void fractions near the value

we see now.

Sehgal

How does this apply to the COMET concept? Where are they going to put air into the melt?

Bonazza

But should the COMET experiments show the occurrence of a vapor explosion? The air

injection technique would be a fix.

Jacobs

The COMET core debris cooling concept developed at FZK is far from facing the danger

of a stratified explosion. You demonstrated the reason yourself by your unsuccessful trials

to inject liquid freon into hot water from below.

Bonazza

But at the degree of subcooling of the injected water it is possible to inject 100% liquid

coolant.

Theofanous

There is no concern for stratified explosion.

Bonazza

(Given by Dr. Kolev) But a vapor explosion may have an important role in the coolability

of the core.

Chen

What is the effect of condensibility of ejected gas on the interaction?

Bonazza

Whenever I tried to inject liquid freon, I was always actually injecting liquid and vapor,

and never saw an explosion. My feeling is that injection of a condensable vapor would be

as efficient as that of gas in suppressing the explosions - but I have no evidence of this.

Kolev

The COMET concept of FZK does not endanger the containment integrity due to energetic
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Discussion(cont)

interaction because the involved material is local limited. Locally strong interaction may

influence only the long term coolability if it causes the geometry change of the water

supply paths.
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5.4 Thermal Interaction in Crusted Melt Jets with Large-Scale Structures
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the present study is to experimentally observe thermal interaction which would be

capable of triggering due to entrainment, or entrapment in crusted melt jets with "large-scale structure".

The present experiment was carried out by dropping molten zinc and molten tin of 100 grams, of which

mass was sufficient to generate large-scale structures of melt jets.

The experimental results show that the thermal interaction of entrapment type occurs in molten-zinc jets

with rare probability, and the thermal interaction of entrainment type occurs in molten tin jets with high

probability. The difference of thermal interaction between molten zinc and molten tin may attribute to

differences of kinematic viscosity and melting point between them.

KEYWORDS : triggering, thermal interaction, large-scale structure, entrapment, entrainment, melt jet

1. INTRODUCTION
In an severe accident, there is a possibility that

molten core drops into water, causing a vapor

explosion. The energy of vapor explosion may cause

the integrity of the reactor or the containment vessel to

fail. However, the physics of vapor explosion has not

been understood yet. It is generally considered that a

large-scale vapor explosion involves a progression

through four stages of coarse mixing, triggering,

propagation, and expansion. This has been acceptable

concept on vapor explosion. Based on this concept,

vapor explosion could not occur without spontaneous

triggering Hence, it is important to understand what

hydrodynamic mechanisms between water and high

temperature melts cause triggering. Triggering is

defined as events that initiate a rapid , local heat

transfer and a pressure rise.

The objective of the present study is to observe

locally caused thermal interactions which would be

capable of triggering due to entrapment or entrainment

in crusted melt jet with "large-scale structures". It has

been recognized in the field of fluid mechanics that jet

flows generate large-scale structures1'1. This

recognition involves that the Kelvin-Helmholtz

Vortices

Photo 1 Large-Scale Structure in Water Jet

Visualized by Hydrogen Bubbles
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instability in jet flows is potentially capable of generating large-scale structures. Photo 1 shows a generation

and development of the large-scale structure in a water jet falling through still water21. The shear layer at

nozzle exit (38.1mm in inner diameter) rolls up into discrete vortices because of its instability, developing

into large-scale vertices (large-scale structures) downstream. The size of large-scale structures is generally

comparable to the characteristic length in fluid systems (jet diameter in photo 1). Many interesting studies

on large- scale structures in the field of fluid mechanics have been reported for the last three decades.

However, we have not found out studies on large-scale structure "with phase change" in our survey of

technical papers. In the present study, phase change means solidification of melts.

Our motivation of the present study is to experimentally observe whether or not thermal interaction

which would be capable of triggering, occurs due to entrapment or entrainment in crusted melts with large-

scale structures. The large-scale structures are a subsequent evolution of instability. Observation is

important in high temperature melts covered with vapor film for the purpose of assessment on the occurrence

of triggering in the reactor condition. However, as a first step, we used molten zinc and tin with low melting

points below the minimum film boiling temperatures in the present study.

Kinematic viscosity plays a key role for the development of large-scale structures in melt jets. Kinematic

viscosity of molten UO2 is around 0.5mm2/s, if we take low values reported'3'4', based on the fact that

strength of vapor explosion increases with decreasing the kinematic viscosity of melts'51. Since the value of

molten zinc is about same with that of molten UO2[6'. It is expected that the behavior of large-scale

structures in molten zinc is qualitatively similar to that in molten UO2, when thermal behavior is not taken

into consideration. Hence, experiments in molten zinc would give us some useful aspects on the possibility

of spontaneous triggering in jets of molten UO2, even though a large difference of thermal diffusivity

between molten zinc and molten UO2 exists. Since it is known that thermal interaction does not usually

occur in molten zinc, we also used molten tin, which has a kinematic viscosity a half that of molten zinc and

easily causes thermal interaction.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
PROCEDURE
Experiments were carried out by dropping

molten zinc and tin of lOOgrams which are

sufficient to generate large-scale structures of

melts, into subcooled water at atmospheric

pressure. Melts were dropped through a funnel

with 6.5mm in inner diameter.

Conceptual setup is shown in figure 1. Zinc

and tin were first put in a crucible made of ceramic

and then heated by a gas burner. A C-A

thermocouple was used in order to measure the

temperature of melts. The initial temperature of

molten zinc was between 430°C and 470°C, and

tin was between 250°C and 270°C, where the

formation of solid crust was assured during falling

through water. The funnel was heated to become

same as the initial temperature of melts.

The water tank was made of acrylic plate. The

inner size of the tank is 22cm wide, 10cm long,

Mass : 100g

Initial Temperature

Zn : 430°C~470°C

Sn : 250tC~270°C

video camera

water tank

Figure 1 Conceptual Setup of Experimental

Apparatus
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and 80cm high. The depth of water in the tank

was kept at 78cm. The temperature of water was

always kept at about 15°C.

A video camera (Sony, CCD-V700) at a X / D = 0

framing rate of 30pps and high speed video

camera (PHOTORON Fastcam Rabbit-2) at a

framing rate of 400pps were used to record the

behavior of melts falling through water.

3. OBSERBATION OF LARGE-SCALE
STRUCTURE IN A HIGH DENSITY JET
Photo 2 shows a mercury jet dropping

through water using a funnel with an inner

diameter of 6.5mm. The mercury and water were

both in room temperature. In Photo 2, D and X

X/D=12 X/D=22

(a) (b) (c)

Photo 2 Large-Scale Structure and Deformation

in Mercury Jet

stand for the inner diameter of the funnel exit and the depth from the funnel exit respectively. The exit of the

funnel sets just below the water surface in order to remove the disturbance caused by impact against the

water surface.

Photo 2-(a) shows regularly generated cone-like figures which are generally regarded as large scale

structures in the field of fluid mechanics. Photo 2-(b) shows considerably deformed cone-like figures, and

photo 2-(c) shows irregularly deformed jet just before breaking up. This result indicates that large-scale

structures are inevitably generated even in jets with high density which is largely different from that of

water, as well as jet systems with same density as shown in photo 1 reported in the field of fluid mechanics.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON MOLTEN-ZINC JET
Photo 3 shows a typical example of large-scale structures in

molten-zinc jet falling through water. The initial temperature of

zinc was 430°C. This figure is similar to that of mercury. It clearly

shows that several cone-like figures which we call large-scale

structures, connect to each other. This characteristic figure was

often observed in molten-zinc experiment.

It has been reported that thermal interaction does not occur in

molten zinc. This fact is applicable to most of zinc runs in our

experiment. This means that porous bodies or fine fragments

produced by locally caused thermal interaction were not observed

in most of solidified zinc samples, although generation of large-

scale structures was often observed. Photos 4-(a) and (b) show a

zinc sample that an evidence of thermal interaction was

exceptionally observed in a large-scale structure. Photo 4-(a) is

appearance which shows a cone-like figure swollen in the middle.

Photo 4-(b) is the cross sectional view. Initial temperature of

molten zinc was 450 C. This sample, as shown in photo 4-(a), has a 10mm

crater on the left. This sample was basically a hollow tube with

different cross section stopped up at top and bottom sides (the

bottom is open in this photo). The hollow tube was produced by

Photo 3 Large-Scale Structure in

Molten-Zinc Jet
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solidification during falling through water.

A long drop of which top is indicated by

arrow A, is clearly observed over lower

region in the hollow tube, and porous body

is locally observed in the middle region of

long drop as indicated by arrow B. From

this observation, it would be reasonable to

consider that the crater was made by

eruption due to high pressure caused by a

thermal interaction.

The physics of the occurrence of the

thermal interaction would be as follows.

After the solid crust of the leading melt

(hollow tube in photo 4-(b)) was formed

by cooling, the following molten zinc

(long drop in photo 4-(b)) could catch up

the leading crusted melt by means of

acceleration due to a low pressure

inevitably produced behind the leading

crusted melt. This means that the following molten zinc enters into the leading crusted melts. This "catch

up" phenomenon was often observed in our experiment. The motion of large-scale melt mass associated with

catch-up phenomenon is generally called large-scale organized motion. Under this circumstance, it would be

possible that some amount of surrounding water is simultaneously entrained inside the leading crusted melt

(hollow tube) because of low pressure behind it. Although the mechanism that the leading crusted zinc

made a closed chamber stopped at top and bottom sides has not been clear, a thermal interaction between

molten zinc and water "entrapped" inside the closed chamber would rapidly produce a high pressure. When

the crust does not bear the inner high pressure, the high-pressure vapor erupts from a weak region on the

crust. Hence, the crater shown in photo 4-(a) would be produced in such processes.

(a) Appearance (b) Cross Sectional View

Photo 4 Thermal Interaction in Crusted Molten-Zinc Jet

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON MOLTEN-TIN JET
As explained in the previous section, molten zinc is insensitive to thermal interaction. Hence, it is

difficult to clearly observed the relation between the large-scale structure and thermal interaction. We

therefore carried out an experiment of molten tin to observe the relation in detail.

Photo 5 shows time-sequence pictures of thermal interaction in molten-tin jet. The initial temperature of

tin was 270°C. The head of jet indicated by arrow A looks like an mushroom inverted at t=0.0msec, which

was produced by the impact between melt and water surface. In most of runs, the head of jet kept the same

kind of figure. A lot of fragments exist around the tin jet, which are not produced by the jet concerned, but

by the leading jets far downward. The jet has two cone-like figures indicated by arrows B. Most of runs that

initial temperature was from 250°C to 270°C showed similar figures, which we regard large-scale

structures. It was rare that thermal interaction occurs near the water surface because of a superficial crust of

tin jet formed in the air. The jet, therefore, falls through water with almost keeping its figure. The situation

continues to 2.5msec. At 2.5msec, thermal interaction occurs inside the upper cone-like figure indicated by

arrow C. At 5.0msec, the thermal interaction region moves upward as indicated by arrow D. At 7.5msec,

the thermal interaction reaches near the water surface as indicated by arrow E. This phenomenon is regarded

as a "propagation" of thermal interaction. Thermal interaction did not occur in the head of jet and the lower
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cone-like figure, because the solidification

of molten tin inside the crust had been

progressed. This type of thermal interaction

is caused by the mechanism that some

amount of water is hydrodynamically

entrained from the opening of the base of

cone-like figure into the crust due to the low

pressure caused behind the cone-like figure,

and the water is forced into contact with

molten tin inside.

Photo 6-(a) shows a typical appearance

of solidified tin sample with cone-like

figures. The initial temperature was 270°C.

In this sample, several cone-like figures joint

together. Porous textures which indicate

thermal interaction between water and

molten tin, are clearly observed in two

regions indicated by arrows. Photo 6-(b)

shows the cross sectional view of a cone-like

figure with porous textures as indicated by

the upper arrow in Photo 6-(a). Solid crust

with cone-like figure is filled with fine

fragments and porous bodies. The crust has

some cracks including one indicated by an

arrow, which are regarded to be caused by a

high pressure produced after the crust

formed. This result indicates that some

amount of water was hydrodynamically

entrained inside the crust, and thermal

interaction with molten tin produced ?• b.^h

pressure inside. The fine fragments and

porous bodies as shown in Photo 6-(b) were

observed with high probability in molten tin

experiments. Taking no difference in thermal

diffusivity between zinc and tin into

consideration, the difference of thermal interaction between molten tin and zinc may attribute to the

differences of kinematic viscosity and melting point between them.

(a) Appearance (b) Cross Sectional View

Photo 6 Thermal interaction in Crusted Molten-Tin Jet

6. CONCLUSIONS
In order to clarify the relation between the large-scale structures of melts and thermal interaction which

would be capable of triggering, we carried out experiments dropping molten zinc and tin through water. The

conclusions in the present study are as follows:

(1) We observed the "large scale structures" that we called cone-like figures, which are generated by

development of instability in molten zinc and tin jets as well as in mercury jet without phase change.
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(2) It was observed with rare probability that thennal interaction occurs in molten- zinc jets, because of

the water entraped inside large-scale structures. The progression of solid crust may contribute to

thermal interaction in molten-zinc jets.

(3) It was observed with high probability that thermal interaction occurs in molten-tin jets, because of the

water entrained into large-scale structures.

(4) The difference of thermal interaction between molten zinc and tin jets may partially attribute to the

differences of kinematic viscosity and melting point between them.
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Discussion

Dinh

What is the melt temperature?

Sugiyama

From 430°C to 470°C in zinc jets and from 250°C to 270°C in tin jets.

Cho

I want to share my old experience with zinc and tin. Molten zinc drop does not fragment

spontaneously in cold water while molten tin drop does. The behavior of zinc-tin alloy

depends on the alloy composition. There must be something more to the interaction

behavior of the melt jet in water.

Sugiyama

The experiment in the past was drop. This is jet system. Thank you for your comments.
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ABSTRACT

A series of experiments is being performed in the PREMIX test facility in which the mixing behaviour
is investigated of a hot alumina melt discharged into water. The major parameters have been: the melt
mass, the number of nozzles, the distance between the nozzle and the water, and the depth of the wa-
ter. The paper describes the last two tests in which 20 kg of melt were released through one and three
nozzles, respectively, directly into the water whose depth was 500 mm. The melt penetration and the
associated phenomena of mixing are described by means of high-speed films and various measure-
ments. The steam production and, subsequently, the pressure increased markedly only after the melt
had reached the bottom of the pool. Spreading of the melt across the bottom caused violent boiling in
both tests. Whereas the boiling lasted for minutes in the single-jet test, a steam explosion occurred in
the triple-jet test about one second after the start of melt penetration.

Keywords: Thermite, alumina melt, melt-water interaction, prernixing, steam explosion

1. INTRODUCTION

In the case of a severe reactor accident characterized by core melt-down, hot corium melt may pene-
trate into the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel. At that time, the plenum may be filled with
water near to saturation. The mode of melt release is given, among other conditions, by the con-
struction of the lower grid plate which has holes whose diameters are, e.g., about 70 mm in the
present design of the European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR). The melt that falls through the ho-
les into the water will undergo coarse mixing due to hydrodynamic and thermodynamic processes at
the end of which a large-scale steam explosion might occur.

Research work in the field of fuel/coolant interaction is done at several laboratories1'"3' . PREMIX is
the name of an experimental programme performed at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in which the
mixing of a hot melt discharged into water is investigated on a small to medium scale. The water is
near saturation conditions. Strong safety directions as well as similarity considerations led us to choo-
se alumina as a simulating material instead of corium. As for similarity, a strong argument for us was
to achieve comparable total enthalpies per unit of volume involved during premixing for both melts.
E.g., the integral over the temperature of the product of the specific enthalpy and density,

To
j e ( T ) p ( 7 ) d T ,

T m

should give approximately the same value. In the above expression, Tm and To are the temperatures
of the melt and the saturated water, respectively. The melt temperatures are assumed to be above the
solidus by 200 K each. The integration results in total enthalpies of about 11 kJ/cm3 for both melts,
alumina and corium.

We consider in our tests fuel/coolant interactions in general without intentionally triggering for a
steam explosion. One of the goals of the experimental series has been to find out to what extent an
inherent limitation occurs of the masses involved in premixing4' and, consequently, of the thermal
energy that is possibly transformed into mechanical work in the case of a steam explosion. The results
of the first PREMIX tests5''6', partly performed with a relatively large water depth (1.5 m), have
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shown that the bulk of water is displaced by the formation of steam during the initial period of melt
penetration. The share of melt that entered the interaction region later was thus prevented from a more
intense mixing with water. If no steam explosion happens during the early stage of premixing, molten
and solidified melt will gather on the bottom of the water pool. Depending on the conditions of the
melt agglomeration, this later period also implies the possibility of a steam explosion.

Another experimental goal is to obtain data that can be used to verify and validate computer codes
that describe conceivable reactor accidents2'. Eleven experiments have been performed up to now. The
last two tests, PM10 and PM11, have been performed to investigate the influence of a smaller water
depth in combination with a larger mass of melt (20 kg) on the conditions of melt agglomeration. In
the very last test, the number of melt jets was varied additionally. In the paper, results are presented of
the last two tests and a comparison is made between both tests.

2. TEST SET-UP AND TEST PARAMETERS
A sketch of the experimental setup and the associated instrumentation are provided in Fig. 1. The test
facility principally consisted of a cylindrical
vessel and four venting pipes. Rows of glass
windows set in frames and mounted at the front
and at the rear enabled high-speed and video
filming. The vessel whose side walls were ma-
de of steel was filled with water to a desired
level. Zero falling height (see Table 1) means
that no clearence existed between the water and

+ 1006

the lower edge of the melt generator.

The thermite melt generator was mounted con-
centrically inside the upper part of the vessel
leaving an annular gap between its casing and
the vessel wall. It was designed to release only

Melt generato
(20 kg of alumina)

Table 1: Major parameters of tests PM10
andPMll

Melt:
-mass
-temperature
-composition

—contributions to the oxides

Melt release:
-effective orifice diameter

-duration of release

-calculated average speed
-falling height

Water:
-temperature
-pool depth
-shape of fragment catcher

System pressure:

20 kg
2600 K
>90% oxides,
<10% iron

83% alumina
6% magnesia

11% iron oxide

PM10: 57 mm
PM11:3x32 mm
PM10: 0.8 s
PM11: 1.0 s

6 m/s
0 mm

saturated
500 mm

concave

atmospheric

Bottom of melt
generator and
water level
at -709
(Nozzle outlet at 729)

Fragment
catcher -1200

Test vessel

-2000

Plane glass windows

245"

-865

•1115

Measuring
lance

•1465

Pressure
transducer

Level measuring probe

o- B

185-

Main camera view

65° Azimulhal
positions of
the lances

Figure 1. PREMIX experimental facility as
used for test PM11
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Thermite

Membrane

Foil
Compartment
to collect iron

Melt
generator

Water level

fmgmiml
catcher

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Sketch of the bottom part of the melt generator (a) equipped with a triple nozzle
as used in PM11. The view on the built-in situation (b) is slope upward, the measuring lan-
ces and level probes are not yet mounted. The window size is 400 x 280 millimeters

the oxide component of the melt. An annular compartment in the bottom part (Fig. 2a) was assigned
to collect the iron. The melt release, driven by a small pressure difference, 0.08 MPa, occurred
through the nozzle fixed to the bottom of the melt generator. The melt temperature can not be measu-
red exactly during our tests. An estimation, based on pyrometer measurements from pretests and ear-
lier PREMIX tests performed with a clearence above the water level as well as on calculations in
which both heat losses and reaction kinetics were taken into account, gives a temperature of 2600 K
for the time of release.

The fragment catcher (Figures 1 and 2b), whose bottom was slightly dished, determined the effective
depth of the water pool and allowed, besides the collection of particles, to investigate the spreading of
a liquid melt arriving at a flat bottom. Note that throughout the rest of the paper (1) the term pool is
used for the space between the bottom of the fragment catcher and the melt generator, (2) the origin of
the axial coordinate (z = 0) is located two meters above the base of the vessel, (3) zero time is defined
as the time of the first melt/water contact.

The major parts of the instrumentation were pressure transducers, void sensors, thermocouples, steam
flow meters of the vortex type, and water level indicators based on induction. The pressure transdu-
cers were partly piezo-electric pick-ups, partly strain gauges. The void sensors in principle consist of
thin coaxial cables. They are housed in small tubes, so-called lances, which project into the water at
various axial and azimuthal positions. The sensors which protrude the tube wall at equal distances,
measure the local phase, i.e. they indicate whether or not there is water at their measuring tips. A vi-
deo camera and three high-speed cameras operating at 1900 f/s observed the course of events.

The experimental conditions are compiled in Table 1. Part of the data, like the duration of melt relea-
se, have been estimated after the test. The preset parameters, like the melt mass or the pool depth,
were chosen equal in both tests except for the number of melt jets. The latter is believed to be an im-
portant parameter in the simulation of accident conditions. The water temperature was kept close to
saturation to reduce the likeliness of a steam explosion to occur. A triple nozzle (for the geometry see
Fig. 2a ) was used in test PM11 while the total orifice area was kept constant.
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3. GENERAL COURSE OF EVENTS

A common feature of both tests is that the melt release was accompanied by a flow of gas. A small
difference herein is the starting time of gas outflow relative to the first melt/water contact (t = 0). The
gas gathered in a shallow bubble which resided below the melt generator for a short time until the
bubble merged with the proper interaction region after about 150 ms. See section 5.3 for more details.
The purpose of the following survey is to briefly describe the characteristics of both tests. While do-
ing so, it is the information obtained from the films that is mainly used.

3.1 Test PM10
The melt release in this test was preceded by only a few cubiccentimetres of gas. I.e., the first
melt/water contact took place a few millimeters below the nozzle. Like in all other tests, the very first
melt release occurred as a scattered group of single droplets. A more or less compact stream of melt
was followed soon after that. The formation of steam displaced the water laterally causing the water
level to rise. By the displacement of water, part of the succeeding melt was prevented from closely
contacting the bulk of water.

A definition is required here for a better understanding of the results which are presented in the rest of
the paper. The interaction region is defined as the region outside which, laterally and downwards,
only liquid water is present. Its upper boundary is given by the actual water level. The interaction
region is regarded to be composed of the three partial volumes of steam, water, and melt.

The melt fell down in a self-generated funnel-shaped steam channel whose width was 80 to 160 mm
when the melt front reached the fragment catcher at the time of 0.2 s. The steam production was com-
paratively low during this period. The melt gathered on and started to spread across the bottom. By
the spreading and due to the continuing feeding of melt, the steam generation in the bottom part of the
pool was enhanced causing the interaction region to grow radially much faster than before. The pres-
sure increased markedly, and the steam was forced to flow out through the venting pipes. Later on,
violent boiling was observed that lasted for more than 15 minutes.

3.2 Test PM11
The volume of gas and steam that had been entrapped in the nozzle housing (cf. Fig. 2a) was pushed
out 80 ms prior to the first appearance of melt. Therefore, the first melt/water contact occurred at the
bottom of the shallow bubble, about 70 mm below the nozzle. Melt first came out at one of the ori-
fices, the second and third orifices followed after 20 and 50 ms, respectively. The three jets initially
formed separated funnel-shaped channels. These soon merged to form a coherent interaction region
whose width was, of course, all the time larger than in the case of the single jet (PM10). The two jets
that were delayed moved faster than the first one, so that all jets arrived at the fragment catcher at
nearly the same time, 0.2 s. The melt spread across the bottom faster than in test PM10. Again, violent
boiling established. About one second after the onset of melt release, a steam explosion occurred
which destroyed the test facility.

4. DATA PROCESSING

The film movies give good information about the start of melt penetration and the growth of the inter-
action region in the axial and radial directions. As soon as gross boiling has established in the pool,
information from the films is merely available about the processes that take place closely behind the
glass windows. The evaluation of the void signals, however, gives us a tool to "look into" the inter-
action region.

The beginning of this evaluation is illustrated in Fig. 3 taking two different signals as examples. The
upper two graphs give the normalized signals of void sensors located in the water pool (V09) and in
the annular gas compartment (V07), respectively. At the times of 195 ms and -8 ms, respectively, both
signal voltages undergo a first abrupt change indicating the local passage of water/steam and
steam/water interfaces, respectively. The data of the first changes from "water" to "steam" of the sen-
sors in the pool were used as an input for a small numerical routine based on the interpolation me-
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Figure 3. PM 11: Processing of the void signal data obtained in the water pool (left-hand side) and
in the gas compartment (right-hand side). For the axial locations of the lances see Figure 1.

thod whose output is the development of the interaction region with the time as a parameter (cf. Fig. 8
below). It should be mentioned that, because of the limited number of measuring lances, the data of
all sensors were used in the various plots regardless of their different azimuthal positions.

The frequent signal changes between "steam" and "water" later on (Fig. 3) give evidence of the varia-
tions in the local phase. Smoothing of the signals is required to obtain new sets of data that are suited
for a useful graphic presentation of the steam/water distribution within the area observed. The
smoothing (see lower plots) is achieved by stepwise integrating the measured signals applying a win-
dow width of 10 milliseconds. The amplitudes of the smoothed signals are then selected at distinct
times and used as an input of a commercial software programme. The output is a contour plot in the r-
z coordinates showing the distribution of the steam volume fraction for a given time (cf. Figures 9 -
11 discussed in the result section below). The r-z geometrical grid of the void probes is projected in
the plot by the eight numbers at the radial coordinate (zero is not shown) and the axial positions of the
measuring tips, e.g. labels V08 to V14 in Fig. 9. The measurements have been linearly interpolated in
axial direction to get a matrix of equidistant supporting points as an input.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In the first two sections of this chapter, direct measurements like the pressure and vapour flow rate are
discussed and film pictures taken around the time of explosion are presented. The measurements give
immediate and integral information about the processes. In the third and fourth sections, information
is given about local events obtained by the
evaluation of the void signals.

5.1 Premixing period
The pressure measurement gives evidence
of the intensity of thermal interaction.
Figure 4 shows the time history of a cou-
ple of typical pressures measured in the
water at level z = -1465 mm, i.e. below the
fragment catcher. For PM 11, the pressure
essentially increased as soon as the melt
front had reached the fragment catcher. In
PM10, this event caused no substantial
pressure rise; this was given about 100 ms
later, when the spreading melt had reached
the rim of the fragment catcher. The initial
pressure rise was steeper in the case of the
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Figure 4. Pressures measured in the water
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triple melt jet. Later, at the time of one
second, the pressures amplitudes were
equal in both tests.

The steam flow rates (Fig. 5) show similar
characteristics, namely a delayed increase
in the single-jet test (PM10) and, on aver-
age, larger amplitudes in the triple-jet test.
The flow rate in PM11 shows a relative
minimum around 0.6 s that corresponds to
the relative minimum in the pressure rea-
ding (cf. Fig. 4).

5.2 Steam explosion
While the melt cooled down in test PM10
due to long-term boiling, a sudden explosi-
on took place in test PM11 shortly after the
end of the first second. At that time, the resi-
dual part of the melt was going to pass
through the nozzles and quasi steady boi-
ling had established. The peak pressure
recorded at the time of 1.1154 s (Fig. 6)
exceeded the range of registration, 1.8
MPa. A maximum pressure of 3 MPa was
estimated by graphically extrapolating the
slopes of the pressure reading on a more
extended time scale.

High-speed photographs give a piece of
information about the events occurring
during the steam explosion. Figure 7 shows
two frames taken just before and at the
instant of explosion, respectively. The time
increment between the frames is 0.5 mil-
liseconds. The most striking difference in
frame (b) are dark zones appearing in the
middle and at the lower edge and corner of

PM10-11BI 7.4.1997

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Time, s

Figure 5. Steam flow rates, each summed up over
the four venting pipes
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Figure 6. Pressure recorded in the water around the
time of steam explosion

Rim of
fragment
catcher

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Pictures taken by high-speed Filming, just before (a) and at the instant of explosion (b).
The direction of view is slope downwards. The very bright spots mark hot melt particles whirring
around in the foreground. The dark blots and stripes are frozen melt particles sticked to the glass.
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the (bright) interaction region. We interprete the course of events that is typical of a steam explosion
as follows: Parts of the coarsely mixed melt particles have been in an environment of continuous wa-
ter and hence surrounded by a steam layer. At that time, a trigger pressure went through the mixture
causing the steam layers to break down and the melt fragments to break into finer particles which
rapidly transferred heat to the water. This heat transfer goes along with a rapid decrease in radiation.
From the whole set of photographs available, two regions have been identified as major sources for
the start of the explosion: (1) the dark region in the centre mentioned, located about 130 mm above
the fragment catcher, and (2) the extended region immediately overlying the melt fragments deposited
on the fragment catcher.

The shock wave broke the glass windows. The melt was fragmented to particles fine as dust and ex-
pelled to the environment. (In this context it is worth mentioning that the melt in PM10 reached the
pool bottom only partly fragmented and solidified; part of the melt even formed a kind of cake there).
The lateral walls were lunatedly bent and forced to move sidewards. The energy that caused this de-
formation was estimated to be 68 kJ. Summing up further contributions to the energy, e.g from the
break of the glass windows and the window frame, results in a total of less than 100 kJ. The thus deri-
ved efficiency, i.e. the deformation energy related to the total thermal energy of the melt (84 MJ), is

< 1.2 • 10~3. This number has to be regarded as a lower bond seeing that (1) probably only part of the
melt was involved in the steam explosion, (2) the kinetic energy of the water was not taken into ac-
count. Estimates of the work, that has gone to the kinetic energy of the water and melt being expelled
from the region of steam explosion, are presently not available.

It is worth considering also the impulse of the shock wave. An estimation based on the degree of de-
formation gives a value of 2300 Pas. Compared with that, 2700 Pas were obtained by integrating the
pressure (PK07 in Fig. 4) over a period of 2 ms, i.e. the time in which the deformation occurred.

5.3 Development of the interaction region

The progression of the interaction region into the water pool is shown in Fig. 8 with the time as a
parameter. The boundary lines (isochrones) have been constructed as described above in chapter 4.
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Additional information gained from the film pictures was used to extend the isochrones down to the
level of the fragment catcher and to the vessel axis (r = 0), respectively.

As mentioned, a certain volume of gas was released together with the melt. The gas release started at
times of about -5 ms and -80 ms in PM10 and PM11, respectively. Accordingly, the actual levels whe-
re the melt penetration started were a few millimeters and 100 mm below the nozzles, respectively.
The shapes of the shallow bubbles that have been initially formed are partly and temporarily visible in
the plots, namely in their outer parts. The penetration of melt in the pool centre caused a division of
the shape of the bubble (i.e. interaction region) in two parts: a funnel-shaped central part showing the
steep radial gradient of the steam/water interface and an outer part showing the initial shallow form.

One can deduce from the graphs that the average initial rate of axial penetration was larger for the
single jet (PM10). On the other hand, the radial growth rate of the interaction region in the lower part
of the pool, especially in the vicinity of the fragment catcher, is substantially larger in PM11. This
result is obviously due to the triple jet release which produces a wider interaction region from the
beginning.

5.4 Local distribution of steam and water

The distribution and concentrations of the three components, melt, water and steam, within the inter-
action region, especially local agglomerations of melt and water, determine the intensity of thermal
interaction. The fragmentation and distribution of the melt, that is of paramount importance for a
proper numerical simulation of the premixing process, can neither be seen in the films nor be measu-

(a) Time = 0 ms (b) 50 ms (c) 100 ms (d) 200 ms
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(f) 600 ms (g) 1114 ms, |ust before s/e (h) 1115 ms, |ust after s/e
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Figure 9. Distribution of water and steam in the water pool in test PM11 for various times.
Parameter is the steam volume fraction, where: zero (black) = pure water, unity (white) =
100% steam; s/e = steam explosion.
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red in our tests. The results of the void measurement, however, enable us to show, despite of the sim-
plification and the resulting inaccuracy inherent in the graphical presentation, the progression of the
interaction into the water and, afterwards, the local distribution of steam and water within the boiling
pool. Anyhow, at least for the initial period of steam progression in the radial and downward directi-
ons, one can conclude the presence of melt in the vicinity of the steam/liquid interface.

Pictures 9 a-d illustrate the very initial period. Though only a few measurements indicate the presence
of vapour (a > 0) during this period, the pushing of part of the initial steam bubble round the lower
edge of the melt generator as well as the result of melt penetration along the vessel axis can easily be
recognized. In this context, mind the vapour/liquid boundaries (a = 0) that are sometimes relatively
far extended, e.g. between the measuring points of V08 and V09, which is due to the interpolation
method. Pictures c and d illustrate the growth of the steam channel formed by the melt. The
steam/melt front reaches the fragment catcher shortly after the time of 200 ms (not shown here).

For the time t >300 ms, i.e. after the interaction boundary had approached the vessel wall (picture e),
the void measurements indicate several coherent zones each with a large water fraction (picture f)- It
can be concluded from a series of graphs displayed at much smaller time increments (not shown here)
that several coherent volumes of water migrated through the pool. This result gives evidence of a tur-
bulent nature of the boiling process supporting the observations made in the films.

Before continuing with the last period in PM11, the steam explosion, let us take a short look at the
events that were going on in the annular gas compartment. As mentioned, the formation of the initial

time=0 20 ms 80 ms 120 ms 200 ms 220 ms 250 ms

-300"

Height,
mm

-40O-

-500-

-60O-

T
V05 (-273)

V06 (-473)

262 332
Radius, mm

V07 (-673)

Figure 10. Distribution of the water and steam in the gas compartment for various times
showing the rise of the water level.

gas bubble and the expansion of the interaction region resulted in a water level rise. It can be deduced
from the void measurements (Fig. 10) that the initial rise occurred as a surge wave of continuous li-
quid that climbed up the vessel wall. Later, from about the times of 200 ms on in PM11 and 350 ms in
PM10 (not shown here), the rising liquid became increasingly mixed with steam. The measurements
show larger volume fractions of liquid in the region close to the vessel wall, i.e., the upward steam
flow essentially occurred close to the melt generator casing.

The situation at the times immediately before and after the steam explosion is given by pictures g and
h, respectively. Note that the lances located next to the fragment catcher, V13 and V14, indicated
liquid water prior to the explosion (picture g). After the steam explosion, i.e. at t >1115 ms, the mea-
surements in the lower part of the pool show quickly increasing vapour fractions (cf. picture h).
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To compare the results of test PM11 with those of PM10, where the melt cooled down during long-
term boiling, a sequence of pictures is given in Fig. 11. Note that the lances in test PM10 cover only
the lower half of the pool. Pictures a-c show that the radial growth of the interaction region and the
spreading of melt across the bottom (for this observe the changes in the steam fraction from pictures b
to c at the lower rim) occurred at a slower rate than in PM11. The sequence of measurements, when
displayed at a smaller time increment (where pictures d-f can be taken as spotlights), gives evidence
of a boiling pattern that is quite similar to that in PM11. From the result of this comparison, of course,
no conclusion can be drawn with respect to the probability of a steam explosion to occur.

(b) 300 ms (c) 500 ms
•-V08,

V09

r I I i I r r i
47 82 117 152 187 222 257 292

Radius, mm

(d) 700 ms (e) 800 ms (f) 900 ms

_V10

V11

--V08,
V09

47 82 117 152 187 222 257 292
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Figure 11. PM10: Distribution of the water and steam in the lower part of the
water pool for various times.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the last two tests of a series of eleven experiments in which the mixing of a
hot alumina melt in water has been investigated. Both tests were performed with a smaller water depth
in combination with a larger mass of melt compared to earlier tests. The melt was generated in a
crucible by a thermite reaction and released from above directly into the water by applying a small
overpressure to the crucible. A triple nozzle instead of a single nozzle was applied in the very last test
to investigate the effect of a multiple-jet melt release while keeping the nozzle cross section constant.
The measurements and high-speed films show in detail the course of events that was taking place. The
results obtained and conclusions drawn have to be regarded under the aspect of the parameters
applied, the kind of melt chosen and, considering the real three-dimensional nature of the processes,
the limited number of measuring instruments applicable.

The pressures amplitudes, the steam production rate and hence, the rate of radial growth of the region
of thermal interaction were larger in case of the triple-jet melt release during the initial period of time,
i.e. about one second. In both cases, the melt front reached the fragment catcher about 0.2 s after the
first melt/water contact. The melt spread across the catcher bottom within a few tens of milliseconds
in the triple-jet test. In the single jet test, this process lasted three times longer.
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Water and steam were not homogeneously distributed in the interaction region. This is concluded
from a series of graphs based on the void measurements that show numerous coherent partial volumes
each with a large water fraction migrating through the boiling pool.

It was in the test performed with the triple jet when a steam explosion occurred shortly after the end
of the first second. At that time, the release of melt out of the source was just finished and the over-
whelming part of the melt had reached the fragment catcher. Shortly before the time of explosion, the
void measurements indicated an agglomeration of water in the lowermost part of the pool.

The film pictures, a pair of which is presented in this report, show the development of the steam ex-
plosion: the premixing of coarsely fragmented melt in the agglomerated water, the outcome of the
propagation when the finely dispersed particles appeared as a dark cloud because of rapid heat loss
to the water, and the expansion resulting in a rapid movement of materials.

The shock wave destroyed the test facility. The melt was fragmented to particles fine as dust. The
lateral steel walls were strongly bent and moved sidewards. The peak pressure exceeded the range of
the registration; its maximum was estimated to be about 3 MPa.

From the results of the last two experiments, which only differed in the kind of melt release, no con-
clusion can be drawn, of course, with respect to the probability of a steam explosion to occur in the
alumina melt / water system investigated. The application of a triple melt jet seems to have exerted an
influence on the conditions of the agglomeration of melt on the bottom. This can not be identified yet.

As indicated before, the results obtained cannot directly be transferred to reactor conditions; however,
they are well suited for code validation.

7. NOMENCLATURE

e = specific enthalpy, J/kg
r
t
T
z

= Radius, mm
= time, s
= temperature, K
= axial height, mm

Greek symbols:
a = steam volume fraction
p = density, kg/m3
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Discussion

Sugimoto

Where is the location of the source of triggering in test PMll?

Kaiser

We can not see the source of triggering.

Berthoud

How are the pictures after the "trigger" event? (Did you see some kind of propagating

event?)

Kaiser

The following film pictures show broken glass windows. The view becomes blurred.
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6 Experiments on
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Abstract: This paper presents experimental data and analysis related to melt droplets
falling into a water pool. A binary CaO-B2O3 melt mixture is used to study the influence
of melt superheat and water subcooling on droplet deformation and fragmentation. For the
conditions studied (We < 1000), the surface tension of the melt droplet and the film boiling
stability greatly affect the fragmentation behaviour. If the melt temperature is between the
liquidus and solidus point (mushy zone) or if the film boiling is stable due to a relatively low
subcooling, the droplet deformation and fragmentation are mitigated. This behaviour can be
related to the effective Weber number (We) of the melt droplet upon entry into the water
pool. Similar phenomena can be expected also for interactions of corium (UO2-ZrO2) and
water, which are characterized by a potentially fast transformation of melt into the mushy
zone and by particularly stable film boiling.

Keywords: Fuel-coolant interactions, droplet deformation and fragmentation, mushy zone.

1. INTRODUCTION

The freezing of melt droplets may limit steam explosion energetics under highly subcooled
coolant conditions, where voiding of the water pool is moderate [e.g., Theofanous et a/.1 '].
Completely solidified melt particles cannot efficiently take part in an explosion, since they
cannot be fragmented in an explosive time scale; and also partially frozen particles may resist
fine fragmentation. Furthermore, only liquid-liquid contact can cause spontaneous nucleation
of the coolant liquid, the onset of which was quantified first by Henry and Fauske2). They
considered spontaneous nucleation to be necessary for an explosive fuel-coolant interaction
(FCI). Solidification of UO2 and some other nuclear fuel materials were examined, at the same
time, for potential effects on fragmentation and steam explosion phenomena [e.g., Cronenberg
and Coats3)]. The results indicated that droplet freezing could affect fragmentation and liquid-
liquid contact.

In a previous paper4 ', the freezing of different melt materials was studied, in particular
for oxidic melt mixtures. The phase change of such melt composites typically occurs over
a specific temperature range, which is determined by the solidus and liquidus points - and
called the "mushy" zone. Most importantly here, the UO2-ZrO2 melt mixture, "corium",
could be transformed quickly into a non-liquid form due to the high radiative heat flux, which
leads to a fast penetration of mushy zone into melt droplets that typically have relatively low
superheats. This transformation may be one of the reasons why it is difficult to create steam
explosions with corium, as seen in the KROTOS experiments at JRC Ispra5). Efficient coolant
voiding, stable film boiling, and small particle sizes observed after the tests, are additional
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factors to be addressed. They too may be related to high corium temperatures and binary
melt characteristics.

The freezing-limited steam explosion energetics can be divided into two questions: how does
freezing proceed and what kind of a melt particle is frozen enough to be "non-explosive"? The
focus of the present study is the behaviour of melt droplets entering a water pool. Specifically,
the potential effects of mushy melt material and water subcooling on droplet deformation
and fragmentation are examined. Recent experiments carried out at KTH are described first,
and after that, the experimental results are presented and analysed. The influence of mushy
melt is represented mainly by a higher surface tension, which decreases the Weber number of
the melt droplet. New insights into the interactions of binary melt mixtures and water are
provided based on the tests with CaO-B2C>3 melt and water. A specific feature of the CaO-
B2O3 composition used here is that it undergoes a transition to a glass-type material upon
fast cooling. Further experiments on other, more ceramic compositions and melt mixtures will
therefore be the next step.

In addition to the relationship to steam explosion energetics, the test results are of direct
relevance to situations where melt enters a water pool in a somewhat prefragmented and
precooled (mushy) form. Namely, if the released melt jet is broken up during its passage
through the gas space and intervening structures - in contrast to the assumptions in melt jet
breakup analyses [e.g., Chu et a/.6'], the final debris configuration could deviate from that from
a melt jet-water interaction.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND MELT

The experimental facility is shown in Fig. 1. The melt was generated in a crucible placed
inside an annular heater. The heating block consisted of resistant heating wires, a thick outer
insulation shell, and an insulating upper lock. The maximum temperature of the heater used
in the present test series was 1420 K and the heated length was 50 cm. The heatup rate was
controlled manually by changing the AC voltage (0...200 V).

The heater block enclosed an inner pipe with movable support structure, both made of
stainless steel (SS). A SS melt generation crucible was used in the tests with the CaO-B2O3
melt mixture and molten tin (Sn). The inner diameter of the SS crucible was 42 mm and the
height was 100 mm. The crucible had a nozzle with a flow length of 22 mm and an inner
diameter of 3...4 mm, the outlet being smaller. The nozzle acted as the droplet generator and
the nozzle outlet elevation was chosen, in most tests, to be at the middle elevation in the heater
block (25 cm above the outlet of the heated section).

The water pool design varied during the initial CaO-B2C>3 tests until a 70 cm deep plexiglas
tank was constructed. A relatively deep tank was needed to confirm that the droplets did not
change their form upon striking the pool bottom. The tank was filled with water up to the
middle elevation, at the minimum. The pool cross-section was a square with inner dimensions
25 x 25 cm. A copper sieve collected the particles at the pool bottom. Ice was used to obtain
water temperatures below ambient, while warm water could be obtained from a separate heater
tank. A small water container was used in tests with almost saturated water, where no major
droplet deformation was observed.
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of the experimental facility.

Four K-type temperature measurement points were provided: (1) above the melt generation
crucible, (2) inside the heater block, (3) below the crucible, and (4) in the water pool. The first
and third points were usually close enough, such that the melt temperature could be determined
with an uncertainty of about 10 K. The reliability of using these two measurements as the melt
temperature range was confirmed, in some tests, by measuring directly the melt temperature.
As discussed below, the release characteristics of the CaO-B2O3 melt were consistent with the
phase diagram, which gave additional confidence in the measured temperatures.

Most tests with CaO-B2C>3 melt were performed by heating about 50 g of initially solid
material inside the crucible and by allowing it to flow out freely through the open nozzle. The
melt release started after the solidus point had been exceeded. Initially, the interval between
melt droplets was several seconds, however this decreased to less than a second upon passing the
liquidus point. The melt release process was consistently reproducible. Particularly frequent
dropping was observed in superheated melt tests, where the start of melt release was controlled
by a stainless steel plug. The plug, which had a conical head, was raised after the required
melt temperature had been reached.

The tests with molten tin were performed with a melt mass of about 30 g. The melt release
was started by disturbing the melt near the hole with a steel wire, after which the melt dropping
became as frequent as with the superheated CaO-B2O3 tests. The tin tests with a small fall
height (< 0.3 m) were performed outside the melt facility by heating up the SS crucible with
a gas flame. The tin tests were performed mostly for comparison, both with the CaO-B2O3
test series and the past studies found in literature.

The CaO-B2O3 and tin droplets were confirmed to be spherical prior to entry into the water
pool. This could be done, most reliably, by post-test examination when no droplet deformation
was induced. Also the video images showed a spherical form. The CaO-B2O3 droplets were
about 5.5 mm and the tin droplets about 5.0 mm in diameter; the variation was 0.5 mm at
most. As an exception to the spherical form, the tin tests with a small fall height (We < 50;
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performed in open air) showed an "ice cream cone-type" shape, where the main body was
spherical (diameter of about 4 mm) but the tail was like a cone (total body length about 10
mm). This could have been due to immediate contact of droplets with room air and a cooler
nozzle.

Table 1 shows properties for the melt materials examined in this study. Corium properties
are given for comparison. Surface tension and viscosity refer to the liquid-phase values, whereas
the respective mushy-zone values will be much higher. Unfortunately, the surface tension of
mushy CaO-B2O3 melt is not available (as a function of temperature between the solidus and
liquid points), and it therefore had to be indirectly deduced from experimental observations
(see section 4.5). This is not a major drawback for the understanding of the test results.

Material

Tin (Sn)
CaO-B2O3
Corium

(K)
505 504
1300 1250
2900 2800

(kJ/kg)
61
590
360

Table 1

(W/raK)
30 60
3.0 2.0
10 2.5

Melt properties.

(kg/m3)
7300
2500
8000

cP,l CP.»
(J/kgK)

240 240
2050 1530
540 410

c
(")
0.8
0.8
0.8

a
(N/m)

0.6
0.15
1.0

M
(Pas)
0.002
0.01
0.005

CaO-B2O3 mixture refers to the 30-70 vvt-% composition.
Corium refers to the UO2-ZrC>2 mixture with 80-20 wt-% composition.

3. RESULTS

The results on droplet fragmentation are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The fragmentation be-
haviour is divided into three categories: (1) no fragmentation nor major deformation; (2) no
fragmentation but deformation into a flat pancake-like form; and (3) fragmentation into small
CaO-B2O3 particles or a very thin paper of tin. These regimes are shown as functions of the
water subcooling and the Weber number of the droplet at first contact with water. The Weber
number (We) is estimated based on the observed droplet diameter (D), the free fall height
in gas (hg), and the surface tension of the melt material; liquid water density is used for the
coolant density (pc)-

We-pcU2D (I)
VV t — - (I)

U2 « 2ghg (2)

The CaO-B2O3 particles without "major" deformation were almost perfectly spherical. For
the mushy points of Fig. 2 (We < 300), the melt surface tension is assumed to be five times
that of the liquid-phase value; as will be discussed in section 4.5. As a result, the estimated
Weber numbers were effectively lower, and in fact, no droplet fragmentation was observed.
Some of the mushy points of Fig. 2 are shown with two possible characterizations (spherical
or flat) because the final particles were of an intermediate, mushroom-type form. Fig. 4 shows
the final appearance of mushy melt droplets (We ~ 100) with different water subcoolings. The
particles change from a spherical to a flat form in the subcooling range 30...70 K. As will be
discussed in section 4.4, the conditions required for the deformation into a flat particle coincide
with the minimum film boiling conditions.

At high Weber numbers (low surface tension; superheated melt) and high subcoolings, some
of the CaO-B2O3 droplets fragmented into small pieces. Most of the fragments were not
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Figure 2: Test results with CaO-B2O3; no melt superheat (mushy) or low superheat (30...70
K).

spherical, indicating that the fragmentation could have been caused by thermal stresses; even
the above-discussed flat, yet non-fragmented, particles included many cracks and were therefore
quite fragile. By contrast, the superheated melt tests with low water subcooling produced
spherical particles, which is why those points are marked both with a cross and a circle in Fig.
2. In the sense of sphericality (no deformation), the superheated droplets behaved similarly to
the mushy ones. Fig. 5 compares superheated melt droplets dropped into highly subcooled or
saturated water.

The final particle form appears to be related to film boiling stability. Stable film boiling
leads to spherical particles that cool down relatively slowly. Interestingly enough, film boiling
probably protects the particle from major deformation that could be caused by direct liquid-
liquid contact. Droplets catched by a dry copper plate remained almost spherical (see Fig. 4),
which indicates that the deformation is related to the vigorous melt-coolant interaction too.
In superheated melt tests, the droplet frequency was high (10...20 1/s) enough to have caused
some wake-induced interactions between the droplets.

With tin droplets, the melt never produced only small fragments, but rather a thin paper-like
form that was interpreted as "fragmentation". The results agreed quite well with the critical
Weber number in room-temperature water by Cho and Gunther (1973) and with the critical
water subcooling by Ivins (1967); as referred to in the review of Corradini et a/.7) (Figs. 17
and 21). As seen in Fig. 3, high subcoolings and Weber numbers led to fragmentation also
at low tin superheats, which was a specific feature of the present test series. Fig. 6 compares
CaO-B2O3 and tin particles in the three categories.

In the tests with CaO-B2O3 melt droplets, various water subcoolings were used (see Fig. 2).
During the superheated melt tests and towards the end of the mushy melt tests, the droplet
frequency became high enough to form a mixture of falling droplets in the water pool. Some of
the droplets even experienced vapor film collapse while others were still under film boiling. No
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Figure 3: Test results with molten tin; low melt superheat (< 50 K).

energetic interactions were observed, however. This observation is consistent with the ideas
presented in our previous study4' and this one; i.e., that the mushy melt characteristics may
limit energeticness due to the higher resistance against fragmentation (higher surface tension
and viscosity) or spontaneous nucleation (no liquid-liquid contact).

4. ANALYSIS

The experimental results are analysed first by estimating the thermal behaviour of melt droplets
prior to entrance into a water pool. Next the fragmentation and deformation observations are
compared with correlations related to critical Weber numbers, different breakup mechanisms,
and minimum film boiling temperature. Finally, the surface tension of mushy CaO-I^Oa melt
is examined based on the observed melt release characteristics.

4.1 Thermal melt droplet behaviour

It is important to confirm that the thermal state of the melt droplet exiting the heater
block did not change significantly before the droplet entered into the water pool. The applied
conduction model is the same as in the previous study4 ', however now both radiative and
convective heat transfer from the outer surface to the gas space (subscript g) are accounted
for.

lont = Irad + Qconv (3)

(4)= ekg(T*ut - T*)

q"onv = ^ [ 2 + (Tout - Tg) (5)

Fig. 7 shows the temperatures of the 101 equally spaced calculational nodes for a
melt droplet of diameter 6 mm and initial superheat 25 K. Fig. 8 shows the penetration of the
liquidus and solidus fronts with different initial superheats. The time starts from the moment
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B2O3 droplets after fall into water

Figure 4: Final appearance of mushy, non-fragmented melt droplets after entrance into a water
pool of different subcooling (or caught by a copper plate above the water pool surface).

the droplet falls out of the heated section, the outlet of which is marked with an elevation of
-0.25 m. If the melt superheat is higher than To - T),-, ss 25 A' and the total fall height is
less than a meter, the droplet is predicted to be completely in liquid phase when it meets the
water pool surface. The experiments with higher initial superheats can therefore be treated
as liquid-phase tests. With an initially mushy melt droplet (negative superheat), no major
changes occur during the passage through room air due to the large effective heat capacity
(latent heat of fusion). The analysis performed for a tin droplet of diameter 6 mm, on the
other hand, confirmed that a few degrees of superheat is adequate for the tin droplet to remain
completely liquid.

A similar analysis is made also for a 6-mm-diameter corium particle falling through a gas
space of temperature 400 K. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that a melt droplet of initial superheat
10...200 K would become very mushy during a fall of 1...4 m; it should be noted that the outer
0.6-mm (1/5-radius) layer contains about half of the sphere mass. The outer surface of the
corium droplet cools down to the liquidus point in less than 0.1 seconds, while solidification
starts somewhat later. These results apply also to interactions with water, since thermal
radiation typically dominates at high melt temperatures. The fragmentation behaviour of
mushy melt droplets is, consequently, of relevance to corium droplets that interact thermally
with the environment (for a fraction of a second) before being accelerated [see also Okkonen
and Sehgal4)].

The above analysis accounts for conduction-limited cooldown and freezing. Should the melt
be partially transparent to radiation, the phase transformation could be even faster; whereas
crystallization (nucleation) limitations might delay the phase transformation.
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Figure 5: Comparison of superheated CaO-B2O3 droplets after entrance into 80 K subcooled
(left-hand side) or saturated water (right-hand side).

4.2 Critical Weber number

The critical Weber number (Wecr) for causing droplet fragmentation is approximately
Wecr w 12 when the droplet viscosity is low. The viscosity effects are correlated with the
Ohnesorge number (On).

The liquid-phase properties of Table 1 indicate that the viscosity effects can be neglected, as
the common criterion of On < 0.1 is fulfilled. Viscosity measurements made for one CaO-B2O3
sample gave much higher viscosities than that in Table 1, with a. dynamic viscosity of about
0.3 Pa's at 1400 K and increasing with decreasing temperature. Even with this value, the
Ohnesorge number is low enough to neglect it here [see, e.g., Pilch and Erdman8^]. In effect,
the influence of mushy melt properties is interpreted as a surface tension effect.

Pilch and Erdman8) developed a method to estimate the maximum stable droplet diameter
{Df,max) after acceleration-induced droplet breakup, where the competing effects of accelera-
tion and fragmentation have to be accounted for. Their formulae for liquid-liquid systems can
be reduced as shown below.

D
Wecr f 3 nrc

We V 4 V/>
t* = t- [^D V p

(7)

(8)

The dimensionless breakup time (t*) and the drag coefficient (Co) vary in the ranges t*
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Figure 6: Comparison of final CaO-B2O3 and tin particles.

3...6 and Co ~ 1-4...5.6, depending on the initial Weber number (We) and Reynolds number,
respectively. By setting tentatively the ratio of maximum final diameter to initial diameter
equal to unity, the maximum potential Weber number (Wecr<max) without fragmentation can
be estimated, as shown below.

Wecr,max * WeCT ( l t* (9)

The value of this parameter is apparently very sensitive to the fragmentation time and the
drag coefficient. Nevertheless, by using the minimum values of the above-given ranges and
assigning water density for coolant density, one obtains WeCT<max ^110 for CaO-B2O3, 56 for
tin, and 54 for corium. These values can be increased by higher fragmentation times and drag
coefficients, however it also should be recalled that the correlations of Pilch and Erdman8)
refer to the maximum stable droplet diameter; fragmentation is not ruled out even if it is
possible that no major breakup of an individual droplet occurs. Most importantly for the
present application, the mitigating effect of acceleration (deceleration) on fragmentation is
more sigficant with the CaO-B2O3 melt due to the higher coolant/droplet density ratio. As
reviewed by Kolev9), theoretical instability analyses yield the dependency Wecr a (1 + pc/p),
which is weaker than that in Eq. (9).

The results of of Figs. 2 and 3 also indicate that the critical Weber number is higher for
CaO-B2C>3 than tin, although considerable uncertainty has to be allowed for the surface tension
assumed for mushy CaO-B2O3 droplets.
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Figure 7: Thermal behaviour of a 6-mm-diameter CaO-B2O3 droplet after exiting the heater
block; initial superheat 25 K.

4.3 Breakup mechanisms

Pilch and Erdman8 ' give the following breakup mechanisms:

• We < 12: vibrational breakup;

• 12 < We < 50: bag breakup;

• 50 < We < 100: bag-and-stamen breakup;

• 100 < We < 350: sheet stripping;

• 350 < We: wave crest stripping followed by catastrophic breakup.

The vibrational breakup produces relatively large, more or less spherical, fragments. The
bag-type breakup mechanisms proceed from major droplet deformation to a structure of a
thin bag and a thicker rim, the former breaking up first. At Weber numbers We > 100, the
droplet goes very fiat and it is eroded from its sides into small fragments (sheet stripping).
The droplet breaks up into a mixture of smaller and larger particles when the initial Weber
number is We > 350.

The mushy, non-fragmented CaO-B2O3 particles of Fig. 4 are estimated to have relatively
high initial Weber numbers (We ~ 100), as shown in the map of Fig. 2 as well. From the
characterization of Pilch and Erdman8 ', the droplets could be expected to first become flat and
then undergo fragmentation into small particles. The final stage of this process is, however,
prevented. This indicates that the effective Weber numbers are lower than assumed or that the
vigorous thermal interactions, which are caused by vapor film collapse, can suddenly increase
the surface tension. The former reason is more prudent, since the dimensionless breakup times
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Figure 8: Freezing front penetration into a 6-mm-diameter
heater block.

droplet after exiting the

given in the previous subsection yield breakup times of the order of ten milliseconds. This is
too short a time scale for any thermally induced phase changes to affect the droplet dynamics.

The effective Weber number can be affected by air entrainment at the water pool surface. If
the forces are not imposed instantly, the "race" between acceleration and fragmentation may
be changed. This effect is most pronounced at low water subcooling, where film boiling is
stable (see the next subsection), while highly subcooled conditions can involve temporary air
"sheeting" until the air bubble separates from the droplet. The video images showed that the
mushy CaO-B2O3 droplet is decelerated in a distance of about 3 cm, and that the air bubble
separates approximately at this depth. If the droplet was superheated and the Weber number
was therefore higher, the fragmentation occurred at the separation depth.

4.4 Minimum film boiling temperature (MFBT)

For interpretation of the FCI modes observed in their melt jet-water interaction experiments,
Kondo et a/.10' developed the following correlation for the minimum film boiling temperature
(MFBT) at atmospheric pressure.

TwMFBT = Tsat 101
5/4
sub (10)

This correlation was based on the idea that a certain minimum film thickness has to be reached
before the vapor film is stable. By using a minimum of 0.1 mm and accounting for conduction
only (reasonable for the tests with a maximum jet temperature about 900 K), the above
correlation was deduced.

For the CaO-B2O3 melt temperatures (about 1300 K), Eq. (10) would require a water
subcooling of 68 K. This value agrees with the interpretation of the mushy points of Fig. 2;
that is, flat particles are generated when film boiling is unstable. This is not all too surprising,
since the melt jet experiments of Kondo et a/.10' were performed with small jet diameters
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Figure 9: Freezing front penetration into a 6-mm-diameter corium droplet during free fall in a
400 K steam space.

(5.7...14 mm) and velocities (2.1...2.7 m/s) that are not substantially different from the droplet
diameters (about 5.5 mm) and fall velocities (4.4 m/s after a fall of 1 m, for example) of the
present test series. The film boiling limit can be seen also in the fragmentation regime of Fig. 2,
where highly subcooled conditions lead to more efficient fragmentation. With tin temperatures
(about 550 K), Eq. (10) gives a critical subcooling of about 10 K, in accordance with the flat
regime boundary of Fig. 3.

In the experiments, the collapse of the vapor film led to a fast quenching of the CaO-
B2O3 melt droplet. This could be heard and also seen as disappearance of visible thermal
radiation. Under highly subcooled conditions, the droplet temperature decreased shortly after
the air bubble had separated, whereas low subcooling allowed film boiling to prevail for several
seconds.

4.5 On mushy-zone surface tension

The surface tension assumed for mushy CaO-B2O3 droplets is justified as follows. Let us
first assume that the melt is released from a vessel of inner radius R and that the release
occurs through an orifice of radius Rh. By equalizing the hydraulic head of the melt pool and
the excess pressure inside a melt droplet of the size of the orifice, the following relationship is
obtained.

mg 2a
(11)

Table 2 shows the critical melt masses (m) and heights (h), of which the height is specific
to the material (density). The estimated values are approximate yet in good agreement with
experimental observations. For liquid CaO-B2O3, Table 2 requires that the melt mass be more
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than 20 g and height more than 6 mm. This is close to the observed fact that no melt release
occurred with 30 g of superheated melt (if the hole was not disturbed by a wire), whereas a
melt mass of 60 g led to release after removal of the plug. At the end of the superheated tests,
about 10 g of melt was found in the crucible, which is below the limit of Table 2 yet reasonable
as the nozzle could have become filled with melt. In tests without the plug, the melt release
began after the temperature had exceeded the solidus point by 5...20 K. Assuming that the
nozzle was full of melt in these cases and that the nozzle outlet controlled the release, the melt
mass of 50 g gives a melt height of about 37 mm, which is above the mushy zone limit of Table
2 (i.e., enough to initiate melt release). In these open-nozzle tests, the melt release ceased after
less than a quarter of the mass had flown out, and resumed when the liquidus point had been
reached. Although the assumed mushy-zone surface tension is not accurate, it represents the
observed fact that the surface tension is higher for the mushy than for the liquid phase.

Table 2: Approximate melt masses and heights required for droplet release.

Material

Liquid CaO-B2O3

Mushy CaO-B2O3

a
(Nm/s)

0.15
0.75

m

(g)
21
110

h
(mm)

6.1
31

Dimensions: Rh = 2 mm; R = 21 mm

5. CONCLUSIONS

The first result of the experiments with CaO-B2O3 and tin droplets dropped into a water pool
is that the fragmentation behaviour can be significantly changed when the droplet is mushy
and the surface tension is therefore higher. Most importantly, the change may be large enough
that no fragmentation occurs; and the initially spherical droplet therefore only experiences
deformation or no deformation at all.

The second result is that gas entrainment and film boiling can similarly affect the fragmen-
tation or deformation process. If the droplet enters the coolant liquid phase from a gas or
coolant vapor phase, the acceleration-induced deformation process can be mitigated. After the
gas bubble separates from the melt droplet, temporary or stable film boiling can decrease the
effective Weber number. The critical water subcoolings observed for deformation of CaO-B2O3
and tin droplets agreed with the minimum film boiling temperatures given by the correlation
of Kondo et a/.10\ as based on the experimental conditions leading to a fast melt jet breakup.
In this respect, the melt droplets behaved similarly to a melt jet.

The above results are both relevant to corium droplets that fall into a water pool or enter
the coolant liquid phase from the coolant vapor phase (through a vapor film or a more voided
region). The phase transformation from a superheated corium droplet to a mushy one can be
a particularly fast process and the high melt temperature makes film boiling very stable even
in highly subcooled water. Together, these factors make corium droplets unique in comparison
to other typical melt materials.
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NOMENCLATURE

cv

CD

D

9
h

k
kB

m
On
Pr

q"
R
Re
t
T
U
We

Greek

Specific heat capacity (J/kgK)
Drag coefficient (-)
Particle diameter (m)
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) or
Height (m)
Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2K4)
Mass (kg)
Ohnesorge number (-)
Prandtl number (-)
Heat flux (W/m2)
Radius (m)
Reynolds number (-)
Time (s)
Temperature (K)
Velocity (m/s)
Weber number (-)

a Thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
t3 Heat of fusion (J/kg)

Emissivity (-)
Dynamic viscosity (Pas)

p
a

uensity (Kg/m
Surface tensioi

Subscripts
c
cr

conv
f
9
liq
max
rad
sat
sub
sol

Coolant
Critical
Convection
Final
Gas
Liquidus point
Maximum
Radiative
Saturation
Subcooling
Solidus point

3)
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out Outer surface

Superscripts
* Dimensionless variable
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Discussion

Basu

Do you plan to perform experiments with higher superheat?

Sehgal

We will perform higher temperature and higher superheat experiments. We will also

perform experiments with different materials (e.g. CaO-W2O3). Also experiments will be

performed with higher velocity of the melt jet.
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Abstract: Film boiling on the surface of a high-temperature melt jet or of a melt particle is one of
key phenomena governing the physics of fuel-coolant interactions (FCIs) which may occur during the
course of a severe accident in a light water reactor (LWR). A number of experimental and analytical
studies have been performed, in the past, to address film boiling heat transfer and the accompanying
hydrodynamic aspects. Most of the experiments have, however, been performed for temperature and
heat flux conditions, which are significantly lower than the prototypic conditions. For ex-vessel FCIs,
high liquid subcooling can significantly affect the FCI thermal hydraulics. Presently, there are large
uncertainties in predicting natural-convection film boiling of subcooled liquids on high-temperature
surfaces.

In this paper, research conducted at the Division of Nuclear Power Safety, Royal Institute of Tech-
nology (RIT/NPS), Stockholm, concerning film-boiling thermal hydraulics under FCI condition is pre-
sented. Notably, the focus is placed on the effects of (1) water subcooling, (2) high-temperature steam
properties, (3) the radiation heat transfer and (4) mixing zone boiling dynamics, on the vapor film
characteristics. Numerical investigations are performed using a novel CFD modeling concept named as
the local-homogeneous-slip model (LHSM). Results of the analytical and numerical studies are discussed
with respect to boiling dynamics under FCI conditions.

Keywords: Film boiling, heat transfer, high temperature, radiation, numerical simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The assessment of fuel-coolant interactions, during the course of a severe accident in a LWR,
depends largely on premixing behavior of a core melt jet, and melt droplets, with the coolant
pool. Although remarkable progress in the description of the pre-mixing and expansion phases
of the steam explosion has been achieved in recent years, the initial melt jet-water interaction
phase of the FCI scenario has not been well investigated yet. Processes such as jet breakup,
droplet formation and subsequent fragmentation fall into this category.

The new ABB boiling water reactor (BWR) plants located in Sweden and Finland employ
a severe accident management procedure in which a deep, highly-subcooled, water pool is
established under the vessel, as soon as it becomes clear that the watei level in the core may
fall below the top of the fuel. The motivation for this strategy is that the core melt jet will
fragment during its passage through the water and that the coarse particles formed will be
cooled permanently within the water pool. The success of this procedure is predicated upon
the judgement, that a large steam explosion, which could threaten the containment integrity
during the melt-water interaction, will not occur. It is important to note that the study,
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performed at RIT/NPS on the reactor vessel-hole ablation, indicates that most of the melt
volume is discharged from the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) as a coherent jet. The melt
volume available in the lower plenum before the gas-blowthrough-onset is generally more than
90% (for an overpressurization of 0.7MPa). The vessel hole enlargement dynamics for the
prototypic vessel, with about 70 tonnes of molten core materials in the vessel lower plenum is
predicted to be in the range 6-10mm/s, i.e. the time period to have the initial hole of 3-10cm
diameter to grow up to 25-30cm would take 20-25s [1].

Thus, for the ex-vessel FCIs, the interaction between subcooled water pool and quasi-steady
core-melt jet has to be analyzed. Notably, melt-water coarse mixing and jet fragmentation are
of importance for the assessment of vigorous thermal interactions and intense steam generation,
which may result in a steam explosion. It was found that the hydrodynamics, stability and
fragmentation of the jet are largely determined by the thermal hydraulic conditions of the
ambient fluid, namely the presence, and dynamics, of a thin or thick vapor blanket. In fact,
owing to the high temperatures (>2500K) of the core melt, film boiling is a major coolant-flow
regime, in which the interactions occur between high-temperature core melt jet and water.

In fact, many authors have indicated that the vapor film between the jet and the water
coolant may affect the jet breakup. However, there are many uncertainties, and our objective
is to explore the film boiling dynamics and the effect of parameters on it, which have not been
investigated so far.

II. FILM BOILING ANALYSIS AND MODELING UNDER FCIs CONDITIONS

Film boiling, as the regime of boiling in which the bulk liquid is separated from the heated
surface by a vapor blanket, has been studied extensively in the past, both experimentally and
analytically.

II.1. Background

A great number of film boiling research reviews are available in the literature (Kalinin et al, 1975
[2]; Bui and Dhir, 1985 [3]; Sakurai et al, 1990 [4]; Nishio and Ohtake [5]). However, it must be
noted here that most of investigations were experimental, using, for data generalization, dimensionless
groups derived from analytical models of (laminar or turbulent) vapor film hydrodynamics and heat
transfer. Basically, the classical laminar film boiling model (Bromley, 1950 [6]; Sparrow and Cess, 1962
[7]; Nishikawa et al., 1966 [8]) is shown to describe film boiling heat transfer on relatively short heated
surfaces quite well. In cases of longer heated surfaces, the laminar film model is used in combination
with vapor-liquid interface instability analysis, from which the instability length scale is derived. Such
studies resulted in semi-empirical correlations for calculating film boiling heat transfer characteristics.
Since such correlations are limited to certain boundary (thermal and flow) conditions, and to the
surface temperature and heat flux ranges of experiments, the prediction capabilities of these methods
are, therefore, limited.

Experiments, focusing on behavior of the liquid-vapor interface, indicate the importance of wave
structure on the interface (Borisanski, 1965 [9]; Greitzer and Abernathy [10]; Bui and Dhir, 1985 [3];
Vijaykumar and Dhir, 1992 [11]). Also, a self-similar heat transfer regime is observed for long heated
surfaces (Borisanski and Fokin, 1964 [12]; Vijaykumar and Dhir, 1992 [11]; Gogonin et al, 1993 [13];
Ohtake and Nishio, 1994 [14]; Okkonen et al, 1996 [15]), in which heat removal rates are significantly
underpredicted if the laminar development models are employed.

Since self-similarity of heat transfer is typical for turbulent natural convection heat transfer on vertical
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surfaces (Nuz = ^- ~ Grz ~ Z), the turbulent film model was proposed. This approach was,
however, not fruitful, since a number of turbulent parameters must be adjusted. In addition, the vapor
film is generally very thin, and the film thickness-based Reynolds number is not high enough to justify
the assumption of a turbulent vapor film (for more review and comparison, see e.g. Bui and Dhir, 1985
[3]; Nishio et al., 1991 [16]).

An alternative approach to film boiling heat transfer is based on the laminar-vapor-film-unit theory,
which was originally developed by Greitzer and Abernathy (1972) [10], Andersen (1976) [17], and
examined by Bui and Dhir (1985) [3], and further developed by Nishio and Ohtake (1993) [5] and
Okkonen et al. (1996) [15]. The basic idea is to provide, from an interface stability analysis, a length
scale for the multiple units of the laminar film, so the higher heat removal rates of long heated surfaces
may be predicted. As it was shown by Nishio et al. (1991) [16], earlier models (Greitzer and Abernathy,
1972 [10] and Andersen, 1976 [17]), though not generic, are able to provide Nusselt numbers higher than
the laminar film model of Bromley (1950) [6], and describe the self-similarity of heat transfer data (along
the heated surface) in a better manner than the turbulent vapor film models. The latter models of Nishio
and Ohtake (1993) [5] were shown to capture major dependencies of film boiling heat transfer in a wide
variety of fluids and in a wide range of governing parameters (wall surface superheats, liquid subcoolings,
pressures). However, no direct comparison of calculated vapor film characteristics (velocity in the vapor
film, and, at the interface, vapor film units length) against measured data was made available. It is
because of the lack of experimental data, that recent developments in film boiling experimentation, and
analysis, were directed towards visualization, and towards measurement and simulation of the wave
structure of the vapor-liquid interface, and its effect on film boiling heat transfer. Experimental studies
by Dhir and co-workers (Bui and Dhir, 1985 [3]; Vijaykumar and Dhir, 1992 [11]) confirm that film
breakup has not been observed in experiments, i.e. the vapor does not leave the film as bubbles, as
suggested in the vapor-film-unit model by Andersen (1976) [17]. The role of bulges of vapor, at the
vapor-liquid interface, on the film boiling heat transfer mechanisms, was not systematically examined
and accounted for in the vapor-film-unit theory, except in the work by Bui and Dhir [3].

Thus, the previous theoretical studies of film boiling heat transfer can be classified into the following
four categories:

1. Laminar-Vapor-Film/Smooih-Interface (LVF/SI) models;
2. Turbulent-Vapor-Film/Smoolh-Interface (TVF/SI) models ;
3. Laminar-Vapor-Film/Wavy-Interface (LVF/WI) models ; and
4. Turbulent- Vapor- Film /Wavy- Interface (TVF/WI) models.

The models of the first two groups (LVF/SI) appear to predict, reasonably well, the heat transfer
for short vertical surfaces and for spheres and horizontal cylinders of moderate diameters. The models
of the third (LVF/WI) and fourth groups (TVF/WI) perform better, than those of the first and second
groups, in predicting heat transfer on long vertical surfaces and for spheres and horizontal cylinders of
large diameters, when the heated section is long enough for hydrodynamical waves to develop on the
liquid-vapor interface.

In fact, there is no 'universal' model, which can successfully describe the natural-convection film
boiling heat transfer under different conditions. More importantly, the existing models can not be
applied to a body with complex geometry.

11.2. Modeling of film boiling in core-melt jet fragmentation analyses

Since vapor-film characteristics (film thickness, vapor velocity) may be important for the jet
instability and fragmentation assessment, film boiling on the vertical heated surfaces has been
modeled in FCI codes, particularly, in jet-fragmentation models.

Instability and fragmentation of the core melt jet, and its mixing with water, were first
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analyzed by Epstein and Fauske (1985) [18], employing a three-layer inviscid formulation,
namely melt jet, vapor film and bulk liquid. However, the vapor-film thickness and vapor
velocity were determined from the vaporization rate at jet leading edge, which is proportional
to the energy transferred from the jet leading edge to the coolant by radiation. Thus, no film
boiling model around the melt jet was actually utilized. Due to small cross-section area of the
leading edge, the vapor film was determined to be relatively thin.

The laminar-vapor-film smooth-interface models (LVF/SI) were employed by Wang et al.
(1989) [20] and Chu et al. (1995) [22]. A two-layer turbulent-vapor-film smooth-interface
model (TVF/SI), including the laminar sublayer and well-mixed turbulent layer of the vapor
film, was proposed by Han and Bankoff (1982) [19], and further utilized by Burger et al.
(1995) [21]). The latter study considers only the case of saturated water. Similarly, a three-
layer turbulent-vapor-film smooth-interface (TVF/SI) was developed by Meignen and Berthoud
(1995) [23] for the saturated water conditions. In fact, two boundary layers, a 'hot' one on the
jet side, and a 'cold' one on the water side, were introduced. Six free parameters remain in the
velocity and temperature profiles when dimensionless velocity and temperature are assumed to
be proportional [24]. These models predicted a thick vapor film (10-20 mm) with high vapor
velocity. In contrast to these approachs, the laminar-vapor-film-unit theory (LVF/WI) was
examined by Okkonen et al. (1996) [15] and further developed in [25]. These studies predicted
a very thin vapor film (0.6 mm in a 80K-subcool water pool).

Another aspect, which should be emphasized here, is the role of radiation heat transfer, both,
on the vapor-film characteristics and on the mixing-zone thermal hydraulics. The treatment
of radiation differs in the partition of radiated heat absorbed at the vapor-liquid interface, and
the amount that is transferred to the bulk of each phase [26]. Although it was realized that at
prototypic melt temperature, most of the radiative heat flux penetrates deeply into the coolant
pool, the assumption that the radiation flux is deposited at the vapor-liquid interface was
employed in most analyses performed with the above-mentioned models. Notably, the effect of
the radiation heat transfer on the film-boiling convective mechanism is rarely accounted for, as
are the significant variation of the vapor physical properties across the high-temperature vapor
film.

Only a few film-boiling experiments with highly subcooled water on relatively high tem-
perature vertical surface have been performed. Those include, first, the NSRR in-pile study
(Ohnishi et al., 1984) of subcooled film boiling during reactivity-initiated accident conditions
provided Tw^mjb in the range 850-HOOK and film boiling heat flux in the range 400-600 kW/m2

for 80K subcooled liquid [27]. Second, film-boiling quenching experiments were performed at
Brookhaven (Green and Irvine, 1994) [28], in which the experimentally determined heat trans-
fer coefficients were about 1000 W/(m2.K) for highly subcooled liquid (ATsui> = 70K), and
T-w^mjb was found in the range 900-1000K for ATsut, = 60K. Third, steady-state film-boiling
experiments were conducted at RIT (Okkonen et al., 1996 [15]) using a long (1.5 m) vertical
heated rod (d = 26 mm), in which the wall surface temperature ranged from 873 to 1600 K,
involving significant radiation heat transfer. The water subcooling ranged from 3K to 62K. It
was found that the vapor film was very thin and essentially uniform over the heated section,
as was the heat transfer coefficient.

This limited data base makes it difficult to develop, and validate, an appropriate model of
film boiling around the high-temperature core melt jet during its penetration into a highly
subcooled water pool.
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III. ANALYSIS OF RELATED ASPECTS

l l l . l . Natural-convection saturated water film boiling on long vertical surfaces

Several dimensionless groups were developed to generalize film-boiling heat-transfer exper-
imental data; see e.g. [13]. For film boiling on a constant-heat-flux wall (qw = cons), it can
be shown that Nut = f(Rej, Ar,). For film boiling on a constant-temperature wall (Tw =
cons), it was found that Nu*tCon = f(Ja,Prv,Ar«) [13]. Only this latter boundary condition
is considered here. The Jacob number Ja represents the wall superheat, i.e. the boundary
condition. The Prandtl and Archimede numbers represent the effect of vapor and liquid prop-
erties. The Laplace' length scale La and thickness of Stokes' sublayer are employed as major
length scales, which are independent of geometrical parameters. In fact, the following func-
tional dependences of heat transfer were derived, either experimentally, or theoretically, for
natural-convection film boiling of saturated liquid on vertical surfaces [2], [13].

Nu,,conv = dPrl'* (1)

_ = C 2 f^V / 3 (2)
\ Ja )

( _ i / -> P r N 1 / 4

.|Cmv = C3 (Ar* ' --ff) ^

Eq.(3), with C3 = 0.39, can describe, reasonably well, the data base for ^-j£- > 2, while it
underpredicts experimental data for -j£- < 2. In such a case, Eq.(3), with C3 = 0.42-^0.72,
was utilized, for example, to describe the liquid nitrogen film boiling data of Kalinin et al., see
[2]. There are also other correlations which can predict the film-boiling heat transfer data for
¥j£ > 2, such as the Shemagin's laminar-vapor-film correlation [13].

/ _1 / 3 Pr^X1/5

Nu*tConv = C4 + C5 • [Ar, .-—- (4)

We should note that Ja increases with the increase of the surface temperature, and hence,
the region ^ - < 2 is of interest here. In particular, under ex-vessel (low-pressure) core melt-
water interaction conditions the parameter ^jf approaches 0.36-0.4 (see Fig.l; ^jf ~ &7~)-
Perhaps, for ^P1 < 2, the wavy interface structure is the mechanism, which governs the film-
boiling convective heat transfer. Employing the concept of convective vapor-liquid interfacial
waves, Shemagin and co-workers derived Eq.(5) [13].

/ p r \-1/8
Nu,,conv = 0.09244 -f 0.163 U r ° 4 3 2 • -j^\ (5)

For the entire range of ^jf, the convective heat transfer coefficient Nu*^conv is taken as the
larger of those defined by Eq.(4) and Eq.(5). Gogonin et al. (1993) [13] have shown that
this method can describe, with an error of ±15%, most existing data, found in the literature,
for natural convection film boiling of different liquids (water, freon R-12, R-13, R-113, liquid
oxygen and nitrogen, benzene, hexane, methanol) on isothermal vertical surfaces, with 0.6
< Fj£ < 20 . In addition, it was found that the convective heat transfer coefficients predicted
by Shemagin's method l agree well with the RIT film-boiling experimental data of nearly-
saturated water (3K-5K subcooling) and 0.8 < ^ - < 3.2 (see Fig.l, more discussion on this
picture will follow).

'The steam properties, used in Ja, Prv, Ar, and Nu., are determined for Tv = \(TW + T,at).
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More importantly, the Shemagin's method indicates only a slight change in 7Vu,
the parameter %f£ decreases towards 0.4.

when

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6
Pr_v/Ja(- 1/Tw)

Figure 1: Effect of water subcooling on the convective Nusselt number Nu*tC

III.2. Effect of water subcooling

To the authors' knowledge, the RIT experimental data (Okkonen et al., 1996 [15]) form
the only heat-transfer data base of steady natural-convection film boiling of subcooled water
on long, vertical, and high-temperature surfaces. Fig.l depicts the convective heat transfer
coefficients (hconv ~ Nu*tConv) which were extracted from the experimentally-determined total
heat transfer coefficient (h^p) as follows

uexp _
nconv -

T?
Tw-Tt

(6)

where e is the emissivity coefficient and taken as e = 0.8 (Okkonen et al., 1996 [15]). J
is a radiation parameter (0.2...0.7, Sakurai et al, 1990 [4]), which may be assigned to be 0.75
(Bromley, 1950 [6]) or 1.0 (Okkonen et al., 1996 [15]). Thus, there are uncertainties in accessing
the radiation heat transfer under film-boiling condition and its effect on the convective heat
transfer. It led to an error in the range 5% to 18% for the resulting Nu,,tConv. Nevertheless,
the general relationships between Nu*>conv and ^jf are distinguishable for different water
subcoolings.

The presentation of the data in the form of Fig.l shows that the effect of water subcooling
on the convective film-boiling heat transfer becomes less with the increase of Tw. For a given
surface temperature (i.e. ^jf), the larger subcoolings yield higher Nu*iConv. For a specified
water subcooling, the effect of water subcooling diminishes when ^j£ is smaller than a certain
value. For example, for water subcooling < 30K, Fig.l shows that the Nusselt number Nu+tConv

are nearly the same for different water subcoolings, when -j^- ~ < 0.8.

III.3. Effect of radiation heat flux

The effect of the radiation heat flux on the convective heat transfer were investigated in the past,
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see a review by Sakurai et al, 1990 [4]. Several empirical and semi-empirical correction methods were
proposed, and, to a certain extent, validated against the heat transfer data obtained with the surface
temperature lower than HOOK. However, under such conditions, the film-boiling convective-conductive
heat-transfer mechanism still dominates the heat removal from the heated surfaces. It, therefore,
raises a question about the application of these methods for higher temperature conditions such as in
prototypic core melt scenarios, where the radiation heat transfer is a major heat-removal mechanism.
Furthermore, in most studies performed in the past, e.g. Chu et al. (1995) [22], Burger et al. (1995)
[21], Meignen and Berthoud (1995) [23], the radiation energy is deposited on the vapor-liquid interface,
thus contributing to the vaporization rate and mass balance of the vapor film. It partly explains why
these models predicted a thick vapor film (10-20mm) and high vapor velocity (100-200 m/s) around the
core melt jet.

In fact, the radiation heat flux changes, drastically, with the emitting-surface temperature. Approxi-
mately, qrad are 0.05, 0.7 and 3.7 MW/ra2 for Tw equal to 1000K, 2000K and 3000K, respectively. It also
depends on the thermal radiation properties of emitting bodies. The literature survey, performed by
the authors, indicates that there exist significant uncertainties in determining the emissivity of oxidic-
material surfaces in the temperature range approaching the material's solidus point and higher. More
importantly, it was found that the dependencies of the emissivity coefficient on temperature are quite
different for different oxidic materials. For prototypical FCI conditions, the radiation properties are
largely unknown, and may vary with the change of core-melt composition and surface temperature.
For uranium dioxide UO2, the emissivity coefficient t varies between 0.81 and 0.84 for wavelengths in
the range from 0.4/im and 0.7 fxm (Jones and Murchison, 1965 [29]). The available data of UO2 indi-
cate that the emissivity coefficient increases with temperature between 450K and 2200 K. For higher
temperature, Held and Wilder (1969) [30] reported a drop of a few percent in the emissivity coefficient
near 2400 K. However, it remains unknown whether the emissivity continues that trend. Currently, the
emissivity coefficient € = 0.8 can probably be used in first-order assessments.

9 ©Tw = 300K
B • Tw = 500 K
O OTw=1500K

= 2000K
OTw = 2500K
T Tw = 3000 K

1(T 10
Penetration deplh (in)

10"

Figure 2: Absorptivity of water layers as functions of temperature and layer thickness.

With regard to film boiling, it is crucial to delineate the absorption capacity of the vapor and water.
For this purpose, radiation calculations were performed, employing the radiation properties of water
and steam [31]. Only major results are discussed here.

First, the analysis shows that the absorptance in the steam layer (lcm) is small (~ 1%) 2 and
depends on the system pressure and steam temperature (density). The radiation contribution
to the vapor-film energy balance is fairly small, compared to the energy transferred through
the vapor film by the conduction mechanism.

2At high temperature, the vapor emission energy is roughly 10% of the radiation energy deposited in it.
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Secondly, radiation calculations were performed, taking into account the transparency of the
water to radiation in the range of wavelengths from 0.2/im to l//m. The calculated results show
that, for FCI conditions (i.e. temperature of the emitting surfaces in the range from 2000K to
3000K, hence, the corresponding wavelengths in the range 0.8/zm to 1.4/^m), a significant part
of the radiation energy deeply penetrates the body of the liquid, Fig.2. Specifically, for the
core-melt jet with surface temperature about 3000K, only 25%, 50% and 70% of the radiated
energy are deposited within the first millimeter (0.001m), first centimeter (0.01 m) and first
decimeter (0.1 m) of the water behind the vapor-liquid interface, respectively.

The radiation energy deposited in the coolant pool leads to its heating up, especially, in the
region near the vapor-liquid interface. It was estimated from a conduction-type analysis that,
at temperatures of ~ 3000K, the radiation energy alone could heat up a water layer of 0.01 m to
the saturation point in less than two seconds. However, the subsequent convection calculations
revealed that the internal energy source (associated with radiation energy deposited in water)
results in ascending water flows in the region outside the vapor film. Colder, subcooled, water,
is then brought from the pool body to this interfacial region due to natural convection. Since,
the volume of the ex-vessel highly-subcooled water pool is very large (say, 200-300m3), the effect
of subcooling on the boiling/condensation dynamics of the mixing zone should be substantial.

Thus, the radiation absorption behavior of steam and water, described above, may signif-
icantly limit the effect of water subcooling on the convective film-boiling heat transfer and
vapor film characteristics (vapor film thickness and vapor velocity).

III.4. Effect of vapor physical properties

Under high-temperature conditions (say, 3000-3200K) the steam physical properties will vary
over the vapor film. No experimental data at high temperatures ( > 1500K) are available at
present for use. There exist different methods, which were proposed to extrapolate of steam-
property equations to temperatures well beyond the range of their intended applications; see a
review by Vasic et al. (1992) [32]. They also constructed a lookup table for steam properties,
based on Vargaftik's calculation data. The table shows a large variation in steam properties at
temperatures higher than 1600K. Relative changes of the properties and of film-boiling-related
parameters are shown in Table 1. Notably, the steam thermal conductivity changes by factor
200, and the other properties (Cp, n, p) change by factors of 10, over the vapor film.

Considering Eq.(5) and Table 1, the film-boiling convective heat transfer coefficient hconv

is found to be insensitive to Ar*, Prv, but sensitive to the vapor conductivity KV and the
thickness of the Stokes sublayer in the vapor film Lv. Specifically, KV grows faster than Lu.
Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient hconv increases with the increase of the temperature,
provided that the Nusselt number Nu*,conv is limited to the range 0.18-0.22, see Fig.l. Thus,
the heat transfer coefficient and the vapor film thickness 6V at FCI conditions can be estimated
as hconv = Nu;<j°™-K» = (350^1000) W/(m2.K) and 6V = Nu^cmv = (0.735^-1.2) mm. The
lower values were predicted using Tv — \{TW + Tso<), while the upper bounding values were
obtained with Tv = Tw. As seen the uncertainties associated with the steam properties are
significant. Furthermore, such assessments should be viewed with caution, since they do not
take into account the fact that the steam property changes are not linear functions of vapor
temperature Tv, when Tv >1400K.

In such a case, the method, used in most previous analyses of film boiling and based on
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Table 1: Variation of steam properties and related parameters.

TV,K

cp,v
&p,v,3at

f^v,3at

Ar,
Ja
Prv
Lv (mm)

*-*v,v ,aat

1273

0.288

1.228

6.315
3.858
11241.
0.994
0.735
0.112
3.72

1773

0.207

1.523
10.12

4.935
4928.
1.923
0.728
0.147
4.90

2273

0.159

2.710

21.40

5.848
2701.
4.629
0.726
0.180
5.99

3273

0.082

12.99

202.5
6.648
1076.
33.33
0.418
0.244
8.13

the average vapor-film temperature (J\, — \{TW -f Tsat)), may fail to properly account for the
property variations.

III.5. Summary. The analysis indicates that the Shemagin's method for saturated film
boiling may be used for a conservative estimation of characteristics of film boiling on a high-
temperature vertical surface. However, a more powerful method is needed to properly account
for the effect of radiation heat transfer, water subcooling, property variations, and bulk coolant
dynamics on vapor film behavior, under FCI conditions.

IV. MODELING OF FILM BOILING

In next three sections, film boiling thermal hydraulics is examined by the CFD method. In
particular, the method is used to determine the effect of the significant variation of the steam
physical properties across the vapor film under high-temperature conditions.

IV.1. Local-homogeneous-slip model

In an earlier study, the so-called local-homogeneous-slip model (LHSM) was proposed to simulate
heat transfer in a reactivity-initiated accident in light water reactors (Dinh and Zemlianoukhin, 1993
[33], Dinh, 1997 [34]). The dominant heat transfer regime, in such a situation, is film boiling around
the fuel cladding, which determines the temperature regime of the cladding under sharp (pulse) power
increase conditions. It was found that the model can describe the major physical processes involved.
Particularly, comparison with experimental data showed that the fuel cladding temperature rise could
be predicted. Also, heat transfer in the film boiling regime, as well as the transient "boiling" curve
(including critical heat flux, minimum film boiling temperature), can be addressed fairly well by the
model.

The two-phase boiling system is represented by the set of mass, momentum, and energy conservation
equations in a viscous formulation for a thermally-expandable fluid. Single-phase liquid and vapor film
regions are properly represented in the model. Local thermal equilibrium is assumed in the energy
equation, which is written in terms of the two-phase mixture enthalpy. Thermodynamic and transport
properties of single phase (liquid, vapor) are temperature-dependent. Special treatment of these prop-
erties is given for the two-phase flow region, where the local mixture enthalpy is more than that of the
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saturated liquid and less than that of the saturated vapor. The heat capacity is represented as a linear
function of the phase mass fractions Xi< while the density, thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity
are approximated as a function of the phase volume fractions </>,; see [35].

IV.2. Governing equations and source terms

The mathematical model is based on the set of governing equations formulated in two-dimensional
(axi-symmetric) form. It is worth noting that extension of the local-homogeneous-slip model to three-
dimensional formulation is straightforward.

Conservation of mass, axial and radial momentum, as well as energy, are described in equations
(7),(8),(9) and (10), respectively.

d(PV) d(PV • U) idjrpV -V) d ( 8V\ [d_(rdV\_dP__ Y_
dt dz r dr dz \ dz J r dr \ dr I dr r2

dt dz r dr dz \CP dz) r dr \ Cp dr) v

Here, Sq(r,z) represents the locally distributed internal energy source in the two-phase flow medium,
such as, e.g. radiative heat absorbed in the vapor film, in the two-phase layer, and in the liquid pool.

IV.3. Approximation of physical properties

Thermophysical properties of the single-phase regions (9 < 6' and 9 > 6") are calculated as polyno-
mial temperature-dependent functions, obtained for isobaric conditions.

For the two-phase mixing layer, an approximation method must be employed to determine the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties, used in equations (7)-(10). Assuming the local thermal equilibrium
of the two-phase medium, the liquid and the vapor in this region are saturated fluids. The physical
properties of each phase are, therefore, taken at the saturation condition for a given system pressure.
In addition, the assumption about the local thermal equilibrium allows to define the vapor mass quality
X from the mixture enthalpy 9 as

Thus, the vapor mass quality may vary significantly over the flow region as well as along the stream
lines. The following equation is employed for determination of the vapor volume fraction:

where S is the slip factor to account for the mechanical non-equilibrium in the two-phase medium. This
factor certainly depends on the flow structure and may be significant for low pressure systems, where
the difference in (liquid and vapor) phase densities is large. In the calculations, the slip factor S is
determined.

The homogeneous formulation is used to determine the thermodynamic properties: density [eq.(13)]
and heat capacity [eq.(14)].

p = p ' - ( l - < p ) + p"-<p (13)

Cp = C'-(l-X) + C" • X (14)
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This formulation has been used extensively in one-dimensional mixture models of two-phase flows in
channels. In the present study, the physical properties are determined locally, based on the local mixture
enthalpy, and, therefore, the model is named as the local-homogeneous-slip model. Transport properties
of the two-phase medium are determined, similarly. The following formulation is employed to calculate
heat conductivity and viscosity for the two-phase mixture.

K = K! ( 1 -<p) + n " - i p (15)

li=n'-{\-<p) + li"-V> (16)

Nourgaliev et al. (1997) [36] performed a parametric investigation of the model sensitivity to the
prescription of the two-phase mixture thermophysical properties. It was concluded, that the prescription
has only a minor effect on the results.

The radiation energy absorbed in a water layer is represented by a function of wall surface temperature
and the water layer thickness /; see Fig.2. In order to take into account the radiation energy deposited
in the two-phase mixing region, an effective-radiation-absorbing length is defined, /e / / = /o(l - <p)dr.
When employing this formulation, the radiation energy source term Sq(r, z) in Eq.(10) is determined
locally.

Figure 3: Problem formulation (film-boiling experiments on vertical surfaces).

IV.4. Problem formulation and boundary conditions. Numerical method.

A cylindrical rod (radius r0) is placed vertically in the center of a coolant tank (radius rp) (see Fig.3
for geometrical dimensions). The following boundary conditions are applied at the vertical boundaries
of the computational domain:

U
r = ro _ n.= 0; V Ir = r0 _ 0

= 0

(17)

(18)

(19)

At the upper boundary of the computational domain, z — / / , the symmetry condition (zero-gradient)
is applied for all variables (9, U, V),

dz =* I =*•% = 0 (20)
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Figure 4: The calculated velocity field and isolines of the vapor volume fraction for Ohtake
and Nishio (1994) film-boiling experiments of freon R113 (left). Experimental observations by
Bui and Dhir (1985) (right, a)) and Nishio et al. (1991) (right, b)).

At the bottom boundary, z = 0, the symmetry conditions for heat transfer and horizontal velocity
component V were utilized.

_

3z z=0
= 0 (21)

z=0

In this study, only the natural-convection film boiling was investigated (U\l_0 = 0).

The LHSM, introduced above, was implemented in two CFD codes, namely NARAL code (Dinh and
Nourgaliev (1997) [37]) and the general-purpose code CFX-F3D (1995) [38]. They were employed for
solving the set of the conservation equations. Both codes are based on the control volume methodology
(Patankar, 1980 [39]) and the SIMPLER and SIMPLEC algorithms (7)-(9), respectively. Spatially, the
equations were discretized using hybrid (NARAL) and Van-Leer (CFX-F3D) numerical schemes. Both
codes employ the backward difference scheme for time advancement.

Computational domain was nodalized with mesh including 6000 to 20000 computational nodes. A
very dense grid was utilized in the near-wall region to describe boundary layers. A non-uniform grid
was used in the vertical direction to describe the thermal entrance effect.

Numerical procedure: Film boiling computations were started from the fully-converged solution ob-
tained for single-phase flow. The temperature at the wall was raised to Tw (Tw > Tm/j,) and the
transient calculation was performed until a quasi-steady-state solution was obtained.

V. MODEL PERFORMANCE

The model presented above was tested against various film-boiling experiments of water and freon
R113 on vertical surfaces [35] and on horizontal cylinders [36]. Sensitivity analyses revealed significant
dependence of the local and surface-average heat transfer coefficient on the slip factor 5, whose increase
leads to higher heat fluxes. The sensitivity to the slip factor decreases with higher values of 5. Therefore,
high slip factors were chosen in this study.

It was found that LHSM is able to describe the convective heat transfer mechanism in all investigated
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cases. Specifically, LHSM predicted the self-similar heat transfer regime in the region far enough from
the leading edge. Furthermore, with fine nodalization of the near-wall region, and with high slip factors,
LHSM predicted the wave structure of the vapor-liquid interface. Characteristic wavelengths of these
waves are in a resonable agreement with experimental observations.

A careful analysis of the calculated velocity field and phase distribution (isolines tp = 0.; 0.5 and 1.0)
showed that the vapor film features a wavy interface associated with hydrodynamical instability (Fig.4).
These results agree, qualitatively, with experimental observations of Bui and Dhir (1985) [3] (for water)
and Nishio et al. (1991) [16] (for liquid nitrogen). It should be noted that the wave structures may be
quite different for different liquids.

V. I . Film boiling on high-temperature surfaces.

In this section, the LHSM is employed to analyze the film boiling heat transfer from a
vertical rod, for surface temperature in the range 900K to 1600K. It is worth noting that in the
temperature range 900K-1200K, the radiation heat fluxes are mainly deposited in the region
closed to the vapor-liquid interface. The vaporization, contributed by the radiation energy,
causes a substantial decrease of the convective heat transfer coefficient (see e.g. Sakurai et al,
1990 [4]). In order to properly represent the radiation effect in LHSM, a very fine nodalization
in the region close to the vapor-liquid interface must be employed. A coarse grid used at this
region may cause excessive heat diffusion, which leads to the bulk liquid heat up rather than
the vaporization of the interfacial layer. This explains why the LHSM, with the radiation
heat transfer model implemented, underpredicts the effect of the liquid subcooling and, hence,
the convective heat transfer rate under high liquid subcooling and low surface temperature
conditions (see Table 2). At higher surface temperature, the radiation heat fluxes penatrate,
more deeply, into the body of the liquid. In such a case, a coarser grid may be used. Therefore,
it is more reliable to employ the LHSM coupled with the radiation heat transfer model, when
surface temperatures are high.

Table 2: The performance of the LHSM, coupled with the radiation heat transfer, for different
liquid subcoolings (<S = 150).

ATsui,
K

5
40

5
40

h
w

ml.K
Lest _
llexp —
uest _
nexp —

heal =

heal =

1273

302
470

350
350

Tw, K
1473

410

500

413
416

1573

458
550

456
491

Fig.5 presents the calculated total heat transfer coefficient (htot = hrad + hconv), obtained
for low-subcooling cases (ATsuj, = 5K), as function of surface temperature (case A and case
B). The slip factor of 5 = 150 is used in all these calculations 3 . Heat transfer coefficients h%sJ
interpolated from those data obtained in the RIT film boiling experiments (Okkonen et al.,
1996 [15]) are also shown for comparison (see data for 3K and 9K subcoolings). In case A, the
radiation heat transfer model is implemented in LHSM, so that the film boiling convective heat
transfer (hconv) is affected by the radiation heatup of the bulk liquid. In case B, the total heat

3The slip factor, which is associated with the structure of the two-phase mixing region, may depend on the
bulk-liquid subcooling. Development of a generic formulation of the slip factor for different flow and thermal
conditions is underway at RIT.
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transfer coefficient is sumed from hTad and hconv, which are determined independently. Despite
the grid limitation (crucial for the treatment of Sq>rad at Tw < 1200K) and the uncertainties
in determining the rod surface emissivity e, a fairly good agreement between the calculation
results (case A) and experimental data was obtained. It was found that the vapor film is thin,
about 0.3-0.5 mm, and the maximum vapor velocity is 8-10 m/s. Notably, the LHSM, with
S= 150, is found to perform very well for all nearly-saturated cases.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the LHSM calculated heat transfer coefficients with the RIT film-
boiling experimental data (Okkonen et al., 1996).

It was also found that the radiation heat transfer model, implemented in the LHSM (case
A), provides a better description for the effect of radiation heat transfer on the convective
film-boiling heat transfer. Lower convective heat transfer coefficients (hconv) were obtained in
case A, because the deposited radiation energy diminishes the effect of water subcooling. Nev-
ertheless, with increased surface temperatures, the solutions in two cases (A and B) approach
each other. Thus, it appears that the radiation heat transfer and the convective heat transfer
mechanisms become independent under higher-surface temperature and nearly-saturation-liquid
conditions. The latter condition may result from the former due to the liquid heat-up by the
radiation heat transfer.

There are substantial uncertainties in delineating the role of the two competing processes
(the liquid heat-up by radiation heat transfer and the natural-convection flows in the coolant
pool) on the thermal conditions of the liquid layer next to the vapor film. Furthermore, the
slip factor may vary in different situations. However, the LHSM, with a high slip factor (<S
= 150), appears to predict the characteristics of film boiling around a core melt jet under
prototypic FCIs conditions. Both the high radiation-heat-fluxes and the heat transfer from
the melt particles, stripped from the jet surface, contribute to the heat-up of the coolant layer
next to the vapor film.
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VI. MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE FILM BOILING

In this section, calculations are performed for film boiling under idealized FCI conditions,
for an isothermally-heated rod representing the core melt jet.

VI.1. Effect of steam properties

A comparative analysis was performed in order to investigate the effect of the steam proper-
ties on the convective film-boiling heat transfer on an isothermal vertical surface Tw = 3273K.
Specifically, the steam thermal conductivity (and heat capacity) vary differently with temper-
ature for Tv < 1600K and Tv > 1600K. In case SI, the steam physical properties are according
to recommendation of Vasic et a!. (1992) [32], which show a considerable change in trend
at temperatures higher than 1600K. In case S2, the nearly linear relationships of KV(TV) and
CP<V(TV) in the region Tv < 1600K are extrapolated to the region Tv > 1600K. Such an extrap-
olation of steam properties to higher temperatures was suggested by a number of authors; see
[32]. In this case, the steam conductivity and heat capacity in the near-wall vapor sublayer
are 5 to 10 times lower than those employed in case SI (see Fig.6). As a result, different steam
temperature profiles were obtained for the two cases (SI and S2).

Fig.6 also shows that in case SI the steam temperature profile is not linear, as it should be
in the case of a conductive laminar vapor film with nv — constant. With the high thermal
conductivity KV, the temperature profile appears more like a turbulent one (although it is not
turbulent), with a thick high-temperature near-wall layer. The vapor film itself is much thicker
(3 mm) for case SI. The maximum vapor velocities are quite different for the two cases: nearly
100 m/s for case SI, and 30 m/s for case S2. The vapor film, however, remains essentially
laminar (Re — m°* 1<lm ~ < 300), due to high kinematic viscosity at high temperatures
(«/„ = **• ~ 7-10-4 - L2-10-3).

The calculated convective heat transfer coefficient hconv is ~ 450 n^K in case SI, while
hconv — 200 ^'K in case S2. Thus, the steam physical properties significantly affect the film
boiling characteristics. The steam physical properties summarized by Vasic et al. (1992) [32] in
their lookup table will be further employed for LHSM simulation of film boing at high surface
temperatures.

VI.2. Film-boiling characteristics

Results of calculations, performed with different liquid subcoolings and using different radi-
ation heat transfer models, revealed the fact that, at high surface temperatures, these factors
do not remarkably affect the characteristics of film boiling, i.e. the vapor film thickness and the
convective heat transfer coefficient remain similar to the nearly saturated film boiling cases.
Table 3 depicts the film boiling characteristics, calculated by the LHSM with a slip factor
of 150 and for nearly-saturated water, at different surface temperatures. These results are a
conservative estimation and can be used in an instability analysis of melt jet breakup in water
pool.

It can also be seen that, the convective heat transfer coefficient hconv is doubled in the
temperature range 2273K < Tw < 3273K, while the radiation heat-transfer coefficient hrad
increases with a factor of 2.8 .
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Figure 6: Effect of the steam properties on film-boiling heat transfer (steam conductivity
determined for the local steam temperature).

Table 3: Prediction of film-boiling characteristics by the LHSM.

Tw, K

6f, mm
Umax, m/s
!}„ UmaxfijilTn

l/ti

hconv, W/(m2.K)
hrad, W/(m2.K)
"•cany

htntnl

1773

0.5
19
55

220
285
43%

2273

0.85
30
87

210
637
25%

2773

1.6
58
166
270
1117
19%

3273

3.0
97
267
450
1794
20%

VI.3 Boiling dynamics around the melt jet

In this section, the boiling dynamics of the two-phase mixing zone around the melt jet is an-
alyzed with regard to the film-boiling thermal hydraulic characteristics. In a companion paper
by Dinh et al. (1997) [40] fragmentation of a melt jet in a coolant pool was analyzed. Specif-
ically, 25-mm diameter jets of Cerrobend melt at 558K were dropped into a nearly-saturated
water box. It was observed that during the initial period of jet penetration, the two-phase
region around the jet was thin. Later on, when the jet probably reached its fragmentation
state, intense steam generation was observed, with large vapor bulges moving upwards. Large
quantities of melt and water were blown off the test section due to the vapor flows. Simula-
tion of this experiment was performed using the MELT-3D (Multiphase Eulerian-Lagrangian
Transport-3D) program, which has been developed at RIT for analysis of multiphase mixing
associated with fragmentation of a corium jet in a water pool. A similar picture of violent
boiling in the whole test section and water depletion was observed in the RIT experiment.
The melt jet is surrounded by a two-phase region, with vapor volume fraction up to 0.5-0.7.

Similar situation may exist in a prototypic ex-vessel FCI process, with a long-pouring core
melt jet, discharged from the reactor pressure vessel, into a highly-subcooled water pool. The
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intense vapor generation, and the upward movement of the two-phase mixture can affect the
film boiling characteristics, namely the vapor film thickness and the velocity of vapor in the
layer next to the melt jet.

200

'single-phase' film boiling
\ 'two-phase'Him boiling
I
\

0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010

Distance from (he wall, m

1.0
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0.4 o'

0.2

0.0

Figure 7: Effect of the two-phase mixing zone on vapor-film characteristics (Tw = 2773K).

In order to explore the effect of the two-phase mixing zone on film boiling, calculations of
'two-phase' film boiling were performed using the LHSM (with Tw = 2773K). Fig.7 depicts
the calculated results for 'single-phase' film boiling (when no boiling zone is present outside
the region associated with film boiling - case 1-Ph) and 'two-phase' film boiling (when a large
two-phase boiling zone is present outside the vapor film - case 2-Ph). The 'two-phase' boiling
zone around the heated rod was created by adding a suitable amount of energy to this region.
Specifically, the vapor volume fraction tp in the two-phase mixing zone was about ~ 0.3 in
case 2-Ph, which is the bubbly flow regime outside the vapor film. As can be seen, two
similar velocity profiles of the laminar vapor flows were predicted, with higher vapor velocity
in the 'two-phase' film-boiling case {UmaXi2P= 85 m/s versus Umax,iP= 58 m/s). The vapor
film thicknesses remain roughly the same (#/,ip = 1.6 mm vs. Sjt2p = 1.9 mm), as do the
convective heat-transfer coefficients [hconv^p — 270 W/(m2.K) vs. hconv<2P = 228 W/(m2.K)].
It is therefore concluded that the presence of the outer two-phase mixing region causes only a
slight change of film-boiling characteristics.

Thus, the analysis performed indicates that the presence of the two-phase mixing region
causes only a slight change of film-boiling characteristics. Notably, the pure vapor film remains
thin, and therefore, it acts like an incompressible layer, which separates the jet and the coolant
pool. Thus, a thin-vapor-film approximation can be employed for analyzing the interaction
between the melt jet and the ambient fluid (see e.g., Epstein and Fauske, 1985 [18]). Specifically,
in a FCI situation, the two-phase mixing zone acts as the ambient fluid. Therefore, the
assessments of the jet instability and breaking-up should take into account the effect of the
ascending (vapor) flows and the effective (homogenized) density of the 'ambient' fluid; see
ref.[40] for more discussion on the jet instability mechanisms.
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present work emphasizes analysis of the potential effects of prototypic FCI conditions
on film boiling heat transfer and flow structure, since such information is necessary for FCI
modeling. The effects of water subcooling, radiation heat transfer, temperature-dependent
steam properties were analyzed. In particular, a detailed model of radiation heat transfer was
introduced, so the local absorptions of radiation heat in vapor and liquid are calculated and
represented as energy sources in the energy equation. The study also highlights significant
uncertainties in predicting film boiling heat transfer associated with physical properties of the
emitting surface and vapor under prototypic FCI conditions. The synthesis performed provides
a better understanding of the phenomenology of film boiling under FCI conditions. The major
findings as follows.

Analyses, performed by accounting for the radiation (absorption) properties of steam and
water under prototypic FCI conditions, showed that the effect of (bulk) liquid subcooling
on film boiling characteristics decreases with increasing of the surface temperature. This
is attributed to the deep penetration of significant portions of the radiative heat flux (of
wavelengths ~ 1/im) into the body of liquid next to the vapor-liquid interface.

The convective film-boiling heat transfer coefficient is found to be sensitive to the surface
temperature in the range 1600K to 3300K, since the steam thermal conductivity K, and other
physical properties, change radically in this temperature region.

When analyzing film boiling on a long vertical rod the LHSM predicts that film boiling heat
removal rate (and the time-average vapor film thickness) becomes independent of the location
after some distance from the leading edge of the heated section. This is in good agreement
with available experimental data.

It is expected that the wavy structure of vapor-liquid interface will govern the film boiling
heat transfer and flow dynamics under high-temperature conditions. In such cases, a thin
vapor film is predicted, and, the vapor velocity in the vapor film is relatively low. Low density
pv and high dynamic viscosity p.v of the steam at high temperatures will further keep the vapor
film flow laminar.

Table 3, Fig.6, and Fig.7 provide the LHSM prediction results for film boiling of water
on high-temperature vertical surfaces, taking into account the above factors and phenomena.
These results can be used in assessments of film boiling around a core melt jet fragmenting in
a coolant pool.

The prototypic FCI conditions of a core melt jet fragmenting in a subcooled water pool may
involve a complex picture of the two-phase mixing zone. The thickness of this zone, and its
boiling dynamics, is partly determined by the thermal interactions between the melt particles,
stripped from the jet body, and the coolant pool. Even in these cases, the results of analyses
and numerical simulation indicate that the pure vapor film remains thin (~ 1 to 3 mm). As
a result, the thin vapor film may act like an incompressible layer, which does not significantly
affect macroscopic momentum exchange between the large-diameter melt jet and the ambient
fluid. The two-phase mixing zone (with a homogenized density) acts, in this case, as the
ambient fluid.
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Further study of film boiling on vertical surfaces, as well the investigation of melt jet insta-
bility and fragmentation in a coolant pool, are underway at RIT.

NOMENCLATURE

Ar.

CP

9
9'
h
H
Hlatent

Ja

La

Lv

Nu,

P
Pr
1
r
Re
S
s
t
T
U,V

FCI
LVF
LHSM
SI
TPBL
WI

specific heat, J /(kg • K)
gravitational acceleration, m/s2

heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 • K)
total height of the comp. domain, m
latent vaporization heat, J/kg

C (T —T t)

Jacob number; Ja = -*•„ "—'-2-L

' "Intent

Laplace's length scale, m, La — . g(p°-pv)

thickness of Stokes sublayer, m, Lv = (TJ-Jmodified Nusselt number;

JVu, =

pressure, Pa
Prandtl number, Pr ~ ^
heat flux, W/rri2

radial coordinate, m
Reynold number, Re—^-
slip factor, jfi
source term
time, s
temperature, K
velocity in the z- and r-directions,
respectively, m/s
vertical coordinate, m

Abbreviations
Fuel-coolant interactions
Laminar vapor film
Local-homogeneous-slip model
Smooth interface
Two-phase-boundary-layer theory
Wavy interface

a

X
6
e
K

V

P

e
0

Greek

thermal diffusivity, m2/s

vapor mass quality
thickness, length, m
emissivity coefficient
thermal conductivity, W/m • K
dynamic viscosity, Pa • s
kinematic viscosity, m2/s
density, kg/m3

vapor volume fraction

enthalpy, J/kg
latent heat of vaporization, J/kg

ATW

liquid subcooling, Tsat — 7}, K

wall superheat, Tw - Tsat, K

con v
exp

f
I
mfb
rad
sat
sub
tot
V

w
'
ii

Super- and subscripts
convective
experiment
vapor film
liquid
minimum film boiling
radiative
saturation
subcooling
total
vapor
wall
saturated liquid
saturated vapor
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Discussion

Kolev

(1) I would not recommend to use arithmetic averaging of the transport properties in

two-phase flow.

(2) Are only free properties change taken into account for discussion?

(3) Are you using the numerical solution for film boiling on a single droplet also into a

system FCI analysis?

Dinh

(1) We perform sensitivity analyses, and it is not sensitive to formulation of transport

properties in the two-phase region.

(2) Yes.

(3) No, we recommend a table of our results for such a purpose.

Burger

Detachment of steam bubbles should occur under film boiling along a vertical rod

(Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities at interface). The question is whether this happens in a

way to repeatedly establish thin film regions. It may depend on conditions. Experimental

evidence must be checked. In any case, for jet breakup the vapor rich multiphase flow

along the jet is decisive (increased due to heat transfer from fragments).

Dinh

Experimental evidence and results of RIT film boiling experiments were reviewed,

published and well-known to experts.

Fletcher

Could you explain how the location of the vapor film is determined?

Dinh

By enthalpy isolines.

Berthoud

What would be the temperature of the steam coming out of what we can call the film? We

do not put all the radiation at the interface but only a faction (-10%) of it (Your paper

bottom of page 5).

Dinh

It is shown in calculated profile of steam temperature.
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Session Summary Discussion

Theofanous

There may be a threshold content of Zr in Zr-ZrO2 mixtures that enhances chemical

contribution to the energetics.

Cho

We would need tests for high ZrO2 contents in Zr-ZrO2 mixtures. Also,KROTOS might

consider using 100% ZrO2 in their tests.

Bang

These days, most work on FCI is mainly focused on mixing and quenching. However,

fragmentation in the propagation phase is also an important subject, which we need to

further investigate, collect the available data, convert them into a useful from of equation

for use in codes. If the data are not sufficient, more experiments seems in order. Currently,

SIGMA200 at UCSB covers well supercritical explosions. However it seem there is no

useful form, or validated formulation for subcritical explosions, i.e, thermal fragmentation

model.

Sugimoto

PREMIX PM11 test with spontaneous explosion in saturated water was rare case. The

conclusion of SERG-2 is supposed to be partly supported by the experimental facts that

spontaneous steam explosion was difficult to occur in saturated water. Dose the PM11

experimental result affect this conclusion a little, or not at all?

Fletcher

Many other experiments besides PREMIX have shown explosions in saturated systems.

This was known at the time of SERG2 and changes nothing.
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Abstract
Part 1 of this work presents a closed analytical

solution for mixed-convection film boiling on
vertical walls. Heat transfer coefficients predicted by
the proposed model and experimental data obtained
at the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden by
Okkonen et al are compared. All data predicted are
inside the ± 10% error band, with mean averaged
error being below 4% using the slightly modified
analytical solution. The solution obtained is
recommended for practical applications. The method
presented here is used in Part 2 as a guideline for
developing model for film boiling on spheres. The
new semi-empirical film boiling model for spheres
used in IVA4 computer code is compared with the
experimental data base obtained by Liu and
Theofanous. The data are predicted within ±30%
error band

Keywords: Film Boiling, Heat Transfer, Steam
Explosion, Plate, Sphere

PART ONE: PLATE

1. Introduction
In nature, film boiling is the controlling heat

transfer mechanism during lava-water interaction. In
cryogenic technology rocket engines, it is the
inevitable heat transfer mechanism in many cases.
Film boiling heat transfer is of particular interest for
analysis of accident processes in industry. The theory
of film boiling heat transfer has become a classical
part of heat and mass transfer textbooks but is often
presented in the context of an unwanted heat transfer

regime which has to be avoided by design. The close
scrutiny paid to accident processes in the industry
requires critical re-evaluation of film boiling theory
in order to yield a reliable prediction tool for
engineering purposes. In particular, calculation of
the components of the heat removed by film boiling
that leads to vapor heating, liquid heating,
evaporation mass flow rate, average vapor volume
attached to the surface are very important for
increasing the accuracy of the overall flow field
prediction of melt interacting with water. As an
example for the necessity for improvement of theory,
it should be recalled that there is still need for a
closed analytical solution for mixed natural and
forced-convection film boiling. In this work a
complete analytical solution for film boiling on a
vertical wall will first be presented. After this, the
attempt will be made to extend the model for
spheres. Comparison with experimental data will
indicate the success and the limitations of the
theoretical results. Where necessary, empirical
correction factors are introduced to give more
accurate prediction of existing experimental data.

2. State of the art
Film boiling literature was reviewed by Sakurai [6]

in 1990, and more recently by Liu and Theofanous
[7] in 1995. There is no need to repeat this here.

In his pioneering work of 1916 Nusselt [1]
presented a closed model of laminar film
condensation on vertical surfaces. The idea used was
that the condensation is controlled by the heat
conduction through the falling liquid film. This
model is so easily applied to film boiling under
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natural convection on vertical plates, postulating that
the heat transfer is controlled by the heat conduction
through the vapor film, that it deserves to be called
the Nusselt theory for laminar condensation and film
boiling on vertical walls due to natural convection.

Natural-convection film boiling was first
investigated by Bromley [1] in 1950. He applied
Nusselt's idea from 1916. Frederking, Chapman and
Wang [4] demonstrated in 1965 that the treatment of
vertical plates, spheres and horizontal cylinders
results in the same expression multiplied by a
numerical constant to characterize the appropriate
one of the above geometries. Subsequent to this,
many theoretical studies related to this subject have
been published. The main physical ideas on which
the published models rely are similar to those
published by Bromley [2, 3] for natural and mixed
convection, and by Witte [5] in 1963 for forced
convection.

A rigorous formulation of the steady-state problem
for natural convection was given by Nishikawa and
I to [8, 9], Several numerical solutions of the problem
defined with some simplifying assumptions are
available, e.g. Dhir and Purohit [10]. An accurate
numerical solution is compared with an extensive set
of data for cylinders and spheres by Sakurai et al in
[6, 11]. Sakurai et al proposed the most accurate
correlation for cylinder geometry known to the
author. This forms a good approximation of the
accurate numerical solution and compares favorably
with experimental data for saturated and subcooled
water at atmospheric and elevated pressure, with
radiation effects also considered. The same
correlation has been recently recommended by Liu
and Theofanous [7] after comparison with an
extensive experimental database.

Subsequent to IVitte's analytical solution [5] for
simplified forced-convection steady-state problems
in 1963, there have only been numerical solutions
provided for this problem in the literature e.g.
Fodemski et al [12], Liu and Theofanous [7].

A third group within the literature covers the
conditions of the stagnation point. Assuming that the
stagnation point condition is valid in the front half of
the sphere, Epstein et al derived in [13] a correlation
which additionally takes into account the liquid
subcooling. A numerical solution to this problem is
proposed by Fodemski [14, 15, 16].

The effect of radiation and subcooling or
superheating on the film conduction heat flux is
taken into account in different ways. Some authors
superposed the separate effects, recommending some
reduction of the radiative component [6]. The natural
way to take these effects into account is to consider
them within the formalism describing the local film
thickness. The resulting system of differential
equations is solved numerically e.g. by Sparrow [17],
Fodemski [12], Liu and Theofanous [7]. There is no

simple analytical solution to this problem available
in the literature.

A numerical solution of the combined natural and
forced-convection film boiling problem for spheres in
saturated, subcooled or superheated water with
radiation is possible as demonstrated in the
literature, but requires a very large amount of
computation effort if implemented in system
computer codes. To analyze the interaction of
fragmenting liquid metal in water, a simple method
is needed which has the capability (a) to reproduce
the available data for the heat transfer coefficient for
natural and forced- convection, (b) to separate the
effect of radiation, subcooling or superheating in
order to compute the heat flux component consumed
to cool the hot structure, to heat or cool the liquid,
and to produce steam. Dynamic system
characteristics can then be predicted by using such a
model which provides heat and mass source terms
for the macroscopic differential equation governing
the flow. Some of the existing models for this case
satisfy one or two of the above conditions, but not all
of them. It was for this reason that the author
developed a new simplified approach which permits
separation of the different effects of radiation,
subcooling or superheating and computes the heat
flux components.

3. Problem definition
Consider the geometry presented in Fig. 1. Liquid

of temperature T2 flows along a vertical heated
wall. The surface temperature of the wall 7 ^ is so
high that a stable vapor film is formed. The
evaporation at the liquid-vapor interface forces the
interface temperature to be equal to the saturation
temperature at the system pressure T'{p). The

thickness of the vapor film<5,(z) varies with the

height z. We introduce two coordinate systems
having the same axial coordinate z. The horizontal
distance from the wall to the vapor film is rx. The
horizontal distance from the vapor-liquid interface
with the liquid is r2. The vapor velocity has only

vertical component w, ( r , ) . The liquid in the

boundary layer has a vertical component of W2V2) •

Various different heat fluxes can immediately be
identified first. The radiation heat flux can be split
into three different components: q'r\ is the radiation

heat flux from the interface to the vapor. q"2 is the
radiation heat flux from the wall to the bulk liquid.
q"al is the radiation heat flux absorbed from the

vapor-liquid interface. The partitioning depends
mainly on the temperature of the emitting wall. For
temperatures below 1000 K almost all radiation
energy is dissipated at the liquid interface. This is
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not the case for the short wavelengths light
corresponding to higher temperatures. At the present
time, it is not clear whether the liquid-vapor
interface instabilities create a boundary layer
transparent to light or not. The heat flux q'^ is due
to conduction through the vapor film. The heat flux
q"a] is from the wall into the vapor, due the

convective heating of the vapor from the saturation
interface temperature to some averaged vapor film
temperature This contribution is frequently
neglected in the film boiling literature.

Fig. I a) Geometry definition for film boiling on
vertical wall, b) Instability of film boiling.

In the case of subcooled liquid there is heat flux <j£2

from the liquid interface into the liquid due to
conduction and convection.

The problem to be solved is to compute all
components of the wall heat flux .

4. Simplifying assumptions

The following simplifying assumptions are
introduced:

1) The vapor and the liquid are incompressible.

2) The following simplified momentum equations
describe flows in the vapor and liquid boundary
layers respectively:

cb

Since the last equation simplifies

one can write

to - f - « ->
cz

= 0.

(3)

(4)

The above two equations can be integrated
analytically to give

1
H\ 3

(5)

(6)

The constants are determined from the following
boundary conditions

1)at r, = 0 , w, = 0 , (7)

2) at r, = t5, and r2 ~ 0 , H1, = w2',

(8)

3)at rx = St a n d r 2 = 0 , f- = rj2

(9)

4) at r2 = S2, M>'2 =w2. ( 10)

The solutions to equations (5) and (6) are

, (11)

-w.

w'=\-
2rj2

• w ,

(2) (12)
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where

(13)

(14)

For the case of zero liquid velocity Eqns. (11) and
(12) reduce to those reported by Liu and Theofanous
VI

In this work the assumption is made that the layer
thickness ratio is not a function of the axial
coordinate.

The cross-section averaged vapor velocity profile is

1

2,7,

(15)

SO / + «?

+l A.) _Z_W ,

(18)

The last equation can, after integration, be written in
the form:

w -T'\) --AT

.(19)

or

• H . (16)

The temperature profile in the vapor layer is assumed
to be linear,

The Reynolds similarity hypothesis for the liquid
boundary layer is used:

(20)

(17)

To permit further treatment, the following average is
required

This means that the velocity boundary layer is
similar to the temperature boundary layer. This
hypothesis holds for liquids with Pr « 1 . For the
energy conservation of the liquid boundary layer the
following average is required

2 0
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s

ft
2t?2

(21)

rr •

5. Energy balance at the vapor-liquid interface,
vapor film thickness, average heat transfer
coefficient

In this section the layer thickness ratio £ is taken
as known. A separate section deals with calculation
of the layer thickness ratio.

We assume that no energy can be accumulated at
the vapor-liquid interface. As a consequence, the
energy entering the interface due to conduction from
the wall through the vapor, minus the energy
removed convectively for heating of the vapor plus
the radiation energy dissipated into the surface,
minus the energy removed from the interface into the
liquid will then evaporate a certain amount of steam
at the surface:

By appropriate substitution within the energy jump
condition the following is then obtained

Introducing the following abbreviations

Sp = cpXATspIAh,

« const

f

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

-d\p c (w f T (r ) - T'\) A 1 (22)

The film cross-section at the position defined by the
coordinate z is expressed by

A = S.L, (23)

where L is the transversal dimension of the plate.
The infinitesimal wall surface is expressed by:

(24)

equation (25) is finally obtained in the form:

/L.A71.

PiAh 12*7,
(32)

Before integrating the last equation it is assumed that
the ratio of the radiative flux and the local film
conduction heat flux is constant, Eqn. (27). At first
glance this assumption would seem arbitrary but as
will be discussed later, this turns to be a good
assumption. Integrating with the initial condition
z - 0, S\ - 0 the local vapor film thickness as a
function of the axial coordinate is then obtained
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J Ml

pAhw2
j

A,2cJ Az
-.£- = 0(40)

A

(33)

Comparing the above equation to Eqn. (6) by Bui
and Dhir [22] it is evident that they are equivalent
only when the conditions fnc = 1 and fp. — 1

hold, with the reason behind this not directly evident.
Calculation of the average heat transfer coefficients

for the limiting case of pure natural convection is
given in Appendix 1. An estimate of the average heat
transfer coefficients for the limiting case of
predominant forced convection is given in Appendix
2. In order to simplify Eqn. (31) the resulting
average heat transfer coefficients are introduced

(34)

(35)

where

h
"nc

. —

where

Cnc =

and

=

nc

Cfc

-

P\A-\&
_ &Tsp

2 / 3 ,

1 .

7,Az

Az

1/2

(36)

(37)

Eqns. (32) and (34) can be written in terms of
dimensionless numbers as follows

Sp

1/4

(38)

2{hnccfc) 2{ApSpfnc

and the Froude number is defined as

Fr -
2~

Fr2,

(41)

(42)

The film thickness as a function of the axial
coordinate is therefore

r*2+-
Az

1/2 1/2

- r * (43)

At location z = Az , vapor thickness is at its
maximum, i.e.

-r (44)

The averaged heat transfer coefficient is therefore

1 r A
= —

2c_

A?;, AZ J 6,

* 2 ^ _+ AzJ

-1/2

Az

1/2

(39) _ K
2c.

As it will be demonstrated later hnc is the heat
transfer coefficient for the case of zero liquid
velocity, that is natural convection only, and hfc is

the heat transfer coefficient for predominant forced
convection. Eqn. (33) can thus be rewritten in the
following form

(45)

When liquid velocity is equal to zero, r*=0, the
expected solution h - h^. is obtained. Equation (45)
is an important new result. This represents the
average heat transfer coefficient for mixed
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convection as a function of the average flow
properties, the heat transfer coefficient for natural
convection and the Froude number. Note that this
equation still contains one unknown variable: the
layer thickness ratio £,, The second equation is
obtained in the next section by using the energy
balance of the liquid boundary layer.

6. Energy balance of the liquid boundary layer,
layer thickness ratio

The energy balance for the liquid boundary layer
has the following form

(A2ATsc

(46)

As has already been mentioned, it is not clear at the
present time whether the liquid-vapor interface
instabilities create a boundary layer transparent to
light or not Observations with the naked eye indicate
that the interface is rather ,,milky" and therefore
probably not so transparent as a water-steam
interface at rest. We assume here that all radiation
energy reaching the liquid interface is dissipated at
this interface, well knowing that this point deserves
special attention in the future.

The liquid boundary layer cross-section at the
position defined by the coordinate z is

A, = S,L, (47)

Substituting Eqn. 21 for the average used in the last
equation, the following is then obtained

f?

A,
.(48)

After integrating, this yields:

, =

Apg

(49)

\2

Since the form of the Eqn. (49) is the same as Eqn.
(33), the same transformation can be applied to
obtain another expression for the average heat
transfer coefficient, the right hand sides of the Eqns.
(33) and (49), the definition equation for
computation of the layer thickness ratio is then
obtained. The heat transfer coefficients as function of
the liquid side properties will next be computed in a
similar way as in the previous section.

First, the following definition is made

4 PlCp2 Apg

A2 rj2Az

I'4

(50)

hi i- = '

1/2

where

~ 1 5

and

^ = 1-

(51)

(52)

(53)

With this notation Eqn (49) divided by Az gives

- — = 0.
AT

(54)

where

(55)

P2

18
Pr,

Solving for the film thickness yields

'' +-4,J "
V'2

- -r*

1/2

(56)

Using Eqn. (54) the following is obtained for the
average heat transfer coefficient
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1/2
2r2*

(57)

By comparing Eqns. (55) and (43) the definition
equation for the film thickness ratio as follows is
obtained:

(58)

This is a transcendental equation with respect to the
layer thickness ratio and must be solved by iteration.
An analytical solution for natural circulation is
available as an initial value. Setting the liquid
velocity equal to zero yields h2 nc = h^, which
results in a cubic equation with respect to the
unknown £,

C,
+ ±C,

2
27(1 + rr)Ci

(61)

(62)

(63)

For D >- 0 the real solution is

8

(59)

In actual fact, Eqn. (59) is obtained by combining
Eqns. (34) and (50). Here the following new
dimensionless parameters inevitably result

r -
a\

Ah f a2
(60)

An analytical solution is available as follows.
Substitute

(64)

7. Averaged heat fluxes
The film boiling heat flux is given by Eqn. (45)

(65)

The average heat flux from the vapor-liquid interface
into the liquid is

o ui

(66)

The heat flux required for heating saturated steam to
a certain average temperature corresponding to the
linear temperature profile is

(67)
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or after rearrangement

AT

f

For natural convection the following is obtained

dz
(68)

The average value can be finally expressed by

Apg
sp \2TJ,AZ

1 PSp]ATspw2 f

6 Az / + £ '

Umax

_1_

2 q'h-

(69)

The film thickness at the upper end of the integration
region is determined by Eqn. (44).

For the case of the natural convection there results

(70)

and for the case of predominant forced convection

(71)

It is evident that the energy transferred to heat up the
vapor film is proportional to the energy transferred
from the wall to the liquid interface by conduction.

The evaporation mass flow rate is expressed by

(72)

(73)

This equation contains an interesting item of

information The condition (/w)2 l = 0 leads to a

transcendental equation with respect to superheat, as

rr and £, are also functions of A7^p. The

assumption that there is a linear temperature profile
is not valid for higher degrees of superheat, because
heating of the vapor will first bring the liquid
interface to certain average temperature but will then
require more energy than it could be supplied at the
interface. Under such conditions only radiation heat
flux has any influence on film boiling.

Thus, a complete analytical description of the heat
transfer mechanism for film boiling is now available.

8. Effect of the interfacial disturbances
The interfacial disturbances enhance the heat

transfer from the interface to the liquid. This effect
was by Coury and Dukler [19] (1970),
Suryanarayana and Merte [20] (1972) and discussed
by Analytis and Yadigaroglu [21] (1985) for vertical
surfaces. More recent works by Bui and Dhir [22],
Nigmatulin et al [23], Nishio and Othake [24]
substantiate this finding. The effect is:

(a) As it is evident from Fig. 1 b, the interfacial
instabilities do not allow the film to become very
thick. The series of crests indicate that the
characteristic length of the process is proportional to
the instability wavelength AKH, rather than to the
height of the heated surface so long as
Az >- Axx 12. The classical Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability analysis applied to this problem defines
this instability wave length by the formula

A ru —
KM

2

(74)

which has to be solved together with Eqn. (43) for

z = Az = XKH 12. (75)
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(b) We expect that the theory as presented up to this
point will underpredict the influence of the
subcooling. The instabilities at the surface produce
periodical bubble entrainment which causes turbulent
mixing in the liquid boundary layer and therefore
additional enhancement of heat transfer into the
liquid.

This effect can be included in the model by
modifying the liquid thermal boundary layer
thickness as follows. In place of C2 the following is
used

1+f* (76)

This is valid for

-1/4

(80)

where

X\pxAhApg
1/4

AT (81)

Similarly for the case of forced convection the
following is obtained

, -1/2

(82)

(77)

with the boundary layer thickness left unchanged for
all other conditions. For small degrees of
superheating this modification is not important; it
only starts to influence the computed heat transfer
into the liquid in the case of higher degrees of
superheat. The data comparison given in the next
section provides the justification for this
modification.

9. Comparison of the theory with the results of
other authors

Equation (58) provides a new general method for
layer thickness ratio computation. Equation (45)
provides a new general method for computation of
the averaged film boiling heat transfer coefficient for
an arbitrary state of the liquid.

It is worth noting that for the case of natural
convection the cubic Eqn. (59) is obtained for the
layer thickness ratio just as do Sakurai [6], and Liu
and Theofanous [7], but with different coefficients.

Comparing Eqn. (28) with Eqns. (68) and (64) the
following is obtained

1 + -
ih

f (78)

or

(79)

This is a very significant equation indicating a
simple way to take into account the effects of vapor
heating, liquid subcooling and radiation. As a result,
Eqn. (40) can be written in the form

where

<7/c,0 - Cfc

-il/2

(83)

is the heat flux for predominant forced convection
and saturated liquid.

The notation can now be generalized as follows

•« 1 + ^ 2

-Mm

(84)

The value m = 4 applies for predominant forced
convection, and m = 2 for natural convection This
describes the way in which heat transfer from the
surface to the vapor and from the interface to the
liquid enhance the film boiling heat transfer
component.

It is common practice to incorporate the surface-
vapor term into a modified term for latent heat of
vaporization. For the case of natural-convection film
boiling as expressed by Eqn. (39) the following is
then obtained

,(83)

0.55/?)

It is evident that this practice yields a good
approximation of the general result as the ratio
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q"a] I q'^g is almost constant for given thermal

conditions. The constant 0.5 has been also used by
Sakurai [2]. Some authors have used other values
instead of 0.5 - 0.4 - Bromley [18], 0.6 - Frederking
[4] or 0 84 / Pr, - Sparrow [17]. If these values are

compared with Eqn. (85) it is evident that the
correct value for the linear temperature profile in the
vapor is very close to a constant value of 0.5. For
degrees of superheat exceeding 700 K at atmospheric
pressure the term q"aX I q'^ >• 0.4 is valid, and

cannot be neglected. The modification of the latent
heat of vaporization as discussed here simplifies the
general equation to

(86)
1F8,0

For predominant forced convection (m = 2 in Eqn.
(84)) the following is then obtained

1/2

(87)

This equation can be solved numerically for natural
convection. As already mentioned, the effect of
subcooling or superheating is to either reduce or
enhance the effect of radiation.

For the case of natural circulation, film boiling
Eqn. (86) reduces to an equation that was in fact
already intuitively introduced by Bromley, see Eqn.
(9) in [2], who considered it as "approximate". It was
shown by Sparrow [17, p.234] that for natural
convection film boiling use of Eqn. (85) permits the
effect of the radiation on the conductive heat flux to
be predicted to within a few per cent of the accuracy
of the exact method. This means that Eqn. (86) is a
very practical approach for the general case of film
boiling with radiation in subcooled or superheated
liquid as demonstrated in [28].

10. Verification using the experimental data
Recently, experimental data for averaged heat

transfer coefficients were obtained at the Royal
Institute of Technology in Sweden by Okkonen et al
[27]. The data are for vertical heated walls with
Az = 1.5 m. Water at atmospheric pressure and
subcooling of ATSC=3 — 42K, was used as a
coolant. The wall superheat was considerable:
A Tsp = 487 - 1 2 3 6K. The heat transfer

coefficient was defined by Okkonen with respect to
the wall-liquid temperature difference. This is
recomputed here with respect to wall-saturation

temperature difference for comparison purposes.
Prediction is performed using Eqns. (75), (76), (64),
(30), and (34). A comparison of the predicted data
with the 43 data points gained by experiment is
given in Fig. 2. It is evident that all data are
predicted inside the error band of ± 10%, with a
mean averaged error of less than ±4% when the
modified theory expressed by Eqns. (79) and (80) is
used.

It is interesting to note that for this data we have
/ * 2 5 - 39 .6 ,£« 0.35 - 2 . 3 , / „ * 4 . 2 - 2 0 5 .

eoo

700

JeooJ
500

400

300

200

V

A

/

"/

rtural oont

- • 1 0 %
- - 1 0 %

/

notion

200 300 400 500 600 700
Exp. HTC In W/(m*2K)

800

Fig. 2 Comparison between the film boiling model
and the data base of the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH - Sweden) - Okkonen et al. Vaeth 's
radiation model (FzK - Karlsruhe) incorporated.
Az — 1.5/W vertical wall. Water at atmospheric

pressure and subcooling ATSC=3 — 42K. Wall
superheat ATsp = 487-1236/T.

11. Conclusions
The approximate mathematical description

proposed in this work relates to mixed- convection
film boiling on a vertical heated plate, in saturated or
subcooled liquid. It takes into account the effect of
radiation and leads to a new analytical solution. This
solution compares well with the experimental data
for natural-convection film boiling. The final result
is recommended for practical application.

12. Practical significance
An analytical solution of the mass, momentum and

energy conservation equations describing mixed-
convection film boiling on vertical walls is now
available. From this solution expressions are derived
for the components of the removed heat that cause
vapor heating, liquid heating, for evaporation mass
flow rate, and for average vapor volume attached to
the surface. This is a step forward in increasing the
accuracy of the overall flow field prediction for melt
interacting with water in severe accident analysis in
industry. Design calculations for vertical surfaces
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cooled by film boiling can now be implemented with
an accuracy of about 10 %.

PART TWO: SPHERE

1. Introduction
In Part 1 of this work the method was described

which lead to successful analytical description of
film boiling on vertical plates. Here this method is
extended to a method for description of mixed
convection film boiling at spheres.

2. Problem definition
Consider the geometry presented on Fig. 3. A hot

sphere is flowed by liquid similarly as the case
presented in Fig. 1. All geometry definitions are
similar to those of the plate.

The problem to be solved is: compute all
components of the heat flux emitted from the wall as
indicated on Fig. 3.

3. Solution method
Encouraged by the successful model development

for plane geometry we have repeated the same
procedure for the spherical geometry. In addition to
the assumption of linear temperature profile in the
liquid we considered also the case for quadratic
profile. The results are analytical solutions for
natural and forced convection, respectively. Closed
analytical solution for mixed convection could not be
obtained. Therefore interpolation between both
solution was necessary to describe the mixed
convection. The final result was more complicated
then the plane solution. Data comparison shows that
several empirical corrections are necessary to make
the model prediction within 30% error band
compared to experiments. An ad hoc application of
the plane solution to spherical geometry was much
better. Therefore we decided to modify the plane
solution appropriately and to verify the solution on
the data available.

4 Model
The interfacial area per unit volume of the flow

Vol
(88)

is necessary to compute power densities from heat
fluxes at the surface. At the begging of the
computation we assume that the surface temperature
is equal to particle averaged temperature TaJ = J3.

This assumption can be improved by repeating the
procedure described below.

Fig. 3 Geometry definition to film boiling at sphere.

4.1 Heat flux from the liquid interface into the
liquid

In case of subcooling there is a heat transfer from
the water interface into the bulk of the water. We
compute the Nusselt number for the natural
convection only using the Achenbach correlation

[29] verified for 0 < Gr2 Pr2 < 5 x 106

HUo2,K = 3.71 + 0.402(Gr2 Pr 2 )" 2 , (89)

where the Grashoff number for sphere is
approximated as given in the Nomenclature.
Interface turbulence due to film boiling is taken into
account

(90)

*3)

0.402(Gr2Pr2)1/2|
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by introducing the a multiplier depending on the
superheating. The forced convection Nusselt number
is computed by slightly modifying the method of
Gnielinski [31] (1978)

(91)

where

= 0 6 6 4 R e 1/2 (92)

Re"8 Pr,
= 0.037 ^ l . (93)

2.443 ,.,

This method is verified for R e 2 < 2 x l 0 4 ,

0 .7<Pr 2 < 1 0 4 . Achenbach [29] reported data

which demonstrate the validity of the above approach

up to Re2 < 7.7 x 105 and pressure up to 40 bar.

Interface turbulence due to film boiling is taken into
account

Nu
a2fc

(94)

better reproduction of the experimental data for film
boiling in two phase flow with this particular model.

4.2 Radiation from the sphere
For very high temperatures the radiation can not be

neglected. This is very important topic which
deserves separate and careful discussion We will
confine ourselves only referring to the formalism
provided by Veth [30], which gives three radiation
components from the particle interface being
functions of the volumetric fractions, partial vapor
pressure and the temperatures of the emitter and
receivers

(100)

For convenience we introduce a splitting factor for
correction of the radiation heat redistribution in
water due to surface instability based increase of the
surface absorption

a —a +c a (101)

(102)

by introducing the a multiplier depending on the
superheating. For Re2 < 0.001

= #«W <95>

otherwise

Nua2 = mzx(Nua2nc, Nua2fc) (96)

The thermal power transferred from the interface
into the bulk per unit flow volume is therefore

" ' - T 2 ) ,

P, JL,

(97)

(98)

Here the multiplier

C =
1/3

(99)

takes into account the presence of vapor into the flow
outside the film. The power 1/3 rather the proposal
by Liu and Theofanous [7], V*, is used in Eq.(99) for

For the time being we use

For superheated liquid

T2>T'

(103)

(104)

all the radiation reaching the liquid is deposed at the
liquid interface facilitating additional spontaneous
flushing condition

(105)

q"2' = 0. (106)

For practical application the Veth's model [30] in
IVA4 was replaced by the new model developed by
Lanzenherger [35]. The new model solves correctly
the radiation transport equation for particular
geometries in the multi-phase flows without making
use some simplifying assumptions made by Vaeth.
One of the results of the new model is for instance
less radiation energy adsorbed in the steam, which
for this particular data comparison is not so
significant but in large scale melt water interaction is
of importance.
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4.3 Film boiling without radiation in saturated
liquid

Here we consider film boiling without radiation in
saturated liquid. In Chapter 4.3.4 the prediction of
the model will be extended to take into account
radiation and subcooling.

4.3.1 Natural convection only
The heat transfer coefficient for natural convection

film boiling is computed by using somewhat
modified plane solution

*«.. =
A

-Nu_ (107)

D^-D^l XRT. (115)

Finally the thermal power transferred by conduction
through the vapor film per unit flow volume is

•'" -±1.1. IT T>\
1™.«<-Vol

h<«Ali°-1 ) (116)

Assuming that there is vapor temperature profile
automatically leads to the conclusion that some
thermal power transfer into the vapor. We

approximate this part for q1 + pl < 0 by

where

NuncA = 0.7 ISp*)V\ (108) and

for D > 0 ,

(109)

(HO)

(111)

(112)

otherwise.

4.3.2 Predominant forced convection
In earlier development [28] we used for this case

the Bromlay-Witte theory [3,5],

A (119)

1
Q —

33 27 C,

381

(113)

(114)

From the comparison of the data by Liu and
Theofanous [7] for saturated liquid and different
particle sizes we obtain the correction function
values around one.

D. /(A)

2.535
3.806
5.070
7.624

0.995
0.952
0.939
1.031

The natural instability length scale, the Rayleigh-
Taylor wave length, is used to normalize the particle
size

where

JC,\ 2 . 9

A v Sp

1/2

(120)

The comparison with the forced convection data by
Liu and Theofanous [7] resulted in replacing this
model by the model of Epstain-Hauser [13]:

x 1/4

0 . 6 0 ^ Re\/2/Sp*U4 (121)
A ypJ

in which the constant is changed from 0.65 to 0.6.
Again thermal power transfer into the vapor is
approximated for D < 0 by

q-fc = 0.05SpqZJc

and

(122)
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(123)

otherwise. Here

(131)

For natural convection the following equation have
to be solving by iteration

(124)

using £ as computed for natural convection.

4.3.3 Mixed convection
The mixed convection is known to be in the region

Fr > 0.2 . For Fr < 0.2 the natural convection
only solution

(125)

q"{ = q"{tn:, (126)

is the appropriate one. Otherwise, the approximation
between natural and forced convection solution is
performed following Liu and Theofanous [7]

1 +
U™.,

1/5

1/5

(127)

(128)

Note, that in the previous code development, [28], we

used q';'B0

4.3.4 Feed back of the radiation, subcooling and
vapor heating on the vapor film conduction heat
transfer

The experiences with the plate solution is used here
as a guide line. First we define the ratios

r. =
\a'"

QFB.O

(129)

(130)

influencing the film conduction through influencing
the film thickness. Analytical solution for forced
convection only is available

(132)

We start with the value for forced convection and
iterate up to satisfying the equation with residuals
less than 0.0001. Finally we take the maximum of
the both values.

x - max(xfc,xnc), (133)

(134)

The total thermal energy emitted by the interface of
the particle is therefore

<135>

For implementation in computer codes it is important
to check whether there is enough energy which have
to be exhausted from the particles. The maximum of
this energy can be defined as the energy required to
heat up the particle from the liquid temperature to
the actual particle temperature within the
computational time step,

(136)

Should the ratio / m i x - ^ m a x / q'J'3 be larger

than 1 the time step have to be corrected. If the time
step is small enough we correct all components as
follows q'Z = q';fm^ ft'7 = ft",'/™..

"rl i r lJmw ' *rl Tr2^m»x ' Hro2 iro7J max '

Finally the total film boiling heat transfer coefficient
is

(137)

This definition is used for comparison with the
experimental data. The energy crossing the liquid
interface and entering the water bulk is composed of
radiation and convective component

fr
crl.tolal

al • (138)
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Similarly the energy transferred from the particle
into the gas film is composed by radiation and
convective part

/3crl a (139)

The energy jump condition at the liquid interface
gives for the evaporated mass per unit time and unit
flow volume the following expression

+4%,-i'o
h" - h'

(140)

4.3.5 The interface temperature
The interface temperature may differ from the

particle averaged temperature, especially for large
particles of bad heat conductors. The limitation come
from the fact that only limited amount can be
supplied from the particle balk to the particle surface.
The analytical solution of the Fourier equation is the
tool used here to estimate the interface temperature.
The temperature profile is then averaged to estimate
the averaged temperature and therefore the averaged
temperature change during the time step. The task is
to estimate the possible energy transfer due to the
condition during the time step considered and to
compare them with the computed above. The final
result is

where

= a
AT3a

AT

(141)

(142)

The averaged temperature difference is

I , ( , A T
,(143)

where

(144)

is the time constant of the heat conduction into the
spherical particle. The converging Fourier series is
computed using n as big as necessary (but no larger
then 100) to obtain improvement in the summation
less than 0.00001.

If necessary the method can be repeated to improve
the interface temperature.

4.3.6 Averaged film thickness in the multiphase
flows

To demonstrate the importance of the averaged
film thickness in the multiphase analysis consider
the question how much vapor is associated in the
film and haw much is in bubble form. The heat and
mass transfer processes at the particle interface are
completely described in case of film boiling by the
method presented already. The remaining part in
bubble form is subject to additional water/vapor heat
and mass transfer which will not be considered here.
Analysis of the QUEOS [32] experiments
demonstrates that at the initial phase of penetration
of hot particles in water olmost all of the generated
vapor is in the film. That means no additional
vapor/water heat and mass have to be modeled. For
later phase of interaction it starts to be active.

We approximate the averaged film thickness as
follow. For AF 2 3<0.001 we have natural
circulation film boiling leading to

S\F ~ S\F,nc

otherwise

"IF ~ "l^./c ~ n 11/

9 aj^AF.

1/3

(145)

(146)
23

with the limitation

5\F = (146)

5. Data comparison
The sphere film boiling model presented here is
implemented in the computer code IVA4. More
information about the history of this development
and the recent state is available in [33] and [34].
This model is used for the data comparisons
presented below. The new experimental data base
provided by Liu and Theofanous [7] in 1995 consists
of single and two phase flow data. The single phase
data covers subcooling from 0 to 40 K, liquid velocity
from 0 to 2.3 m/s, sphere superheat from 200 to 900
K and sphere diameter from 6 to 19 mm. The two
phase data are obtained for (a) upwards flow having
void fraction from 0.2 to 0.65, water velocity from
0.6 to 3.2 m/s, and steam velocity from 3 to 9 m/s,
and (b) for downwards flow having void fraction
from 0.7 to 0.95, water velocity from 1.9 to 6.5 m/s,
and steam velocity from 1.1 to 9 m/s.
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Fig. 4 Comparison between predicted and calculated
heat transfer coefficients for all data. Error
band: ±30%.
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Fig. 5 Comparison between predicted and calculated
heat transfer coefficients for single phase saturated
water and four different sphere diameters. Error
band: +20 to-15%.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between predicted and calculated
heat transfer coefficients for subcooled water and
12.7 mm sphere diameter. Error band: +20 to -30%.
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Fig. 7 Comparison between the predicted and
calculated heat transfer coefficients for saturated
upward two phase flow, 12.7 mm sphere diameter,
void fraction from 0.2 to 0.65, water velocity from
0.6 to 3.2 m/s, and steam velocity from 3 to 9 m/s.
Error band: +30 to -20%.
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Fig. 8 Comparison between the predicted and
calculated heat transfer coefficients for saturated
downward two phase flow, 12.7 mm sphere diameter,
void fraction from 0. 7 to 0.95, water velocity from
1.9 to 6.5 m/s, and steam velocity from 1.1 to 9 m/s.
Error band: +20 to -20%.

Fig. 4 presents the comparison between the predicted
and calculated heat transfer coefficients for all data.
The error band is found to be ±30%. Fig. 5
presents the comparison between the predicted and
calculated heat transfer coefficients for single phase
saturated water and four different sphere diameters.
The error band for this subset of data is found to be
+20 to -15%. Fig. 6 presents the comparison between
the predicted and calculated heat transfer coefficients
for subcooled water and 12.7 mm sphere diameter.
The error band for this subset of data is found to be
+20 to -30%. Fig. 7 presents the comparison between
the predicted and calculated heat transfer coefficients
for saturated upward two phase flow, 12.7 mm sphere
diameter, void fraction from 0.2 to 0.65, water
velocity from 0.6 to 3.2 m/s, and steam velocity from
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3 to 9 m/s. The error band for this subset of data is
found to be +30 to -20%. Fig. 8 presents the
comparison between the predicted and calculated
heat transfer coefficients for saturated downward two
phase flow, 12.7 mm sphere diameter, void fraction
from 0.7 to 0.95, water velocity from 1.9 to 6.5 m/s,
and steam velocity from 1.1 to 9 m/s. The error band
for this subset of data is found to be +20 to -20%.

5. Conclusions
The semi empirical film boiling model used in

IVA4 computer code predicts the data base provided
by Liu and Theofanous within ±30% .
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Appendix 1: Natural convection - vertical plate

From Eqn. (31) the local vapor film thickness as a
function of the axial coordinate is then obtained

Eqn. (Al-3) for fnc = 1 reduces to the Nusselt
equation for laminar film condensation at a cold wall
[1] with correspondingly inverted subscripts.

Appendix 2: Predominant forced convection only -
vertical plate

Neglecting the natural convection terms as against
the predominant forced convection terms in Eqn.
(31), the following is then obtained

plAhw2

1/2

(A2-1)

The film boiling heat flux averaged over the height
Az is therefore

i i
I™ ~ A J

1/4

(Al-1)

The film boiling heat flux averaged over the height
Az is therefore

<7ra=— f
Az *

!p2

jp'/i'

1/4

Az

Az

jdz/ .1/4

-11/4

/31/l1AMv2

AT
>p

1/2

Az

The heat transfer coefficient is

J fe

where

1/2

(A2-2)

(A2-3)

The heat transfer coefficient is

(Al-2)
cfc = l-

NOMENCLATURE

(A2-4)

nc nc

where

c. = 2 / 3 .

(Al-3)

(Al-4)

m'/s

a 2 m7/s

•, vapor temperature

diffusivity

PlC
P2

diffusivity

, liquid temperature
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c,

"ft

Fr

Fr,

Fr,

f
Gr

Gr,

g
h

K

mi/s , particle temperature

diffusivity

- — , supcrncst
X2 v2 Ah

property number
A .A I

— , superheat to

subcooling ratio

S p ,
A/J a2

superheat property number
J/(kgK) vapor specific heat at constant

pressure
J/(kgK) liquid specific heat at constant

pressure
numerical constant for heat transfer
coefficient for pure natural
convection
numerical constant for heat transfer

coefficient for pure forced
convection

, Froude number for

, Froude number for

sphere and cylinder

= -f^i— , Froude number for

vertical plane
= TJ2 I 7, .dynamic viscosity ratio

Grashoff number for sphere and
cylinder

Grashojf number for vertical plane

T'-L

Grashoff 'number for sphere
m/s1 acceleration due to gravity
fV/(m'K) heat transfer coefficient
W/fm'K) heat transfer coefficient for pure

natural convection
W/(m3K) heat transfer coefficient for pure

forced convection

ral

Re,

Re,

r

r.

W/m2

W/m7

W/m1

W/m1

W/m1

W/m1

W/m1

m

heat flux due to conduction through
the vapor film
heat flux from the wall into the

vapor due to convective heating of
the vapor from the saturation
interface temperature to an
averaged vapor film temperature
heat flux from the liquid interface
into the liquid due to convection
radiation heat flux from the wall
into the bulk liquid
total heat flux from the wall

radiation heat flux absorbed from
the vapor-liquid interface
radiation heat flux from the
interface into the vapor

— —, vapor Prandtl number

= , liquid Prandtl number

X2

radius of sphere or cylinder

= /?, Aw232./?j / 77,, Reynolds

number
A A I Wi. liquid

Reynolds numbers

'h*.cS\ . . 2 2/2 = - r
9

<?;;al -, ratio of the

radiation heat flux to the
conduction heat flux for plates

rr

4

rr

r,
r2

Nu

Nu

P
Pu

-

m

m

-

-

Pa
Pa

-a'" -a'"
Hal Hi\ ,

1
= — rr, for spheres

distance from the wall

distance from the interface

= hlR) 1 A], Nusselt number for

sphere and cylinder
= hAz 1 A,, Nusselt number for
vertical plane
pressure
partial vapor pressure in a mixture
of vapor and inert components
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Sp*

T'(p) K

w.

z

{),

m/s

m

= c , ATsp I Ah, superheat

number

, modified
A/»*Pr,

superheat number
liquid temperature

temperature at the wall surface

vapor-liquid interface temperature
equal to the saturation temperature
of the liquid at the system pressure

vapor film velocity as a function of

the distance from the wall

liquid boundary layer velocity as

function of the distance from the
interface
axial coordinate

= — I drx, cross-section average
V.

gas volume fraction in three phase
flow
water volume fraction in three
phase flow
volume fraction in three phase flow

AJ*P

ATSC

Ah

Ah*

Az
Awn

AO

*.(*)

*,(*)

S2(0)

77, Pa s

1i

Px
Pi

K

K

J/kg

J/kg

m

m

rad

m

m

m

m

Pas

kg/m3

kg/m3

/3(T - / , wall superheat

T -T2, liquid subcooling

latent heat of evaporation

= (h" -/»')[ l + ~Sp\ .

modified latent heat of evaporation
total height of the wall
vapor film - liquid velocity

difference
infinitesimal change of the angular
coordinate
vapor layer thickness as a function

of the axial coordinate
liquid boundary layer thickness as a

function of the axial coordinate
vapor layer thickness as a function

of the angular coordinate
liquid boundary layer thickness as a

function of the angular coordinate
dynamic viscosity of vapor

dynamic viscosity of liquid

density of vapor

density of liquid

kg/m2 evaporation mass flow rate

a N/m surface tension
co2 W/(Km3) heat transport coefficient liquid

bulk/liquid surface
6)J W/(Km') heat transport coefficient particle

bulk/particle surface
6 rad angular coordinate
Xm m Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

wavelength

RT

1

• •I 1 n t " 1
m — 1 y v , Kayleign-

\g\p2-P)
Taylor wave length
= 821 S], film thickness ratio

Subscripts

nc

fc

t
I
2
3
mn
FB

a

natural convection
forced convection
laminar
turbulent
gas
water
particles
from filed m to field n
film boiling
surface
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Discussion

Theofanous

How do you model the wake region?

Kolev

Also by introducing empirical corrector.

Berthoud

At higher temperature, will we need to take into account the disequilibrium at the interface?

Kolev

This is taken into account in IVA4.

Theofanous

How the penetration into liquid is modelled? Is the effect of turbulence considered?

Kolev

Radiation penetration into the bulk liquid is considered. The influence of the turbulence is

taken into account in the sphere model by introducing a empirical correction for the

improved heat transfer between the vapor-liquid interface and the bulk liquid region.
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6.2 Numerical Analysis of Fragmentation Mechanisms in Vapor Explosions
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Abstract : Fragmentation of molten metal is the key process in vapor explosions. However this process is so
rapid that the mechanisms have not been clarified yet in the experimental studies. Besides, numerical simulation
is difficult because we have to analyze water, steam and molten metal simultaneously with evaporation and
fragmentation. The authors have been developing a new numerical method, the Moving Particle Semi-implicit
(MPS) method, based on moving particles and their interactions. Grids are not necessary. Incompressible flows
with fragmentation on free surfaces have been calculated successfully using the MPS method. In the present
study numerical simulation of the fragmentation processes using the MPS method is carried out to investigate
the mechanisms. A numerical model to calculate evaporation from water to steam is developed. In this model,
new particles are generated on water-steam interfaces. A two-step pressure calculation algorithm is also
developed. Pressure fields are separately calculated in heavy and light liquids to keep numerical stability with
the water and steam system. The new model and algorithm are added to the MPS code. Water jet impingement
on a molten tin pool is calculated using the MPS code as a simulation of collapse of a vapor film around a melt
drop. Penetration of the water jet, which is assumed in Kim-Corradini model, is not observed. If the jet fluid
density is hypothetically larger, the penetration appears. Next, impingement of two water jets is calculated. A
filament of the molten metal is observed between the water jets as assumed in Ciccarelli-Frost model. If the
water density is hypothetically larger, the filament does not appear. The critical value of the density ratio of the
jet fluid over the pool fluid is pjet^Ppool = 0.7 in this study. The density ratios of tin-water and UO2-water are in
the region of filament generation, Ciccarelli-Frost model. Effect of evaporation is also investigated. Growth of
the filament is not accelerated when the normal evaporation is considered. This is because the normal
evaporation needs a longer time than the moment of the jet impingement, though the filament growth is decided
in this moment. Next, rapid evaporation based on spontaneous nucleation is considered. The filament growth is
markedly accelerated. This result is consistent with the experimental fact that the spontaneous nucleation
temperature is a necessary condition of small-scale vapor explosions.

Keywords : Fragmentation, Jet penetration, Filament, Numerical analysis, MPS, Spontaneous nucleation

1. INTRODUCTION

Fragmentation of molten metal is the key process in vapor explosions. The fragmentation speed governs the
magnitude of the pressure waves. For the quantitative evaluation of the damage of nuclear plants in case of
vapor explosions, understanding of the fragmentation processes is necessary. In particular, thermal
fragmentation processes are considered to be essential in the triggering stage and the beginning of the
propagation stage because a pressure wave is not strong enough to cause hydrodynamic fragmentation. However
the thermal fragmentation processes are so rapid that the mechanisms have not been clarified yet in the
experimental studies. Besides, numerical simulation is difficult because we have to analyze water, steam and
melt simultaneously with evaporation and fragmentation. When the usual finite difference method is applied to
this type of problems, numerical diffusion on the interfaces would deteriorate the results.

Number of thermal fragmentation models have been proposed'). One of them is presented by Kim and
Corradini^). In this model water jets are generated when a vapor film around a melt drop collapses (Fig. 1). The
jets penetrate into the melt and are retained under the melt surface. Subsequent evaporation blows off the
periphery of the melt. This model is supported by the evidence that the cavitation occurs due to the hitting of
water jets when the vapor drops collapse. However Yabe et al. showed by a numerical calculation that the
penetration did not occur when a jet impinged on a heavy liquid3) The density ratio of two fluids was 0.25.
Koshizuka and Oka present that the jet penetration occurred when the jet density was relatively larger than the
melt density'*), though the usual situations were to the contrary.
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Another model is presented by Ciccarelli and Frost^). Cold water contacts with the hot melt non-uniformly as
shown in Fig.2 when the vapor film collapses. Then evaporation occurs on the hot melt non-uniformly as well.
Part of the melt is pushed away where the evaporation is weak. This is seen as a filament. On X-ray photographs
obtained by Ciccarelli and Frost, we can see a lot of filaments sticking out of a melt drop.

In small-scale experiments, it has been found that spontaneous vapor explosions hardly occur when the interface
temperature is below the spontaneous nucleation temperature6^. Theoretical study associated with this was
carried out by Fauske'). Recently, Iida et al. have succeeded to take photographs of spontaneous nucleation^.
The time scale of this process is the order of jisec. However, the above thermal fragmentation models have not
been scrutinized from the viewpoint of the spontaneous nucleation.

The authors have been developing a new numerical method, the Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method,
based on moving particles and their interactions. Grids are not necessary. Incompressible flows with
fragmentation on free surfaces have been calculated successfully using the MPS method^"'').

In the present study numerical simulation of the thermal fragmentation processes using the MPS method is
carried out to investigate the mechanisms. Two types of evaporation processes, normal evaporation based on the
usual two-phase flow analyses and rapid evaporation based on the spontaneous nucleation theory, are examined
to investigate the effect of evaporation on the fragmentation.

Fig. 1 Concept of Kim-Corradini model

Fig.2 Concept of Ciccarelli-Frost model

2. MOVING PARTICLE SEMI-IMPLICIT METHOD

2.1 Numerical method
Governing equations are the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations:

dt

Dt pk

(1)

«A+g • (2)

Iki • (3)

Variables of phase fractions are not necessary because each particle represents only one phase. Here subscript k
stands for the phase; /, g and m are liquid, gas and melt, respectively. Subscript i is the interface between liquid
and gas. Fk is the mass transfer to the k phase.

In the MPS method a continuum is represented by moving particles. Convection is directly calculated by the
motion of these particles. Thus, numerical diffusion, which is a large problem in the finite difference method,
does not take place. The interfaces are always clear even if fragmentation or merging of the continuum occurs.
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Gradient and Laplacian operators involved in the governing equations are transformed to equivalent particle
interactions. The following equations are the particle interaction rules applied to a particle i:

(4)d y
n T*^

2d .

<t>j-<t>i

ry-r,|

w(r)dv

V*(r)r ° y«
The particle /' interacts with its neighboring particles j according to a weight function w(r), where r is the
distance between two particles. The weight function used in this study is,

, , I —-1 0<r<re ,,.
w(r) = \ r

 e , (6)
0 re<r

The weight function is zero when the distance is larger than the radius re. This reduces the number of interacting
particles. Quantities rfl and d are the particle number density and the number of space dimensions, respectively.
Optimum values are used as the radius of the weight function based on the investigation on accuracy and
numerical stability").

The particle number density n at the particle i is defined as,

This is used as the normalization factor of averaging in Eqs.(4) and (5). Since the fluid density is represented by
the mass in a volume V,

P = m^ , (8)

where m and n are the mass of a particle and the number of particles in V, respectively. When the number of
particles are weight by a function w, Eq.(8) can be written as,

p.=mHL (9)

where,

Vj=\w(r)dv . (10)

Equation (10) is constant when the radius of the weight function is re constant. Thus, the particle number

density is proportional to the fluid density. The incompressibility condition is expressed by keeping it constant.

Figure 3 shows the algorithm of the code developed here. In each time step viscosity and external force terms
are explicitly calculated and the particle velocities are updated. The particles are moved in terms of their
velocity vectors. Next, Poisson equation of pressure,

* 0
(ID

At2 n°
is implicitly solved and the new-time pressure field is obtained. Equation (11) is formulated by the mass
conservation equation and the pressure gradient term in the momentum conservation equation. Superscripts n+1
and * are new-time and temporal, respectively. As described above, an incompressible fluid like water is
represented by keeping the particle number density constant. For a compressible fluid like steam, the particle
number density is a function of pressure:

U , * r ( n r> \ /10 \
Flj — ft "I r \*i *()/ \ ' ~ )

The quantity n, is used instead of ifi in Eq.(l 1). The pressure gradient term is then calculated by substituting the
new-time pressures.

The pressure calculation routine is further divided into two stages with respect to the heavy particles (melt and
water) and the light particles (vapor) to stabilize the calculation. The simultaneous linear equations, which are
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obtained by substituting the
Laplacian model (Eq.(5)) into
Poisson equation of pressure,
are solved by the incomplete
Cholesky decomposition
conjugate gradient (ICCG)
method. Finally, the energy
conservation equations are
calculated and particle
temperatures are updated.
Evaporation is also considered
in this routine.

2.2 Evaporation model
Two evaporation models are
used in this study. One model
provides the normal
evaporation, which has been
widely used in the two-phase
flow analyses. A water particle
which has a neighboring vapor
particle within the weight
function is considered as on the
interface (Fig.4). Heat transfer
from the water particle to the
interface qn and that from the
vapor particle to the interface
qgi are calculated by using
Eq.(3). Half of the distance
between the water and vapor
particles is used as the distance
between the particle and the
interface. Saturation is
assumed on the interface. Since
the length scale is small in the
present study, only heat
conduction is considered.

The relation between the heat
and mass transfer on the
interface is,

8
(13)

( START)
I

initial conditions

1

Or*

time step
increment

U" . I " - ' ,ri]

viscosity and external force terms

".

©-©

&-e
or®

motion of particles (convection)
• n •

r,; = r, + At Uj

pressure calculation
1 step : heavy particles
2 step : light particles .

paticle number density
• • • o

Uj, T[ , rtj * n

Poisson equation of pressure
*

P ' At2 n°
pressure gradient term

temperature calculation
heat conduction
phase change

'pep
* i <vV:

Fig.3 Algorithm of the MPS method

where h[g is latent heat. In each time step Eq.(13) is calculated
and the mass transfer to the vapor phase is accumulated. Each
water particle has a variable of the accumulated vapor mass to
be generated. When the accumulated mass is over that of one
vapor particle, a new vapor particle is generated on the nearest
interface. This mass is subtracted from the accumulated mass.
Decrease of mass of the water particle is neglected because the
water density is approximately 1600 times larger than the vapor
density. It is easy for the MPS method to generate or remove
particles during the calculation.

The other evaporation process considered is much more rapid
based on the spontaneous nucleation theory. The experiment
carried out by Iida et al. shows that the spontaneous nucleation
occurs in the order of | isec8 \ Thus, the following model is
used.

vapor particle

interface
water particle

Fig.4 Concept of normal evaporation model
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• The spontaneous nucleation abruptly begins after a certain time delay r. Since this is an unknown
parameter in the present model, effect of this parameter will be investigated.

• Once the spontaneous nucleation begins, the whole superheat energy stored in the water particles is
released.

• The same volume with the superheated water can be created in each 0.ljisec. This time scale is much
smaller than that of the fragmentation, which has the order of 0.1msec. Thus, the spontaneous nucleation
occurs for an instant.

Vapor particles are generated between the water and melt particles in this evaporation model.

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THERMAL FRAGMENTATION

3.1 Calculation conditions
As a simulation of collapse of a vapor film around a hot melt drop, impingement of cold water jets on a melt
pool is calculated in two dimensions. Two geometries are used: impingement of a single jet and two jets (Fig.5).
The melt is tin with 700°C and p=6650kg/m3. Water is 100°C and p=958.84kg/m3. The length scale of the
geometry is represented by the jet length /. Two cases of /=0.8 and 1.6mm are tested. The jet velocity v is
changed from 1.0 to 30.0 m/sec. The jet fluid density is hypothetically changed.

water jet

(a) a single jet (b) two jets

Fig.5 Impingement of water jets on a tin pool

3.2 Calculation results
A calculation result of the single jet impingement with /=1.6mm and t*=5.0m/s is shown in Fig.6-(a). We can see
a shallow hole like a crater where the jet impinges. Although the jet is sharp, penetration of the jet assumed in
Kim-Corradini model is not observed. If the jet fluid density is hypothetically larger, the penetration appears
( F i 6 b

A calculation result of the two jets impingement with the same conditions is shown in Fig.7-(a). We can see that
part of the melt is pushed up like a filament between the two jets. This agrees well with X-ray photographs taken
by Ciccarelli and Frost. If the jet fluid density is larger, the penetration occurs (Fig.7-(b)).

4. EFFECT OF PARAMETERS

4.1 Density ratio
To evaluate the effect of parameters, the crater depth h, width c and the filament height/are introduced as
shown in Fig.8. The density ratio of the jet fluid over the pool fluid is changed to compare the crater shape
defined by y=hlc at r=//(//u)=1.38. The calculation conditions are the single jet geometry, /=1.6mm and
u=1.0m/s. Figure 9 shows the result. When the density ratio is larger, the crater is deeper. Therefore, the
penetration of the jet occurs when the jet fluid density is relatively large, while the filament appears when the jet
density is relatively small. The critical value is )M).8 in the present study. This corresponds to Pje/PpooF^-1 •
The density ratios of water-tin and water-UO2 are about 0.1-0.15. Thus, both cases are in the region of the
Ciccarelli-Frost model.
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l

^Pwater'Ptin = 0 1 4 4

. : . / t ; - C > -

= 4 0

Fig.6 Calculation results of the single jet geometry with £=1.6mm and u=5m/s; time interval = 0.6msec

-asm.-

PjetlPpool =Pwater/Ptin = 0 - 1 4 4

• « ; . ' •

^ Pjet'Ppool = 1 - 5

Fig.7 Calculation results of the two jets geometry with /=1.6mm and u=5m/s; time interval = 0.6msec

(a) impingement of a single jet (b) impingement of two jets

Fig.8 Definition of length scales in calculation results
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4.2 Jet velocity, jet length and
normal evaporation
Change of the non-dimensional crater
width defined by C=c/l is plotted in
Fig. 10 with various conditions. We can
see no effect of the jet velocity and
length. The normal evaporation
accelerates the expansion of the crater
after T=2.0, though the crater shape yis
almost the same because the crater
depth is also deepened.

Change of the non-dimensional
filament height defined by F=fil is
plotted in Fig.l 1 with the geometry of
two jets impingement. The filament
height is evaluated as the average
height of the particles which are
initially located on the central surface
of the melt pool. Neither the jet
velocity nor length is effective on the
non-dimensional filament height. The
normal evaporation is not effective for
this case. This is because the upward
velocity of the melt is decided by the
impact of the jets. The normal evaporation is much slower than the moment of the impact.

4.3 Spontaneous nucleation
The spontaneous nucleation is calculated by using the same condition with Fig.7-(a). Calculation results with the
normal evaporation model and the spontaneous nucleation model are compared in Fig. 12. The delay time is
T=0.22msec in Fig.l2-(b). The figures are presented in each 0.4msec. Thus, the spontaneous nucleation has
finished in the second figure (0.4msec). We can see the craters are bigger when the spontaneous nucleation is
calculated. The upper boundary of the calculation geometry is represented by a line of particles where pressure
is fixed at zero. This boundary can absorb excess vapor particles. This is necessary to keep the numerical
stability when a lot of vapor particles are generated in the enclosed domain.

Figure 13 shows the filament heights with various delay times. The upward velocity in the filament is faster
when the delay time is longer. This is because the stored energy is larger. The upward velocity seems to be
saturated in the case of the maximum delay time T=0.42msec. In this case the melt surface is widely covered
with the vapor and downward force takes place where the filament grows.

Kim-Cortadini! model

Ciccarelhf-Frost model

pool

Fig.9 Relation between the density ratio and the crater shape

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

u=5m/s,/= 1.6mm •
4-

, /= 1.6mm —^y

ti=5m/s, /=0,8mm

u=lm/s, /= 1.6mm

without evaporation
with evaporation

4 6

T=tl(llV)
8 10

u=5m/s, /= 1.6mm

u=lm/s, /= 1.6mm

without evaporation
with evaporation

0.0,

Fig. 10 Change of non-dimensional crater width Fig. 11 Change of non-dimensional filament height
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(a) normal evaporation

(b) rapid evaporation based on the spontaneous nucleation

Fig. 12 Calculation results with different evaporation models; time interval = 0.4msec

Acceleration of the filament growth
means the enhancement of the
fragmentation. It is calculated in the
present numerical simulation that the
fragmentation is markedly enhanced
by the spontaneous nucleation, while
it is not when the normal evaporation
is considered. This is consistent with
the experimental fact that the small-
scale vapor explosions hardly occur
when the interface temperature is
below the spontaneous nucleation
temperature.

4.4 Estimation of fragmentation rate
The fragmentation rate is estimated
based on the present calculation.
When a melt drop has n filaments of
the velocity of Vf and the diameter of
Df., mass of the melt drop is subject to
the following equation:

.2

0.5

0.4

0.C

normal evaporation
spontaneous nucleation
delay time=0.12msec
0.22msec
0.32msec
0.42msec

z

1.0 2.0
T=t/(l/v)

3.0

dm nD
= —on -

dt y

The lost mass
fragmented:

is

vf . (14)

considered as

Fig. 13 Filament heights with various delay times of the
spontaneous nucleation

Assuming that the initial melt drop diameter is 6.0mm, n=14 and Dy=1.8mm, we obtain the fragmentation rates
as shown in Fig. 14. The result is compared with two fragmentation models used in the CULDESAC code
developed by Fletcher]2l In CULDESAC, fragmentation starts at O.Osec in the hydrodynamics fragmentation
model, while 2.0msec delay is considered in the thermal fragmentation model. The present calculation provides
slower fragmentation rates even if the delay time 0.42msec is used. Time delay of the vapor film collapse is not
considered.
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For more accurate evaluation of the fragmentation rate, the numerical simulation should be more realistic- three-
dimensional analysis, a thin vapor film, surrounding cold water, interactions with hydrodynamic fragmentation
processes etc. should be considered. Besides, some parameters are still unknown, such as the delay time of the
spontaneous nucleation, water jet velocity, width and interval.

S. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulation of water jet impingement on a melt pool is carried out by using the Moving Particle Semi-
lmplicit (MPS) method. A filament of the melt is observed between two water jets as assumed in the Ciccarelli-
hrost model. The jet penetration as assumed in the Kim-Corradini model is not observed The density ratio of
the jet fluid over the pool fluid is effective on the result. When the jet fluid density is relatively larger the jet
penetration occurs. The density rations of water-tin and water-UO2 are in the region of the filament generation.
The filament growth is markedly accelerated by the spontaneous nucleation, while the normal evaporation is not
effective. This is because the upward velocity in the filament is decided at the moment of the jet impingement
which is much faster than the normal evaporation process. The fragmentation rate which is estimated based on
the present calculation is much slower than those of the CULDESAC code, though the present estimation
involves many assumptions and simplifications so far.

NOMENCLATURE

c crater width
Cp specific heat
D diameter
d number of space dimensions
/ filament height
g gravitational acceleration
h crater depth
h[g latent heat
/ jet length
m mass
n particle number density

number of filaments
P pressure
fyrag fragmentation rate
r position vector
re radius of weight function
q heat transfer
T temperature
t time
u velocity vector
V volume
v jet velocity
w weight function
F mass transfer
y crater shape - h/c
ty arbitrary physical quantity
A thermal conductivity
v kinematic viscosity
p density
T delay time to spontaneous nucleation

subscripts
0 constant

/ filament
g gas phase
/' interface
jet jet
k arbitrary phase
/ liquid phase
m melt phase
pool pool

CULDESAC
Hydrodynamic F R
Thermal F R

Present calculation
Delay 0.42msec
Delay 0.22msec
Nomal Vaporization

0.0005 0.001 0.0015 0.002

Time (sec)

Fig. 14 Comparison of fragmentation rates
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superscripts
0 constant
* temporal value
n time step
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Discussion

Kolev

Your bubble collapse velocity is assumed constant. This means no interface acceleration.

The consequence of this assumption is no interface Taylor instability and therefore no

water jet formation. But you are making analysis assuming under this circumstance jet

formation. How do you comment this contradiction?

Koshizuka

My calculation results show that the melt is squeezed out by the impingement of water jets

or rapid evaporation. Collapse of vapor film and subsequent jet generation is assumed in

this study. Occurrence of jet is not discussed in this study.

Fletcher

Please do not draw conclusions based on the CULDESAC fragmentation models as these

are very approximate. Do you include surface tension modeling?

Koshizuka

My calculation underestimates the fragmentation rate. (This is true, for example, compared

with X-ray photos obtained by Ciccarelli-Frost). I found only CULDESAC which has the

thermal fragmentation model used in the propagation calculation in papers. Surface tension

is negligible compared with the convection term (jet impingement effect).

Frid

How do you calculate spontaneous nucleation?

Koshizuka

It is only rapid evaporation with a time-scale of 0.1 micro second.
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ABSTRACT
Because an energetic fuel-coolant interaction may be a safety hazard, experiments are being conducted to
investigate the fuel-coolant mixing/quenching process [FARO] as well as the energetics of vapor explosion
propagation for high temperature fuel melt simulants [KROTOS, VVFCI, ZrEX]. In both types of experiments,
the dynamic breakup of the fuel is one of the key aspects that must be fundamentally understood to better
estimate the magnitude of the mixing/quenching process or the explosion energetics. To aid our understanding
the TEXAS fuel-coolant interaction computer model has been developed and is being used to analyze these
experiments. Recently, the models for dynamic fuel fragmentation during the mixing and explosion phases of
the FCI have been improved by further insights into these processes. The purpose of this paper is to describe
these enhancements and to demonstrate their improvements by analysis of particular JRC FCI data.

Keywords: FCI mixing and explosion propagation, FCI modelling and analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

An energetic fuel-coolant interaction (or vapor explosion) is a physical process in which molten fuel
contacts more volatile water coolant and rapid fuel fragmentation occurs with accompanying heat transfer and
coolant vaporization, at time scales fast enough to produce shock waves causing rapid coolant vapor
expansion. Such an event can occur during a core melt accident, when the fuel pours into the remaining coolant
in the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) or when fuel pours from an RPV breach into the
reactor cavity (or pedestal) below. This physical process may be a hazard to the RPV structure and the
containment due to these energetic events in the form of dynamic pressurization from the shock wave
interaction with the structural walls (1-10 msec) and in the form of missile generation from the explosion
expansion over longer times (10-100 msec). The latter hazard was first identified in the Reactor Safety Study
[WASH-1400] as a mode of direct containment failure; i.e., alpha-mode failure. Also one needs to consider
that in the absence of a trigger, the FCI can allow for fuel quenching within the water pool.

Following the efforts of WASH-1400, research was sponsored on vapor explosions to better estimate
the probability of alpha-mode failure. This culminated in analyses by Corradini and Swenson [1980, 1981],
Henry and Fauske [1981] and Theofanous and co-workers [1981, 1987] which estimated limits on fuel-coolant
mixing during the FCI. The results of such work concluded that only a small fraction of the core could be
realistically mixed [«10%] within the coolant with a high likelihood of containment integrity. None of these
estimates though addressed the original complex question of mixing and limits to energetics.

Although this same issue of alpha-mode failure might be raised for advanced light water reactors
[ALWRs], the judgement remains that its likelihood is still small. In addition, because of the need to assure
ultimate core debris coolability, the reason for considering an energetic FCI has broadened. For these passive
ALWRs, the focus is also on the potential for structural failure of the vessel from in-vessel explosions or of
the cavity walls from ex-vessel explosions due to dynamic pressure loadings. This is because in either
location such an event could circumvent core debris coolability by wall failure and/or fine debris formation
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from the explosion. Recently, independent analysis by Theofanous and coworkers [1994] and Corradini and
Murphy [1994] suggest two methodologies to address this issue. Both methods try to estimate mixing and the
explosion propagation in a more mechanistic way. For example, University of Wisconsin researchers use the
TEXAS model to mechanistically predict the fuel-coolant mixing process as well as the explosion propagation
and expansion event if it is triggered. To gain confidence that this or other models can adequately predict such
processes, these models must be continually improved as they are compared to experimental data.

The TMI accident also indicated a potential benefit to FCIs; i.e., if fuel pours into the coolant and no
explosion occurs, the mixing of the fuel and coolant might be efficient enough to quench a significant portion of
the melt and help provide a coolable geometry over the long term. This was one hypothesis for observations at
TMI in the lower plenum following the core melt relocation at high ambient pressures. The FCI mixing process
needs to be better understood in a more mechanistic way; i.e., the extent of fuel-coolant mixing and quench.

This paper presents the TEXAS-V model and particular improvements that have been incorporated into
its physical model of dynamic fuel fragmentation. We first discuss the basic TEXAS model and then our
model improvements. In addition, we present sample calculations of the model analysis of the particular data
from tests conducted at the Joint Reseach Center, Ispra [JRC] to demonstrate the model results and data
comparisons; i.e., FARO-LWR quenching tests and KROTOS vapor explosion experiments.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TEXAS

The TEXAS computer model is one of the major tools used at the UW for simulations of fuel-coolant
interaction during its mixing, triggering and explosion phases. TEXAS (Chu et al , 1986, 1989; Tang et al,
1993, 1996) is a model based on a one-dimensional hydrodynamics code developed at Sandia National
Laboratories and modified for fuel-coolant interactions. The model solves the 1-D, three-field equations
describing the fuel, coolant vapor and liquid. Two fields represent the coolant as a separate liquid and vapor in
an Eulerian control volume, while one field models the fuel as discrete material volumes (or 'master
particles') in a Lagrangian formulation within this Eulerian region. The 'Lagrangian' treatment for the fuel
makes it quite straightforward to track the fuel particle movement and thus eliminates the numerical diffusion
difficulties encountered in pure Eulerian codes. In this model the governing conservation equations for each
phase (i.e., liquid and vapor coolant and fuel particles) are written separately allowing for mechanical and
thermal nonequilibrium to exist between the phases. The coolant flow regimes are a function of the local
coolant velocities and the vapor void fraction.

The effects of condensation, evaporation, and interfacial transport are included as source and sink terms
in the balance equations (Chu et al, 1986, 1989). In mixing, the phase change model calculates the vapor
generated and the associated void fraction. In the explosion propagation phase, the local pressure and the
associated shock waves are directly driven by the local vapor generation. The phase change model assumes
that phase change occurs at the interface of the coolant liquid and vapor. The model considers all forms of heat
transfer between the fuel and coolant under different flow regimes. Using the interfacial energy balance, one
can calculate the phase change rate, dmv/dt, as

dmv /dt = [qfud - qUq - qvap] / [ig - ifj [ 1 ]

where the energy flows are from the fuel, <jy1((?/, or to the liquid coolant, qt- , or vapor coolant, q , respectively

divided by the enthalpy difference between the vapor and the liquid coolant bulk values.

The two key constituitive relations involve hydrodynamic fragmentation of the fuel 'master particles'
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based on Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities during the mixing phase (Chu, 1989), and thermal fragmentation of the
fuel and rapid quench during the explosion phase (Tang, 1993). Let us first consider the hydrodynamic
fragmentation model which is used during the mixing and explosion phases.

Deceleration forces as well as deformation of the jet or drops determine the driving potential for
instabilities which can lead to breakup of the jet leading edge or falling drops. In the case of fuel mixing, it is
postulated that this mode of instability is caused by the relative velocity between the incoming fuel (as a jet
or as discrete 'blobs') and the coolant and the Rayliegh-Taylor mechanism is dominant compared to other
instabilities (i.e., Kelvin-Helmholtz or Boundary layer stripping) because of the effects of vapor film boiling
which may suppress these other processes along the coherent jet body. This assumption is known to be
provocative and is relaxed in the mixing model described later. A complete theoretical model for liquid droplet
breakup was initially formulated (Chu, 1986) and was then implemented in TEXAS as a simplified linear
correlation of the theoretical model for Rayleigh-Taylor breakup. The Lagrangian particle size at a new time
(n+1) using the field variables at the old time level (n) without any reference to the history of the particle is
given by the expression

Df = Df(l- CgAT* We a25); Co= 0.11 - 0.0785s. [2]

where AT* is the dimensionless time step [vAt/De.], We is the Weber number [pcv^D/a] evaluated at the

relative velocity and e is the square root of the density ratio of the continuous-dispersed phases at the old
time level, and the constant, Co, was empirically determined from the complete theoretical model (Chu, 1986).

This formulation yields a reduction in the drop size with time, depending upon current property values and flow
variables; i.e., current values of dimensionless time and Weber number. A multistage breakup process with
breakup in discrete steps results until the diameter is small enough that the instantaneous Weber number
falls below the critical value; e.g., We = 12. In TEXAS, jet breakup is attributed to Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)
instabilities at the jet leading edge [Figure 1]. As an approximation of the actual coherent jet, this jet is taken
to be composed of a series of discrete 'blobs' [or master particles] that enter the coolant sequentially with the
jet leading edge found by the relative position of the first unfragmented master particle 'blob' compared to the
position of the master particles preceding it. Initial spherical shapes and diameters corresponding to the jet
diameter are assumed. Although such a general formulation is extensively used in spray jet models (e.g.,
combustion models of Reitz, 1988 and Chang, 1991) as a useful approach to describe the overall process, it
does have certain limitations, since the detailed kinetic rates are difficult to model and validate.

The TEXAS thermal fragmentation rate model for the fuel during the explosion phase is a semi-empirical
formulation based on the concept of vapor film boiling collapse and coolant jet impingement on the fuel surface
as first developed by Kim (1985). The fuel mass fragmentation rate for a particular 'master particle' is given
by the expression

dmfr/dt = Cfr Pj*Df
2N/(P - PJ/ pj"2 F(tfr) [3]

where N is the number of discrete fuel particles, f, in a 'master particle', Dj is the current fuel diameter, P is
the local fluid pressure and the initial ambient pressure, °°, respectively. The constant, Crr, is the model
constant estimated by theoretical work of Kim (1985) and empirically determined by analysis of KROTOS
tests (estimated as 0.002 from KROTOS-21 and 26). The factor, F, varies from 1 to 0 at the time when the
fragmentation time is reached. This fragmentation time was found to range from 0.5 to 2.0 msec for good
agreement with the KROTOS tests (alumina and tin simulants for the fuel). It is determined as the time for
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the explosion shock wave to reach the free surface of the coolant pool causing the explosion expansion and an
attendant increase in the local void fraction. This fragmentation model thus assumes that above a specified
void fraction the explosive fragmentation process will not continue; i.e., the process ceases to be a 'vapor
explosion*. Conceptually, we feel this is due to the fact the the initial film collapse process which initiates an
explosion cannot easily occur at these larger void fractions. The actual void fraction above which this occurs
has not been exactly determined; although we theoretically feel it lies in the range of 30-50% void. The value
of 30% corresponds to the transition from bubbly flow for a two-phase media and also is a void fraction at
which Kim's single droplet model showed an inability to predict film collapse onto the fuel droplet surface for
Nelson's single droplet tests. The value of 50% void represents an upper bound at which there is no
continuous liquid in the mixture, thus film collapse losing meaning. At this point heat transfer between fuel
and coolant drops can occur, but the dispersed droplet flow regime would probably cause the rate of energy
transfer to decrease markedly. In fact, our explosion model with the term, F(tj-r), indicates that the explosion
ceases at a void of about 35%.

3. TEXAS-V IMPROVEMENTS

The current models employed in TEXAS are documented electronically [TEXAS, 1996] and includes a
description of all the governing equations and constituitive relations, as well as a summary of these recent
model enhancements. We detail those model improvements which deal with the fuel breakup process.

3.1 Fuel Jet Entry Conditions

During the pouring of fuel into a water pool the fuel jet may take on a variety of conditions. This is
particularly true in the experiments now being conducted at JRC [FARO-LWR] to better characterize the fuel
quenching process in the absence of the explosion. In these experiments, although the masses employed are
large [> 100kg] they are small in comparison to what may occur in postulated core melt sequences. The
surface to volume ratios are larger in these experiments and thus surface conditions must be more closely
modelled during a test. To accomplish this objective and to provide flexibility in modelling actual liquid jets,
the TEXAS model now has flexible jet entry conditions in which the user can specify variable inflow boundary
conditions for the incoming fuel jet. For a given range of times the jet radius, velocity and temperature may be
specified along with a specification of how much of the fuel first enters the water pool as discrete fuel masses
and then as a coherent jet. This specification is important since only discrete fuel masses and the leading
edge undergo fragmentation by Rayliegh-Taylor instabilities. In addition, the TEXAS fuel jet logic can now
allow for the agglomeration of melt on the chamber base if the master particle bulk temperature is above the
solidus temperature; conversely if the master particle temperature is below the solidus the fuel debris will
settle as partially solidified discrete particles which can then quench quickly as the boiling regime can switch
from film boiling to nucleate boiling.

3.2 Complete Jet Breakup Model

In general there are three major hydrodynamic-related mechanisms that can be operative as the fuel jet
enters the water pool during the mixing phase; i.e., Rayleigh-Taylor instability [RTI], Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability [KHI], a n d Boundary Layer Stripping [BLS]. The original TEXAS jet fragmentation model
considered only the RTI mechanism for discrete particles and the leading edge of the jet. The effects of the
other mechanisms [KHI and BLS] were neglected in the model, because it was estimated that the film boiling
regime surrounding the fuel would produce a vapor film thick enough to minimize the effect of the other
mechanisms [Chu, 1986]. Such a treatment ignores the melt erosion and droplets forming at the leading edge
and along the jet by the KH instability and at the leading edge by the BLS. Since this initial analysis we have
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considered that the TEXAS model would be more versatile tool for a wider range of conditions if we
incorporated these models into the jet breakup process. In this way the specific conditions of the jet mixing
process determine if these other mechanisms are indeed significant by computing the relative rates of
fragmentation from each of the mechanisms. Based on a review of past analyses and experimental results
[Chu, 1986; Reitz, 1988; Chang, 1991], we classify the jet breakup process into a few dominant processes
which can occur along the jet body.

To aid in understanding the conceptual picture of jet fragmentation, let us review the stages of the
relocation of the fuel jet pouring into a water pool, as observed in past simulant tests [Hohmann and
coworkers, 1993, 1994, 1995]. Figure 2 depicts the release of the molten fuel freely as it pours through a vapor
region above the water pool, accelerating due to gravity. In this stage the jet remains essentially intact, but
small fuel droplets can be stripped off the jet surface due to the relative velocity between the jet and vapor
from fluid instabilities. The jet diameter gradually becomes smaller due to the increased velocity and the fuel
melt stripping process. Once the jet enters the water pool, its leading edge velocity suddenly slows due to the
impact. This leading edge experiences increased drag by the water and is deformed into a 'mushroom-like'
shape as it penetrates further. The dynamic pressure and the shear force combined cause the jet stagnation
flow at the leading edge from the boundary layer of the melt. This layer of melt flows from the front to the rear
of the leading edge and is stripped off the jet. Boundary layer stripping [BLS] is assumed to be the dominant
mechanism to determine the melt leading edge breakup behavior. As the jet continues to penetrate the water
pool, the unstable wave will grow along the surface of the jet column above the leading edge due to the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [KHI]. The growth in amplitude of the unstable wave leads to melt droplets
being detached from the melt jet by hydrodynamic forces. If the relative velocity is large, the sizes of the
stripped melt droplets will be small; possibly less than lmm. In addition, to these short wavelength
instabilities, long wave instabilities also exist, comparable to the melt jet diameter. The growth of these
instabilities lead to the breakup of the jet column into large discrete 'lumps'. For these melt 'lumps', in
particular, as well as for the others mentioned before, further breakup would occur due to Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities [RTI] until the discrete melt masses reach a stable size given by their Weber number. If the
coolant pool is deep enough, this process would continue until the jet is completely fragmented into stable
size debris as it mixes and settles in the coolant pool.

Based on this conceptual picture we have separated the jet fragmentation process into these three major
processes. Furthermore, we consider only one of these three processes to be dominant at any one specific
location of the jet surface. Consider the jet to be composed of three parts [Figure 3]; i.e., (1) leading edge of
the coherent jet, (2) upper section of the coherent jet above the leading edge, and (3) discrete pieces of the jet
below or near the leading edge. The method used to determine the jet position and/or the leading edge will be
discussed later. The three major fragmentation processes are (1) BLS at the jet leading edge, (2) KHI causing
jet surface erosion and drop formation, and (3) RTI breakup of the large wave instabilities and further
fragmentation of discrete melt masses from already broken up pieces of the jet.

The effects of BLS primarily occur at the leading edge, where the dynamic pressure and shear forces
combine to cause a jet stagnation flow at the "leading edge ball" and to form a surface layer of melt that flows
from the front to the rear and is stripped off the jet leading edge. As a result of this process, this boundary
layer detaches from the jet and small droplets are formed at the rear of the "leading edge ball" [Figure 4].
Early investigators [see review by Chang, 1991] studied this process and concluded that the surface layer is
removed by tangential friction, with the induced velocity at the surface exhibiting a boundary layer-profile. To
simplify the analysis we assume that in the moving frame of the leading edge, the melt velocity at the
vapor-melt interface is approximately equal to the relative velocity between the leading edge and the
two-phase coolant mixture; i.e., zero shear condition. In addition, all of the melt flowing within this boundary
layer is assumed to be stripped off of the jet to form discrete droplets. The mass fiowrate of stripped fuel can
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then be calculated to be

dMBLS/dt = p j 2K U rdr; at R over region 8 [4]

where R is the radius along the jet surface, 8 is the melt momentum boundary layer thickness and U is the
velocity in the boundary layer given by

U=UO expl -v/87 [5]

where Uo is the melt velocity at the outer surface of the boundary layer in the frame of the leading edge and

the boundary layer thickness, 8, can be calculated by

b = 0.5Cf[nR]l/2 [6]

where the coefficient is the boundary layer velocity profile factor, which is given by

Cf = [4vf/Uo]
1/2 [1]

where vf is the kinematic viscosity of the fuel. The particles are first born with a diameter equal to 8 and then

can breakup due to the RTI model in Eqn 2 to a diameter determined by the critical Weber number

where the relative velocity is Urei and the other terms have been previously defined. To use this model within
the context of the TEXAS Lagrangian fuel model one also needs to specify the fuel mass within the leading
edge ball. After reviewing the literature and performing limiting analyses it appears that the leading edge can
be approximated by two Lagrangian master particles. Variations of this value had little effect on the results.

The effect of the KHI mechanism is considered to be dominant upstream of the leading edge along the
body of the jet, where unstable waves develop due to relative velocity and eventually breakup as droplets shed
from the jet surface. The methodology used in our analysis to estimate the melt erosion by KHI is to relate
the erosion rate, MKHI, to the volume increase of the unstable waves. Figure 5 illustrates one wavelet with

wavelength, X., growing on the jet surface. The contribution of this wave growth to the melt erosion rate is
proportional to the fuel density and the volume flux of wave growth. This volume flux can be estimated by the
growth speed of the wave amplitude, n\, multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the wavelet, which is given
by C0X

2. The constant in this expression relates the surface area of the wavelet base to the effective jet
surface area which contributes to the volumetric flux. Combining all of these terms we obtain the erosion rate
for one wavelet site as

[9]

Now the total erosion rate for a jet surface area, A, should be Eqn.9 times the total number of wavelets on the
jet surface, Nsjte ; where this number of sites on the surface can be found by the ratio of the jet surface area,
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A, to the area of one wavelet, X2. In this type of analysis, the fastest growing wavelet should be considered;
thus combining these expressions with Eqn.9 we get

dMKH,/dt=CopfA[nX]max [10]

where the bracketed quantity is the product of the maximum growth rate and its corresponding wavelength. In
this wave growth model we consider the two possible extremes for the jet based on the analysis of Epstein
and Fauske [1985] using their derived expressions for [nX]max . The two bounding cases are (1) a vapor film
thick enough for the vapor to be the surrounding continuous phase with its vapor properties or (2) a vapor film
so thin that the coolant liquid is essentially the surrounding continuous phase with its liquid properties; i.e.,
based on the local void fraction of about 0.3. This maximum growth rate and wavelength is determined by an
invisicid parallel flow of melt and coolant liquid separated by a vapor film. The constant, Co, is expected to be
much less than one and a value of 0.01 is used in our analysis. This is consistent with a similar model used by
Chang [1991] in separate combustion spray analyses with the KIVA code [Amsden et al, 1989], and by Chu et
al [1995]. We later consider a sensitivity analysis for this constant since we have yet to develop a sound
theoretical basis. The eroded mass forms small droplets in the surrounding two-phase coolant with initial
diameters equal to Xmax and can continue to breakup due to the RTI mechanism based on Eqn 2.

Finally, the main jet body will breakup up into large discrete "blobs" due the long wave instability
process. It is very difficult to superpose this instability mechanism on the jet as these other processes occur;
i.e., it requires one to track the overall jet shape and continually compute when the jet body pinches off into
discrete lumps due to the larger instability harmonics. Thus, our approach at this time is to consider its
presence at the start of the pouring process with some initial discrete "blobs" [i.e., a given number of discrete
master particles separated from the jet, NBREAK>1] and neglect it as the pour continues. We are aware that
this is a simplification and are still investigating better ways to include this dynamic effect of the jet leading
edge continually disassembling into discrete lumps. Note that the RTI mechanism dominates the breakup of
these discrete masses into smaller sizes as it does with all the other discrete masses once separated from
the coherent jet body by KHI or BLS processes, according to Eqn.2. Also note that the jet leading edge is now
determined by the erosion of the current leading edge by the BLS mechanism. The logic employed is that once
half of the mass of master particles at the leading edge is eroded by the BLS process, a new master particle is
added to the leading edge, thus moving the leading edge up the jet body. This logic is more mechanistic
compared to the 'trailing edge or leading edge' model used in the original TEXAS formulation [Figure 2].

4. TEXAS-V SIMULATIONS of FARO-LWR

The experiments in the FARO facility at the Joint Research Center in Ispra are specifically focused on
the melt quenching issue [Hohmann, et al, 1993, 1994, 1995]. These experiments involve actual core materials
[< 200kg of urania/zirconia melt] at relevant temperatures [3000K] and compositions [80/20 w/o oxides with
up to 5 w/o zirconium metal added]. Most importantly the TERMOS vessel in the FARO facility has been
designed to handle full-scale water depths expected in the lower plenum of the vessel [< 2 meters] at actual
pressures [1-100 bar]. The original scaling logic for the FARO-LWR experiments was that due to the size of
the experimental facility, the experiments could be considered to be a full-scale simulation of the initial fuel
jet pouring into the lower plenum water in-vessel. The lateral dimension of the TERMOS vessel is 0.7 meter
and represents a 'section' of the actual lower plenum. The current experimental series [L06, L08, LI 1, L14,
L19 and L20] focused on fuel melt quenching at high pressures [20-50 bar] with a range of fuel masses [20 -
160kg] and water pool depths [l-2m]. FARO test L14 is chosen to demonstrate the TEXAS model
improvements, primarily because we have analyzed it in the past to examine uncertainties and sensitivities
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[Nilsuwankosit et al, 1996], and it is now an OECD/CSNI standard problemh, ISP-39. The initial conditions of
this particular test were 125 kg of melt poured as a 100 mm jet into a 2 meter deep saturated water pool at 50
bar. In this analysis we use the corium properties and initial pour rate as specified in the standard problem.

The results for the L-14 test are shown in Figures 6-9, where the simulation is compared to data as well
as key parameters are displayed. Figure 6a presents the intergral pressure history for the test. Notice that the
original TEXAS model consistently underpredicts the data as well as has a delay in the time at which the
pressure begins to rise. For the new model the peak pressure rises by about 5 bar and the rate of rise begins
earlier as noted in the data. The reason is that now KHI and BLS breakup are considered as part of the overall
model including RTI breakup. One should note that these effects are not additive and our sensitivity results
show the non-linear effects. A major improvement is in the prediction of the kinematics for the jet entry and
arrival at the chamber base, Figure 6b. With the original model, the leading edge of the jet broke up into
discrete pieces and settled more slowly than observed by the thermocouple data. In the new model, the RTI
mechanism is mainly operative after the melt has eroded from the main jet body by BLS and KHI effects at
the leading edge and jet surface respectively. Now, the leading edge remains intact longer and penetrates
faster to the chamber base in agreement with the thermocouple data. Finally, Figure 6c and 6d show the
temperature in the vapor and near the pool bottom. The lack of agreement is by less than 10% in each case and
can be explained by the TEXAS prediction of kinematics of the fragmented jet particles. Initially the melt
particles remain high in the water pool and heat the vapor more than liquid at jet entry into the pool (1 sec).
Also, the particles fall slowly and do not heat the lower portion of the water pool as much after about 2
seconds. Figure 7 presents the fuel surface area, the solidified particles mean diameter, and the settled fuel
mass as a function of time along with the overall energy balance for the fuel and vapor phase. Notice that the
surface area has increased markedly with the new model and this is due to the small particles produced by
primarily the KHI mechanism, Figures 7a and 7c. Also notice that these particles only constitute less than
10% of the total mass, Figure 7b, whereas much of the fuel mass (-50%) is still molten as it arrives on the
chamber base between 1.5 to 3.5 seconds.

Sensitivity calculations were also done to examine the effects of the model parameters. Since the
TEXAS model creates additional Lagrangian master particles as the eroded mass departs from the jet, one
must decide the maximum number of particles allowed in one master particle before another one is formed.
Figure 8a shows the effect of varying this particle number. Notice that if the particle number is less than a
million [about 3 kg of fuel] the "nodalization" effect of the master particles becomes small, with the results
converging in the proper direction of more discretization and better agreement with the data. Initially, we noted
that the leading edge of the jet may be composed of discrete masses or may be broken up by the long
wavelength instability and NBREAK is the parameter used to model this effect. To quantify this effect we
have varied NBREAK [0-4] to encompass from 0 to 10% of the injected mass and the effect on the fuel jet
breakup and pressurization is small; Figure 8b. The final parameter to consider is the rate constant for KHI,
Co. Originally, we noted that its value was estimated to be small and 0.01 was used in the model in agreement
with past KHI analyses. Figure 8c indicates that this has a large effect on the jet breakup. Thus, we must
theoretically investigate its proper value in future studies. Finally, Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of each
breakup mechanism individually. Notice first that BLS breakup has a small effect on the overall
pressurization, while KHI initally erodes the jet mass and RTI instabilities continue the breakup process.

5. CURRENT OBSERVATIONS and FUTURE EFFORTS

The improvements which comprise the TEXAS-V model have been presented; i.e., the more flexible melt
entry conditions, and a complete jet breakup model considering Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities as well as Boundary Layer Stripping. In addition, we have illustrated these models by performing
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some example simulations for the FARO-LWR L-14 experiment. Comparisons to the data show much more
consistent predictions for all the data and particularly for the kinematics of the jet entry and arrival at the
chamber base. In addition, the predicted pressure signature is similar to the data, with the other measurables
also showing good agreement. Continued work is underway to develop a firm theoretical base for the rate
constant used for the KHI breakup process. At the present time, the major deficiency in the model is its
one-dimensional formulation and improvements that need to be made in the subcooled film boiling heat
transfer. TEXAS appears to slightly underestimate the heating of the bulk coolant when it is subcooled, and
this difficiency is being addressed by a more fundamental radiative transport model for film boiling. The
one-dimensional limitation for the current TEXAS model is more problematic. During the early phases of the
fuel-coolant mixing process, when the jet is first penetrating the coolant pool, we feel that a one-dimensional
representation captures the major effects of jet breakup. However, after the fuel jet settles on the chamber
base in a few seconds, and melt particle circulation in the coolant pool dominates the processes, then a
multi-dimensional formulation is needed. We are now considering such an approach. Continued assessment of
the model in comparison to current FCI data is warranted as the experimental data base is expanded; i.e.,
FARO-LWR, KROTOS and WFCI tests. Only by continued comparison will there be a increase in the
understanding and confidence of using such mechanistic models for FCI predictions for safety applications.
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RTI breakup of fuel at front of the coherent jet
[a] fuel jet leading edge of intact master pels.
[b] fuel jet trailing edge of discrete master pel

FIGURE 1: Conceptual Picture of Current TEXAS Mixing Model

[a] Fuel jet encounters modest breakup in vapor region
[b] Fuel jet leading edge grows due to stagnation flow
[c] Fuel jet breakup at leading edge and along jet body

FIGURE 2: Conceptual Picture of the Jet Breakup Process



[a] RT1 fuel breakup of discrete masses from jet
[b] BLS fuel breakup from the jet leading edge
[c] KHI fuel breakup from the jet body surface

FIGURE 3: Conceptual Picture of Proposed Jet Mixing Model
FIGURE 5: Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability Wavelet Growth



Fig 6: Comparison of TEXASV Simulation with FARO ISP-39 Experimental Data



Fig 7: TEXASV Simulation of FARO ISP-39: Corium Debris Predictions



Fig 8: TEXASV Proposed Jet Model: Parametric Study of Model Coefficients



Fig 9: TEXASV Proposed Jet Model: Quantification of Breakup Model Effects
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Discussion

Dinh

How do you account for 2D effect in reactor calculations? How can radiation absorption

distribution be accounted in 1-D model?

Corradini

There is radiation in the 1-D model of TEXAS within an Eulerian cell between fuel and

coolant liquid and vapor, but not between cells. There is no need for the latter since A

X~0.1m.

One needs to only consider 1-D if one is focusing on mixing and the associated energetics

since leading edge of jet is the point where one may get a trigger. Once fuel melt settles on

the chamber floor (l-5sec) then its 1-D formulation is not appropriate at this time.

Improvements are planned.

Frid

I would like to ask historical background. Is this for the ex-vessel situation with high

subcooling?

Corradini

Fauske mixing limit model use q"CHF from Kutateladze to obtain fluidization velocity.

Sehgal

The change in the jet break-up model produces a large change in FARO predictions. I

thought that TEXAS-JRC, without the currently presented changes, was predicting the

FARO data quite well.

Corradini

Look at the paper by Annunziato to see that we are consistent with use of TEXAS by JRC.

The current model compared to data tends to underpredict the data!

Berthoud

In your TEXAS calculation, what is the nature of the surrounding medium (around the

jet)? Is it mainly vapor or liquid?

Corradini

Vapor is assessed to be produced by fuel at film boiling interface and then enters the

two-phase flow. So overall void is used to determine cubicle in the continuous phase to be

considered in the K-H analyses.

Turland

Is the model for fragmentation (limited fuel participation) consistent with debris data and

other models?
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Discussion(cont)

Corradini

(1) Debris data show complete melt fragmentation but much of it may have occurred after

explosion participation.

(2) Other fragmentaton models have different bases and data has yet to discern which is

relevant.

Kolev

I think there is difficulty of 1-D model for real geometry.

Corradini

This is true, but one can use a multi-dimensional TEXAS formulation, but the key is the

Lagrangian formulation and modelling of the fuel. This already has been put into

combustion jet spray models (See KIVA-III as a 3-D example).
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6.4 FARO AND KROTOS CODE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS AT JRC ISPRA

A. Annunziato, A. Yerkess, C. Addabbo
European Commission - Joint Research Centre

Institute for Systems, Informatics and Safety
21020 Ispra, Italy

Abstract
The paper summarizes relevant results from the pre and post test calculations of fuel coolant interaction and
quenching tests performed in the FARO and KROTOS test facilities. The main analytical tools adopted at JRC
Ispra are the COMETA and the TEXAS codes. COMETA pre and post test calculations of FARO Test L-20 as
well as an application of the code to KROTOS test facility are presented. The analysis provides the need to
account for H2 generation models into the pre-mixing calculations. In addition salient results from the
application of TEXAS to FARO and KROTOS tests are shown.

Keywords: Steam explosion, FCI, Thermal-hydraulic, Hydrogen, Melt Properties

1. Introduction
Considerable attention has been given in recent years to the identification and to the eventual resolution of
severe accident safety issues with particular emphasis on fuel coolant interaction (FCI) and quenching under
both in-vessel and ex-vessel conditions. Although significant progress has been made in this field, there are
fundamental aspects which are not yet exhaustively understood such as pre-mixing and quenching, potential
energetic escalation promoted by chemical effects, debris interaction and thermal loading on the pressure vessel
internals and lower head structures.

Fuel coolant interaction issues are relevant to safety aspects and related accident management strategies in
current reactors as well as to the development of advanced safety features to be incorporated in new reactor
concepts. The European Commission has been engaged in the promotion of reactor safety research activities
since the signing of the EURATOM treaty 1957. In line with its institutional mission the action of the
Commission has been mainly devoted to a systematic effort aimed at the harmonization of safety practices and
methodologies among the member countries. As appropriate, the Commission promotes and conducts direct
action research programmes carried-out in the JRC laboratories in close collaboration with national research
organizations. In the field of reactor severe accident research, the Commission is carrying-out the FARO
research programme which is specifically devoted to the characterization of FCI, melt quenching as well as
melt spreading phenomenologies.

The research programme consists of experimental and analytical activities. An overview of lessons learnt and
recent results from FARO and KROTOS tests are described in additional papers presented at this Specialists
Meeting [ 1], [ 2]; hence only a brief description of the experimental installations is provided in this paper. The
analytical activities are mainly devoted to support test preparation and execution with pre-test calculations and
simulation, assist test results interpretation with post-test calculations and perform sensitivity analyses to point
out the influence of various parameters on the test facilities response. This paper shows a number of examples
for these activities.

2. The JRC Test Facilities for Fuel Coolant Interaction Studies

2.1.The FARO Test Facility
The JRC-Ispra FARO plant is a large multi-purpose test facility in which reactor severe accidents can be
simulated by out-of-pile experiments. A quantity in the order of up to 200 kg of oxide fuel type melts (up to
3000 °C) can be produced in the FARO furnace, possibly mixed with metallic components, and delivered to a
test section which contains a water pool at an initial pressure up to 5.0 MPa. The reference scenario of the
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-Lower electrode

• 25m)

"Mirror system drive

-Main isolation valve S02
(0 .120 mm)

0.056 mJ )

Hinged-dap for melt release
' ( a 100 mm)

current test series is relevant to a postulated in-
vessel core melt down accident when jets of molten
corium penetrate into the lower plenum water pool,
fragment and settle on the lower head.

In its present configuration (Fig. 1), the FARO test
facility consists of 5 main major components which
include the furnace, the intersection valve unit, the
release vessel, the interaction test section TERMOS
and the venting system which are properly
instrumented to characterize the evolution of the
interaction processes.

The FARO furnace consists of a pressure container,
a fuel container, two electrodes and the release tube.
Melt is generated by direct heating of a UO2/ZrO2

granulate compacted between the electrodes. The
lower electrode is provided with an orifice in the
center to transfer the melt through the release tube
into the release vessel; during the heat up and
melting phase, the orifice is closed by a tungsten
disk mounted on the graphite cap of the lower
electrode. Relatively large masses of oxide fuel type
melts (up to 200 kg and 3000 °C). The intersection
valve unit provides the means to isolate the furnace
from the test section during the interaction phase. It
consists of two slide valves which are closed
sequentially after the melt is transferred into the
release vessel. The release vessel is located inside
the dome shaped upper head of the TERMOS test
vessel. It is designed to hold the melt for the time
necessary to isolate the furnace and balance the
release vessel and the TERMOS vessel pressures in
order to ensure a gravity release of the melt. The TERMOS test section consists of a pressure vessel designed
for a pressure of 10 MPa at a temperature of 300 C and a debris catcher mounted on the lower part of the
vessel. The test vessel is heated from the outside by trace heaters to allow to establish the initial test conditions
and is thermally insulated to minimize heat losses to the environment. The test vessel is connected to a
steam/water separator during all the phases of the test. A venting system connects the steam water/separator to
a condenser through a set of 4 pressure relief valves to accommodate over-pressures in excess of the TERMOS
design pressure.

Bottom plate
~ (tWckness - 40 mm)

Fig. 1 - FARO Test Facility

2.2.The KROTOS Test Facility
The KROTOS test facility is a relatively small scale experimental installation dedicated to the study of: (a)
molten fuel-coolant pre-mixing either with prototypic reactor melts or simulants such as alumina up to 5 kg; (b)
progression and energetics of spontaneous and triggered fuel-coolant interactions (vapor explosions). The
KROTOS main objective is to provide basic experimental information on FCI phenomena relevant to severe
accident situations in nuclear reactors.

Fig. 2 illustrates the main components of the facility: the radiation furnace, the test section and pressure vessel.
The furnace, maximum electric power 130 kW, consists of a cylindrical tungsten heater which encloses the
tungsten or molybdenum crucible containing the melt material. Depending on the crucible design and material,
melt masses from 1 to 10 kg can be heated up to 3270 K. The furnace is covered with a bell-shaped, water-
cooled lid designed to withstand 0.25 MPa over-pressure of cover gas (Ar, He) or vacuum. Having reached the
desired stable melt temperature the crucible is released from the furnace and falls by gravity through a 4 m long
release tube. Half-way down this tube, a rapid-acting slide valve closes immediately after the crucible has
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Fig. 2 - KROTOS Test Facility

passed in order to isolate and protect the furnace
from any energetic events experienced in the test
section below.

During its fall, the crucible breaks a copper wire
that generates the zero time signal for the data
acquisition system. Finally, the crucible impacts
onto a retainer ring at the bottom of the release tube
where a conical shaped metal puncher breaks the
bottom of the crucible, allows the melt to pour into
the test section. The initial diameter of the melt-
pour (jet) is defined by guiding the melt through a
funnel of high refractory material with an exit
diameter of 30 mm.

The lower part of the KROTOS facility consists of a
stainless steel test section bolted to lugs welded on
the inner side walls of a stainless steel pressure
vessel. The cylindrical pressure vessel, inner
diameter 0.4 m, height, 2.21 m, has a thick flat
bottom and a flanged flat upper head and is
designed to withstand a static pressure of 2.5 MPa at
493 K. The cylindrical test section, inner diameter
200 mm, outer diameter 240 mm, closed at the
bottom by either a flat plate or with a gas trigger
device, can contain water up to a height of about
1.27 m (about 40 litres).

The gas trigger, chamber volume 15 cm3, can be
charged to a pressure of up to 20 MPa (Ar) and is
closed by a 0.1-0.25 mm thick steel membrane.
After melt penetration down to the lower region of
the test section, the mechanical destruction of the
membrane causes a pressure pulse to propagate
vertically upwards through the water column that
contains varying concentrations of melt and steam.
The gas trigger device is activated either by a
specific thermocouple signal or by a backup time
delay circuit.

3. The Analytical Tools for Fuel Coolant Interaction in use at JRC Ispra

3.1.COMETA Code
The COMETA (Core Melt Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis) [ 3] code is a coupled thermalhydraulic and fuel
fragmentation code conceived for the simulation of fuel coolant interaction and quenching as represented in the
FARO test facility; it has been specifically developed to provide a computational tool for test design and
specification, definition of operational procedures and test results analysis. COMETA is composed of a two-
phase flow field, which is described by 6+n equations (mass, momentum and energy for each phase and n mass
conservation equations for n non-condensable gases) and a corium field with 3 phases: the jet, the droplets and
the debris. The two-phase field is described in Eulerian while the corium field in Lagrangian coordinates.

The two phase flow field is organized in a number of lumped volumes connected with junctions. A 2d
nodalization can be build connecting a number of macro-volumes (containing an arbitrary number of radial and
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axial volumes) with macro-junctions. In addition valves, separators, pumps, accumulators and other thermal-
hydraulic components can be defined in order to fully represent the FARO test facility.

In the melt field three phases are assumed: the jet, the drops and the fused debris bed. The fuel is released in
the form of a coherent jet which is conical shaped with a wavy and rough surface. Three models for jet
fragmentation and fragments creation are included: the original COMETA model, based on the Jet Break-up
Length concept (L/D evaluated at each position at each time step, giving the local erosion rate); the Corradini-
Tang model, similar to the model present in the TEXAS code [ 4]; the IKEJET model [ 5], developed by the
University of Stuttgart. The calculations presented here are all performed with the original COMETA jet
fragmentation model, which has been validated against the available FARO tests.

3.2.TEXAS Code
The TEXAS computer model is used to simulate the fuel-coolant interaction during its mixing, triggering and
explosion phases [ 4], [ 6], [ 7], [ 8]. Two fields represent the coolant as a separate liquid and vapor in an
Eulerian control volume, while one field models the fuel as discrete material volumes (or 'master particles')
using a Lagrangian formulation. The governing conservation equations for each field (i.e., liquid and vapor
coolant and fuel particles) are written separately allowing for mechanical and thermal non-equilibrium to exist.
The effects of condensation, evaporation, and interfacial momentum transport are included as source and sink
terms in the balance equations [ 4], [ 7].

In the case of fuel mixing, it is postulated in TEXAS that Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities caused by the relative
velocity between the incoming fuel (as a jet or as discrete particles) and the coolant and are dominant compared
to other breakup mechanisms. A coherent jet is considered to be composed of discrete masses that enter the
coolant sequentially. Discrete masses upstream (behind) of the "leading edge" masses are not allowed to
breakup until they overtake fragments produced by breakup of the leading edge.

The TEXAS thermal fragmentation rate model for the fuel during the explosion phase is a semi-empirical
formulation based on the concept of vapor film boiling collapse and coolant jet impingement on the fuel surface
[9],
The fuel mass fragmentation rate, m r , for a specific 'master particle' is given by the expression

m, = Cmp {{P - Plh) I (pcR\ )}° ' F(a).g(r)

where mp is the fuel mass, Rp is the fuel radius, P is the local fluid pressure, P,h is the threshold trigger
pressure, pc is the coolant liquid density. The constant, C, is the model constant estimated by past theoretical
work [ 9] and empirically determined by analysis of the KROTOS tests (0.001 to 0.0025). The factor, F(a),
varies rapidly from 1 to 0 close to some limiting void fraction (alphas) when film collapse and jet impingement
are less likely to occur. The factor, g(r), rapidly decreases from 1 to 0 as the characteristic fragmentation time,
T, is exceeded. As such, the fragmentation rate is strongly affected by the fragmentation time and the limiting
void fraction.

The current model reflects the key features of the "chain-reaction" required for the rapid escalation and
propagation of the vapor explosion, that is: the pressure shock wave directly contributes to rapid fuel
fragmentation; the fragmented fuel is quenched by the coolant and generates more vapor; the increased vapor
mass raises the local pressure and sustains the shock wave propagation to neighboring fuel-coolant mixture
regions.

4. Application of COMETA and TEXAS to FARO tests

4.1.COMETA Calculation of FARO Test L-20
COMETA is routinely used for pre and post-test analysis of the FARO tests. Hereafter, however, we discuss the
application of the code to FARO test L-20, to highlight specific Modelling aspects related to the eventual
generation of non-condensable during the interaction process.
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The FARO Test L-20 [ 10] is characterized by the injection of 96 kg of UO2/ZrO2 mixture at 3173 K into a
water pool of 2 m depth, in saturation conditions at 20 bar. During the melt down progression (from 0 s to 2 s),
41% of the melt energy was transferred to steam, water and structures. The maximum quenching rate was 84
MW. No steam explosion occurred. During the first 38 s of the debris cooling phase (from 2 s to 40 s), further
49% of the melt energy was transferred to the system steam-water-structures.

The nodalization adopted for the FARO L-20 pre and post test calculations is shown in Fig. 3a. The pre-test
calculation for this test was successful in predicting the correct input energy (Fig. 4) but the resulting
pressurization was underestimated (Fig. 5). A dedicated analysis has shown that the reason for this discrepancy
is due to the absence of a model for hydrogen generation for oxidic melts in the pre-test calculation. In fact in
this test 0.186-0.230 kg of H2 have been estimated to be present in the test facility after the interaction [ 10].
This quantity would increase the absolute pressure by about 4 bar. The reason for the H2 production is not yet
known at the moment, and analyses are under way to clarify its origin. Unfortunately in this test there was no
available on-line measurement of the H2 produced to clarify the time for H2 production.

In the post test calculation a model for H2 generation, based on the available end-of-test data of FARO tests,
was introduced into the code. Two models are now available in COMETA: a first simple model, based on the
consideration that oxidation potential is proportional to the fragmented mass, i.e.

Mell calcher

Melt catcher

2.00 m

3
\ Insulation

Vessel steel

wall

b)

Fig. 3: COMETA Nodalization of FARO: a) Id nodalization; b) 2d nodalization
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dMH2/dt = 0.003 dMfrapn /dt [kg/s]

The second model takes into account the surface generation and the chemical kinetics, i.e:

dMu

dt dt
[kg/s]

and relates the rate of H2 mass production at the fuel surface S generated by the interaction and the reaction
kinetic kH , that is obtained from the O2 kinetic using the relationship:

where the oxygen kinetic law is an exponential one:
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The constants a and b are related to the type of material considered; we used the values that are present in the
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2 [ 11] for metal Zr oxidation: a=5.426 and b=138096. This correlation gives the rate
of H2 produced; the maximum H2 mass produced, however, is limited to the experimental value.

Both the simple model and the SCDAP model give a similar result in terms of H2 produced (Fig. 6). With the
introduction of the H2 generation model both pressure and energy predictions (Fig. 5) are satisfactory. It
should be noted that, without the H2 production model, it could be possible to improve the pressure trend by
augmenting the heat transfer rate (i.e.: creating a greater fragmentation); in this case, however, the released
energy would have increased also, thus overestimating its prediction

Referring to the test vessel mixture level (Fig. 7), the calculated values, both for the pre- and post test
calculations are higher than in the experiment; in addition, in the experiment, contrary to the calculations, an
early decrease of the level occurs at about 2.5 s. The reason for this has to be attributed the Id nodalization
adopted in this calculation, that causes too much liquid entrainment.

With a 2d nodalization (Fig. 3b) is possible to have better reproduction of the experimental data (Fig. 8). At
the same time with the 2d nodalization the pressure behavior is still satisfactory (Fig. 9) and allows to correctly
predict the temperature radial distribution in the water (Fig. 10). In this calculation two pressure peaks are
predicted which are not evident in the experiment. Those are due to out-of-phase void fraction fluctuations
between the center and the periphery of the test facility. In the experiment out-of-phase oscillations are present
in the measured temperatures but they do not influence the global pressure.
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4.2.TEX AS Calculation of FARO Test
L-20
The nodalization adopted for the FARO L-
20 post-test calculation is shown in Fig. 11,
where the communication line separator and
exhaust valves are modeled in a very simple
manner. Heat exchange between the
TERMOS vessel and its contents is not
modeled. The outflow of the corium melt
from the TERMOS release vessel is modeled
by a velocity/time profile that closely follows
the outflow estimated for the actual
experiment. The Lagrangian particles have
an initial diameter similar to the final exit
nozzle diameter found in FARO test L-14
( 0 = 0.092 m). The first three Lagrangian
particles are discrete and the remainder form
a coherent jet.

The predicted peak pressure during the melt
fall (34 bar at 2.3 s) is a little lower than the
experimental value and is also delayed, see
Fig. 12. According to the COMETA
estimations (see 4.1), hydrogen is generated
during the melt fall phase, the final partial
pressure being about 4 bar. Thus, a better
agreement for the pressure gradients is to be
expected accounting for hydrogen
generation. In the same figure the
COMETA-Id prediction is overlapped for
comparison.

Exhaust Valves

TERMOS Vessel

Pressure

Vapour
Tempcrtures

Liquid
Temperatures

Separator
(0.348 m3)

Communication L
(0.049 m3)

Vapour
(0.871 m3)

Particle Release

Water
(0.792 m3)

Debris BedMid-term water temperatures (see Fig. 12)
are in reasonable agreement with the
measure average experimental values
because more appropriate values for the
minimum bubble radius and heat transfer
coefficient for forced convection film boiling
have been introduced. The combined energy
gain of the water and vapor at 2.7 s (end of the melt fall), and at 7 s are 51.1 and 84.6 MJ, respectively, the
corresponding experimental evaluations being 63.7 and 87.4 MJ. Since the TEXAS code is 1-D it is difficult to
match the first value, however, the second value is much closer because radial temperature equilibrium has
almost been attained.

I i Vapour
H i Liquid

Fig. 11 - TEXAS Nodalization of FARO Facility

Agreement between the predicted average diameter of the particles with that observed is good, both values
being 4.7 mm. The predicted and experimental mean particle size diameters for a mass fraction of 50% were
5.7 and 4.4 mm, respectively. The maximum value of the predicted level swell is approximately 1.4 m and the
experimental value is about 1.2 m.

The effect of not-taking into account the H2 generation can also be seen by the energy prediction. It is not
possible to match correctly at the same time pressure and energy, Fig. 12. If the energy would be better
matched the resulting pressurization would be much stronger, which is not the case experimentally.
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5. Application of COMETA and TEXAS to KROTOS tests

5.1.Influence of the H2 produced in KROTOS by COMETA calculations
Although COMETA has not been developed to model energetic fuel coolant interactions as configured in
KROTOS, some scoping calculations have been performed in order to ascertain the thermal-hydraulics of the
system and the influence thereof on trigger propagation and eventual energetic escalation. Taking into account
the qualitative and quantitative information obtained from FARO, some KROTOS test cases have been
analyzed with the aim to characterize void condition as influenced by hydrogen generation.

It is generally retained that in order to have an energetic interaction, a relatively high pressurization rate has to
occur in the interaction zone; this would disturb the stability of the vapor film around the melt particles and
possibly cause liquid-to-liquid contact with explosive consequences. The pressurization rate that can be
achieved spontaneously or with a trigger is function of the pulse strength and local void fraction.
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The threshold for the initiation of an explosive interaction in COMETA is based on a cell pressurization rate
higher than 2. MPa/s; when this value is attained either in a spontaneous or triggered fashion, the melt present
in the concerned cell is fragmented into fine particles with a consequent increase of heat transfer and steam
generation rate, increase of pressurization which eventually propagates to adjacent cells and the interaction
escalates similar to chain reactions.

Water level

1.1m

I—)—1

1
S>xs

r 1 R

19 :

T Trigger devic

Fig. 13: COMETA Nodalization of KROTOS

In order to ascertain the influence on the
simulated interaction, calculations with
saturated and subcooled conditions were
performed and referred to relevant KROTOS
test cases. The COMETA nodalization
scheme for those calculations is shown in
Fig. 13.

The reference saturated test case for the
COMETA analysis is KROTOS Test 45 [2]
which consisted in the interaction of 3 kg of
an VOJ/ZTOI melt with a pool of water under
nearly saturated conditions. No spontaneous
or triggered explosive interaction was
observed; activation of the trigger at 1.5 s
did not produce any discernible pressure
increase.

Calculations have been performed with the jet fragmentation model as set-up for FARO with and without the
hydrogen generation model. Also in the case of KROTOS, with the implementation of the hydrogen generation
model the experimental results are considerably better reproduced, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. It is noted that the
amount of generated hydrogen is in the order of 7.5 g which would correspond to a volume of 0.047 m3 at the
test section pressure of 1 bar. Considering that the liquid volume in the test section is about 0.030 m \ a
significant contribution to void formation due to non-condensable gas is thus to be expected (Fig. 15). As in
the experiment, the introduction of a trigger in the calculation, does not produce any pressure escalation. The
average void fraction predicted with the H2 model activated compares well with the experimental value with
UO2/ZrO2 (Fig. 15). This value can be compared only until 0.217 s, since after this time the mixture level,
from which this value is determined, exceeded the maximum measurement limit.
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Fig. 14: Measured and Calculated gas Free Board Pressures in KROTOS Saturated Test Case 45
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KROTOS Test 37 has been selected as reference subcooled case [ 12]; it consisted in the interaction of a 3 kg of
an UCyZrC^ melt with a pool of water 80 K subcooled at a system pressure of 0.1 MPa. Under these test
conditions KROTOS showed no spontaneous or triggered explosive interaction; only a small pressure and level
increase was observed.

It is worth mentioning that, in order to overcome code stability problems at low pressure and high subcooled
conditions, and since the analysis was aimed at assessing the relative influence of subcooling on the interaction
process, COMET A calculations were initialized at somewhat revised initial conditions (0.3 MPa pressure and
55 K subcooling) with the activation of the trigger at 0.5 s. This is the reason for which the calculated data are
not compared with the experimental results.

The calculated pressure increase in the subcooled case is even lower than in the previous case. The higher
subcooling causes a condensation of the steam produced and therefore a limited pressure and void fraction
increase is calculated before 0.5 s (Fig. 16, Fig. 17). The calculation without the hydrogen generation model
showed the insurgence of conditions favorable to an explosive interaction as the average void fraction at the
time of trigger was 8%, Fig. 17. A peak pressure of 15 MPa was calculated in volume 9 of the nodalization
scheme, Fig. 18. The mass involved in this explosion was 0.32 kg of melt which was transformed in particles
of 0.1 mm.

.70

XXX K45H2 AVGVOID
YYY M5NOH2S AVGVOID
ZZZ MSB A

1.75 2.00

Fig. 15 - Calculated average void fraction in the saturated case
(*) the experimental value is limited to 0.217 s since after this time the water level exceeds the meas. Limit
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Fig. 16 - Calculated pressure behaviour in the subcooled case
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Fig. 17: Calculated Average Void Fraction in the Subcooled Case.

Fig. 18: Calculated Pressure Wave Calculation in the
KROTOS Subcooled Case.

The calculated results with the activation of the
hydrogen generation model were quite similar to the
experimental results which showed no explosive
interaction. The void fraction at the time of trigger
was in the order of 30%, too high for a pressure
wave generated by an external trigger to propagate
through the mixture.

These considerations suggested that one possible
explanation for the non-explosivity of UO2/ZrO2

mixtures is the H2 generation that, increasing the
mixture void fraction, eliminates the eventual
triggering shock wave propagation into the mixture
[13].

A sensitivity analysis on KROTOS [ 14] suggests a
more favorable conditions for obtaining an
explosive interaction with UO2/ZrO2 is the adoption
of an orifice diameter of 2 cm or less for 3 kg of
melt at a system pressure of 0.4 MPa; under these
conditions a void fraction of 15% is calculated. For
a larger orifice diameter (3 cm and higher) and
masses (3 to 5 Kg) a void fraction higher than 20%
is calculated which would reduce the likelihood for
an energetic interaction.

Additional calculations were performed to verify the
influence of the reaction kinetic. It was found that
(Fig. 19), if the reaction kinetic is very fast (like in
metallic melts), the H2 generation occurs very early,
even in the gas space, and therefore it does not
contribute to the void formation. If the reaction is
slower and the H2 is produced during the transit into
the water, it can contribute greatly to the void
formation and therefore affect the mixture
explosivity. If the reaction kinetic is very slow, the
H2 production has a small effect on the void fraction
because the release rate is very limited, even if the
total amount of H2 produced is the same.
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5.2.TEXAS Simulation ofKROTOS 44
In the KROTOS test 44, 1.5 kg of molten alumina (2673 K) contained in crucible was released by means of
gravity through a runnel (exit diameter 30 mm) placed 0.44 m above the initial height (1.105 m) of water (32.9
kg) in the test section. A jet velocity/time profile describing the detailed outflow of melt was included in
TEXAS input data. The initial temperature of the water (90°C) was artificially lowered by a further 20°C in
order to obtain a vapor void fraction that produces a water level swell similar to that obtained in the experiment
at the time of triggering (~7 cm). For the present, this type of change is deemed legitimate since it is already
known that the subcooled film boiling model in TEXAS is inadequate.

The coarse mixing calculation was stopped when the leading edge of the melt arrived at a particular penetration
depth, this being deduced from close examination of the experimental temperature sensors (TCI to TC5) and
pressure transducers (K0 to K5) records. After saving the output data from a coarse mixing calculation, the
TEXAS-IV computation was continued as an explosion calculation. The mechanical trigger was modeled by
adding a small Eulerian cell (volume 15 cm3) filled with highly pressurized water vapor (14.8 MPa) below the
discretized mesh layout used for the coarse mixing calculation.

A conceptual view of the melt jet particle distribution for the KROTOS test 44, just prior to triggering at 1.05 s,
can be seen in Fig. 20(a). Three distinct regions exist, an undisturbed region of water below the leading edge
of the melt jet, a melt-coolant region where the void fraction is high (maximum 0.28), and a disturbed region of
water above the jet where the void fraction is small (minimum 0.013). The melt jet is -40 cm long with the
leading edge at height 47 cm. The minimum values of particle radius, temperature and velocity are 6 mm, 2483
K and 0.43 m/s, respectively, and the corresponding maxima are 15 mm, 2651 K and 0.98 m/s.

Fig. 20(c) to Fig. 20(h) compare TEXAS explosion pressure predictions with experiment at pressure
transducers K0 to K5 (see input data specifications for Run 1 in TABLE 1). With the aid of the mechanical
trigger, the explosion is initiated at the jet leading edge, approximately midway between the K2 and K3
pressure transducers (see Fig. 20(a)). It can be seen that the agreement is generally good.



Fig. 20(i) to Fig. 20(n) show other important variable/time plots obtained for the Eulerian cells 12, 13, 14, 15
and 16 (see Fig. 20(b)) that are helpful in understanding how the explosion escalates and propagates. The
thermal detonation pressure escalates while moving upwards through the melt-coolant region and reaches a
maximum value of -35 MPa at -1.2 ms (see Fig. 20(n)). Fig. 20(i) shows how the major part of the particle
mass is concentrated in three Eulerian cells, 13, 14, and especially 15. High liquid velocity histories due to the
explosion can be seen in Fig. 20(j); the vapor velocities are about three times higher. Fig. 20(k) confirms that
water is converted into superheated steam, and there is only a small increase in the bulk water temperatures.

Fig. 20(1) shows that the mass fragmentation rate is much higher in cell 15, however, the duration is longer
for cells 13 and 14 because the pressure relief occurs later. The pressure relief strongly influences the duration
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Fig. 21 - Pressure and Fragmentation rate for different fragmentation times
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of the thermal explosion produced by the TEXAS fragmentation model because the increased vapor void
fraction eventually exceeds the threshold limit, alphas (see Fig. 16(m)). From Fig. 20(m) and Fig. 20(n) it can
be seen that the first peak pressure in a cell occurs just after the corresponding minimum in the vapor void
fraction.

A recent investigation into varying the thermal fragmentation parameters has revealed that one has to be
careful in choosing the value of the fragmentation time, T. Although it is possible to adjust the fragmentation
time to have better agreement with experiment, see Fig. 21 (a), it is difficult to justify the choice using a sound
physical argument as this produces an unphysical cut-off in the fragmentation rate (Fig. 21 (c)). TABLE 1
shows the values of the limiting void fraction (alphas) and the fragmentation time, T, for three runs, keeping C
constant (0.002).

Run 2 [ 15] and run 3 (Fig. 21) confirm that if the fragmentation time is large then much more fragmentation
can take place, particularly in cells 13 and 14. Inevitably, this produces enhanced pressures and pulse widths.

Finally, the global results for the 3 runs are presented in TABLE 1 concerning the fragmented mass of alumina,
mass of coolant evaporated, the total kinetic energy of the coolant, and the conversion ratio (defined as the ratio
coolant kinetic energy/internal energy of the fragmented fuel). The fragmented fuel mass has increased from
117 g (run 2) to 188 g (run 1), however, the conversion ratios are still similar.

TABLE 1
TEXAS INPUT DATA

Limiting void fraction (alphas)
Fragmentation time, T ( s)

TEXAS PREDICTIONS
Fragmented fuel mass (g)
Evaporated coolant mass (g)
Coolant kinetic energy (kJ)
Fragmented mass conversion ratio (%)
Total mass conversion ratio (%)

Runl
0.27
0.012

188
330
90

10.5 at 3.3 ms
1.4 at 3.3 ms

Run 2
0.35

0.0012

117
216
72

12.1 at 3.4 ms
1.0 at 3.4 ms

Run 3
0.35
0.012

228
525
141

9.6 at 3.2 ms
1.9 at 3.2 ms
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6. Conclusions
The COMETA and TEXAS codes are the main analytical tools currently used at JRC-Ispra for pre- and post-
test analysis of the results from fuel coolant interaction and quenching experiments performed in the FARO
and KROTOS test facilities.

A dedicated COMETA analysis of the FARO and KROTOS test results has evidenced the need to account for a
hydrogen generation model in the interaction of a pure oxidic melt with water. Referring to FARO Test cases,
the COMETA predicted calculations with a 2d nodalization scheme is generally in better agreement with the
experimental results.

TEXAS application to FARO and KROTOS test cases has revealed a reasonable prediction capabilities
following the optimization of certain input parameters such as heat transfer coefficient for forced convection
film boiling for quenching tests and limiting void fraction and fragmentation time for explosion tests.
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Discussion

Rohde

First, I have no doubts, that H2 generation will take place during quenching of molten

materials in water. You detected H2 in the FARO L20 test, that is O.K., but you don't

measure the amount of H2 being produced. To explain the deficits in calculating the

pressure build-up with the COMETA-code only by H2 - production ( ~ 4 bar partial H2

pressure!) seems to be questionable, when comparing your COMETA results with

TEXAS. In TEXAS no specific H2 production was taken into account, but the pressure

calculated, gave good agreement with the measured data, 8th nosing the old version for jet

break-up. I would expect, that such a strong chemical reaction in water has an impact also

on the jet break-up modeling. Please, can you comment on that?

Annunziato

It is possible to improve the pressure trend by increasing the heat transfer surface and thus

the input energy. TEXAS has been set up and "tuned" in order to get the pressure without

this model. But H2 was revealed in the tests. Why not considering it in the calculations?

Sehgal

I believe that the reasons for so much hydrogen generation (initial 4 bar pressure) should

be identified, before performing all kinds of parametric analyses. Also using H2 as the

reason for non-triggerablility of UO2-ZrO2, in the particular KROTOS experiments is not

fair, unless

(1) Precise measurements on H2 generation are obtained

(2) Sources of H2 are identified

Only then any implications on prototypical scenarios can be made.

Annunziato

Although it is true that any implication on prototypical scenarios is preliminary to be

obtained, nevertheless I do not think that it is correct to wait to insert H2 models in the

codes before the reason is clarified. H2 has been found and quantified. It is important to

check which is its influence on the transients.

Turland

The TEXAS simulation of KROTOS-44 shows a limited amount of melt fragmenting, but

giving an event with high conversion efficiency (~10%). Is there experimental evidence to

support this interpretation of the measured efficiency?

Annunziato

In the experiments most of the injected mass is fragmented but this is after the test. It is not

known how much mass participates in the interaction.
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6.5 Premixing of Corium into Water during a Fuel-Coolant Interaction: The Models used in the 3
Field Version of the MC3D Code and two Examples of Validation on Bllleau and Faro

Experiments.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the « Triphasic » application of the multiphasic 3D computer code MC3D. This

application is devoted to the premixing phase of a Fuel Coolant Interaction (FCI) when large amounts of
molten corium flow into water and interact with it. A description of the new features of the model is given (a
more complete description of the full model is given in annex). Calculations of Billeau experiments (cold or
hot spheres dropped into water) and of a FARO test (« true » corium dropped into 5MPa saturated water) are
presented.

KEYWORDS: BILLEAU Experiment, Computational Fluid Dynamics, Corium, FARO L14, Fuel
Coolant Interaction, Heat Transfer, Momentum Exchange, Premixing.

1. Introduction
During a highly hypothetical severe accident in a PWR, the "corium" may flow from the degraded core to the
lower plenum or to the reactor pit. If water is present, it may violently vaporize and this fuel-coolant interaction
(FCI) may create high pressure waves. This "steam explosion" is very sensitive to the initial phase, i.e. the
premixing phase where the corium roughly scatter into the water. To study this FCI as a whole, CEA and EDF
decided to build models and a computer code, validated with international and CEA experiments. During the
premixing phase of the FCI, the most important physical phenomena to model seem to be:
- progressive fragmentation of high temperature melt jets into corium drops,
- fragmentation (and coalescence?) of corium drops,
- heat transfers, water vaporization, hydrogen formation by oxidation of metals, if any,
- boiling and condensation of water,
- dispersion of corium drops, evolution of steam and liquid water, (mechanical transfers),
- crust formation.

We tried to use a coherent set of models, most of them extracted from literature, and to integrate them within a
practical predictive tool, i.e. the computer code MC3D. MC3D is a three-dimensional compressible semi-
implicit Eulerian flow computer code. It is based on a common kernel (including inputs and outputs, a balance
and transport equation solver, time step management, etc.), and on several applications (13 today). Each
application is characterized by the number of equations (P mass, Q momentum and R energy balance
equations), by the closure laws (i.e. the translation of the physical models for mass, momentum and energy
transfer) and by the transport equations. The most appropriate application for our problem is the 4 field called
"Premixing" application with P=5 components (liquid water, steam, hydrogen, melt drops and melt jet), Q=4
velocity field (liquid water, gases, melt drops and melt jet) and R=3 temperatures (liquid water, gases and melt
drops) plus a transport equation for the corium-coolant interfacial area. Nevertheless, this complete model is
sometimes hard to manage and computer time consuming and all its potentialities are not always needed. That
is why we also use an other application with 3 fields, named "Triphasic", which is a simplified version of
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"Premixing" with P=Q=R=3 mass, momentum and energy balance: liquid water, steam and corium drops plus
the same transport equation. Except the jet, the physical models and the closure laws are exactly the same as in
" Premixing", but it runs faster. In this "Triphasic" application, we have to specify an initial droplet diameter to
be used when the melt is no more the continuous phase ( ccD<0.7 at the present time). This value is bounded by
the diameter deduced from a hydrodynamic stability criteria i.e. the Weber number for these droplets at their
entrance in the water pool should be smaller than the critical one. This leads for instance to an initial
maximum droplet diameter of Do=l cm for a 50 bar experiment for velocities as observed in FARO
experiments. The present paper focuses on this simplified 3 field "Triphasic" application.

2. The models.
Most of the models have previously been described by Berthoud and Valette0. We just recall these models in
annex A, and we describe here the main modifications.
The general forms of the mass and energy equations have not been changed since 1994.
Optionally, the user can activate a « solid pressure* term in the corium momentum equation. This « solid
pressure » is rather classical in the studies related to gas-fluidized beds (see, for example and among others,
Kuipers & al2)) and may be used for solid spheres (as in Billeau, Queos or Magico experiments) and for frozen
or crusted corium drops. The aim is to prevent a too high compaction of the spheres, which is geometrically
impossible for solids. According to the Orr's theory of the compaction of powders, Bouillard3' proposed this
formulation, to be added to the left hand side:

cian~a) VCnt

where: Go is a factor normalizing the units. Here, G0=lPa
c is the module of compaction,
aD is the corium volume fraction,

(X is the theoretical reference corium volume fraction.

Actually, this term is taken into account when the corium temperature decreases toward the liquidus
temperature and is fully operational when the corium temperature is lower than the solidus temperature. In
some cases, this sort of terms allows good comparison for Billeau experiments, but it is not always necessary.

Mass and heat transfer between steam and water are coupled by a thermal balance. Depending on the user, this
thermal balance may be written at the interface, using saturated enthalpies:

r -

It can also be written on a thicker layer on which the main part of the enthalpy gradient is supposed, and then
using bulk enthalpies:

* LV ~ 77 77

Of course, the same enthalpies are used in the source term of the internal energy balance as used in FLV The
experience shows that this second definition of FLv is more robust in the code and provides, in most of the
cases, very similar results. This increase in robustness may be easily explained and acts mainly for the residual
phases: for example, when very low volume fraction of slightly subcooled (respectively superheated) water
evaporates with the first definition of FLv , an enthalpy of FLV *HLs!rt and a mass FLV is subtracted from the
liquid per unit of time. The enthalpy of the remaining liquid must decrease (respectively increase) to
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compensate, and it may be unstable. This can also be noticed by using a simplified secondary form of enthalpy
balance equation:

aLPz.-^-+az.pL^#VHL+aL —

= +QDL+Qu+rLV(HL-H'L)

The last term provides instability (especially for low aL) if:

K = HUal but not if H'L = HL .

The source term (right hand term) of interfacial area transport equation for the fuel droplets has been modified,
but is still directly inspired from the law deduced by Young4' for IFCI from the work of Pilch5':

at
with:

with: if a v / ( a v +a L ) < 0.3 : Vr = VL - VD and pmaj = pL

if a v / ( a v + a L ) > 0.7 : Vr = V v - VD and pmaj = p v

if 0.3 < a v /(av+ocL) <0.7 : linear interpolations

and with: if WeD < Wecril=12 : f(WeD) = 0.
if WeD > Wefrag=35O : f(WeD) = 1.
if Wecril < WeD < Wefrag :

We — We We - We,
f(WeD) = (1 - e x p ( ^ W6)) • exp( **)

AWel AWe2

where AWei = 20. and
AWe2 = 100.

The thresholds 0.3, 0.7, 12, 350 and the values 20 and 100 of the reference differences in Weber are default
values of user adjustable parameters. This modification has been introduced to take into the fact that the
primary break up process which is described by Pilch with its correlation is only effective for Weber number
greater than Wfrag=350.
This interfacial area transport equation for the fuel droplets is used only when the corium volume fraction is
less than a coalescence threshold (by default: 0.7). If the corium volume fraction is higher than this coalescence
threshold, the corium interfacial area decreases continuously toward zero for increasing corium volume
fraction. When corium is advected from a continuum corium cell (corium volume fraction higher than the
coalescence threshold) toward droplet corium cell (corium volume fraction less than the coalescence
threshold), the corresponding advected interfacial area is deduced from the specified initial droplet diameter
Do.

3. Examples of computation: Billeau.
Billeau6' is an analytical 2D experiment: hundreds of cold or hot solid spheres stacked into tubes are poured
into water. The volume fractions of the three fields, the spheres velocities, the free level swell and the final
distribution of the spheres are measured. Using spheres allows the validation to be independent of the
fragmentation model. In cold experiments, without heat transfer, the interfacial frictions without steam films
surrounding the spheres, are validated. In hot experiments (1000 °C, 1500 °C and 2200 °C), large vaporization
(and condensation if the water is even slightly subcooled) occurs and interfacial friction models, but also heat
transfer and film boiling models can be tested against the experimental results.
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Table 1: Summary of FPZ test series and FPV12 test characteristics
Test
Spheres
Material
Density (kg/m3)
Diameter (m)
Total number of
spheres
Tubes
Number
Internal Diameter
(m)
External Diameter
(m)
Fall height (m)
Test section
Water depth (m)
Thickness (m)
Temperature (°K)

FPZ03

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
10'2

485

8
10.3 10 '

13.5 10°

0.095

0.884
12 10'3

296+1

FPZ04

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
io-2

244

4
10.3 10 '

13.5 10"'

0.092

0.887
12 10 '
296+-1

FPZ05

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
10 2

492

8
10.3 I 0 3

13.5 10 3

0.404

0.875
12 10"'
296+-1

FPZ08

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
102

496

8
10.3 10 3

13.5 103

0.249

0.630
1.5 (no lest section)
296+-1

FPZ11

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 103

102

458

8
10.3 103

13.5 10 '

0.095

0.873
12 10°
293 +-1

FPV12

Glass
2.56 I03

I0 2

496

8
10.3 10°

13.5 10 •'

0.099

0.884
12 10"5

295+1

Table 2: Summary oj
Test
Spheres
Material
Density (kg/m3)
Diameter (m)
Total Number of
spheres
Initial temperature
(from oven pyrometer)
(°K)
Initial temperature
(from funnel exit
pyrometer) <?K)

Tubes
Number
Internal Diameter (m)
Pace between spheres
(m)
Distance from sphere
gate to free surface: -
Fall height (m)
Test section
Water depth (m)
Thickness (m)
Temperature (°K)

fDPZ test series characteristics, (
DPZ01

ZrO2-Y203
5.86 10'
io-2

235

2400 ±100

2230 ± 100

10
11.5 103

13.5 103

0.25

0.861
1.5 (no test section)
293+-1

DPZ02

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
io-2

132

2400 ± 100

2230 ±100

10
11.5 10 '
13.5 10 3

0.30

0.870
16 103

2 9 3 + 1

*): estimated values
DPZ09

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 103

10 2

228

2400 ±100

2230 ± 100

10
11.5 10 '
13.5 10 '

0.30

0.810
16 103

289+-1

DPZ11

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 103

102

377

2400 ±100

2230 ± 100

10
11.3 10 3

13.5 103

0.30

0.820
16 10 '
291 +-1

DPZ12

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
102

382

2400 + 100

2230 + 100

10
11.3 10 3

13.5 103

0.35

0.770
16 1O3

360+-1

DPZ 13

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 103

102

268

2400 ±100

2230 ± 100

10
11.3 10 3

13.5 103

0.31

0.810
16 10 3

370 (*)

DPZ 14

ZrO2-Y2O3
5.86 10'
102

262

2400 ± 100

2230 ±100

10
11.3 10 '
13.5 10 '

0.415

0.705
16 10 3

370(•)

We will present in this paper the FPZ test series that uses cold spheres and the first part of the DPZ test series
that uses spheres heated up to 2200 °C. We will compare experimental results with calculations for one test of
each series.

FPZ tests consist of a reference test named FPZ03 and tests which reproduce the reference test conditions
except one of the following characteristics: spheres volume fraction, height of fall or spheres density (FPV12
test conducted with glass spheres). For DPZ test series the temperature of the water of the two-dimensional test
section is varied as well. Up to now, seven successful tests have been conducted: DPZ01, DPZ02, DPZ09,
DPZ11, DPZ12, DPZ13 and DPZ14. (See Table 1 and Table 2.)

For FPZ test series calculations we chose to use MC3D tri-phasic option with solid ZrO2 spheres, liquid water
and vapor that represents the gaseous phase and stands for air. In order to be quite representative we performed
these cold tests calculations at 2.15 bar where the saturated water vapor density is equal to the air density at
atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. We took as an initial condition for all three phases a uniform
temperature Tsat(2.15 bar) = 395.861 °K which proved to ensure quite negligible heat transfers that obviously
are not to be taken into account in cold tests. We checked that the global evaporation and condensation rates
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were effectively negligible which confirmed our hypothesis (global evaporation rate < 10'7 kg/s and global
condensation rate < 10"4 kg/s for an initial liquid water mass of about 7kg). For hot tests we set a uniform
temperature Tsat(1.00 bar) = 372.78 °K

Calculation results are presented for FPZ03 reference test and DPZ12 test which was the first successful test
with hot spheres and saturated water. Calculations are two dimensional with one cell only in the Y direction
corresponding to the test section thickness; for the X an Z directions 'coarse' mesh uses 0.050 m long cells and
standard mesh uses 0.025 m long cells. Sphere flow rate and velocity measurements are used to set boundary
condition on sphere velocity and volume fraction to model entrance conditions.

In cold tests we essentially compared with experiment the front progression, the lateral spreading of the jet, the
general shape of the jet, the gaseous volume fraction and the final sphere distribution at the test section bottom
while in hot tests we were only able to compare front progression, lateral spreading, and general shape of the jet
at this time.

In order to compare front progression and lateral spreading as a function of time with experimental values we
used a criteria on spheres volume fraction to determine the jet boundary. The results presented here were
obtained with a criteria value of 1%. The experimental data were obtained by plotting the deepest sphere and
the furthest spheres from central axis on each side as functions of time and considering the distance to free
surface for front progression and the average distance to central axis for lateral spreading

Test calculations with MC3D and their analysis with our criteria seem to overestimate the depth reached by the
jet front for cold test (see Fig 1) while it underestimates it for hot tests (see Fig 2). For cold tests though,
experimental and calculated data evolutions with time are generally parallel to each other which proves that the
front velocity is correctly computed. Moreover, due to too low a printing frequency of sphere volume fraction
during the fall through the gaseous sky on top of our calculation domain, we did not deduce a precise enough
calculated impact time on the free surface to check whether it is really coherent with the experimental value.
There is then a possible time shift which would modify our results but it is not known at this time.

For hot test calculations the main result concerns front velocity which is not as good as in cold tests. The
calculated depth grows quite linearly with time while experimental measurements grow faster during almost all
fall and then grow nearly no more at the very end of the fall.

Lateral spreading comparisons indicate as well an overestimation for cold tests and a slight underestimation for
hot tests (see Fig 3 and Fig 4). The agreement between calculation and experiment is quite good for hot tests
while they are not satisfying for cold tests because the calculated jet spreads too much in the vapor sky with a
regular spreading at this place while it should keep quite a constant width. Moreover the general trend shows a
lower calculated final spreading.

A finer mesh gave better results for FPZ03 lateral spreading but we think that the vapor sky and the way it is
meshed could have considerable influence on this point.

. ' " " " " I " 1
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o •
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Fig 1: Front progression as a function of time: FPZ03

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0 80 0.90

Fig 3: Lateral spreading as a function of time: FPZ03
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Fig 2: Front progression as a function of time: DPZ12

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Fig 4: Lateral spreading as a function of time: DPZ12

Global shape of the sphere cloud is quite correctly computed. The inverted mushroom shape can be observed in
FPZ03 test and is roughly reproduced in the calculation (see Fig 5 and Fig 6). Yet, sphere volume fraction is
not high enough in the calculated cloud central column. Considering that some spheres are delayed during the
experimental release and that this phenomenon is not taken into account in the entrance conditions for
calculation this is then quite logical as the mushroom tail is necessarily formed by the last spheres fallen in the
test section. Cold tests calculations show however the mushroom head curved extremity which is a flow
characteristics and does not depend strongly on entrance conditions
The coarse mesh used for hot tests does not really give information besides front progression and lateral
spreading that were analyzed before. New calculations with finer mesh will be carried out as soon as possible
(see Fig 7).

1.00E-02
4.50E-02
8.00E-02
1.15E-01
1.50E-01
1.85E-01
2.20E-01
2.55E-01
2.90E-01
3.25E-01
3.60E-01
3.95E-01
4.30E-01
4.65E-01
5.00E-01

i !

Fig 5: Experimental sphere
volume fraction, FPZ03, time
-0.375 s

Fig 6: Calculated sphere
volume fraction, FPZ03, time
-0.370 s

Fig 7: Calculated sphere
volume fraction, DPZ12,
time ~0.509s

Fig 5, 6, 7: width 0.50 m, height 0.75 m, initial free surface on top

FPZ03

MC3D Coarse mesh -I
• MC3D Standard mesB

Our analysis concerning gaseous volume fraction will consider the
mere question of the order of magnitude of entrained air in cold test
as results for hot tests are not available yet. Calculated gaseous
volume fraction at about mid-depth reach very high values (nearly
100%) as experimental measurements indicate maximum values of
60% at about 0.300 m beneath the free surface. We have to recall
that, at the present time there is no added mass term in the
momentum equation for the gas, and that inclusion of such a term
may change the results.

The calculations lead quite always to a regular final spheres
distribution for all FPZ tests while experimental results show central
and sidelong maxima (see Fig 8).

Fig 8:
0 5 10
Final spheres distribution
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The first recalculations of BILLEAU FPZ and DPZ test series gave quite satisfying results. The good
reproduction of experimental pour entrance conditions to set boundary conditions is obviously one of the most
important calculation parameter. We shall then go on with our study on both measurement analyses and
boundary condition effects. As two different release devices are used for cold and hot tests we shall as well try
to conduct a cold test with the hot tests release device. This could give useful information about entrance
conditions and their influence. Moreover we will be able to set some boundary conditions at an inner plane of
the calculation domain to model spheres entrance conditions. This will allow us to compute free surface
evolution thanks to the sky of vapor but without the uncertain calculation of free fall of the spheres through it
that causes early lateral spreading.

Brand new calculations of FPZ03 test7' with very accurate reproduction of entrance conditions and injection of
the spheres just above the free surface gave very satisfying results for front progression, lateral spreading and
global shape of the cloud (see Fig 9, Fig 10 and Fig 11).

02 0.3 0-4 0.5
Time alter water impact fst

Fig 9: Front progression,
FPZ03, standard mesh

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5@
Time after water impact (s)

Fig 10: lateral spreading,
FPZ03, standard mesh

.OOE+00
! 3.93E-02
I 7.B6E-02
; 1.186-01
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1.96E-01

j 2.36E-01
{ 275E-01
i 3.14E-01
I 3.54E-01
I 3.93E-01

4.32E-01
I 4.71E-01
i 5.11E-01
! 5.50E-01

4. Example of computation: FARO L14.

10

9 :

- — expement

- - - MC30lriphasic'withDje1=9.2cmandD=4mm

— MC30 Iriphasic' with 0jel=9.2cm and Cfcirjmm

— MC30 'preiradng'

— MC3D Irjphasic' wth Djel^O Jctn and D=10mm

1 2 3 4
time (s)

5 6

Fig 11: FPZ03, 0.350s (BILLEAU-left-) and 0.354s
(MCD3-right-) after water impact

FARO is an experiment pursued at ISPRA by the Joint
Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission
(see, for example, Magallon8') where corium-like is
poured into high pressure saturated water. Here is
presented recalculation of the test 14, where 125kg of
corium-like (mainly UO2) at roughly 3073K is poured,
in less than Is, into 0.798m3 of saturated water
(depth: 2.05m) at initial pressure of 5Mpa, after a free
fall into 1.05m of saturated steam (see detailed
description of the test section and results in
Magallon9'). We did not model the release vessel, but
used as a boundary condition the exit corium velocity
time variation, according to the suggestion of the JRC
team. We did several calculations, performing a
sensitivity analysis on some parameters of the model
(Crad, maximum allowed corium droplet diameter,
thresholds on volume fractions for flow patterns, Do)
or of some boundary conditions (initial corium
temperature, pouring duration and initial jet velocity,
initial diameter chosen at the same value as Do). It
appears clearly that the most sensitive parameter is the
choice of the initial droplet diameter (see Fig 12).

Fig 12: FARO test 14 by MC3D, Sensitivity to the initial
corium droplet diameter D and to the jet diameter Djet.
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Previous calculations10' also demonstrated that initial diameter of the corium flow (at constant mass flow rate,
constant inlet velocity and adapted inlet corium volume fraction) is very sensitive on the pressurization rate.
Present calculations were done with the true geometry i.e. djCt— 10 cm. This way of doing implies that the "jet"
spreading during the free fall in steam is well described, which is in fact not really sure when we compare to
the experiment.

In the reality, corium is poured as a continuous jet and not as identifiable droplets. Post-mortem debris analysis
indicates that the equivalent Sauter's diameter (same volume over surface ratio) of the fragmented corium is
roughly 2.4mm, and there was a non-fragmented conglomerate «cake» of 20kg. The underlying model of this
« triphasic » application requires identifiable droplets of initially known diameter. With a 4mm initial diameter,
the pressurization is too strong and too rapid and the Sauter's diameter is too high. A 10mm initial diameter is
needed to get an acceptable final pressure, but with a too slow pressurization and really too great Sauter's
diameter.

Conclusion
The first recalculations of BILLEAU FPZ and DPZ test series gave quite satisfying results. The good
reproduction of experimental pour entrance conditions to set boundary conditions is obviously one of the mot
important calculation parameter. An added mass term in the momentum equation for the gas would probably
improve the results.
On faro L14 experiment, where "true" corium is poured into 5Mpa saturated water, the pressurization rate and
the Sauter's diameter are very sensitive to the chosen initial diameter of the corium droplets. In the present
status of MC3D, acceptable pressurization rate, acceptable energy transferred to the coolant and acceptable
final Sauter's diameter cannot be simultaneously obtained. This may be explained by the fact that actually the
corium is initially as a jet with much greater volume to surface ratio and/or by underestimation of the film
boiling heat transfer. The description of the jet behavior and of its fragmentation seems to be a key point to well
predict the first phase of the Fuel-Coolant Interaction. This is the purpose of the 4-field « premixing »
application of MC3D (which will not be described here). For comparison, results of this application of MC3D,
with default values for any adjustable parameters in the models, has been added to Fig 12 (this application
provides a final Sauter's diameter of 2.8mm).
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NOMENCLATURE
A
A
B
b

cd
cP
Crad

D
e
g
H
HLV
h
K
k
Nu
On

interfacial area (usually).
used in Epstein-Hauser correlation
used in Epstein-Hauser correlation
used in the drags coefficients
drag coefficient
heat capacity at constant pressure
proportion of the radiative heat flux « absorbed » at the interface
diameter
internal energy
gravity acceleration
enthalpy
latent heat of evaporation
heat transfer coefficient
Momentum transfer function
conductivity
Nusselt number
Ohnesorge number
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P pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Q power transferred from a component to another
Re Reynolds number
S source term in interfacial area transport equation
T temperature
t time
V velocity
We Weber number
X,Y,Z coordinates

a volume fraction
( a without subscripts is the relative void fraction)

P used in Epstein-Hauser correlation
8 thermal boundary layer thickness
e emissivity
F mass transfer rate

(I dynamic viscosity
v kinematic viscosity

p
a

subscripts:
B
c
coal
D
f

f
ff
i
L
lim
sat
V

density (.mass per unit 01 volume;
surface tension

bubbles
convection
refer to the coalescence of corium droplets
corium droplets, corium
steam film (Epstein-Hauser correlation)
T f=(TD + T sa t)/2
limit of the film flow configuration
limit of the droplet flow configuration
refer to interface
liquid water
limit value
refer to saturation
steam
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ANNEX A: THE MC3D « TRIPHASIC » MODEL

MC3D is an Eulerian multi-component 3D compressible semi-implicit flow computer code.For the
triphasic application there is three components, three velocity fields and three temperatures: liquid water, steam
and corium.

A1. Balance equations
The masse balance equations (or continuity equations) are:

—(a vp v)+V.a vp vV v=rL V

The momentum equation are:

VLV=(VL + Vv)/2

^{aDPDVD) + V'(aDpDVD*VD) + aDVP+Pwlid = KDL(vL-VD)+ KDV(vv -VD

where P^IKI is the optional solid pressure term previously defined.

Up to now, we neglected the added mass term in the steam momentum equation. We plan to add it

The internal energy equations are:

with H'L = HL or H'L = HLwl depending on the definition used for rLv.

+QVI+TLVH'V~\t \ V r V V /

with Hf
v = Hv or Hv = HVwt depending on the definition used for FLV.

I fy c\ p \ -L 7̂ • IfY O P \/ I = /^ -4-V#fY 1/ O ^) O
-v V. £) r D D / \ Dr D D D I \ ~\ D D \ ^DL ^DV ^DI
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A2. Exchange laws.
Every physical exchange term is written under the form of a product of a transfer coefficient, an interfacial

area and a driving difference. To do so, it is necessary to describe the different flow patterns we are dealing
with. We distinguish three true flow patterns (continuum liquid with steam bubbles and corium droplets,
continuum steam with water and corium droplets, continuum corium with steam bubbles) plus transition zones
where numerical linkings insure continuity and derivability. These three main flow patterns depends only on
the volume fractions.

A.2.1 Heat transfer laws.
A.2.1.1. Film boiling flow configuration
In this configuration, continue liquid is assumed and the corium droplets are surrounded by a (thin) steam

film from which steam bubbles escape (the main quantity of steam is actually into the bubbles). This
configuration is assumed if the relative void fractionOt = OCV/((X v +CLL) if smaller than af , a user given

value (by default: ctf=0.3) and if the corium volume fraction is less than the coalescence threshold (by default:
0.7).

In this configuration, heat is transferred directly from the fuel to the liquid-steam interface in order to
produce steam, without heating the liquid. This QDi term is split into two terms:

- The first term is a forced convection film boiling term which is described by the Epstein-Hauser
correlation (Epstein11'):

= 2.5
Re*

A =
_Cpfmzx(\00,TD_Tsal)

- The second term is a radiative contribution: a fraction Crad (by default: Crad=0.1) of the radiative heat flux
is « absorbed » at the interface instead of going into the liquid. This contribution was evaluated from external
calculations involving radiative properties of UO2, steam and liquid water. We then have:

QDI=hAD(TD-TsJ + CmdQmil

with:

and

AD=6aD/DD

where the droplet diameter is given by the interfacial area transport equation.

Heat is also transferred directly by radiation from corium to liquid:
QDL=(l-Crad)Qrad

In this configuration, steam in the bubbles is considered as a transparent medium, and we neglect the small
quantity of steam into the film. So, QDV=0.
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Steam is supposed to be mainly in the bubbles. Its temperature is artificially driven toward saturation by a
high « numerical » heat transfer coefficient in Qvi-

The liquid-interface heat transfer is:
QLI = hc AB (TMt - TL)
for subcooled water with hc given by a convective heat transfer correlation of the type:

Nu = 2 + 0.6 Re£2Pif
and:

AB=6av/DB

where DB comes from a Weber criterion. For superheated water, the liquid temperature is artificially driven
toward saturation temperature by a rather high « numerical » heat transfer coefficient to avoid too large
superheat.

A.2.1.2. Water droplet flow configuration
In this configuration, steam is supposed to be continue and the liquid water is droplets. This configuration

is assumed if the relative void fraction is higher than ecu™ , a user given value (by default: alim =0.7) and if the
corium volume fraction is less than the coalescence threshold (by default: acoa,=0.7).

Film boiling heat transfer is here canceled.
The radiative heat transfers become (1 - Crad) Qrad p, or Crad Qrad Pi where pi is a weighting factor taking

into account the fact that this contribution must disappear when the liquid and the interface disappear, i.e.
when OL L —> 0 . Presently, pi is a spline decreasing to 0 with null derivative when OL L —> 0 . Actually, this

is not a satisfying solution and we intend to replace this spline by a geometrically designed function based on
simplified view factors. This would be particularly benefit for high corium volume fraction.

In this configuration, there is also a convective heat transfer from corium to steam which can be written as
QDV=hcAD{TD-Tv)

with hc given by a convective heat transfer correlation of the type:

K

and:

AD=6aD/DD

For the steam - interface heat transfer Qvi, we use the Ryley12' correlation:
Qv, = hAL(Tsa,-Tv)

hD,
Nu = - L

kv
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Dt arises from a Weber stability criteria based on a critical Weber number of typically 12.
AL is defined by:

AL=6aL/DL

If steam is sub-saturated, and artificial high « numerical » heat transfer coefficient is added to the true one to
avoid too large subsaturation.

For the liquid - interface heat transfer Qu . we chose a transient conduction estimation in the liquid droplets,
so

k
G — L A (T T \

with 8L = a DL is the thermal boundary layer thickness (by default, a=0.1)

For superheated water, the liquid temperature is artificially driven toward saturation temperature by a rather
high « numerical » heat transfer coefficient to avoid too large superheat.

A.2.1.3. Continuous corium flow configuration.
This configuration may occurs during the settling phase or into the degraded PWR core or the release

vessel of FARO, PREMIX, and so. Until now, we use the same laws, but we know we have to use a model based
on steam bubbles into a continuous corium or from the debris bed analysis.

A.2.2. Momentum exchange laws. These come from the work of Ishii and Mishima13'.

A.2.2.1. Corium-water exchange I
This term only exist in film boiling flow configuration, i.e. when a < af and we distinguish between two

flow patterns for the fuel:
- for dispersed fuel when aD < 0.3 :

KDL= 0.125 ADCdpL\VL-VD\

&/T2

1 + 1c.,=
a 18.6&

= (\-aD)225

- for a dense fuel configuration, where ocD > 0.4

_150aLa2
D^L 1.75aLao|Vl,-Vi;

A n , — — + •:

(l-aD)3L£ d-aD)3DD

- when 0.3 < aD < 0.4 linear interpolation is used.
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A.2.2.2. Corium-steam exchange (KDV)
This term does not exist in film boiling flow configuration, i.e. when a < af . We distinguish between

two flow patterns for the fuel:

- for dispersed fuel when aD < 0.3 :

Jg(PD-py)f2DD

18.6b

- for the dense fuel configuration, the same formula as for KDL is used with the subscript L replaced by the
subscript V.

A.2.2.3. Corium-steam exchange (KLV)
Again we distinguish between film boiling configuration ( a < af ) and droplet configuration ( a >

aff ) :
- for the film boiling configuration, ( a < af ) :

KLV=0A25ABCdpLVv-VL

s~> 2DD 1 +(17.66)^

18.66

aL +av

- for the droplet flow configuration, ( a > a^ ) :

KLV=0A25ALCdPv\Vv-VL\

aL I 3 I 18.66

a,

-for af < a < aff , the film boiling drag drops to zero when (X

drops to zero when CC —•» a f .

^ and the droplet flow drag
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Discussion

Fletcher

Can you explain how your calculation performs so well in terms of lack of numerical

diffusion and strong formation of "wings" with only a hybrid scheme?

Berthoud

You have to go into the details of the coding of a given numerical scheme.

Theofanous

I suppose that the calculation exaggerates gas hold-up in mixing zone.

Berthoud

Yes, due to the wall effect of the test section. It was more a comment than a question.

I fully agree.

Sehgal

Do you have any plans for increasing the number of spheres in the hot tests? I believe the

number used currently is too small.

Bcrthoud

No, the experimental program is over now. But we may easily perform some cold tests

with larger columns.
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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of the SIMMER-III code is to provide a numerical simulation of
complex multiphase, multicomponent flow problems essential to investigate core disruptive
accidents in liquid-metal fast reactors (LMFRs). However, the code is designed to be
sufficiently flexible to be applied to a variety of multiphase flows, in addition to LMFR safety
issues. In the present study, some typical experiments relating to fuel-coolant interactions
(FCIs) have been analyzed by SIMMER-III to demonstrate that the code is applicable to such
complex and highly transient multiphase flow situations. It is shown that SIMMER-III can
reproduce the premixing phase both in water and sodium systems as well as the propagation of
steam explosion. It is thus demonstrated the code is basically capable of simulating integral
multiphase thermal-hydraulic problems included in FCI experiments.

Keywords: Liquid-Metal Fast Reactor, Core Disruptive Accident, Safety Analysis Code,
SIMMER-III, Premixing, Propagation of steam explosion, THINA, FARO, KROTOS

1. INTRODUCTION

It is believed that the numerical simulation of complex multiphase, multicomponent flow
situations in a reactor core is essential to investigate core disruptive accidents (CDAs) in liquid-
metal fast reactors (LMFRs). The mechanistic assessment of CDAs is possible using
advanced computational technologies implemented in an LMFR safety analysis code,
SIMMER-III ". The development of SIMMER-III began in the late 1980s at the Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), initially in collaboration with the
Los Alamos National Laboratory, based on technologies developed in the former codes,
SIMMER-II2) and AFDM3). The purpose of SIMMER-III is to alleviate many of limitations
of the previous SIMMER-II code and thereby to provide an advanced tool for more reliable
analysis of CDAs. SIMMER-III is a two-dimensional, three-velocity-field, multiphase,
multicomponent, Eulerian. fluid-dynamics computer code coupled with a space- and energy-
dependent neutron kinetics model 4). A generalized modeling of heat- and mass-transfer
phenomena in a multicomponent system is a unique and salient feature of SIMMER-III. The
fluid-dynamic system code has been completed, and the assessment program is underway in
collaboration with Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), Germany, and Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique (CEA), France 5' 6). The code has also reached the milestone that
integrated code application can be initiated.

In the present study, some typical experiments relating to fuel-coolant interactions (FCIs)
have been analyzed by SIMMER-III to demonstrate that the code is applicable to such complex
and highly transient multiphase flow situations. The experiments analyzed include: the
THINA test series at FZK/ 8 '9), the FARO-LWR L06 test, formerly called Scoping Test l0),
and KROTOS 28 ' " at JRC Ispra. These experiments cover both sodium and water systems
and premixing and propagation phases of an FCI. The former studies have been analytically
investigated, using integral multiphase, multicomponent computer codes: THINA analysis
using AFDM l2), a prototype code to test a three-velocity-field approach used in SIMMER-III;
FARO-LWR L06 analysis using the premixing phase codes, MC3D n ) , PM-ALPHA l4> and
THIRMAL-1 l5); and KROTOS 28 analysis using the propagation code ESPROSE l6).
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In this paper, physical models and methods of SIMMER-III are concisely described with
emphasis on the main features of advanced technologies for the FCI analysis and then the
results of experimental analyses performed are discussed to demonstrate the applicability of
SIMMER-III to integral multiphase thermal-hydraulic simulations.

2. PHYSICAL MODELS AND METHODS OF SIMMER-III

2. 1 Fluid-dynamics algorithm

The basic geometric structure of SIMMER-III is a two-dimensional R-Z system, although
optionally an X-Z or one-dimensional system can also be used for various fluid-dynamics
calculations. The code models three velocity fields (two for liquids and one for vapor) to
simulate relative motions of different fluid components. This allows us to adequately simulate
the inter-penetration of melt into coolant. The three-velocity-field formulation of fluid
convection in SIMMER-III is based on AFDM m . The list of the liquid- and vapor-field
components used in the present FCI simulations is shown in Table 2-1. The fuel and steel
components are assigned to the two material components which comprise the molten mixture.
The assignment of fluid components to the three velocity fields is also shown in Table 2-1.
The present selection is made such that the relative motion of molten mixture with coolant can
be simulated. The densities of solid particles (L4 and L5 in Table 2-1) are normally close to
those of the melt liquid phases and hence the solid particles are assigned to the same velocity
fields as the melt liquid phases rather than the liquid coolant. The vapor species are assumed
to be completely mixed and a single energy is assigned to the vapor field. In this case mass
and energy conservation equations are solved for nine density components and six energy
components, respectively, in order to model complex flow situations during FCIs. The
following conservation equations involving fluid mass, momentum and internal energy are
solved:

q,- vq)- VMq
m e q

dt

~PM

q') Vq + H(— FQq') Vq<\, and (2)

m e M
V-(pmemvq)+p dt

Kq.q( vq - vq.)• (vq - vq,q) - VMq• (vq - vGL)
q,q

Qvc(rvc) + QliT(h,a,AT). (3)

The overall fluid-dynamics solution algorithm is based on a time-factorization approach
developed for AFDM17), in which intra-cell interfacial area source terms, heat and mass transfer,
and momentum exchange functions are determined separately from inter-cell fluid convection.
A semi-implicit procedure is used for the inter-cell solution. A higher-order differencing
scheme is also implemented to improve the resolution of fluid interfaces by minimizing
numerical diffusion.

2. 2 Equations of state (EOS) model

An EOS model is required to close and complete the fluid-dynamic conservation
equations. Moreover it is crucial from the viewpoints of numerical accuracy and stability, and
computing efficiency. Especially, the accuracy in EOSs plays an important role in FCI
simulations, since the coolant temperature varies significantly. Thermodynamically consistent
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formulation and appropriate treatment of the critical point are required. Stability of
vaporization/condensation calculations is also sensitive to EOS consistency and accuracy. An
improved analytic EOS model using flexible thermodynamic functions has been developed for
SIMMER-IIIl8), which treats the basic reactor-core materials: mixed-oxide fuel, steel, sodium,
control (B4C) and fission gas. These materials are assumed to be immiscible, such that a
unique EOS for each material can be defined. The present SIMMER-III EOS model has
adequate accuracy at high temperature and high pressure and consistently satisfies basic
thermodynamic relationships over a wide temperature range without deterioration of the
computing efficiency.

The functions use polynomial equations for the liquid and solid phases and a modified
Redlich-Kwong (MRK) equation for the vapor phase l9). The MRK EOS has the form:

= RMTG a{TG)
PGm . . / \ ' v v

VGm ~ aG\,M VGm\ VGm + a )

where

/ T \aa4.M
TG< TCruM, and

IG ^ lcn,Mi

and aci.M, «G2.«. aGXM, and amM are the EOS parameters. The above equation is similar
to the van der Waals equation, but it can be made reasonably accurate especially at high
temperatures. Temperature and pressure dependent liquid specific volumes are modeled so as
to represent single-phase cells appropriately. The EOS functions were fitted using the most
up-to-date and reliable data sources available for UO2, steel, sodium, and water20'2 •22). For
the other materials such as alumina (A12O3) and the molten mixture of UO2 and ZrO2 required in
FCI simulations, a simplified analytic EOS model was used, which is similar to that adopted in
AFDM21). This is not only because insufficient property data are available for these materials,
but also because properties only over a narrow temperature range are sufficient in some of the
problems.

2. 3 Flow regime and interfacial area models

In the present FCI simulations, the binary contact areas must be determined to obtain the
mass, momentum, and energy transfer terms for 15 contact interfaces among the six fluid
components shown in Table 2-1. Such binary contact areas are determined based on the
convectible interfacial areas and a flow regime which describes the geometry of the multiphase
flow.

During an FCI process, a multi-phase flow state may change from single phase (liquid) to
a high void fraction regime. In SIMMER-III, multiple flow regimes are modeled for both
pool flow, in which the effect of the structure is negligible, and channel flow, which is
confined by structure24'. As indicated in Fig. 2-1, bubbly, dispersed and in-between
transition regimes are modeled for the pool flow. The upper limit of the bubbly regime and
the lower limit of the dispersed regime are defined by user-specified void fractions, aB and
aD, respectively, the typical values being 0.3 and 0.7. In the SIMMER-III flow-regime
modeling, it is generally assumed that a cell consists of two local regions: a bubbly and a
dispersed region. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2-2. In Fig. 2-1, the transition
regime is defined as a combination of the two regions, which always have the void fractions
aB and aD. This means that the transition regime, more commonly called a churn-turbulent
flow regime, is defined non-mechanistically as a kind of interpolated flow regime. However,
this treatment is advantageous because the flow characteristics can be determined continuously
over the entire void fraction range, without abrupt change upon flow-regime transition.
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Asimilar flow regime model is provided for the mixing of two liquid components, such
as the melt and coolant, in the bubbly flow region where the liquid components form the
continuous phase. In this model, the radius of the dispersed droplet in the continuous liquid is
determined using the interfacial area convection model, described below, based on the relative
velocity between the two liquid components and the acceleration of the droplet. Although it is
difficult for Eulerian computer codes to simulate the breakup of the jet and/or lump of melt
penetrating into a coolant, these models enable SIMMER-III to calculate the interfacial area
between the two liquid components with physical rationale.

The interfacial area convection model improves the flexibility of SIMMER-III by tracing
transport and history of interfaces, and thereby better represents physical phenomena. Ishii2 '
proposed a convection equation for the interfacial areas per unit volume in a general form:

?Af.*, ( 5 )

where AM is the interfacial area of component M per unit volume and SM k denotes the source
terms of the interfacial area. A total of nine interfacial areas associated to moving energy
components are presently convected. These are: the surface areas of real liquids (fuel, steel
and coolant) in the bubbly flow region; the surface areas of real liquids in the dispersed flow
region; the surface areas of fuel and steel particles; and the surface area of bubbles in the bubbly
flow region. The changes of interfacial areas due to processes of fragmentation, flashing,
turbulence-driven breakup, coalescence, and droplet or bubble production are treated as "source
terms" in the interfacial area convection equation. The source term treatment in the interfacial
area convection equation better represents the physical phenomena relevant to the change of
interfacial areas. The modeling of the source terms is presently based on the AFDM approach
26) except for that of the droplet fragmentation. The present SIMMER-III models only a
hydrodynamically-induced process as the fragmentation mechanism.

The source term of the hydrodynamic fragmentation is modeled by the following simple
linear correlation assuming that the change of interfacial area in time interval rd is equal to the
average change of interfacial area:

S,= A<*~AJ, (6)

where the equilibrium interfacial area Aj is related through the equilibrium radius re
d and the

volume fraction ad of droplets:

'd

The equilibrium radius is assumed to be the maximum stable size of droplet governed by the
hydrodynamic stability criterion related to a critical Weber number:

e _ WeCr,o
r ~ (8)

where Av is defined as an instantaneous relative velocity difference between continuous and
dispersed phases, and pc is the continuous-phase density . A constant value of 12 is simply
used for WeCrl, although strictly this is the value for suddenly induced relative velocity.
Since Eq. (6) is used to calculate the source terms of the droplet fragmentation in the vapor-
continuous (dispersed flow) and liquid-continuous (bubbly flow) regions, the surface tension
of droplets a in Eq. (8) is calculated by

O = Od, for the dispersed flow region, and (9a)

O = Od + Oc - 2( OdOc)
 1/2, for the bubbly flow region, (9b)

where oc and od is the surface tension of the continuous and dispersed liquids, respectively,
in contact with a third gas or vapor phase. Equation (9b) is used to evaluate an interfacial
tension between two immiscible liquid phases, although this relation is strictly appropriate to
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nonpolar materials 27). The dimensional time scale of the fragmentation process is often
correlated to a dimensionless time of droplet breakup by Rayleigh-Taylor or Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability:

. Ave05

h=—~ T d , (10)
l r d

where e is the density ratio of the continuous-dispersed phases. Simpkins and Bales 28) fitted
gas-liquid data for complete droplet fragmentation of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability by the
following functional form of the dimensionless time in terms of the instantaneous Bond
number:

02\ (11)

For liquid-liquid system, Yuen et al. 29) correlated the dimensionless time based on the
experimental data in the mercury/water system by

l ° 2 S . (12)
Although the coefficient in the above functional form may take different values depending on
the definition of the end of the breakup process, these correlations predict that the breakup time
in liquid-liquid systems is smaller than that in gas-liquid systems for the same Weber number if
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability mechanism dominates the fragmentation process, as explained
by Fletcher and Anderson 30), and Kolev 31). In SIMMER-III, Eqs. (11) and (12) are applied
to the droplet fragmentation in the dispersed (vapor-continuous) and bubbly (liquid-continuous)
flow regions, respectively. A similar approach using the different breakup times between
liquid-liquid and gas-liquid systems was applied to the three-velocity-field code IVA3, which
solves particle-number-density equations instead of IFA convection equations 32).

2. 4 Heat-transfer coefficient model

The heat-transfer coefficients (HTCs) between fluids are required to perform the heat-
and mass-transfer calculations. In general, the definition of the coefficients corresponds to the
heat transfer resistance between the bulk and the interface temperatures. For the conductive
heat transfer processes in solid particles and liquid droplets, HTCs are simply calculated using
thermal conductivity and heat-transfer length assuming steady-state temperature profiles. The
convective heat transfer in continuous fluids is modeled based on the Nusselt number empirical
correlations. The treatment of film-boiling heat transfer is an important feature of this model
for FCI simulations. A criterion for minimum film boiling temperature (MFBT) was
developed based on sodium and water data 33>:

yNucATSub
- L,\lm- Isar) + 2rd , (13)

+ Nu]
where C is an empirical constant. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (13) describes
the MFBT in a liquid at its saturation temperature, while the second term represents a correction
for the dependence of the MFBT on coolant subcooling. In the event of film boiling, a HTC
for coolant and melt contact is calculated from a semi-empirical correlation which describes
conduction and radiation heat transfer across a vapor film surrounding a hot droplet in a
continuous-phase coolant liquid.

2. 5 Heat and mass transfer model

After the interfacial areas and heat-transfer coefficients are obtained, the conservation
equations without convection are solved for intra-cell heat and mass transfer in two steps. The
first step calculates the phase transition processes occurring at interfaces, described by a non-
equilibrium heat-transfer-limited model. This is a non-equilibrium process because the bulk
temperature does not generally satisfy the phase-transition condition when the mass transfer
occurs at the interface. The second step of mass and energy transfer is through equilibrium
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process occurring when the bulk temperature satisfies the phase-transition condition: four
equilibrium M/F transfers are performed to eliminate subcooled fuel/steel liquids or metastable
solids as a result of heat transfer.

The basic concept of the non-equilibrium mass transfer model is described using Fig. 2-5,
in which a binary contact interface of the energy components A and B is shown. This is a
heat-transfer-limited process where the phase-transition rate is determined from energy balance
at the interface. The heat transfer rates from the interface are:

qA,B = aA,BhA,B(TAB- TA) in component A, and (14)

qB,A = aA,BhB.A{T'AB - TB) in component B. (15)

The net energy transfer rate from the interface is defined as:

If the net heat flow, qAB, is zero sensible heat is exchanged without phase transition. If qAB
is positive, namely the energy loss at the interface, either a liquid component freezes or a vapor
component condenses. Then the mass transfer rate for this case is determined from:

FA B = '— if the component formed by the phase transition is B, or (17)
lA ~ lB

I

FA c = :—- if component C formed by the phase transition is neither A nor B. (18)
lA - lC

If qAB is negative, on the other hand, namely the energy gain at the interface, either a solid
component melts or a liquid component vaporizes. Then the mass transfer rate for this case is
determined from:

FB A = ——— if the component formed by the phase transition is A, or (19)

/

FB D = ——— if component D formed by the phase transition is neither A nor B. (20)
iD - is

In the above four equations, the heat of phase transition (the effective latent heat) is defined as
the difference between the enthalpy at the interface and the bulk enthalpy of a component
undergoing a phase-transition process. At 15 interfaces, the non-equilibrium mass-transfer
processes are treated in consideration of their importance in and effects on FCIs, including 18
vaporization/condensation (V/C) paths and 6 melting/freezing (M/F) paths. These are shown
in Table 2-2. Typical mass-transfer paths are indicated in Fig. 2-3 among a vapor mixture and
three liquid components, and in Fig. 2-4 for binary contacts with a fuel droplet. It is noted
that in the V/C transfers, as indicated in Fig. 2-3, condensation processes of fuel, steel or
coolant vapor on other colder liquids or particles are included to avoid a problem of nonphysical
presence of subcooled vapor. In the V/C heat- and mass-transfer calculation, the energy- and
mass-conservation equations are tightly coupled with the EOS and are solved iteratively because
of strong non-linearity in V/C processes and a probable large change in the vapor
thermodynamic state.

3. STATUS OF CODE ASSESSMENT

A comprehensive and systematic assessment program of the code is being conducted at
PNC in collaboration with FZK and CEA, in the following two steps: Phase 1 for fundamental
or separate-effect code assessment of individual models; and Phase 2 for integral code
assessment for key physical phenomena relevant to LMFR safety. The Phase 1 assessment
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has been completed5l 6) and Phase 2 is in progress. In the Phase 1 assessment, a total of 34
test problems were studied in five categories: fluid convection algorithm, interfacial area and
momentum exchange functions, heat transfer, M/F and V/C. These include: single- and multi-
phase flow benchmark problems, small-scale experiments with reactor and simulant materials,
and comparison with known physics. Through systematic code assessment, SIMMER-III has
proved to be basically valid both numerically and physically with significantly enhanced
applicability and flexibility over the previous codes. The study at the same time has identified
the limitations and the problem areas on which future study should focus 5). Meanwhile,
integral calculations with SIMMER-III have been initiated for the Phase 2 assessment and
reactor application. To date, the SCARABEE BF2 test34 35) which realized a boiling pool
with actual core materials under nuclear heating has been successfully analyzed by SIMMER-III
36). This experimental analysis has demonstrated that the advanced features of the physical
modeling in SIMMER-III can reasonably simulate complex interacting phenomena. The
experience and knowledge from the Phase-2 assessment study is being extensively applied to
the SIMMER-III analyses of key phenomena in CDAs in LMFR ?7>.

4. APPLICATIONS TO FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS

4. 1 THINA

THINA was a series of out-of-pile experiments conducted at FZK, in which a thermite
mixture of molten alumina and iron was injected into a sodium pool from the bottom 7' 8 '9).
The main objective of these experiments was to investigate the phenomenology and physics of
thermal and hydraulic interactions between melt and sodium. TheTH564 and TH562 tests,
performed with predominantly iron- and alumina-rich thermite, respectively, were selected for
SIMMER-III simulation. A summary of test conditions is presented in Table 4-1. In
SIMMER-III calculations, the experimental conditions were simulated by four material
components (alumina, iron, sodium and argon) and three-velocity fields (thermite mixture,
sodium and vapor mixture). As shown in Fig. 4-1 a five-meter-high cylindrical vessel of 30
cm inner diameter was modeled by a two-dimensional geometry with 6 radial and 30 axial
computational cells. The lower part of the vessel was initially filled with liquid sodium above
which argon gas covers an expansion space at 0.11 MPa. The thermite injection was
simulated by driving the thermite mixture containing a small portion of non-condensable gas
through a 67 cm long tube of 3 cm diameter using a pressure boundary condition of 2.5 MPa.
The presence of non-condensable gas was experimentally evident, but its amount was unknown.
A total amount and rate of molten mass injected were adjusted by an orifice at the tube exit over
the injection period consistent with experimental data. The throttle plate in the pool was
appropriately modeled by setting its pressure drop corresponding to the reduction of the open
cross section to 33% and restricting radial fluid movement. The problem was initialized by
allowing steady-state hydrostatic gradients in the vessel to form for a period of 2.0 s before
injection of the thermite mixture.

In theTH564 test, the iron-rich thermite mixture was composed of 1.3 kg alumina and
4.2 kg iron of almost equal volumes. Figure 4-2 indicates that SIMMER-III reasonably
reproduced the pressure histories of TH564 measured at both the bottom part of the sodium
pool (z = 0.1 m) and the cover gas (z = 4 m). The TH564 test was calculated assuming that
13 % volume fraction of non-condensable gas is contained homogeneously in the thermite
mixture. It was found that non-condensable gas influences thermal interactions in the sodium
pool, especially the collapse behavior of the two-phase region, and that the collapse pressure
peaks in the sodium pool are well simulated at about 0.6 s and 0.73 s using this amount of gas.
Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show calculated results of temperatures in the sodium pool and mean cross
sectional void fractions at the different axial levels, respectively, in comparison with
experimental data. In Fig. 4-5, the upper-bound development of the two-phase region in the
sodium pool is compared between the experiment and the calculation, in which the bounds are
determined by calculated void fractions of 1% and 10%. It is seen from these figures that
SIMMER-III underestimates the axial expansion of the two-phase region. One of the reasons
for the underestimation of the axial expansion might that the non-condensable gas was
separated from the melt initially in the experiment, which was not represented by the present
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analysis. The early gas injection and the resultant voiding should then promote the subsequent
injection of the melt into the sodium pool. The time dependent increase of the mechanical
energy was calculated by

= f
Jl-0

Emech{t)=\ P]dV, (21)

where /?, is the pressure history at z = 0.1 m, and dV is the change in the two-phase volume.
The history of the mechanical energy release shown in Fig. 4-6 was calculated using Eq. (21)
in comparison with the experimental result. SIMMER-III fairly well reproduces the
experimental mechanical energy release, and hence the conversion of thermal into mechanical
energy, which is non-energetic. This means that the present calculation reasonably simulates
the overall thermal interaction characteristics between sodium and melt, which are represented
by the sodium vapor production and the two-phase pressure evolution.

A calculation of TH564 was repeated using the two-velocity fields with no inter-phasic
velocity difference between sodium and melt. Figure 4-7 shows the comparison of pressure
histories between the two-velocity field calculation and the experiment. The two-velocity field
calculation underestimates the evolution of two-phase pressure near the end of injection. This
underestimation leads to the lower mechanical energy release than the experimental result as
indicated in Fig. 4-8. These results suggest that it is essential to simulate appropriately the
inter-penetration of melt into sodium and the resultant fragmentation of droplets in the dispersed
flow region, since these are not taken into account in the two-velocity field calculation because
there is no inter-phasic velocity difference between sodium and melt.

TheTH562 test, in which an alumina-rich thermite mixture was used, was also simulated
to confirm the applicability of SIMMER-III to the different melt composition. The melt
injected was composed of 3.1 kg alumina and 1 kg iron, while about 90 % of the melt volume
was occupied by alumina. We calculated this test using a thermite mixture containing 25 %
volume fraction of non-condensable gas so as to reasonably reproduce the collapse behavior of
the two-phase region. This larger portion of gas contained in the melt is consistent with the
experimental fact that there was a short delay in the sodium pressure rise 9). Figure 4-9
indicates that SIMMER-III reasonably simulates the pressure history of TH562 in the bottom
part of the sodium pool, while the cover gas pressure is slightly overestimated in its peak
compared with the experimental result. This overestimation results in less of a decrease of
mechanical energy in the later transient as indicated in Fig. 4-10. However, the present result
means that SIMMER-III reproduces the experimental fact that the different conversion ratios
(ratio of mechanical energy release to initial thermal energy of the melt) were obtained between
the different melt compositions: the ratio was higher in the case when mainly iron was injected.

As discussed by Huber et al.9), THINA experimental conditions with the large sodium
subcooling did not exceed a MFBT criterion derived by Zimmer et al. m This means that a
large-scale premixing accompanied by stable film boiling did not occur, and consequently direct
liquid-liquid contact dominates the heat transfer from melt to sodium with incoherent boiling in
the early transient. We confirmed that our MFBT criterion, Eq. (13), is very close to the
relation by Zimmer et at. and hence thermal interactions experimentally observed should be well
represented by the present analyses.

4. 2 FARO

For a second application of SIMMER-III, one of the FARO-LWR tests, the L06
experiment10', was selected. The aim of these experiments was to investigate phenomena
related to the mixing and quenching of LWR reactor-typical melts in water. The L06
experiment involves the gravity pouring of 18 kg of UO2/ZrO2 melt at 2923 K into the water
pool of 0.87 m deep at 5 MPa. The experimental parameters are summarized in Table 4-1.
In SIMMER-III calculations, the experimental conditions were simulated by three material
components (melt, water and argon) and three-velocity fields (melt, water and vapor mixture).
As shown in Fig. 4-11, a 3.6 m high cylindrical vessel of 47 cm inner diameter was modeled
by a two-dimensional geometry with 5 radial and 60 axial computational cells. The
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calculations were performed for processes starting from melt release to melt contact with
coolant, melt inter-penetration and interaction with coolant. A mechanistic jet breakup model
is not included in SIMMER-III, which may be essential to reproduce the mixing behavior of
melt and water. In the SIMMER-III calculation the breakup of the released melt stream, which
was initially specified as a continuous phase, was simulated by flow regime changes: from
bubbly to dispersed flow region or from continuous to dispersed liquid phase in the bubbly
flow region. Melt droplets frozen in the pool were assumed to be solid particles of 4.5 mm
diameter. This representative particle size was taken from the measured mean particle diameter
of fragmented debris '0>.

Figure 4-12 shows the comparison of calculated vessel pressure increase and its rate
with the experiment data. In the calculation the melt release rate was adjusted so as to
reproduce the melt delivery time for a total release of the melt, the onset time of the melt/water
contact (MWC in Fig. 4-12), and the time when all the melt entered into water (AMIW in Fig.
4-12), experimentally observed. Before MWC a pressure increase of about 0.4 MPa
measured was considered to be due to flashing water to steam and heat transfer from the falling
melt by conduction and radiation l0> a l 4 ) . SIMMER-III does not model the radiative heating
and therefore underestimates the pressure increase before MWC as indicated Fig. 4-12. In the
calculations, the MFBT criterion, Eq. (13), predicted the occurrence of film boiling upon the
melt and water contact and this appropriately restricted the vessel pressure increase after MWC.
A calculation, however, showed that as the solid particles were formed the pressure increase
was overestimated since film-boiling treatment on the solid particles is not modeled by
SIMMER-III. To compensate this model limitation the calculated results presented here were
obtained by reducing the particle-side heat transfer rate by 50 %. Figure 4-12 indicates that a
negative slope of the pressure increase rate just after MWC was reproduced by the code. This
is consistent with die experimental explanation that the steam produced by melt-water
interactions was colder than the steam in the cover gas region which was heated up by the
falling meltl0). Distributions of the melt and water volume fractions are shown in Fig. 4-13 at
selected times in the calculation. Despite the discrepancy, as indicated in Fig. 4-12, due
mainly to modeling limitations, the vessel pressure increase and the behavior of melt penetration
into coolant were well simulated by SIMMER-III. No violent interaction was predicted during
the premixing phase, with limited radial spreading (and hence the mixing) of the melt and local
coolant voiding in the mixing zone.

4. 3 KROTOS

Finally the KROTOS 28 test performed at JRC Ispra '"was simulated by SIMMER-III.
The objective of the test was to investigate the propagation phase of a steam explosion in an
alumina melt/water mixture, triggered by pressurized gas. The mixture was well established
by releasing 1.45 kg of alumina melt at 2673 K into a vertical tube initially filled with 7.2 kg of
water at 360 K, up to a height of 112 cm. The experimental parameters are summarized in
Table 4-1. In the SIMMER-III calculation, the experimental conditions were simulated by
three material components (alumina, water and argon) and three-velocity fields (melt, water and
vapor mixture). As shown in Fig. 4-14 a two meter high test tube of 9.5 cm inner diameter
was modeled by a one-dimensional geometry with 21 axial computational cells. It was
assumed that the tube up to a height of 114 cm, which was swollen by 2 cm from the initial
level, was filled with the mixture of molten alumina, water, and steam with volume fractions of
0.08, 0.88, and 0.04, respectively. This pre-mixture composition was taken from an
experimental estimation based on the assumption of a one-dimensional homogeneous mixture at
the instant of triggering after the melt reached the bottom of the tube " \ Sizes of melt droplets
and bubbles in the pre-mixture are experimentally unknown as well as the axial composition of
pre-mixture at the instant of triggering. The present result was obtained by specifying initial
sizes of melt droplets and bubbles with variations in diameter from 2 cm to 0.2 mm toward the
bottom of the tube. While this specification is rather arbitrary, these larger sizes are consistent
with an assumption of a coarsely pre-mixed melt/water at the instant of triggering. The
SIMMER-III calculation started from the triggering of the explosion in the pre-mixture using a
release of argon gas pressurized to 8.5 MPa from the bottom.
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In the calculation, the film-boiling heat transfer is initially established between melt and
water according to the MFBT criterion, Eq. (13). After the triggering this is changed into a
heat transfer mode with direct melt-water contact, as the pressure wave passed along the tube.
The liquid-liquid contact initiates rapid water vaporization and the resultant pressure buildup
accelerates the pre-mixture of melt, water and vapor, generating a large inter-phasic velocity
difference. This leads to the hydrodynamic fragmentation of the melt droplets and further
promotes the melt-to-water heat transfer, which then enhances pressure-wave propagation and
escalation along the tube. A SIMMER-III result is given in comparison with the experimental
data in Fig. 4-15 in which the zero time corresponds to the instant of triggering. This figure
shows the leading edge of the pressure pluses in the five positions along the tube, which are
shown in Fig. 4-14. Note that pressure measurements were cut-off at 50 MPa in the
experiment. It is seen from this figure that SIMMER-III is able to predict the rapid pressure-
wave propagation and escalation along the tube as experimentally observed. In addition,
although the pressure comparison is only qualitative, SIMMER-III reproduces the high
pressures over 50 MPa and an average velocity of the pressure-wave propagation of about 630
m/s which is comparable with an experimental value of 650 m/s.

It must be noted, however, that the calculated behavior of pressure propagation and
escalation is rather sensitive to the models and assumptions on melt fragmentation, melt-to-
coolant heat transfer, and coolant vaporization and condensation. Although the non-
equilibrium V/C model in SIMMER-III appropriately describes rapid vaporization at the melt-
water interface, the effect of the local heatup of water in the vicinity of melt is not suitably
modeled. This modeling limitation tends to overestimate steam condensation, since only the
bulk water temperature is defined. In the present simulation of KROTOS 28, the steam
condensation was effectively reduced by adjusting the minimum bubble size. Nevertheless it
is still encouraging that SIMMER-III, not developed for dedicated FCI analyses, is capable of
describing an overall propagation process involved in vapor explosions.

5. CONCLUSION

The present study has revealed that SIMMER-III is basically applicable to integral
multiphase thermal hydraulic problems including highly transient FCI experiments, although
the code is not originally intended for dedicated analysis of FCIs. Despite lacking some of the
important microphysical modeling involved in explosive interactions, it is very encouraging that
the code can reproduce the premixing both in water and sodium systems and the propagation of
steam explosion. In particular the present study has validated the code capability of simulating
FCIs in an LMFR, which are generally considered to be non-energetic. An extensive code
validation and improvement program is underway for integral code assessment for key physical
phenomena relevant to LMFR safety in cooperation with FZK and CEA. The future research
with SIMMER-III should significantly improve the reliability and accuracy of LMFR safety
analyses.
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NOMENCLATURE

o binary-contact area per unit volume h heat-transfer coefficient

A. convectible interfacial area per unit volume H(x) Heaviside unit function

Bo instantaneous Bond number (= j$ CD We) i enthalpy

CD drag coefficient ^ inter-field momentum exchange function

e specific internal energy ^Ur r a d ' a t ' v e Nusselt number across the vapor film

g gravitational acceleration ^M < ' i e a t transfer Nusselt number in the coolant
p pressure
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q heat transfer rate

QMF rate of energy interchange due to
melting/freezing

Qvc rate of energy interchange due to
vaporization/condensation

QHT rate of energy interchange due to heat transfer
r radius
RM specific gas constant of material M
5 interfacial area source term
t time
T temperature
Tcn.M Critical temperature of material M
Tm maximum superheat temperature
Tsai saturation temperature
V velocity
VM virtual mass

We Weber number (= A 2 y l v 2
}

Greek letters

6 volume fraction
CCB maximum void fraction for bubbly flow
0CD maximum void fraction for dispersed flow

V ratio of liquid/vapor coolant thermal
conductivities

omi> minimum vapor film thickness

p macroscopic density
V specific volume
A T temperature difference between components

im minimum temperature difference to be
sustained across a vapor film

I sub coolant subcooling
P mass-transfer rate per unit volume
*m total mass-transfer rate per unit volume from

component m
*,,,f mass-transfer rate from q to q'

* MF melting or freezing rate for mass interchange

*vc vaporization or condensation rate for mass
interchange

O surface tension of droplet

Subscripts and superscripts
d droplet
e equilibrium quantity
G gas/vapor mixture
/ interfacial quantity
GL terms existing at interfaces between vapor and

an averaged liquid velocity
M energy component
m density component
q, q1 velocity fields

cf( terms existing at interfaces between velocity
field q and q'
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Table 2-1. SIMMER-III components used in FCI simulations.

Fluid

LI

L2

L3

L4

L5

G

Components

Liquid Fuel

Liquid Steel

Liquid Coolant

Fuel Particles

Steel Particles

Vapor mixture

Velocity Fields

qi

ql

q2

qi

qi

q3

Vapor Components

G1 Fuel Vapor

G2 Steel Vapor

G3 Coolant Vapor

G4 Non-condensable Gas

(All vapor components have the same temperature and assigned to the velocity field q.3)

Table 2-2. Non-equilibrium mass transfer processes
used in FCI simulations.

ID

II

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

110

112

114

Interface

Ll/G

L2/G

L3/G

L4/G

L5/G

LI/L2

LI/L3

LI/L4

LI/L5

L2/L3

L2/L5

Process

• Condense G1

•Vaporize LI

•Condensed and G2

• Vaporize L2

• Condense Gl , G2, and G3

• Vaporize L3

• Condense Gl , G2, and G3

• Condense Gl , G2, and G3

• Vaporize L2

• Vaporize L3

• Form L4

•MeltL4

• Form L4

•MellL5

• Vaporize L3

• FormL5

•MeltL5

Mass

pit
1 C.U
pit
1 Lt.C

* C. Lm

rl2
1 L2.C

r"
1 G.Lm
1 LXC

r"
1 C.Lm
r'c.Lm

r"
* u.cp/d
* LVC

•• Lt.LA

1 L4.il

I^Lt.LA

p/IO
' Li.L2

p/14
' 1.2. Li
p/14
* Li.Ll

transfer rate

(m = 1 and 2)

(m = 1,2, and 3)

(m «= 1 ,2 , and 3)

( m = 1, 2, and 3)

Table 4-1. Summary of experimental parameters.

Melt Composition

Mass (kg)

Temperature (K)

Driving force

Injection period (ms)

Coolant Composition

Mass (kg)

Depth (m)

Temperature (K)

Subcooling (K)

Pool diameter (m)

Cover gas pressure (MPa)

Volume (m1)

External trigger

THINA
564 562

24w/o A12O, 76w/o A1,O, +
+ 76w/o Fe 24w/o Fe

5.5 4.1

3270

2.5 MPa (pool bottom)

136 153

Sodium

155

2.70 2.67

763 - 795 773 - 785

380-
0.3

0.11

0.15

FARO-LWR

L06

80w/o UO2 +
20w/o ZrOj

18

2923

Free fall

Water

120

0.87

503 - 539

2 -

0.47

5.0

0.464

KROTOS

28

MA

1.45

2673

Free fall

Water

7.2

1.12

360

10

0.095

0.1

8.5 MPa AT

(bottom)
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CP
G :
Lm, Lk :
P :

Continuous phase
Vapor
Liquid component
Particle component

c
o

<D

Bubbly
flow

Transition
" flow

Dispersed
flow

CP=Lm

CP=G

aB aD

Effective void fraction

Dispersed flow region Bubbly flow region

Fig. 2-1. SIMMER-III pool flow regime map. Fig. 2-2 Schematic concept of separating bubbly
and dispersed regions.

Liquid fuel

Liquid sodium
(L3)

Fig. 2-3. Mass transfer processes occurring
at liquid/liquid and liquid/vapor interfaces.

Fig. 2-4. Interface contacts and mass transfer
processes for a fuel droplet

in non-equilibrium M/F model.

Mass transfer possibilities at an (A.B) interfaces with Mass transfer possibilities at an (A,B) interfaces with
net heat flow to the interface from Component A net heat flow to the interface from Component B

Component A condenses or freezes — • Component B vaporizes or melts

Fig. 2-5. Interface treatment in non-equilibrium transfer.
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Ar cover gas
(0.11 MPa)

2.30 m .

Throttle plate

2.70 m

Sodium pool

Thermite melt
injection

0.67 m

- P (Z=4000mm)

^ Test vessel
(inner diameter 300 mm)

Initial sodium lebvel
(Z=2700mm)

.T(Z=1600mm)
'V(Z-1550mm)

_V(Z=740mm)
~T(Z-700mm)

_ V (Z«300mm)
_V(Z-150mm)
~P(Z«100mm)

Tube from
thermite melt injector

(inner diameter 30 mm)

(0
Q.

in

0.50

0.00
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Time (s)
Fig. 4-2. Cover gas and sodium pool pressures (TH564).

Fig. 4-1. Geometric model for analysis of THINA test.

1500

1000

500

z - 1600 mm

z - 700 mm

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Time (s)

Fig. 4-3. Temperatures in sodium pool (TH564).

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Time (s)

Fig. 4-4. Cross sectional void fraction in sodium pool
(TH564).
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2500
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B 1500

<D
I

1000

1 % void fraction

10% void fraction

Fig.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Time (s)
4-5. Upper bound of two-phase region

in sodium pool (TH564).

CO

a.

3
CO
CO
CD

0.00
0.80.2 0.4 0.6

Time (s)

Fig. 4-7. Cover gas and sodium pool pressures
by two-velocity calculation (TH564).

4000 mm

CO

eo
CO
<D

0.50

0.00

z = 100 mm

0.2 0.4 0.6

Time (s)

0.8

Fig. 4-9. Cover gas and sodium pool pressures
(TH562).

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Time (s)
Fig. 4-6. History of mechanical energy formation

(TH564).

30.0

0.1 0.50.2 0.3 0.4

Time (s)
Fig. 4-8. History of mechanical energy formation

by two-velocity calculation (TH564).

E
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o
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/
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n
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Fig. 4-10. History of mechanical energy formation
(TH562).
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Melt injector
(inner diameter 10 cm)

0.87 m

Steam + Ar
(5 MPa)

2.73 m

-- Test vessel
(inner diameter 47 cm)

Water pool

Fig. 4-11. Geometric model for analysis of
FARO-LWR L06 test.

3
co
CO
CD

a.

to

Q_

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Time (s)

Fig. 4-12. Vessel pressure increase and its rate.

23.5 cm

2.53 m

0.3

0.6 s 0.7 s 0.8 s

0.0

1.0

-J o.o

Fig. 4-13. Distributions of melt and water volume fractions.
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0.86 m

Pre-mixture ol
melt, water,
and steam

1 14 m '•.•

r-.v

(.;•':'

r'-.V'

i

^ Initial system
pressure of 0.1 MPa

- Test tube
(inner diameter 9.5 cm)

K5 (Z=990mm)

—- K4 (Z=790mm)

K3 (Z=590mm)

K2 (Z=390mm)

K1 (Z= 190mm)

^--- Z=0mm
Gas Trigger

(argon at 8.5 MPa)

TO

Fig. 4-14. Geometric model for analysis of
KROTOS 28 test.

1.0 1.5
Time (ms)

Fig. 4-15. Leading edges of pressure pluses
along the test tube.
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Discussion

Annunziato

(1) The use of inter-cell radiation model would not improve the pressure (increase); if this

is implemented, the same energy is distributed over larger number of cells and thus the

final result is a pressure reduction and not a pressure increase.

(2) You should compare the measured steam temperature in order to judge on the need of

inter-cell radiation model.

Morita

(1) Some experts have suggested that the vessel pressure increase before the melt/water

contact (MWC) was due to heat transfer from melt to gas by radiation and conduction,

and by water flashing from the pool surface. Therefore, we consider that

SIMMER-III underestimates the pressure before MWC because the radiative heat

transfer is not modeled.

(2) The gas temperature was not compared with the experimental result.

Theofanous

You should be careful in comparing with cover gas temperature, becase the water level

swells and T/C would be wetted.

Morita

Thanks for the useful information.

Sehgal

Why is the SIMMER code, developed for the fast reactor energetic calculations, being

applied to predict experiments which are specific to FCIs during LWR postulated severe

accidents?

Morita

SIMMER-III is being developed for LMFR safety analysis. However, FCI phenomena

are highly relevant to severe accidents in LMFRs, for example

- Molten pool sloshing initiated by FCIs, and

- FCIs which influence fuel escape through the flow paths such as control rod guide tubes.

The present application was performed to compare the code against well-defined,

well-analyzed, integral experiments and to learn from well-validated codes which have

been used to interpret the experiments.
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6.7 TRACER-II: A Complete Computational Model for Mixing and Propagation of
Vapor Explosions
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Abstract: A vapor explosion is a physical process in which very rapid energy transfer occurs
between a hot liquid and a volatile, colder liquid when the two liquids come into a sudden contact.
For the analyses of potential impacts from such explosive events, a computer program, TRACER-II,
has been developed, which contains a complete description of mixing and propagation phases of
vapor explosions. The model consists of fuel, fragmented fuel (debris), coolant liquid, and coolant
vapor in two-dimensional Eulerian coordinates. The set of governing equations are solved numerically
using finite difference method. The results of this numerical simulation of vapor explosions are
discussed in comparison with the recent experimental data of FARO and KROTOS tests. When
compared to some selected FARO and KROTOS data, the fuel-coolant mixing and explosion
propagation behavior agree reasonably with the data, although the results are yet sensitive primarily
to the melt breakup and fragmentation modeling.

Keywords: vapor explosion, fuel-coolant interaction, multi-phase flow, severe accident

1. INTRODUCTION

A vapor explosion is a physical process in which very rapid energy transfer occurs between
a hot liquid and a volatile, colder liquid when the two liquids come into a sudden contact. This
process has a potential for destructive mechanical energy release and high pressure load to the system.
During the course of a severe accident in present day nuclear Fission reactors, such a contact of
molten fuel and coolant is likely, therefore, an attention has been paid on the potential consequences
of a large-scale vapor explosion such as containment breach by missile generation and dynamic
pressure impulse. The potential threat of missile generation, so-called ct-mode containment failure,
had been considered as a major concern in nuclear reactor safety studies and a group of experts
have reached a consensus that the a-mode containment failure is unlikely, but also suggested that
the associated uncertainties be further clarified [SERG, 1985]. Recently the concern on the potential
hazards of steam explosions has been further emphasized in ex-vessel severe accident phenomena
as the reactor cavity is pre-flooded as a part of accident management stratages.

On the basis of the available experimental observations (Board 1975), it is postulated that large
scale vapor explosions progress through the four distinct phases; premixing, triggering, propagation,
and expansion. The efforts of analyzing and modeling such complex processes in the past can be
grouped into two categories in general; macroscopic approach and microscopic approach. The
macroscopic approach includes thermodynamic models (Hicks 1965) and steady-state models. These
models can provide explosion pressures and propagation speeds without detailed knowledge of the
thermophysical interactions between the fluid elements involved. The predictions by these models,
however, are generally overestimated and have not been realized in experiments. This may limit
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Fig. 1. Illustration of fuel-coolant mixture in TRACER-I1 modeling (photo from ALPHA
tests (Sugimoto et al. 1992))

the usefulness of the models.
The microscopic approach involves a complete numerical solution of governing equations

describing transient behavior of each fluid element. The fluid elements of interest here are fuel
drops, fragmented debris, coolant liquid and vapor. As high-speed computers and computational
techniques have become more available, this type of model has drawn more interest. PM-ALPHA
(Angelini 1995) and CHYMES (Fletcher 1991) have been developed for mixing-phase calculations,
and ESPROSE (Medhekar 1991, Chen 1995), CULDESAC (Fletcher 1995) and IDEMO (Burger
1993) are for the calculations of explosion propagation/escalation-phase. TEXAS-1II (Chu 1989, Tang
1993) provides a complete one-dimensional description of both mixing and propagation phases and
the fuel is treated in a Lagrangian coordinate. These computer programs have been reported to
be successful in predicting qualitative behavior of vapor explosions. However, the success in the
quantitative agreement with experimental data has been halted by the lack of sufficient empirical
data and correlations necessary for describing mass, energy, and momentum exchanges between
the fluid elements in a very complex, multi-phase arrangement as shown in Fig. 1.

This paper presents the mathematical model of the computer program TRACER-H which
contains a complete description of vapor explosions: mixing and propagation. The model consists
of fuel, fragmented fuel (debris), coolant liquid, and coolant vapor in two-dimensional Eulerian
coordinates. For computational simplicity, the momentum equations are formulated and solved for
the three fields of the fuel, coolant liquid and coolant vapor. The debris is assumed to maintain
mechanical and thermal equilibrium with the coolant liquid. The constitutive relationships are
formulated for the fuel breakup, fuel fragmentation rate, heat and momentum exchanges as well
as phase change between coolant liquid and vapor. An appropriate form of equation of state for
water is also introduced, which is necessary in treating thermodynamic nonequilibrium between the
coolant liquid and vapor. The set of governing equations are then solved numerically using finite
difference method. The numerical calculations of vapor explosions are compared with the recent
experimental data of FARO-LWR (Magallon 1995) and KROTOS (Hohmann 1995) experiments.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In the event that hot fuel melt pours into coolant, it is postulated that the melt stream breaks
up into droplets and the fuel droplets are dispersed into coolant liquid and the vapor film exists
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between the hot melt and the coolant liquid. When the triggering is applied, as a prescribed high
pressure or high fragmentation rate in a cell in the present model, a shock wave propagates through
the pre-mixture and the melt(fuel) droplets are fragmented into fine debris and rapid heat transfer
from melt to coolant occurs. In describing such physical events, the model includes four fluid phases;
fuel melt, liquid and vapor coolant, and fragmented fuel debris as conceptually illustrated in Fig.
1. However, in the present model the combination of coolant liquid (or vapor if liquid is completely
depleted in the cell) and fuel debris are treated as one velocity field for simplicity.

2.1 Conservation equations
The following set of conservation equations are written generally for both the mixing and

propagation phase calculations, and for mixing calculation the fragmentation rate, />, is simply set
to zero and the debris phase quantities are not computed.

- continuity equations

-~F,. (1)

1^4L+V'{adbpd^ = F,r (2)

' = - / (3)

momentum equations

uf uf) = -ct/Vp+ Kg/ ~ug- ~uf) + K,f( It,- ~uf)

ctdbPdb) «/] + v • [ (a,Pi+ adbpdb) u, Ui] = — (a,+ adb)vp+ Kxi( ug— it/)
(6)

ui- uf)-J[d(J) ut-8{-f) ug

) + v • (ctgPg ug ug)= — cigVp— Kg,( ug— Ui) — Kgf{ ug- u/)

+ J[8(f) ^,-8(-f) It,

- energy equations

d (ctfPfIf)+ v • (afPflfli,) = ~ Qfg- Qfl-h,Ffr (8)

-{atPtl, « , )= -p(~jf+ v • ( f l f / « , ) ) - A & / - / ? & ( r / - r j )

(10)

Tdb = 8iai)T, + [l-8(a,)]Tg (11)
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Here, the mass exchange rates, /> and J, are due to fuel fragmentation and coolant evaporation
or condensation. The KtJ are the momentum transfer coefficients between the phase i and j and
the SfJJ is the Heavyside step function, which is the unity for positive J and zero otherwise. The
J is the coolant evaporation rate for positive value and condensation rate for negative value and
it is defined as

lg,(Ta- Tt) + Rls( T,- Ts)] (12)
"fg

The Ri, and RKX are the heat transfer coefficients for liquid and vapor to the interface, respectively.
The fragmented fuel debris are assumed to become thermal and mechanical equilibrium upon
fragmentation.

The complete formulation of momentum and heat transfer rates between phases in multi-phase
flow requires the interfacial area informations and in this model the surface area of melt droplets
is formulated using an interfacial area transfort equation (Ishii 1975, Fletcher 1991).

dLf • ~*- T — r r m )
L/— — 1 bk~ I fr U J ;

Here, Fhk and //r is the source terms associated with the fuel breakup rate during the mixing phase
and fuel fragmentation rate during the explosion propagation.

2.2 Fuel breakup and fragmentation
The fuel breakup rate is formulated based on the model proposed by Fletcher (1991), as given

by

pcpf \uc- uf\lLf (14)

An empirically determined value of 0.245 has been recommended for Co (Young 1987).
Carachalios et al. (1983) introduced a fragmentation model based upon boundary layer stripping

due to the relative velocity of fuel droplet to coolant. Taking the Fletcher (1995)'s modification
and employing a multi-phase expression (Yuen and Theofanous 1995),

Ffr = AgCfragaf\ uf— ug\ V P/Pg I Lf

_^ _^ (15)
+ (\—Ag)cfmgaf\uf- U[\ V P/PidlLf

where,
Ag = ag/(a,+ adb+ag) (16)

Pu = (a/Pi + adbpdb)/(a, + adb) (17)

In this model, the value of 1.0 was suggested for c/raf,. Using the above expressions for Fhk and
Ffr, the source terms in the area transport equation are

(18)
g FfLfFfrLf

The source term for fragmentation has the number 1/3 since the change of fuel droplets diameter
due to the removed debris mass is equal to 1/3 the rate of its volume.
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2.3 Interfacial exchange laws
The fuel-coolant mixture consists of fuel or fuel droplets, debris, coolant liquid and coolant

vapor. The interactions of mass, momentum and energy exchanges between these four contituents
are clearly complicated and dependent on their volume fractions and flow regime. The flow regimes
are divided based mainly on the volume fractions and an appropriate exchange law is required for
each regime. Angelini et al. (1995) have proposed a detail set of exchange laws and the present
model adopted them with minor modification in heat transfer models.

The flow regimes are first divided by the fuel volume fraction. For at <. 0.3, the gas and
liquid are considered to flow through a dispersed fuel droplets and for dr ^ 0.3 the fuel droplets
are treated as a porous bed. And then for dr <, 0.3, the flow is further divided into three regimes
by the void fraction: bubbly (a ^ 0.3), churn-turbulent (0.3 < a < 0.7), and droplet (d ^ 0.7).
Here the main features of the exchange laws are presented and the readers may refer to the article
by Angelini et al. (1995) for further details.

2.3.1 Interfacial momentum exchange
The interfacial momentum exchange is primarily due to drag. For df <. 0.3,

Ka = j a, 4>a Pi "j^ | u, - uj | , (19)

where suffices i anf j refer to dispersed and continuous phases, respectively. The drag coefficient,
C/),j, is defined for churn flow as

i = 8, J = / , Cm = | - ( l - a ) 2 and L, = 4 igdplo) ~112. (20)

and for dispersed flow,

17.67[/(g /)]6 / 7 \2

Lai ~ 3 L''{ a ) [ 18.67/U,)
where,

i = g, j = I, a < 0 . 3 , f(a,) = ( l - a y s ,

i = /, ; = g, ff>0.7, /(<*,-) = a\ (22)

i = f, i = g,l, /(«,) = (1-ff,)1-5

For Or £ 0.3,

Kif = K\f + K'n i = g,l (23)

for Re{ < 1000

for Re, > 1000

for Re, < 10

(26)

The length scale for vapor bubbles and liquid droplets are obtained from the critical Weber number
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relationship and the length scale for fuel droplets is obtained from the area transport equation (Eq.
13).

2.3.2 Interfacial heat transfer
The interfacial heat transfer relationships are also dependent on flow regime. If the void fraction

is less than 0.7, the fuel droplets are considered in film boiling regime including radiation heat
transfer. The vapor exists in the form of vapor film adjacent to the fuel droplets as well as separate
bubbles if a is large enough. For a > 0.7, the fuel droplets are surrounded by vapor and losses
heat to vapor by convection and to liquid droplets by radiation. For a < 0.7,

Qfl = n,hrnL2
s4>fkTf - T,) (27)

Q/g = n/ksLfyftT, - Ts) (28)

Tf - 71 (29)

uf - u, l) (30)

r}/3) (31)

kg_ ( 3 2 )

In the above formulation of film boiling heat transfer from fuel to coolant, the convective heat
goes to vapor and the radiative heat goes to liquid. Then the heat from the vapor to the interface
is used in calculating evaporation rate after substracted by the amount of heat transfered from the
interface to liquid. The Eq. (31) for the heat transfer coefficient for the interface to liquid was
proposed by Bang (1994) based on a numerical model of film boiling.

For a > 0.7,

Qfl = m\n(n,7cL2i, nfnL2
f) oefE, (T) - T/) (33)

Q/g = nj4>fgKLjhc{Tf - Tg) (34)

k
af < 0.3 hc = -ySL(2 + O.GRegPrg) (35)

af > 0.3 hc = O.dlcp/pg \ug - Uj\Reg" »-i>lpTg"-i for Ret

— — -o 3 ( 3 6 )

hc = O.GlCp/pg- | ug — Ur \Reg" ' P r» for Re,

Rls = in^nUt^f- (37)

+ 0.6/?e1/2Pry
3) (38)

2.4 Equation of state (EOS)
The liquid coolant and vapor always move from non-equilibrium state to equilibrium state

through the phase change. However, particularly in explosion propagation phase the superheated
liquid and supersaturated vapor in subcritical region must be allowed since separate energy equations
are solved for coolant liquid and vapor with the phase change relation. For this unique need, a
simple relation for this metastable state of water is formulated using the saturation properties and
constant specific heat.
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l s P i , p ) (39)

Tg = T,{ P) + [ Ig - Igs( P) ] / C*( /» (40)

E is bulk modulus of water and is assumed constant (E=2.19xlO3 MPa). The NBS/NRC Steam
Tables (Haar 1984) is used for the equilibrium state properties. Fuel droplets and fragments are
assumed incompressible.

2.5 Solution procedure
A computer program, TRACER-II (TRAnsient Computation of Explosive Reactions), has been

written based on the mathematical models given above. The base structure of the code was adopted
from K-FIX code (Rivard 1977). The equations are solved using a finite difference technique that
implicitly couples the rate of phase transitions, momentum, and energy exchange to determine the
pressure, density, and velocity fields.

First, the velocity and mass fluxes are estimated from the momentum equations by accounting
only for momentum convection and the exchange functions (interfacial heat transfer, breakup or
fragmentation rate, momentum exchange, and boiling/condensation rates) are computed explicitly.
An implicit numerical solution is then obtained by iteration on the pressure, using a constrained
two-sided Secant method. This involves the implicit solutions of the fuel, coolant liquid and vapor,
and debris continuity equations. This iterative scheme also contains the calculation of internal energy
omitting temperably the effects of convection, work, and single-phase conduction. Once the iterations
are completed, new values of internal energies containing the effects of convection, work, and
single-phase conduction are calculated and then new temperatures are evaluated. Now, these values
are used in the next time step calculation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To illustrate the performance of the model's prediction of mixing and propagation of vapor
explosions, FARO-LWR and KROTOS experiments were chosen for comparison because these
experimental data are relatively well documented and offer the data for prototypical reactor materials
as well as tin and aluminum oxide which produced explosions.

3.1 Mixing calculations
The TRACER-II calculations are first compared with the FARO data (Magallon 1995). FARO

tests provide data on mixing and quenching of large masses of real corium melt (mainly UO2/ZrO2)
in water. The melt mass is in the order of 150 kg. The corium melt is produced in a furnace of
direct electric current heating and then released into a cylindrical interaction vessel filled with water.
The test L-14 was chosen for the comparion with the prediction of the present model. In L-14
test, the melt mass was 125 kg and the initial melt temperature was 2,800°C. The release diameter
of melt was 0.1 m. The inner diameter of the test chamber was 0.71 m and saturated water at
the initial pressure of 5.0 MPa was filled up to 2 m in the 3 m-long chamber (release point to
bottom). After the melt was released the chamber pressure rised to 7.8 MPa in 2.4 seconds and
the mean diameter of melt particles was 4.8 mm.

The first calculation was done for the effect of the constant C, of the melt breakup model.
When Cn of 0.245 is used, the vessel pressure was underpredicted as shown in Fig. 2. Since C
is an empirically determined value and the data used are not directly relevant to reactor material
and thermophysical conditions, this value of C, seems not appropriate in this case. When Co is
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Fig. 2. Predicted test vessel pressure of Fig. 3. Predicted average fuel droplet
FARO L-14 test diameter

doubled to 0.450, the calculated vessel pressure is now closer to the data. The area-averaged diameter
of fuel droplets is shown in Fig. 3 for both cases. Obviously the larger value of C, shows smaller
diameter. For C of 0.450, the average diameter is gradually decreased from 10 cm, which is the
initial jet diameter of fuel, to about 3 cm and does not change from this value. This is because
the model allowed fuel breakup when the local Weber number is greater than 10. However, this
calculated final size of fuel droplets is much larger than the reported value of 0.48 cm which was
provided by posttest analysis of the debris. Fig. 4 shows the calculated melt downward progression.
The melt reaches the chamber bottom in 0.7 second and this seems close to the data of 0.76 second
(Magallon 1995). The average vapor volume fraction is also shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
show the spatial distribution of fuel and vapor volume fractions at the time of 0.8 second.

To further investigate the effect of breakup model, calculations were repeated, but without
breakup model. Fig. 8 shows the calculated vessel pressures for fixed diameters of 10, 20, and
40 mm. With the fixed melt diameter of 20 mm, the vessel pressure agrees better with the test
data, although it shows earlier pressure rise as expected due to the fixed size of fuel droplets.

0.20

0.0

0.2 0.4 0.6
Time(sec)

0.8

Fig. 4. Predicted melt downward Fig. 5. Predicted average vapor volume
progression of FARO L-14 test fraction of FARO L-14 test
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Fig. 6. Predicted fuel volume fraction
distribution at t=0.8 s of FARO L-14 test

Fig. 7. Predicted vapor volume fraction
distribution at t=0.8 s of FARO L-14 test

3.2 Explosion calculations
TRACER-II explosion calculations were compared with KROTOS test data (Hohmann 1995).

The KROTOS test section is a thick tube of 0.095 m inner diameter and it contains water at variable
heights up to about 1.25 m. It has a trigger device at the bottom filled with high pressure gas.
The test 28 was chosen for the comparison, in which 1.45 kg of alumina melt at 2400°C was released
into the test tube filled with water at 87°C, up to a height of 1.12 m. The melt release diameter
was 0.03 m. The gas trigger was applied in about two seconds from the time that the melt was
released through the exit of release funnel.

The calculation was performed using 3 radial nodes and 30 axial nodes including gas trigger
volume. First, mixing calculation (Co=0.450) was performed for 1.8 seconds and then the pressure
of the gas trigger volume was set to 8.5 MPa to begin the explosion calculation. The mixing time
of 1.8 s is the time at which the melt front reached the bottom. This predicted mixing time is
close to the data of about 1.9 s. At the end of mixing phase the predicted fuel volume fraction
is shown in Fig. 9 and vapor volume fraction is shown in Fig. 10. The fuel fraction is less than
0.1 over the lower half of the test section and higher in the center region than near the wall. The
vapor fraction is also less than 0.1 in the main mixture. These values are close to the reported
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Fig. 8. Predicted test chamber pressure of
FARO L-14 test using fixed fuel diameter
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Fig. 9. Predicted fuel volume fraction at
1.8 s of mixing of KROTOS-28 test

Fig. 10. Predicted vapor volume fraction
at 1.8 s of mixing of KROTOS-28 test

average fuel fraction of 0.08 and average vapor fraction of 0.04.
Using the above mixing results, the calculated explosion pressure traces are shown in Fig.

11. In this calculation, the constant Cfrag of fragmentation rate model was set to 1.0. The figure
shows that the explosion propagates at a speed of -750 m/s and the peak pressures are -20 MPa.
One notes that in KROTOS-28 test an unexpectedly violent explosion occurred and the pressures
were so high that the measured pressure indicated the level which were cutoff at 50 MPa. Therefore,
when compared with the data this result seems not satisfactory. The next calculation was made
with Cfrag=4.0 and the results are shown in Fig. 12. In this case the explosion is escalating and
the peak pressure at the fourth transducer reaches -80 MPa. However, the propagation speed is
-1,150 m/s, which is much faster than what was observed in the test, -650 m/s.

Since the above two calculations show that the model failed to predict KROTOS-28 pressure
data, an explosion calculation was performed with a uniform distribution of fuel and vapor in order
to investigate the effect of material distribution. In this case, the uniform fuel fraction of 0.08 and
vapor fraction of 0.04 are used instead of mixing calculation. The results are shown in Fig. 13
with the data, indicating a reasonable agreement with the data. This implies that the material
distribution is also a key parameter in explosion propagation and escalation. The current mixing
results of KROTOS-28 as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show that the fuel is not well dispersed

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2
Time(ms)

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2
Time(ms)

Fig. 11. Predicted explosion pressure Fig. 12. Predicted explosion pressure
traces of KROTOS-28 test (cfrag=1.0) traces of KROTOS-28 test (cfrag=4.0)
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radially even in a 10 cm-diameter, small tube. This seems to be a key deficiency in the current
model.

4. CONCLUSIONS

For the numerical simulation of fuel-coolant mixing and vapor explosions, a computer program,
TRACER-II, has been developed which contains a two-dimensional, transient, multi-phase
formulation of the four fluid phases of melt drop, fragmented debris, liquid coolant, and vapor coolant.
A set of constitutive relations for melt breakup and fragmentation, coolant phase-change, and heat
and momentum exchanges are incorporated. The comparison of mixing calculations with FARO
data shows a reasonable agreement, although it shows a strong dependency on the empirical constant
of breakup model. A complete analysis of K.ROTOS 28 test including mixing and propagation
calculations shows that the explosion behavior has a strong dependency on the material distribution,
which the present model may fail to predict adequately. The explosion calculation with unifrom
material distribution shows a resonable agreement with the data.
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Fig. 13. Predicted explosion pressures of K.ROTOS-28 using uniform fuel
and vapor fractions (ctf=0.08, ag=0.04)
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NOMENCLATURES

CD
cp

g
h
hfg

I
k

L
n
P
Pr
Re

Ru
t
T
u

Greek
a
E

P
U
0

OSB

0ij

drag coefficient
specific heat
gravity
heat transfer coefficient, specific enthalpy
latent heat of vaporization
specific internal energy
thermal conductivity
interfacial momentum exchange coefficient
length scale
number of particles or bubbles in unit volume
pressure
Prandtl number
Reynolds number
interfacial heat transfer coefficient
time
temperature
velocity

symbols
volume fraction
emissivity
density
viscosity
surface tension
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
area concentration factor

subscript
c
db
f
1
g
r
s

convection
fuel debris
fuel
coolant liquid
coolant vapor, gas
radiation
saturation, vapor-liquid interface

superscript
1
t

laminar
turbulent
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Discussion

Fletcher

I was curious as to why you did not include micro-interactions in your formulation?

Bang

Based on my knowledge, micro-interaction model needs a closure relationship on the

fraction of liquid which is considered micro-interaction zone. Currently, this fraction is a

parameter, which needs validation using data in a general sense. Therefore, TRACER-II

does not contain this concept, but will consider in future if the micro-interaction concept is

more advanced to more understandable level.

Basu

To repeat a suggestion of Dr. Fletcher from the first day of the meeting, has the time come

to do quality assurance of the codes?

Bang

First, comparison of code's prediction with data tells what parameters are incorrect

compared to data. But to have a right method of quality assurance, the practice of

international standard problem (e.g. ISP-39) is suggested in depth to investigate code's

deficiency and differences from other models.

Sehgal

Since you have so many correlations and also many parameters for your code. You should

verify your submodels with separate effect experiments, for the various sub processes

represented in your code.

Bang

Right, but we have first to try to find out which submodels are the most significant in

causing differences between the data and prediction.

Corradini

How do you generate steam? Where does fuel energy go?

Bang

Upon fragmentation, the whole energy of fragmented fuel goes into liquid, if liquid exits in

the cell.

Corradini

The energy of fragmented fuel may be used in vaporization directly.
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Wednesday, May 21, 1997
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